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NOTE ON SOURCES

I consider myself quite fortunate to have worked as a law clerk for perhaps the largest
most experienced travel law offices in the world. Thorough my work as Anolik Law
Corporation's webmaster and law clerk and as The International Forum of Travel and Tourism
Advocates' (IFTTA) webmaster, Board Member, and Membership Chairman, I have been in
contact with and organized a treasure trove of travel law materials.
My employer, Alexander Anolik, the senior attorney at Anolik Law Corporation, has
been a travel attorney for over 35 years, and is a co-founder of IFTTA. For professional legal
research purposes and as an official depository of IFTTA materials, Anolik Law Corporation has
amassed a lifetime of articles, journals, newspaper clippings, industry manuals, conference
papers, audio and video recordings. These archives are recognized by individual IFTTA
members the world over as an important collection for travel law research.
The IFTTA San Francisco Depository consists of hardbound books and journals with the
majority of items found in more than two thousand travel law files and several thousand client
files organized by topic and numbered by their creation date.
A second official IFTTA Depository, originally managed by John Downes in Scotland,
the most recent IFTTA president, has been transferred to the United Nations World Tourism
Organization headquarters in Madrid, Spain.

0

Through my participation in the Association of Retail Travel Agency {ARTA)
Conferences in Washington, D.C. and my duties as an officer of IFTTA, I have befriended so
many travel law university professors, scholars, and practicing attorneys throughout the world
and in the United States. (See IFTTA's webpage www.iftta.org/attorneys) Not only do I
regularly communicate with them on various topics, I have read and utilized their textbooks and
articles, as well as listened to comments from other travel attorneys at the various conferences I
have attended since becoming a member in 2001.
Given this vast collection of sources to pull from, I have divided my bibliography into
separate parts. While I have studied many ofthe articles by two of the industry's leading writers,
Judge Thomas Dickerson and Alexander Anolik, for individual topics of my S.J .D. Thesis, I
have not re-organized them for this bibliography and have instead attached portions of their
published works as supplements. Also attached is a more complete Air and Maritime Treaties
supplement.
It took quite a while to put this list together and I plan to develop it further.
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Outer Space Treaty
Treaty Governing the Activities ofStates in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
the Moon and other Celestial Bodies Moscow, London & Washington, January 27, 1967
• Art 1 - "free for exploration and use without discrimination of any kind on the basis of
equality and in accordance with international law"
o benefits and interests of all countries
o free for exploration and use Space Tourism is a right of all states and mankind.
o Outer space is the common heritage of mankind, as such open to all of mankind
for space exploration and tourism development
o without discrimination of any kind
o free access to all areas of celestial bodies
o facilitate and encourage international cooperation
• Art 2- Nothing in OS is subject to national appropriation
• Art 3 - maintain international peace and security I promoting cooperation and
understanding
• Art 5 - Astronauts and space travelers are the envoys of mankind and represent all of
humanity. As envoys of mankind, space travelers are to be rendered all possible
assistance when in distress including astronaut to astronaut
• Art 6 - state responsible for activities in space, therefore liable for national activities
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rescue.)
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Convention on the International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects Moscow,
London & Washington, March 29, 1972
• Art 1 - distress, notify launching authority
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Summary

Tourism is about travel, cultural exchanges, and job creation. Responsible tourism seeks
to meet these goals in a way that will ensure protection of the tourist sites as well as sustainable
growth for today's hosts and for future generations of both tourists and hosts. The objective of
my research is to illustrate positive and negative impact the law of tourism and travel has on
sustainable development. My methodology analyzes developing trends in international law, as
well as centuries old traditions of travel law. Then I provide solutions that utilize successful
legal regimes to enable sustainable development through tourism.
From my research at numerous universities all over the world, talking with industry
professionals, government officials, and experts while attending conferences in many countries,
and through work in the largest travel law office in the world, I have not found significant
writings devoted to the impact of the law on tourism and sustainable development.
This doctorate examines the evolving legal definitions of tourism, sustainable
development, cultural heritage, and common heritage of humankind; then distinguishes the types
of tourist destinations, services and products along with the corresponding legal duties of the
host state, other states, international law, and tourists. Case examples and problems related to
specific states and tourism and sustainable development issues are illustrated throughout the
essay. This doctorate examines how the United Nations along with other governments and nongovernmental organizations have sought ways in which regular and continuous economic
development can lead to the betterment of mankind. A great deal of attention is paid to the travel
law development of the United States of America, and even California travel law, as these are
two of the most developed legal regimes around, as well as being the systems of the author's law
practice. The codes of ethics for the traveler as developed by international organizations and
scholars are also examined.
I show how the greater impact of tourism has been a positive influence on an economy
and society as felt in 2005 following the economic and touristic devastation resulting from the
tsunami of southeast Asia, the flooding in Europe, hurricane Katrina, and the earthquakes of
Pakistan. As the Republic of Iraq, has stated, "It is now recognized that tourism has great
potential to create and indirectly support job creation in several segments of the economy:
airlines; hotels; restaurants; transportation; travel agencies; and telecommunications. . . . The
tourism industry has also played an important transformational role as a vocal constituency for
improvements to airports, immigration and visa procedures, security, road, rail and
telecommunication networks." (See National Development Strategy 2005-2007, Republic of Iraq,
www.export.gov/iraq/pdf/irag development strategy 063005.pdf)
I argue that sustainable development can be achieved through tourism by increasing
employment opportunities, developing infrastructure, and by creating standards for individual,
corporate and social activities related to tourism. This doctorate also emphasizes that the
significance of maintaining cultural heritage is important both for the common heritage of
humanity but also for .the . il~!ly live~_ of people that make a living from th~ in~Q.me cr~~te_g }Jy -·
tourism and as such I feel will be a useful contribution to sustainable development literature.
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CONVENTIONS AND LEGAL INSTRUMENTS
TOURISM AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Manila Declaration on World Tourism (1980)
Acapulco Documents on the Rights to Holidays (1982)
Tourism Bill of Rights and Tourism Code, Sofia (1985)
The Hague Declaration on Tourism (1989)
Lanzarote Charter for Sustainable Tourism (1995) Jointly by UNEP, UNESCO, and EU
Statement on the Prevention of Organized Sex Tourism, Cairo (1995)
Agenda 21 for Tourism & Travel Industry (1996)
Global Codes of Ethics for Tourism (1999)
Hainan Declaration- Sustainable Tourism in the Islands of the Asia-Pacific Regions (2002)
Quebec Declaration on Ecotourism (2002)
Djerba Declaration on Tourism and Climate Change (2003)

COMMON HERITAGE OF HUMANKIND AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

Convention Concerning the Protection ofthe World Cultural and Natural Heritage
The Mexico Declaration - World Conference on Cultural Policies (1982)
Rio Conference (1992)
Kyoto Protocol
The Cultural Diversity Convention (August 2005 Draft)
The Human Development Convention
UNDP- Cultural Freedom and the World

HERITAGE- T-OURISM ARTICLES ON THE WEB
(links embedded in title as found on website Center for Heritage Resource Studies (CHRS) at:
www.heritage.umd.edu/CHRSWeb/World%20Heritage/Heritage%20Spots/Heritage%20Spots%20HT.htm)

What is Heritage Tourism? (National Trust for Historic Preservation)
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Heritage Tourism (by Cheryl Hargrove, 2002)
Heritage Tourism and the Federal Government: Summit /-Report o(Proceedings (Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, 2002)

0

Heritage Tourism Program (from Rural Heritage Program, National Trust)
Ecotourism and Cultural Heritage Tourism: Forging Stronger Links (by Sharr SteeleProhaska, University ofNew Haven)
Creating Heritage Tourism Guidelines (Dr. Hilary du Cros, Hong Kong, 2002)
U.S. Forest Service and Italian Heritage Tourism programs to benefit from collaborative
activities (from the U.S. Forest Service, 2002)
Cultural Heritage Tourism Links (from the Canadian Center for Tourism Policy and Research)
Internet conference to look at future directions in heritage tourism management (Australia,
2002)
A Proposed World Heritage Tourism and Evaluation Methodology (Arthur Pedersen,
UNESCO World Heritage Centre Conference, Sophia, Bulgaria, October 2002)
Shopping and Cultural Heritage Tourism (Tourism Industries Publication, from the US Office
ofTravel & Tourism Industries, on the International Trade Administration website, 1997)

o

MP Formulates Exclusive Heritage Tourism Policy (India, 2002)
The Financing Requirements o(Nature and Heritage Tourism in the Caribbean (Organization
of American States, 2002)
The Challenges o(Sustainable Community Cultural Heritage Tourism (by Walter Jamieson,
UNESCO Conference/Workshop on Culture, Heritage Management and Tourism, Bhaktapur,
2000)
Capitalizing on Cultural and Heritage Tourism (OPPI Conference, London, 2002)

SOURCES OF SPACE TRAVEL LAW

Outer Space Treaty
Treaty Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
-- - - - -- --- - - -- ·
the Moon and other-eelestial Bodies (1-967)
Rescue Agreement
Agreement on the Rescue ofAstronauts, the Return ofAstronauts and the Return of Objects
(1968)
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Liability Convention
Convention on the International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (1972)
Registration Convention
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space (1974)
Moon Agreement
Agreement Governing the Activities ofStates on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (1974)

TRAVEL INDUSTRY ORGANIZATION CODES OF CONDUCT

Global Code of Ethics For Tourism- World Tourism Organization
Professional Code of Ethics - Certified Counsellor Program - Institute of Certified Travel
Agents
Principles of Professional Conduct and Ethics - American Society of Travel Agents
The National Tour Association Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility
Sustainable Development of Tourism Conceptual Definition -World Tourism Organization
(2004)
Key Benefits of Tourism- World Tourism Organization (2004)
Declaration and Code of Ethics In Tourism- World Tourism Organization
Travelers' Code For Sustaining Indigenous Cultures- PATA
Travel Talk Radio Credo For Peace
UNESCO

Florence Agreement (1950)
Protocol o(Nairobi (1976)
Convention on the Means o(Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Propertv (1970)
Convention Concerning the ProteCtion o[tlieJVoild-Cultural and Natural Heritage CI972)
Convention on the Protection o(the Underwater Cultural Heritage (2001)
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Rules ofthe Annex Concerning Activities Directed at Underwater Cultural Heritage
(ICOMOS Charter)
Convention for the safeguarding ofthe Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003)
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Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity (2001)
Preliminary Draft Convention on the Protection o(the Diversity of Cultural Contents and
Artistic Expressions (2005)
Preliminary Draft o(the International Convention Against Doping In Sport (2005)
International Convention On Salvage- International Maritime Organization (1989)
Draft Convention On the Protection o(the Underwater Cultural Heritage- International Law
Association (1994)
Draft Principles For Cooperation in the Mutual Protection and Transfer of Cultural Material
-International Law Association (2004)
Convention On the International Return ofStolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects UNIDROIT (1995)

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Paris Conve11tion For the Protection ofindustrial Property- WIPO (1833)

0

Berne Convention For the Protection ofLiterary and Artistic Works- WIPO (1886. revised
1967 and 1971)
Universal Copyright Convention - WIPO ( 1952. revised 1971)
UNESCO-WIPO Model Provisions For National Laws On the Protection ofExpression of
Folklore against Illicit Exploitation and Other Prejudicial Actions- WIPO (1985)
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects on Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) - World Trade
Organization ( 1994)

Convention (No. 169) concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent CountriesInternational Labor Organization (1989)
Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological, Historical and Artistic Heritage o(the
American Nations (San Salvador Conventio11)- International Labor Organization (1976)
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I. OVERVIEW OF TOURISM AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Tourism is about travel, cultural exchanges, and job creation. Responsible
tourism seeks to meet these goals in a way that will ensure protection of the tourist sites
as well as sustainable growth for today's hosts and for future generations of both tourists
and hosts. To reach these ends, tourism and sustainable development encompasses a
number of developing trends in international law. This connection between culture,
tourism, and recent trends in international law is evidenced in conventions such as The
Cultural Diversity Convention, and The Statement on the Prevention of Organized Sex
Tourism, Cairo (1995); and the development of international organizations such as: The
United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), UNESCO and its Transport,
Communications, Tourism and Infrastructure Development Division (l'CTIDD).
This essay examines the evolving legal definitions of sustainable development, cultural
heritage, and common heritage of humankind. Then distinguishes the types of tourist
destinations, services and products along with the corresponding legal duties of the host state,
other states, international law, and tourists. A number of case examples and problems related to
specific states and tourism and sustainable development issues are illustrated throughout the
essay, however some cases involve a great deal of conceptual overlap in terms of the specific
problems it addresses for sustainable development. The work of international organizations and
non-governmental organizations on issues of tourism and sustainable development is also
discussed throughout this essay. Finally, the codes of ethics for the traveler as developed by a
number of organizations and scholars are also examined.

II. THE ECONOMICS OF TOURISM AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The greater impact of tourism to be a positive influence on an economy and society has
been emphasized numerous times in 2005, following the economic and touristic devastation
resulting from the tsunami of southeast Asia, the flooding in Europe, hurricane Katrina, and now
the earthquakes of Pakistan, even though Pakistan was only just beginning to develop as a tourist
destination following the aftermath of September 11, 2001. Recently, the many ways that
tourism impacts an economy was described as follows:

It is now recognized that tourism has great potential to create and
indirectly support job creation in several segments of the economy:
airlines; hotels; restaurants, transportation; travel agencies; and
telecommunications. Private sector led development of the tourist
industry is an important source offoreign exchange revenues in
- --many countries in the Middle East. The tourism industry-has alsoplayed an important transformational role as a vocal constituency
for improvements to airports, imm~gration and visa procedures,
security, road, rail and telecommunication networks.
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(See National Development Strategy 2005-2007, Republic of Iraq,
Ministry of Planning and Development
Cooperation
www.export.gov/irag/pdf/irag development strategy 063005.pdf)

0

The United Nations along with other governments and non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) have sought ways in which regular and continuous economic development can lead to
the betterment of mankind. Pursuant to these goals, sustainable development has been
advocated and is defined as "able Development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It
contains within it two key concepts: the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of
the world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and the idea of limitations
imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the environment's ability to meet
present and future needs." The author goes further to state "Development involves a progressive
transformation of economy and society." (See Bruntland, G. (ed.), Our Common Future World
Commission on Environment and Development, (1987) Oxford, Oxford University Press.)

The Sustainable Development of Tourism (UNWTO- Tourism, 2004)
Sustainable tourism development guidelines and management
practices are applicable to all forms of tourism in all types of
destinations, including mass tourism and the various niche tourism
segments. Sustainability principles refer to the environmental,
economic and socio-cultural aspects of tourism development, and
a suitable balance must be established between these three
dimensions to guarantee its long-term sustainability.

0

Thus, sustainable tourism should:
1) Make optimal use of environmental resources that constitute a
key element in tourism development, maintaining essential
ecological processes and helping to conserve natural heritage and
biodiversity.
2) Respect the socio-cultural authenticity of host communities,
conserve their built and living cultural heritage and traditional
values, and contribute to inter-cultural understanding and
tolerance.
3) Ensure viable, long-term economic operations, providing socioeconomic benefits to all stakeholders that are fairly distributed,
including stable employment and income-earning opportunities
and social services to host communities, and contributing to
poverty alleviation.
Sustainable tourism development requires the informed
participation of all relevant stakeholders, as well as strong
political leadership to ensure wide participation and consensus
building. Achieving sustainable tourism is a continuous process
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and it requires constant monitoring of impacts, introducing the
necessary preventive and/or corrective measures whenever
necessary.
Sustainable tourism should also maintain a high level of tourist
satisfaction and ensure a meaningful experience to the tourists,
raising their awareness about sustainability issues and promoting
sustainable tourism practices amongst them.
(Emphasis was as found in original text. See World Tourism
Organization www.world-tourism.org/sustainable/concepts.htm)
A significant part of sustainable development involves the balancing of diverse social
and economic needs of the present and respecting the needs of future generations. We quickly
see that a great deal of jobs, affecting both individuals and whole economies, are tied in with the
concept of tourism and sustainable development. The need to produce a product for which
tourists are willing to take their time and money to visit and purchase is of the utmost concern for
the financial needs ofthe host country and its individual citizens that will act as hosts and guides
for the tourists. (See UN World Tourism Organization
www.world-tourism.org/sustainable/concepts.htm) The UN World Tourism Organization
emphasizes this point:

The challenge for stakeholders involved in all industries is to find
a balance between sustenance, prosperity and people 's desire to
improve their financial/material well-being. with the underlying
need for identity, community, religion, home and family. Travel
and tourism can play a vital role in balancing these forces. It not
only provides the livelihoods for both rural and urban communities,
but has the capacity, when planned, developed and managed
properly, to enhance community relations and build bridges of
understanding and pe(lce between nations.
The following definition of tourism was officially adopted by the
United Nations Statistical Commission in 1993: 'Tourism
comprises the activities of persons travelling to and staying in
places outside their usual environment for not more than one
consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes '. (See
UNWT'O, 1993: Recommendations on Tourism Statistics, World
Tourism Organisation, Spain)
Both the inter-governmental UNWTOIOMT and the private sector
WTTC considers the travel and tourism sector to be one of the
largest - if not THE largest - in the world, particularly in terms of
its contribution to ·tne ·-wcirtil ect)homy. According to WTFC
estimates, travel and tourism achieved the following economic
impact directly and indirectly in 2001:
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•
•
•
•

USD3.3 trillion contribution to global GDP, almost 11% of
total GDP;
207 million jobs worldwide, over 8% of all jobs;
USD630 billion in capital investment,
Almost 9% of all capital investment

0

(See WTTC, May 2001: Tourism Satellite Accounting Research,
World Travel & Tourism, Council, London & New York)

The Key Benefits of Tourism

The UNWTO has also demonstrated the significant benefits tourism brings to host
countries as follows:

Export Earnings

International tourism is the world's largest export earner and an
important factor in the balance of payments of many countries.
Foreign currency receipts from international tourism reached
US$476 billion in 2000, outstripping exports of petroleum
products, motor vehicles, telecommunications equipment, textiles
or
any
other
product
or
service.

0

Employment

Travel and tourism is an important job creator, employing an
estimated I 00 million people around the world The vast majority
of tourism jobs are in small or medium-sized, family-owned
enterprises. Research shows that job creation in tourism is
growing 1 1/2 times faster than any other industrial sector.

Rural Opportunities

Tourism jobs and businesses are usually created in the most
underdeveloped regions ofa country, helping to equalize economic
opportunities throughout a nation and providing an incentive for
resi(lenis . tor emam-- ln - rural areas rather than move._iO
overcrowded cities. (Emphasis added)

0

Infrastructure Investment
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Travel and tourism stimulates enormous investments in new
infrastructure, most ofwhich helps to improve the living conditions
of local residents as well as tourists. Tourism development projects
often include airports, roads, marinas, sewage systems, water
treatment plants, restoration of cultural monuments, museums and
nature interpretation centres.

Tax Revenues

The tourism industry provides governments with hundreds of
millions of dollars in tax revenues each year through
accommodation and restaurant taxes, airport users' fees, sales
taxes, park entrance fees, employee income tax and many other
fiscal
measures.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

International and domestic tourism combined generate up to I 0
per cent of the world's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and a
considerably higher share in many small nations and developing
countries.
(See World Tourism Organization
www. world-tourism.org/wtich.htm)
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United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTOTourism)
Capitan Haya
Madrid, 42 28020
SPAIN
Phone: +34 (91) 567-8100
Fax: +22 338-8810
Website: www. world-tourism. org
The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) is the leading
international governmental organization for travel and tourism. It
serves as a global forum for tourism policy issues and is a practical
source of travel related statistics. With its headquarters in Madrid,
the UNWTO maintains an international staff of 90 tourism
specialists. The UNWTO is an inter-governmental organization
charged by the United Nations with a central and decisive role in
promoting the development of responsible, sustainable, and
universally accessible tourism.
Through tourism and sustainable development, the UNWTO
aims to stimulate economic growth and job creation, provide
incentives for protecting the environment and cultural heritage, and
promote peace, prosperity and respect for human rights. The World
Tourism Organization maintains government statistics and research
on both the national and international levels.
Full Membership in the UNWTO is open to all sovereign
States while Associate Membership is open to all territories not
responsible for their external relations. Affiliate membership
comprises a wide range of organizations and companies working
either directly in travel and tourism or in related sectors including:
airlines and other transport companies; hotels and restaurants; tour
operators; retail travel agents; banking institutions; and publishing
groups.
The UNWTO 's membership includes 139 countries, seven
territories, and some 350 Affiliate Members representing regional
and local promotion boards, tourism trade associations, educational
institutions and private sector companies, including airlines, hotel
groups and tour operators. The UNWTO website maintains an
extensive collection o electronic ublications.
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Travel and Tourism As Force For Poverty Reduction
The tourism industry places many demands on the host country and greatly influences
its society, economy, and environment. Both state policy and domestic promotion of tourism
must reflect the concerns of sustainable growth and development for present and future
generations, as responsible tourism is also arguably, the key to economic growth in the least
developed countries. Sustainable development can be achieved through tourism by increasing
employment opportunities, developing infrastructure, and by creating standards for individual,
corporate and social activities related to tourism.
The elimination of poverty through tourism requires the understanding and cooperation
of state, corporate, and. individual tourists. Tourism as the means to alleviate poverty was one of
the major issues discussed at the 2003 International Institute for Peace through Tourism (IIPT)
Summit. At the Summit, The Pacific Asian Travel Association's (PATA) President DeJong noted
that the four aspects needed by governments for supporting tourism are: power of tourism
government, transportation, tax reduction, and health insurance. (See Travel and Tourism as
Force for Poverty Reduction, IIPT Newsletter, Vol.l No.5, October 2002,
htt,p://www.iipt.org/newsletter/October2002.html)
Annexe I: \/v'• Jl I· I T1 ~l'v'~-'1 (', T\ ·lll j..., , r1 ~~·.( ,1111· il l \j\JTT· ~- 1
l o uri:..n-1 ::.Jl •lliL •· 1r;,.t l ll llill~. t.-:.litnat-:.':; :mel fr.r1:: C..J'>l:
W O RLD
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I
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I
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I
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'11.0

I
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9.0
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Travel and

I
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I
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I
I

22.9 million

(From Identification and Documentation of Modern Heritage,
World Heritage Papers 5, The UNESCO World Heritage Centre,
Paris France, 2003)
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While this essay will now discuss and define the legal and philosophical significance of
tourist sites, services, and products that are purchased by and for travellers, remember that with
every tourist(s) destination and activity, a great deal of money is invested to maintain the
destination and many jobs are created to cater to the traveller. I want to emphasize that the
significance of maintaining cultural heritage is important both for the common heritage of
humanity but also for the daily lives of people that make a living from the income created by
tourism.

J

Q

III. ECOTOURISM. THE ENVIRONMENT, AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
As ecotourism is an overly discussed issue, let me briefly describe it and then move on
to less discussed topics of tourism and sustainable development. To do this, first let me
distinguish sustainable development from ecotourism, as it is regularly a point of confusion and
ambiguity for many travel professionals, lawyers, and tourists alike. Sustainable development
deals with economic growth and job creation, while ecotourism deals with protecting the
environment. Both concepts seek to protect the environment for present and future generations,
but in a sense ecotourism is only one part of tourism and sustainable development.
Tourism and sustainable development also focuses on the employment and utilization of
local guides and operators, as preferred to outside corporate providers. These locals can directly
tell the story of the site and provide quality services for continued employment, especially when
they are telling the story of their people and their history. An important part of human dignity _
and the right of self-determination of people is to preserve their culture and tell their story to the
world. The philosophy of "small is beautiful," and "do as little harm to the local people, culture,
and environment as possible" is not as credible when the activities are conducted by big name
commercial tour operators providing services for masses of tourists.

Q

Ecotourism and the environment also seek protection for the landscape and its historical
and cultural property rights including:
•

The right to maintain the heritage and landscape as identified in
literature, art, song, history, and other forms of cultural
communication.
• Protection from dilution by un-true associations of products
and services with a geographical region. This is an example is
a requiring intellectual property issue that deals with false
geographic indicators.
• Increasing tourism by maintaining the traditions and traditional
fa9ade of buildings, places, and landscapes. For example, if
every city has McDonald's, Starbucks, and a Sony store in their
shopping malls then the whole purpose of traveling is defeated
. -oecause every- City tlien-offers the same experience. So-what
need is there to go anywhere?
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The Rio Earth Summit Conference of 1992 was a meeting of world leaders to discuss the
environment and sustainable development. Rio addressed the needs of world's poor and the
limitations imposed by states with technology on those without technology. That is, Rio
addressed the needs of the developing economies verses the needs of the developed economies.
(See www. un. org/genin(o/bp/enviro.htmD
The specifics of the tourism and sustainable development concept have been left unclear
by treaty drafters. The term "sustainable development" does not address the distinctions of this
dichotomy between the rich and poor, nor can the problems involved in providing services that
support the host now and in the future. Sustainable tourism instead has been written about more
like a list of goals toward which states and corporations can aspire. The Rio Conference of 1992
introduced this un-clarity into international environmental regulations. Rio adopted the term
"sustainable development," but no specific definition was given and there is no agreement of
what is meant by sustainable development on the international level. Rio merely stated that
sustainable development "meets the needs of the present without compromising the needs of
future generations to meet their own needs." (See www.un.org/genin(o/bp/enviro.htmD
However, Rio also added other principles that are today considered fundamental
considerations for international law making, including, common but differentiated
responsibilities, that is, each country is responsible according to the means at its disposal. In
practice, this means that one country does not have the same responsibilities as others. This is
the basis of the Kyoto Protocol in that those countries that have contributed more to the world's
pollution in the past, are to take the lead in future reductions, e.g., Germany has higher
responsibilities than the Ukraine, and the United States of America has higher responsibilities
than Brazil. (See Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/1997/global. warming/stories/treatyO

\

In fact, some scholars have even wholly separated the environment from sustainable
development, making the claim that if these poor developing countries do not utilize the
environment today, they will not live long enough to produce future generations. That is to say,
as these scholars argue, there will be no future generations, if the people of today do not utilize
their environment and natural habitat to feed themselves instead of conserving it for the pleasure
of western tourists excursions. According to this view, the environment must be used today, to
ensure tourism and sustainable development. (See IFTTA President John Downs' essay The
Tsunami Disaster: Lessons For or From Tourism Law, presented at The 17th IFTTA Conference
Vienna 2005).
As a matter of fact when viewed from a certain historical perspective, it is the
"developed cultures" that have paved their road to development by rapping the environment. It
is also these developed peoples that are sending their factories out of their home states and into
the so called "developing" economies so that they can avoid the harsh environmental and
humanitarian laws that their home states violated for decades before becoming "developed." In
the 20th century;-these developed states have now implemented strict·laws to· protect-themselves
and their national environment, all the while ignoring the historical fact that their past abuses
were akin to, or even more extreme than, that of modern "developing economies."
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Remember the great state powers of the 20th and 21st centuries, were developing states
in the 18th and 19th centuries and their economies were founded on child labor, disregard for
intellectual property rights, exploitation of the environment, zero waste management controls,
theft of cultural property and ancestral lands, and even slave labor. By the 20th century, these
western developed states began to criticize the developing countries for disregarding the
environment, but on the other hand, it is these same western states that set up factories abroad for
the purpose of having cheap labor, all the while they are polluting and destroying the
environment of the "developing world."
Sustainable de\lelopment as it relates to environmental law concerns a matter of Group
Rights. And unlike many other parts of the law, some of these rights for future generations, and
will not become vested rights until the present generation that is charged with protecting the
rights dies out. So while the present generation of the developed modem countries benefited
from the past excesses of its predecessors, it remains to be seen what will become of the future
generations that cannot benefit because there are no excesses and development of the land and
resources in the present.
Finally, it can be argued that there are more reasons to protect the environment than for
the mere benefit of humankind. Another view holds that the environment is more than merely a
product for human consumption. Perhaps man, being at the top of the food chain, should be
considered more like a caretaker of nature, than as a species that must protect the environment
merely for the benefit of other men. And finally, is it true that humans and humankind own
everything we see and encounter, including what is found throughout the earth, at the
microscopic level, and in outer space? Not only do other species arguably have a right to exist
and enjoy their environment, but why is it that humans believe they have the right to
automatically own and can control everything they encounter? Sustainable development is
limited in its goal to protect the rights of the living and of future generations, but falls short of
seeing the environment as an end in itself.

Wildlife
Throughout the world many wildlife species are becoming extinct as a result of human
encroachment. There are many cruel practices performed on animals for the entertainment for
tourists and their cash. Many products and souvenirs are made from wild animals including
crocodiles, rhinoceroses, snakes, noster lizards, turtles, monkeys, gorillas, and elephants. Some
restaurants even specialize in serving dishes prepared from illegally poached wild animals. The
slaughter of wildlife is illegal in many states and tourists could face criminal charges for
patronizing establishments that provide this contraband.
For example, elephants are a common sight in Bangkok, Thailand but they often suffer,
from severe injuries while walking on the hot asphalt streets of the city. Urban metropolises are
not the natural habitarurthe-elephants and the regular exposure of th-e-anima:J:rttnlre extreme
fumes from auto exhausts for the entertainment of tourists is a type of animal abuse and it is
merely for the pleasure of tourist.
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Deforestation and Thailand's Teak Products

Thailand is facing disastrous deforestation despite its 1989 ban on teak logging and
export. Teak trees normally grow as tall as 100 meters and for centuries have been used to make
houses and useful products. Export of teak products is limited to ensure the revival of Thailand's
teak forests. To protect the teak industry for future generations, tourists should buy only from
reputable dealers authorized to sell teak products, and the government of Thailand should
carefully monitor and enforce the legal protections it has in place.
Japan's Singing Beaches

The Orikoshinaikaigan beach in Japan was famous for singing a song to tourists.
Japan's singing beaches have sand particles with silica mixed into them that produce a pleasant
sound when walked upon. The experience was a big draw for tourists making the
Orikoshinaikaigan beach community (Aomori Prefecture), and other like it, famous for their
singing beaches. Gradually, at least since the 1960's, some of these unique beaches became
silent.
Many, such as The Japan National Trust for Cultural and Natural Heritage, blame the
urban development and business ventures authorized by local authorities because of new
construction projects that are digging on and around the beaches. Local authorities and
businesses had the good intentions of expanding the beach area at Orikoshinaikaigan to create a
campground. After the ground had been dug up and rocks brought to the surface, the natural
balance of the area was disturbed, thereby stopping the beaches from singing.
Other Japanese beaches, although not many, still sing when their sands are walked upon.
The governments of: Kotobikihama (Kyoto Prefecture), Kugunatihama (Miyagi Prefecture),
Koijigahma (Aichi Prefecture), and Anegonohama (Fukuoka Prefecture) have sought to protect
the development of these beaches for sustainable tourism. (See Skyward - Japan Airlines, page
5, Down to Earth, Steven L. Herman October 2005.)

IV. TYPES OF TOURIST DESTINATIONS
There are at least three distinct types of sites that tourists visit. Each site has its own
characteristics, duties and rights corresponding to the particular host state, traveler, or all of
humanity.
Tourist
destinations
may
be
either:
1. Natural Sites - State parks, and wildlife preserves, Antarctica, the
open seas, outer space, et cetera.
2. Cultural Sites - Museums, religious temples, monuments, artifacts ,
historic houses, and government buildings. These sites sometimes
require a specific licensed-guide-to act as host for tourists to visit, and
tourists are prohibited from visiting the sites alone or with an
unlicensed local guide. Others, such as sites in Austria, do not
discrimination on whether the guide is domestic or foreign.
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3. World Heritage Sites - Often include natural sites as well as
museums, historic houses, and government buildings.
World
Heritage Site status is also granted to whole towns and historic
districts such as the Old Town District of Vilnius, Lithuania.

0

While Natural Sites and Cultural Sites may be of concern to all of humankind, and of
particular concern to certain states and its citizens and nationals, these sites have not yet been
designated as World Heritage Sites by UNESCO. Natural Sites and Museums, religious temples
and artifacts, historic houses, and government buildings that have not been designated as World
Heritage Sites are of a different kind and class and therefore have different levels of protection
for future generations under international law. This is demonstrated in the recent events of
Afghanistan.

I

The Taliban Destruction of Bamiyan Buddha Statu~es
In March 2001, the world was witness to a conflict between religious of a sovereign
state verses the international community's desire to protect the common heritage of mankind.
Here we can see an example of the differing levels of protection tourist destination protection.

"Western countries saw the destruction as an assault on the world's cultural heritage,
while countries with large Buddhist populations saw the statue smashing as religious bigotry."
In Paris the head of the United Nations cultural agency UNESCO condemned the action as "a
crime against culture." While UNESCO Director General Koichiro Matsuura in a statement, said,
"It is abominable to witness the cold and calculated destruction of cultural properties which were
the heritage of the Afghan people and indeed of the whole of humanity." (See Ta/iban spurn
Islamic scholars - Arrogant zealots rebuff the pleas of the 55-nation Organization of Islamic . 1
Conference not to destroy Afghanistan's pre-Islamic heritage March 12, 2001, Islam For Today V
website www.islamfortoday.com/taleban5.htm)
·

j

Q

The Bamiyan Statues were a very significant religious historical site constructed on the
silk road between India and China as a place of worship for Buddhists since 500 AD. Ironically,
these statutes were along the same international trading route which Mohammad was a caravan
leader. The site consisted of two towering statues of Buddha, carved into sandstone cliffs near
the centrally located Afghan town of Bamiyan. The site had never been designated as a World
Heritage Site. The UN General Assembly noted that:

,j

Islamic regimes had protected the cultural heritage ofAfghanistan,
including the unique monumental statues at Bamiyan, for 1,400
years. Islam had a centuries-old tradition of wisdom and
tolerance, which the barbarous destruction contradicted, sending
false ideas about that religion. In the resolution under
consideration, the help of the international community was offered,
inc;_luqing file stgtue.l ~_ {fi_rrzporgry relocation or removal from PHf2liL ____
view. (See General Assembly 'Appalled' By Edict On Destruction
Of Afghan Shrines; Strongly Urges Taliban To Halt
Implementation 09/03/2001 Press Release, GA/9858, Fifty-fifth
General
Assembly,
Plenary
94th
Meeting
(AM),
www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2001/ga9858.doc.htm)

j
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"The Bamiyan statues were among the best known of the thousands of Buddhist statues
in Afghanistan, and word of their impending destruction triggered worldwide alarm. Many others
have already been smashed during looting of Afghan museums." (See Taliban spurn Islamic
scholars- Arrogant zealots rebuff the pleas of the 55-nation Organization of Islamic Conference
not to destroy Afghanistan's pre-Islamic heritage March 12, 2001, Islam For Today website
www.islamfortoday.com/taleban5 .htm)
"The Afghan ulama, or scholars, had rejected the call by the Organization of Islami
Conference (OIC) 's Islamic scholars to halt the campaign to destroy all the country's statues on
the grounds they are un-Islamic." ... "It took the Taliban, which is based in Kandahar and
pursues an austere view of Islam, several days to demolish the statues, 53 meters (175 feet) and
38 meters high and carved at a tiffie when Afghanistan was a center of Buddhist culture." (See
Taliban spurn Islamic scholars- Arrogant zealots rebuff the pleas of the 55-nation Organization
of Islamic Conference not to destroy Atkhanistan's pre-Islamic heritage March 12, 2001, Islam
For Today website www.islamfortoday.com/taleban5.htm)
It is clear that the destruction of these statutes sends a strong si~ to Buddhists not to
visit Afghanistan and that the site can no loner be used as a religious pilgrimage styled tourism.
In the UN General Assembly it was noted by Representative Mohammad Yunus Bazel
(Afghanistan) said that:

/

Over the years, the Taliban had committed acts of barbarism
against living beings. Events over the last two weeks revealed a
new dimension to the ominous undertakings by the "PakistanTaliban-bin-Laden Triangle ", namely cultural genocide through
'ifie burning of thousands of ancii nt Persian manuscripts,
destruction of paintings and banning of the use of the Persian
language as the working language in the areas under
occupation. The Triangle had also embarked on a policy of
"social engineering " with the aim of changing the demographic
composition of Afghan provinces by relocation of native
inhabitants. (See General Assembly 'Appalled' By Edict On
Destruction Of Afghan Shrines; Strongly Urges Tali ban To Halt
Implementation 09/03/2001 Press Release, GA/9858, Fifty-fifth
General
Assembly,
Plenary
94th
Meeting
(AM),
www.un.org/News/Press/docs/200 1/ga9858.doc.htm)

Since the creation of the Bamiyan Statues, many things changed in the region. Over
time, the area where the statue was built became the home of Muslim peoples. The Koran (as
well as The Torah and The New Testament) hold idolatry, the worship of statutes and icons, as
blasphemy and against the teachings of Mohamed as the Prophet of God. The very existence of
the statue was an affront to the ethical and religious monils of the people occupying the land; in
this case Afghanistan
------- ·--

I

Now the chimera of state sovereignty verses international law rears its ugly head.
Which law applies, that of the religious fundamentalism of an independent people as represented
by their state and its autonomous right to make decisions on property within its borders or that of
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religious beliefs of Buddhists worshipers that hold the site sacred or that of the international
community and all of humanity under the concept of common heritage of humankind and world
heritage sites?
My heart wants to protect the statute. I want to see it and try to understand the history
of the people and their religious beliefs when they created it and how they feel about it today. A
wise man also told me that perhaps, the stato/e should have been left in place by the Tali ban as a
focal point to criticize and ridicule those that they believe are not following the will of God.
However, because the site was never designated as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, outrage
over its protection only occurred following its planned and announced destruction by the Taliban.
In the eyes of many devout religious followers of Islam, the destruction of pagan idolatry is an
affirmative act to set the people on the road to religious piousness. The property rights of the
Bamiyan Statues seem to have belonged only to the state of Afghanistan under traditional
established norms of international law and state sovereignty.
In this case, the Taliban and apparently the state of Afghanistan did not feel the need to
develop the Bamiyan Statues site for tourists. Because of centuries of warfare between the
United Kingdom and Russian Empire (during the war known as The Great Game and later
between the USA (allied with the Taliban) and the USSR during The Cold War), the country of
Afghanistan had been without all of those essential needs for established tourism: electricity,
clean water, roads, airports, hotels, shopping centers, restaurants, cultural activities, et cetera.

ll

If Bamiyan Statues had been designated as a World Heritage Site, clearly additional
rights and protections would have been found for everyone to enjoy the site, as the Bamiyan
Statues would belong to all of humankind, including future generations, in a way that arguably
demonstrates a legal property interest and rights to visit and enjoy that property. As UNESCO
states, "What makes the concept of World Heritage exceptional is its universal application.
World Heritage sites belong to all the peoples of the world, irrespective of the territory on which
they are located." (Emphasis added. See UNESCO website http://whc.unesco.org/en/abou!£).
(This concept of rights to world heritage property is expanded in Philosophical Foundations of
World Citizenship, Phil Cameron www.spacetravelaw.com/Dr.PhilC)
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•
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
World Heritage Centre
UNESCO
7, Place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP
FRANCE
Fax: +33 (OJ) 45 68 55 70
Webpage: www.unesco.org
Email: wh-info@unesco. org
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) seeks to encourage the identification,
protection and preservation of cultural and natural heritage around
the world considered to be of outstanding value to humanity.
UNESCO's World Heritage mission is to: encourage
countries to sign the World Heritage Convention and to ensure the
protection of their natural and cultural heritage; encourage States
Parties to the Convention to nominate sites within their national
territory for inclusion on the World Heritage List; encourage States
Parties to establish management plans and set up reporting systems
on the state of conservation of their World Heritage sites; help States
Parties safeguard World Heritage properties by providing technical
assistance and professional training; provide emergency assistance
for World Heritage sites in immediate danger; support States
Parties' public awareness-building activities for World Heritage
conservation; encourage participation of the local population in the
preservation of their cultural and natural heritage; and to encourage
international cooperation in the conservation of our world's cultural
and natural heritage.
UNESCO also conducts programs related to tourism and
sustainable development through The Intergovernmental Committee
for Promoting the Return of Cultural Property to its Countries of
Origin or its Restitution in case of lllicit Appropriation and The
Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding ofthe Intangible
Cultural Heritage.
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The Convention Concerning the Protection o[the World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
adopted by UNESCO in 1972, addresses the identification, designation, and protection of World
Heritage Sites. "Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we live with today, and what we pass
on to future generations. Our cultural and natural heritages are both irreplaceable sources of life
and inspiration." (See UNESCO website http://whc.unesco.org/en/abou![).
"The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
seeks to encourage the identification, protection and preservation of cultural and natural
heritage around the world considered to be of outstanding value to humanity." (Emphasis added.
See UNESCO website http://whc.unesco.org/en/abou![)

Cultural sites are manmade. Historical and religious sites such as the Pyramids of Egypt
and the Baroque cathedrals of Latin America are examples of this. Some World Heritage Sites
are large enough to span several countries, such as The Main Andean Road - Qhapaq Nan of
South America which involves regional cooperation between The Republics of Argentina,
Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru to have on their territory a shared cultural heritage
of a manmade site dating back long before western arrival of Francisco Pizarro in 1532.
Sites designated as World Heritage sites can be natural regions such as East Africa's
Serengeti, The USA's Grand Canyon, and Australia's Great Barrier Reef. UNESCO has even
designated Biosphere Reserves for Natural World Heritage Sites. These sites are under the
protection of The World Heritage Centre in cooperation with World Conservation Union (IUCN),
The UNESCO Division of Ecological Sciences, the Division of Earth Sciences and the Bureau
for Coordination of Environmental Programmes.

Registration and Ownership of World Heritage Sites

1

As of September 2005, there are 788 natural and cultural sites located in 134 countries
inscribed on the World Heritage List. On average, The World Heritage Committee adds about
25 sites per year to the list. Again as noted above, the Bamiyan Statues of Afghanistan were
never added., and perhaps part of the diplomatic and legal problem here is in the fact that it is the
state that is responsible seeking the nomination of a site to be added to the World Heritage List;
it seems that in the 21st century the rights of humanity and individuals, and world bodies should
have that right to protect the property common to all of mankind. (See Philosophical
Foundations of World Citizenship, Phil Cameron www.spacetravelaw.com/Dr.PhilC) (See
http://whc. unesco.org/en/faq/#world heritage list)

The UNESCO website states that: "The site is the property of the country on whose
territory it is located, but it is considered in the interest of the international community to protect
\ the site for future generations. Its protection and preservation becomes a concern of the
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· Common Heritage of Mankind
The Common Heritage of Mankind unites the peoples of the world. All of the common
interests of mankind, as found in the international law of outer space, bioethics, and world
heritage sites are the Common Heritage of Mankind.
This concept is linked to interdependence and solidarity and ethical values for
international relations. The basis of the concept is the belief that we should leave the world to
future generations in no worse condition than it was received by our present generation. These
beneficiaries are not just for the living, but also the unborn. As solidarity, Common Heritage
serves as a union of interests, purposes, and sympathies among all members of humanity; and
within this fellowship are responsibilities, duties, and privileges shared by all of humankind.
This solidarity of humankind is manifested for all people, as an ongoing species, existing
throughout space and time.
Some basic principles of the concept of Common Heritage of Mankind include:
1. The non-appropriation of the heritage by any particular state
and the exclusion of state sovereignty over heritage
2. Common Heritage entails freedom of access and freedom of
scientific investigation
3. The heritage may only be used for peaceful purposes
4. The rational legal use of the heritage and equitable sharing of
the Common Heritage of Mankind.
Times have changed since the drafters of the Outer Space Treaty, coined the concept
"common heritage of mankind." The term mankind began to be seen as referring to only the
masculine gender of the species. Later treaties use humankind instead of mankind in the effort to
be more gender neutral. However as it turns out, "woman" means a person that came form the
"womb of man" while "human" refers to the Biblical story that Adam was created from dust or
"humus" to be the first hu-man. So while the intention was to make humankind to be gender
neutral, both terms in their origin still refer to males, as there is no gender neutral alternative, I
sometimes use the terms humankind and mankind interchangeably.

Space Tourism As Sustainable Development and Common Heritage ofAll Mankind
"That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind. .. " as Neil Armstrong put in
on his historic first moon excursion in 1969. Individual activities in space affect all of mankind;
this is why no one state has any authority to deny the rights of other states to share in its common
heritage of outer space. Anything that is done in space will, in time, reach everyone, everywhere.
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Therefore those conducting activities in outer space, such as touristic excursions, are the
representatives and envoys of mankind. (See Outer Space Treaty, Article 5)
Recently, nwnerous private companies have begun to be involved in space travel and
space tourism. Notably, among them is the successful industry developments produced by the X
PRIZE competition, and the regular growth of space tour. services as provided by the tour
operator Space Adventures which has arranged travel for six space tourists. As space is a
territory owned by no one and exists in an extremely isolated environment, it holds certain
challenges for potential travelers and their right of equal access for tourism and sustainable
development.
(For more details See Space Tourism Law, by Phil Cameron,
www.spacetravellaw.com/DrPhilC)

0

Who owns outer space? No one, as agreed to in The Moon Treaty (Article 2) which holds
that outer space cannot be owned or under the exclusive control of any national sovereign.
States cannot profess any type of ownership, send soldiers, or be in occupation of outer space,
nor of any celestial bodies. This concept differs from past notions used in the name of
exploration, such terra nullius (territory that belongs to no one) used by the west to colonize the
globe, and manifest destiny as used in the expansion of the United States of America. Both of
these concepts hold the same principle that uninhabited and undeveloped areas could be
occupied by the first entity to fmd them, however, these expansionist philosophies became
obsolete as we entered the 20th century. (See Moon Treaty, Article 11)
As appropriately designated world heritage sites have been set aside for all of mankind to
enjoy, outer space has also been set aside. Outer space, when thought of as a tourist destination,
is a part of mankind's common heritage. Primarily, those involved in space endeavours are
guided by the principle that all potential scientific discovery and investigation is for the
betterment of all people, and as such, any action undertaken in space affects us all. What
happens in space affects all ofhwnanity, and as no one owns space, any state is permitted to use
equipment or other facilities but only for the peaceful exploration and shared development of
outer space. (See Moon Treaty, Article 3). This concept is further explored in Article 4 of the
Moon Treaty, which states that:

Q

The exploration and use of the moon shall be the province of all
mankind and shall be carried out for the benefit and in the
interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic
or scientific development. Due regard shall be paid to the interests
ofpresent and future generations as well as to the need to promote
higher standards of living and conditions of economic and social
progress and development in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations.

As with all international law, space exploration and tourism is based on the equality of
states. The capacity for equality among states is at the forefront international law, as states in
their relations with <me anothex:,-are required to treat each other equal-ly and- faix:ly, and thisincludes equal access to space activities such as tourism. Therefore, according to the outer space
treaties, equality, cooperation, and accessibility must be combined as the basis of space
exploration and tourism. Likewise, all travel and touristic endeavours must be in accordance with
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the principles of tourism and sustainable development of a site that belongs to the Common
Heritage of Mankind. (See Moon Treaty, Article I)
The space related treaties facilitate and encourage international cooperation in scientific
investigations of outer space, with emphasis on the duty to ensure that exploration and use of
space is beneficial to_interests of all countries and peoples. All participants are encouraged to
assist developing states that have little or no resources to pursue this endeavour on their own, and
this includes the cooperation and opening of space tourism services to all of humanity. (See
Outer Space Treaty, Preamble)
Space exploration follows the principles of accessibility and reciprocity for all other
states. Related facilities, including space stations, must be managed as open to approved
representatives of states parties. In doing so, space exploration is truly open to all, not just
private sectors, and not just to certain rich states. The owners of the International Space Station
(ISS) are fulfilling their treaty bound obligations by opening the facility to tourists, as tourists are
representatives of another state party in a treaty. (See Outer Space Treaty, Article I)
When engaging in outer space activity, a state must conduct due consultation
with other states. Failing to do so only endangers and harms other states. Consulting with one
another allows states to actively pursue a form of sustainable development which is beneficial to
all. Therefore, a state wishing to send a tourist into outer space must consult with other states
before doing so. Sending a person into space who is not a professional is, in itself, very risky.
As this type of tourism is rare, space stations with tourists on board present uncertain variables to
the crew and to other states. As such, when a state believes that one of its company's or citizen's
activities in outer space might have considerable impact on other states, the originating state
must "undertake appropriate international consultations before proceeding." (See Outer Space
Treaty, Article 9)
Advanced technology may only be utilized in this highly particular endeavour, if highly
coordinated plans are created and executed by multiple participating states. Such plans include
the work on the ground and the work in space in accordance and must be in compliance with the
outer space treaties, and all states must be consulted on any known dangers and risks involved in
the use of all technology. All recreational space travel must consider the preservation of world
heritage sites in outer space is a responsibility to be shared by the international community. As
such, outer space is be used, enjoyed, and explored by participants representing all of mankind,
for all of mankind.

V. HERITAGE AND THE RIGHT OF THE HOST STATE TO PROVIDE TRAVEL SERVICES

Tourism serves many functions, but it is also serves as a vehicle for the host culture to
explain their history and tell their story. Cultural Heritage and The Common Heritage of
Humankind are novel legal tools -that-have-been -developed and play a key role in the- law-of- - -·
tourism and sustainable development. The drafters of both international law and diplomacy
policies must consider all of the financial and moral implications of its positions and then seek to
avoid depriving a given people of their right to tell their story, share their culture, and enjoy their
heritage through historical, cultural, religious, natural sites and artifacts. There are many ways
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that one state can keep another state from benefiting from its cultural heritage, but international
law is there to protect the rights of the host state so that the host can provide travel products and
seek sustainable financial gains through tourism.

0

When considering tourism and sustainable development treaty drafters and legislatures
have looked carefully at the products that are produced for touristic purposes, how they are
utilized, consumed, reproduced and preserved. Both the needs of the host state and people of
that state are reflected in Cultural Heritage law along with its rights, duties, and obligations. The
greater needs of humanity are reflected in the Common Heritage of Mankind law with its rights,
duties and obligations.

Cultural Heritage, Property and Diversity
Culture and Interculturality are aspects of the education, exchange of ideas, and
experiences inherent in travel and tourism. Again, one of the main purposes of travel for many
people is to experience new environments, activities, cultures as well as to witness, and perhaps
partake in, new ways of living. It is this cultural exchange that can have a lasting effect on both
the host state and the tourist.

[

/I

Cultures exist and interact with one another and it is these realities that interculturalism
seeks to define. Interculturality refers to the existence and interaction of cultures through dialog
and mutual respect. The term "interculturality" is only used once in The Cultural Diversity
Convention (August 2005 Draft) ''to build bridges amongst peoples and intercultural respect to
ensure wider and balanced cultural exchanges." (See para. C, Art. 1 as described in The
contribution of international law to the preservation ofcultural diversity Lecture of D. Trup, The
Hague Academy oflntemational Law, Class 2005))

Q

UNESCO first sought to define culture and enshrined the Il).eaning of culture during The
World Conference on Cultural Policies in 1982 which produced The Mexico Declaration. That
instrument describes and defmes "the role culture plays in all sectors of development, such as
trade, the economy, education, science and technology, and tourism; and that this role must be
taken into consideration when formulating sustainable development policies." (See The Mexico
Declaration of The Organization Of American States Inter-American Council for Integral
Development (CIDI))

In 2002, UNESCO adopted The Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity which
stated that culture is a "set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional features of
\ society or a social group, and that it encompasses, in addition to art and literature, lifestyles,
ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs." This definition was subsequently
abandoned and it seems that any future convention will not contain any defmition of' culture.'

\

The reason for abandoning-a le-gal-definition of culture becomes apparent;·-canwe· readily
identify cultures? Distinctive features of cultures are: intellectual materials, language, modes of
life, value systems, traditions, and beliefs. While there is a Museum of World Cultures in Leon
and there is also another, The House of World Cultures, it is difficult to fmd agreement on a
complete list of world cultures like we have the list of 191 member states of the UN. Many
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societies and groups overlap countries, regions, traits, and histories. In UNESCO's Universal
Declaration of2001cultures are seen as related to groups. (See The contribution of international
law to the preservation of cultural diversity Lecture of D. Trup, The Hague Academy of
International Law, Class 2005))
There are at least 5,000 cultures per the World Report on Human Development- Report
On Cultural Freedom. One scholar argues that there are 6,912 cultures. (See, Katzner, Kenneth,
/ Languages of the World, Routledge 2002). Many include language on the list of culture
identifiers and this expands the list of world cultures to between 3,000 and 7,000 different
cultures. Modem research has lead scholars to hold that 497 languages are threatened with
extinction, hence the need to protect cultural diversity in order to preserve the life of these
cultures. (See The contribution of international law to the preservation of cultural diversity
Lecture of Daniel Turp, The Hague Academy oflntemational Law, Class 2005))

,J
An earlier instrument, The UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity of
II 2001 responds to 2 major concerns:
•
•

to ensure respect for cultural identities with the participation of all peoples in a
democratic framework; and,
to contribute to the emergence of a favourable climate for the creativity of all,
thereby making culture a factor of development.

It is within this framework that the cultures of both the host country and the traveler's
country's plays a role in the sustainable development of tourism.

Australia's Spinifex Aborigines - Commercialism, Art, Land and Law
Aboriginal Art has played a very significant role in the life of the Spinifex peoples of
Australia in recent years. The recent resolution of issues related to tourism and sustainable
development along with the issues related to cultural heritage have altered the lives of the
Spinifex peoples for the better. At the Law and Land, Art of the Spinifex People exhibition in
Aboriginal Art Museum, Utrecht, Netherlands 2005, many displays of Spinifex art were
explained to be influenced by western desires to formalize and package traditional forms of
expression into products for western consumption. Spinifex art that was traditionally painted on
a living tree, the chest of a person, or on large boulders found on the landscape was recreated
onto canvass for purchase by western tourists and collectors. (See Law and Land, Art of the
Spinifex People, exhibition, Aboriginal Art Museum, Utrecht, Netherlands www.aamu.nl)
This "art" was criticized as not being ''true art" as it was solely produced for western
consumption~- fiof ror·plife·.artistic expression. Next, the art was -cfitlcized" as ·oeiiig a form of
expression that did not represent the "true" cultural and spiritual nature of the Spinifex people.
The museum exhibition responded by challenging the viewer to conceptualize why western
peoples and tourists expect native aborigines to act and behave in a certain "savage" and "wild"
manner. Isn't it true that these works of art were created by Spinifex people, and that is what
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Spinifex people do in the 20th century? Shouldn't westerners allow the Spinifex to grow develop
and respond to their touristic incursions so that they improve their lives? In fact, the Spinifex
became more western as a result of the many tourist visits to their lands and their exchanges with
tourists that wanted to see the "savages." It is the Spinifex that have developed, but will the west
allow them to have continual evolution of their culture, and allow them to produce a sustainable
tourism product? Is the product of the Spinifex one of wearing traditional dress and dancing
around a fire? Or is it art that can be purchased and displayed in a museum or in the modem
homes of "more civilized" people?

0

In 1992 the Spinifex people or "people of the desert grass" returned to the Great Victoria
Desert of Australia. Once barred from their homeland, the Spinifex people had to prove their
people's connection to the land, even though they were the original, indigenous people of that
area.
The Spinifex people, as the native aborigines of a particular region of Australia, that is
larger than the area of the Netherlands, had their land taken from them by white settlers. They
were successful in their movement to reclaim their ancestral homelands by demonstrating to an
Australian court, how their people are connected to specific geographical areas of the land. For
example, Mary is connected to the big tree next to the river, while Joe is connected to the boulder
on the edge of the cliff, and so on. It was argued and legally proven that the religious traditions
of the Spinifex are in fact bound their ancestral lands in such a way that each individual of their
tribe is spiritually connected to these specific geographic landmarks. This was proven by the
Spinifex producing on Dutch styled canvass, a religious map of the geography matching the
people to the land and presented before the white man's Australian court know as the Native
Title Paintings.

0

Despite the legal maneuvering used by the white man to take the land away form the
Spinifex, the Spinifex were savvy enough to use the white man's law against him by making a
western version of their traditional art form, and presented it as legal evidence, to win a favorable
judgment from the Australian courts. The impact of western tourism and culture on these
indigenous peoples was felt to the point of them wholly altering their culture in order to advocate
their right to make a living selling new founded traditional art, and reclaimed their land on which
tourists will come and pay to visit the Spinifex and hopefully but their "art."
In cooperation with the Aboriginal Art Museum, the Spinifex Arts Project of Australia
began exhibitions of the art of the Spinifex people with the displays of LAW and LAND.

The Dominican Republic's Underwater Park
In 2002, three groups came together to create perfect
example of a product for tourism and sustainable
development that involves recent trends"in-intematiuna1-law.
An International Team of underwater Archeologists;
beachfront Hotels; and the government of the Dominican
Republic put together an underwater tourist site where guests
can visit and explore the excavations of 16th -18th century
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Spanish, French and English Warships and Merchant Vessels along the North Coast of the
Dominican Republic. The guests stay in a hotel and dives are arranged through North Caribbean
Research, a de facto tour operator. Guests can walk out onto the beach and into the water, then
scuba dive to see the underwater park of real sunken treasure ships that were carrying gold from
South America back to Europe. (See Field School in the Dominican Republic, Dr. R. Duncan
Mathewson III, www.imacdigest.com/field.html and From Interview with Pablo Torres
Hernadez, The Hague, Netherlands 2005) (The International Archeology consisted of scientists
from the Northern Caribbean Research S.A., in association with National Center for Shipwreck
Research Ltd. (USA), Nova Southeastern University (USA), Oxford University MARE (UK))
(Educational use of photo from Why.... go wreck diving?, By Mike McCullough,
http://jojaffa.com/guides/scuba wreck diving.htm)
This destination is situated away from the town, to the northeast under the El Morro
mountain, which was named by Christopher Columbus when he anchored the Nina in Monte
Cristi Bay after the loss of the Santa Maria in 1493. Hundreds of historic shipwrecks are found
at the site between Monte Cristi and Puerto Plata. Monte Cristi is a small fishing town that, in
the 16th century, was one of the last ports of call for ships returning to Europe.
Spain however claimed the underwater objects as their property. The Constitution of The
Dominican Republic held that everything physically located on the land, airspace and sea of its
territories belongs to Dominican Republic. (See Constitucion Politica De La Repbulica
Dominicana De 2002, Section II, Art 5) This is in contrast with The Convention on the
Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage which holds that if the object found on the
ocean floor, that is on terra nullius is more than 100 years old, then that treasure is The Common
Heritage ofMankind, to include:
all traces of human existence having a cultural, historical or
archaeological character which have been partially or totally
underwater, periodically or continuously, for at least 100 years
such as: sites, structures, buildings, artifacts and human remains
... ; vessels, aircraft ... [and] their cargo, together with their
archaeological and natural context; and objects of prehistoric
character.
(See The Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural
Heritage, Article 1)

Note that, this 100-year time limit automatically excludes artifacts from World Wars I
and II, other historical relics like the Titanic.
Finally, a diplomatic compromise was reached in which The Dominican Republic and
Spain decided to share the treasures from the underwater sea vessels by dividing the spoils into
two portions and rotating the exhibits from the respective states on a 2 years basis.
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Another case arose when the USA gave up its right to a Spanish ship found off the coast
of Martha's Vineyard. The 4th Circuit held that the plaintiff, Sea Hunt could not show by clear
and convincing evidence that the Kingdom of Spain has expressly abandoned these ships in
either the 1763 Treaty or the 1819 Treaty of Amity, Settlement and Limits, which ended the War
of 1812. Spain said it owned the ship, and the USA, through its court, agreed and permitted
Spain to excavate the ship and all of its treasure. As it turned out, there were no valuable
artifacts onboard, so the USA didn't really give up anything, except the potential to recover
valuable items. (See Sea Hunt. Inc. v. Kingdom o(Spain. 531 U.S. 1144, 121 S.Ct. 1079 (Mem),
148 L.Ed.2d 956, 69 USLW 3297,69 USLW 3547,69 USLW 3552, U.S., Feb 20, 2001)

0

The Pacific War Museums

Sunken warships and fighter planes from World War Two (The Pacific War according
to Japanese history books) pose another problem for developing tourist sites. Japan is in many
ways a deeply religious nation, unified by nearly 2000 years of tradition and arguably a
homogenous racial background. The religions of Shinto and Buddhism connect the Japanese as
a race and unify them as a single people, alone on an island, that is separated from all nonJapanese. Furthermore, ancestral worship by the family of the deceased ensures the survival of
the dead in the after world and is of profound importance to the everyday lives of modem
Japanese as they almost universally keep a shrine to the deceased in their homes, along with
some portion of the dead's remains and religious scrolls for that particular loved one, to worship
and remember them throughout the life of the family. The family, parents, siblings, and
offspring are after all connected from the body and blood of the parents and all share a common
lineage and bond. Japan is then seen as an extended family with these close bonds.

0

The land of Japan itself is in tum related to the Shinto beliefs and worship at shrines of
the great deceased spirits and kami or "mythical beings." The land is the home of their shrine
and the deceased are connected to this land. The Japanese expression of Buddhism then carries
the soul of the deceased into the after world but the soul remains close by and connected to its
family and the local shrine dedicated to it. Naturally, given this conceptual framework of
Buddhism, Shinto, family, and personal ties to the deceased, the surviving relatives want the
return of the ancestor remains of their loved ones.
There is no Japanese tradition of a burial at sea as held in the west. As a result the
Japanese are very reluctant to allow the dead to remain underwater, and are shocked that anyone
would want to make a tourists destination out of the wreckage of their pilots aircraft and their
sailors warships. For these reasons Japan refuses to sign The Convention on the Protection of the
Underwater Cultural Heritage and Japan strongly disapproves of these sites being developed for
sustainable tourism.

Asian and Buddhist National Treasures

How would you feel if you saw the head of Jesus in a museum? Just the head; no body,
no arms, no legs, and no cross. How about the head of Saint Paul or Saint Peter? What if there
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were several heads of Jesus and the Saints lined up in a few rows side by side alongside and odd
collection of swords blades, helmets, pottery bowls, and other artifacts from ancient and
medieval kitchens? Would you feel comfortable praying or visiting in front of a Jesus statue that
was missing a head?
Throughout the world museums are filled with the ancient heads of Buddha statutes.
Most people don't realize that many of Thailand's temples and historic sites, and other country's
temples, and historic sites are filled with headless Buddha statutes. These heads somehow made
it into the most renowned western museums. These statues are the Common Heritage of
Mankind and are important to all of humanity and to our future generations. Despite the
illegality of defacing these religious icons in their natural historical locals, as well as their illegal
sale, and export, Bangkok is a notorious center in South East Asia for the purchase of these
ancient artifacts. The tourists who make these purchases normally have little idea of what is they
are buying, and that the artifact was probably illegally removed from a temple. Nor do they
consider the impact these purchases will have on future generations. Greater protection of these
national treasures will nurture the preservation of local cultures, such as the Thai culture, and
continuous growth of the tourism industry.
There are regulations regarding the export of antiques from Thailand. Buddha images,
Bodhisattva images, or fragments thereof are strictly forbidden to be taken out of Thailand. A
license must be obtained from the Department of Fine Arts before export to protect objects of
antiquity, or objects of art, irrespective of whether they are originals or reproductions before they
may be taken out of the country.

Belarusian Slutskiya Payasy Bands
The Slutskiya Payasy are garments traditionally worn around the
waste of men and women originally from the city Slutsk, and poems are written
about these garments. I thought that the items and the ornate patterns inscribed
upon them might be symbolic of certain tribes and extended families in a way
similar to Scottish Kilts, however, there meaning is much more profound. In
fact the patterns represent the power of certain icons of religion such as the sun or the rain and
impart a kind of magical power upon their wearer. Among the oldest surviving articles of these
bands, there are 12 such items in Russia, and 4 in Lithuania. However, only 1/6 of 1 band is
found in Belarus. As such these objects are held dear to the Belarusian people their loss is felt as
an assault to their national pride and culture identity as well as a loss of a kind of religious power.
(From Interview of Alena Douhan, Professor of Law, Belarusian State University, 2005 and
http://www.belarusguide.com/culturel/visual arts/Textile.html)
Foilowing the World War II Era (known as The Great Patriotic War in Belarus), the
Soviets returned from Minsk, Mir Castle, and other important cultural sites with artifacts related
to the -culturatireritage-and identity of the Belarusian people.- -The first -instinct is to think that
these items of cultural identity and religious importance were put on display in an atheist
museum in Moscow or Leningrad, however, they have remained crated up and kept in the
basement of away from everyone's eyes.
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The lack of these types of important cultural items is felt when visiting the museums of
Minsk and Mir Castle. In 2005, I journeyed there and even though Mir Castle is prominently
displayed on the currency of Belarus, in its tourist brochures, and is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site, its museum is lacking in artifacts. Again tourism serves many functions, to entertain and
educate the tourist, but also as an important venue for a culture to tell their history. When
artifacts are carted away as prizes of war, or for the protection of others that might steal them or
destroy them during a way, in this case the Nazi invasion of Belarus, and the Soviet desire to
move the artifacts to Russia to protect them from the Nazis, has denied the people of Belarus
their heritage. As the museums are bare, it is more difficult for the Belarusians to tell their story
and explain their history. (See The Hague Convention for the Protection ofCultural Property in
the Event ofArmed Conflict of 1954)

o

China's Lack of Historical Artifacts

A touristic or business trip to Beijing is likely to include at least a short visit to
Tiananmen Square and the Forbidden City, formerly the Palace of the Emperor of China. One
expects to fmd organized away in those 500 year old historic buildings belonging to one of the
greatest and oldest civilizations in all of man's history a virtual treasure trove of historical
artifacts. One expects to see them in several museums throughout the capital of the country that
boasts one fifth of the human population and originates one of man's oldest civilizations, if not
the first civilization. After all, the great museums of every city in the world, play host to
numerous Chinese treasures and historical artifacts , so it only seems logical that the former
Palace of the Emperor of the Middle Kingdom (China historically being the geographical and
cultural center of Asia) will also hold similar collection.

o

However, that is not the case as the Forbidden City museum is strikingly under stocked.
There is simply not much to see in the museums of China. Why? Because most of the ancient
treasures of the People's Republic of China have been removed, either during western
colonization and Opium War trading, or during the Exodus of the Chiang Kai-shek regime to
Taiwan, or destroyed by the communist cultural revolution, or through modem commercial
trading and illegal trafficking of cultural property. The result is that there is not much to see and
this leads to not much reason for tourists to visit these sites. Seasoned western tourists have
probably visited the British Museum and the Louvre's prior to visiting the Forbidden City, and
are quick to note that the display is lacking.

Museums ofthe World

In fact, the museums of the world are filled with artifacts of cultural heritage and
significance to specific peoples and other items that should be considered the Common Heritage
of Mankind. However, most of them came into the possession through individual and state
sponsored-·1fcts--of aggression and · thievery rather than through mutual-exchange-s- between
sovereign autonomous state parties that are the rightful guardians of these national and world
treasures.
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Perhaps, the solution for these past crimes is not to simply empty all of the world's
museums by returning all of the artifacts back to their rightful owners. After all, a strong
argument can be made that by putting the items in the museums the culture of the local peoples is
shared throughout the world and can continue to grow, educate, and influence others in all of the
major cities of the world. This is a kind of museum based Interculturality. Especially, as our
great cities like London, Berlin, Paris, and New York become more and more international in
their residents composition and international. For example, London being a city that now has a
minority of English residents, Indians visiting these museums locally may fmd it to be a great
way to remain connected to the home culture.
Alternatively, these items could be shared by the international community and rotated to
the different museums around the world so that all can share in the history and teachings of the
civilizations that are celebrated in these museums.
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VI. THE TRAVELER'S DUTY TO PROTECT INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

There are many reasons to travel. When visiting exotic destinations, the tourists are
bound to have an affect on the individuals, communities, the environment, historic sites, and the
economies they visit. The beauty of travel and tourism is to see and experience things that are
new and unusual. To preserve the tourist sites for future generations, great care must be taken by
the governments of both the host and tourist countries, the tour operators and providers of travel,
the indigenous people and most importantly the tourist. Excellent guidelines for the tourists are
found in:
The PATA Travelers' Code for Sustaining Indigenous Cultures
Travel is a passage through other people 's lives and other people 's
places.

0

1. Be Flexible
Are you prepared to accept cultures and practices different from
your own?
2. Choose Responsibly
Have you elected to support businesses that clearly and actively
address the cultural and environmental concerns of the locale you
are visiting?
3. Do Your Homework
Have you done any research about the people and places you plan
to visit so you may avoid what may innocently offend them or harm
their environment?
4. Be Aware
Are you informed of the holidays, holy days, and general religious
and social customs of the places you visit?
5. Support Local Enterprise
Have you made a commitment to contribute to the local economy
by using businesses that economically support the community you
are visiting, eating in local restaurants and buying locally made
artisan crafts as remembrances ofyour trip?
6. Be Respectful and Observant
Are you willing to respect local laws that may include restrictions
of your usage of or access to places and things that may harm or
otherwise erode the environment or alter or run counter to the
places you visit?
(Copyright (c) 2002 by the Pacific Asia Travel Association. This
code may be reproduced freely with full credit to the Pacific Asia
Travel Association.)
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Thailand's Karen Neck Stretching Women

These women of the Padaung and Kayan tribes of northern Thailand have there
necks stretched from childhood by wearing brass rings and slowly increasing them
in number, and thereby lengthening their necks over the years. After prolonged
years of using the rings and stretching their necks, the neck muscles and bone
become deformed and unable to naturally support their heads, making these
women severely handicapped and unable to remove the rings for the rest of their
lives. This self-mutilation practice was dying out until tourists began visit their
communities and pay money to take their pictures of neck stretching women and children.
In 2001, the Thai government even demonstrated its support for this mutilation as it
ordered the relocation of about 4,000 Karen refugees, who don't practice neck stretching, away
from tourists destinations, but not the refugees who continue to practice the mutilation of Karen
at Huay Sua Thao, Nam Phiang Din, and Nai Soi villages which are frequently visited by tourists.
The reason these villagers were not relocated is believed to be because their neck stretching
women attract nearly 500 cash carrying tourists to their community everyday.

•
Transoort,
Communications,
Tourism and
ln(rastructure Development Division (TCTIDD) of The
United Nations Economic and Social Commission For Asia
and the Pacific (ESCAP)
The United Nations Building, Rajdamnern Avenue
Bangkok I 0200, THAILAND
Tel.: +66 (02) 288-1426
Fax: +66 (02) 280-6042
Email: tctidd. unescap@un. org
Webpage: www. unescap. orgltctd/index. htm
As a division ESCAP of the United Nations, the Transport,
Communications, Tourism and Infrastructure Development Division
(FCTIDD) handles all matters related to travel and tourism in the
Asia Pacific region from Turkey to the United States and every
country in between. TCTIDD assists member countries in improving
the development, management, operation, maintenance, and pricing
of environmentally sound, efficient, and safe transport and
-- ----communications facilities and services. TGTIDD-also assists- in.'
strengthening national capabilities in tourism policy, planning and
promotion; human resources development in the tourism sector;
facilitation of travel; investment for tourism infrastructure;
measurin the economic im act of tourism; re ional and subre ional
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cooperation in tourism development; technical advisory services
upon request of member and associate member governments; and
data and information on tourism development issues to member and
associate members through various publications, including the
ESCAP Tourism Review and the ESCAP Tourism Newsletter.

---
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The TCTIDD comprises three sections and one unit: the
General Transport, Coordination and Communications Section; the
Land Transport Section; the Water Transport Section; and the
Tourism Unit. The TCTIDD assists countries in the Asian Pacific
region in identifying emerging issues ofregional importance, defining
and setting standards for regional land transport linkages,
developing policy options and strengthening national capabilities by:
promoting regional and subregional cooperation and approaches to
issues of common concern to formal and informal groupings of
countries; preparing studies, publications, electronic issuances,
information systems, databases and software; and providing advisory
services and group training.
Recent major initiatives of the Tourism Unit in Thailand,
include the establishment of the Working Group on the Greater
Mekong Subregion in the Tourism Sector. In 1997, The Tourism Unit
also established the Network of Asia-Pacific Education and Training
Institutes in Tourism (APETIT) which includes The Hotel and
Tourism Training Institute (supra).
The Plan of Action for Sustainable Tourism Development in
the Asian and Pacific Region (PASTA), adopted by ESCAP in 1999,
has 6 theme areas and modalities at the regional and national level
for taking action. PASTA guides the work ofESCAP and provides the
mandate for organizing national seminars and workshops on all
aspects of sustainable tourism development. A wealth of information
and online publications are available at the TCTIDD website.

Sex Tours and Prostitution
Japan, a country historically notorious for arranging sexual tourism excursions
throughout South East Asia, has begun planning ways to prevent international trafficking in
women, slavery, and prostitution. Japan co-hosted the Second World Congress Against
Commercial and Other Forms of Sexual Exploitation of Children in Yokohama in December
200L -Aild-m- 200TThe Japanese--government sponsored aii Iiiiematiol:uir SYmpoSium_iii_2003
with UNICEF to raise awareness of child trafficking. The symposium drew extensive media
attention and sparked the formation of the first anti-trafficking legislative working group in
Japan comprised ofNGOs, lawyers, and Diet members.
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Allegedly, in Iran, and perhaps throughout the Middle East there is a type of sexual
tourism associated with religious pilgrimages. I have heard but not verified, that it is possible for
Muslim men to go on a pilgrimage to visit numerous temples of religious and historical
significance. While there the pilgrim is permitted to enter into a temporary marriage with a
woman at the temple for only one week or less, and they will have sexual relations. This so
called marriage, avoids the crime and sin of adultery and as Muslim men can have more than one
wife, they are not committing adultery with their new wife in the temple. Similar traditions are
recorded in the Torah and Old Testament according to Palestine traditions at the time of the
Jewish Exodus from Egypt. (See From a 1996 Interview with a Ph.D. Iranian-American
University Professor at the Defense Language Institute in California.)
Although sex tours of Thailand have become quite infamous throughout the world,
prostitution is illegal in Thailand and contrary to the precepts of the Buddhist religion.
Organizations such as the Thailand Department of Public Welfare, Ministry of Labour and Social
Welfare, the End Child Prostitution, Pornography and Trafficking in Children for Sexual
Purposes (ECPAT), UNICEF, and enlightened governments throughout the world are actively
working to end prostitution as it is a form of slavery and genocide. Despite their efforts many
tour operators advertise and provide sex tours for foreign and domestic travelers in Thailand.
The Thai government is apparently unable to affect the sex trade in Thailand. Sex is a
big business in Thailand. A famous French book by Michel Houelleberg, went so far as to say
that sex tours are a good idea for Thailand's economy and financial recovery.
Although the law threatens customers, procurers, brothel owners, those who force
children into prostitution, including parents, with long prison sentences as well as large fmes,
prostitution is a common phenomenon in Thailand. The sex industry is especially prevalent in
Bangkok and Pattaya. Reports say that in the Pattaya metropolitan area with a population of
about a million, employs 250,000 people in the sex industry.
Although there may be limited enforcement of prostitution and child prostitution in its
host country of Thailand, the home states of tourists are increasing the enforcement of offences
that its citizens commit abroad. Associates have told me of prosecutions in Germany and in the
European Union resulting from tourists having sex with children while abroad in Thailand. In
2004, a famous 66-year-old tourist from the UK solicited sex with an underage Sri Lankan boy
that he met on the internet while touring Sri Lanka. The tourists was investigated by the
National Child Protection Authority (NCPA) of Sri Lanka, arrested in Colombo during his South
Asian piano tour, prosecuted under a new UK sexual tourism law, and sentenced to two years in
jail. A 1999 Japanese law makes it illegal for Japanese travellers to pay for sex with minors in a
foreign country. In 2001, the AFP reported a case where a 38 year old Japanese businessman
was sentenced to two and one half years in prison by an Osaka District Court for having sex with
two prostitutes aged 13 and 14 in Phonom Penh in 2000. Other states have similar provisions
and are increasing enforcement in their national courts.
The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) unequivocally supports the fight against child
prostitution and states that it is doing everything in its power to prevent it. The TAT has taken a
firm stance on preventing and discouraging sex-related tourism, and has, over the past years,
cooperated with the Tourist Police on seeking out and prosecuting sex tourism operators. The
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TAT's policies on preventing sex tourism, and particularly child prostitution, include working in
conjunction with the Tourist Police to strictly enforce Thailand's anti-prostitution laws, and the
TAT has taken legal action against sex industry operators.

Peace, War, and Tourism

Sustainable development blooms best when the host country is experiencing stable
political climate and its hosts and guests are not in fear of suffering from hostile military or
terrorist attacks. When military actions are taken by states and terrorists, the travel industry is
one of the first and the worst affected sectors of the economy of the region in conflict. The
impact of a military actions on human life, jobs, income and livelihood are severe and often takes
decades to recover.
These conflicts result in the cancellation of travel and affects all parts of the economy
through loss of airport services, hotel, restaurant, shopping, transportation, and site seeing
destinations. On the other hand, many have argued that increased travel and tourism between
individuals of different states, greatly reduces the likelihood of warfare between their states
through interculturalism exchanges. Travel Talk Radio provides a Travelers Credo for Peace in
the hopes that consumers and tourists will print and carry as a reminder of our responsibility as
travelers.

Travel Talk Radio Credo For Peace

Travel is a catalyst for creating communication, peace, and
commerce among the countries and communities of the world. It's
difficult to fight with a culture where you have shared a glass of
refreshment, visited their neighbourhoods and experienced their
customs. And besides its really fun to get out there and jump on a
train, bus or plane, walk into a new environment, taste new
interesting food and talk with the locals.
(See www. traveltalkradio.com/index.html)
Iraq As A Tourist Destination

The newly installed and elected government of Iraq, along with Washington, D.C. based
governmental and non-governmental organizations have begun to develop the war recovering
economy of Iraq as a tourist destination. A recent publication stated:

As tln:-crodlrofctvilization, Iraq has great potential as a tourtsr
destination. Its Holy cities (Karbala, Najaf Samawa and Kadumia)
are major destinations for hundreds of thousands of pilgrims
annually. The ancient ruins of Babylon, the marshes, the Ziggat of
Ur and other "wonders ofthe world" have tremendous appeal as
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tourist destinations. The scenic locations of Bekhma, Sarsang and
Doukan in the North have been traditional destinations for
domestic tourists and can now be expanded to attract an
international clientele.
The strategy for the tourism sector entails the following:
a. Establishing active tourist promotion offices in key
international capitals.
b. Streamlining and simplifying visa and immigration procedures.
c. Encouraging entry by the international hospitality industry
(hotels, car rental agencies, foreign exchange bureaus etc.)
into the Iraq market.
d. Developing marshes and lakes to an appropriate tourism level
to attract tourists and visitors.
e. Developing the infrastructure of religious cities and
maintaining the Holy shrines.
f Developing tourism education institutes, and developing
tourism institutions, building the capacities of people working
in the tourism field through specialized training programs, and
making use of the experiences of other countries.
(See National Development Strategy 2005-2007, Republic of Iraq,
Ministry of Planning and Development Cooperation, page 22, and
on their website at
www.export.gov/iraq/pdf/iraq development strategy 063005.pd!)
Many have already begun traveling to Iraq as tourists, particularly those people that enjoy
"adventure tours" and the excitement of being close to an environment that remains politically
and militarily unstable. These types of tours have sparked a reaction in the travel industry and a
call to ethical standards related to tourism and sustainable development.

The Asian Tsunami, European Flooding, and USA Hurricane Katrina Disasters of 20042005
Following the Tsunami Natural Disaster and the manmade disaster of the mismanaged
and inadequate information network between scientists and government evacuation units of
southeast Asia, there were many lessons learned for the world community. Unfortunately, many
of them where either not learned or not implemented in time to save many lives in the USA
during Hurricane Katrina. Many legal scholars and attorneys discussed these shortcomings at the
17th International Travel and Tourism Advocates (IFTTA) Congress in Vienna.
Europe Floods of 2005
The Zurich Financial Services Group, the leading and primary insurance carrier of the
travel industry, stated that "it expects aggregate claims payments related to the recent floods
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affecting Switzerland, southern Germany and Austria of approximately $100 million before tax
and net of third party shares. Yet the number of deaths related to these floods was only limited
to 43 persons. (See Insurance News, Zurich Estimates $100 Million in European Flood Losses;
No Estimate Yet on Katrina, September 8, 2005
www.insuranceioumal.com/news/intemational/2005/09/08/59267.htm)
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I was in Europe in the summer of2005, driving through Germany en route to the Vienna
Congress, when the cities of Germany, Switzerland, Austria and others began to flood.
Fortunately, through my diligently watching the news broadcasts about cities and destinations
along my travel route, I was able to avoid the flooded areas. The media in Europe thoroughly
covered the flooding story, and the infrastructure was in place to evacuate and save many lives in
this European crisis of the summer 2005.
USA Hurricane Katrina Floods
Unfortunately, the same was not true in the USA. It is hard to believe that in the USA, a
county that prides itself on its overabundance and excesses, should ignore the needs of the poor
in its time of distress. In fact, there are no shortage of hotels and housing in the USA, so why is
it that its citizens are forced to stay in overcrowded sports coliseums instead of real hotels?
Couldn't the USA government work out some compromise to shelter these people in their time
of greatest need. Instead more than 20 people were found dead in a hospital in New Orleans, as
no one bothered to move them to another hospital that had running water, and sanitized health
care.
CNN gave shocking reports of the failure of the US infrastructure, including according
to CNN:

Three days after Hurricane Katrina flooded New Orleans, staff
--- ---- members atthe - cit)/s- Memorial Medical Cenier --ha{Trepeaied________ _
discussions about euthanizing patients they thought might not
survive the ordeal, according to a doctor and nurse manager who
were in the hospital at the time. The Louisiana attorney general's
office is investigating allegations that mercy killings occurred and
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has requested that autopsies be performed on all 45 bodies taken
from the hospital after the storm.

Hospital staff stated that:
"We weren't really functioning as a hospital but as a shelter," King
said "We had no electricity. There was no water. It was hot.
People are dying. We thought it was as bad as it could get. Why
weren't we being evacuated? That was our biggest thing. We
should be gone right now. " .. . "Food was running low, sanitation
wasn't working, and temperatures inside soared to 110 degrees.
Floodwaters had isolated the hospital, where about 312 patients -many of them critically ill -- were being treated when Katrina hit. "
(See Staff at New Orleans hospital debated euthanizing patients
http://64.233.161 .104/search?q=cache:son4mBgpqdcJ:www.cnn.c
om/2005/US/10112/katrina. hospital/+ louisiana+ hospital+abandon
ed+dead&hl=en&lr=&strip= 1
)

As a result of the floods and inadequate mismanagement, the death toll is rising above
883 along the Gulf Coast, with 646 dead in Louisiana alone. (See 7K.PLC news of Louisiana
website www.kplctv.com/Global/story.asp?S=3867446&nav=Onqx) Hurricane Katrina caused at
least $125 billion in economic damage. (See Katrina damage estimate hits $125B, USA Today,
posted 9/9/2005 www.usatoday.com/money/economy/2005-09-09-katrina-damage x.htm
Former President Bill Clinton reported by local news affiliates as placing some blame
for the plight of the poor in New Orleans on the Bush administration, saying "you can•t have an
emergency plan that works if_ it only affects middle class people up." (See 7KPLC news of
Louisiana website www.kplctv.com/Global/story.asp?S=3867446&nav=Onqx)

South East Asian Tsunami Floods
The 2004 Tsunami death toll of Indonesia alone was 212,611 with total deaths throughout
south east Asia, deaths ranging to over a quarter of a million people. (See
www.cnn.com/2005/WORLD/asiapcf/Ol/19/asia.tsunamiD The UN reported $94 billion in
economic damage.
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The unifying response to all three of these flood stories, spanning three different
continents, has been the deluge of requests from the respective governments, the international
community, NGOs, and travel industry leaders for the tourist infrastructure to be re-established
as quickly as possible, so that these devastated communities can seek recovery through tourism.
The argument was made that the fastest way for these natural disaster victims to rebuild their
lives was for tourism to continue in a sustainable manner.

0

Terrorism and Travel Advisories
Travel advisories predict future attacks and seek to serve as a kind of risk assessment for
westerners traveling abroad. They warn the traveler to not use the subways, airports, famous
bridges, large public places, and tourist monuments. Often travel advisories warn westerners to
limit their travel to essential business travel, and sometimes or even forbid all travel to certain
destinations.
However these advisories may act to encourage terrorists by instilling a sense of terror
in the nationals of a given country or region. There is a struggle to defme "terrorism" however it
was defined by 193 7 international convention as "criminal acts directed against a State and
intended or calculated to create a state of terror in the minds of particular persons, or group of
persons or the general public." (Emphasis added) (See Convention for the Prevention and
Punishment ofTerrorism 1937, Art 1 para 2).
The terrorists want to disrupt society and business through interfering with international
travel and business -6y creatmg !iTear--milie-hopes that some goverriinent wiirresponcnotnili-- -- demands or they are just seeking revenge for wrongs the believe were done to them. Their
terrorists act seeks to instill a feeling of terror of that leads to interference with business and
travel. When a given government issues travel advisories, that government, in effect, rewards
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the terrorists for their activities by halting travel and business in the region where the advisory
was issued.

0

It should be clearly understood by westerners that the location of travel advisories is
generally limited to Muslim and Third World countries; rarely or never are advisories issued to
those traveling to large western metropolitan cities, such as New York, London, Paris, or Berlin.

As Imre Loefler noted in his article on the danger of travel advisories,

"Her British Majesty's government did not, for instance, issue a
travel advisory warning Britons not to travel to America, the state
ofNew York or Manhattan after September 11 or when the anthrax
letters were dropping into mail boxes. " (See Imre Loefler How the
West Kills Third World Children With Travel Advisories, E-turbo
News 2-27-2003)
"Notable Asymmetries. People were warned off traveling to
Yemen after the murder of the Americans missionaries, not after
the murder by the Americans of the Arabs suspected to be
terrorists, an act perpetuated by remote control. Presumably, when
governments issue travel advisories they do so in the interest of
their citizens - and probably also as a defensive measure. It is
unlikely that the effects of a travel advisory on the target country,
its economy and its people are ever considered. One can empty the
hotels of a country and keep them empty with the stroke of the pen.
One can hurt people and eventually, though the ripple effect, kill
them, administratively. If there are no tourists in Zanzibar, more
Zanzibari children will die than would have otherwise, certainly
more than the number of tourists who would have been likely to be
hurt by a bomb in a hotel . ... [T]he encouragement so given to
terrorists. "It is official certification that their methods have had
the desired effect. "

0

VII. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SUSTAINABLE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
However, there is a benefit to uniformity of products and services that cannot be
overlooked nor underestimated for creating sustainable development through tourism, and that is
the relationship between travel and products protected by trademark and intellectual property
laws.

0

Tourist can easily recognize brand names for goods toothpaste and services Holiday Inn.
While visiting a foreign country and all of the travel arrangements involved such as hotel, airline,
-iestaurarlt:s, ancr shopping can be very fun and exciting, ihebenefits.ot finding comfort in those
products and services that are familiar to us is also greatly appreciated when traveling. Coconut
juice and Pifia Colada, strange tasting orange juice and milk, are fun for a while, but eventually,
we may crave the familiar such as well coca-cola.

3
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Counterfeit Goods in Thailand

'Mf!ftu,..

Because of the great production, display, and sale of counterfeit goods in Thailand in
infamous districts like, Sala Daeng and Patpong, it is important (§:) for travel industry
professionals and attorneys to understand some of the aspects of internati~al counterfeit @_w and
how it relates to the tourist industry. (For a more detailed discussion of International intellectual
property issues, please contact the author or look to www.travellaw.com.) Shopping for
counterfeit good is very much a tourist attraction in Thailand and that is actually part of the lure
of visitors to ''the land of smiles"; its market is based on both demand and supply.
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Production, sale, and distribution of counterfeit goods is illegal in Thailand and it is
illegal in Thailand, the US, Japan, and most of the rest of the world for tourists to purchase
counterfeit goods, sneak them through customs, and return to their home country with them.
Customs officers have every right to seize counterfeit and other unauthorized goods that tourists'
possess.
All members of the World Trade Organization (UNWTO) must abide to The Trade
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Treaty (!'RIPS). All of the countries that seek
membership must modernize their Intellectual Property (IP) laws to be inline with TRIPS the
major IP treaties: Berne, and Paris. Thailand is working hard to establish its IT and IP industries
and fulfil the requfrement ofthe UNWTO. In fact, in 1993, Thailand's King Bhumibol Rama IX
was the firsty:tonarch to successfully register a patent. His invention is a waste water aerator.
The reality is that much of the IP in the world today, computers technology, movies, music,
software are owned by the USA and Japan.

0

Counterfeiting and Compulsory Licensing
Trademarks serve to indicate origin of the product and to guarantee its quality.
Trademarks as brand names encourage people to spend more money on products that are more
/ expensive but equal in value to no name products. Often the only difference in products is the
brand name under which they are sold. Many products are produced by the same engineers and
in the same factories and end up being substantially or entirely the same product, but have
different brand names on the finished product. This is especially important in non-western
developing countries, like Thailand, whose citizens are paying more for foreign products than
they are for products which can be bought for less locally. Furthermore, it is often the case that
the brand name products are produced locally in developing economies under the brand of a
foreign corporation for a price that is prohibitively expensive to the local producers.
Producing and distributing counterfeit goods involves copyright infringement as well as
trademark and patent infringement. Counterfeiting boomed in the 1970s alongside the
developmenruf'Nike;Levi,-and·nthers with their brand names and trademarks:- The-producers of
these fake goods avoid the licenses and royalties fees greatly reducing the price of the product.
When the goods are prohibitively expensive on the legitimate market, the populace purchases
them illegally.
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Passing Off and Palming Off is the deliberate and unauthorized use of a mark by the
infringer in an attempt to sell goods or services as ifthey were those of the mark's owner. This
is often used for infringement of trade dress.

!

Trade Dress or Composite Marks means that the trademark is the totality of the
packaging not just the words. This includes the labeling, colors, decor, the reuse of the
container, the shape and materials of the container and the overall appearance of a product in the
marketplace. Trade dress protects products that are both distinctive and non-functional. The
distinctiveness requirements are satisfied if the product has secondary meaning or is inherently
distinctive. Functionality considers the total combination of all the elements, rather than each
element individually. Passing off of goods or services is also protected under trademark law.
(See counterfeiting above).

Consumer confusion is the main legal element of trademark protection and anticounterfeiting laws. The essence of the fraud lies in if the consumer knows she is being deceived.
But here in Thailand's black market the US companies that own the mark are not concerned
about the consumer's knowledge of whether the goods are counterfeit or not. In fact, most of the
purchasers of the counterfeit goods don't really believe that the goods are counterfeit.

0

Then a different set of issues arises when the consumer knows the goods they are
buying are not authentic, because then there is no consumer confusion. The goal of enforcement
becomes to protect the owner of the right and the author of the right. Protection was initially
meant for the artist and creative genius under the Berne and Paris Conventions. But in fact most
modem counterfeit IP products, such as software, movies, and brand name clothes are not owned
by their author, but by a corporation. Then protection of the IP is no longer to protect the author,
nor the consumer but the protection of the corporation who owns the IP.
To counter this and other economic problems related to IP, many countries have passed
compulsory licensing laws to ensure that the profits and ownership of the locally produced
goods is partly owned by local business. In Thailand, 51% or more of all businesses must be
owned by a Thai citizen. Another strategy is to require that the foreign name be associated with
a local brand to build up the local brands market as well. TRIPS Article 5c, compulsory licensing
required that the mark be licensed to a local company for use domestically. This creates a
tension between the quality and the source verses the control of the owner ofthe mark.

Border Control
TRIPS addresses counterfeiting and the trade problems posed by international
trafficking of counterfeit products by offering a mechanism to prohibit the manufacture,
importation, and sale of counterfeit goods. Article 51 of TRIPS requires minimum border control
measures for importing and exporting counterfeited goods.

0
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Criminal Enforcement of IPR in Thailand
In many countries, including Thailand, infringement can be treated as a criminal action
and enforced as if the theft is a violation of a public right. This system of defending IP rights
relies public police and tax funding. Under this system, the company doesn't need large
numbers of in house lawyers and the burden of implementation. of TRIPS and enforcement of
IPR is on the police. IP owner or the company need only report and inform the police of
infringements.

0

The criminal burden of proof is higher than the burden of proof under a civil action.
Criminal penalties are also higher and if penalty is too high the police and the judiciary may not
feel justified in enforcing IP infringement. Legally, there may be serious criminal forms of
punishment, but in reality many people are not imprisoned at all.
There are few jobs in Thailand and many other developing countries and many of the
offenders are women in there 20s with young children. Imprisonment doesn't seem like the just
punishment for these impoverished offenders. After China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia,
and Taiwan developed successful protection of IPR, the Asian counterfeiting market moved to
Thailand. Many Thai legislators and judges argue that if Thailand begins to enforce IPR more
then a large number of people who are producing counterfeit goods will go to jail or become unemployed and all of the counterfeiting industry jobs will go to other countries such as Burma,
Laos, and Vietnam. In fact, the rise of the counterfeiting industry in Thailand has corresponded
with its decline in drug trafficking and other criminal activity.
In the end criminal enforcement, and all of its negative implications, are seen by
developing countries as protection of wealthy foreign companies.

0

Private Enforcement
When Washington asks for enforcement by threatening trade tariffs it is a matter of
public enforcement, but when a company seeks protection by prosecuting particular infringers it
is a matter of private enforcement. Many developing countries, like Thailand, have set up IPR
departments with a police force, public prosecutors, and specialized courts to address with IP
crimes and infringement of private rights. The question then is who should be asked to pay the
burden of the court proceeding of the civil action. Again TRIPS states that countries are not
required to spend any additional resources beyond what is used for normal legal administration
and proceedings.
Thailand developed the Central IP and International Trade Court of Thailand (CIPITC)
to deal with both international trade and intellectual property. The two are related as seen under
TRIPS because of the problem of parallel importing, piracy, unauthorized production of
protected goods. The- court was-created as a reaction to the 1997 economic-crhres; urencoura:ge····
foreign investment, and to instil confidence in foreign companies of Thailand's protection ofiPR,
as well as to meet enforcement standards implementation set forth in TRIPS.
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Private enforcement proceedings relieve police of the burden choosing which laws to
enforce and against whom to enforce them, as the company's in house legal councillors notify
police of serious infringing activity. Under ex parte or Anton Pillar procedures, as used
effectively to stop counterfeiting in Hong Kong, can aid in the seizure of evidence conducted
with selective public funded police raids. A civil action also has a lighter burden of proof.

Damages

This is arguably one of the primary goals of enforcement and probably the most difficult
to implement. IP is generally considered to be a tort and the measure of tort damages is to put
the injured party in the same position they would be in had the injury not occurred. There are
also no punitive damages in most countries. According to Article 45 of TRIPS, the enforcement
proceedings should be able to grant "damages adequate to compensate the copyright holder for
the injury suffered." However, the amount of the damages could be based on a number of
schemes:
•
•
•
•
•

0

Owner's lost profits based on the owner's retail sale price
Solely on the Counterfeiter's profits
Owner's lost profits based on the counterfeiter's profits
Owner's lost profits based on the counterfeiter's retail sale price
Statutory damages

VIII. THE JURISPRUDENCE OF UNIVERSAL HOSPITALITY
(Excerpted from Phil Cameron, The Philosophical Foundations of World Citizenship,
www.spacetravelaw.com/Dr.PhilC)

"The law of world citizenship shall be limited to conditions of universal hospitality," is
one ofthe basic tenets of Kant's world citizenship. (See Immanuel Kant, On Perpetual Peace: A
Philosophical Sketch (1795), Third Definitive Article). Foremost in this argument is Kant's
principle that, "a stranger not to be treated as an enemy when he arrives in the land of another."
(See Third Definitive Article) This grant of hospitality does not extend to allowing the person to
be a permanent visitor, nor to allowing the visitor to cause destruction to her hosts. But as Kant
argues, we share the surface of the earth in common possession and cannot disperse others, so we
must tolerate each other's presence. (See Third Definitive Article)
The Earth is bound by the relations of man in narrower or wider communities so that "a
violation of rights in one place is felt throughout the world, the idea of a law of world citizenship
is no high-flown or exaggerated notion." (See Third Definitive Article) Here, Kant is clear that
the -infringemen on···the- rights of one people anywhere-has ·an-effect en--people everywhere.
Kant's world citizenship hospitality is limited to ''temporary sojourns."
I criticize Kant strongly here for it seems that his hospitality right is meant as a right for
the empires of White Anglo-Saxon Protestants, and Catholics, and Europeans to travel the world
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over. That is to say, that people like Kant have a right to go anywhere, and the locals have a duty
to be hospitable, but nowhere does Kant state that others, who are non-Christian Europeans, have
the same right to come to Europe and expect a return of hospitality. This rings true as next Kant
discusses America and "the lands inhabited by the Negro" as being freely open, while he
criticizes China and Japan for refusing hospitality to Europeans.

o

Recognition of this travel right serves many functions including associating with like
minded political institutions and creating economic stability.

Political Reasons For Freedom of Travel
Here, I expand Kant's position by arguing that, citizens must abide by the laws they find
in their land, change the laws, or be free to move elsewhere. The recognition of this travel right
of free movement of people, products and production is a logical result of the citizenry's right to
vote for the laws and government to which they are subject. To choose to leave a jurisdiction
that has laws to which a citizen does not wish to be subject is a form of"voting."
As the Greeks of antiquity recognized, if one state is not acceptable to the individual,
then that individual was free to go to another state and live their life as they see fit. If there is no
state that the person likes, then the person can go into new territory. In past times, this going to
new territories resulted in humans covering the Earth, and then in successive waves of human
development resettling populated lands, joining existing governments, changing these
governments, and creating new governments. Outer space is likely to be the next territory for
development by human migration, and will likely lead to the creation of new states, following
the present recognition of outer space as the common heritage of mankind (See Outer Space
Treaty).

0

The tradition of freedom of travel was further established by renowned European
publicists and politics in the centuries following the Greeks. This view was again adopted in
medieval Germany as in 1555 The Peace ofAugsburg declared that parts of Germany would be
Catholic and other parts would be Protestant under according to cuius regio, eius religio. This
meant that each ruler had the right to decide which religion their region followed, and those
subjects of the ruler that wanted to live under Catholic beliefs were free to leave their Protestant
lands and the reverse was true for the Protestants. This was freedom of travel for individuals,
and freedom for the citizens to vote with their feet for which government they wanted to be
subjects. (See Germany DK Eyewitness Travel Guide, pg 49, London, 2005)
Gentili argued in 1598 that the seas must also be free for travel and protecting this
freedom could justify war. (See De jure belli libri tres) However, Gentili declined mandating
that the roads and highways be made available to international travelers. Later, Grotius in 1609
made a similar claim for the openness of the high seas in Mare liberum (The Freedom of the
Sects}.- Suarez recognizeaol!F·rtghts to travel for commetce- oeforenis 1021 posthumously
published work The Three Theological Virtues, Faith, Hope and Charity, that "without
reasonable cause, of the common rights of nations, such as the right of transit over highways,
trading in common &c." constituted a cause for just war by another state to demand a right to
travel.
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The sovereignty of states over its subjects, being based on the transfer of authority from
the citizen to the government, leaves room for those that are subject to a state's laws to withdraw
that transfer through the voting of the citizenry. Every law or government that a person is
subject to is a law or government that they have agreed to be subject to. Freedom of travel
insures a diversity of governments that reflect the interests of its citizenry to be bound by the
governments they create and choose to join.
States are self-interested and desire that their citizens be loyal and seek to create an "us
verses them" mentality. States in effect, create a "noble lie" which holds that some people are
citizens and some are not, but all people within the state's jurisdiction are subject to the state's
laws. These laws of course grant benefits to "citizens" and deny rights to "non-citizens.' This
state-based citizenship-alien "noble lie" is supported by the modem regulation of immigration
and Visa requirements.

0

States want to protect their interest against other states. The free travel of citizens
between states often leads to a change in the whole makeup of the state and the state's laws can
change by the citizenry changing and voting to change these state laws. This scenario has been
played out throughout history, sometimes resulting in a total change of the governing body along
with a new citizenry, such as happened in the USA with the immigration of European settlers
and the replacement of both the Native American citizenry and the Native American
governments. Other times the immigrants merely wish to join the existing civilization, as was
the case with the Roman Empire and the Visigoth invasions lead by Alaric. The Visigoth's did
not want to replace the Roman Empire, they merely wanted to be a part of it as full citizens.
The absence of freedom of travel and no freedom or power to change one's government
makes people trapped, imprisoned and like slaves to the state. After all, the state is made up of
people, so those that cannot change their government or leave that jurisdiction are slaves to those
people who are in power. Nation-state based passports are a mechanism that supports this "us
vs. them" mentality and makes those that are deemed non-citizens to have less rights in a system
to whose laws they are subject. This is the goal of states to have the individual be a member of
their state and loyal to that state, so that their state can treat others unequally. States are selfinterested persons that compete with other self-interested persons.
World citizenship on the other hand, does not dismiss the membership of the state but
instead allows the citizen to realize their rights beyond national borders. Identity can still be
maintained with affiliation to a particular state, and the issuance of national passports, but
limiting citizenship and travel to being based on the permission of one's nation-state hinders the
individual's rights to change their state-government or to move to another state and naturalize
under their new government. Therefore, while passports need not be eliminated, the right to
travel must not be impeded, unreasonably.

Economic Reasons For Freedom of Travel

0

Free movement of people, products, and production insures that people can do what is
best for them to maintain their sustenance. People are free to go where jobs are needed and are
able to bring outsiders to their locale to do jobs that locals do not want to do. Free movement of
people, products, and production also serves to balance the world economy and avoid the
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accumulation of wealth. Supply and demand of workers and products will balance the
inequalities of wealth because these inequalities, as recognized by Plato (See Republic page 2)
and as recognized by Kant's "money power" (See Perpetual Peace, Fourth Preliminary Article)
leads to war. Going places and establishing business relationships, makes people less likely to
later seek to war with the people they are visiting and trading.

O

Finally, it seems that states cannot stop people from moving. Birds, insects, fish, reptiles,
and mammals all migrate across manmade state borders, how can people be under even more
control by states. Throughout history there have been numerous unsuccessful attempts by
governments to control movement of people. Recent evidence has shown that even the Great
Wall of China was not used to prevent northern armies from invading China, but instead to
prevent immigrants from migrating into China, and altering its civilization, and becoming
"citizens." In the end the Great Wall was breached by Genghis Khan and Chinese civilization
(and European civilization via Marco Polo) was forever altered by the emigrants he brought into
China.
Freedom of travel serves to help mankind be as one and sharing the world as a common
heritage of mankind. Free movement of people, products, and production is a right of world
citizenship because it is a means of eliminating political inequality, war, and promoting fmancial
independence. Therefore, world citizenship recognizes the Earth as the common heritage of
mankind, entails the right to travel, to sell one's goods the world over, and to seek to produce
products the world over.

0

IX. CONCLUSION
While the economic impact that tourism plays on local, national, regional, and
international economies may be apparent, it is also true that cultural heritage and property
belonging to the common heritage of mankind also play a very significant role in tourism and
sustainable development. The law generally reflects the society that generated it, and usually
moves in response to the issues of the day, however, there is a great need today for the law to
reflect the realities of our emerging global village. In our age of mass communication,
transportation, travel, and immigration our laws, both international and state-based, must adopt
to enable mankind to enjoy the freedoms our technology has provided. The law should not act as
a barrier to the free movement of people, products and production; it should enable all of
humanity to flourish.
Even the ancient Chinese Great Wall, was built, not as a military barrier, but as a vast
fire and smoke based communication network, as well as an immigration check point to halt the
travel of "barbarians" from the north into the civilization of the Chinese south. But in the end,
no government can stop all people from travelling across international borders, anymore than
they can stop birds from flying, or deer from running. The numerous immigration, travel, and
security restrictions--lms\mly-resulted in--creating an underground "servant-class~ m- work-andslave for the more developed countries' legal residents. These servants are trapped and forced to
cater to the desires of sex tourists, sell black market products, and slave in unsafe factories
because travel and trade restrictions prevent them from producing and disturbing products for
themselves legally. Their economics are stagnated and are only in the shadow of the developed
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countries they are forced to serve with services and labor because the laws of immigration,
currency exchange, and intellectual property have put shackles on them. (See Philosophical
Foundations of World Citizenship, Phil Cameron www.spacetravelaw.com/Dr.PhilC) Tourisms
and sustainable development is about jobs and future jobs based on legitimate and ethical
products, and as long as the law of the western states encourages illegal travel to support the
underground immigrant economy and black market goods, true sustainable development will
never occur.
Likewise, Cultural Heritage is the product and property of the cultures that produce it.
To have national treasures dispersed, absorbed, and consumed by western tourists and museums,
halts the future sustainable development of the same people that produced these treasures. When
property becomes of such important significance as to have an impact on the lives of all of
mankind, it is the common heritage of humanity belongs to us all, not just western museums and
corporations that grew from the age of imperialism and colonialism. Natural heritage sites also
belong to .all of mankind, not just those that find nature's wonders within their nation states'
borders.
Tourism and sustainable development relates to cultural and natural heritage, jobs for
everyone, and concerns group rights for the living and for future generations. The law must
balance the needs of the present to allow all economies to develop, while preserving jobs, culture,
and tourism for the future of all humankind.
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CHAPTER2
The Legal Status of the Travel Agent,
Providers of Travel, the Traveler, and the Host
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I. INTRODUCTION
Our world has become a world of travel. Tourism is the largest industry in the world.
Internationally, tourism is growing at a rate of twenty percent per year. Tourism in the United
States has become its greatest export, with over fifty billion dollars spent by travelers going
abroad each year. Recent spending on worldwide tourism is pegged at three trillion dollars or
three times what the world spends on defense. Six hundred and sixty thousand people are directly
employed in tourism in Florida alone. According to the World Tourism Council, in 2005, Travel
& Tourism is expected to generate worldwide:
• $6,201.49 billion of economic activity (US dollars)
• 10.6% oftotal GDP
• 221,568 jobs or 8.3% of total employment in the world

(See http://www.wttc.org/2004tsa/frameset2a.htm)

0

Anyone who has taken an airplane trip in the past year speaks of the many delays they
have encountered. It is not uncommon to wait in a queue of airplanes on the runway for thirty
minutes to an hour before departure. Every airport is growing, remodelling, and expanding its
services. Many airports now have full sized shopping malls between terminals. Even after the
numerous terrorists' attacks, the number of airline flights has only decreased by twenty percent.
Presently, travel is again on the rise. More travel agencies are being created to assist travellers
with tickets and to provide information on exotic destinations. Rental car companies, airlines,
hotel chains, tour operators, and travel agencies all have packaged many of their services to
lower prices and attract consumers. People are travelling more often and to more distant places.
The cruise industry is one of the most rapidly developing areas of law encompassing
admiralty, ocean, and corporate fields. This book will cover some general precepts of admiralty
law and its relationship to other areas of the travel field as well as international law, ocean law
and the contract of passage. Aviation principals in addition to a brief legal analysis of legal
issues related to car, bus, and trains are also covered.
Travel Law meets the demand of increased travel problems and regulates the day to day
workings of the travel industry. In the United States, Travel Law incorporates federal and state
laws, common law traditions, and international treaties. With the deregulation of the travel
industry in the 1970s, the need for a body of law specific to the travel industry became evident to
travel providers the world over. The completion of the United States federally mandated
deregulation process left the travel industry without a central source of legal guidance where it
could tum for its travel-specific issues. Travel Law fills this gap.

0

Travel Law protects the rights of .consumers, agents, sellers of travel, and- indigenous
peoples by utilizing aspects of contract law, employment issues, tourism and hospitality
procedures, anti-trust rules, regulatory and agency compliance mechanisms, and international
treaties. Travel Law also deals with the traditional areas of tort, criminal, corporate,
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constitutional law, and nearly every other field of law as related to various aspects of the travel
industry.
Travel Law, as defined by Judge Dickerson includes "(1) traditional substantive areas
such as maritime law, hotel law, aviation crash law and antitrust law, (2) traditional procedural
subjects such as jurisdiction,forum non conveniens and the application of choice oflaw rules, (3)
the application of treaties such as the Warsaw Convention and its progeny, the Athens
Convention and the Hague Evidence and Service Conventions, (4) the application of federal
statutes such as the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, the Death on the High Seas Act and the
economic regulations of the Department of Transportation and the Federal Maritime
Commission, (5) the application of state statutes such as Consumer Protection Statutes to the
marketing and delivery of travel services and the licensing and regulation of Travel Sellers and
( 6) the application of foreign law, e.g., that of the member States of the European Community to
the liability and regulation of tour operators and travel agents." (See What Tort Lawyers Should
Know About Travel Law, The New York State Trial Lawyers Association, Judge Thomas A.
Dickerson)

0

Today, travel and travel purchases come in many forms. Suppliers of travel include
airlines, cruise lines, railroads, bus and rental car companies, tour operators, hotels and resorts
and resort time share operators. The Sellers of Travel are also known as tour operators,
providers of travel, consolidators, wholesalers, travel agents, pseudo travel agents, telemarketers,
travel clubs, informal travel promoters, Internet web sites, and unsolicited email postings, while
escrow banks, surety, and insurance companies may assist sellers of travel.
The various types of cases covered by travel law include general cases that apply to many
providers and sellers of travel such as: fraud, misrepresentation, bankruptcy and theft of deposits
I ticket purchases.

0

Travel agencies face legal problems from: non-compliance with seller of travel
regulations, failure to confirm reservations, overbooking, negligent financial and operating
investigation ofsuppliers of travel, cancellation, and improper handling of ticket stock.
Tour operators face liability particularly with adventure tours, snorkelling, sky diving,
hang gliding and failure to warn of hazardous conditions.
Hoteliers are frequently in court for issues involving: bait & switch schemes, rape, theft,
hotel safes, fire, lifeguard, pool safety.
Airline legal issues include: lost luggage, frequent flyer mileage disputes, delays and
cancellations, unlawful restraint of passengers, passenger air rage, flight attendant air rage,
crash and collision, death and injuries, and airline ticket price fixing.
Motorcoach legal problems include: crash and collision, death and injuries,- and being
lost in foreign country because driver is untrained.
Rail issues involve: deregulation, privatization and state support, sexual harassment,
crash and collision, death and injuries.
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Cruise travel law includes: food poisoning, discrimination, onboard virus, typhoid fever,
SARS, port skipping, rape, child safety and supervision.
Rental Car industry faces legal issues with: bait & switch schemes, negligent entrustment,
GPS tracking devices, airport service charges, rental car theft and destruction ofproperty.
Restaurant lawsuits result from: coat check liability, food poisoning, and misuse of
alcohol.

0

The Internet is a nexus of the travel industry. Tourists are savvy and careful about how
they spend their money. Today's travel guide books are highly detailed as they describe the
locations, prices, and hours of operation of the most popular destinations. The destinations
themselves are developing rapidly to meet tourists' expectations by improving their facilities,
printing brochures in multiple languages, and publishing Internet pages about their attractions.
Nearly every guided tour company from the large corporate firms to small "mom and pop"
operations have a website. Hotel reservations, tours, admission tickets, rental cars, guide books,
airline tickets, and subway tickets are purchased online everyday from people all over the world
for both domestic and international travel. Many Internet airline ticket offices, such as
www.cheaptickets.com, provide tickets at savings of one half the ticket regular rates. Savings
are also available for every major airline if the tickets are purchased online directly from the
airlines' website. However, some of these cartels, such as www.orbitz.com are have survived
being challenged with anti-trust lawsuits as their organization ownership appears to involve price
fixing and is designed to put traditional travel agents out of business.
The Internet may bring the world together, but what happens when something goes
wrong with the travel services or during the trip? An entire realm of legal questions develops.
Perhaps the airline has lost or delayed luggage that contains items vital to the trip. Suppose there
is a motorcoach accident in Thailand involving passengers from fourteen different countries, a
driver from Cambodia, a subcontracted tour guide from Singapore, with the tour company
headquartered in Switzerland, and with a forum selection clause specifying Colorado in the
United States as the situs for any legal actions. Suppose there is a terrorist attack that kills
travelers from fifty-five different countries and results in great loss of life and billions of dollars
in property damage. The financial implications of surviving passengers returning to each comer
of the globe for medical treatment and recovery are extreme. Which countries' medical standard
applies? Who decides? Is the case civil or criminal? Who is liable for the injury? Which
country's criterion is used to determine liability? Which court is appropriate? Which law
applies? Is the traveler entitled to loss of tour damages such as "loss of honeymoon" or "loss of
a refreshing, memorable vacation?" The answers become complex upon closer examination, but
have a tremendous effect on a growing number of people.
_, ___J:hroughout-thiS-book we will discuss these issues and marl¥--mor-e. What -follows in this
chapter are examples of the various rules, regulations, organizations and matters of liability that
confront a travel agent and help to define the law of the travel industry. Beginning with the basic
concerns of the sellers of travel, this chapter will then define the key jobs of the travel industry,
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followed by a brief description of the major differences in travel services and the legal aspects of
these differences.

0

. II. THE DUAL AGENCY ROLE OF THE SELLER OF TRAVEL
An agent is a person or company authorized to act on authority of and on behalf of their
superior, the principal. The agent remains under the control of principle in dealing with third
parties, and all of the authorized acts of the agent are imputed back to the principal as if they
were done by the principal and not the agent. The agent's authority is limited by the scope of
their agency agreement with their principal, and agents that act outside of their scope of authority
do not have their actions imputed back to their principal.

To put it another way, an agent is a person authorized to sell the products or services of a
supplier, known as the principal. In tum, the principal is one who authorizes another person as
their "agent", to act on her behalf. Again, according to the general principles of contract law, a
person contracting with an agent who is acting with apparent authority to form a contract on
behalf of the principal binds the principal to the contract made by its agent. Agents may be
company employees, duly authorized individuals, or in some cases even independent contractors.
(See Restatement (Second) ofAgency sec.7, 8 (1957))
The travel agent is considered the legal agent of the travel service provider for the
product that is sold. That is, the travel agent is employed by or acts on behalf of the
transportation companies. However, the recent growing trend is for courts to fmd that agents owe
a fiduciary duty to the customer, that is, the travel agent is the legal agent of the customer, as
well as being the legal agent of the provider of travel. This dual agency status of being an agent
for both the traveller and the provider of travel has continued to grow as travel agencies have
relied less and less on the business customer and more on the leisure market.
Generally, in the U.S., a travel agent is liable for injuries caused to the traveler if the
agent did not act with due diligence in investigating the safety of the provider of travel which is
acting as its principle. The potential traveler in the leisure market, that is, travel not for business
purposes, relies on the travel agent's expertise and special knowledge of the cruise ship, hotel or
resort that they are booking. In this situation there is a higher standard of care owed by the travel
agent to the customer. The increased use of electronic ticket delivery by more providers and
sellers of travel and the internet's use as a "super highway" to transmit data has allowed the
airlines to reduce the reliance on the "ticket agent." Brick and mortar travel agencies with paper
ticket stock are now competing with electronic store fronts and e-ticket deliver systems. Today
e-tickets are a common form of travel document issued by both the airlines and travel agencies.
Paper currency is also on the downspin, as CNN reported that in 2004 debit-card purchases
surpassed check purchases in the United States for the first time. (See CNN News Broadcast
April -11-;"2005)---- -----·----··· · -···· ··---------- --·-··------·-····-··However, as long as the customer is informed of the identity of the principal (i.e. cruise
line, tour company, hotel) the travel agent will not be held individuall) liable for a breach of
contract by such disclosed principal. This legal concept of the disclosed agent of a disclosed
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principal is important for the travel agent to understand and explain to their consumers so that the
travel agent is able to avoid liability for breaches duty or contract by travel suppliers. There are
several travel agent consumer disclosure notices that address this issue available in The Law and
the Travel Industry and on our website www.travellaw.com.
It is important that these agreements be utilized especially when the travel agent function
melds into that of a tour operator. This frequently occurs, for example, when the travel agent
plans the "European itinerary" for her client: picking the hotels, bus or rail lines, and air and sea
transportation for the trip. Reliance on the travel agent for his expertise, knowledge, and
experience in these areas is critical to the traveler. Thus when the hotel or ship does not meet up
to the standards expected by the traveling customer, the agent is likely to be held liable. To
reduce this liability, the agent needs to disclose not only its principals, but that the agency is in
fact acting as an intermediary for these suppliers and not responsible for their breach of contract
or negligence.

0

Despite such disclosure, travel agents are still be held to a high standard of care as they
have that special expertise or knowledge that is essential to the travel industry, just as a
professionals in many other industries have similar standards. It is because of this expertise that
the travel agent is sought out by the consumer and it is this expertise that creates a fiduciary
relationship with the consumer. A fiduciary relationship is one in which one party places a
special confidence or trust in another and in which the law thereby implies upon the latter a duty
to act in good faith and in the best interests of the former. Thus if an travel agent recommends
one particular cruise ship over another, there should be a valid basis for that recommendation
beyond the agent receiving a potentially higher commission. The agent may find they have
placed themselves in a fiduciary capacity and when the services do not live up to the
expectations of the client, the travel agent could be liable, at least in part, for what went wrong.

III. STATE LAWS REGULATING TRAVEL SERVICES
Among the fifty United States, there is a great deal of divergence in the law for sellers of
travel. A number of state legislatures, administrative agencies, and attorney generals have
enacted laws and rules directly addressing issues relating to the advertising, arranging, and the
sale of travel services. The laws of every state are at different times contradictory, regulate the
same behavior, or are incomplete and inadequate. Some states have differing Seller of Travel
Registration Programs, while nearly all states have some sort of general advertising and
deceptive practices statutes.

0

While the stated purpose of virtually all such regulation is to protect the public from
unscrupulous travel promoters, the web of regulation in many states now covers conventional
ARC and IATAN -appointed travel agencies and, of course, all other legitimate travel promoters.
(ARC and IATAN are discuss·e-chnore-fully- -in-the-next section.) The key objective in altsuch-legislation should be to strike a proper balance between: (1) the need to protect the public from
dishonest travel promoters; versus (2) the right of legitimate operators to do business unbridled
with onerous government regulation and threatened penalties for non-compliance. Unfortunately,
this balancing of needs is often overlooked by prosecutors and legislators in their zeal to regulate
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a small number of unprincipled business operators. The net result of overreaching legislation in
this area is to increase the travel agent's cost of doing business, in an industry that is already
noted for thin profit margins.

o

The Chaos of the Fifty Divergent U.S. Jurisdictions' Seller of Travel Statutes
In 1977, the State of Iowa was probably the first state to establish statutes formally
requiring tour promoters and travel agencies to register with the state. Various other states have
followed suit since that time. A broad range of statutes and registrations exist today, with
different security instrument requirements and exemptions. Additionally, there are divergent
independent contractor requirements. Some states also require travel clubs to register, others do
not. Many states require filing and licensing which must be duplicated in other jurisdictions
where the seller of travel does business. Additionally, some have other seller of travel laws on
their books, but these laws primarily deal with appropriate disclosures and refund policies,
similar to those in the states that require registration, and do no require formal registration for out
of state agencies.
There is a great deal of divergence in the law regulating sellers of travel. A number of
states, such as California, Florida, and New York, have enacted laws directly addressing issues
relating to the advertising, arranging, and the sale of travel services. Some states, such as
California, defme "seller of travel" quite broadly, and regulate both in-state and out-of-state
sellers of travel that market to California residents or that market from California to residents of
other states. Others, such as Pennsylvania, limit the scope of their regulations to the intrastate
transport of people by common carrier. Several states, such as California and Florida, have
enacted registration requirements for sellers of travel. Likewise, some states, such as Illinois,
have required that sellers of travel maintain bonds or trust accounts to protect consumers. But
for some states, such as Texas, there is no statute that expressly regulates sellers of travel. And
while Oregon's and Ohio's statute regarding sellers of travel has been recently repealed, Nevada
recently passed a new law regulating sellers of travel.

0

There is no federal license or registration law for travel agents. Other federal
requirements may apply, such as the Airline Deregulation Act, and are discussed elsewhere in
this book.
The absence of a statute that specifically deals with sellers of travel does not mean that
the conduct of such sellers is entirely unregulated. In virtually all states, sellers of travel are
subject to statutes that prohibit misleading or deceptive misrepresentation or advertising.
Likewise, it appears that, within a particular state, providers of Internet travel sales and
distributors of certificates I coupons are subject to the same level of regulation as travel sales
made through more traditional means, such as the brick and mortar travel agency.
Sellers- ·ortravehre--subject"tcr widely varying penalties if they-violate -applicable-laws. For example, in Massachusetts violations of the seller of travel statute are statutorily deemed to
be unfair trade practices. But some states, such as New York and California, impose civil and
criminal punishments, including possible prison terms, for violations of their respective statutes.
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Different states might exclude or include in their regulations and registration
requirements for different groups such as: religious groups, SCUBA diving tours, outfitting and
hunting guides, fraternal organizations, charitable organizations, providers of air or sea services,
and time-share providers. As Thomas Cairns notes in US. Sellers of Travel Laws, some states
exclude based on transactional exemptions for certain types of financial or disclosures
transactions. (See US. Sellers ofTravel Laws by Thomas Cairns) While others offer categorical
exemptions based on the seller of travel's size, income, type of travel services provided,
professional memberships such as ARC licensing, and length of time in business. Some states
have registration programs and licensing requirements, while others require only one or neither.
Some states exclude business travel services from registration while others do not.
In light of the wide variation in regulations imposed on sellers of travel, it is important to
refer to each particular jurisdiction's applicable laws in which a seller of travel is doing business
or advertising. The states' requirements are not normally interchangeable but instead are
contradictory and duplicative. All of this confusion puts a great burden on the travel industry
which by its nature spans multiple state jurisdictions and frequently, other countries. Filing fees,
duplicative processing, redundant bonding requirements, and multiple trust accounts limit the
ability of sellers of travel to compete and expand their services, especially as it is an industry
traditionally provided for by small, family owned businesses.

The Regulators

0

Depending on the particular state, its seller of travel regulations may come from the:
Attorney General, Secretary of State, Department of Commerce, Business Licensing Agency,
Consumer Affairs Division, Tourism Council, Local County Government or Mayor, and even
The Department of Agriculture as is the case in one of the biggest travel states, Florida.

The Regulated Parties

To add to the chaos and confusion, each state also defines the players in travel services
quite differently. Some states defme a seller of travel quite broadly, others more narrowly. The
primary players for travel services are the sellers of travel, providers of travel, and the traveler.
These parties come in a variety of types and their individual liability varies on the specifics of
their relationship.

Sellers of Travel

0

Sellers of travel services create and sale travel packages, either directly to the public or
indirectly to the public through any other seller of travel services. The seller oftravel is a person,
busirress--entity;-orother legal entity that sells, provides;- contracts-for, repre"Sents or arranges
travel services. Sellers of travel are referred to in different states as: travel agents, travel
promoters, promoters of travel, travel brokers, travel intermediaries, travel consultants, tour
promoters, travel clubs, ocean cruise companies, charter companies, providers of travel
certificates, telemarketing boiler rooms, pseudo travel agents, consolidators, independent
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contractors, outside sales agents, Public Charter Tour Operators, time share promoters, and
informational promoters.

0

Sellers of travel may include any person, business entity or other legal entity who
provides railway service, taxi cab service, non-charter bus service, non-charter water ferry
service, commuter transportation, or local sightseeing services; as well as any person or entity
that rents, leases or sells transportation vehicles; and may even be a governmental entity.
Travel agent is a person authorized to sell the products or services of a supplier. The
travel agent is a seller of travel services selling directly to the public, acting with or without any
prior agreement, as a formal or informal agent, booking agent, broker, sales representative,
marketer or retailer of a travel package assembled by any other seller of travel services, or acting
as a retailer of individual travel services.
Travel agency or travel bureau is an establishment that has normally met the standards
of accreditation by the Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC) for the sale of airline tickets and
other travel services. The travel agency's primary business is furnishing travel information,
arranging trips and acting as agents for the providers of travel and sellers of travel for various
services including: tours, air, ground, and sea transportation, rental cars, site seeing excursions,
and lodging for travelers.
Travel consultant may also be called a travel agent, but usually means a professional
who is hired by travel industry personnel for specific contract arrangements
Outside salesperson is a commissioned salesperson who solicits business for a travel
agency or other retailer.
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Tour wholesaler is a person who contracts with hotels, sightseeing, and other ground
components to provide ground packages for sale to individuals through travel agents and direct
carriers normally to be used in conjunction with scheduled air transportation. However, these
ground packages may be used independently such as a tour package at a destination that may
include hotel, specialty attractions, and meals.
Telemarketing boiler rooms are telemarketing "contract rooms" that employed large
numbers of telemarketers trained to deceive consumers into buying bogus travel services. The
boiler rooms unusually operate from a cheap location filled with folding tables and single line
phones which may or may not have a noise cancellation system in place. Some boiler rooms only
handle one or two scams, often the scam of the owner, some are rent-a-voice places and play the
scam that someone is hiring them for the work performed. All of these places change their
names and sometimes their locations with great regularity.
Tour organizer is a person who locates and creates groups for travel arrangements, such
as outsidcsales--crgents-for·travel agencies. This can be for religi:ous;educationat,-· or club
purposes, and may or may not be for profit.
Tour broker is a person or company that organizes and markets tour products.
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Tour desk is a desk at a hotel or airline that is used specifically for selling tours and
packages.
Travel club is a for-profit organization that provides, in return for either an advance fee
for membership or an annual charge for membership, the privilege of arranging or obtaining
future travel services from the organization. Vacation club is basically the same as it is any
membership organization the primary purpose is to sell, arrange, or otherwise provide travel
services to its members.
Providers of Travel

Providers of travel are the companies that actually provide travel by transporting the
passenger from point A to B or providing services as part of the trip and may or may not
simultaneously be a seller of travel. Providers of travel include: hotels, airlines, cruise lines, tour
operators, tour guides, etcetera. The various U.S. States' regulations may name or misname a
provider of travel as: travel agent, travel broker, tour operator, or carrier.
Carrier means any person engaged in the business of transporting persons for hire.
Tour escort and tour leader is a person designated as the leader of the group usually for
the entire travel experience, although he or she may be assisted by local guides.
Tour operator is used within the travel industry, interchangeably with tour wholesaler as
a company that creates and/or markets inclusive tours and/or provides services or supplies for
packages sold by the travel agents. Tour operators include establishments primarily engaged in
arranging and assembling package tours for sale through travel agents or directly to travelers.
Tour operators perform services on behalf of travel agencies or other tour operators and may
work as either independent contractors or employees.
Tour director is the person or persons that travel with the tour groups from location to
location. The Tour Director is responsible for arranging the tour and ensuring that passengers
reach their destination in a timely and safe manner.
Time-share is a purchased right to use and occupy a unit on a recurrent periodic basis
according to an arrangement allocating this right among various owners of time shares whether
or not there is an additional charge to the owner for occupying the unit.
Travel Services

Seller of travel registration programs are used in many U.S. States and more than twelve
other countries have som·e ibnn-orlt-c-ensing-and registration program for sellers-oftravel. - - --- - - ·
Travel services means transportation by carrier; accommodations; rental of motor
vehicles; or any other service related to travel. Depending on the jurisdiction this may or may not
include time shares. Travel services includes transportation by air, sea, or land, or the provision
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of other goods or services related to recreational, cultural or educational travel, including but not
limited to lodging, food, guided tours, or instruction.

Travel services agreement is the agreement executed in whole or in part between the
travel club and the purchaser of the membership in such club and does not necessarily include
arrangements or agreements for specific travel transportation,.accommodation or other specific
services.

0

Ticket or voucher is a writing or combination of writings sufficient to obtain the travel
services for which a consumer has contracted or paid.
Travel certificate or coupon is any writing or computerized document indicating the
terms of which entitle the holder to obtain travel services.
Travel package is any combination of travel services offered for sale as a unit, including
ocean cruise services.

The Regulations
Regulations come from many sources but include: the sellers-of-travel statutes of each
individual jurisdictions of the fifty United States; consumer protection statutes of the fifty United
States; State and Federal telemarketing statutes; State Tourism Boards; The Federal Trade
Commission regulations; the Department of Transportation regulations; State and Federal case
law. In addition, all but four States require travel agents to be licensed as insurance agents if they
sell travel insurance. Within the Department of Transportation, there are many other federal
government agencies, including the Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration, and most recently The Department of Homeland Security that have a
hand overseeing the travel industry. (See subsequent chapters for descriptions of these agencies)
Travel regulations also span many areas of law covering the general principles of contract,
agency, tort, and frequently criminal law. Travel Industry Organizations, such as ARTA, ASTA,
US TOA, and PATA all self regulate their members and provide examples of industry standards
to which everyone in the travel business should aspire.
For the majority of the U.S. States, there is no seller of travel statute nor registration and
licensing program. State Tourism Boards are included as regulators as they provide general
information about deceptive advertising statutes, in addition to dealing primarily with
distribution of state funds and community historical site preservation, and not with the oversight
of sellers of travel, these advertising regulations often can apply to sellers of travel.
Regulations cover registration and licensing; financial requirements; bonds, trust
accounts;···and·-letters- orcredit;---cunsumer ·disclosures and notices; refund-obtigations;--falseadvertising, deceptive trade practices; breach of contract.
Several laws that affect sellers of travel, are common to most all fifty U.S. jurisdictions.
These include:
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Advertising is nearly all states have statutes describing the proper content and manner of
advertising. Many states have regulations directed toward travel and tourism advertising.
Misrepresentation statutes are found in all States. They include various fraud laws that
protect consumers from deceptive and misleading advertising.
Disclosure provisions are numerous and require all businesses to establish and disclose to
the consumer the seller of travel's: office location, headquarters, the name ofthe travel provider,
total amount to be paid, the propose of the payment, itemized statement of the balance due, if any,
contract cancellation terms and refund policies.
Delivery of tickets or vouchers rules are found in many States as they have a requirement
that tickets be delivered within a specified amount oftime prior to travel.
Claim forms are increasing in number and complexity with the greater use of travel
restitution statutes. Many states have enacted laws requiring claims forms to be issued to the
consumer when purchasing travel services. These forms are used by the consumer to file a claim
against the seller of travel, to be collected from the state's restitution fund, if the seller of travel
or provider of travel goes bankrupt, or is otherwise unable to deliver the travel services.
The following states have laws for registration, licensing, or bonding for sellers of travel
as of April 2005:

0

CALIFORNIA
FLORIDA
HAWAII
ILLINOIS
IOWA
LOUISIANA
NEW YORK
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON (STATE)
However, seller of travel regulations are in flux. For example, effective September 2003,
Ohio repe~ed its registration program. California has a sunset provision so that if not extended
by the state legislature, it will be automatically repealed in January 1, 2006; despite this, the
California Attorney General has continued to expand the scope of services that are covered by
the seller oftravellaws.
A subsequent chapter of this book details a state by state analysis of the principal state
laws regulating travel promoters and travel agents. As California IS the jurisdiction of the
author's forum and has one of the most developed seller of travel regulations, it is discussed first
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and in the most detail and is accompanied with a discussion of why that statute may be
unconstitutional according to U.S. law.

0

IV. THE TRAVEL AGENCY
In initially setting up a travel agency, the individual will, of course, encounter the
prerequisite need for a city and I or county business license. This will be either under the name of
the individual, the corporation or partnership, or will occasionally as a d.b.a. (doing business as).
(The legal tax implications of various forms of business enterprises are discussed in a subsequent
chapter of this book.)
For example, in order to obtain a business license in the State of Florida, the Florida
Sellers of Travel Act requires the licensing issuing city or county, to refrain from issuing any
license until the seller of travel has met the bonding requirements of the Florida Sellers of Travel
Act. (-See Fla. Stat. § 559.935) A number of states are similar to Florida in requiring registration
of sellers of travel. (The details of the registration process are also discussed elsewhere in this
book.)

Airline Reporting Corporation
Once the seller of travel has complied with the Sellers of Travel Acts for the states in
which it will be operating, and met its requirements for a business license, the agency must
associate itself with either ARC or CLIA or both organizations.
The Airline Reporting Corporation (ARC) requires a separate bonding and approval
before a seller of travel is permitted to issue airline tickets. The would be agency cannot issue
airline tickets on its own behalf until it has had the approval of ARC. Once the standards and
bonding requirements as an ~C agent are met, the agent is placed in a fiduciary relationship as
a trustee of monies received from the client and held briefly until distribution on behalf of the air
carrier for the sale of the airline transportation. ARC and the airlines claim that all monies held
by travel agents are held in trust for the carriers, whereas several court cases have refused a levy
by ARC on the agency's bank account, being that it was a commingling of funds and determined
said funds actually belonged to the travel agent. (See Burkes-Law v. Schneider, California-Santa
Clara County Superior Court No. 564849 (1986)).
The Airline Reporting Corporation holds immense power over travel agencies involved
in the sale of airline transportation. The most reoccurring problem in this area involves monies
forwarded to ARC at the end of a reporting period which do not match ticket sales. ARC may
ultimatelytenmve-1Dl -agency from its list of ARC approved ·sellers·nftravel; ·whfch· in· effect,
denies its right to issue airline tickets for those carriers which are members of ARC. This
effectively prevents the travel agent from selling for every major airline.
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In order to help resolve some of these disputes, the Office of the Travel Agent
Commissioner was created to resolve complaints by ARC against agents and to review ARC's
denial of agency status to travel agents seeking said accreditation. In hearings before the Travel
Agent Commissioner, ARC applies its own administrative rules and regulations and is
represented by legal counsel. Therefore, the travel agent should likewise be accompanied by
competent travel law counsel.
The Travel Agent Commissioner has a number of options specified in The ARC Industry
Agent's Handbook regarding the imposition of penalties when, or if the agent is found guilty of
the charges levied. The decision of the Travel Agent Commissioner, however, is not necessarily
final and an agent may appeal this decision to arbitration. However, the arbiter's decision is final
and binding upon all parties. If the travel agent and ARC are unable to agree upon an arbiter,
then the matter will be referred to the American Arbitration Association for selection of the
arbiter. Unless certain circumstances are present, the decision of the arbiter must be affirmed
since this is an Appellate hearing as opposed to a new hearing and thus the facts of the hearing
are not normally re-arguable.
The decision of the Commissioner can only be overturned m the following
circumstances:
1. Substantial evidence does not support it;
2. Evidence in existence at the time the matter was heard by the
Commissioner but not presented for good cause shown;
3. There were material errors of law; and
4. The decision was not in accordance with the terms of the agreement or
the penalty is excessive and inappropriate. In order for the agency to
continue operating during the hearing process, it must post a special
bond or irrevocable letter of credit with ARC.
Besides requiring approval of new travel agencies, ARC also requires approval when
there are certain ownership changes; changes of the business structure (i.e., proprietorship into
corporation, et cetera); or a transfer of 30% or more of the business to a new entity or
shareholder.

0
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Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC)
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4100 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22203-1629 USA Phone: +1 (703) 816-8003
Fax: +1 (703) 816-8088
Website: www.arccorp.com
The Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC) regulates ticket
sales and reports to the airlines for travel agencies and other ticket
outlets and is a corporation owned by certain US. air carriers that
collectively appoint US. travel agencies to represent participating
air carriers. It further administers the Area Banks and Area
Settlement Program which is a clearinghouse for agent reporting and
the settlement of airline ticket sales. ARC became the successor
corporation to the ATC (Air Traffic Conference of the US), following
the agent rights issues trial of ARTA vs. ATC in 1985. While some
functions are similar to those of ATC, ARC is designed to operate
without the limited antitrust immunity once possessed by ATC. The
ARC corporation began formal operations on January 1. 1985.
The Airlines Reporting Corporation requires all travel
agencies to apply for, and be granted, a 'travel agency appointment'
prior to being allowed to sell air travel with airline ticket stock. This
agency program binds the travel agent as an agent of the carrier. The
agent may receive commissions by representing the airline in the sale
of passenger transportation. ARC established its own criteria for
which travel agents would be entrusted with its airline ticket stock
paper and airline ticket printing plates. Various carriers have now
established additional bonding and liability criteria.

0

The application for an appointment must be approved before
operating as an appointed travel agency. ARC will not grant uniform
ticket stock until the appointment is granted. ARC's services include:
travel agency accreditation; ticket, and ticket number assignment,
distribution and control; travel transaction reporting and financial
settlement; new distribution technology development and support.
In 1995, ARC began to process and settle electronic tickets
qf.q.§4Jted travel agents thr_q_y_gb_ ___ f:.Q!!JJ21Jter_____ _
Reservations Systems (CRS) now also known as Global Reservations
Systems (GDS). The treatment accorded an electronic transaction by
ARC is, for the most part, a mirror image of the function performed
for the paper counter part with accountability residing with the
electronic record of a document number rather than a numbered

j~~~f!____ l]x _ _4R_(:_
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paper document. The sale of electronic tickets (or e-tickets) is steadily
increasing in number and currently accounts for about half of all
ARC processed travel agent transactions. However, in light of recent
terrorist activities, e-tickets usage may become more restricted
Because these systems require telephone line transmission, .frauds
against carriers and ticketed through a GDS are prosecutedfederally
by the US. Attorneys office.

Managing Ticket Stock

Another area frequently heard by the Travel Agent Commissioner is that involving ticket
security. Tickets are binding contracts for service which, when properly prepared and presented,
can be transferred, redeemed, and for which the airlines must accept and provide services.
Ticket stock and the plates used to print tickets are like money and a printing press, and
possession ofthem entails a high level of responsibility as mandated by ARC.

0

The agency's duties in regard to ticket supply are laid out in Section 100.3 of The ARC
Industry Agent's Handbook. Each of the various provisions for restricted access to the ticket
stock and safe also must be followed to maintain status as an ARC seller of travel. The ARC
Industry Agent's Handbook provides standards for the maintenance of ticket stock by the travel
agency. These standards generally involve keeping a close check on the inventory of said stock
and providing a safe deposit space for the storage of all airline ticket stock. Some of the
regulations can be quite perplexing, such as that requiring a safe be bolted to the ground while
mandating that no holes can be drilled into the safe.
ARC will generally hold travel agents completely liable for ticket stock stolen during
daytime operating hours, whereas they frequently provide an opportunity for a hearing before the
Travel Agent Commissioner for theft of ticket stock during evening hours and the resultant debit
memos.
There is a growing concern by travel agents and their corporate counsel regarding the
liability oftravel agents over stolen ticket stock. With the wizardry of modem computer systems,
airlines are generally able to determine stolen tickets upon their presentation for flight, thereby
greatly reducing or eliminating the need to send debit memos the travel agency. However, the
airlines generally find it more convenient not to follow this path and instead debit the seller of
travel. Once a complaint is issued by ARC against an agency, there is a specified time limit
within which the agency must respond. Discovery is allowed, as well as an exchange of evidence
and wifness lists.

0

The travel agent is also responsible for any debit memos which arise because of the
agent's violation of ticket security requirements under the ARC provisions. Debit memos are
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statements from providers of travel indicating an amount that must be paid by the seller of travel
for travel services related errors committed by the agent.

0

International Airlines Travel Agent Network
The majority of travel agents who are ARC approved are also members of The
International Airlines Travel Agent Network (lATAN). The United States based IATAN, not to
be confused with IA TA, is basically an international version of ARC. Membership in IATAN is
similar to that in ARC. IATAN requests several months notice for approval and change of
ownership with each party agreeing control of the agency will not pass until IATAN approval is
given. Both ARC and IATAN require at least the manager I agent to have had a certain number
of years of experience in the industry prior to joining their organization. Also like ARC, The
International Airlines Travel Agent Network maintains a Travel Agent Commissioner to resolve
disputes. In the 1980's there was a reaction to fraud in identification of travel agents which
resulted in the issuance by IATAN of travel agent identification cards. IATAN membership is
now also available to cruise only travel agencies.

0
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International Airlines Travel Agents Network (JATAN)
300 Garden City Plaza, Suite 342
Garden City, New York 11530-3302 USA
Phone: +1 (800) 294-2826 +1 (516) 747-4716
Fax: +1 (514) 874-9632
Website: www.itan.org
The International Airlines Travel Agents Network (IATAN) has been in
existence since 1986. Its mission is to promote professionalism, administer
meaningful and impartial business standards, and to provide cost effective
products, services and educational programs that benefit the travel industry.
!A TAN provides a vital/ink between the supplier community and the US. travel
distribution network.
IATAN endorses Airline Appointed and Travel Sales Intermediary (IS!)
agency locations, registers the personnel who work in these agencies, and
produces the IATAN Travel Agent ID Card as a method a/identifying bonafide
travel agents who may qualify for reduced rates or other industry privileges.
US. Travel Agent antitrust litigation against lATA, forced lATA to
establish IATAN for agent regulations in the US., however outside of the US,
lATA is able to continue engaging in international pricing and regulations. The
Passenger Network Services Corporation (PNSC) is the US. successor
corporation to lATA. While many of its functions are similar to those formerly
performed by IA TA, it is designed to operate without antitrust immunity. The
Passenger Network Service Corporation is operated by the International Air
Transport Association and administers travel agency programs within the
United States on behalf of international air carriers. The corporation does
business under the trade name International Airlines Travel Agent Network
(!A TAN).
!ATAN, along with its parent lATA, compiles comprehensive information
on all travel industry sales outlets worldwide, and administers websites such as
www.LocateATravelAgency.com to help consumers find a local travel agency
and www. Check.A Code. com to help suppliers identify agents.
IATAN publishes the NETWORK newsletter for travel agencies and The
Supplier Side for travel suppliers, as well as www. iatan. org, a valuable and
trusted resource about the various products and services !A TAN offers the travel
community.
Educational programs such as the geography training, videos, classroom
geography seminars, and the website 'W'WW.ournev.rworld.com round out IATAN
services that add value to the travel industry.
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International Air Transport Association (lATA)
Head Office
800 Place Victoria
POBox 113
Montreal, Quebec H4Z 1M1
CANADA
Phone: +1 (514) 874-0202
Website: wwwl.iata.org
While the Air Transport Association sets the standards and rules of U.S.
domestic airlines, the International Air Transport Association (IA TA) sets
standards for international travel. lATA's mainfunction is the economic regulation
of international air transportation, in particular international rates and fares that
are subject to unanimous resolutions of the carriers, provided that the countries do
not object.
lATA is a voluntary organization open to any scheduled air carrier whose
home country is a member or eligible candidate of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO). Its main function is the economic regulation or international
air transportation, in particular international rates and fares that are subject to
unanimous resolutions of the carriers, provided that the countries do not object.
lATA has served the international and global travel industry since 1919. It
has a membership of over 275 airlinesfrom 143 countries. It has represents 90,000
accredited travel agencies in 209 countries.
lATA seeks to be a neutral, intermediary to develop standards which
facilitate cooperation among travel industry enterprises. lATA has standardized
the air ticket system and the travel agent appointment system, and created a
financial dispute settlement system. lATA is also the provider of the three letter
airline city codes system and a two letter airline code system recognized as the
standards for communicating airport and flight information the world over.
In 1979/ATA was reorganized into two divisions:
•

Trade Association dealing with technical, legal, financial, traffic
services and most agency matters
-- - -- --- ··------·-----

•

Tariff Coordination addressing passenger fares and cargo rates,
and agents' commissions. Approximately 100 Members, including
the world's largest airlines, participate in Tariff Coordination.
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Cruise Line International Association

If the seller of travel seeks to sale cruise products only, and not issue airline tickets, then
membership in the Cruise Line International Association (CLIA) is a necessity. Membership in
CLIA requires a somewhat shorter disclosure of personal and business information, than that
required for ARC and IATAN.
The internet has changed the cruise industry drastically as it now provides several
services to travel agents and the public in general including information and updates on ship
prices, sailing and deck and cabin diagrams. Furthermore, the cruise only agency is not burdened
with the record keeping and safekeeping necessitated by ticket stock, since, unlike the airlines,
tickets are sent directly from the cruise line to the travel agency when the customer is booked
and accommodations paid. Each individual cruise line, like the airlines of old, is responsible for
its own jacket and cruise contract ticket. If the travel agent has decided to be a "cruise only"
agency, their requirements, and thus costs of doing business, are much less, than those selling air
travel.

0

While the cruise only agency cannot directly issue air tickets, many do so through the
services of a consolidator or by utilizing, on a commission percentage, the services of another
full service travel agency. A cruise only agency, especially if it is located in an area of the
country for which air transportation to a port of departure is essential, may find that it is mostly
relying on air/sea combination packages which are provided by the cruise line. Unless the
passenger has special requirements for their own personal air transportation to a port city, the
cruise only agent will not find the necessity of arranging for the issuance of air transportation
tickets.
The cruise only travel agency still has a high standard of care imposed and, in fact, since
it is more specialized, a court may hold it to an even higher standard in its knowledge and
selection of cruise ships for its clientele.

Cruise Lines International Association (CLJA)
80 Broad Street, Suite 1800
New York, New York 10004 USA
Phone: +1 (21 2) 921-0066
Fax: +1 (212) 921-0549
Website: www.cruising.org

_

The official trade organization of the cruise industry, Cruise Lines
Association (CLJA), als9__w_orks_ il'!. pa.rtrz~r§hip with over
16,000 affiliated travel agencies throughout North America to ensure the
highest calibre of cruise sales expertise and service for cruise vacationers.

11'1~!1Jational

CLJA was formed in 1975 under the name Transatlantic Passenger
Steam Shi Conference.
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Franchises, Consortiums, and Cooperatives
The agent may also decide that she wishes to become a member of a franchise as there
are several large franchisers in the travel industry. A franchise is a right or license from a
company or the government granted to another company to provide its goods or services in a
particular territory and for a particular amount of time. Most importantly, the license includes
use of the company's national name, trademark, trade name, or service mark, and perhaps
facilities and storefront in exchange for fees, royalties, or other compensation. The franchiser
grants the license to the franchisee. The franchiser does the majority of the marketing and
advertising for the franchisee in exchange for a certain amount of money as determined by their
contract. The national name is better known and should serve as an enticement to potential
traveling consumers.
There are extensive laws in many states concerning the operation of a franchise and often
a prospectus must be filed with the Federal Securities and Exchange Commission. The franchiser
will have its own method of marketing and conducting business and this must be followed by the
franchisee. The prospective franchisee will normally pay an initial sum to belong to the franchise
network of between $15,000.00 to $40,000.00. (See Travel Tourism and Hospitality Law,
Alexander Anolik, National Publishers of the Black Hills, Ins., 1988, page 17)
By being part of a larger national chain, the franchiser will offer an opportunity for the
independent travel agent to purchase discount cruises and air based on the large volume of
business ostensibly done by the franchiser. For the neophyte seller of travel, the franchise
operation will be helpful in that it sets up and trains personnel in the business of selling travel.
However, many individuals feel the franchise arrangement is too restrictive in its nature
and do not wish to pay a continuing percentage of their business to the franchiser. For many of
these travel agencies, membership in a consortium is a better choice. A consortium is a business
association which is not owned by its members but whose purpose is to provide services to its
members. Similar to the franchise arrangement, a consortium uses the economies of scale
through volume purchases. They often obtain especially favorable terms with "preferred"
suppliers and can negotiate higher commissions or override commissions for the travel agency.
The advantage to the consortium is that it is able to offer the small and medium size travel
agency the ability to compete with much larger travel agencies in advantageous pricing of cruises,
tours and air reservations, as well as the previous mentioned override commissions.
Yet another method of volume purchasing power is called a cooperative or a co-op. The
difference between the cooperative and consortium is that the cooperative is owned by the
member agencies. Once again through the purchasing power of the co-op (i.e., all the member
travel agencies) volume discounts and higher commissions can be obtained.
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The travel agent will need to decide which trade affiliations he wishes to join. Among the
major ones are: American Retail Travel Agents (ARTA), American Society of Travel Agents
(ASTA), The Universal Federation of Travel Agents Association {UFTAA), and for cruise only,
National Association of Cruise Only Agencies (NACOA).

Association o(Retail Travel Agents CARTA)
3161 Custer Drive, Suite 8
Lexington, Kentucky 40517-4067 USA
Phone: + 1 (859) 269-9739
Fax: +1 (703) 683-2720
Website: www.artaonline.com
The Association of Retail Travel Agents ' (ARTA) membership
is 100 percent professional travel agents and ARTA does not accept
travel suppliers or other travel companies as members. Formed in
1963, ARTA is the largest and most influential travel agent enly
organization in North America.
ARTA works to protect Travel Agents from unfair trade
practices conducted by the providers of travel, especially the airlines.
This was particularly true in their recent fight against Delta Airlines
and the other airlines that stopped paying agent commissions for the
sale of airline tickets. ARTA also challenged the former ATC, [the
predecessor of Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC)] in 1985
because of the ATC's infringement of the rights of ARTA 's agent
members. This challenge made the carrier organizations restructure
as the Airlines Reporting Corporation to ensure the continued
support of travel agent's rights.

l

I

ARTA offers a number of other benefits to members including
affordable health insurance for travel agents. ARTA 's website acts as
a forum for travel agents to be vigilant in the protection of their civil
rights and contains articles on safety in the travel industry after the
terrorists' attacks. Their grassroots participation allows them to
immediately respond to industry injustices. ARTA has cooperative
alliances with the Outside Sales Support Network and Hickory Travel
Systems. Yl!m!J.g-ship _in_A.RfA allows qualifying travel agents to_ f?~
issued TRUE identification through !ATA.
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American Societv of Travel Agents (ASTA)
1101 King Street, Suite 200
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 USA
Phone: +1 (703) 739-2782
Fax: + 1 (202) 289-3199
Website: www.astanet.com

The American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA) is the largest
travel trade association in North America. ASTA maintains a
Standards of Ethics Code for professional business practices in the
travel industry.
Its 20, 000 plus members include travel agents and the
companies whose products they sell such as tours, cruises, hotels, car
rentals, steamship lines, bus lines, resorts, government tourist offices,
and other related interests in more than 120 countries and territories.
ASTA has been a leading advocate for travel agents, the travel
industry, and the traveling public and seeks to enhance the
professionalism and profitability of member agents through effective
representation in industry and government affairs, education and
training, and by identifying and meeting the needs of the traveling
public. A.STA conducts much ofits agent training at its seven travel
schools, known as the School at Sea.
In 1946, one year after its formation, the International Air
Transport Association (lATA) cut agent commissions to 5 percent
from 7.5 percent and ASTA was the organization that fought against
and defeated this policy. In 1968, when President Johnson restricted
travel outside of the United States, ASTA waged the largest
grassroots campaign ofits history. Today, ASTA continues its efforts
to support travel agents and to fight for the traveling public in the
legal and legislative arenas. ASTA endorsed legislation to protect
passenger rights and end airline pre-emption are currently pending
in Congress. ASTA is also pursuing legislation that would remedy the
consequences of anticompetitive, predatory behavior on the part of
airlines by giving travel agencies the right to bargain collectively.
Af!.olik Lq}y _f}ffzff!S' landmark case, ASTA vs. pqrzk_ 9.[_ Am~rica,_ __
established that national banks could not enter the travel industry.
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Universal Federation of Travel Agents Association (UFTAA)
1, avenue des Castelans
Stade, Louis II 98000
MONACO
Phone.· +377 (92) 05 29 87
Fax: +66 (02) 280-6042
Website: www.ufiaa.org
The Universal Federation of Travel Agents Association
(UFTAA) is a federation of national associations of travel agents and
tour operators and is the largest world body representing the travel
industry. The Universal Federation of Travel Agents Association
represents 114 National Associations and additional Affiliate
members in a total of 121 countries. UFTAA has consultative status
with the UNINGOIECOSOC, and works closely with other world
bodies such as UNESCO, WHO for a sustainable development and
responsible tourism.
UFTAA seeks to encourage travel among people of all nations
and to support the freedom of travel throughout the world To this
end, UFTAA is an effective lobbying body and opposes legislation
directly harmful to travel and free movement. UFTAA seeks to reduce
or abolish bureaucratic obstacles to travel. Recognising the need to
unify travel agencies and tour-operators into one international
federation carrying the voice and defending the rights of travel
industry professionals, UFTAA was founded in 1966 as a result of a
merger of two large world organisations, FIA V and UOTAA.
UFTAA is dedicated to Education and Training and maintains
the UFT4A Educational Academy. UFTAA has an active partnership
with the IA TAIUFTAA Training Programme and includes a four level
educational programme. The new courses also include Marketing and
Management education.
The IATA-UFTAA Training Programme is available through
a number of means including Distant learning, Classroom teaching at
220 authorized training centres around the world as well as made to
measure courses at the student's locale. To date over 200,000
students have participated in the IATA-UFTAA Training Programme.
To provide Liability Insurance to its members agencies and
operators, UFTAA is working closely with major insurance
companies to protect travel agents from any actions brought against
them for accidents to third parties that may occur on the travel agents
or for injury durin their travel or in their accommodation
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during performance of their professional activities.
During 1990, in co-operation with lATA and National
Associations, UFTAA initiated the Professional Travel Agents Card
Programme, which is available to the staff of Travel Agencies, Tour
Operators, and in some countries, Allied Members. The card is
accepted world-wide as identity for discounted travel,
accommodation, and travel services for Travel Agents.

National Association of Cruise OnlvAgents (NACOA)
7600 Red Road, Suite 228
Miami, Florida 33143 USA
Phone: +1 (305) 663-5626
Fax: + 1 (703) 739-6861
Website: www.nacoaonline.com
The National Association of Cruise Only Agents (NACOA) is
a cruise focused trade association which address the needs and
concerns of cruise lines, as well as agents who specialize in the sale
of cruises. NACOA is designed to promote cruise oriented travel
retailers, cruise vacations, cruise unit retailers, and the needs of the
cruise industry as a whole. NACOA provides industry expertise in the
form of training at various programs and forums.

Employee Agreements
Another very important area for the new travel agency owner is employee agreements.
Employment agreements, like all other contracts, should be specific in regard to wages, hours
and duties. It is also essential for income tax purposes to determine which employees are outside
sales agents, independent contractors, and regular inside employees.

- Outside sales -agents are commissioned based salesp6rsons-who soliGit business for a
travel agency or other retailer. Independent contractors are individuals that agree to work or
perform a service for but retains total and free control over the means or methods used in
performing the service. This includes the independent contractor being free to set their own
hours, their own place of work, use their own computer and other equipment, and the freedom to
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perform work for others outside of the contract. Regular inside employees on the other hand,
have their schedule fixed by their employer, and their equipment is provided by their employer.
All employees, outside agents, and inside part or full-time employees should be
employed subject to written terms with the travel agency. This is especially important in the
travel industry as the seller of travel does not want their employees leaving to join a competitor.
Either in the contract itself or in an addendum to the document, a non-competition agreement,
also know as a covenant not to compete, should be agreed upon and signed by the travel agency
employer and her employees.
Courts have held that an employee can be limited from opening a new company or even
working for a competing company within a reasonable geographic area and for a reasonable time.
What is reasonable depends upon the situation. Fifty miles may be reasonable in a small city,
whereas five miles may be reasonable in a large one. As for a reasonable amount of time, a
minimum of one year and generally up to five is considered acceptable. More importantly, any
clientele developed while at the new agency and that were not initial clientele of the employee,
should belong to the travel agency. The stealing of client lists and taking away present clients is a
constant source of problems which can be avoided by a slight amount of effort and attention
given to the terms within an initial employment agreement. As a matter of Preventive Legal
Care®, having employees sign the non-competition agreement upon beginning employment, will
greatly reduce later headaches for the travel agency owner.

Computer Reservation Systems
If the agency is to be a full service travel agency, then its next order of business is likely
to deal with the computer reservation system (CRS). As mentioned in the ehapter section on
aviation, there are several computer reservation systems. Every time one airline issues a ticket
for the services on an airline, a computer reservations system issues the ticket, and the CRS must
be paid a fee by the airline providing the air transportation. In actuality, the ticket may be broken
into several segments and each segment may be flown by a different airline. Thus several airlines
may owe the CRS vendor for a customer purchasing a ticket from Miami, Florida to Juneau,
Alaska for instance.
A travel agency with a large segment volume can be worth a considerable amount of
money to the CRS vendor. The Travel Agency's decision on a particular computer reservation
service can involve much more than simply a decision over the services offered by a particular
vendor, but also negotiation of the contract based on the agency's productivity. The new travel
agent with no record in the business may simply choose a CRS system with her favorite features,
whereas the individual buying an already established travel agency or a travel agency looking to
a new vendor, will have much more to negotiate in the way of upgrades, free airline tickets and
the elimination ofuse-charger.In ·response ·to complaints by travel agents and"trade groups; the
Department of Transportation established additional rules for computer reservation systems.
These include:

1. A maximum three year contract with an option to extend to jive.
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2. No minimum use clauses.
3. It is permissible to use productivity pricing.
4. Commission payments by vendors cannot be tied to the CRS
subscription or usage.
5. Liquidated damages clauses are permissible, however a vendor
will not be allowed damages in regard to future booking fees.
6. An agent cannot be required to use a minimum number of
system components related to the number of components leased
to another system vendor or in any way related to the volume of
transactions conducted on other sisters.
7. The agent is free to use third party hardware and software
either owned by it or leased from another Non-CRS vendor. This
category becomes important in regard to the continuing
explosion ofpersonal computers and services provided for same
in the travel industry. It also allows the expansion of outside
services by computer vendors in the software for CRS terminals.
(See Department ofTransportation Rules)

0

Back To Back Ticketing
There are several gray or unethical areas for travel agents which penetrate the industry.
As part of their dual agency role, travel agents must answer to both the suppliers and their clients,
which often causes them to walk a tightrope, balancing their duties to each. One persistent area
in this regard is a client's constant desire to have the "lowest available airfare." The Airline
Reporting Corporation states "that the agent shall at all times maintain ethical standards of
business in the conduct of the agency in its dealings with the clients, the public and the carrier."
The two most common examples in this ethical area are the hidden city ticketing and back to
back ticketing.
As strange as it may seem, it is often less expensive to purchase two round trip tickets to
the same destination than one, a scheme known as back to back ticketing. If a round trip fare
calls for a Saturday night stay over and the traveler fmds it inconvenient or is unable to do so,
then he or she must typically purchase a much higher round trip fare. However, by the purchase
of two round trip fares with the Saturday night stay over provision, the traveler may save money
- -- - · - -- --·even ifthe-two-unused\:uup-ons-are-thrown away.
For example, Mr. McCook's ticket from Miami to Los Angeles calls for a Wednesday
departure and a Friday return. Total cost is $1,000.00. However, another round trip ticket for
Miami to Los Angeles with a Saturday night stay over is $400.00. Mr. McCook talks his travel
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agent into issuing two round trip tickets, one departing on Friday, the lOth of November, and
returning on Friday, the 17th of November. The other ticket, departing on Wednesday, the 15th
of November and returning on Sunday, the 18th of November. Mr. McCook does not use his
original departure ticket, but uses its return. Mr. McCook also does not use the return on his
second ticket, just its original departure. Mr. McCook has now spent $800.00 and thrown away
two coupons, saving himself $200.00, instead of paying the $1,000.00 cost of having actually.
scheduled a ticket on the days desired for travel.
Although this practice seems rather simple, harmless and not infrequent, the actuality is
that the travel agent has issued a fictitious booking and probably violated its agreement with the
airlines and I or the computer reservation system if the agent had knowledge of Mr. McCook's
plans. The agent has thus committed fraud.

Hidden-City Ticketing

The second frequent gray area is for example called hidden-city or point-beyond ticketing.
It is not infrequent for one to find a ticket from Fort Lauderdale to Atlanta being much higher
priced then a ticket from Fort Lauderdale to Saint Louis with a stop in Atlanta. This was done by
airlines primarily to spur traffic on certain routes or increase the use of their hub system. A
travel agent would then write a cheaper round trip ticket to Saint Louis from Fort Lauderdale
while the passenger actually disembarked and re-embarked in Atlanta. This broke the airlines
rules, however, the passenger sees it as an opportunity to save money and prevent what they
might determine as price gouging by the airline.
While the passenger broke no rule of law, the travel agent while engaging in this hiddencity or the back to back ticketing with full knowledge of the passenger's plan could stand, in a
worse case scenario, to have its validating plate lifted and as a result, put out of business by ARC.
The severity of the penalties and the fact that the travel agent is actually violating the law by
committing fraud, should move the travel agent to put his client's interests in these situations
behind those of his suppliers. (See Travel Agent Magazine, Gray Suits and Gray Areas by
Steven Arrendell, January 10, 1994, page 94)
A recent travel industry news report may shed light on the future status of hidden city
ticketing:
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia recently disclosed that he
did what most of us would probably do: He bought a cheaper,
round-trip ticket -- with no intention to use the return leg. Airlines
consider that fraud, but it didn't stop Justice Scalia: "We
purchased (because they were the least expensive) round-trip
tickets that cost precisely what we would have paid if we had gone
- - - ----------- --bvth down and back on commercial j/ights;--'J-he---wrate-in a memo.
(The 21-page memo explains why he didn't rescue himselffrom a
case before the Supreme Court that involves the vice president.)
(See The Middle Seat By Scott McCartney April 7, 2004
www.duke.edu/-wmp/middleseat.pdf)
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Misrepresentations
One of the largest areas a tour operator, travel agent or purchaser will find themselves
involved in legally is that of misrepresentation. What the traveler is expecting may be one thing;
what the travel agent is selling quite another; and what the tour operator intended to provide still
another.
Advertisements may be interpreted as offers to contract, and that ''the contents of the
contract depend primarily on the words used by the parties when entering into the contract: these
make up the expressed terms ofthe contract." (See The Law of Contract, 8th Edition, Page 175).
Thus what is meant and what is expected is most important when we look at the wording in a
tour operator's brochure.
The guarantee of snow or fine weather or sunshine can be promises which the customer
takes quite literally while the tour company feels they are simply advertising puff. The problem
is often left for the travel agent to resolve. Such situations are usually resolved by a court of law
in reading the advertisement in its plain meaning or as the public would understand it, since it
was intended to be issued and read by the public, not by other tour promoters or necessarily the
travel agent. Thus an express statement or guarantee of sunshine, snow, et cetera, will likely be
held against the tour operator. If the brochure advertising is such that there are no guarantees as
to quality, rather the possibility that certain conditions are implied, then the court will have to
decide on the merits of the case based upon the apparent intent of the tour company versus the
traveler's typical desire for some type of guarantee. A tour brochure extolling the virtues of
skiing in January may be read differently than a tour brochure expressing the wonderful weather
in the South Seas. The traveler expects to be able to ski based on representations in a brochure
that the tour company is selling a ski tour at a ski resort, whereas the same traveler reasonably
expects an occasional cloudy or rainy day in the "sun-splashed" South Seas.

0

If "a client can point to a statement of opinion by a tour operator to the effect that skiing
is assured, then the tour operator may be called upon to justify that statement by revealing the
facts upon which he based his opinion. Should it then be disclosed that the resort had a poor
history of snow, there may be grounds for misrepresentation." (See Where The Risk Fails When
The Snow Doesn't, By David Grant, Esquire, New Castle Upon Tyne, England, Papers of the
Eighth World Congress and International Forum of Travel and Tourism Advocates (IFTIA),
1993, page 8)

European Union Law on Misrepresentation
Proper performance of the obligations under the contract for a tour company are
- especially-important ·in-regard to the new European--union -{J~tJ)-·rules:- The·· re·gulations are
numerous and the rules permit the host company to add further specifications to the rules as it
deems fit. These regulations require compliance by any tour operator operating a tour within any
of the EU membership countries. Courts will interpret terms of the contract and impose strict
liability on the tour operator to provide what has been promised. However it does allow the tour
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operator to escape liability if the tour operator was not at fault and the failure to provide what
was promised falls within one of four specific categories which can be characterized as
unforeseen circumstances beyond the control of a party or force majeure (act of God),
impossibility of performance and liability of another party. Furthermore, European Union The
Package Travel, Package Holiday and Package Tours Regulations of 1992, Regulation Four
states:
No organizer or retailer shall supply to a consumer any descriptive matter
concerning a package, the price of a package or any other conditions
applying to the contract which contains any misleading information. (See
99/314/EEC S.I. 1992, No. 3288(4.1))
If an organizer or retailer is in breach of paragraph 1, he shall be liable to
compensate to consumer for any loss which the consumer suffers in
consequence. (See 99/314/EEC S.I. 1992, No. 3288(4.2))
Here the consumer needs to show only that he has been mislead, i.e., that he has been
given confused information, which is not necessarily false. This has a much wider scope than an
action for breach of contract or for misrepresentation and it is a much broader concept than
breach of contract or misrepresentation although there is also a considerable degree of overlap.
Further, a court may also rule based on what it considers to have been a reasonable expectation
of the client based upon the information and pictures provided by the brochure. The question is
the interpretation of the four comers of the document or the entire document read in full would
one expect a first class vacation when what is actually given is an economy version.
The European Union regulations call for a contact person in each of the countries in
which the tour is to visit as well as insurance and bonding requirements of the tour operators.
Many major tour operators simply lending their names to subcontractors may be unaware of the
potential liabilities imposed by these regulations.

Consumer Disclosures and Agreements

All too frequently a traveler faced with an inability to gamer judgment or even to sue the
liable defendant, possibly because of jurisdictional problems, and instead chooses to proceed
after the oft innocent but locally reachable travel agent or tour operator. In these cases, the
courts frequently fmd for the plaintiff. Thus anything that can be done to shift the liability at the
outset of a tour to the responsible parties, including waivers, travel insurance, indemnification
agreements from the travel suppliers and the tour operator or travel agent's own malpractice and
risk insurance, should be undertaken. (See samples as provided in The Law and The Travel
Industry Supplement)
In the United States, disclosure notices help to set forth the relationship between the
travel agent and the consumer. Many European Union countries do not allow consumer
disclaimers to be given to potential travelers. U.S. travel agents should consider including them,
subject to review by their local attorney, either on the backs of itineraries or as inserts to the
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tickets they send to customers. Notice should be given on the front of the invoice reminding the
consumer to read the important details and information on the back of the form. Adventure tour
or high-risk transportation disclosure notices should always be signed by the consumer and the
travel agent.

----
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The use of disclaimers and waivers are frequently provided in tour operator brochures.
U.S. courts generally do not enforce such disclaimers of liability if their purpose is to waive all
liability rights. In the case of minor damages, disclaimers and exculpatory language are
frequently enforceable if such conduct was not the responsibility of the tour operator. In physical
injury cases, the courts have allowed tour companies to escape liability by passing it on to the
"responsible party" when the consumer is informed in the advertised material that the provider of
the particular service causing the injury is an independent contractor.

Travel Insurance
Traveler's insurance raises various issues for the different parties involved in the travel
services industry. Travel insurance is available to protect the consumer, the travel agency as a
company, and the providers of travel services. Travel agents are not normally liable for the
negligence of third-party suppliers, such as tour operators, resorts or hotels; and likewise, tour
operators are not normally liable for the negligence of independent contractors that provide
services to the tours.
It is generally recognized that the travel agent is not an insurer. With this in mind,
consumers and their attorneys should research the jurisdictional limitations and liability issues
before bringing litigation against travel agents when the damages were caused by third parties,
such as overbooking by a hotel or air carrier, even though the travel agent revived a confrrmed
reservation. In California, the Court of Appeal has ruled that although an agent has a duty to
warn consumers of dangers of which the agency is aware, "the law requires only that agents be
loyal, not prescient."
The tour operator is responsible for coordination and may have a duty to warn of known
or foreseeable risks (although not to warn of merely possible hazards that may exist on the
properties of others). McCollom v. Friendly Hills Travel Center sets forth the basic proposition
that while a travel agent has a duty to use reasonable care, he is not an insurer. Tour operator
coverage could include supplier default, bankruptcy, medical evacuation and treatment, and trip
interruption coverage. Also the seller of travel should ensure that the tour operator is covered by
an adequate errors-and-omissions policy. (See McCollom v. Friendly Hills Travel Center)
Next, the travel agent should also be aware of the necessity to make known the existence
of travel insurance for its customers to purchase. Not only does this help prevent liability against
the agent, butit ·allows the-travel agency an additional source ofrevenue-through-thesaleofthese
insurance policies. It is very important that the agent be aware of the differences in scope and
coverage.
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For example, many, if not most, policies will not completely cover prior medical
conditions especially if the traveler is still taking medication related to same. A woman client
booking a cruise and suffering a heart attack may not be entitled to a refund if the client had a
pre-existing heart condition or was taking medication for the ailment that prevented the client's
participation in the tour. For reasons like this, the agency should make their clients aware of the
potential differences which can exist between policies and encourage the client to read the policy
carefully before purchasing.
The seller of travel should also advise their tourist clients to purchase separate travel
insurance from a reputable insurance vendor other than the vacation company I provider of travel.
Consumers and sellers of travel should be leery of relying on "self-insured" tour operators or
cruise lines is not a wise risk-management decision, because the entity that could go bankrupt is
also the entity insuring itself.

IV. TOUR OPERATORS, TRADE GROUPS, AND TRAVEL WHOLESALERS
Tour operators exist primarily for two reasons: 1. the desire for accompaniment, security
and package details that a tour provides traveler and; 2. the ability of the tour operator to
purchase travel services in bulk and package same at a price which is considerably less than an
individual could purchase directly from the suppliers.

0

The travel problems encountered by the tour operator are essentially the same as those
encountered by other transportation provider such as discomfort, physical injuries, over booking,
and misrepresentations. However, since a tour is usually a package of several components
involving numerous outside suppliers of travel, the liability can be attributed to one supplier of
travel, several suppliers of travel, or the tour company itself. The tour operator, like the travel
agent, must keep current on industry developments, investigate destinations and suppliers, and
their fmancial stability and, if known, warn of hazardous conditions.

Ground operator is the company that provides land services on behalf of the tour
operator. The ground operator also provides arrangements such as transfers from the airport to
the hotel, and sightseeing tours for the traveler. Ground suppliers refer to hotels, bus and rental
car companies, tour escorts, and others providing services to travelers at a point of destination,
usually in conjunction with an organized tour. Tour guides or escorts are persons designated as
the leader of the group usually for the entire travel experience, although he or she may be
required by law, as in Italy, to be assisted by a local guide.
In the travel industry there are also what is known as informal trade groups. These
include civic associations, alumni groups, and religious organizations that may he liable to some
degree for injuries sustained and services not performed if they guarantee "the faithful
- - -p-erformance of the tour operator or travel agent."--(Se-e-Trmrel-taw, page s--13)

0

An area of some legal consternation involves the travel wholesaler. The travel wholesaler
purchases in bulk air, sea and I or hotel accommodations for resale through tour operators and
retail travel agents. There is some risk involved in the purchase of bulk travel in that the services
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and destinations may often be on an un-established or fmancially weak provider of travel. The
tour operator is actually considered the largest type of wholesaler.

Public Charter Tour Operator
Tour operator liability is generally governed by state common law and statutory law
which varies from state to state. On the other hand, public charters are governed by federal law
and there are certain consumer protection mechanisms built into these regulations. Despite
disclaimers to the contrary, the public charter regulations state that the tour operator is the
"principal" and as such is liable for all defaults in the tour, regardless of fault, except when
physical injuries are caused by third parties. (See 14 C.F.R. Subsection 380.32, (x)).
The regulations further penalize the tour operator when it makes changes in its itinerary
subsequent to the charter tour contract being executed. It defmes major changes as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

48 hour delay in the scheduled departure time;
A change in the origin or destination city;
The substitution of any hotel not listed and contracted for; and
A price increase of 10% or more in the contract price prior to departure.

(See 14 C.F.R. Subsection 380.33)

The consumer faced with a major change of these conditions will have a right to rescind
his contract and the right to receive the full refund of the contract price from a public charter
operator. Deposit monies are also further protected under the public charter regulations which
require that an air carrier, if it is a charter air carrier, and a tour operator, if it is a public charter,
enter into a contract with the depository bank under a contract known as a depository bank
agreement. Monies are thus held on deposit used under this agreement for the purposes intended.
The public charter regulations further require the tour operator to obtain surety bonds.
Each charter tour must have a surety bond in the amount of $10,000 or a maximum of $200,000
for any number of charter tours by the operator. The purpose of this bond is, of course, to pay
any claims for which the tour operator may be found liable. The aggrieved party must make the
claim against the tour operator or surety within sixty (60) days of the end of the tour. In order to
collect, the action must proceed to court with a judgment rendered for the plaintiff. (See 14
C.F.R. 0380.34(d) mad Travel Law, page 5-59)
To surmise, tour operators, travel agents, and informal tour promoters all have a duty to
investigate the services that they sell or use. The informal tour promoter may be your best friend
itrtln; bridge--club;-but by recommending the particular travehgency--and-tour, may encumber
some liability. Tour operators, of course, are much more aware of the hotel, ships, bus lines, and
other providers of travel from which they purchase in bulk and may be held to a very high
standard of care in this regard. Travel agents, although they may not be familiar with the
particular hotel, bus lines, etcetera used by the tour operator, have a fiduciary duty to their client
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to be knowledgeable about the tour operator used and at least a minimum knowledge of the
services that the tour operator is providing. All three parties can isolate themselves to some
extent by disclaimers, waivers and the purchase of insurance policies.
In the case of a high risk tours, such as white water rafting, sky diving, outer space travel,
or scuba diving, the tour operator, travel agent, and provider oftravel may wish to insulate itself
by assigning its assets to a low risk company. In other words the company that operates the dive
trip will not be the same as that which owns the equipment. An attorney's review, on behalf of
the writer of tour brochures and travel disclaimers, waivers by the travel agency and tour
company, as a matter of Preventive Legal Care® may greatly reduce future liability.

Noah As Tour Operator

0

There once was this fellow named Noah who had no intention
of becoming a travel agent. In fact, he really didn't want to go
anywhere. He was quite content at home with a couple ofpets. But his
Creator had other plans, and being the other sort offellow Noah was
he didn't want to disappoint his God, come hell or high water. So
when God instructed him to build an Ark (not ARC - thank goodness)
he went about it with great favor. Taking all those animals along was
not to his liking, but he had kids so it couldn't be much worse.
A month passed and the clouds rumbled and God looked down
at Noah and said "Noah why are you sitting there when my Ark is not
yet complete?" Noah answered "Well you see God I've some setbacks.
I was coming along pretty well when this fellow from the State
Department of Tourism came by. I told him that I was on a mission
from God but he was not impressed.
First, the State wanted to know who this fellow God was. Was
God a travel agent? And I said 'yes" in the broadest ofterms and He
is also a destination provider. Well the State said if He was providing
the animals then they must be accompanied by handlers and if He
was sending handlers then He must be a provider of travel and He
was not registered with the State according to its records as a travel
agency or outside sales representative.
Then they told me that if I was providing transportation I
needed_tQ}2§ P9_n_d.§g a1Jf!_J am beingfined 10,000 dollqr~ A_message___
arrived from something called ARC and they had been informed that I
might be operating as an unlicensed travel agent dealing in the sale
of air transportation, how else were all these animals to arrive from
all over the world this fast, and that I had to be bonded by them and
a roved. The were sendin out an investigator to m home to
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inspect my safe and ticket printing machine, whatever that is. Also, I
have a scheduled hearing before something the ARC Arbiter. "
The rain fell heavier and the lightening thundered over Noah
"Then, Lord, the IRS told me that I was being fined for not paying
taxes on my employees, even though they were a family, and that if I
considered them outside sales agents they couldn't be working
regular hours an needed to rent from me or buy their own tools and
beds and food The Federal Aviation Authority told me that the top of
the Ark was so tall that it was interfering with flight navigation and
that it needed to be cut down or a rotating light added to the top. "
The rain fell in sheets. "It gets worst, Lord, The Coast Guard
told me that a wooden boar wasn't going to work and that I needed a
Masters license if I was carrying passengers or goods for hire. I said
I was doing this for God. They said that they didn't care whom I was
sailing for, this just didn't look like a family outing for pleasure. Also,
I had failed to post a bond necessary for any cruise line sailing. They
asked to inspect the blueprint for the kitchen facilities and I told that I
planned to roast much of our food under the canopy of the back deck
They said no barbecue on the back deck - they had just finished with
Carnival on that one. I am really trying to work with the Coast Guard
but they do not take kindly to the idea that they have no jurisdiction
over the conduct of a Supreme Being. " The winds howled and the
each shook as the rain fell in torrents.

0
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"Lord, then the Centre for Disease Control (CDC) said that
they had to inspect the ARK before piling and there was no way they
were going to allow me out ofport with rats on board I said that with
YOUR divh:ze intervention that I bet I could still get through this.
"BET, BET", the States Attorney General yelled "Did someone
mention gambling. Just how far offshore do you plan to take this
thing? He asked. Finally, a fellow from the Pilots Union stopped by
and informed me that the ARK was too big to clear port without a
pilot and that I had better have the necessary fund on hand to pay for
one. I really don't think I can finish your ARK for at least the next five
years, "Noah wailed.
Just then the sky began to clear. The sun began to shine. A
rainbow arched across the sky. Noah looked up with an inquisitive
smile, "Lord, does this mean you're not going to destroy the earth?"
The Lord said sadly, "No need for that anymore ... the Government
---·--alrea 'ijFhas !"/l.s-rclfold.by.Lar!)J_ Gore ff!r IFTTA-Co~nce___ ___- -·-
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V. TRAVEL PROVIDERS

Introduction
From hotels on land, to cruise lines at sea, to aircraft in flight there is a range of differing
environmental situations in which the traveler finds herself. The rights and duties of the traveller
change depending on where she is at a given time. Likewise, the duties and liability of the travel
provider also changes depending on the situation of the traveler. The extent of these duties are
discussed more fully in the chapter on negligence, but here let's make clear some of the factors
that are important for understanding the traveler's different legal situation depending on whether
she is in a hotel, motor coach, rental car, cruise ship, airplane, or part of a walking tour.

Important Differences In Nature Of Travel Providers
Air and Sea Travel Differences
1. Supplies

0

In the air there may be food, drink, and oxygen provided, as well as a toilet, and
limited amount of sleeping area or chairs. Entertainment is limit~d to video screens,
games, and reading. While exercise and movement is severely restricted, the passenger is
strongly encouraged to move about to avoid onset of deep vein thrombosis - blood clots
that develop at high altitudes and can cause death.
At sea, passengers are provided with all of their meals and drinking water, ifthey
choose. Freedom to move about the ship, an essential part of the cruise, is supplied
through full sleeping quarters, many recreational facilities, and multiple toilets, both
public and private. In fact, the purpose of the cruise is to take time, enjoy a travel
experience with all of these amenities and services provided, while the purpose of air
travel is merely to get from point A to point B quickly.

2. Freedom of movement
Movement is more restricted in air travel, than ship travel. An aircraft is more
like a coffm, especially in economy class. Even movement through the corridor to the
restroom is quit limited, frequently being blocked by other passengers, luggage, or flight
attendants and their food and beverage carts. Post September 11, even greater restrictions
are placed on movement so that passengers are not allowed to gather at rest rooms close
to the pilot's cabin, and are required to remain seated and strapped into their seats by
seatbelts for longer periods of time. Prior to September 11, it was possible through
- -· --·------- ··charm and politeness to even enter the cockpit; --s·ay hello to the captain, and sit in the
jump seat. Cruise ships on the other hand have areas to dance, play games, golf, socialize,
swim, sauna, and even gymnasiums.
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3. Territorial difference
Aircraft fly over many different jurisdictions and even other nations. Cruise ships
are less likely to traverse states but frequently do enter many ports. In the U.S. if the ship
only enters U.S. ports, then it must abide by strict U.S. laws such as the American With
Disabilities Act. This is the reason,. until Norwegian Cruise Lines launched in 2004,
there had not been a U.S. flagged cruise ship in over 50 years. Rental cars and
motorcoaches also traverse many different jurisdictions.

0'

4. Trip time

Travel time is shorter by flight than by sea voyage.

5. Distances
The distances traveled are different by air than by sea

6. Numberofpeople

This includes the numerical difference in terms of crew, passengers, and others on
board. The crew to passenger ratio on a cruise is much higher than that on aircraft.
Passengers and Cargo ratios are also different in air travel and ship travel.

0

7. Level of danger

Dangerous acts are not the same onboard an aircraft as they are onboard a cruise
ship, as the same act may be much more dangerous on aircraft than on ships at sea.
Visiting the bridge of ship is no where near as dangerous as visiting the cockpit of an
aircraft. Passengers exiting an aircraft while in flight put the entire ship at risk, while
those jumping overboard on a cruise ship on endanger themselves and those that seek to
rescue them.

8. Privacy ·
Privacy levels are almost nil onboard an aircraft. Passengers even have difficulty
reading or talking to their neighbors without all those nearby knowing the content of the
book or the details of their conversation. On the other hand, privacy onboard a cruise
---smpis-considerable, as passengers have private-rooms-;-semr=private -spas and saunas, and
reserved tables for dining.
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Hotel Destination Differences
Of course, while the above matters are of concern in hotels as well, the hotel guest is
generally able to exit the hotel at any time, while the cruise passenger or air passenger cannot.
For the· hotel guest, the choices and freedom of supplies and movement are much greater than
those on aircraft or cruise ship.

The Legal Position of Commander in the Travel Industry
In the travel, tourism and hospitality industry, providers of travel are required to abide by
certain duties and to maintain the standards of care that have been developed through centuries
of custom and practice, common law, and statutory rules. The range of differing environmental
situations the traveler finds his or herself in dictate the range of each commander's powers and
duties. Corresponding to these environmental differences, it is accepted in the travel industry
that when it comes to the level of control and protection to be provided to passengers, risk
management planning and injury prevention is likewise different on a cruise ship, than on
airplane, ground transportation, or in a hotel.
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The commander is the person designated to be in charge of and responsible for the trip
and travel services. The commander has the highest level of authority and is responsible for
ensuring safety, peace, and tranquility on the craft. The commander can give commands to the
passengers and crew, perform marriages, sign birth certificates, and death certificates. The pilot
is the commander in aviation law and is the one who controls the aircraft. In maritime law the
commander is the captain of the seagoing vessel. The hotel manager is also like a commander,
while the lessee of the rental car or the pilot of a hang glider becomes the commander of her own
travel vehicle.
A hotel on land, an airplane in flight, and a ship at sea, all face different levels of
isolation. An airplane in flight is separated from civilization, natural breathable air, food, water,
climate control and other necessities of life for a limited duration of up to 15 hours or more.
The passengers, crew, and all those on board depend on the safe behavior of each other
and their equipment for their survival. The passengers in tum depend on the crew and their
equipment for their protection and livelihood. The commander is in charge of the transportation
craft and services provided, that is to say, the equipment and the people.
At sea, the captain as commander of the vessel, has complete control over the vessel for
longer periods of time, than in the aircraft or hotel. The captain as pilot of the aircraft has a
heightened duty to maintain a safe passenger environment while in flight. In a similar way the
commander of a motorcoach has the authority to order the passengers to sit down, but not to
fasten their seatbelts.

o

The commander, as a pilot, has her authority outlined by the Tokyo Convention. The
captain of a cruise ship has her authority outliried by internationally accepted cases such as Corfu
Channel Case and the Trail Smelter Case as demonstrations of the customs and practices of the
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travel industry. Centuries of innkeeper common law has determined the authority of the hotel
manager. These duties of the commander include:

0

1. Safeguarding the crew, passengers, goods, and the aircraft or cruise ship and hotel. This
applies even before the aircraft takes off or the cruise ship leaves port. Maritime law has
established a long tradition of what priority_ of goods are to be saved in case of an
emergency and even the tradition and standard of the commander to protect his/her
passengers before the crew, and everyone on board before the safety of the commander.
For example, the captain is the last to leave the sinking ship.
2. Maintaining safety for those on the ground from the aircraft during take off, landing, and
actions the aircraft takes during flight.
3. Responsibility for the welfare of the crew and passengers and to ensure that the crew is
able to help the commander manage the aircraft. The commander also provides welfare
to the passengers and crew. Welfare covers such things as providing for the food,
blankets, refreshments and comfort of the passengers, as well as, being in charge of
emergencies and evacuation procedures to protect the passengers and crew.
4. The duty to ensure that the aircraft is flight worthy; that the sea vessel is sea worthy; and
that the motorcoach and hotel are safe according to industry standards for natural and
man-made disasters.
5. Flight Papers, Ship Manifests, Tachometer Reports, and Hotel Registries. The aircraft
commander's duty is to ensure that all of the necessary flight documents and registration
papers are properly obtained, in order, and valid. The law here is very rigid for the
paperwork related to air travel. Similar rules apply at sea as strict ship manifests must be
kept of all passengers and crew onboard. Likewise, motorcoach drivers are required to
keep strict records of the hours they have spent driving, preparing for the trip, and resting
to avoid exhaustion and falling asleep at the wheel. This helps insure that safety
measures are met and maintained throughout the trip.

o

As a result of the confined nature of long distance travel, the administrative duties of the
commander include: the authority to registers births and deaths that occur in flight or at sea; the
authority to marry and provide for the registration of marriages; competent authority to draw
wills for passengers. The manager of a hotel or the driver of a motorcoach does not have these
type of administrative duties, but does have the duty to keep a record of tachometer reports; hotel
guests in the registry; to protect guests property in their rooms, the hotel safe, or onboard a
locked motorcoach. This also includes power over personnel and crew necessary to carrying out
safe travel including: ground personal and metrological officers, dock manager, control tower
staff, and airport and dock personnel that move the goods, people, and fuel from the aircraft and
cruise ship-amttinrt-keep-the-vehicle in a safe working order. --- - - - - - ---- --- -
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Rental car differences
The rental car is under the control of the traveler, and the rental car agency also requires
signed notice as to exactly who will control the vehicle. In travel law cases involving rental cars,
the rental company is generally not liable for negligent entrustment, unless it actually had
"reason to know" that the lessee was incompetent to control and drive the vehicle.

Motorcoach commander's duty to drive safely
The motorcoach is operated by the driver who has a very limited amount of authority,
mostly to order the passenger to sit down, to board and exit the motorcoach in an orderly fashion,
to not smoke nor consume alcohol, and not disturb the driver or other passengers.

Officers that share authority with the commander

Air marshals are designated peace officers on aircraft that serve official functions and are
not competing with the commander's authority. Their presence and authority is limited: merely
to enforce and to subdue any person that may endanger the aircraft. The duties of an air marshal
in fact are quite restricted, and the commander remains in charge of the aircraft.

0

In a similar fashion, police in hotels also have the right to investigate hotel crimes. The
position of the maritime pilot to navigate the waters of certain ports is also not one that
interteres with the cruise caption's authority as this pilot is present to perform a limited duty for
a fixed time.
While the aircraft pilot and sea captain can give orders to these peace officers, a hotel
manager generally cannot. Again this shifting level of commander authority is a result of the
degree of isolation and danger involved in the different types of travel.

Sea captain's duty to ensure safety in privacy situations
As the commander of a cruise ship has heightened concerns over the long term safety of
her passengers throughout the cruise for a duration of approximately one week, her duty to
ensure safety in privacy situations matters is higher than that of the air pilot. In a similar fashion,
the duty to insure safety in private situations of the cruise captain is higher than that of the hotel
manager because of the level of confmement onboard the cruise ship as compared to the hotel.
The type of additional control, supervision, and security that is required of the captain of
a cruise ship, if not already ordered from the cruise line, must be more vigilant to protect
-· ·------passengers· in private areas from crimes such theft,-aml perverted ·crew or passengers in a sauna
or steam room area.

0

Commander's duty to maintain safety
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One of the travel provider's most important duties toward guests is that of ensuring the
safety of guests. Providers of travel have the duty to keep their establishment as safe as possible,
to avoid actions arising from their own negligence, and will be held liable if they negligently fail
to provide for the safety of the guests.
The test to determine liability for safety failures is the standard of reasonable care in
negligence. A party is negligent; when he or she carelessly breaches a duty of due care that is
owed to another person under a given set of circumstances. Providers of travel must use
"reasonable care" in keeping their vehicles and premises safe and secure, or that amount of care
used by a "reasonable person" in a like or similar condition, that is a reasonable provider of
travel. This duty to maintain the safety of all passengers in international travel derives from the
general principles of cooperation, understanding, and mutual assistance of states under
international law and treaties; and ancient common law traditions of travel and tourism.
When the commander knows, or should have known, of negligent behavior, dangerous
conduct, or witnessed situations of distress she must take appropriate action, according to
industry custom and practices, evidence of which was found in the well established Corfu
Channel Case and the Trail Smelter Case. (See Corfu Channel Case and Trail Smelter Case)

Duty to provide safe crew and passengers
Common carriers, tour conductors and innkeepers are responsible for controlling their
own conduct that of their employees, and of their tourists. According to the principals of air law
and maritime law, the commander of the ship has control of the vessel. The commander is the
person primarily charged with the duty to maintain a safe station and a safe tour and to ensure
peace and tranquility on the aircraft, cruise ship, or hotel.

0

Common carriers, tour conductors and innkeepers have a limited duty to protect guests
from harm caused by other guests or third parties. In order to maintain safety it is sometimes
necessary to exclude or remove those passengers and crew that are not safe. The commander is
therefore empowered with the authority to give orders to passengers and to have passengers and
crew removed from their hotel, aircraft, seagoing vessel, if they are not acting safe.

Orders from the Commander
The commander has the authority to give orders to the crew and passengers. The crew
and passengers are likewise not permitted to ignore the commander's orders. The crew also act
as agents of the commander and may in turn give orders to the passengers on authority of the
commander.
-

-

- --- - · - - - - - - -

The type of orders given by the pilot of an aircraft are different from those given by the
captain of a sea vessel. Given the extremely limited environment and heightened danger, the
aircraft commander has more control over the passengers than the cruise captain. For example,
the pilot has the right to order the passengers not to use electronic devices, to remain seated,
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fasten seat belts, stow luggage, and not to go to the restroom. (See Tokyo Convention, Articles 510). The captain of a cruise ship has the right to restrict children from the alcohol bars, sauna
and spa areas.
Abuse of Commander's Power
With this increased power comes increased responsibility. There is a limit to the power
wielded by the commander of travel. When the commander acts outside of their scope of power,
or fails to act as a reasonable commander would under similar circumstances as determined
through the customs and practices of the travel industry, then the commander has abused her
power.
Flight attendant rage is a well documented abuse of the commander's power, as
exercised through its agents. Flight attendant rage has occurred when passengers were
unlawfully restrained or even tranquilized with medication for the duration of the flight.
Trip interruption and returning the airplane to the nearest airport to have a passenger
arrested upon arrival, thereby delaying all of the other passengers has, in some circumstances,
also been found to be an abuse of the pilot's power.

0

National Transportation Safetv Board Bar Association (NTSB)
P. 0. Box 65461
Washington, DC 20036-5461
Website: www.ntsbbar.org
The National Transportation Safety Board Bar Association is
comprised - of attorneys that practice before the United States
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), and the Department of Transportation (DOT).
While the main focus of the group is the representation ofpilots and
aviation businesses in regulatory, certification, and enforcement
actions, many members practice in other areas of the law as well,
such as air crash litigation, aviation insurance defense, taxation, and
-business law.
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International Forum of Travel and Tourism Advocates (]FTTA)

0

North American Regional Office
Anolik Lav.' Corporation ·
2107 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 200
San Francisco, California 94109 USA
Phone: +1 (415) 673-3333
Website: www.iftta.org
The International Forum of Travel and Tourism Advocates
(IFTTA) is the largest professional organization of travel law
attorneys and travel industry personnel dealing with travel law
matters from around the world whose lav.1 practices emphasize the
travel and tourism industries. Member advocates represent agents,
carriers, cruise lines, hotels, and government tourism departments.
IFTTA 'S objectives are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a forum for the exchange of iriformation on the legal
aspects of travel law.
Provide a worldwide resource of travel law iriformation
(statutes, case law, etcetera).
Encourage the establishment of common legal standards in
the travel industry.
Work with educational institutes to foster research on the
legal aspects of travel.
Sponsor conferences on the legal aspect of travel and further
a spirit of collegiality.

0

The organization, formed in 1983, maintains several
depositories of travel and tourism law materials including statutes,
case law, and travel industry articles. IFTTA also publishes a
bibliography of material in the travel law field and seeks to
encourage the establishment of common legal standards for the travel
industry, to work with educational institutes in fostering research on
the legal aspects of travel, and sponsors conferences on the legal
aspect of travel, and further the spirit of IFTTA collegiality. IFTTA's
depository ofjudicial decisions and articles pertaining to travel law
is kept in San Francisco, USA; Dundee, Scotland; and Tokyo, Japan.
IFTTA has published the IFTTA JOURNAL since 1985. Articles cover
- - - tm:vel-topic--s-such as "Can the Employer--ef A-P-a&renger--Be--Sued ln
Case of An Air Crash?" and "Can the Workers Union and its
Authorities Be Sued For Strikes That Affect the Travel Industry?" and
"The Development of the Outer Space Tourism and Travel."
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IFTTA has held numerous international conferences in
countries including Israel, Greece, USA, Spain, Australia, United
Kingdom, Ireland, Hungary and Turkey. Membership has included
representation from Brazil, Denmark, Hong Kong, Italy, Jamaica,
Japan, Korea, Malta, Mexico, Sweden and Venezuela and others
countries. There are many national chapters of IFTTA. Regional
branches have been formed in Europe, South America, Middle
Eastern and African, Western Mediterranean, Asian and the Pacific,
and North American Offices.

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a fast, economical method to resolve a dispute
without r~sorting to courtroom litigation. Fortunately, now the travel industry has specialists
that are available to Mediate disputes related to the travel industry. It is likely that the
importance of their knowledge will be more regularly utilized in the industry to solve disputes,
saving in court and attorney fees, and preserving the relationship between the parties.

0

The World Travel Dispute Center
2400 East Commercial Blvd., Suite 709
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308
USA Tel: + 1 (954) 493-7400
Fax: +1 (954) 493-7770
Website: www. Worldtraveldisputecenter.com.

0

The World Travel Dispute Center Inc., has established an
Alternate Dispute Resolution program specific to the travel industry.
The World Travel Dispute Center both trains travel industry
professionals and attorneys in mediation techniques and maintains a
worldwide listing of available mediators and arbitrators. Non~
attorney mediators who pass the .course requirements are used for
pre-litigation mediation unless they are also certified, if required by
their local jurisdictions as certified mediators. ADR trained Attorneys
are available for mediation of disputes during the litigation, pursuant
to local jurisdictionq! !1:!!'!.~~ __g_s__lY_f!.l/ a§__[q!__§.'!T~Jce_ g_~..arbitrators, if
locally certified. The ability of a trained mediator or arbitrator to
understand the dispute from the travel industry perspective offers a
distinct advantage to potential settlement.
Courses have been conducted in Las Ve as, Nevada, Fort
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Lauderdale, Florida, and shipboard in the Caribbean. UFTAA has
shown serious interest in JFITA 's ADR program during its joint
meeting with IFITA in Monte Carlo, as well as through a highlight
program at the annual UFTTA congress, which took place in
Damascus, Syria. It is anticipated that a joint training program will
follow. !FITA 's ADR chair was recently requested to address The
United States Maritime Administration due to its interest in the
potential ofADR 's application to the tourism industry.

0

The next mediation training course is scheduled for May of
2004. !FITA members who are already locally certified as mediators
and/or arbitrators, need only participate in a short introductory
course to qualify for listing. The World Travel Dispute Center
encourages the use of standardized ADR clauses in travel industry
contracts. Further information concerning the World Travel Dispute
Center
may
be
found
on
the
internet
at
www. WorldTravelDisputeCenter. com.

Travel Agent Arbiter (TAA)
Trinity Centre 1
5870 Trinity Pkwy., Suite 170
Centreville, Virginia 20120
Phone: +1 (703) 988-9004
The Travel Agent Arbiter (TAA) is an individual selected by a
committee representing travel agents and air carriers whose
responsibility is arbitrating disputes between travel agents and (a)
the Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC), (b) individual carriers,
and (c) computer reservation system participants. Since 1988, the
Arbiter has established rules giving travel agents, for the first time,
the right and power to initiate complaints against ARC.
The jurisdiction of the TAA includes: all individual complaints
arising out of the agent-ARC relationship, and disputes between an
ARC-approved agent and a carrier party to the ARC Carrier Services
Agreement, in which all parties to the dispute have consented in
writing to the jurisdiction of the Office of TAA and to accept the
--·---- decision of the TAA as final -and--binding.- /f -b(}th··parties agree,
additional agent-carrier issues can be brought before the arbiter. In
addition, Worldspan affiliated agents may bring disputes with that
organization directly to the Arbiter per the terms of their Worldspan
a eement. In all cases, a mal written decision and order with
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detailed findings offact and conclusions of law is issued and made
public. The TAA also maintains a compendium of all (6, 000+) past
decisions.
The Travel Agent Arbiter replaced the Travel Agent
Commissioner in 1988, as a result of the settlement of the ARTA v.
ARC lawsuit. The first Travel Agent Arbiter, selected by joint travel
agent-air carrier board, is Mr. William S. McGee.
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Department of Transportation (DOT)
400 7th StreetS. W.
Washington, DC 20590
Phone: +1 (202) 366-4000
Website: www.dot.gov
In the United States, there are a number of regulations
relating to travel and hospitality and the Department of
Transportation (DOT) is the US. government agency to which
Congress has assigned many functions which were formerly
performed by the Civil Aeronautics Board. The functions of the Civil
Aeronautics Board were transferred to the DOT by the Public Law
98-443 (October 4, 1984) the Sunset Act.
The Department of Transportation initiates and issues the
majority of regulations for the travel industry and answers consumer
complaints related to travel. Their duties includes regulation of (1)
overbooking and denied boarding compensation; (2) liability for lost
or damaged baggage,· (3) protections on the sale of charters,· (4)
smoking; (5) discrimination against handicapped persons; (b)
computerized reservations systems (CRS); (7) antitrust immunity; (8)
unfair competitive practices; and (9) determination of an air carrier's
financial and managerial fitness. The DOT has the authority to
approve airline mergers and intercarrier agreements under the
Federal Aviation Act §§408, 409, 412, and 414. The DOT is also
responsible for tracking and monitoring airline performance.
Particularly useful information can be found on the DOT
website including the Monthly Air Travel Consumer Report
www. bts.gov/PressReleases/dot9901. html which details lost baggage,
flight delays and cancellations. Also, more information about
domestic competition policies, disease, and imported goods related to
travel can be found on their website.
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CONCLUSION

While this chapter focused a great deal on the system of the USA for delineating the
rights and duties of the provider of travel and the seller of travel, it must also be noted that the
USA has one of the strongest travel industries in the world. And that the system outlined below
for California sellers of travel, is entirely economically self-sufficient. That is, the funds that the
agents are forced to pay, along with their penalties generate enough money for the government to
pay for the extensive monitoring and litigation that naturally ensues from these types of laws.
For the purposes of sustainability, the program pays for itself, and as a result the travelers feel
more confident and safe about their ventures, enabling travel industry business to grow and
foster the economy of the jurisdiction that is protected by good travel laws.
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CHAPTER3

Implications of Internet Law for the Travel
and Tourism Sector
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet has changed the world and travel law is no exception. Today travel and
travel purchases come in many forms. Travel suppliers offering services online include airlines,
cruise lines, railroads, bus and rental car companies, hotels and resorts and resort time share
operators. The sellers of travel doing business .online include tour operators, consolidators,
wholesalers, travel agents, pseudo travel agents, telemarketers, travel clubs, informal sellers of
travel, internet web sites, and unsolicited email postings.
The internet is a nexus of the travel industry. Tourists are savvy and careful about how
they spend their money. Today's travel guide books are highly detailed as they describe the
locations, prices, and hours of operation of the most popular destinations. The destinations
themselves are developing rapidly to meet tourists' expectations by improving their facilities,
printing brochures in multiple languages, and publishing internet pages about their attractions.
Many excellent Internet airline ticket offices, such as www.hotwire.com and
www.lowestfare.com, may if available provide tickets at savings of one half the ticket regular
rates. Savings are also available for most major airlines if the tickets are purchased online
directly from the airlines' website. Nearly every guided tour company from the large corporate
firms to small "mom and pop" operations has a web site. Hotel reservations, tours, admission
tickets, rental cars, guide books, airline tickets, and subway tickets are purchased online
everyday from people all over the world for both domestic and international travel.

0

According to the Travel Industry Association of America, 52 million people used the
Internet in 1999 to plan travel, a 54% percent increase from 1998. Sixteen and half million used
the Internet in 1999 to make reservations. According to the Internet research company
PhoCusWright, US consumers spent over $7 billion in 1999 on travel bought on the Internet, up
from $2.6 billion in 1998. Internet bookings represented 5.4% of all airline bookings in 1999, up
from 1.9 percent in 1998."
The Internet may bring the world together, but what happens when something goes
wrong with the travel services or during the trip purchased online? An entire realm of legal
questions develops. Perhaps the airline has lost or delayed luggage that contains items vital to
the trip. Suppose there is a motorcoach accident in Italy involving passengers from fourteen
countries, a driver from Portugal, a subcontracted tour guide from Slovenia, with the tour
company headquartered in Switzerland, and with a contract clause specifying Colorado in the
United States as the forum. Suppose there is a terrorist attack that kills travelers from fifty-five
different countries and results in great loss of life and billions of dollars in property damage. The
financial implications of surviving passengers in any accident returning to each comer of the
globe for medical treatment and recovery are extreme. Which countries' medical standard
applies and who decides? Who is liable for the injury? Which country's criterion is used to
determine liability? Which court is appropriate? Which law applies?

0

---- - !he intern-et fur tntemati onal travel purchases creates many-chalterrges for the travel and
legal community. The internet puts the sellers and providers of travel at a high risk of being
hailed into court in a foreign state. Purchases from foreign jurisdictions expose consumers to
increased risks for the quality of the services provided and the manner of redress for any harm
that might occur as a result of the provider of travel failing to fulfill contractual obligations.
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Ultimately, these online purchases threaten the traditional travel agent distribution system that is
the only objective professional source of information for the consumers.

0

The World Intellectual Propertv Organization (WJPO)

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
34, chemin des Colombettes
Geneva,
SWITZERLAND
Phone: +022 338-9547
Fax: +I (212) 599-6744
Website: www.wipo.org

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is the
organization responsible for the formulation of a policy framework at
the international level to encourage creation and the protection of
intellectual property, to create an environment in which intellectual
property is respected throughout the world Through its member
States, The World Intellectual Property Organization seeks to
harmonize national intellectual property legislation and procedures,
provide services for international applications for industrial property
rights, exchange intellectual property information, provide legal and
technical assistance to developing and other countries, facilitate the
resolution of private intellectual property disputes, and marshal
information technology as a tool for storing, accessing, and using
valuable intellectual property information.

0

WIPO is important for the travel industry in a number of
ways, including the formation of guidelines for international
registration of trademarks, logos, and copyrights. Professional
patents and the protection of trade secrets as well as anti-trust and
unfair competition are all areas that frequently affect the travel
industry.

0
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The International Laws of Internet Travel Purchases
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Primer on Electronic Commerce and Intellectual Property Issues
(See http://ecommerce.wipo.int/primer/section2.html)
The following are highlights from the WIPO Primer which illustrate how international
law is applied to internet purchases. The WIPO Primer relies heavily on the draft Hague
Convention and the proposed European Commission Regulation.

Jurisdiction

"The Internet is multi-jurisdictional. Users can access the Internet
from almost any place on Earth. Because of packet-switching
technology and the complex weave of digital networks and
telecommunications infrastructure, digitized information may
travel through various countries and jurisdictions, each with its
own legal system, in order to reach its destination ... In light of the
impact of this international medium on a world made up of
separate countries, the jurisdictional issues loom large. " (See
WIPO Primer para 37).

0

Concerning disputes involving contracts where no choice of forum is made, The WIPO
Primer shows how international law and internet law are joined together at the hip. It points out
that the draft Hague Convention states that a contract may be brought in the courts of a State in
which the services were supplied in whole or in part or where "performance of the principal
obligation took place in whole or in part." The "place of performance" of services is defmed
under draft Hague Convention, Article 6, as the place where, under the contract, the services are
provided or should have been provided.
The proposed European Commission Regulation similarly provides that, for matters
relating to contracts between parties who are residents of different states, a person in one
Member State may be sued in another Member State in the courts "for the place of performance
of the obligation in question." (Article 5)

Consumer contracts
Both the draft Hague Convention and the proposed European Commission Regulation
give weight to the prerogatives of the consumer as a party deserving special treatment.
The draft Hague Convention-provides·thara·consumer may bring suit:

0

1. "in the courts of the State in which it is habitually resident," if
the consumer's claim relates to "trade or professional activities
that the defendant has engaged in or directed to that State, in
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particular in soliciting business through means of publicity."
(Article 7)
2. A consumer may also initiate court proceedings at the place
where the business is "habitually resident." (Articles 3.2 and 9)
3. A claim against a consumer can only be brought in the courts
of the State of the habitual residence of the consumer. (Article
7)
The proposed Regulation has the same effect, providing that (1) a consumer may bring an
action ''either in the courts of the Member State in which that party is domiciled or in the courts
for the place where the consumer is domiciled," and (2) proceedings may be brought against a
consumer only in the courts where the consumer is domiciled. (Article 16)

..,

On the internet it is quite difficult or impossible to determine the place where the
consumer takes the steps that enter her into a contract. The proposed Regulation instead focuses
on the business that "pursues commercial or professional activities in the Member State," or "by
any means, directs such activities to that Member State." (Article 15).
Businesses engaging internet sales will increasingly face potential litigation in every
Member State, or specifically disclaim that their products unless they clearly and specifically
state in the contract that their services are intended for consumers in certain countries.

Applicable Law
Having the case heard in the right court is only the first step. Next the court must decide
which state's substantive law should be applied to this case. Often when the case involves the
laws of foreign states, the courts may have difficultly apply laws which they are no familiar with.
A further problem is that the particular law was meant to fit into the overall legal system, so that
it may have difficulties and unforeseen as well as undesirable effects when attempting to fit it
into the legal system of the local jurisdiction.

0

The WIPO Primer states that for transactions in which a contract is made online, but the
services for the customer are physically performed offline, the existing rules of private
international law remain relevant.

The Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA)
(See www.ucitaonline.com)
The UCITA gives room for the court to allow for the selection of law based on the
consumer's forum because that closely resembles what type of protection the consumer expects
·· ·-- - - -when·nraking· a purchase. Furthermore;- the--s-etter of services- knuws where the purchaser ----- - purchased the goods and resides.

0
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Warsaw Convention

0

The consumer has a choice of going to court either at the domicile of the airline or at the
location of the contract formation.

United Nations Commission on International Trade Law Model Law on Electronic
Commerce with Guide to Enactment 1996
CUNCITRAL MODELl
(See http://www. uncitral.org/englishltexts/electcom/ml-ec.htm)
The goal of the Model Law was to establish equal treatment under the law for paper and
electronic contracts by using media neutral criteria. The Model Law provides norms and rules
for validating contracts formed through electronic means as well as defining electronic writing
and signature, and the judicial and evidential admissibility of data messages.
As stated in the Model Law "In the context of contract formation, unless otherwise agreed
by the parties, an offer and the acceptance of an offer may be expressed by means of data
messages. Where a data message is used in the formation of a contract, that contract shall not be
denied validity or enforceability on the sole ground that a data message was used for that
purpose." (Article 11)

0

Electronic contracts are equal in validity to paper contracts because even when "the law
requires information to be in writing, that requirement is met by a data message if the
information contained therein is accessible so as to be usable for subsequent reference." (Article
6 Writing)

Electronic Commerce and International Jurisdiction
(See Preliminary Document No 12)
Hague Conference on Private International Law, Enforcement of Judgments (2000)
(See http://www.hcch.net/e/workprog/e-comm.html)
Jurisdiction and enforcement are especially difficult areas for electronic commerce,
because there is no clear and convenient jurisdiction in which to bring a claim. Although not yet
ratified, the Preliminary Draft Convention on Jurisdiction and Foreign Judgments in Civil and
Commercial Matters (see International Law Chapter of this book), along with the Electronic
Commerce and International Jurisdiction serve as a strong basis for determining jurisdiction
based on internet purchases oftravel services. (Article 6 b)

0

As stated in Section 2 of The Electronic Commerce Document, "If the enterprise has
specifically-Wgeted-{;Gnsumers in a particular country, it woukl-be.-consistent to-decide that the
courts of that country have jurisdiction for consumers residing on its territory. On the other hand,
if the business uses an unsophisticated site, i.e., one which does not make it possible to target
certain consumers, the result will be that no particular conclusion can be drawn as regards
jurisdiction ... "
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Section 4 comments on the problems to be decided concerning electronic purchases:
1) Can an Internet site be regarded as a branch office?

0

2) Does the reply to the foregoing question depend on the level of
inter-activity of the s~te? ·
3) What level of inter-activity must a site be shown to possess, or
what level of targeting must it comprise for it to be regarded as a
"regular commercial activity" within the meaning ofArticle 9?
"On the first two questions, the discussion produced a clear
consensus for saying that in itself, an Internet site cannot
constitute a branch office or establishment. This is borne out by
the instruments which deal specifically with the substantive law on
electronic commerce, especially the European directive on the
subject."
"On the third question, however, the discussion brought out the
extent of the difficulty involved in deciding in which cases an
Internet site could constitute a regular commercial activity.
Several experts based their analysis on the degree of inter-activity
of the site (the targeting of a certain clientele, in a certain country,
or alternatively a statement on the site itself that the products or
services are not intended for certain countries)."

0

Rome Convention Art 5
This Convention holds that the off~rer comes to the consumer regardless of whether the
offer is in person, by an agent, by mail, on paper or on the internet. This is a protection of the
passive consumer when using the internet.

THE EUROPEAN UNION
European Convention on Jurisdiction and Enforcement, Art 13 of the Brussels Convention.
http://www.hcch.net/e!conventions/textl6e.html
Among parties.within the European Union, if the negotiations of the contract, prior to the
conclusion of the contract, were in the consumer's state of residence, she can sue and must be
sued in her state of residence.

European Commission Proposed Regulation on Jurisdiction and Enforcement o(Judgements.
-- Yroposafror a--Council Regulation on jurisdiction anoenfOrcement ol judgements in civil
and commercial matters," COM (1999) 348 final, 99/0154 (CNS)
The draft Hague Convention provides that a consumer may bring suit "in the courts of the
State in which it is habitually resident," if the consumer's claim relates to "trade or professional
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activities that the defendant has engaged in or directed to that State, in particular in soliciting
business through means of publicity." (Article 7)
• A consumer may initiate court proceedings at the place where the
business is "habitually resident."
• A claim against a consumer can only be brought in the courts of
the State of the habitual residence of the consumer.
• The draft Hague Convention also hold that an action may be
brought in the courts of a State in which the goods or services
were supplied in whole or in part.
• Furthermore, the action may be brought where performance of
the principal obligation took place in whole or in part.
"Any communication by electronic means which can provide a durable record of the
agreement shall be deemed to be in writing" (Article 23). This Convention specifically sought
compliance with the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce with Guide to Enactment
of 1996, as amended by an additional Article in 1998. See http://www.uncitral.org/en-index.htm.

The Uniform Electronic Commerce Act
Adopted by Canada in 1999,

0

2. The Uniform Electronic Commerce Act was developed by a
working group assembled on the Internet, representing private and
public sectors in Canada and a handful offoreign contributors.

***
3. The Uniform Act can be considered a minimalist response to
the quest for certainty about the legal status of electronic
communications and electronic records. It is minimalist for
several reasons. First, the current law - statutes and common law
and private law based on contracts - is capable of resolving a good
number of questions on its own. Electronic messages, even on the
Internet, do not present radically new questions in every field.
Second, the technology underlying electronic records is changing
rapidly, so attempts to prescribe specifically how to conduct
legally effective communications risk obsolescence even before
they come into force. Third, e-commerce is global in scope, and we
do not want to take a seriously different approach from our major
partners. The international consensus today is to minima/ism.
(See w1vw.pkilaw.com for a list of minimalist statutes from around
the world, along with those classified as more interventionist.)
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(Excrpitped from The Uniform Electronic Commerce Act, John D.
Gregory, Lex Electronica, vol. 6, n°l, printemps 2000, www.lexelectronica.org/articles/v6-llgregory.htm )

0

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act IDMCA)
The USA's DMCA establishes a procedure by which a copyright owner can obtain a
subpoena ordering a service provider to disclose the identity of the person or entity responsible
for allegedly infringing activities. (See U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 (DMCA)
Title II, section 512(h); U.S. Copyright Office Summary at
http:/1/cweb.loc. gov/copvrightllegislationldmcalpdf)

Changes in the Internet Domain Names

Of course the Internet has changed the way people travel and purchase travel. Now
reservations for plane, hotel, and rental cars are regularly purchased online. However, the shape
of the internet may also be about to change.
The standard Top Level Domain Names usually follow the ".com", ".edu", "mil", and
".gov". But there is an ongoing debate about expanding the number of possible extensions.
Initially, issuing domain names was handled by the United States Department of Defense, but
now the process is conducted by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN). The Societe Intemationale de Telecommunications Aeronautiques (SITA) has been
approved for the use of the ".aero" extension.
Today, a large sector of the travel industry, represented at first by IATA, then after a
tense legal debate over the rights of travelers verses the airline control of the travel industry was
moved to Tralliance - The ".travel" Registration Company. Many in the travel industry are
signing up for the new extension ".travel" reserved for sellers of travel to be used by frequent
travelers and travel industry specialists.
"The travel industry is the largest e-commerce segment on the
Internet and the largest industry in the world. It accounts for more
than II% of the world's economy- I out of every I2 workersand since the inception of the commercial Internet has been one of
its fastest growing segments. " says Tral/iance - The ".travel"
Registration Company (See Question 30 Page 11, 5129/05
(See http://www.authentication.travel/TravelFAO.pdf)
- - -- - - - -

Dot-com domain names are registered on a first-come-first-served basis, with no
requirement that registrants meet any registration criteria. By contrast, eligibility to hold a .travel
domain name requires that the registrant be a verified business or organization operation in the
travel industry.
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Prior to 2001, the principal alternatives to the ".com" TLD were the country code TLDs
e.g., .us (USA) .de (Germany); these country code TLDs are not suitable for many travel-related
businesses which deal in global markets. Moreover, these TLDs do not apply criteria to ensure
the validity of a business or organization as a precondition to domain name registration..travel
will be an exclusive space for the travel and tourism industry on the Internet, with every .travel
registrant being authenticated before it is given .a domain name(s).
A select group of travel organizations have been appointed as Authentication Providers
and will carry out authentication for all companies using .travel. This international verification
and authentication process is the first of its kind online. In many ways this is a revolution in the
way the internet works and a new form of international governance for the travel industry and
online transactions.

0
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II. USA INTERNET TRAVEL COMPANIES AND THE SELLER OF TRAVEL LAW
The next part of this chapter is a legal analysis of the relationship between:

•

Seller of travel websites involved in the selling of travel, using
examples from: Amazon.com or Travellogia.com, and
Orbitz.com.

•

Embedded
websites,
(www.expedia.com).

•

Partnered websites, affiliates and any other potential providers
of travel to its website, and traveling consumers who enter into
contracts online via the host's website, such as a host that posts
links to Hotwire.com or other sellers of travel.

such

as

Expedia' s

0

services

The analysis of these relationships and the nature of the websites travel purchases and
assistance websites are crucial in determining the nature and extent to which such a website must
comply with the several United States jurisdictions' seller of travel statutes.
Based on these seller-of-travel statutes, it is the conclusion of the author that:

1. A company that solicits the sale of travel on the internet should
be registered as a seller of travel; and should register with and
comply with the seller of travel statutes in all of the states
where they avail themselves to that state' s residents.

0

2. Companies that advertise on the websites of other companies
as well as any and all other travel agents or agencies selling
travel services on the website owned by a company that solicits
the sale of travel on the internet, such as Amazon. com, should
register with and comply with the seller of travel statutes in all
of the states where they avail themselves to that state's
residents.
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Airbus A319
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British Airways 631
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Air Malta 305
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Airbus A319
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Change planes. Time between flights: 1 hr 30m in
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Arrive:

7:60am
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Budapes~ Hungary (BUD)
Fnsnkfu~ Germany (FRA)
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Boeing 737

Change Airline. l1me between flight&: 4hr 10mln

Lufthansa 9052
operalad by Unltlld Airlines - UA 0801

Depart
Arrive:

1 :4&pm
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San Fnsnclsco, CA (SFO)
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Arrive:
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Having considered the individual state statutes of seven states, the case law concerning
internet purchases, and conversations with the regulatory agencies of these states regarding their
seller of travel registration requirements, it is the opinion of the author that travel selling
websites should register with the seller of travel programs of the states in which it conducts
business when using advertising materials or electronic contracts for. the sale of travel. At a
minimum the states that travel websites should be registered with include: California, Florida,
Hawaii, Iowa, Nevada, Ohio, and Washington. Please note, however, that Ohio ended its Seller
of Travel Registration program in October 2003. Puerto Rico and Canada are additional
jurisdictions which have seller of travel registrations. Additionally, note that travel club
requirements exist separately in California and Virginia. Based on a review of the products and
services offerings by websites like Travelogia, and Amazon.com, these types of websites should
be registered as travel clubs in the relevant states.
Since the scope of seller of travel statutes is so broad, merely "promoting and assisting"
in the sale of travel service often subjects an internet travel company to the requirements of state
registration.

0

The statutes are designed to protect the consumer and they are not very favorable to
those who provide travel services. The law is overly broad in many respects, and because the
Internet Law is a new and developing area of law, the seller of travel Registration program is
also an evolving area of law. However, as the statutes are written, internet travel companies
should comply with the law to avoid the risk of being responsible for large fines and even
criminal prosecution.

Terminology
A seller of travel is a company or agency that sells travel services including hotel, airline,
cruise, and tour services to the traveler, and may be the travel agent, travel agency, or even the
provider of travel services. A provider of travel is the travel service provider such as the actual
hotel, airline, cruise line, and tour operator. When the airline sells its tickets directly to the
traveler, it is acting as both the seller of travel and the provider oftravel.
For the purposes of this chapter, foreign refers to a person residing outside of a
jurisdiction, meaning a person living in a different USA state, or living in a foreign country.
The place where travel services are sold, whether in a traditional physical brick and
mortar store, or on a website, is known as a travel storefront.

Electronic Contracts

0

Internet travel purchases expose sellers of travel, providers of travel, and consumers to
increased risks of going to court in distant and foreign jurisdictions. The primary means of
governing internet transactions is the contract. This contract defines the rules of the purchase
and the terms of the transaction. Often it is the case that the contract is formed between parties
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in different jurisdictions. Those parties may never have contact with one another outside of the
Internet. In general, contracts on the Internet follow the same traditional standards of contract
formation, as if they were on paper. A contract is "technology neutral" or "media neutral."
Providing that all of the elements of a contract are met, it is enforceable whether it is in on paper,
oral, or electronic.

o

A valid contract is a mutual agreement regarding proper subject matter between two or
more competent parties consisting of an offer, acceptance, and consideration resulting in
mutually agreed upon and legally binding obligations. It is the consideration that turns mere
promises into binding enforceable contracts. Consideration is what one party gives in exchange
for what the other party gives according to the contract. Consideration entails both the benefit
gained by one party and the corresponding responsibility for the other party. The Uniform
Commercial Code defines contract as "the total legal obligation which results from the parties'
agreement."
Valid contracts are generally enforceable in all jurisdictions, as they are considered to be
the law between the parties. The parties can create their own law within the contract as a selfregulating measure for engaging in the transactions. Because contracts are flexible in meeting
the needs of the individual parties and the requirements of their respective jurisdictions they have
proven to be invaluable for transactions across jurisdictional boundaries. This applies equally to
both contracts between parties residing in different states and contracts for electronic commerce.
Electronic contracts, like every contract containing all of the valid elements, are legally binding
Click to accept contracts are this type of Internet contract which 1s
and enforceable.
enforceable across jurisdictions, provided all of the traditional contract elements are met.

0

Assisting In the Sale of Travel
An online travel company would be considered to be a seller of travel or to be engaged in
the assisting of the sale oftravel services based on at least three theories:

1 The Seller of Travel Registration Programs, The Solicitation
Plus Doctrine, and The Effect Plus Doctrine use similar
language that would include internet travel companies which
should register as sellers of travel because of their contacts with
that state.
11 Principal-Agency Law requires sites like Travelogia.com 's
website to register as a seller of travel
Ill State seller of travel statutes directly apply to many companies
such as: Orbitz.com, Amazon.com, and Travelogia.com

Jurisdiction and the Internet
The use of the Internet has had a dramatic expansion of the meaning of business contacts
and personal jurisdiction in the United States. Foreign Sellers of Travel and tour operators that
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sell and market travel and travel services from their web sites have a greater risk of being hailed
into courts in other jurisdictions to answer lawsuits brought by aggrieved travelers. An Internet
website that is used to take orders and make reservations offers a new media of contract
formation and a new and expanded application of jurisdiction under the media neutral rules of
contracts.
In order to be hailed before a court, the court needs to have jurisdiction over the subject
matter of the claim as well as jurisdiction over the parties to the claim. Physical presence in that
state by means of a bank account, property, offices, wholly owned subsidiaries, a corporation, or
a telephone number is generally sufficient enough to establish personal jurisdiction. Outside of
this physical presence, another assertion of personal jurisdiction may be claimed by the parties'
use of agents, or independent contractors, or tour operators in that jurisdiction. Any active
solicitation combined with contract formation, will give the court personal jurisdiction in most
USA courts. This is known as the solicitation-plus doctrine.
In the past, in order to establish personal jurisdiction over foreign travel suppliers and
tour operators, the consumer used the solicitation-plus doctrine, requiring both the solicitation of
business plus the entering into reservations' contracts in the forum into which a lawsuit was
sought. The courts generally held that only local solicitation by travel agents occurred in the
local forum, while the foreign sellers of travel and their reservation services entered into the
contracts in the foreign jurisdictions. Should the consumer seek a lawsuit, the consumer was
then required to pursue it in the foreign jurisdiction where the contract was formed.

0

Today, courts often hold it reasonable that an interactive website gives personal
jurisdiction in the country where the activity occurs. An interactive website is one that may
provide downloads, printed order forms, or allows the use of a credit card for online sales.
Interactive websites may also include sites that merely provide information, email
communication, or describe the goods or services offered for sale. A passive website, on the
other hand, does not require effort from the viewer, nor an exchange of information, nor
interaction with the viewer, and therefore may not confer jurisdiction, except where the nature of
the material itself may be illegal in that foreign state.
By purchasing online, the travel consumer gains the usual benefits of local jurisdiction
that would be accorded to her under more traditional contract formation methods. The court with
jurisdiction over the accident's location or the court with jurisdiction in the state which holds the
company's headquarters are two places the injured consumer might bring an action against a
negligent travel provider and seller of travel.
However, under the laws of many states in the United States, if the seller of travel was
doing business with residents of that state, and it did not register with that state's seller of travel
regulatory agency, it is possible for it to be hailed into court for violating the forum state's seller
of travel statutes.

0

Furthermore, if the travel service is purchased on the Internet, the seller of travel has
probably established minimum contacts enabling the seller of travel to be hailed into court where
the victim resides or where the victim made the travel purchase. The following cases show how
jurisdiction can be sought for foreign travel and Internet purchases.
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USA Courts have found that there are two types ofwebsites:
•
•
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interactive websites
passive websites

An interactive website is one that provides downloads, prints order forms, or uses a
credit card for online sales. Interactive websites may also include sites that merely provide
information, e-mail communication, or describe the goods or services offered for sale.
Interactive websites are sites where "a user can exchange information with the host computer,"
and then "the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of interactivity and
commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the Web site." Zippo
Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., 952 F.Supp. 1119 (W.D.Pa.1997) at 1124. An
increase in the level of interactivity on the website and an increase in the commercial nature of
the exchange of information makes it more reasonable to conclude that the website is directing
its activities purposefully at the forum state and should have reasonably foreseen being haled into
court in its consumer's jurisdiction for violating that state's laws, including its seller of travel
Registration statutes.

A passive website, on the other hand, does not require effort from the viewer, nor an
exchange of information, nor interaction with the viewer, and therefore usually does not violate a
state's laws, except where the nature of the material itself may be illegal in that foreign state.
According to Zippo, 952 F.Supp. at 1124., "[a] passive Web site that does little more than make
information available to those who are interested in it is not grounds for the exercise of personal
jurisdiction."

0

Passive Websites and Links

Use of business partnership links on sites like the www.Travelogia.com website along
with links to websites and other sellers of travel may be considered passive sites. The other
Sellers of Travel links are not interactive, as there is no exchange of information, and they do
little more than make information available to those who are interested. A company like
Travelogia.com is not required to register as a seller of travel for using a passive link but may be
required to register in some states for assisting in the sale of travel for a fee, or for simply
allowing use of its website and is thus perceived as advertising travel or indirectly offering travel
services.
The Solicitation-Plus Doctrine holds that any active solicitation combined with contract
formation, will give the court personal jurisdiction. The Effect Plus Doctrine is an updated
version of the Solicitation Plus Doctrine, which expands jurisdiction to an effect that can be felt
in any jurisdiction the company has targeted. The effect is beyond mere advertising in a foreign
· - · - -· -- jurisdiction~ · The activity need onJy-be1argeted to thejurisdtction·in a manner that has the··effe·ct- of availment to that state. Targeting a particular state is purposefully availing the company to
that state, making jurisdiction reasonable, if the website has violated that state's laws. This is a
three part test. (1) Non-resident availment which must be something more than advertisement

0
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alone; (2) the claim must be related to activity; and (3) in a manner making jurisdiction
reasonable. The defendant has the burden of proving that the claim was not reasonable.

The seller of travel statutes as applied to websites are similar to these established website
doctrines. The seller of travel statutes almost always state at a minimum that if a company, or its
website, offers to sell, to assist in selling, or seeks to make contracts for the sale of travel
services, it is acting as a seller of travel in that state. These descriptions are set in terms
analogous to the interactive website descriptions of providing downloads, printing order forms,
and taking credit card information to put the consumer in a binding contract for the sale of travel.
At the other extreme, some of the state statutes hold that mere advertising for the sale of
travel services in a passive website manner is enough to require the company to register as a
seller of travel. Passive websites would be considered as advertising under these types of
statutes.
Under the laws of many USA states, if the seller of travel was doing business with
residents of that state, through interactive website services, or by advertising through passive
website services, and it failed to register with that state's seller of travel regulatory agency, it will
likely be found to have violated the state's seller of travel statutes.

Interactive Websites That Are Embedded Websites

0

Embedded website programs and search engines, such as Qixo and Quixo, make the site
an interactive website. The program provided by an embedded websites or search engine is one
where "a user can exchange information with the host computer" and thereby "the exercise of
jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of interactivity and commercial nature of the
exchange of information that occurs on the Web site," (Zippo, 952 F.Supp. at 1124). The
embedded website is therefore an Interactive site, as there is a great deal of interactivity when the
traveler chooses an itinerary and provides financial information to make the online purchase.
Companies like Travelogia.com and Amazon. com are required to register as a seller of travel for
using embedded websites and search engines, such as Qixo and Quixo as an interactive program.

Interactive Websites That Are Partnered Websites
This is an interactive site and seems to be a site operated solely by Travelogia.com, as
its address, and its storefront is www.Travelogia.com/exec ... Furthermore, as partnered websites
appear on the website as a being that is provided by Travelogia.com or Amazon.com, so it
appears that this type of website is establishing itself as a seller of travel. This means that
because the website sells travel for partnered websites, both in California and other seller of
travel registration states, it is a seller of travel and must comply with the seller of travel
registration requirements ofthe--appltcable·states. The partnered websites site-is -rurinteractiw---website because the traveler chooses an itinerary and provides financial information to make the
online purchase. This type of website is required to register as a seller of travel for selling travel
on its interactive website.
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With respect to internet travel websites that are working with "Independent Affiliates"
and "Banner Affiliates," such as Travelogia' s website, there is a question as to whether these
entities would be covered under the umbrella of the host's registration. Provisions do exist for
independent agents and outside contractors in several of the states. However, Travelogia' s
unique situation, potentially containing hundreds of partnered and affiliate websites, makes it a
complex issue. For example, Washington and Florida will cover these independent agents as
long as the independent agents and outside contractors do not take money in their own name or
advertise in their own name. Other minor registration requirements may apply.

0

Again, according to the active I passive distinction set forth in Zippo, supra, if the
website takes information from the traveler, it is an interactive website and would be subject to
jurisdiction in the state where it conducts business and subject to its laws, including its seller of
travel Registration laws. Interactive websites are subject to seller of travel registration
requirements for the states in which they avail themselves. Purposeful availment includes
activity conducted towards any jurisdiction whose residents conduct an interactive website
transaction.

Principal-Agency Law
Principal-agency law requires websites like Travelogia.com to register as a seller of
travel. An agent is a person authorized to sell the products or services of a supplier, known as
the "principal." In tum, the principal is one who authorizes another person as its "agent", or to
act on its behalf. Again, according to the general principles of contract law, a person contracting
with an agent who is acting with apparent authority to form a contract on behalf of the principal
binds the principal to the contract made by its agent. Agents operating on the internet and that
are forming electronic contracts, under apparent authority of their principal, likewise bind their
principal to contracts entered into while using the Internet. (See Restatement (Second) ofAgency
sec.7, 8 (1957))

0

Generally, in the USA, a travel agent is liable for injuries caused to the traveler if the
agent did not act with due diligence in investigating the safety of the service in which the
Provider of Travel is its principal. The agency relationship between the seller of travel, provider
of travel, and traveler is of particular concern for online companies that share services on the
same website. The seller of travel Registration system is designed to protect the consumer when
something goes wrong with their reservation booking or during their trip. For example, the
relationship of a travel company such as Amazon.com, operating as a website host, found to be a
seller of travel or found to be an agent of a seller of travel, because Amazon is holding itself out
as a seller of travel in a partnership with Princess Cruises, and because Amazon.com is providing
services as a website host for Expedia, could potentially make Amazon.com liable in all
jurisdictions where travelers are domiciled or where they purchase their tickets.
--------·--------- -·
A computer pro·gram like-Expedia; acting-as-an online agent, binds the contracting party------- and its principal, the seller of travel, to a contract. Even an agent of an agent, for example,
Amazon.com acting as an agent for Expedia, would likewise be liabJe to the injured traveler if
Amazon.com sold travel services without acting with due diligence to investigate the services
and company stability of its principal, Expedia.
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Likewise if Amazon.com, acting as an online referral system, is also found to be acting
as an online agent of Expedia to get travelers to purchase services from Expedia, and ultimately
from the provider of travel, then Amazon.com is liable as a seller of travel to that traveler.
According to this agency chain, it is foreseeable that liability can be traced back from the
provider of travel, to the ftrst agent, .Expedia, to the agency which was the initial point of contact
for the sale, Amazon. com. As Amazon. com could be held liable as an agent for a seller of travel,
then Amazon.com would be considered a seller of travel according to many of the laws of the
individual USA states.
As a general matter of Agency Law, a seller of travel on the internet could be found to
be in violation of various seller of travel statutes for advertising and selling travel services in
these jurisdictions. The agency relationship between the seller of travel, provider of travel, and
traveler is of particular concern for online travel websites. Travelogia.com owns the website
www.Travelogia.com and is in control of the activities that take place on its website including
the activities ofbeing a seller of travel on its site.
The various Seller of Travel Registration Programs are consumer oriented and are
designed specifically to protect consumers when something goes wrong with their reservation
booking or during their trip. Those that offer travel services or in some states just advertise
travel services are required to register with that state's seller of travel registration program and
create a fund to protect traveling consumers. Travelogia.com is either directly selling travel
services, aiding in the sale of travel services, or at a minimum advertising for the sale of travel
services and is therefore c~nsidered a seller of travel or an agent of a seller of travel under all
Seller of Travel Registration Statutes.
Since liability to consumers is mitigated by registering with the seller of travel programs
in various states, and is required by law for all Sellers of Travel in various states, an online seller
of travel must ensure that all who sell travel on its websites, e.g., partnered websites, embedded
websites, or other seller of travel links, are in compliance with each state's seller of travel
regulations because liability could be imputed back to the host.

Embedded Websites
Travelogia.com and Amazon.com are holding themselves out as a place where
consumers can go to purchase travel services. Travelogia.com and Amazon.com are acting like
travel agents, as they are arranging or assisting in the arranging of contracts for the sale of travel
services. A computer program, like Qixo and Quixo or Expedia, or other embedded search
engines, has their host act as an online agent, and binds the contracting party, the traveler, and its
principal, the seller of travel, to a contract.
·-------------------An agent of an agent, that is; 'fraveloghr:com-ur-Amazon·:com acting as an agent for ·- ----- ·- -embedded websites, would likewise be liable to the injured traveler if they, while acting as hosts,
sold travel services without acting with due diligence to investigate the services and company
stability of its principal embedded websites. Embedded websites, such as Qixo and Quixo and
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Expedia or its owners, Travelogia.com and Amazon.com, should be registered as a seller of
travel to comply with the law.
Likewise, if Travelogia.com is acting as an online referral system, the website may also
be found to be acting as an online agent of embedded websites to get travelers to purchase
services from the embedded websites, and ultimately from the Provider of Travel, then
Travelogia.com is liable as a seller of travel to that traveler. According to this agency chain, it is
foreseeable that liability can be traced back from the Provider of Travel, to the first agent,
embedded websites such as Qixo and Quixo, to the agency which was the initial point of contact
for the sale, Travelogia.com. As Travelogia.com could be held liable as an agent for a seller of
travel, then Travelogia.com would be considered a seller of travel according to many of the laws
of the individual USA states.

0

State Seller of Travel Statues
State Seller of Travel statutes directly apply to many companies such as Orbitz.com,
Amazon.com, and Travelogia.com. In the individual states, regulations have been enacted to
protect each state's citizens against consumer fraud for travel transactions. The earliest seller of
travel registration statute was drafted in 1977 and since then nearly 40 states have adopted some
form of seller of travel law statute.
These laws have been implemented differently in each state. Again there is the creation
of the law in the legislature, and the Attorney General's or Tourism Administrative Agencies'
desire to enforce the law, along with the court's ruling on how to apply the law in a particular
case. As the internet purchase area is quite new, and frequently misunderstood by many people,
it is also frequently misunderstood by the state's legislatures when enacting their individual
seller of travel legislation. Then the desire to enforce the law, and which part of the law is
sought to be enforced is decided by the Attorney General Office or Tourism Administrative
Agencies' in each state. The state's laws can change and do change quite frequently. These
seller of travel Statutes change in the manner the legislature has written them and change in the
manner that the state Attorney General Offices or Tourism Administrative Agencies' has chosen
to enforce them.

0

The definition of a seller of travel is similar in all states. Although the internet was in its
initial stages of development when most of the state legislatures wrote their laws, the legislators
had in mind distinctions similar to the interactive website and passive website distinctions. One
example is California's seller of travel definition (See California Business and Professions Code
§ 17550.1). In California, seller of travel means "a person who sells, provides, furnishes,
contracts for, arranges, or advertises that he or she can or may arrange, or has arranged,
wholesale or retail air or sea transportation either separately or in conjunction with other travel
services". The other states also have interpreted seller of travel quite broadly to include agents,
- - -- -tour-operators and brokers.
-··----~---------- --- -~-~-~--~-- --When most of the state legislatures wrote their laws, they had in mind distinctions similar
to the interactive website and passive website distinctions discussed below. As such these states
generally require seller of travel registration.
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Case Law Governing Internet Sales

Case law and statutes are developing to define Internet activity and jurisdiction and to
regulate _the content of the Internet between states. This is .a difficult task as the Internet
seamlessly crosses the borders of all states and the law regarding the Internet is only now being
developed. The following cases are examples of recent decisions that deal with Internet sales
and the different types of websites.

United States of America Court Decisions
Courts have found that there are three types of websites: (1) business conducting
websites; (2) interactive websites; (3) and passive websites. Based on these types of websites,
the courts have developed a theory of jurisdiction for online purchases: the Effect Plus Doctrine,
which developed from the Solicitation Plus Doctrine and the Cybersell Test.

Solicitation Plus Doctrine
Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.,_952 F.Supp. 1119 (W.D.Pa.1997).
Here, the court developed a sliding scale formula to determine the nature and quality of the
Internet activity along a continuum of three types of Internet cases: conducting business on the
Internet; interactive websites; passive websites.

Conducting business on the Internet

Businesses or persons who clearly conduct business over the Internet and have repeated
contacts with the forum state may make the exercise of personal jurisdiction in that forum state
reasonable. "If the defendant enters into contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that
involve the knowing and repeated transmission of computer files over the Internet, personal
jurisdiction is proper." (See Zippo, 952 F.Supp. at 1124)
Alitalia-Linee Aeree Italiane S.p.A. v. Casinoalitalia.Com, 128 F.Supp.2d 340,
E.D.Va.,2001 Alitalia-Linee Aeree Italiane S.p.A. ("Alitalia") is Italy's national airline and is in
the business of providing air cargo service and passenger transportation between Italy and the
United States, among other foreign countries. Alitalia is the owner of a United States Trademark
Registration issued on March 21, 1995, for the mark 'Alitalia.' Alitalia's founders coined the
term 'Alitalia,' which has been used by the airline since 1957, by combining the words 'Ali,'
which in lt'!lian_mj!ans 'wings,'_ and - ~ d'Italia,' which means 'Itali~~ ; the _terrn.~'Alitali~:· _
therefore, literally means 'Italian wings'. Alitalia maintains a website for its airline business at
www.alitalia.it.

Casinoalitalia.com, an online casino gambling website whose activity is inherently
interactive, has been used by Virginia residents and non-residents alike. Casinoalitalia.com
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maintained its website from its office located in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. Its
website was alleged to have an infringing domain name which gave rise to sufficient minimum
contacts with Virginia to support exercise of personal jurisdiction by federal court sitting in
Virginia. In personam jurisdiction is an action taken against a person which involves her
personal rights and is based on jurisdiction over her (in person) instead of seeking a judgment
against her property which is known as in rem jurisdiction.
The Virginia court had in personam jurisdiction over the web site owner as Virginia's
long-arm statute reached any non-resident Internet domain owners who had minimum contacts
with Virginia. The use of the allegedly infringing name on foreign servers was a commission of
a tortuous act outside Virginia, which was likely to cause consumer confusion, and hence injure
Alitalia, and the mark owner's business and reputation, inside Virginia.
Virginia residents had visited, joined, and played games on the casinoalitalia.com website.
As stated here:

courts generally have exercised jurisdiction in cases ... where the
defendant 'conducted business' over the Internet by engaging in
repeated or ongoing business transactions with forum residents or
by entering into a contract with plaintiff through the Internet. This
website is not merely a passive website, placed into the stream of
Internet commerce and not purposefully directed at Virginia or its
residents, but rather is a website that interacts with Virginia
consumers to such degree as to put the company on notice that it is
purposefully directing its activities at Virginia and its residents. Of
the 750 members of the online gambling website, five have
provided billing addresses in Virginia. Defendants' contacts with
these residents are sufficient to put [Casinoalitalia.com] on notice
that it is purposefully directing its activities at Virginia, and that it
should therefore foresee being hailed into court in this forum.

0

Interactive Websites
Interactive Websites are sites where "a user can exchange information with the host
computer," and there, "the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of
interacti vity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the Web site."
Zippo, 952 F.Supp. at 1124. An increase in the level of interactivity on the website and an
increase in the commercial nature of the exchange of information makes it more reasonable to
conclude that the website is directing its activities purposefully at the forum state and should
have reasonably foreseen being hailed into court in its consumer's jurisdiction.
. -- - - - - - - - -

·- - - - - - - - - - -

0

Virginia Statute and California Residents
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The Virginia statute, (See Va.Code 1950, § 8.01-328.1(A)(4)), mandates that a phone call
is enough to create minimum contacts. While operating a website in California, a couple went to
jail in Virginia because their website service in California required them to telephone Virginia;
however, this site was subsequently deemed to be passive and Virginia's long arm statute was
limited by a closer examination of the site under the Zippo activity continuum. A long arm
statute is a statute enabling a court to have jurisdiction over a defendant who is not a resident of
that jurisdiction but has had contacts with the jurisdiction. Although most state long-arm statutes
extend this jurisdiction to its constitutional limits, The Virginia Statute holds that
"Using a computer or computer network located in the Commonwealth shall constitute an act in
the Commonwealth." (See VAST§ 8.01-328.1 (B))
PSINet, Inc. v. Chapman, 108 F.Supp.2d 611 W.D.Va.,2000. This California company's
website was visited by a minor in Virginia which thereby initially subjected the owners of the
website to Virginia law. (See PSINet, Inc. v. Chapman, 108 F.Supp.2d 611 W.D.Va.,2000.)
Because there is currently no way to limit access to online
materials by geographic location, the California website owner
would have to alter his commercial materials in all states in order
to comply with the rigors ofthe Virginia statute. Thus, §I8.2-391
constitutes an undue burden on interstate commerce because it
attempts to regulate commercial conduct wholly outside of
Virginia's borders. Furthermore, §18.2-391 potentially subjects
citizens to inconsistent state regulations, thereby also placing an
undue burden on interstate commerce. This potential hazard of
inconsistent Internet regulation by individual states begs Congress
to declare this area as one of the few that, based on the need for
national uniformity, are reserved for regulation by a single
authority.
(See American Libraries, 969 F.Supp. at 169; and Southern Pac.
Co. v. State ofAriz. ex rel. Sullivan, 325 USA 761, 65 S.Ct. 1515,
89 L.Ed. 1915 (1945) where a striking Arizona state law restricting
train length was held to be an undue impediment to interstate
commerce. New Mexico has a similar statute as described in
Johnson, 194 F.3d at 1160-61. )

Passive Websites

The least likely kind of website to have minimum contacts are ones who have done
nothing more than post information or advertising on a website that is viewed by users in the
- -----f.orum jurisdiction. According to Zippo- "[-a~ -passive--Web -site that does little more than make
information available to those who are interested in it is not grounds for the exercise of personal
jurisdiction." (See Zippo, 952 F.Supp. at 1124.)
Voyeur Dorm, L.C. v. City of Tampa, Fla. 265 F.3d 1232, C.A.ll (Fla.), 2001. Voyeurdorm, an Internet video show from which images were transmitted to Internet for sale as
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subscription-based web site shows the activities of six college girls in their house in Florida.
This action was filed in Florida arguing that this was an adult activity and that the house of these
six girls was zoned for residential use only and not zoned for adult entertainment. The court held
that using the Internet merely to view activity does not result in the physical presence of the
viewer, and therefore the viewer is not having those activities in the house. Furthermore, the
court held that, even if some of the transmitted images contained nudity the house was not an
"adult entertainment establishment" within meaning of city zoning ordinance, "as there was no
public offering of adult entertainment where consumers of such transmissions did not come to
the premises to view the alleged adult entertainment." The site was passive.

0

In Millennium Enters., Inc. v. Millennium Music a retail music seller in Oregon brought
an action against a retail music seller in South Carolina for trademark infringement and unfair
competition. Millennium Music moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. The district
court dismissed the action and held that: "(1) defendant was not subject to general or personal
jurisdiction based on sales of one compact disc to Oregon resident and purchases from supplier
in Oregon, and (2) maintenance of Internet Web site did not subject defendant to personal
jurisdiction in Oregon." (See Millennium Enters., Inc. v. Millennium Music, LP, 33 F.Supp.2d
907,916 (D.Or.1999))
Another example of a passive website is Mink v. AAAA Dev. LLC in which the court
denied jurisdiction as the site was deemed merely a passive website. Also, for an example of
what looks to be a passive website but it does something more see Maritz, 947 F.Supp. 1333 as
the court held jurisdiction because the website "consciously decided to transmit advertising
information to all Internet users, knowing that such information will be transmitted globally."
(See Minkv. AAAA Dev. LLC, 190 F.3d 333,336-37 (5th Cir.1999))

0

Cybersell and the Effect Plus Doctrine

The Effect Plus Doctrine is an updated version of the Solicitation Plus Doctrine, which
expands jurisdiction to an effect that can be felt in any jurisdiction the company has targeted.
The effect is beyond mere advertising in a foreign jurisdiction. The activity need only be
targeted to the jurisdiction in a manner that has the effect of availment to that state. Targeting a
particular Jurisdiction is purposefully availing the company to that state, making jurisdiction
reasonable.
This is a three part test. (1) Non-resident availment which must be something more than
advertisement alone; (2) the claim must be related to activity; (3) in a manner making
jurisdiction reasonable. The defendant has the burden of proving that the claim was not
reasonable. Cybersell, Inc. v. Cybersell, Inc. is a case that demonstrates the Effect Plus Doctrine.
- - -'fbis· was a service mark dispure- invulvmg----the-·mark- "Cybersell. An Arizona corporation,- - Cybersell, Inc. (Cybersell AZ), had applied for and obtained a registered service mark for the
name Cybersell. Meanwhile a Florida corporation, Cybersell, Inc. (Cybersell FL), created a
website with the domain name cybsell.com. At the top of the Cybersell FL website was a banner
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which read "Cybersell" and, "Welcome to Cybersell!" (See Cybersell, Inc. v. Cybersell, Inc. 130
F.3d 414 C.A.9 (Ariz.),1997).
Cybersell AZ filed a claim in Arizona alleging that Cybersell FL infringed its registered
service mark. The court held that the only contacts Cybersell FL had with Arizona was
maintaining a webpage and therefore the Arizona court did not have personal jurisdiction over
Cybersell FL.
The Cybersell court concluded that "no court had ever held that an Internet advertisement
alone is sufficient to subject a party to jurisdiction in another state." An effect that could be felt
in the jurisdiction required "something more" to exercise personal jurisdiction to "indicate that
the defendant purposefully (albeit electronically) directed his activity in a substantial way to the
forum state." Cybersell FL did not do something more and its advertising without the use of an
interactive exchange did not have the effect of availing itself to the foreign jurisdiction of
Arizona.

Application ofthe Cyberse/1 Test To Seller of Travel Websites
Hotwire is a passive website I link

Until recently (at least as of 7/21/2003), www.amazon.com, used Expedia's program on
its Travel website along with links to Hotwire, and Princess Cruises. The Hotwire links are not
interactive, as there is no exchange of information, and they do little more than make information
available to those who are interested. Amazon.com is not required to register as a seller oftravel
for using Hotwire as a link.

Expedia.com is an interactive website

But the program provided by Expedia, is one where "a user can exchange information
with the host computer," and there, "the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the
level of interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on the
Web site," (See Zippo, 952 F.Supp. at 1124). The embedded Expedia website is therefore an
Interactive site, as there is a great deal of interactivity as the traveler chooses her itinerary and
provides fmancial information to make the online purchase. Amazon.com is required to register
as a seller of travel for using Expedia as an interactive program.

PrincessCruises.com is an interactive website

This is an interactive site and seems to be a site operated solely by Amazon.com, as its
address, and-storefrontts-www.arnazon.com/exec... Furthermore, as Princes-s erutse--a:pp-ears un-·
the website as a being provided by Amazon.com's partner, under the banner, "Amazon.com
Leisure Travel by our Trusted Partner," Amazon.com is holding itself out as a seller of travel
This means because Amazon.com sells travel for Princess Cruise, in California and the other
seller of travel Registration states, it is a seller of travel and must comply with the seller of travel
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Registration requirements of the applicable states. The Princess Cruise site is an interactive site
as the traveler chooses her itinerary and provides financial information to make the online
purchase. Amazon.com is required to register as a seller of travel for selling travel on its
interactive website.

Travel Storefronts and Websites
An alternate understanding of the website is as a storefront which offers goods and
services to the consumer. For a travel website, the store is the website and the product is the
travel services. Just as a physical bookstore sells books to consumers as they walk into the store
from its storefront, an internet site can sell books to customers as they visit the website storefront.

Also in the physical store there may be a poster advertising for example an opera. The
poster only has the phone number for the customer to call to purchase tickets for the performance.
This is merely advertising and the poster is only an advertisement. With the poster in the
physical bookstore, no one is present in the store to make reservations and to make financial
transactions. The poster is passive.
In the same physical bookstore if there is a desk with a person taking reservations for
the opera, and making financial transactions for the opera, the person is engaging in interactive
exchanges. This is not merely a passive advertisement like with a poster.
Within the physical store if there were a desk owned and operated by Expedia personnel
to make fmancial transactions and engage in interactive exchanges, there would be some sort of
relationship, perhaps contractual or an agency relationship between the greater store, bookstore,
and the store within it, Expedia.
The same is true for websites like the www.amazon.com website storefront, as it is a
storefront and within that storefront, Expedia is operating a desk as a seller of travel.
Furthermore, the Princess Cruises website is a storefront where Amazon.com is openly
holding itself out as a Partner in the seller of travel business with Leisure Travel. On the website,
for Princess Cruises, Amazon.com has in effect opened a storefront to sell travel services directly
in a partnership with Leisure Cruise.
Again, according to the active I passive distinction set forth in Zill]Jo, supra, if the
website takes information from the traveler, it is an interactive website and would be subject to
jurisdiction in the state where it conducts business and subject to its laws, including its seller of
travel Registration laws. Interactive websites are subject to seller of travel Registration
requirements for the states in which they avail themselves. Purposeful availment includes any
jurisdiction from which its residents conduct an interactive website transaction.
-- ---- ----- - -- -
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IV. INTERNET SELLER OF TRAVEL - STATE LAWS WITHIN THE UNITED
STATES

The states discussed below have defmed the meaning of a seller of travel in their state's
statutes and have enacted registration programs for sellers of travel. The definition of a .seller of
travel is similar in all states. One example is California's Seller of Travel Statue's defmition
seller of travel meaning "a person who sells, provides, furnishes, contracts for, arranges, or
advertises that he or she can or may arrange, or has arranged, wholesale or retail air or sea
transportation either separately or in conjunction with other travel services. Seller of travel does
not include: (a) an air carrier, (b) an ocean carrier, (c) a hotel, motel, or similar lodging
establishment where in the course of selling, providing, furnishing, contracting for, or arranging
transient lodging accommodations and related services for its registered guests, it (1) also
arranges for transportation, and (2) does not directly or indirectly receive any money or other
valuable consideration for arranging or providing that transportation, or (d) any person or
organization certified under Part 5 (commencing with §.12140) of Division 2 of the Insurance
Code, except such a person or organization shall comply with the registration and fee provisions
of §§ 17550.20 and 17550.21 for each location at which air or sea transportation is sold either
separately or in conjunction with other travel services. (See California Business and Professions
Code §17550 et seq.)

CALIFORNIA
California Seller of Travel Law - CA BUSA & PROF § 17550

A brief review of California seller of travel law offers an excellent example of how
broadly attorney generals of other states may interpret their codes. California Sellers of Travel
(CST) law applies to all "Sellers of Travel" who are either located within the state of California
or sell travel services into the state of California. The statute was enacted in 1995 and is
presently applicable until 2006.
Many travel agents, promotional companies, and businesses are surprised to learn that
even though they are not located in California, or sell travel, they are required to register with the
California seller of travel Program if they have advertised, offered to sell or have sold certain
types of travel and/or travel related services with air or sea components to a California consumer
since 1995. California Sellers of Travel (CST) law applies to all "Sellers of Travel" who are
either located within the state of California or sell travel services into the state of California.
Although California has a restrictive definition which applies to air or sea travel or travel related
services in conjunction with air or sea travel, the attorney general has interpreted advertising to
include any internet websites that offer travel services or offer to assist in travel services.
1J~flnitions

"Seller of travel" as defined by the Business and Professions Code, means a person who
sells, provides, furnishes, contracts for, arranges, or advertises that he or she can or may arrange,
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or has arranged, wholesale or retail air or sea transportation either separately or in conjunction
with other travel services. (See CA BUSA & PROF § 17550.1)
Seller of travel does not include airlines nor cruise lines. It also does not include hotels,
motels, or similar lodging establishments which engage in the selling, providing, furnishing,
contracting for, or arranging transient lodging accommodations and related services for its
registered guests who are residents of California even if the hotel also arranges for transportation
but does not directly or indirectly receive any money or other valuable consideration for
arranging or providing that transportation. Seller of travel also does not include any person or
organization certified under Part of Division 2 of the Insurance Code.

0

''Advertise" means to make any representation in the solicitation of air or sea
transportation, and includes communication with other members of the same partnership,
corporation, joint venture, association, organization, group, or other entity. (See CA BUSA &
PROF § 177550.2)
''Travel Services" includes an extensive list of travel services however denominated
including, but not limited to, travel certificates, registration fees, and processing fees. (See CA
BUSA & PROF § 17550.9)
Requirements

Display of SOT Registration Number
A registration number in the form of "CST#OOOO" is issued to the seller of travel, after it
establishes the trust account This number is required to be posted in a conspicuous location at
the business site, as well as in all advertising and promotional materials including billboard
advertisements, internet websites, and email advertisements within and outside of California.
'CST' must NOT be spelled out as 'California seller of travel.' If 'California seller of
travel' is written out it must be accompanied by a prominently displayed disclaimer stating that
"registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of California."

Coupons and Certificates Distributors
Coupons and certificates also require special handling in California. Travel certificate
and coupon distributors may be considered sellers of travel if they advertise or distribute in
California.

"Coupon" includes certificates, cards, package labels, wrappers, can covers, bottle caps
or other and similar devices, which entitle the person holding or delivering or surrendering them
f~!" . or redeemed in_gQods war~s, me!"chandise, or servi_c~s Qf ~y_kind
free of charge or for less than the retail price of such goods, wares, merchandise, or services.
The name and address by street and number of the principal place of business of the association
must also be specified in or upon the coupon. (See CA BUSA & PROF §1770l(b))

!Q h~1.ve them exchanged
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It is unlawful for any person to advertise a price that requires the buyer to send in a

0

coupon to the manufacturer for a cash rebate, unless the price actually paid to the person selling
the item is clearly and conspicuously advertised along with the final price with the coupon. See
CA BUSA & PROF §17701.5
-

.

This is a broad statute that applies to anyone selling and offering to sell travel to residents
of California. As an online travel services company often receives processing and other fees
from the Sellers of Travel posted on its website making it a company that accepts consideration
denominated in the form of travel certificates, registration fees, and processing fees. As this is a
company that offers to sell air or sea transportation to residents of California, through its
partnered websites, search engines, and embedded websites services, it must register to comply
with this statute.
A company like Travelogia.com or Amazon. com is considered a seller of travel as it is a
company that sells, provides, furnishes, contracts for, arranges, or advertises that he or she can or
may arrange, or has arranged, wholesale or retail air or sea transportation either separately or in
conjunction with other travel services through partnered websites, embedded websites, search
engines, and is an advertiser through its other passive seller of travel links.

Online Disclosures

0

California's disclosure requirements are particularly important for an online seller of
travel with respect to use on any and all advertising material, includes email communications.
An online seller of travel arguably is an advertiser under the statute as it makes representation in
the solicitation of air or sea transportation, through its services partnered websites, embedded
web sites, and is an advertiser through its passive seller of travel links.
A registration number in the form of "CST#OOOO" is issued to the seller of travel. This
number is required to be posted in a conspicuous location at the business site, as well as in all
advertising and promotional materials in and outside of California. This includes billboard
advertisements and Internet websites.
This is a broad law that applies to anyone selling and offering to sell travel to residents of
California. Of the other states with similar seller of travel laws, Florida and Ohio have the
strictest statutes. California, a progressive state, has a number of useful Internet sites for its laws
and legislation.
For
more
information
on
California's
seller
of travel
law
see
www.gocalif.ca.gov/agents/seller.html And for the legislative history which leads to the
enactment ofthe travel law in California see www.leginfo.ca.gov/bilinfo.html Committee Report
for 1999 California- Senate--Bill--Ne-;- 1-6()6 (Speier), 1999-00 Regular Sessien. The- Offie-ial-·Outside Sales Travel Agent Manual, 4th ed., Fee and Anolik, 1999, also has a great deal of
practical information on CST and travel law as it applies to travel agents.
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NEVADA
Title 52 Trade Regulations and Practices
Chapter 598 Deceptive Trade Practices Sellers of Travel NRS § 598

0

Nevada defmes "seller of traver' as a person who directly or indirectly offers for sale any
kind of transportation, travel certificates, or a combination of both, to people for some kind of a
valuable fee, commission or other valuable consideration. (See NRS § 598.335)

"Travel services" includes: short-term leases of passenger cars; lodging; transfers;
sightseeing tours; any other services that are related to any method of transportation. (See NRS§
598.345)
FLORIDA
Title 33. Regulation of Trade, Commerce, Investments, and Solicitations,
Chapter 559, Regulation of Trade, Commerce, and Investments, Generally
Part XI. Sellers of Travel Fla. Stat. § 559
Faced with increasing amounts of consumer fraud, Florida has established one of the
country's most stringent seller of travel Statutes and Registration Programs. First, Florida offers
a broad based definition of the types of travel related services which fall within the purview of
the law. Travel related services runs the gamut of: car rentals; lodging; transfers; sightseeing
tours to all other services related to any medium of transportation; and accommodations for
which a purchaser receives a contract or pays a fee. Second, it also heavily regulates travels
certificates, and requires extensive disclosure documents for these particular travel-related
activities. Florida is concerned with the flow of money, from the consumer to, all of the travel
agents, to the provider of travel. Under the statute, any company which offers for sale, directly
or indirectly, prearranged travel services for a fee, commission or other valuable consideration
from the purchaser must register as a seller of travel.

0

•

Online websites are a seller of travel as it offers through its website to sale
directly or indirectly for prearranged travel services for a fee or commission,
through its ·associations with partnered websites, search engines, embedded
websites and other travel links.

•

A website that makes "offers for sale" by direct or indirect representation, claims
or statements, by its website to arrange for, provide, or acquire travel reservations
or accommodations and tickets for a seller of travel who is located in Florida or
offers to sell-to··persons-in-Flcrida;-through-its partnered websites, search-engines; - -- - ----embedded websites and other travel links must comply with Florida law.

•

Online travel companies engage in "prearranged travel, tourist-related services, or
tour-guide services" for which a purchaser receives a contract or pays a fee
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through its partnered websites, search engines, embedded websites, and perhaps
through its passive seller of travel links.

0
•

However, an online travel company may be able to obtain an exemption if it is
considered to be an independent contractor offering travel services through its
website.

"Seller of travel" is defined as residents and non-residents who offer for sale, directly or
indirectly, prearranged travel services for a fee, commission or other valuable consideration from
the purchaser. Seller of travel is any person, firm, corporation, or business entity who directly or
indirectly offers for sale, at wholesale or retail, travel services and includes any business entity
offering membership in a travel club or travel services for an advanced fee or payment, even if
no travel contracts or certificates or vacation or tour packages are sold by the business entity.
(See Fla. Stat. § 559.927)
"Offer for sale" is defined as direct or indirect representation, claim or statement, by any
means or method, (emphasis added) to arrange for, provide, or acquire travel reservations or
accommodations, tickets for travel by air, rail, ship, or other means of transportation or hotel and
motel accommodations or sightseeing tours by a seller of travel who is located in Florida or
offers to sell to persons in Florida. (See Fla. Stat. § 559.927)

0

"Prearranged travel, tourist-related services, or tour-guide services" include: car
rentals; lodging; transfers; sightseeing tours; all other services related to any medium of
transportation; and accommodations for which a purchaser receives a contract or pays a fee. (See
Fla. Stat. § 559.927)

"Independent Agents" register under different registration forms, and must indicate that
they are affiliated with a Florida registered seller of travel. Outside agents need not pay the
registration fees nor register and obtain a bond as they are acting on behalf of their affiliated
Florida registered seller of travel. While Florida does not require independent contractors who
operate on behalf of a registered seller of travel to register and comply with the bonding
requirements, they are required to submit an affidavit, (no fee necessary) to the Department of
Agriculture. To be exempt from the full force of the Florida seller of travel law, these
independent agents should not advertise directly under their own company name and/or accept
money from the consumer payable to the independent contractor. (See Fla. Stat.§ 559.927)
HAWAII

Division 2. Business Title 25. Professions and Occupations
Chapter 468L Travel Agencies Part I. General Provisions HRS
-- --- --··-- --·-- -

Under Hawaii's statute, an online travel agency is an intermediary between the traveler
and the provider of travel making it a Travel Agent and therefore is required to register as a seller
of travel in Hawaii.
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The statute requires any intermediary between a person seeking to purchase travel
services and a person seeking to sell travel services to register. (See HRS § 468L-1)

"Travel Agency" means any person who for compensation or other consideration, acts or
attempts to act as an intermediary between a person seeking to purchase travel services and any
person seeking to sell travel services. (See HRS § 468L-1 J
"Travel Services" includes transportation by air, sea, or rail; related ground
transportation; hotel accommodations; or package tours, whether offered on a wholesale or retail
basis. (See HRS § 468L-1)
"Advertisement' includes but is not limited to, any oral, written, graphic, or pictorial
statement or representation, including those made through any electronic or print medium. (See
HRS § 468L-1)
No travel agency shall engage in selling or advertising to sell travel or charter tour
services without first registering or renewing a registration with this Hawaii seller of travel
program. (See HRS § 4681-1-7.5)

IOWA
Title I. State sovereignty and management
Subtitle 4 Executive Branch
Chapter 9D. Travel Agencies and Agents
Iowa Code§ 9D

"Solicitation" means contact by a travel agency or travel agent of a customer for the
purpose of selling or offering to sell travel services. (See Iowa Code. § 90.1)
"Travel Agency" means a person who represents, directly or indirectly, that the person is
offering or undertaking by any means or method, to provide travel services for a fee, commission,
or other valuable consideration, direct or indirect. (See Iowa Code. § 9D.l)
"Travel agent" means a person employed by a travel agency whose principal duties
include consulting with and advising persons concerning travel arrangements or accommodations.
(See Iowa Code.§ 9D.l)

"Travel services" means arranging or booking vacation or travel packages, travel
reservations or accommodations, tickets for domestic or foreign travel by air, rail, ship, bus, or
other medium of transportation, or hotel or other lodging accommodations. Travel services
- -- - -rrichide travel related prizes-or-awards for which the customer must pay a fee or,-in 'coiinection _ _ _
with the prize or award, expend moneys for the direct or indirect monetary benefit of the person
making the award, in order for the customer to collect or enjoy the benefits of the prize or award.
(See Iowa Code. § 9D.l)
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"Doing business" in this state, for purposes ofthis chapter, means any of the following:
a) Offering to sell or selling travel services, if the offer is
made or received within the state.
b) Offering to arrange, or arranging, travel services for a fee
or commission, direct or indirect, if the offer is made or
received in this state.
c) Offering to, or awarding travel services as a prize or award,
if the offer or award is made in or received in this state.
(See Iowa Code. § 9D.2)

A travel services website is a Travel Agency as it directly or indirectly offers or
undertakes by means of its website, to provide travel services for a fee, commission, or other
valuable consideration, direct or indirect. Travel services are provided by an online website if it
engages in arranging or booking vacation or travel packages, travel reservations or
accommodations, and tickets for travel through its website.
An online travel agency is "doing business" in Iowa if through its website it is offering to
sell or selling travel services, by making offers that are received within Iowa; and offering to
arrange, or arranging, travel services for a fee or commission, direct or indirect, that are received
within Iowa.

0

WASIDNGTON
Title 19. Business regulations- Miscellaneous
Chapter 19.138. Sellers of Travel
Rev. Code Wash. (ARCW) § 19.138

"Seller of traver' means a person, finn, or corporation both inside and outside the state
of Washington, who transacts business with Washington consumers. Seller of travel includes a
travel agent and any person who is an independent contractor or outside agent for a travel agency
or other seller of travel whose principal duties include consulting with and advising persons
concerning travel arrangements or accommodations in the conduct or administration of its
business. If a seller of travel is employed by a seller of travel who is registered under this
chapter, the employed need not also be registered. (See Wash. Rev. Code Ann.§ 19.138.021)
"Travel services" includes transportation by air, sea, or ground, hotel or any lodging
accommodations, package tours, or vouchers or coupons to be redeemed for future travel or
accommodations for a fee, commission, or other valuable consideration. (See Wash. Rev. Code
Ann.§ 19.138.021-) - -- - - --- -- - ------- - -

o

"Advertisement" includes, but is not limited to, a written or graphic representation in a
card, brochure, newspaper, magazine, directory listing, or display, and oral, written, or graphic
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representations made by radio, television, or cable transmission that relates to travel services.
(See Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 19.138.021)

Q

"Transacts business with Washington consumers" means to directly offer or sell travel
services or travel related benefits to Washington consumers, including the placement of
advertising in media based in the state of Washington or that is primarily directed to Washington
residents. Advertising placed in national print or electronic media alone does not constitute
"transacting business with Washington consumers." (See Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 19.138.021)

The language in Washington's statutes is quite broad, defining a seller of travel as one
who transacts business with Washington consumers, whose duties include consulting with and
advising persons concerning travel arrangements or accommodations in the conduct or
administration of its business, and includes references to advertising as part of their defmition.
An advertisement, although not specifically stated, would also likely include internet banners and
links as provided by online travel websites such as Travelogia.com and Amazon.com.
Advertising placed in national print or electronic media alone does not constitute "transacting
business with Washington consumers; however, 'something more' such as arranging travel
services, as it appears to be done with partnered websites and search engines, and arguably with
embedded websites, would be transacting business.
In implementing the statute and its registration program, Washington's Department of
Licensing does however look carefully at the money traill"food chain" in assessing the need to
register. In certain instances, it has not required registration as long as a company never provides
the travel or receives money directly from the consumer, and posts a disclaimer on its website
that the website business does not transact business with Washington residents. Furthermore,
the Washington licensing agency's position has been that if a website provides links, passive or
active, to other providers of travel, someone along the chain must be registered. If the website is
merely working as a partner with a company, such as an embedded websites or search engine,
which is already properly registered as a seller of travel, according to Washington interpretation,
it would appear that the company would not need to register. However, Washington further takes
the position that if any claim or complaint is filed against the website, and if any of the sellers of
travel posted on its website are not properly registered, then Washington will pursue the website
company and hold them accountable.
In short, Washington is another classic example of the seller of travel morass and the

importance of Preventive Legal Care® through registering with the state.

-

- --

_

!

For more information on Internet travel purchases see:

Selling Travel Services over the Internet and its impact upon Jurisdiction: Updated. Originally
published in The International Travel Law Journal, Issue Two 1999, Judge Thomas A.
Dickerson. September 1, 2000.
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The Internet, the Solicitation Plus Doctrine and Jurisdiction over Foreign Hotels and other
Travel Suppliers by Judge Thomas A. Dickerson, 790 PLI/Comm 735.
Practicing Law Institute Commercial Law and Practice Course Handbook Series PLI Order No.
A0-002V April, 1999 Second Annual Conference on International Travel & Tourism: Law,
Management & Regulation 1999.
Legal Hazards ofthe Internet, Internet Practice Group, Thelen Reid & Priest, LLP 1998.
The GigaLaw - Guide to Internet Law, Doug Isenberg.
Travel, Technology and the Law: A Canadian Perspective, Doug Crozier, as presented at the
ARTA Washington, DC Conference, January 2003.
Responsibility Clauses and Online Technology, Rodney Gould, as presented at the ARTA
Washington, DC Conference, January 2003.
Legal Pitfalls for Web-based sales agents in the Travel industry, John Lawless, as presented at
the ARTA Washington, DC Conference, January 2003.
Internet Website Activities of Non-resident person or Corporation, American Law Reports, 81
A.L.R. 5th 41 (2000).
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V. AGGREGATION WEBSITES
Travel industry screen-scraping or "aggregation" is a service paid for by consumers to a
third party to search websites and fmd the cheapest prices for products or fares for travel services.
The process uses autom~ted code programs to act as robots to perform tasks that_people normally
do by searching to capture data from the computer system or program by the contents of some
display, interface, or website that is not actually intended for data transport or inspection by
programs. The program is said to "crawl," "snoop," "data mine," and "scrape" websites for
information and then compile data. Such robot methods are known as: screen scrapers, robots,
spiders, deep-linking, automated computer programs, and algorithms. This technique of
compiling prices and arranging them from the most to least expensive can obviously be
performed manually by a person without the use of special software; however, the program saves
the person the time required, by visiting the sites, finding the fares for particular trips and hotel
stays, compiling them into one database, and delivering these fares to the consumer in one easy
to read document formatted for price comparison at a glance. Any small company or individual
consumer can use this product merely by downloading and installing a program on their
computer or by visiting the aggregator' s website. Third party technology providers is yet
another term used to describe these online sellers of travel, aggregators, and screen-scrapers.
Screen-scraping or aggregation in the early 1980's involved simply reading the display
memory of a smart terminal through one of its auxiliary port. By the 2000's the HTML of
generated webpages were being "scanned" by programs designed to "mine out" particular types
of content. A minority of the major corporations, travel providers, and airlines have shown their
dislike of the automated service by choosing a harsh pejorative term like "scraping" to describe
the practice rather than the more friendly term aggregation. These powerful airlines, hotels, and
providers of travel are trying to take away the internet's equalizing marketing advantages utilized
by small venture companies and also take advantage of the consumer's limitation of time and
money.

0

0

Types ofWebsites
Outlined below is a brief description of different types of websites, the form of which
may have legal implications for an internet based company which has screen scraping programs
that typically "embed," "frame," "mirror" or "deep link" the provider of travel's data (i.e.
American Airlines) onto the seller of travel's (i.e. Farechaser) website.

Embedded webpages are websites that have formed a kind of principal-agent relationship.
A "principal" program is fixed or framed inside of an "agent" website. The agent, as other
agents, usually charges the principal a fee for arranging the space on the website and for finding
consumers.
Framing occurs when the host website links to the original website's content so that it
appears in a window that is embedded into the host website. The host website may or may not
give credit to the original website but the practice is frequently confusing to the consumer as to
the origin of the content provided. Scroll windows are provided around the borders of the
original website to view the content. Framing is similar to embedding.
160
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Linked webpages is the referring of a trusted website by the host website. This is why
the internet is compared to a spiderweb with many linked pages. Early in the life of the internet,
those that "surfed the net" were called webslingers. Inter here means between people and
computers. Also a net is like a web, that is, a collection of links going in all directions; not a one
dimensional chain, not an island unto itself. The idea of all the linking, embedding, framing,
mirroring, and arguably aggregating is to make the internet an information and communications
community connected like "an information superhighway."
Deep linking is a website offering a link to a page on the internet that is not the top or
index page of the website; it acts like a back door to specific content on the website. Deep
linking often upsets website owners as they prefer visitors to come to their site from their
carefully designed and well placed index page, as a kind of front door to their website.
Mirroring occurs when a website publishes the same files, format and HTML as the
original website. Popular websites put up these types of mirrors when they experience a great
deal of traffic for special events and publications, such as NASA during the Mars landings.
Legal issues arise when the mirroring site publishes these files without permission of the original
website.
Companies That Screen-Scrape Travel Services

0

Banking companies have used aggregators/screen scrapers for many years including:
Citibank, Corillian, EZ Login, PayTrust, Vertical One and Yodlee. Yahoo, Microsoft MSN
Network, and Findlaw.com provide aggregation services to a certain extent, with their
customized personal websites which allow the consumer to determine what content, weather, and
news TV programming they wish to appear on their screen upon login to their website. There are
a growing number of travel industry companies that request a service fee for use of their screenscraping technology. These include: Gethere.com, KDS, Travelogia I Quixo, and Sidestep.com.

Legal Implications of Screen Scraping
Lawsuits brought against screen scraping companies rely upon several legal theories such
as: trespass, computer fraud, and copyright infringement. However the most effective argument
to halt screen scraping is based on the contract between the consumer and the website of the
actual ultimate provider of travel, such as American Airlines as it actually transports passengers.
These theories are discussed below along with court decisions that directly address screenscraping.

Online Contracts, Copyright and Unfair Competition

0

The two main types of online contracts come in the form of browse-wrap contracts and
click-wrap contracts. These are variations on the shrink-wrap contract where the consumer
purchases a product, such as a new computer, but cannot read the contract until she reaches home
and opens the box, as the contract has been shrink-wrapped into the computer box. Shrink-wrap,
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browse-wrap, and click-wrap contracts may all be valid contracts provided they follow the other
basic rules of contract law.

Browse-wrap contracts are normally offered as a link at the bottom of the webpage titled
terms or conditions of use, website user agreement (WUA), etcetera.

0

Click-wrap contracts are more effective and require an affirmative click to accept
statement of agreement before entering or using the website.
The purpose of operating a website for business is normally to allow consumers to access
data for purchases and possibly to download data from the website for certain purposes.
Following the agency-principal legal theory, if a screen-scraper I aggregator is merely accessing
this publicly available data in its capacity as an agent for the consumer, and the data is of the
type which is specifically related to the consumer or the consumer;s account, then it seems that
the aggregator is acting as the authorized agent of the principal-consumer.
The corporate website owner, on the other hand, may argue that the consumer alone has
been permitted to directly go to the site and may not employ his agent to go to the website on
their behalf, nor to allow a computer program to act as an agent for the consumer. Furthermore,
website owning corporations argue that certain data that is scraped does not specifically relate to
the customer.

Personal Identification Numbers (PIN) which access certain privileged information for
the consumer is another related issue that has been raised in screen scraping litigation. The use
of PIN numbers in an agency relationship is often in conflict with contractual agreements
regarding privacy. Frequently, the corporation issuing the PIN has contracted with the consumer
to allow third parties to access its website, A TM machines, et cetera, on condition that for
security of both the corporation and the consumer, the PIN number may not be given out by the
consumer to any third party. The corporations even go to great lengths to secure the PIN number
within their own organization, so that the person issuing the PIN number to the consumer does
not know the number. Sharing of this number by the consumer is thereby a breach of the
agreement between the consumer and the corporation.
This issue comes into play in the travel industry when for example a consumer entering a
screen scraping website may be directed by the screen scraping program to input his frequent
flyer mileage number or airline password code, thereby violating the provider of travel privacy
contract with the consumer. One way to minimize potential litigation would be for the screen
scraping company to utilize programs which do not store the consumers pin number on the
screen scraper server's hard drive or to design the program to store the consumer's pin number
on the consumer's hard drive.

lATA, Canadian Privacy, -and-screen-s-craping Sellers of Travel
Canadian law has made efforts to protect consumer rights and PIN privacy through its
adoption of Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), and its
application of IA TA standards. Privacy is a deeply-rooted, strongly-held right of Canadian
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citizens and PIPEDA was enacted to protect consumers in their formation of internet transactions
and contracts. PIPEDA applies to both traditional brick and mortar travel companies as well as
online sellers of travel.

0

Note here that the United States is not a member of lATA, but of IATAN. The
International Airlines Travel Agents Network (IATAN) has been in existence since 1986. Its
mission is to promote professionalism, administer meaningful and impartial business standards,
and to provide cost effective products, services and educational programs that benefit the travel
industry. IATAN provides a vital link between the supplier community and the USA travel
distribution network.
USA Travel Agent antitrust litigation against IATA, forced IATA to establish IATAN for
agent regulations in the USA; however, outside of the USA, IATA is able to continue engaging
in international pricing and regulations. The Passenger Network Services Corporation (PNSC) is
the USA successor corporation to IATA. While many of its functions are similar to those
formerly performed by IATA, it is designed to operate without antitrust immunity. The
Passenger Network Service Corporation is operated by the International Air Transport
Association and administers travel agency programs within the United States on behalf of
international air carriers. The corporation does business under the trade name International
Airlines Travel Agent Network (IATAN).

0
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lATA Terms
General Sales Agents (GSA) A travel agency or Airline to whom an lATA Member
Airline or a non-lATA Airline has delegated general authority to represent it for the purpose of
sales of passenger and/or cargo air transportation in a defined territory and who is remunerated
accordingly.
Travel Industry Designator Service (TIDS) Non-lATA travel agencies assigned lATA
numeric codes for identification in industry reservation systems when selling industry products
and services.
Third party teclmology providers, also known as screen scraping companies, using a
unique lATA code to access Air Canada Agency Direct may be eligible and should register as a
Canadian seller of travel. Once registered as a Canadian seller of travel, the company can apply
for a Travel Industry Designator Service or a Specific Activity Numeric Code. The PIPEDA
standards for Legal and Privacy implications can be avoided if the third party teclmology
provider first acquires a valid TIDS or SSA number.

United States of America Court Decisions
Southwest vs. Orbitz In May 2001, Southwest sued Orbitz for posting incorrect fares and
itinerary information. Southwest claimed its information was proprietary. The suit was settled
before a judge could adjudicate.
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American Airlines vs. Farechaser (No. 167-194022-02 (67th District Court, Texas
March 8, 2003)) A Texas court granted American Airlines (AA) an injunction against
Farechaser to stop them from using a screen-scraper. Texas Law states, "A person commits an
offense if the person knowingly accesses a computer, computer network, or computer system
without the effective consent of the owner." (See Tex. Penal Code§ 33.02(a)) AA claimed that
if not stopped, Farechaser would scrape AA's site more than 220,000 times a day by the end
of 2003. Indirect scraping also argued AA interfered with its right to deal directly with and
establish a relationship with its customers. AA claimed its browse-wrap agreement was being
breached. Farechaser countered that its service encourages comparison shopping that benefits
the consumer.

0

Also see Southwest vs. Farechaser (2004 WL 690897 (N.D. Tex.))
Sample Screen-Scraping Disclaimer Contract- User Agreement
2. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The Service, the Site, and all information and/or content that you
see, hear or otherwise experience on or download from the Site,
including without limitation all design drawings and product
specifications, (collectively, the "Content'') are protected by U.S.
and international copyright, trademark and other laws, and belong
to Marvin or its affiliates, licensors, contributors or third parties.
The design drawings and product specifications are the exclusive
property of Marvin. You may use the Site, the Service and the
Content solely for your personal or internal, non-commercial use.
You may download, print and store portions of the Content that
you select, provided that you: (1) only use these copies of the
Content for your own personal, non-commercial use; (2) do not
copy or post the Content on any network computer or transmit,
distribute, publish or broadcast the Content in any media; and (3)
do not modify or alter the Content in any way, or delete or change
any copyright or trademark notice. No right, title or interest in
any Content is transferred to you, whether as a result of
downloading such Content or otherwise.
Marvin reserves
complete title and full intellectual property rights in all Content.
You may not modify, reformat, copy, reproduce, display, distribute,
repast, transmit, publish, license, sell, rent, transfer, or create
derivative works from any Content or information obtained from
the Site or the Service, except as expressly permitted by the Terms
of Use. The foregoing prohibition expressly includes, without
limitation, the--pnrcttas-af "scre-en scraping" or "database
scraping" to obtain lists of users or other information. You may
not mirror or frame the home page or any other pages of this Site
on any other Web site or Web page. You may not connect "deep
links" to the Site, i.e., create links to this site that bypass the home
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page or other parts of the Site. You are prohibited from using any
of the marks or logos appearing throughout the Site without
express written consent from the trademark owner, except as
permitted by applicable law.
(See http://www.marvin.com/default.aspx?page=terms)
Trespass To Chattel
Chattel is a tangible good, intangible right, or property interest in real estate. A trespass
to chattel is any act of direct physical interference which results in a direct forcible injury, with a
chattel possessed by another.
A series of legal decisions have found that illegally visiting a website, or even entering
their website via SP AM email, is a trespass to chattel.

United States of America Court Decisions
The Ticketmaster Corp. v. Tickets. Com. court held that there is some merit to the
trespassing claim of webcrawling, but not enough to justify an injunction. (See Ticketmaster
Corp. v. Tickets.Com, Inc., 2000 USA Dist. LEXIS 12987, *18 (C.D.Calif. Aug. 10, 2000), affd
248 F.3d 1173 (9th Cir. 2001)

0

In eBay, Inc. v. Bidder's Edge, Inc. , Bidder's Edge Web crawlers generated 80,000 to
100,000 requests for information per day and the court held this to constitute a trespass to
chattels. The court granted an injunction to halt Bidder's Edge from mining eBay's website for
the purpose of price comparison. Here the court did not require eBay to prove a harm resulted,
merely trespass was sufficient for the injunction. (See eBay, Inc. v. Bidder's Edge, Inc. , 100
F.Supp.2d 1058 (N.D. Calif. 2000))
The California Northern District court of Oyster Software v. Forms Processing
recognized that the mere use of a plaintiff's computer is enough for trespass, even if the burden
on the server computer is "negligible." (See Oyster Software v. Forms Processing, 2001 USA
Dist. LEXIS 22520, N .D. Calif. Dec. 6, 2001)
The California Supreme Court of Intel v. Hamadi held that sending mass emails, even
hundreds of thousands, is not electronic trespass to chattel unless "actual or threatened injury to
the personal property or the possessor's legally protected interest in the personal property." (See
Intel v. Hamadi)
The corporate website owner, on the other hand, may argue that the consumer alone has
been permitted to directly go to the site and may not employ his agent to go to the website on
their behalf, nor-to -ail ow -a computer program to act as the agent for the consumer. Furthermore,
the website owning corporations argue that certain data that is scraped does not specifically
relate to the customer.
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Computer Fraud and Restricted Use Statutes

The various 50 USA states have their own individualized statutes related to computer
fraud and use that are similar to the Texas statutes used by American Airlines, Tex. Penal Code§
33.02(a) in _the case described above. (However, see separate section related to Airline
Deregulation Act and federal preemption of State rights to regulate the airline industry.)

0

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) mandates that "whoever ... knowingly and
with intent to defraud, accesses a protected computer without authorization or exceeds
authorized access, and by means of such conduct furthers the intended fraud and obtains
anything of value, unless the object of the fraud and the thing obtained consists only of the use of
the computer and the value of such use is not more than $5000 in any 1-year period ... shall be
punished as provided [below]." (See 18 USAC. § 1030(a)(4))

United States of America Court Decisions
Lack of authorization need not be explicit under the CFAA; however, any warnings that
are present serve to put the scraper on notice about the reasonable use of the website. EF
Cultural Travel BV v. Zefer Corporation and v. Explorica- Student travel industry companies,
Cultural Travel BV and Zefer caused a loss to EF because they ran the program twice to collect
60,000 lines ofEF's pricing data and create 2 spreadsheets used to set Explorica's prices at 5%
lower than EF's. CFAA yielded a temporary injunction; however. the court found no copyright
infringement.

0

Damage is distinguished from loss. The EF court held that "Congress' use of the
disjunctive 'damage or loss' confirms that it anticipated recovery in cases involving other than
purely physical damage." Damage was not proven; however, loss was judged to be caused by
Zefer's actions.
Damage under the CFAA is "impairment to the integrity or availability of data, a
program, a system or information that ... causes loss aggregating at least $5,000 in value during
any one year period to one or more individuals ... " 18 USAC. § 1030(e)(8).
Loss includes lost business, loss of goodwill, and the cost of diagnostic and remedial
measures taken by a company, such as EF, to protect its online property rights. The EF court
found that EF "unquestionably suffered a detriment and a disadvantage."

Copyright and Freedom o(lnformation

Here are crossroads of many different legal concepts. File sharing and travel website
screen-scraping programs use computer databases and search engines to provide data to paying
consumers. When websites are searched, the fares are analyzed and organized, and all public
information is then put into a database for the consumer.
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While historically USA courts have ruled against copyright protection for databases such
as telephone books in cases like Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone and International News
Service v. Associated Press recent screen-scraping lawsuits are overturning this tradition.
Copyrights protect original "works of authorship i.e. literary works, .musical works,
dramatic works". A copyright may protect the original selection and arrangement of facts, but
does not extend to the facts themselves, and the mere use of the information contained in a
directory without substantial copying of the format does not constitute infringement. Copyright
protection requires originality in the material in order to be protected, which goes beyond a mere
list of facts, or a mere list of fares. Almost all of the provider of travel websites which are
searched by screen-scraping programs have a copyright mark on them. The scanning of their
copyrighted material for the purposes of fmding the lowest fare appears not to violate the
copyright laws. However. the copying of the fares into the screen-scraper's server and then
republishing those fares on their website is a copyright infringement.

0

With regards to computer databases, USA law provides very little protection for
computer databases. The relevance for search engines is clear. When websites are searched, the
fares are analyzed and organized, all public information is then put into a database for the
consumer. These databases are very similar to telephone directories, which are lists of phone
numbers generally only divided into two categories: business and residential. There is no
protection for this raw data. The logos, maps, and any special categorizations, however, may
have some protection, like for example, the Chinese restaurants that have a 4 star rating or better,
but even this information is frequently not protected.
Even if the airlines use a "sweat of the brow" argument, i.e. that they worked hard to
publish a website and keep their fares updated; the work done to collect and assemble the public
data does not make a valid claim for copyright protection in the USA. Facts are not
copyrightable and there is no distinction between facts and the research to obtain those facts.
European Union's Directive does offer protection for databases, but not the USA.
A related issue is the consumer's use of technology which infringes on the copyright of
the provider of travel website, leading the screen-scraping company liable to charges of
copyright infringement. This is analogous to the file sharing technology that has been the subject
of litigation. This issue is currently being argued in Southwest vs. Farechaser.
Content providers include the creators of website information, and in the entertainment
industry, the companies and artists that provide content. In the travel services industry, the
content providers are those that publish sales information, fares, and rates online. Technology
providers, on the other hand, include the VCRs, CD players, DVD players, TiVo time shifting
devices, CD copying devices, file sharing services, and screen-scraping companies.

United States of America Court Decisions
In Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone the USA Supreme Court denied the copyright
protection to telephone white pages. (See Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone)
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In International News Service v. Associated Press the USA Supreme Court affirmed an
injunction prohibiting International News Service from scooping its competitor's hot breaking
news for commercial purposes. (See International News Service v. Associated Press)

0

In Harper.. & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises the court held that ''Under
ordinary circumstances, the author's right to control the first public appearance of his
undisseminated expression will outweigh a claim of fair use." Former President Gerald Ford's
biography was contracted to be published by Harper & Row and was to include a discussion of
President Richard Nixon's Watergate involvement. Harper & Row also contracted to have 7,500
words of excerpts published in Time Magazine. Subsequently, The Nation, obtained a copy of
the book's manuscript and using approximately 300 words from this manuscript, scooped Time
Magazine by publishing the excerpts first. The Supreme Court held that Nation's use of the
copyrighted material constituted infringement and that the verbatim excerpts from the
unpublished manuscript was not a fair use. (See Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation
Enterprises, 471 USA 539 (1985))
However, airfares and hotel rates are not the same as hot news. They are more like a
telephone directory. Travel service fees are extremely particular as they apply to a particular
person, at a particular point in time, for a specified duration of time, from and to very
individualized locations.
On the other hand, The USA Constitution 's First Amendment offers protection of public
access information and raw data. Just as producers of certain types of data are not allowed to
lock up information in monopolies, hindering scientific research and future creative endeavors,
internet companies should not be able to Balkanize their websites. In fact the internet was
founded on the principal of common people being able to exchange information and exchange
information on their websites and provide links to other websites. The is what world wide web
means. Web is a collection of linking websites.

0

Furthermore, Balkanizing website information also limits consumers' freedom of travel
rights, is anti-competitive, and anti-consumer. The right to travel is implicated by state
distinctions between residents and nonresidents, as expressed in the USA Constitution's
Privileges and Immunities Clause, Article IV, Sec. 2, cl. 1.
In Sony Betamax the Supreme Court held that Sony was not liable for copyright
infringement by selling VCRs that allowed consumers to record copyright protected television
programs. VCRs had substantial uses besides the taping of copyrighted material and that those
uses outweighed the copying function of VCRs. Even if the primary use of the technology
device infringes on copyrights, the technology providers do not have to pay royalties if their
device is "capable of substantial non-infringing uses." With VCRs the technology was delivered
to the consumer, for use by the consumer, and programmed by the consumer in a manner that
may be legal or illegal. (See SonylJeramax) ·--- -

In Napster the infringing company was using a file sharing program and a service. The
control ofthe files was in the hands of the consumer, but the program was monitored by Napster
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and could be controlled by Napster to prevent illegal infringements of copyrighted material. The
service provided distinguished Napster from Sony Betamax. (See Napster)
A company that in turn offers the program to the consumer, in a way like the VCR is
offered, so that the consumer is in control of the legal or illegal activity that occurs, without
providing any other services, would likely fall under the.protection of Sony Betamax.
In Morpheus and Grokster there were internet file sharing cases decided in 2003 that
acknowledged while users of the service may be violating copyright laws, the technology
providers are not infringing. (See Morpheus and Grokster)
In Aimster in late 2003 it held that if the product or service is overwhelmingly used for
the purpose of copyright infringement, that product can be banned. (See Aimster)

Public Domain and Privacv Rights
Some groups argue that a person walking down the street has placed himself in the public
view, and those that place unprotected content on the internet are likewise operating in the public
vtew.
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VI. THE CASE OF ORBITZ AND ITS ANTI-TRUST ISSUES

The Case of Orbitz and Its Anti-trust Issues discusses the conclusion for the majority of
internet travel "screen-scraping" companies and the special case of Orbitz as an internet travel
"aggregator."
Airlines favor the internet over the telephone; and they favor the telephone over travel
agents. The airlines have put pressure on travel agents through the expansion of their airline
booking sites as a way of reducing costs, and by cutting commissions to travel agents. The
airlines are increasingly advertising their websites rather than their associated travel agents or
call centers.
The airlines have put pressure on travel agents through the build up of airline booking
sites, reducing costs by cutting travel agents' commissions. Finally, in 2002, Delta Airlines was
the first airline to terminate all agency commissions, and within one week of that decision, the
other five largest USA carriers followed suit. It has been argued that this decision to attack
independent travel agencies was done by the air corporations while they simultaneously launched
their own product, Orbitz. Orbitz's website is merely an aggregation site that works under the
permission of the airlines, and in fact is owned by the airlines. It is no wonder that the airlines
are so aggressive toward other "screen-scraping" companies. They are in direct competition with
the airline's own website cartel Orbitz.com, and their individual company sites.
This attack on the travel agency was spurred by the growth of the Internet and the
development of Orbitz, a travel website company owned exclusively by the major USA airlines.
Passengers may think they are getting access to hidden fares, but these are provided to them by
the owners of the airline, and the temptation or appearance of a likelihood of price fixing is great
when these powerful companies come together for the "benefit of the consumer."
Today, the airlines increasingly advertise their websites rather than their associated travel
agents or call centers. While Orbitz's alleged anti-trust practices were challenged through
Congressional hearings and the Sara Hall vs. Orbitz lawsuit (Anolik Law Corporation providing
expert counsel), both proceedings were unable to stop the Internet air travel cartel. Many factors
are here, but among them is the frequent complaint of poor industry conditions following
September 11 attacks.

Orbitz Affiliate Program Users violations of California Seller of Travel Statutes
In 2005, Orbitz launched its "Affiliate Program Users" travel agent plan. Orbitz's
program assists other travel agents that are not registered with the California Seller of Travel
program in selling travel services to California consumers, in violation of the California Seller of
Travel Laws.
To understand the travel agency battle in the ongoing war with Orbitz review the below
Association of Retail Travel Agents (ART A) letter (by ARTA Vice Chairman Sally Watkins,
CTC, co-drafted by Phil Cameron, Alexander Anolik, and John Hawks) as released to the travel
trade press in 2005:
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Today, the Association of Retail Travel Agents (ARTA) released
the following statement from ARTA Vice Chairman Sally Watkins,
CTC, regarding the new 'travel agent' booking procedures offered
by Orbitz:
We're tremendously concerned that Orbitz does not plan to require
any credentials for people who may register on its site to serve as
''pseudo" travel agents in their communities.
'We acknowledge that, indeed, some legitimate home-based agents
may be glad to make a few dollars by using Orbitz's booking
services to sell products to their clients. However, in the interest
of consumer protection, we believe that Orbitz and any members of
the public who sign up as Orbitz affiliate agents should abide by
the same "seller of travel" standards that professional travel
agency owners must follow with their outside agents.
Beyond this concern, we believe that Orbitz should take positive
steps to insure that consumers who sell travel on behalf of Orbitz
understand their legal and financial liabilities when acting as
travel agents in their communities. Just as professional agents
should carry liability/errors and omissions insurance coverage,
Orbitz should inform its affiliate agents that they may be exposed
to liability when they sell travel in their local communities.
We at ARTA believe in protecting the consumer. The Orbitz
approach, while novel, is not in the best interest of the traveling
public.
Founded in 1963, ARTA is the largest nonprofit trade organization
in North America that represents travel agents exclusively. It is
headquartered in Lexington, Ky.

The legal problems with Orbitz's Affiliate Program, that soon are likely to blossom in a
lawsuit, perhaps would be initiated by the California Attorney General.

1. Registration of each location selling travel services

The frrst main issue is that Orbitz must register and pay appropriate fees for all of its ___ _
office locations, including "Orbitz Affiliate Program Users" or pseudo travel agents, with the
California Attorney General and the seller of travel enforcement bodies of other applicable states.
As such, it is likely that Orbitz is already in violation of California seller of travel registration
laws and applicable late fees would apply.
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California statute states with empltasis added:

17550.1. Seller of travel
"Seller of travel" means a person who sells, provides, furnishes,
contracts for, arranges, or advertises that he or she can or may
arrange, or has arranged, wholesale or retail air or sea
transportation either separately or in conjunction with other travel
services. Seller of travel does not include: (a) an air carrier, (b)
an ocean carrier, (c) a hotel, motel, or similar lodging
establishment where in the course of selling, providing, furnishing,
contracting for, or arranging transient lodging accommodations
and related services for its registered guests, it (1) also arranges
for transportation, and (2) does not directly or indirectly receive
any money or other valuable consideration for arranging or
providing that transportation, or (d) any person or organization
certified under Part 5 (commencing with Section 12140) of
Division 2 of the Insurance Code, except such a person or
organization shall comply with the registration and fee provisions
of Sections 17550.20 and 17550.21 for each location at which air
or sea transportation is sold either separately or in conjunction
with other travel services.
§ 17550.20. Registration
(a) Not less than 10 days prior to doing business in this state, a
seller of travel shall apply for registration with the office of the
Attorney General by filing with the Consumer Law Section the
information required by Section 17550.21 and a filing fee of one
hundred dollars ($1 00) (or each location from which the seller of
travel conducts business. A late fee offive dollars ($5) per day, up
to a maximum of jive hundred dollars ($500), shall be paid for
each day after the time specified by this section until the filing fee
and the information required by Section 17550.21 are received.
No registration shall be issued or approved until the late fee, and
the filing and late fees for each year the seller of travel operated
without being registered, have been paid. A seller of travel shall
be deemed to do business in this state if the seller of travel solicits
business from locations in this state or solicits prospective
purchasers who are located in this state.
§ 17550.20. Registration
(b) Registration shall be valid for one year from the effective date
thereof shown -vrrthe- registration issued by the office of the
Attorney General and may be annually renewed by making the
filing required by Section 17550.21 and paying a filing fee of one
hundred dollars ($100) (or each location from which the seller of
travel conducts business. A late fee of five dollars ($5) per dav,
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up to a maximum o(five hundred dollars ($500). shall be paid for
each day after the time spec(fied by this section until the filing fee
and the information required by Section 17550.21 are received.
No registration shall be renewed until the late fee, and the filing
and late fees for each year the seller of travel operated without
being registered, have been paid.

2. Display of Current Registration Certificate
Orbitz's display of sellers of travel current registration certificate is required by
California statute.

§ 17550.24. Registration number; suspension or revocation;
contents; display and provision of copy
(e) A registered seller of travel shall display a copy of its current
registration certificate in a manner and place easily accessible to
the public, in each location in which the seller of travel conducts
its business, and shall provide a copy of its current registration
upon request to any other registered seller of travel from whom it
receives passenger funds in payment for transportation or travel
services.

3. Compliance with Restitution Fund Requirements
Restitution fund requirements must be met for each location in the state of California
including Orbitz Affiliate Program Users.
§ 17550.44. Annual assessment; due date and late fee;
restitution fund; emergency assessment
(c) If, as of January 15 of any year, the balance in the restitution
fund is less than one million six hundred thousand dollars
($1,600,000), the Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation shall
make an assessment of participants, up to a maximum amount of
two hundred dollars ($200) for each location in the state from
which a participant does business, to bring the restitution fund to
an expected balance of one million six hundred thousand dollars
($1,600,000). Every participant's assessment shall be determined
pro rata based upon the ratio of the number of locations in the
state from which the participant does business to the total number
of locations for all participants as of the preceding December 15.
§ 17550.44. Annual assessment; due date and late fee;
restitution fund; emergency assessment
(b) The annual assessment for the operations fund shall be
determined no later than January 15 of each year for the next
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fiscal year in an amount that does not exceed the amount
necessary to fund the operations and administration of the
corporation, based upon the annual operational budget required
by subdivision (a) o[Section 17550.43, and shall become effective
immediately. The annual assessment for the operations fund shall
not exceed thirty-jive dollars ($35) per year (or each location in
the state from which a participant does business.

0

17550.44. Annual assessment; due date and late fee;
restitution fund; emergency assessment
(c) If, as of January 15 of any year, the balance in the restitution
fund is less than one million six hundred thousand dollars
($1,600,000), the Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation shall
make an assessment of participants, up to a maximum amount of
two hundred dollars ($200) for each location in the state from
which a participant does business, to bring the restitution fund to
an expected balance of one million six hundred thousand dollars
($1,600,000). Every participant's assessment shall be determined
pro rata based upon the ratio of the number of locations in the
state from which the participant does business to the total number
of locations for all participants as of the preceding December 15.
§

§ 17550.44. Annual assessment; due date and late fee;

restitution fund; emergency assessment
(d) If, on May 1 or October 15 of any year, the balance in the
restitution fund is less than nine hundred thousand dollars
($900, 000), the corporation shall make an emergency assessment
of participants, not more than twice per year, up to a maximum
amount of one hundred fifty dollars ($150) per year (or each
location in the state from which the participant does business, for
deposit in the trust account to return the level of the restitution
fund to an expected balance of one million six hundred thousand
dollars ($1,600,000). The corporation shall estimate the total cost
of billing, collecting, and processing the emergency restitution
fund assessment and shall assess and collect, together with the
emergency restitution fund assessment, an emergency operations
fund assessment that is in the aggregate sufficient to offset the
Each participant's assessments shall be
estimated cost.
determined pro rata based upon the ratio of the number of
locations in the state from which the participant does business to
the total number of locations for all participants as of the first day
of the preceding month. The board of directors shall adopt rules
for tfre·nmijic'atimrof-emergency assessments.
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§ 17550.44. Annual assessment; due date and latefee:

restitution fund; emergency assessment
(e) In addition to the assessments required by Section 17550.43
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and subdivision (d). if at any time during the fiscal year the board
of directors of the Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation
determines that tfze operations fund will be insufficient to pay the
costs of operations and administration for the current or next
fiscal year, the corporation, as determined by the board of
directors, shall do either or both of the following: (A) make an
emergency assessment of participants, not more than once per
fiscal year, up to a maximum amount ofsixty-five dollars ($65) per
year for each location in the state from which a participant does
business. The emergency assessment may be billed and collected
either on an emergency basis from all participants upon the
making of the assessment, or in conjunction with each participant's
annual assessment pursuant to subdivision (a) ofSection 17550.44,
(B) transfer any or all interest earned on the Restitution Fund to
the Operations Fund, provided that no transfer results in a
restitution fund balance of less than one million two hundred
thousand dollars ($1,200, 000).

4. Independent Contractor Status

If the Orbitz Affiliate Program Users are in fact acting as independent contractors and not
travel agents, then applicable independent contractor laws apply. Orbitz states that its Orbitz
Affiliate Program Users are deemed as independent contractors.
From Orbitz's website:
Miscellaneous:

a)Each party will at all times be deemed to be an independent
contractor with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement,
and nothing contained in this Agreement will be deemed or
construed in any manner as creating any partnership, joint venture,
employment, agency, fiduciary or other similar relationship b) You
may not assign your rights or obligations under this Agreement to
any party c)You understand that we may at any time, directly or
indirectly, engage in similar arrangements on terms that may differ
from those contained in this Agreement, or we may operate web
sites that are similar to or compete with your web site and
Programs d) You have independently evaluated this Agreement and
are not relying on any representation, guarantee, or statement
from us or anyone else, other than as expressly set forth in this
Agreement ~)TijJ$_~Gl1E_E_MENJ: W!LL BE GOVERNED BY AND
INTERPRETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE
STATE OF ILLINOIS WITHOUT REGARD TO THE CONFLICTS
OF LAW PRINCIPLES THEREOF. YOU CONSENT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION IN THE STATE AND/OR FEDERAL
COURTS LOCATED IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS IN ANY
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DISPUTE INVOLVING THIS AGREEMENT j)Except as otherwise
permitted by this Agreement, no amendment to this Agreement or
waiver of any right or obligation created by this Agreement will be
effective unless it is in writing and signed by both you and us. Our
waiver of any breach or default will not constitute a waiver of any
_different or subsequent breach or default g)This- Agreement
represents the entire agreement between Orbitz and you and
supersedes all prior agreements and communications we may have
had with respect to the subject matter hereof, oral or written
h)Neither party will be liable for failure to perform or delay in
performing any obligation under this Agreement if such failure or
delay is due to fire, flood, earthquake, strike, war (declared or
undeclared), commercial impracticability, embargo, blockade,
legal prohibition, governmental action, riot, insurrection, damage,
destruction or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of
such party i)If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid,
illegal or unenforceable for any reason, such invalidity, illegality
or unenforceability will not affect any other provisions of this
Agreement, and this Agreement will be construed as if such invalid,
illegal or unenforceable provision had never been contained
herein j)The headings and titles contained in this Agreement are
included for convenience only, and will not limit or otherwise
affect the terms of this Agreement.
(See Orbitz website:
http:!!WWl1.1.orbitz.com/Applaffiliate/terms.jsp?z=b0ni&r=43)

5. Pseudo travel agents are not allowed to work as suppliers for any Orbitz Competitor
Independents contractors can get travel from any other agency, as they are independent.
Here Orbitz Affiliates are acting more like employees as they are prohibited from being
independent as they are greatly restricted in their selection of whose travel services they can sell.
Independent contractors have a right to travel from any other agency.
In fact, Orbitz imposes a restrictive covenant on its Affiliate Program Users that stops
them from being independent contractors . .
From Orbitz's website:

Ineligibility:
·-·

·---·------------··-·------ ··-

You are not eligible to participate in the Orbitz Affiliate Program
if you are a travel supplier or if you are an employee of or
contractor to an Orbitz Competitor (each, an "lnelzgible Party'').
An Orbitz Competitor means any entity providing online travel
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services, including, without limitation, Sabre Inc. (including Easy
Sabre and Travelocity), Hotel Reservation Network, Expedia Inc.
(including Travelscape), and Cendant Corporation (including
TheTrip.com, CheapTickets.com and Galileo International), and
any successor entity to the foregoing, any airline, any car rental,
any cruise operation or hotel company. If you are an Ineligible
Party, or are not sure whether you are or are not an Ineligible
Party, you must contact us before attempting to accept the terms of
this Agreement. If you are an Ineligible Party and you accept the
terms of this Agreement, you agree to (i) terminate this Agreement
immediately if you become or Orbitz determines you are an
Ineligible Party at any time and (ii) keep confidential any
Confidential Information, as defined below), which you have
gained access to during your participation in the Affiliate Program.
ANY BREACH OF THIS PROVISION SHALL BE DEEMED A
MATERIAL BREACH OF THIS AGREEMENT
(See Orbitz website:
http://ww1-v. orbitz.com/Applaffiliate/terms. jsp?z=b0ni&r=43)

6. Receipt of Travel Funds
Depending on whether Orbitz Affiliate Program Users receive travel funds from
customers directly or if the funds are routed to Orbitz through the online sale, the Orbitz Affiliate
Program Users must comply with different sections of the California seller of travel statute.
Transactions are processed through the Orbitz website through a linking system, not the
pseudo travel agent's website.
From Orbitz's website:

Do I have to process the transactions on my web site?
No. All transactions are processed through the Orbitz web site.
(See Orbitz website:
http://www. orbitz. com/Apolaffiliatel(aqs. jsp?z=8rqu&r= 1v)

From Orbitz's website:

TRANSACTION FEES
You are eligible to earn transaction fees on sales of airlines tickets,
car rental or hotel reservations for which a user follows a Link
from your site or Programs to Orbitz, and completes a purchase.
The Orbitz Affiliate Program will track purchases from your site
or Programs; only purchases that are tracked by the Orbitz
177
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Affiliate Program Tracking System will be paid. Transaction fees
will be paid for purchases occurring within 30 days from the User
initially clicking on the Link. Orbitz will not pay transaction fees
for purchases involving fraudulent activity or transactions from
any site or Program that was not specifically approved by Orbitz
and has the right to deny payment if it disc avers such activity.

0

Fee Structure
Transaction Fees will be paid as follows:
•

Air Transaction: Orbitz will pay you $5.00 USAD for each air
ticket purchased. For a given air purchase, a User can
purchase one or multiple air tickets.

•

Hotel Transaction: Orbitz will pay you $6.00 USAD for each
retail hotel transaction and $12.00 USAD for each merchant
hotel (OrbitzSaver) transaction

•

Car Transaction: Orbitz will pay you $2. 00 USAD for each car
transaction.

•

Cruise Transaction: Orbitz will pay you $22.00 USAD for each
cruise transaction.

•

Package Commissions: Orbitz will pay you $16.00 USAD for
each vacation package purchased. For purposes of this
Agreement, a vacation package is defined as a combination
purchase of not less than one (1) air ticket and one (1) hotel
(merchant only) transaction.

Payment:
We will make payment to you on a monthly basis, with commission
payments being mailed within 45 days from the end of an invoice
period (which is on or about the 4th business day of the month
following the month of activity).
(See Orbitz websites:
http://www. orbitz. com/Applaffiliate/terms. jsp?z=bOni &r=43
and at
http://www. orbitz. com/Applaffiliate/prog_detailsjsp ?z=9ie 7&r=2z)
-------------

-
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7. The liability for damages is shifted to the pseudo travel agent under Orbitz's program
From Orbitz's website:
Limitations of Liability:
WE WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO YOU UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
WITH RESPECT TO ANY SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT
UNDER ANY CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY
OR OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY FOR ANY INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF
REVENUE OR GOODWILL OR ANTICIPATED PROFITS OR LOST
BUSINESS), EVEN IF WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. FURTHER, NOTWITHSTANDING
ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY CONTAINED IN THIS AGREEMENT,
IN NO EVENT WILL ORBITZ'S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY TO YOU
ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER
BASED IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, TORT OR
OTHER LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY, EXCEED THE TOTAL
COMMISSION FEES ACTUALLY PAID TO YOU UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT.
Indemnification:
You agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Orbitz and its
employees, representatives, · agents and corporate affiliates (each, an
"Indemnified Party''), against any and all claims, suits, actions, or other
proceedings brought against the Indemnified Party based on or arising
from any claim (i) that the use of any material provided by you infringes
on any copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret or any other intellectual
property or other right of any third party, (ii) resulting from your breach
of this Agreement, or (iii) related to your web site or Programs, including,
without limitation, content therein not attributable to us. You will pay any
and all costs, damages, and expenses, including, but not limited to,
reasonable attorneys' fees and costs awarded against or otherwise
incurred by the Indemnified Party in connection with or arising from any
such claim, suit, action, or proceeding.
(See Orbitz website:
http://www.orbitz.com/Appla(filiatelterms.jsp?z=bOni&r=43)

CONCLUSION
Actually scraping brings clients to the airline's website - directly to the site in the
cheapest way possible. The airlines don't have to pay the screen-scraping companies a dimethey will still get sales if their fares are competitive .. Despite this fact, recent litigation indicates
that some airlines are pursuing litigation to stop screen-scraping practices. There are clearly
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strong cases such as American Airlines vs. Farechaser and Southwest vs. Farechaser, where
courts have upheld airlines' arguments that the screen-scraping practice violates airlines' use
agreements, and constitutes a trespass violation. The copyright infringement argument was
discussed recently in Southwest vs. Farechaser where screen-scraping companies lost a motion
to dismiss; however the merits o(the case have yet to be argued and ruled upon.
While this recent trend should be of concern to any company offering screen-scraping
technologies, it also does not mean the end of screen-scraping companies. Nor does it
automatically mean a loss of revenue for a company offering the technology. Not all airlines are
pursuing screen-scraping companies. Instead, they are content with the revenue it brings them.
However, a screen-scraping company does need to be cautious and proactive if, for example, it
receives a notice from any airline protesting the practice.
Segregating website information limits consumers' freedom of travel rights, is anticompetitive, and anti-consumer. Somehow this same behavior is not anti-competitive when done
by the airlines through Orbitz. The right to travel is implicated by state distinctions between
residents and nonresidents, as expressed in the USA Constitution 's Privileges and Immunities
Clause, Article IV, Sec. 2, cl. 1., and may be raised as a future defense by screen-scraping
companies. Additionally, the USA Constitution's First Amendment offers protection of public
access information and raw data. Just as producers of certain types of data are not allowed to
lock up information in monopolies, hindering scientific research and future creative endeavors,
internet companies should not be able to segregate their websites.

VI. COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL SCREEN-SCRAPING LAWS
The internet is not limited to one country. It is the "World Wide Web" and as such
access is available all over the world.

International Implications of Internet Purchases
The largest providers of air travel in the world are the USA airlines. The airline
manufactures are also located in the United States. Prior to World War II, Japan was a leader in
the aviation development industry, but by treaty at the war's end, Japan was prohibited from
continuing participation as an aviation industry power. The USA emerged as a leader in air
development. Today the world' s major Commercial Airliner Manufacturers that produce aircraft
designed to carry more than 100 passengers are Airbus, Boeing, and Embraer.
While Japan was no longer permitted to have its own passenger airplane factories, it has
heavily invested in both companies and in producing parts for these companies. (See ) In fact,
Japanese manufacturin-g -companies-make 100% of the toilets on passenger -airplanes-:-- (See-) -- ·
This is all the result of USA pressure on Japan and USA permitting Japan to participate in
aviation development.
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USA policies continue to have drastic effects on the world economy. What happens to
air travel in the USA also has an impact on international law. This was demonstrated by the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attack involving the hijacking of commercial airplanes to fly them
into The World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and the White House. What follows are some
examples ofhow USA travel law on the internet has affected international travel law.

India's Booming Economy

The airline industry also wants cheap labor. The goal of the airlines is to cut their costs
by using the Internet, instead of using travel agents, airlines sales representatives, or even
telephone answering services. Pursuant to this goal, many companies all over the world,
including those in the travel industry, have moved to India. They now use Indian computer
programmers and Indian telephone sales representatives. American Airlines was one of the first
companies to recognize that spending $300 to $400 a month in India is much less than spending
$3,000 to $4,000 a month for the same work in the United States. Dell, Sun Microsystems, LG,
Ford, GE, Oracle all have announced plans to scale up their operations in India. Others like
American Express, IBM and British Airways have established telephone representative offices in
India since before the tum of the century.
For more information on the internet travel purchases laws of other countries see the
following articles:

European Union

European Union's Directive does offer protection for databases, but there is no database
protection under United States' Law.
Deep linking violates EU database law. German court rules, OUT -LAW News,

26/07/2002
Database rules to go to European Court (or clarification, OUT-LAW News, 01/08/2001
Court orders site to stop deep linking to pages ofits rival, OUT-LAW News, 17/0112001

ASEAN
http://libpwebl.nus.edu.sg/llb/internet/asean.html
Australian Law
. _ - · Jf]za!__is _ "scrf!.~!l~scraping" and is it lawful iY!. Au~trqlia?L _'Qy T.r~Y.9!' Jeffords, Freehills

http://www.nswscl.org.au/journal/44/Jeffords.html

Canada
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Dispute over database rights for Van Gogh web sites, OUT-LAW News, 29/05/2001

0

Netherlands

Dutch court rules that a newspaper does not constitute database, OUT-LAW News,
07/08/2002
Amsterdam court verdict supports deep linking. OUT-LAW News, 28/08/2000

Denmark

News service ordered to stop deep linking in Denmark, OUT-LAW News, 09/07/2002
Deep linking case in Danish court, OUT-LAW News, 19/04/2002

German Law

Deep linking violates EU database law, German court rules, OUT-LAW News,
26/07/2002
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United Kingdom Law

Bookmaker loses first UK decision on database rights, OUT-LAW News, 19/02/2001
Who is linking to your web site?, OUT-LAW News, 06/03/2001
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I. INTRODUCTION
This Section first gives an overview of the airline industry, paying particular attention the
model and solutions found in the United States of America as its history and development have
lead the way for the development of various international and nation-state based legal regimes.
Following this is an analysis of specific issues related to air travel law.
The travel law of airlines, air transport services, and aviation in general can be classified
under two sections: International Law, including The Warsaw Convention with its progeny; and
Domestic Law, comprising the common law and those rules and regulations laid down by
national regulatory agencies, such as the Department of Transportation of the USA. Given that
there are these two legal systems that handle separate areas of air travel law there is a great deal
of overlap and interplay between domestic air travel law and international air travel law.
Most of the areas that the consumer is familiar with are based on accidents, terrorism and
security, damaged, stolen or lost baggage, flight delays, and passenger denied boarding or being
bumped from their seats due to overbooking. Again, the remedy available is based on whether
the flight was domestic or international. If the incident occurred on an international flight, The
Warsaw Treaty rules will govern the dispute. However, if the flight is domestic within the
United States of America, then the airline and its passengers are covered by state and federal
common law, statutes, and the regulations of the Department of Transportation.
A standing joke is that true development of a country is measured by two criteria: the
quality of its national airline and its national beer. Here, let's focus on the national airline
regime of the United States, as its history and the USA Air Industry have greatly influenced both
international air travel law and the domestic air travel law of many other nation states. The USA
model, along with its particular historical and political developments, has proven time and time
again its strength as a dominating power in international air travel law.

IT. INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAVEL LAW, FEDERALISM, AND STATE LAW
There is a regular tension between the expansionist goals of domestic industry verses the
equal access and fair trade demanded by the international community. While The Warsaw
Convention, as supplemented by The Hague Protocol and The Montreal Convention are the
primary instruments of international air travel law, virtually every country in the world attempts
to develop its own domestic aviation legal regime. Individual countries jealously guard their
aviation and airline marketplace through issuing restrictions on landing rights, up to the point
where those restrictions interfere with international air travel law. In the meantime, those very
same countries regularly argue in favor of an "open skies policy," as they also desire that their
airlines_haye..Jr.ee acc_e_ss.tQ.aU Jlf the airports around the world, ________________ _
The model of such an agreement was the Bermuda Agreement
between the US and UK following World War IL which
designated airports to be used for transatlantic flights and gave
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each government the authority to nominate carriers to operate
routes.
Bilateral agreements are based on the "fj-eedoms of the air. " a
group of generalized traffic rights ranging from the freedom to
overfly a country to the freedom to provide domestic flights
within a country (a very rarely granted right known as
cabotage). Most agreements permit airlines to fly from their
home country to designated airports in the other country: some
also extend the freedom to provide continuing service to a third
country, or to another destination in the other country while
carrying passengers from overseas.
In the 1990s, "open skies" agreements became more common,
which take many of these regulatory powers from state
governments and open up international routes to further
competition. Open skies agreements have met some criticism,
particularly within the European Union, whose airlines would
be at a comparative disadvantage with the United States'
because of cabotage restrictions.
(See http:/len. wikipedia. orglwiki/Airline)
The Warsaw Convention (also known by its longer title The Convention for the
Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Transportation by Air) was created in
Warsaw, Poland, in 1929, became USA law in 1934, and today most countries are signatories of
the treaty. The original Warsaw Convention was modified by The Hague Protocol of 1955.
Although The Protocol was not ratified by the United States, the subsequent ratification of The
Montreal Agreement of 1999 incorporates the USA's effective acceptance of The Hague
Protocol's terms. (See Travel Law, Page 2A-12)
Remember, multilateral agreements on air travel law that have been ratified by
numerous states and include: The Warsaw Convention, as supplemented by The Hague Protocol
and The Montreal Convention. These multilateral agreements tend to be much more practical for
the airline industry that relies on simple, consistent, and enforceable rules to conduct
international flights hundreds of destinations daily.
While the bilateral agreements are independent treaties between two states such as: the
numerous agreements between the USA and France, Germany, Italy, and so on. These bilateral
agreements are generally for specific airlines to travel to specific airports of a given country.
The large quantity of these types of bilateral agreements, designed shortly after World War II,
with their countless distinctions and nuances hinder competition and bar the airline industry form
utilizing consistent intemationaL.res.o.urces ayailable to a free market of international air tray_eL _.
serv1ces. (See Open skies: Pandora's box?, John Hume, Director of Policy with Airports
Council
International
(ACI),
Europe
www.acteurope.org/upload/Public%20Service%20Review%20-%20Euroepan%20Union%20%20JH%20article%20on%200PEN%20SKIES.pdt)
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The United States of America has developed a "four pronged strategy" in the hopes of
liberalizing the global aviation marketplace. The four parts of the USA's strategy are: 1. the prosuit of multilateral air travel law agreements; 2. liberalization of existing bilateral accords; 3. the
"vigorous defense" of current bilateral rights; and 4. the formation of a "critical mass" of nations
willing to move quickly toward a new open regime. (See Airlines, Travel Age East, November
22, 1993, Page 10) The USA hopes to be able to "explore the formation of a global coalition of
like-minded, free-market-oriented nations."

Air Transport Association (ATA)
1301 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20004-1707
USA
Tel: + 1 (202) 626-4000
Fax: + 1 (410) 226-0177
Website: www.airlines.org
The Air Transportation Association (ATA) is the trade association of US.
certificated air carriers and was founded by 14 airlines 1936. ATA was the first
and today is the only trade organization for the principal US. airlines. ATA takes
an active role in all major government decisions regarding aviation, including the
creation of the Civil Aeronautics Board, the creation of the air traffic control
system, and the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978.
ATA 's mission is to support and assist the airline industry by promoting the
air transport and the safety, cost effectiveness, and technological advancement of
its operations; advocating common industry positions before state and local
governments; conducting designated industry-wide programs; and assuring
governmental and public understanding of all aspects of air transport.

-·
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International Civil Aviation Organization

acAoJ
ICAO, External Relations and
Public Information Office
999 University Street
Montreal, Quebec H3C 5H7
CANADA
Tel: + 1 (514) 954 8219
Website : www.icao.int
International Civil Aviation Organization's (ICAO) chief activities
involve the establishment of standards covering the technical fields of aviation,
such as: licensing of personnel, rules of the air, aeronautical meteorology,
aeronautical charts, units of measurement, operation of aircraft, nationality
and registration marks, airworthiness, aeronautical telecommunications, air
traffic services, search and rescue, aircraft accident investigation, aerodromes,
aeronautical information services, aircraft noise and engine missions, security
and the safe transport of dangerous goods. ICAO recognizes nine global
geographical regions which must be treated separately for planning the
provision of air navigation facilities and services required on the ground by
aircraft flying in these regions.
For the past two decades ICAO has attempted to persuade its signatory
states to reduce "red tape" in aviation regulation and to institute International
Standards which place an upper limit on what States may demand of the
aviation industry. In addition to reducing procedural formalities for travelers,
ICAO's seeks to ensure that adequate airport terminal buildings, with all the
related facilities and services, are provided for passengers and their baggage
as well as commercial air cargo.
Once ICAO's International Standards, Recommended Practices and
Procedures (Standards) are adopted by the organization, they are put into effect
by the individual ICAO signatory states in their own territories. These
standards are reviewed and amended as necessary to reflect changes in
aviation technology.
One of ICAO's significant achievements has been the development of a
satellite based system to meet the communications, navigation, surveillance and
air traffic management (CNSIATM) needs of civil aviation.
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The Association o(European Airlines (AEA)

0

Avenue Louise 350 B-1050
Brussels,
Belgium
Tel: +32 (0)2 639 89 89
Fax: +32 (0)2 639 89 99
The Association of European Airlines (AEA) is a non-profit organization
representing the interests of its member airlines to the institutions of the European
Union, to the European Civil Aviation Conference, other institutional organisations
or associations involved in or likely to be involved in issues of interest to AEA
members and, individual governments. The AEA advances the cooperation amongst
its members on any matter likely to be of interest to the membership as whole. In
pursuing its objectives of airline promotion, the association collects, analyses and
interprets information and carries out research required for the activities which it
undertakes and acts as a liaison with associations, organizations or authorities
whose activities and roles are relevant to the objectives of the AEA.
Since the end of 2002, the AEA has aimed to be an airline-driven lobbying
organization. The AEA originally formed in 1952 from a joint study group initiated
by the Presidents of Air France, KLM, Sabena, Swissair, SAS and later BEA (a
forerunner of British Airways). Two years later the Air Research Bureau (ARB)
was established in Brussels and the name was subsequently changed to the
European Airlines Research Bureau and then in 1973 to AEA.
For most of AEA's history, membership was limited to lATA member
airlines. This rule was relaxed in 1981 to allow Luxair to join and thereby complete
the full set of EU flag-carrier members. AEA 's present members include: Adria
Airways; Jat Airways; Aer Lingus; KLM, Air France; LOT Polish Airlines; Air
Malta, Deutsche Lufthansa AG, Alitalia; Luxair; Austrian; Malev Hungarian
Airlines; British Airways; Meridiana; bmi; Olympic Airways; Cargolux; SAS;
Croatia Airlines; SN Brussels Airlines, Czech Airlines, Spanair; Cyprus Airways;
Swiss International Air Lines Ltd.; Finnair; TAP Air Portugal; Iberia; TAROMRomanian Air Transport; Icelandair; Turkish Airlines and Virgin Atlantic.
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Federalism of the USA
Federalism is a type of government whose power is distributed between a central
authority and its constituent units. In a Federation the central government shares its lawmaking
powers with its regional States. In the United States the central authority is the Federal
Government. headquartered in Washington, D.C. and it shares powers, as enumerated in The
United States Constitution, with the 50 U.S. States.
However, certain policies have been augmented by the Department of Transportation,
those being "Unfair and deceptive practices of ticket agents; Unrealistic or deceptive scheduling;
Passing off of carrier identity by affiliation between carriers; Unfair or deceptive practice of air
carrier or ticket agent in orally confmning to prospective passenger reserved space on scheduled
flight; Price advertising; Super Bowl tours; and Policy on airline designator coach sharing." (See
Ibid, pages 2-24)

The United States Constitution, Article VI states that the laws of the USA shall be the
"supreme law of the land." As such, when there is a conflict between state and federal law, the
federal law controls. In part, the Airline Deregulation Act states that: No state or political
subdivision thereof, and no interstate agency or other political agency of two or more States,
shall enact or enforce any law, rule, regulation, standard, or other provision having the force and
effect of law relating to rates, routes, or services of any air carrier having authority under
Subchapter IV of this Chapter to provide air transportation.
Despite this, frequent attempts at regulating some portion of an airlines intrastate activity
by a state and local municipality continue to occur. The Supreme Court, in the case of Morales
vs. Trans World Airlines., (US/l2$.Ct, 2031,119L.Ed.2dl57(1992)), stated that the Airline
Deregulation Act and the Federal Aviation Act preempted state statutory and common law
claims which "relate to rates, routes, or services of any air carrier." The effect is that state law
claims now may often be preempted by the Federal Aviation Association (FAA). For the unwary
attorney, cases may now be dismissed outright, or moved to federal court, even though they were
previously brought in state court and there may be no right to a private action under FAA
jurisdiction. Uncertainties in these types of cases have continued. The case of Woolens vs.
American Airlines, Inc. (1994 US LEXIS 690, 63 U.S.L.W. 4066 (Jan.18, 1995)) in a consumer
class action in which the plaintiffs alleged breach of contract and violation of the fllinois
Consumer Fraud Act, the Court held that the state act was preempted by the ADA, but that the
breach of contract claim was not preempted.

Forum of International Air Lawsuits in The USA
It is not necessary for the plaintiff in the USA to initiate a cause of action under the
Warsaw Convention. In fact, USA plaintiff's may sue in state court over the alleged injuries; nor
is it necessary that the intem:ationah!anierclaim the applicability of The Warsaw Convention, as
they may also answer in state court. However, the penalties for damages involved under The
Warsaw Convention, are generally less than that obtainable in state court, so the defendant airline
will more than likely move to defend itself under the terms of The Warsaw Convention, which
will require a removal of the case to federal court. Once The Warsaw Convention is invoked it
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preempts any other laws in regard to liabilities, rights and responsibilities of the passenger and
airline with the exception where The Convention itself allows for the application of local law.
The place where an action may be brought is identified in the Convention as:

1. The carrier's domicile
2. The carrier's place of business
3. The place of business where the contract of carriage was
entered into, and
4. The place ofdestination
(See Travel Law, Page 2A-12)

An action cannot be brought outside the territory of a signatory to The Convention.
Under the terms of the Hague Protocol, servants and agents of a carrier sued as individuals can
invoke the liability limitations ofthe Warsaw Convention. This includes independent contractors
of an air carrier. As mentioned, though the USA has not ratified The Hague Protocol, the courts
of the USA have effectively applied its liability limitations.
Warsaw Convention and U.S. State Tort Claims

One example of this State and Federal separation of powers in the Airline industry is in
the power of the federal government to make treaties that preempt State law. International
airline flights are governed by the Warsaw Convention, a treaty that defmes the "exclusive"
remedies for airline passengers on international flights. "Accidents" or "willful misconduct"
creates a cause of action under the Warsaw Convention and passengers cannot get any relief
under State law tort claims. (See El AI Israel Airlines, Ltd. vs. Tseng, 67 U.S.L.W. 4036 (1999)

Limiting Liability on International Flights

Most airline passengers and air carriers are largely subject to the terms of these treaties
during international flights.
"International transportation" is defined as any "transportation
which, according to the contract made by the parties, the place of
departure and the place of destination ... are situated either within
the territories of two High Contracting Parties, or within · the
territory of a single High Contracting Party, if there is an agreed
stopping place within a territory subject to the sovereignty,
suzerainty, mandate or authority of another power, even though
that power is not a party to the convention. " (See Id. At Article
t(1)-. - -s-ee-&Ibharwal-v.·· Kuwait Airways Corp·;, 1-s· AvtL.Rprs:-- · - ---····· -18,380 (.US Dist. Ct., E.D.N.Y. 194), for a general discussion of
the Warsaw Convention limitations on baggage liability in
connection with international air transportation, and specific
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discussion of the jurisdictions in which suit for damages for lost
baggage may be brought.)
Under the terms of the Warsaw Convention:

I. An air carrier shall be liable for physical injuries sustained
by its passengers,
2. An air carrier's liability is presumed, though refutable, and
3. Recoverable damages are limited to a maximum amount.
(See Travel Law, Judge Dickerson Page 2A-4)
Recent amendments to the Warsaw Convention have made alterations in its applications
to passengers and recoverable expenses. Generally, these changes have allowed for additional
passenger recoveries and have excluded some rather ancient aviation applications that barred
airlines from normal defenses. Similar to domestic law, the Warsaw Convention holds an air
carrier liable for injuries sustained by passengers during embarking and disembarking operations,
as long as said operations are under the control of the air carrier. An air carrier will not be
entitled to avail itself of the provisions of the Warsaw Convention, excluding or limiting its
liability, if it is found liable for willful misconduct. The Convention had limited personal injury
liability of the airline to $75,000.00 inclusive of legal fees and costs, however, it does permit
carriers and passengers to enter into a "special contract" agreeing to higher limits of liability.
The airlines have recently agreed to considerable increases of these limitations.

Contributory negligence by the passenger may limit partly or entirely the liability of the
carrier. Under Article 23, the air carrier cannot attempt to limit its liability for less than that as is
specified under the Convention and any such attempts under the terms and conditions of contract
shall be deemed void. The Treaty limits the period of transportation for which the air carrier will
be liable not to include any "transportation by land, by sea, or by river performed outside an
airport. If, however, such transportation takes place in the performance of a contract for
transportation by air, for the purpose of loading, delivery or transshipment, any damage is
presumed, subject to proof to the contrary, to have been the result of an event which took place
during the transportation by air."' (See Warsaw Convention, Article 18) Furthermore, in order to
avail itself of the terms of the Warsaw Convention, the air carrier must follow certain
requirements which relate to its liability limitations. (See Warsaw Convention, Article 20 (2))
The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act is occasionally invoked by an airline seeking to
limit or avoid liability to the plaintiff altogether. The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act is a
recognition of a long established international principle of law that an individual or corporation
of one country is not permitted to sue the government "or sovereign" of another country.
However, this principle has considerably eroded in the last fifty years. If an airline is owned by
the government of a foreign country (e.g., Aeroflot or Cabana), then the airline may claim the
defens-e·-mat a ·suit brought against the airline is- the - same as a suit brought against the
government, which is not permitted under The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act.
However, this defense has generally been defeated when shown that the entity controlled
by the government is involved in a commercial activity or enterprise which is outside the normal
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scope of government operations. For example, injuries sustained by the plaintiff due involved in
what could generally be described as government activities, such as ferrying troops, diplomatic
personnel or government cargo, could generally not be permitted as a result of the application of
foreign sovereign immunity. However, if the injury arises out of a commercial activity outside
the traditional bounds of government services, such as carrying passengers for profit, then the
defense of The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act will traditionally not be applied. The attorney
for the traveler "must show a relationship or connection between the tortuous act committed
outside the United States and the commercial activity inside the United States." (See Suqerman
vs. Aeromexico, Inc., 629 F.2d 270 (3rd Cir. 1980) (See Travel Law, pgs1-20)

Airline Liability and Legal Procedure
Like cruise lines, the airlines of the United States of America cannot disclaim liability for
their negligence, nor can they limit the negligence liability for physical injuries by contract. The
rights and remedies of the plaintiff are governed by the state in which the suit is brought. The
Warsaw Convention takes an entirely different approach to international air transportation. It is
quite common for an air carrier to contract with a tour operator or cruise line to provide air
transportation to the port of embarkation or destination. The carrier generally will claim that the
traveler lacks standing to sue the airline in the absence of privity of contract which simply means
there is no contractual relationship between the traveler and the airline. However, it has been
held that "injured plaintiffs are third party beneficiaries of the contract between the air carrier
and the tour operator (cruise line) and hence have standing to assert a breach of contract cause of
action against the air carrier." (See Anneal vs. Republic Airlines, Seventh Circuit, 19 Aviation
Cases, 17,499 (N.D., Ill. 1985)

0

lll. DEFENDANTS TO AN AIR TRAVEL LAWSillT BROUGHT BY PASSENGERS
Aviation litigation frequently involves more than one defendant. Although res ipsa
loquitur may apply, in fact, the severity of the injuries may have been further aggravated in part
caused by factors like improper seat construction, failure of an oxygen system, et cetera,
involving the numerous suppliers that build the aircraft. A typical aviation suit will not only
claim the airline as a defendant, but also the manufacturer of the aircraft and, if not named
directly, then by way of the aircraft manufacturer bringing in additional defendants being
manufacturers of specific aircraft parts. The complexity of an aviation accident suit, especially a
major one, can be so involved that it is most often a class action, and avoids the necessities of
individual actions by all of the plaintiffs. Effectively the lawsuit proceeds as if there were one
plaintiff, though that plaintiff represents the broad spectrum of those "similarly situated," thus
one trial. However, this does not preclude additional causes of action, which may be uniquely
suffered by individual passengers on the plane, nor does it preclude the settlement of the suit by
only cert:a1trmem1Yersofthe defendants prior to trial. The trial onmparate- trials continues for
those who have not agreed to the conditions of settlement proposed by the defendant(s).
However, unlike cruise lines, an airline is generally a single entity. An airline may from time to
time, charter or lease the aircraft from either another airline or a leasing/charter service. In this
regard, the plaintiff has an additional potential defendant.
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Airline Manufacturing Industry

Here, let's note the history of the aircraft production industry, in order to understand
more clearly the players in the arena of international air travel law. Following World War II,
Japan and Germany were forbidden from engaging in the production of aircraft. Most Japanese
aircraft companies, such as Mitsubishi, shifted their production to automobiles, but today
Japanese firms do hold a great deal of stock in the airline industry of other states, and as it turns
out, Japanese companies produces most of the toilets found in the world's aircraft. Today the
world's major Commercial Airliner Manufacturers that produce aircraft designed to carry more
than 100 passengers are Airbus, Boeing, and Embraer.
Europe's Airbus aircraft include the A300 series up to its most recent A380. Boeing, the
chief manufacturer of the United States aircraft provides the 747-400 aka 744; the 717 and its
new 787. Brazil's Embraer aircraft had its largest order sold to JetBlue airlines. The rest of the
world relies on the aircraft produced by just two companies: Boeing and Airbus.
(See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki!List of airliners by seat capacity) Following the end of Cold
War Era, and the break up of the Soviet Union, the Russian government is in the process of
merging all of its aircraft production companies (Tupolev with Mikoyan, Ilyushin, Irkut, Sukhoi,
and Yakovlev) into the new company The United Aircraft Corporation.
(See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tupolev# note-nyt united aircraft and Russian Aircraft
Industry Seeks Revival Through Merger." The New York Times. February 22, 2006)
The Next Generation of aircraft are designed to carry a larger number of passengers with
fewer connections and layovers. From 2003 to 2005, Airbus has delivered more airplanes than
Boeing. Now Airbus has produced the world's largest passenger jet, the A380, which boasts: a
four-aisle, four-engine, double-decker "superjumbo jet."
(The following is excerpted in part, from Airbus to Unveil Largest Passenger Jet,
Laurence Frost and Laurent Lemel, Associated Press, 16 January 2005 See
www.space.com/businesstechnology/technology/380 unveiled 050116.html)
In a standard three-class cabin configuration, The A380
carriers 555 passengers- one-third more than the Boeing 747.
On a full tank, it will also carry them 5 percent further
than Boeing's longest-range jumbo, Airbus claims, producing
costs per passenger that are up to one-fifth below its rival's.
Airbus has 139 firm A380 orders from 13 airlines and
freight companies, worth $39 billion before any discounts on the
plane's $280 million list price. A new 747 costs up to $211
milllon b~1ore discounts.

0

The European Aeronautic Defence and Space Co., which
owns 80 percent of Airbus, says the A380 program will break
even at about 250 sales.
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Over the next 20 years, Airbus sees global demand for
1,250 A380-size behemoths to shuttle passengers between the
world's largest airports, which serve as connecting hubs for
flights to less busy destinations.
More than half the new superjumbo~ will fly between just
10 major airports, Airbus forecasts, mainly in Asia. Singapore
Airlines Ltd. is scheduled to become the first carrier to operate
the A380, in the second half of 2006.
Chicago-based Boeing Co., like Airbus, expects overall
air passenger traffic to increase threefold over the next two
decades. But Boeing forecasts only ''a few hundred" sales of
very large planes, as travelers reject stopovers in favor of direct
service aboard smaller long-range jets -- like its fuel-efficient
7E7 Dreamliner, due to enter service in 2008.
But Boeing, which delivered 285 planes in 2004 to
Airbus' 320, is hedging its bets. It announced plans last year for
a larger, 450-seat 747, despite having dismissed the case for a
bigger plane since Airbus began discussing the concept in 1991.
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Typical Seat Capacity Production Status
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Boeing 737-900
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This is a list of airliners with
their seat capacity. Listed capacity is
for a typical two-cabin layout and is
approximate. Most of these aircraft
can hold more people if an airline
decides to crowd them in. Production
status is as of 2004.
(See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of a
irliners by seat capacity)

out of production

Embraer 195

-

List of Airliners by Seat
Capacity From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia

in production

J:lQ!:jng 737-500
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in production

- ------·-out of production

189 seats

out of production

198 seats

in production

212 seats

scheduled to end production in 2007

Boeing 787-8

-- ---· -

·- - - -

-

in pre-production

217 seats
--··-Douglas DC-8-60
220 seats

out of production

Douglas DC-8-70

220 seats

out of production

BQeing 757-300
. - - .. . . .
L-1011-500

228 seats

out of production

246 seats

out of production

BQeing 787-9

257 seats

in pre-production

264 seats

•scheduled to end production in 2007

. --·- ·--·

------· 256
L-101 1-1
seats
----

Airbus A300-600

--

-

out of production

-

--
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Boeing 767-300

269 seats

scheduled to end production in 2007

Douglas DC-10

277 seats

out of production

Boeing 787-3

289 seats

in pre-production

Airbus A330-200

293 seats

in production

· - ·--.

Airbus A340-200

303 seats

in production

BQeing 767-400ER

304 seats

scheduled to end production in 2007

Boeing 747SP

306 seats

out of production

-- - xirliu?A31D:'JOo-=

335 seats

in production

350 seats

in production

Airbus A340-600
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BQeing 771-300

305-550 seats

in production

Airbus A340-500

400 seats

in production

Boeing 747-400

416-524 seats

in production

Boeing 747-8

450 seats (est)

in pre-production

BQ~:ing

-

747-100

452 seats

out of production

Boeing 147-200

452 seats

out of production

BQeine.747-300

470 seats

out of production
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Scheduled Airline Traffic Office (SATO)
800 Place Victoria
POBox 113
Montreal, Quebec H4Z 1M1
CANADA
Phone: +1 (514) 874-0202
Fax: +66 (02) 658-2010
Website: www1.iata.org
A Scheduled Airline Traffic Office (SATO) was an airline ticket office
jointly owned by the air carriers and authorized to operate on US. military
bases and other US. Government properties. SATOs are carrier -run offices in
government buildings which operate as joint ventures among the airlines. On the
. ot~er ha_nd, "appointed agencies" were formerly for~idden to compf!te with
SATOs by being prohibited from establishing business locations on US.
Government properties. However, pursuant to CAB ruling, regular "appointed"
agencies were allowed to establish operations on US. government property and
thus compete directly with SATOs.
SATOwas purchased by Peter Ue5erolliriT:Ontrarzan-Groiijifrom the
carriers when antitrust questions arose and has since passed into private noncarrier ownership.
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Airline Industry
In a like manner the airlines are dominated by companies based in the states that produce
the aircraft. Since the 1978 Airline Deregulation Act, The United States of America has seen
more than 200 of its nation's airlines merged, be taken over, or go out ofbusiness. (See
http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Airline)

Analysis of the 1992-1996 period shows that every player in the
air transport chain is far more profitable than the airlines, who
collect and pass through fees and revenues to them from ticket
sales. While airlines as a whole earned 6% return on capital
employed (2-3.5% less than the cost of capital), airports earned
10%, catering companies 10-13%, handling companies 11-14%,
aircraft lessors 15%, aircraft manufacturers 16%, and global
distribution companies more than 30%. (Source: Spinetta, 2000,
quoted in Doganis, 2002)
In contrast, Southwest Airlines has been the most profitable of
airline companies since 1970. Indeed, some sources have
calculated Southwest to be the best performing stock over the
period, outperforming Microsoft and many other high
performing companies. The chief reasons for this are their
product consistency and cost control.
The widespread entrance of a new breed of low cost airlines
beginning at the turn of the century has accelerated the demand
that full service carriers control costs. Many of these low cost
companies emulate Southwest Airlines in various respects, and
like Southwest, they are able to eke out a consistent profit
throughout all phases ofthe business cycle.
As a result, a shakeout of airlines is occurring in the US. and
elsewhere. United Airlines, US Airways (twice), Delta Air Lines.
and Northwest Airlines have all declared Chapter 11 bankruptcy,
and American has barely avoided doing so. Alitalia,
Scandinavian Airlines Svstem, SABENA, Japan Air System, Air
Canada, Ansett Australia, and others have flirted with or
declared bankruptcy since 2000, as low cost entrants enter their
home markets as well. Some argue that it would be far better for
the industry as a whole if a wave of actual closures were to
reduce the number of "undead" airlines competing with healthy
airlines while being artificially protected from creditors via
bankruptcy law.
(See http://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Airline)
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List o(largest airlines total scheduled passengers carried in 2005

1.

Delta Air Lines 118,853,189 ill

2.

American Airlines 98,034,785 ill

3.

Southwest Airlines 88,379,900 ill

4.

US Airways Group 71,577,040 ill

5.

Air France-KLM 69.2 million (ill)

6.

United Airlines 66.8 million ®Dill

7.

Japan Airlines 58.2 million

8.

Northwest Airlines 51.9 million

9.

Lufthansa 45.4 million

10.

All Nippon Airways 42.3 million

11.

Continental Airlines 40.0 million

12.
(00)

SAS Group (Scandinavian Airlines/Spanair) 36.2 million

13.

British Airways 35.1 million

14.

Ryanair 33.4 million

15.

Iberia Airlines 32.3 million

16.

EasyJet 30.3 million

17.

Oantas 28.9 million

18.

Korean Air 21.7 million

19.

Air Canada 20.0 million

(See Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia)
http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/List of largest airlines;

[1] http://www.delta.com/about delta/corporate information/delta stats facts/index.jsp
[2] http://www .aa.com/content/amrcorp/pressReleases/2006 01/03 aatraffic.jhtml
..P,J bttp·Uwww southwest com/about swalpress/prindex.htmL ___________ _
[4] http://www2. usairways.com/awalcontent/aboutus/pressroom/pressreleases.aspx
[5] http://www.airfranceklm-fmance.com/EN/5
[6] http://ir. united.com/phoenix.zhtml ?c=83680&p=iro l-homeProfile#traffic
[7] http://www2.usairways.com/awalcontent/aboutus/pressroom/pressreleases.aspx
[8] http://www.sasgroup.net/SASC!ROUP IR/CMSForeignContent/2005se.pdf
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Aircraft Maintenance
In aircraft maintenance cases, the maintenance employees are directly hired by the
airline. Frequently, maintenance services are not performed in house. Smaller carriers, who find
it more convenient and cost effective, frequently use the maintenance services of another airline.
Of course it is also a similar set of economic circumstances that dictate that a larger carrier use
the serves of a smaller regional airline. Frequently air tragedies involve this type of aircraft
maintenance and this has caused the airline industry and the FAA focus in this area. The
participation of the larger carriers, in fact often the reliance of same, on these small regional
airlines begs the question of additional liability of the large carrier as additional defendants.

Code-sharing

Occasionally, such as the case of American Eagle, the larger carrier actually participates
in the ownership of the regional. Code-sharing, wherein the larger carrier either participates
with another large or small carrier on the basis of sharing one or the other's ARC computer code
thereby ostensibly showing thru-plane service on one airline may place additional liability
sharing on the major carrier. In 1990, when a flight operating as the Delta Connection crashed,
Delta told a Nevada court that it felt it had no responsibility concerning the flight. Northwest
Airlines took no part in the accident investigation of a plane carrying Northwest's code and
operating as Northwest Airline when it crashed in 1993. Though travel agents are required to
inform passengers when they book a code-share flight the task can be often burdensome and
time-consuming. The DOT believes that 30% of all travelers booking international reservations
which are code-shared are not told which airline they may be flying.

Airlines and Government Control

The relationship between the airlines and the government has in many ways shifted to a
free market since The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978. But here it should be noted that during
times of war, emergency, and other natural and manmade disasters, private common carrier
industries such as the communications services, shipping industry, and airlines have regularly
been nationalized. This was true for every major industrialized country, including the USA,
throughout the 20th century, and more recently for the USA during the Persian Gulf Wars, as
private USA planes were regularly used to transport and deploy military supplies and personnel
·-------ror comoal"putp"oses.
. . ----· ··----··----- . -·-·---"The airlines have a proud history of supporting the United
States military in time of war-we have been doing so for over
sixty years, " said James C. May, president and CEO of the Air
Transport Association ofAmerica, Inc. (ATA). "We are proud of
201
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what we do every day and even prouder to serve our country in
time of crisis. "
For decades, U.S. airlines have provided passenger and cargo
transport services to the military in peacetime and wartime. In
1941, Edgar Gorrell, the firs~ president of the ATA, presented
the concept of voluntary civil airlift participation in wartime to
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, shortly after the attack on
Pearl Harbor.

0

"The activation of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) program
demonstrates just how important our commercial aviation
system is to the United States," said May. "We are not only a
vital sector of the economy-we can and do fulfill an essential
national defense role. " The modern CRAF partnership was
formalized through a series ofpresidential executive orders and
memoranda of understanding, the first of which was signed
December 15, 1951. Under the CRAF program, U.S. airlines
commit to support Department of Defense (DoD) airlift needs
when those needs exceed the military's own airlift capability. In
emergencies, DoD can activate U.S. civil aircraft and crews on
24-48 hours notice. (See Airlines Proudly Support U.S. Military,
Washington,
Feb.
10,
2003
http://www. airlines. org/news/d. aspx ?nid=6420)
Elsewhere, the military control over the airlines is demonstrated by the following:

0

There are 11 carriers signed up for this first stage of
mobilization, Honda said by phone from command offices at
Scott Air Force Base in Illinois.
They are American Airlines, American Trans Air, Continental
Airlines, Delta Airlines, Hawaiian Airlines, North American
Airlines, Northwest Airlines, Omni Air International, United
Airlines, US Airways and World Airways.

***
The reserve air fleet, established in 1951, consists of aircraft
that commercial carriers have agreed to make available for
military use in times of crisis and when there are not enough
military aircraft to handle all the work. In return for
participating, carriers are given preference for the defense
departments peacetime passenger and cargo business and
·- --- - -- - -- --1guaranteed that the burden of carrying out-a-deployment-will-be ·
spread fairly among all participating.
(See Pentagon Orders Commercial Airlines to Help Transport
Troops
By
Pauline
Jelinek
Associated
Press
Writer,
Feb
10,
2003http://www.intellnet.org/news/2003/02/1 0/16584-l.html )
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Finally, even during times when the USA government has not actively taken control of its
companies' airlines with the military, the government compels the airlines to perform a functions
more traditionally performed by official government agencies.

Moreover, the industry is structured so that airlines often act as
tax collectors. Airline fuel is untaxed however due to a series of
treaties existing between countries. Ticket prices include a
number of fees, taxes, and surcharges they have little or no
control over, and these are passed through to various providers.
Airlines are also responsible for enforcing government
regulations. If airlines carry passengers without proper
documentation on an international flight, they are responsible
for returning them back to the originating country.
(See http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Airline)

Airline Deregulation
The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 encouraged the creation of new airlines,
competitive airfares, and signaled the end of the special protection for which the large carriers of
the airline industry had grown accustomed. Prior to 1978, nearly every aspect of airline
operation, including safety, market entry, consumer protection, pricing and liability had been
subject to government regulation. The justification was the perceived national interest of
maintaining a prominent aviation industry. On January 1, 1985 the Federal Aviation Act
officially eliminated the Civil Aeronautics Board and its functions were transferred to the
Department of Transportation.

The CAB's (Civil Aeronautics Board) Consumer Protection Rules were
transferred in tact as were its enforcement powers to regulate and
monitor airlines both domestic and international and related entities
such as travel agents, tour operators, depository banks and air carrier
trade associations. The Air Traffic Conferences (ATC) (domestic) and
the International Air Transport Association (IA TA) (international) to
the extent ofpreventing unfair competition and deceptive practices and
assuring the provision of safe and adequate service to the general
public. "... "with respect to the contract of carriage and the rights and
remedies of airline passengers, the broad policy objective was to scrap
the tariff system, antitrust immunity and the enforcement of liability
disclaimers in favor of the common law." (See Domestic Aircarriers
Travel Law, Dickerson Law Journal Seminars Press, Thomas A.
Dickerson, 1992, pages 213, 214)
What -follows-ar-e -some--useful examples of the above discussed- legal-eooeepts as they
apply to the travel industry.
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Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
800 Independence Avenue, S. W.
Washington, DC 20591
Tel: + 1 (202) 366-4000
Fax: + 1 (202) 456-1121
Website: www.faa.gov
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is divided into nine
geographical regions in the US with the two largest field facilities at the Mike
Monroney Aeronautical Center at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and the William J
Hughes Technical Center at Atlantic City, New Jersey. The FAA operates about
450 air traffic control towers or Terminal Area Approach Control Facilities
(I'RACONS) at the major airports.
Flights proceeding between terminal areas come under the control of Air
Route Traffic Control Centers and are monitored by the FAA 's airspace system
and its own fleet of airplanes equipped with precision receivers, recorders, signal
analyzers, and other devices.
The FAA also conducts a great deal of industry research and acquisition
such as human performance in aeronautical tasks, improvement of runways, and
the effects of corrosion on aircraft structures, full scale crash tests, and other
experiments that explore the effects of impact forces and fire. FAA also has a
satellite technology research program for air navigation and landing systems.

0

The FAA regulates, sets standards, and certifies aeronautical equipment
and aviation personnel including the airworthiness of aircraft and certification for
pilots, mechanics, dispatchers, and instructors. The FAA also gives grants to
public use airports for improvements such as runway construction and upgrades,
purchase of rescue and firefighting equipment, installation of lighting, and noiseabatement measures. The FAA details the regulations for design, operation, and
safety of airports, evaluates the environmental impact of development plans, and
administers a noise-compatibility program.

Federal Preemption ofState Regulation through the Airline Deregulation Act

Another example of federalism in the travel industry is found in The Airline Deregulation
Act (ADA) which mandates that airlines are exempt from regulation by States and are exempt
fromswtln State court.-:--Tfie-Xfrline Deregulation Acf of 1978proliibits States- frmn ,'enacting or
enforcing any law ... relating to [air carrier] rates, routes, or services." (See The Airline
Deregulation Act of 1978 §1305(a)(l)). The ADA prohibits State-imposed regulation of air
carriers, thus claims brought under a State's consumer fraud act are preempted by the federal
law. Recent cases have upheld this form of federalism based separation of powers.
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Rates, Routes, or Services

Any State enforcement action is pre-empted if it has a connection with or reference to
airline "rates, routes, or services." (See Shaw vs. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 463 U.S. 85 (1983))

Contract Terms Are Not Preempted
The Airline Deregulation Act permits State court enforcement of contract terms set by the

parties themselves. Therefore, breach of contract claims may be brought in State court. The
Supreme Court held that "a remedy confined to a contract's terms simply holds parties to their
agreements -- in this instance, to business judgments an airline made public about its rates and
services." (See American Airlines vs. Wolens 513 U.S. 219 (1995))
Service Contracts

Federal preemption of "rates, routes and services" under 49 U.S.C. § 41713(b), as
interpreted by the U.S. Supreme Court in American Airlines vs. Wolens, does not preempt an
airline-related action based on State contract law. The court adopted a test to determine if a
personal injury claim relates to "service" in a "public utility sense." The court held that service
does not refer to the pushing of baggage carts, keeping the aisles clear of stumbling blocks, the
safe handling and storage of luggage, assistance to passengers in need nor to like functions.
(See Charas vs. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 160 F.3d 1259 (9th Cir. 1998) (en bane))

Defamation and Tort Claims

A State law defamation claim against an airline is not preempted. The court noted that
under the Charas test, few if any State law tort claims could be considered to be interfering with
the public utility purposes of the preemption statute. (See Taj Mahal Travel vs. Delta Airlines,
1998 U.S. App. LEXIS 32579 (3d Cir. 1998))

IV. AIRLINE TICKETING
The basis for a travel agency's operation comes from approval of The Airline Reporting
Corporation (ARC), International Air Transport Association (lATA), and International Air
Transport Association (lATA). Before an agent in the USA can begin issuing tickets it must
meet ARC's requirements which includes being sufficiently bonded. ARC is regulated by the
Department of Transportation and serves as a general clearing house and mechanism for
selecting and licensing travel agents to sale airline tickets. The funds raised from the sale of
airline tickets are then held in a trust account for ARC to debit and in tum disperse to the
- - individual--airlines. ARC, lATA and IAl'AN- maintain- strict- appointment procedures for -- qualifying, testing, and appointing travel agents to retail tickets to the general public. This
regulatory function enables ARC, lATA, and IATAN to have a great deal of control over the
issuance of tickets, the travel agencies, and the airline industry.
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Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC)
4100 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22203-1629
Tel: + 1 (703) 816-8003
Fax: + 1 (703) 816-8088
Website: www.arccorp.com

The Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC) regulates ticket sales and
reports to the airlines for travel agencies and other ticket outlets and is a
corporation owned by certain U.S. air carriers that collectively appoint U.S.
travel agencies to represent participating air carriers. It further administers the
Area Banks and Area Settlement Program which is a clearinghouse for agent
reporting and the settlement of airline ticket sales. ARC became the successor
corporation to the ATC, following the agent rights issues trial ofARTA vs. ATC
in 1985. While some functions are similar to those of ATC, ARC is designed to
operate without the limited antitrust immunity once possessed by ATC. The ARC
corporation beganformal operations on January 1. 1985.
The Airlines Reporting Corporation requires all travel agencies to apply
for, and be granted, a 'travel agency appointment' prior to being allowed to sell
air travel with airline ticket stock. This agency program binds the travel agent
as an agent of the carrier. The agent may receive commissions by representing
the airline in the sale of passenger transportation. ARC established its own
criteria for which travel agents would be entrusted with its airline ticket stock
paper and airline ticket printing plates. Various carriers have now established
additional bonding and liability criteria.
The application for an appointment must be approved before operating
as an appointed travel agency. ARC will not grant uniform ticket stock until the
appointment is granted. ARC's services include: travel agency t;zccreditation;
ticket, and ticket number assignment, distribution and control; travel
transaction reporting and financial settlement; new distribution technology
development and support.
In 1995, ARC began to process and settle electronic tickets issued by
ARC accredited travel agents through Computer Reservations Systems (CRS)
now also known as Global Reservations Systems (GDS). The treatment
accorded an electronic transaction by ARC is, for the most part, a mirror image
of the function performed for the paper counter part with accountability
residing with the electronic record of a document number rather than a
numbered paper document. The sale of electronic tickets (or e-tickets) is
steadily increasing in number and currently accounts for about half of all ARC
processed travel agent transactions. However, in light of recent terrorist
__ ... ------··---11-- - -actiJlities, e=.tickets usage may become _mar.e r.estricted Because_these systems
require telephone line transmission, frauds against carriers and ticketed
through a GDS are prosecuted federally by__ the U.S. Attorneys office.
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International Air Transport Association (lATA)

Head Office
800 Place Victoria
POBox 113
Montreal, Quebec H4Z 1M1
CANADA
Tel: + 1 (514) 874-0202
Website: www1.iata.org
While the Air Transport Association sets the standards and rules of US.
domestic airlines, the International Air Transport Association (lATA) sets
standards between nations. lATA's main function is the economic regulation of
international air transportation, in particular international rates and fares that
are subject to unanimous resolutions of the carriers, provided that the countries
do not object.
lATA is a voluntary organization open to any scheduled air c_arrier
whose home country is a member or eligible candidate of the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Its main function is the economic
regulation of international air transportation, in particular international rates
and fares that are subject to unanimous resolutions of the carriers, provided
that the countries do not object.
lATA has served the international and global travel industry since 1919.
It has a membership of over 275 airlines from 143 countries. It has represents
90, 000 accredited travel agencies in 209 countries.
lATA seeks to be a neutral, intermediary to develop standards which
facilitate cooperation among travel industry enterprises. lATA has standardized
the air ticket system and the travel agent appointment system, and created a
financial dispute settlement system. lATA is also the provider of the three letter
airline city codes system and a two letter airline code system recognized as the
standards for communicating airport andjlight information the world over.
In 1979 lATA was reorganized into two divisions:
• Trade Association dealing with technical, legal,
traffic services and most agency matters
•

financial,

Tariff Coordination addressing passenger fares and
cargo
rates, and agents' commissions. Approximately 100 Members,
--~--mcluding the world's largest airlines; parttctpate- in Tariff Coordination.
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International Airlines Travel Agents Network (JATAJV)
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300 Garden City Plaza, Suite 342
Garden City, New York 11530-3302
Tel: +1 (800) 294-2826 +1 (516) 747-4716
Fax: +1 (514) 874-9632
Website: www.iatan.org
The International Airlines Travel Agents Network (IATAN) has been in
existence since 1986. Its mission is to promote professionalism, administer
meaningful and impartial business standards, and to provide cost effective
products, services and educational programs that benefit the travel industry.
/ATAN provides a vital/ink between the supplier community and the US. travel
distribution network.
IATAN endorses Airline Appointed and Travel Sales Intermediary (IS/)
agency locations, registers the personnel who work in these agencies, and
produces the IATAN Travel Agent ID Card as a method of identifying bonafide
travel agents who may qualify for reduced rates or other industry privileges.
US. Travel Agent antitrust litigation against lATA, forced lATA to
establish IATAN for agent regulations in the US., however outside of the US,
lATA is able to continue engaging in international pricing and regulations. The
Passenger Network Services Corporation (PNSC) is the US. successor
corporation to lATA. While many of its functions are similar to those formerly
performed by /A TA, it is designed to operate without antitrust immunity. The
Passenger Network Service Corporation is operated by the International Air
Transport Association and administers travel agency programs within the
United States on behalf of international air carriers. The corporation does
business under the trade name International Airlines Travel Agent Network
(/A TAN).

0

IATAN, along with its parent lATA, compiles comprehensive
information on all travel industry sales outlets worldwide, and administers
websites such as www.LocateATravelAgency.com to help consumers find a
loca{ ircivel agency and www.CheckACode.com to help suppliers identify
agents.
IATAN publishes the NETWORK newsletter for travel agencies and The
Supplier Side for travel suppliers, as well as www.iatan.org, a valuable and
··---·-- -·------ trustea resource d'Hout the various· products -ana servzcesiATAN offers--the ·
travel community.
Educational programs such as the geography training, videos,
classroom eo a h seminars, and the website www. ournewworld. com round
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out !A TAN services that add value to the travel industry.

Global Distribution Systems (GDS)

In the more distant past, in order to make or confirm a reservation on a flight, the travel
agent reviewed the Official Airline Guide (OAG) and confirmed the flight's status orally by
telephone. They would then issue a ticket upon that carrier's ticket stock.
Most tickets for passenger airline travel are sold by travel agents, who use computer
reservations systems (CRS). A CRS enables travel agents to view schedules and fares and then
to make reservations and issue tickets electronically for their airline passenger customers. Travel
agents purchase or lease the computer equipment from the various CRS vendors and purchase
CRS service from such vendors. Travel agents enter into contracts with the CRS vendors to
lease or purchase the equipment, as well as to purchase the service and data from them.
However, technological progress has rapidly changed the procedure. Most airlines now
either own or belong to a CRS. These systems allow the airline to display the flight information
directly onto the travel agent's computer and allow the agent to enter the flight of choice on an
automatic ticketing machine and to issue the passenger's ticket on common ARC ticket stock
without touching the telephone. In the USA, the CRS industry is comprised of several major
computer systems: The first CRS called Apollo was begun by United Airlines in 1976.
Problems have continually arisen in this area with what is often referred to as "display
bias," meaning that travel agents and consumers have not always received the most accurate
information regarding a competitor airline's schedule and fares. Regulations were adopted on
January 11, 1985 to effectively ban display bias in computer reservation's terminals. As
technology progresses, new problems, such as access and sale of a passenger's personal
preferences, must be dealt with by equally creative legal techniques.
The major CRS systems on the market today are:
Amadeus
Amadeus was founded in 1987. The traditional core of
its business is travel distribution. Worldwide Amadeus
Global Distribution System has the most extensive
international
distribution
network
and
more
international bpQkffJg~ are mgde .t.hrQMgfz_Amadeus than
through any other system. Amadeus was formed by an
alliance between Air France. Lufthansa. Iberia Airlines,
and Scandinavian Airlines Svstem. It specialises in IT
solutions to manage airline, train. cruise ship. rental car,
hotel
and
travel
bookings.
(See
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Galileo
In 1997, Galileo International Inc bought the Apollo
Reservation Sysrem (designed by United Airlines in
1976). In December 2006. TravelPort agreed to buy and
merge with Worldspan GDS. However, at the time,
management of TravelPort did not commit to the
eventual merging of the two GDS systems, saying that
they were considering all options, including running
both systems in parallel.
(Seehttp:llen. wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo International)

American spun off Sabre on March 15, 2000. The system
is now a publicly traded corporation, Sabre Holdings.
stock symbol TSG on the NYSE. The corporation
introduced the new logo . . . and changed from the allcaps acronym "SABRE" to the upper and lower case
"Sabre" when the new corporation was formed The
Travelocity website is owned by this company and serves
as a consumer interface to the system.

***
In 1981 a study (See November Line of Sale Analysis,"
memo to R. E. Murray from S. D. Nason, American
Airlines, Dec. 3, 1981. ) by American Airlines found that
travel agents selected the flight appearing on the first
line more than half the time. 92 percent of the time, the
selected flight was on the first screen. This provided a
huge incentive for American to manipulate their ranking
formula, or even corrupt the search algorithm outright,
to favor American flights. American eventually did just
that under the name "screen science. "

- -·- - - - -- - -- · - -- - -

At first this was limited to juggling the relative
importance of factors such as the length of the flight,
how close the actual departure time was to the desired
time, and whether the flight had a connection. But with
each success American -became 5olaer. 7 n- late 1981,
New York Air added aflightfrom La Guardia to Detroit,
challenging American in an important market. Before
long the new flights suddenly started appearing at the
bottom of the screen. ( See "Motion of the Justice
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Department for an Extension of Time, " in "Re Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking - Airline Computer
Reservations System," Docket 41686, Civil Aeronautics
Board, Oct. 5, 1983) Its reservations dried up, and it
was forced to cut back from eight Detroit flights a day to
none.

***
On one occasion, Sabre deliberately withheld
Continental's discount fares on 49 routes where
American competed (See Memo from J.L. Ott to L. A.
Iovinel/i et a/., "Subject: Continental Fares," American
Airlines, Dec. 1, 1981. ) A Sabre staffer had been
directed to work on a program that would automatically
suppress any discount fares loaded into computer system.
Congress investigated these practices and in 1983 Bob
Crandall, president of American, was the most vocal
supporter of the systems. "The preferential display of our
flights, and the corresponding increase in our market
share, is the competitive raison d'etre for having created
the system in the first place, " he told them. Unimpressed,
in 1984 the United States government outlawed screen
bias.
Even after biases were eliminated, travel agents using
the system leased and serviced by American were
significantly more likely to choose American over other
airlines. The same was true of United and its Apollo
systemJ The airlines referred to this phenomenon as the
"halo" effect.
(See http://en.wikipedia.or€fwiki!Sabre %28computer system%29)

Worldspan
Worldspan was formed in early 1990 by Delta Air Lines,
Northwest Airlines, and Trans World Airlines to operate
and sell its GDS services to travel agencies worldwide.
In mid-2003, Worldspan was sold by its owner airlines
to Citi~·oup Venture Capital and Ontario Teachers'
Pension Fund
In- December; 2006, Travelport, owner of the Galf/eo ___ ·
GDS and Orbitz agreed to buy and merge with
Worldspan. However, at the time, management of
Trave/Port did not commit to the eventual merging of the
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two GDS systems, saying that they were considering all
options, including running both systems in parallel.
(See http :lien. wikipedia. orglwiki/Worldspan

In recent years, there has been a fierce -competition between the major CRS carriers to
increase the number of subscribers to their CRS systems. The reason for such competition is
twofold.
First, the CRS business is apparently a highly profitable one; the CRS provides its
owner/carrier with income from both the travel agent subscribers and the participating carriers
(i.e., carriers that have an agreement with the system owner for display of their flight schedules,
fares, or seat availability, or for the making of the reservations or issuance oftickets through the
system--the so-called "booking fees"). While the major CRS vendors have kept their profits
highly confidential, it is estimated that their profits have been substantial.
Second, it has been found that there is a mutually reinforcing effect between the CRS
share and scheduled airline transportation share: the greater the air share in a particular region,
the more attractive the CRS to agents in that region, and the greater the CRS share, the easier it is
for the CRS carrier to gain or keep air share. In addition, carrier-vendor CRS systems have used
their market power and CRS systems to increase their profits by impeding competition. Last
decade's investigation by the Department of Justice showed that both American and United have
exercised their CRS systems to the disadvantage of rival airlines through display bias and
selective suppression or manipulation of information on display and through pricing strategies
(i.e., charging a very high access price to participating carriers or totally denying access to
selected carriers)
The computer contracts used by the major CRS vendors follow the same basic guidelines.
These carrier-CRS vendors formerly maintained that all terms of their respective contracts were
non-negotiable, i.e., you either "take it or leave it." However, largely due to the fierce
competition in the field, CRS vendors are now willing to negotiate many of the terms of their
CRS agreements. Their willingness to negotiate is in a direct relationship to the size of the travel
agency and/or its market share in the region. Small and medium-size travel agents usually get the
"take it or leave it" treatment. Large travel agents have been able to change many of the terms of
the CRS agreements in their favor.

Antitrust in airline Industry
Antitrust laws are in place to protect the general public form one company or a group of
companies working together to stifle competition by engaging in unfair business practices.
-~le many are familiar .~th the term monopo{P.~p_!roL of_the~ark~_!__~ one company,
many do not know that monopolies are not illegal in the USA; it is only using one's monopolistic
power to control the market that leads to antitrust violations. A cartel is a group of companies
working together to control the market, meanwhile agreeing not to compete with each other
under the terms of a free market economy. The general idea that binds these legal concepts is
that if they are given complete control of the market, they will block competition, and thus the
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would be no incentive for companies to produce better goods and services through innovation,
nor to have competitive prices.
Dating back as far as the end of World War II, the airlines have been subject to
continuous regulation and monitoring by the USA government for antitrust activities. Initially,
this began with Pan American World Airways seeking the legal designation as the United States'
sole international carrier; a process eventually halted by efforts from Howard Hughes of TWA
and others.

Although Pan Am lobbied intensively to enhance its
position as the nation's international airline, it lost that
distinction-first to American Overseas Airlines. and
later to a number of carriers designated to compete with
Pan Am in certain markets, such as TWA to Europe,
Bran1{;_ to South America. and Northwest Orient to East
Asia. 6
(See Bilstein, Roger E. (July 1, 2001). Flight in America.
Johns Hopkins University Press. ISBN 0-8018-6685-5. p.
169.
Andhttp://en. wiki.pedia.org/wiki./Pan American World Airways)

In 1986, USA Travel Agent antitrust litigation against IATA, forced lATA to establish
lATAN for agent regulations in the USA; however, outside ofthe USA, lATA is able to continue
engaging in international pricing and creating regulations for the airline industry. The Passenger
Network Services Corporation (PNSC) is the USA successor corporation to lATA. While many
of its functions are similar to those formerly performed by IATA, it is designed to operate
without antitrust immunity. The Passenger Network Service Corporation is operated by the
International Air Transport Association and administers travel agency programs within the
United States on behalf of international air carriers. The corporation does business under the
trade name International Airlines Travel Agent Network (lATAN).
By the turn of the twentieth century, the world of travel purchases changed as computers
and the internet led the way for a new breed of airline antitrust lawsuits. One of the main forms
of income traditional for many travel agents has been through charging commissions and service
fees, particularly for airline tickets. In the 1990s the airlines began to shift the fees normally
charged to consumers for travel agents processing tickets to the airlines as they sold tickets
directly to consumers on the internet. The increase in internet usage by airlines for consumers,
has lead to the airlines seeking to make more by selling directly to consumers, and not going
through travel agents. Many companies began to appear on the internet selling airline tickets,
and finally in the USA Orbitz came onto the scene.

Orbitz, Inc. is an Internet - --t~a-wd--eompany- headquartered in
Chicago. Orbitz, along with all other Cendant travel businesses,
was sold to a subsidiary of the Blackstone Group, in a deal
worth over $4. 6 billion to form a new company called
Travelport.
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(See http://en. wikipedia. orglwiki/Orbitz)

Travel industry reaction against Orbitz was strong even before the website launched:
Since American Airlines, United Airlines, Delta Air Lines,
Northwest Airlines and Continental Airlines announced last year
that they were investing $100 million to start a new online travel
agency, Travelocity, Expedia and other competitors have cried foul.
They charge that the jive airlines, which already account for nearly
70 percent of domestic airline industry sales, will monopolize
online ticket sales by offering their best deals exclusively on Orbitz.
Once Orbitz uses this advantage to drive competitors out of
business, they say, its airline owners will be able to raise prices.
(See TRAVEL ADVISORY: CORRESPONDENT'S REPORT; New
Airline-Owned Site To Go Online in June, The New York Times,
Laurence Zuckerman, May 27, 2001)

When consumers go to Orbitz to purchase air tickets, most think they are going to an
independent company but actually, the airlines own Orbitz through a network of holding
companies. Another controversy arises, that raises antitrust issues, based on possible collusion
and unfair trading practices as the airlines meet to set up the Orbitz.com website and to post
prices online. As the airlines own Orbitz, it is a perfect opportunity to engage in unfair business
practices, price fixing, and other antitrust activity.
The airlines continued to put pressure on travel agents through the build up of airline
booking sites, reducing costs by cutting travel agents' commissions. Finally, in 2002, Delta
Airlines was the first airline to terminate all agency commissions, and within one week of that
decision, the other five largest USA carriers followed suit. It has been argued that this decision
to attack independent travel agencies was done by the air corporations while they simultaneously
launched their own product, Orbitz. Orbitz' s website is merely an aggregation site that works
under the permission of the airlines, and in fact is owned by the airlines. It is no wonder that the
airlines are so aggressive toward other "screen-scraping" online companies. They are in direct
competition with the airline's own website cartel Orbitz.com, and their individual company sites.

0

Today, the airlines increasingly advertise their websites rather than their associated travel
agents or call centers. While Orbitz's alleged antitrust practices were challenged through
Congressional hearings and the Sara Hall vs. Orbitz lawsuit (Anolik Law Corporation providing
expert counsel), both proceedings were unable to stop the Internet air travel cartel. Many factors
are here, but among them is the frequent complaint of poor industry conditions following
September 11 attacks.
Antitrust concerns

·-----·----·-- - - - -Even before the site began opcrrating,- mecompanjTfil"l:"ed·mtense
antitrust scrutiny- after all, five of the six oligopolist "major"
airlines, controlling 80 percent of the US air travel market, were
collaborating. Several consumer organizations, as well as
Orbitz's primary competitors at the time (Expedia, Sabre,
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lobbying the United States Department of Transportation to
block the project from the outset, and some 23 state attorneys
general also voiced concerns thanks to local competitors
complaining. When the DOT permitted the company to move
ahead in April 2001, the competitive lobbying effort was
switched to the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice
and the US. House Committee on Energy and Commerce.
Among the concerns raised were these:
•

above all, the so-called Most Favored Nation provision,
by which the airlines agreed not to cut deals with
competing sites under more favorable terms than with
Orbitz

•

the airlines' agreement to release certain discount fares
only to Orbitz or other entities at Orbitz low distribution
cost, at the expense of its online and offline competitors

•

that Computer Reservation System fee discounts
extended to partner airlines would undermine
competitors and damage the fledgling online travel
industry

•

that the airlines would coordinate efforts secretly to
reduce discounts

•

Orbitz was breaking out the service fee from the ticket
price, not making the total price clear

The Interactive Travel Services Association (ITSA), an
organization of Internet travel agencies and GDSes - all Orbitz
competitors - issued a report in December 2001 arguing that
Orbitz was stifling its members.
Partly in response to consumer advocate complaints, Orbitz
announced in May 2002 it would make its fares available to
customers via its call center for those consumers that did not
. __ ____ _-.!!.ave CO!fP!ft~~ o! internet access.
__ . -----------------···--·-In July 2003, the Department of Justice ruled that Orbitz was
not a cartel and did not pose a threat to competition. Orbitz's
rapid growth had not impeded its online competitors' businesses
which had continued to grow apace, and no evidence was found
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of price fixing. Additionally, changes in the marketplace had
eroded both the advantages of the Most Favored Nation clause
and the webfares that Orbitz had due to its low supplier cost.
Orbitz continued its success in the market based upon its unique
technology platform

-----

0

(See http :lien.wikipedia. orglwiki/Orbitz)

The case of Orbitz shows that the airlines favor the internet over the telephone; and they
favor the telephone over travel agents. The airlines have put pressure on travel agents through the
expansion of their airline booking sites as a way of reducing costs, and by cutting commissions
to travel agents. The airlines are increasingly advertising their websites rather than their
associated travel agents or call centers.
Orbitz requested and received a grant of immunity in 2003 for its antitrust violations.
Now the airlines present their own fares directly to the public, and it is the consumers that are
hurt as there is a lack of objectivity in presentation of fares, a responsibility traditionally held by
travel agents.
Meanwhile, following the liberty granted to Orbitz in the USA, the company also
developed a program for travel agents to sell tickets using Orbitz's website and price schemes.
The "Orbitz Affiliate Program" is yet another monopolistic effort by the airlines to buy up all of
the travel agencies, so consumers will buy directly from the airlines and the airline websites, like
Orbitz. In a free market, travel agents that are independents contractors can get travel from any
other agency, as they are independent. But here Orbitz Affiliates are act more like employees as
they are prohibited from being independent; through contract with Orbitz, they are greatly
restricted in their selection of whose travel services they can sell. So here consumers can go
directly to Orbitz and its employee "affiliates."

Q

Cost of Flight
Back in 1993, Pete Moritz, a travel industry expert, made a report of TWA booking costs.
Then he noted that seats onboard flights that may charge as much as $2,300, are made up of
much lower costs to the airline that has already paid for the flight, fuel, crew, etcetera. To fill an
empty seat onboard only costs the airline an additional:
$1.66lunch
$0.26 insurance
$1.28 fuel
$3.20 is the total the airline pays to put a passenger in an empty seat

- - - - - - - - - · - - - ------··· .

--·-------·

:--------------

·· -

First Class costs the airline a little more, as the lunch cost goes up to $4.66. Many
regularly term the lunch, the "rubber chicken meal," as if the whole pricing scheme were a big
joke. But it is the airlines that are laughing, when they charge premium prices, for late booking
or frequent flyer upgrades, to have passengers fly in their unfilled seats.
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Ticket as a Contract of Carriage
Each time a passenger buys a ticket a written contract is formed between the passenger
and the airline. However, each airline has its own specific rules that make up the contract of
carriage. These may or may not be found on the ticket. However they must be.provided in
writing upon the passenger's request. If the terms are incorporated by reference then
conspicuous notice must be provided in each ticket that it incorporates the terms by reference. If
the airline fails to do so the passenger will not be bound by the airline's terms. Terms should
include the airlines" attempts at liability limitations, as well as, check-in and claim-filing
deadlines. The airline that incorporates by reference should also ensure that all passengers are
able to receive explanations of all key terms which are identified on the ticket from all locations
where the tickets are sold. Furthermore, the full text of the contract of carriage must be available
at any airport or city ticket office for passenger inspection that the airline serves. The airline
must also mail a free copy of the contract to the passenger if so requested by the passenger in
writing. (See Travel Rights, Charles Leocha, Dickinson Press (1994) p21)
Certain incorporated terms require additional notice and are generally terms that affect
the passenger's airfare, restrict airfare, allow price increases by the airline after purchase of the
ticket, or create any penalties of a monetary nature. Conspicuous written notice of any of these
terms must be on the ticket or accompany the ticket. (See Travel Rights, p21, 22)

Tariffs
Like most of the transportation industry, the specific rules and regulations regarding air
travel on a particular carrier are covered by the carrier's contract. In this case, a tariff is an
individual airline's contract of carriage with their passenger, regarding the specific rules of air
travel on that airline including: the notice of fares and rates applicable to the transportation of
persons or property and the rules relating to or affecting such fares and rates of transportation.
Though most passengers receive a domestically standard ARC ticket jacket, each airline
maintains its own policies, as reflected in the tariff. Airlines are required to show passengers the
complete terms of their ticketing in writing upon request. As such certain disclosure rules apply
to the airlines relations with its passengers.
International airlines file tariff rules with their respective governments. Generally,
passengers are bound by these rules even if they have not been disclosed, unlike domestic
contract rules. However, even though the tariff rules may not be brought to the attention of the
passenger in the contract ticket or jacket, or reference to same made therein, a copy of these rules
must be kept at the airport and city ticket offices. Likewise, passengers also have the right to
thoroughly examine these terms, ask questions, receive answers and help with locating specific
-- ------·
- tanffrules. (See Travel Rights p22) -- ------- ----·-

Airline Disclosures in the USA
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For domestic travel, some airlines provide all contract terms on or with the passenger's
ticket at the time it is purchased. Many small commuter carriers use this system. Other larger
airlines often elect to "incorporate terms by reference" into their contracts of carriage for
domestic transportation. These memos, issued along with a partial set of the airline's tariffs and
the ticket, are contained in a separate document that may also be inspected by the passenger upon
request.

0

If an airline elects to incorporate by reference it must provide conspicuous written notice
with each ticket that:

1. It incorporates terms by reference
2. The terms may include liability limitations, claim filing
deadlines, check-in deadlines, and certain other key terms
3. The airline must also, ensure that passengers can receive an
explanation of key terms identified on the ticket from any
location where the carrier's tickets are sold, including travel
agencies
4. Make available for inspection the full text of its contract of
carriage at each of its own airport and city ticket offices; and
5. Mail a free copy of the full contract of carriage upon written
request

Deceptive, False and Misleading Advertising
The Department of Transportation under the Lanham Act (See Trademark Act of 1946 15
U.S.C. §1125 et seq.), the Federal Aviation Act (See 49 U.S.C. §1471 et seq.), as well as various
State Attorneys General under consumer protection laws, are authorized to enforce deceptive,
false and misleading advertising and business practices by airlines. Cases frequently arise over
airlines complaints concerning each other's business practices. These situations often involve
unavailable or extremely restricted airfare specials.

0

In Morales vs. Trans World Airlines, the National Association of Attorneys General
(NAAG) had adopted guidelines that contain detailed standards governing: the content and
format of airline fare advertising; required disclosures of fare terms, restrictions, and availability;
and restricted how fares could be marketed and sold at given prices. The Attorney General of
Texas then sought to enforce these guidelines against the airlines for deceptive fare
advertisements. The court enjoined the Texas state action under the federal preemption clause of
The Airline Deregulation Act. (See Morales vs. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 504 U.S. 374 (1992))
The Morales Court held that compelled disclosures and advertising restrictions would
have a significant impact on the airlines' ability to market their product, and hence a significant
______ im~2!_!!£q!l_fu~ f~es they charge. S~t~~--~e_!l_q!_p~~itt~~ to un4_()_Ql_~_~ticipated consumer ~d
industry benefits of federal deregulation of the airline· industry and have been enjoined from
enforcement that seeks to regulate or restrict "any aspect" of airline fare advertising or other
operations involving rates, routes, or services. (See Morales vs. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 504
U.S. 374 (1992))
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Joint Travel Campaigns
An expanding area of the law concerns the liability for air carriers involved in joint travel
ventures, hotels, cruise lines, tour companies, et cetera. Air carriers generally attempt to
disclaim their liability in brochures for the delivery of non-air transportation services. There is a
general rule that a principle is not liable for the defaults and actions of independent contractors.
Thus the argument would prevail that the carrier has provided its portion of the contract with
safe, reasonable air transportation and is not or sure not be liable for additional wrongdoings by
persons responsible for the land or sea portions of the tour package. However, this is not always
the case. If the airline has been heavily involved in promoting the package tour or made special
promises guaranteeing the safe delivery of tour services. The airline may be effectively so
involved in the tour that the passenger cannot easily distinguish the services provided by the
independent contractor and thus may have relied on the airline's name, (e.g., Delta Dream
Vacations, TWA Getaways, etc.).

Frequent Flyer Programs and Contracts
In American Airlines vs. Wolens, American Airlines' had changed its program terms and
conditions and sought to enforce these changes against consumers retroactively. These changes
included imposition of capacity controls and blackout dates to mileage credits that consumers
had previously accumulated. (See American Airlines vs. Wolens 513 U.S. 219 (1995))
Many Illinois consumers were participants in AAdvantage, American Airlines' frequent
flyer program. Consumers sued for breach of contract in Illinois State court under The lllinois
Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business Practices Act, that is under State law. Illinois Statecourt consolidated their claims into a class action. American Airline's response was that The
Airline Deregulation Act preempted the Illinois State claim. The Illinois Supreme Court allowed
the breach of contract, The Consumer Fraud Act, and monetary relief claims. The U.S. Supreme
Court overturned the State ruling and held that The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 preempts
State court suits, including suits by participants in an airline's frequent flyer program. (See
American Airlines vs. Wolens 513 U.S. 219 (1995)).

American Airlines vs. Wolens is a good example of an air travel law case that applies the
previous sections concepts. All wrapped up in this case can be found:
•
•
•

. ---·---------- -.---

contract law in the form of the American Airlines
agreement with AAdvantage members;
court made law in the form of the Supreme Court
Decision;
administrative law through the ADA;
and federalism as a contest between -State and Federai
rule.

Overbooking, A Necessity And A Risk
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Overbooking is a frequent airline occurrence. Normally overbooking would constitute a
breach of contract and possible fraudulent misrepresentation in the sense that the airline has
knowingly sold seats twice and the possibility exists that the seat will not be available to the
traveler despite his confirmed reservation and contract with the air carrier. However, such over
booking is still authorized by the Department of Transportation provided each air carrier
maintains a procedural manual describing the manner in which passengers are to be boarded
and/or denied seating. The usual procedure in an overbooked flight is a request by the carrier for
a. volunteer to surrender their seats. Various incentives such as next available flight and a free
round-trip domestically anywhere the carrier flies on a future flight are frequent offers.

Q

If there are not enough volunteers then any passenger denied boarding is said to have
done so on an involuntary basis despite the fact that the passenger may accept the denied
boarding compensation offered by the carrier. Under the airlines priority rules it cannot give a
preference which could be deemed unreasonable to any particular group or person or it may be
found to have discriminated against the group or person and face additional penalties such as
civil rights violations or violations of the American's With Disability Act provisions.
A passenger who insists upon cash payment for bumping is entitled to compensation at
the rate of 200% of the sum of the value of travel to the passenger's next stopover or, if none, to
the passenger's fmal destination, up to a maximum of $400.00. Alternatively, compensation may
be offered in the amount of one-half the amount described above ($200.00 maximum) with a
carrier arranging comparable air transportation with the arrival at the passenger's next stopover
or destination within two hours after the original scheduled time. (See Travel Tourism and
Hospitality Law, Alexander Anolik Esq. National Publisher's of the Blackhills, Inc., Elmsford,
NY, 1988, Page 54, 55.) A passenger denied boarding involuntarily shall also be provided with
the airline's written statement explaining its terms and conditions for denied boarding
compensation. This written explanation is also available to any person requesting same from a
representative of the carrier.

0

Courts in several states have held that the Federal Aviation Act is not the exclusive
remedy available to injured passengers. In the case of Gorenson vs. TWA, (18 AVI L. Rpts.
17,637 (White Plains City Com't, NY, I983) the court found TWA liable under breach of
contract and that the airline was not protected by the FAA (at that time CAB) from additional
state law breaches of contract clauses. Dependent upon the particular jurisdiction, the FAA
regulations are not the exclusive remedy for damages in the case of involuntary denied boarding.
A passenger denied boarding does not have to accept the airline's compensation as their
exclusive remedy and instead may decline and seek damages in a court oflaw. .
On airlines, early airline overbooking cases, prior to Nader vs. Allegheny Airlines,
lawyers could sue the carriers for misrepresentation when their clients were inconvenienced.
Today, public disclosure by airlines of their deliberate overbooking and boarding procedures,
-- ·printe~hm·theback~- of ticket jackets or on signs- on- most'ltcket· crrunters- -nave lessened their
exposure to these claims. The Department of Transportation has established set compensation if
the passenger strictly complies with the carrier's reservation confirmation and check-in
requirements and allows the passenger to sue the carrier if the passenger elects to decline the
payments.
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Procedures regulating treatment of passengers in cases of overbooking and over-sales of
airline seats are set forth at Part 250 of the Regulations of the US Department of Transportation
(14 C.P.R. 250). These procedures were formerly set forth at Part 250 of the Economic
Regulations of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Pursuant to the Civil Aeronautics Board Sunset Act
of 1984, responsibility for enforcement of those regulations was transferred to the, Department
of Transportation effective January 1, 1985 (See Part 250, as reissued by No. 19, effective
January 23, 1983. 47 Fed. Reg. 52980)
As a general rule, the law states that if an airline follows the overbooking compensation
rules of the Department of Transportation, its liability will be limited as set forth in those rules.
This is similar to the rules limiting liability for baggage loss or personal injury on international
flights specified in the Warsaw Convention. If the carrier follows the regulations carefully, its
liability will be limited to the amounts set forth in those regulations.
If the airline does not follow the DOT's rules in this regard, then the airline exposes itself
to liability on various possible theories, such as breach of contract, misrepresentation, and private right of action under federal statutes. The regulations state, in pertinent part:

§2511.2 -Applicability

This part applies to every carrier, as defined in §250.1,
with respect to flight segments with large aircraft [over 60
seats] in
[1] interstate or overseas air transportation and,
[2] foreign air transportation originating at a point
within the United States.

§250.2a - Policy Regarding Denied Boarding

In the event of an over sold flight, every carrier shall
ensure that the smallest practical number of persons holding
confirmed reserved space on that flight are denied boarding
involuntarily.

§250.2b - Carriers to Request Volunteers for Denied
Boarding.
[1] In the event of an oversold flight, every carrier shall
request volunteers for denied boarding before using any other
boarding priority. A 'volunteer' is a person who responds to the
carrier's request for volunteers and who willingly accepts the

--- -·-- ·--- Phil Cameron -:---------. - --- --· ---

carrier's offer of compensation, in any amount, in exchange for
relinquishing the confirmed reserved space. Any other
passenger denied boarding is considered for purposes of this
part to have been denied boarding involuntarily, even if that
passenger accepts the denied boarding compensation.

0

[b] If an insufficient number of volunteers come
forward, the carrier may deny boarding to other passengers in
accordance with its boarding priority rules. However, the
carrier may not deny boarding to any passenger involuntarily
who was earlier asked to volunteer without having been
informed about the danger of being denied boarding
involuntarily and the amount ofBoard-mandated compensation.

§250.3 - Boarding Priority Rules
[a] Every carrier shall establish priority rules and
criteria for determining which passengers holding confirmed
reserved space shall be denied boarding on an oversold flight in
the event that an insufficient number of volunteers come forward.
Such rules and criteria shall reflect the obligations of the carrier
set forth in §§250.2a and 250.2b to minimize involuntarily
denied boarding and to request volunteers, and shall be written
in such manner as to be understandable and meaningful to the
average passenger. Such rules and criteria shall not make, give
or cause any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to
any particular person to any unjust or unreasonable prejudice
or disadvantage' in any respect whatsoever.

§250.5 - Amount of Denied Boarding Compensation of
Passengers Denied Boarding Involuntarily.
[a] Subject to the exceptions provided in §250.5, a
carver as defined in §250.1, shall pay compensation to
passengers denied boarding involuntarily from an oversold
flight at the rate of 200 percent of the sum of the value of the
passenger's next stopover, or if none, to the passenger's final
destination, with a maximum of $400. However, the compensation shall be one-half the amount described above, with a
$200 maximum, if the carrier arranges for comparable air
--·-· ·------------------------·transportation or other transpartatton;--ur other tnmsportation
used by the passenger that, at the time either such arrangement
is made, is planned to arrive at the airport of the passenger's
next stopover or if not, at the airport of the passenger's
destination, not later than 2 hours after the time the direct or
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connecting flight on which confirmed space is held is planned to
arrive in the case of interstate and overseas air transportation,
or 4 hours after such time in the case of foreign air
transportation.
[b] Carriers may offer free or reduced rate air
transportation in lieu of the cash due under paragraph (a) of
this section, if (1) the value of the transportation benefit offered
is equal to or greater than the cash payment otherwise required,
and (2) the carrier informs the passenger of the amount of cash
compensation that would otherwise be due and that the passenger may decline the transportation benefit it and receive the
cash payment.

§250.6 - Exceptions to Eligibility for Denied Boarding
Compensation
A passenger denied boarding involuntarily from any
oversold flight shall not be eligible for denied boarding
compensation if,

0

[a] The passenger does not comply fully with the
carrier's contract of carriage or tariff provisions regarding
ticketing, reconfirmation, check-in, and acceptability 0 for
transportation;
[b) The flight for which the passenger holds confirmed
reserved space is unable to accommodate that passenger
because of substitution of equipment of lesser capacity when
required by operational or safety reasons;
[c) The passenger is offered accommodations or is
seated in a section of the aircraft other than that specified on the
ticket at no extra charge, except that a passenger seated in a
section for which a lower fare is charged shall be entitled to an
appropriate refund;
[d}The carrier arranges comparable air transportation,
____ ____________ .Qr other tran___s]2Qrlation used by the passeng~LfJL !'l.Q_ g___~r_q_ cost Q __ _
the passenger, that at the time such arrangements are made is
planned to arrive at the airport of the passenger's next stopover
or, if none, at the airport of the final destination not later than 1
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hour qfter the planned arrival time of the passenger's original
flight or flights.

0

§250.8- Denied Boarding Compensation
(a) Every carrier shall tender to a passenger eligible for
denied boarding compensation, on the day and place the denied
boarding occurs, except as provided in paragraph (b), cash or
an immediately negotiable check for the appropriate amount of
compensation provided in §250. 5.
(b) Where a carrier arranges, for the passenger's
convenience, alternate means of transportation that departs
before the payment can be prepared and given to the passenger,
tender shall be made by mail or other means within 24 hours
after the time the denied boarding occurs.

§250.9 - Written Explanation of
Compensation and Boarding Priorities.

Denied

Boarding

[a] Every carrier shall furnish passengers who are
denied boarding involuntarily from flights on which they hold
confirmed reserved space immediately after the denied boarding
occurs, a written statement explaining the terms, conditions, and
limitations of denied boarding compensation, and describing the
carrier's boarding priority rules and criteria. The carrier shall
also furnish the statement to any person upon request at all
airport ticket selling positions which are in the charge of a
person employed exclusively by the carrier, or by it jointly with
another person or persons, at all boarding locations being used
by the carrier.

0

[b]The statement shall read as follows:

.f .

coMPENSATION FOR DENIED BOARDING

Ifyou have been denied a reserved seat on [name of any
air carrier], you are probably entitled to monetary
compensation. This notice explains the airline's obligation and
- ure·-p assenger's right hi tHe- case-- o an oversOTiJ7lig1ii;--inaccordance with the regulations of the U.S. Department of
Transportation.

0
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VOLUNTEERS AND BOARDING PRIORITIES

If a flight is oversold (more passengers hold confirmed
reservations than there are seats available), no one may be
denied boarding against his or her will until airline personnel
first ask for_ volunteers who will give up their reservation
willingly, in exchange for a payment of the airline's choosing. If
there are not enough volunteers, other passengers may be
denied boarding involuntarily in accordance with the following
boarding priority of [name of carrier]: {In this space carrier inserts its boarding priority rules or a summary thereof, in a
manner to be understandable by the average passenger].

COMPENSATION OF INVOLUNTARILY DENIED
BOARDING

Ifyou are denied boarding involuntarily, you are entitled
to a payment of denied boarding compensation from the airline
unless [11 you have not fully complied with the airline's
ticketing, check-in, and reconfirmation requirements, or you are
not acceptable for transportation under the airline's usual rules
and practices; or [2] you are denied boarding because the flight
is cancelled; or{3]you are denied boarding because a smaller
capacity aircraft was substituted for safety or operational
reasons; or {4] you are offered accommodations in a section of
the aircraft other than the one specified on your ticket, at no
extra charge--a passenger seated in a section for which a lower
fare is charged must be given an appropriate refund; or [5] the
airline is able to place you on another flight or flights that are
planned to reach your final destination within one hour of the
scheduled arrival ofyour original flight.

AMOUNT OF DENIED BOARDING COMPENSATION
Passengers who are eligible for denied boarding
compensation must be offered a payment equal to the sum of the
face values of their ticket coupons, with a $200 maximum. However, if the airline cannot arrange "alternate transportation"
(see below) for the passenger, the compensation is doubled
($400 maximum). The "value" of a ticket coupon is the one way
fare for the flight shown -an lhecrmpun tnc:luding any surcharge
and air transportation tax, minus any applicable discount. All
flight coupons, including connecting flights, to the passenger's
final destination or first 4-hour stopover are used to compute the
compensation.
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"Alternate transportation" is air transportation (by an
airline licensed by the CAB) or other transportation used by the
passenger which, at the time the arrangement is made, is
planned to arrive at the passenger's next scheduled stopover (of
4 hours or longer) or final destination no later than 2 hours (for
flights within U.S. points, including territories and possessions)
or 4 hours (for international flights) after the passenger's
originally scheduled arrival time.

---------

0

METHOD OF PAYMENT
The airline must give each passenger who qualifies for
denied boarding compensation a payment by cash or check for
the amount specified above, on the day and place the involuntary denied boarding occurs. However, if the airline
arranges alternate transportation for the passenger's
convenience that departs before the payment can be made, the
payment will be sent to the passenger within 24 hours. The air
carrier may offer free tickets in place of the cash payment. The
passenger may, however, insist on the cash payment, or refuse
all compensation and bring private legal action.

PASSENGER'S OPTIONS
Acceptance of the compensation may relieve [name of air
carrier}from any further liability to the passenger caused by its
failure to honor the confirmed reservation. However, the
passenger may decline the payment and seek to recover
damages in a court of law or in some other manner.

§250.11 • Public Disclosure of Deliberate Overbooking and
Boarding Procedures.
(a) Every carrier shall cause to be displayed
continuously in a conspicuous public place at each desk, station,
and position in the United States which is in the charge of a
person employed exclusively by it, or by it jointly with another
person, or by any agent
---------------·--·--employed by such carrier-or-fore-ign-air-carrier- to-sell-tickets to
passengers, a sign located so as to be clearly visible and clearly
readable to the traveling public, which shall have printed
thereon the following statement in boldface type at least one
fourth ofan inch high.
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NOTICE-OVERBOOKING OF FLIGHTS

Airline flights may be overbooked, and there is a slight
chance that a seat will not be available on a flight for which a
person has a confirmed reservation. If the flight is overbooked,
no one will be denied a seat until airline personnel first ask for
volunteers willing to give up their reservation in exchange for a
payment of the airline's choosing. If there are not enough
volunteers the airline will deny boarding to other persons in
accordance with its particular boarding priority. With few
exceptions, persons denied boarding involuntarily are entitled to
compensation. The complete rules for the payment of
compensation and each airline's boarding priorities are
available at all airport ticket counters and boarding locations.
Some airlines do not apply these consumer protections to travel
from some foreign countries, although other consumer
protections may be available. Check with your airline or your
travel agent.
(b) Every carrier shall include with each ticket sold in
the United States the notices set forth in paragraph (a) of this
section, printed in at least 12 point type. The notice may be
printed on a separate piece ofpaper, on the ticket stock, or on
the ticket envelope. The last two sentences of the notice shall be
printed in a typeface contrasting with that of the rest of the
notice.

(c) It shall be the responsibility of each carrier to erasure that
travel agents authorized to sell air transportation for that
carrier comply with the notice provisions ofparagraphs (a) and
(b) of this section.
(d) [Removed]

***

(e) Any air carrier or foreign air carrier engaged in foreign air
transportation that complies fully with this part for inbound
traffic to the United States need not use the last two sentences of
the notices required by paragraph (a) of this subsection.

Part 253 of the DOT's regulations provide Un[form Overbooking Disclosure
Requirements, which preempt any state requirements on the same subject, for terms incorporated
by reference into contracts of carriage for scheduled service in interstate as well as for foreign
passenger air transportation.
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Section 253.5 of this part states:
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Notice of Incorporated Terms
Except as provided in §253.8, each air carrier shall include on
or with a ticket, or other written instrument given to a passenger,
that embodies the contract of carriage and incorporates terms
by reference in that contract, a conspicuous notice thata) Any tears incorporated by reference are part of the contract,
passengers may inspect the full text of each term incorporated
by reference at the carrier's airport or city ticket offices, and
passengers have the right, upon request at any location where
the carrier's tickets are sold, within the United States, to receive
free of charge by mail or other delivery service the full text of
each such incorporated term;
b) The incorporated terms may include and passengers may
obtain from any location where the carrier's tickets are sold
within 'the United States further information concerning:
[11 Limits on the air carrier's liability for personal

injury or death ofpassengers, and for loss, damage, or delay of
goods and baggage includingfragile or perishable goods.

0

[21 Claim restrictions, including time periods within
which passengers must file a claim or bring an action against
the carrier far its acts or omissions or those of its agents.
[31 Rights of the carrier to change terms of the contract.
[Rights to change the price, however, are governed by §253. 7.]
[41 Rules about reconfirmation of reservations, check-in
tunes and refusal to carry.
[51 Rights of the carrier and limitations concerning
delay or failure to perform service, including schedule changes,
substitution ofalternate air carrier or aircraft, and rerouting.

Consumer awareness of the industry's deliberate over-booking practices was given a
needed "shot in the arm" following Ralph Nader's highly publicized lawsuit against Allegheny
Airlines. The facts of the Nader case are as follows:
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Nader was scheduled to fulfill several speaking engagements in Connecticut on April 28,
1972, on behalf of a Connecticut public interest group. Two principal appearances were planned:
a noon rally in Hartford and a 2 p.m. appearance at the Storrs Campus of the University of
Connecticut. On April 25, 1972, Nader made reservations for carriage aboard an Allegheny
flight, scheduled to depart Washington, D.C., on April 28, 1972, at 10:15 a.m. for arrival in
Hartford on the same date at 11:15 a.m. Nader purchased his ticket, bearing the notation that his
reservation was confirmed, from a travel agency while en route to the airport on the morning of
his flight.
When Nader arrived at the boarding and check-in area, he was informed by the agent that
he could not be accommodated on the flight. Allegheny offered alternative transportation by air
taxi to Philadelphia, where he would board a connecting flight scheduled to arrive in Hartford at
12:15 p.m.--approximately one hour later than the original arrival time. Nader rejected
Allegheny's offer of alternative transportation because the air taxi was scheduled to arrive in
Philadelphia only ten minutes before the connecting flight would depart for Hartford. Instead,
Nader chose to fly to Boston, where he would be driven to Storrs, arriving at 2:30p.m., or thirty
minutes later than his scheduled appearance.
When Nader brought the denied boarding incident to the attention of a federal district
court, he and the public interest group that he was to address in Hartford requested compensatory
damages for travel and telephone expenses, lost contributions suffered by the public interest
group as a result ofNader's inability to appear as planned, and punitive damages. The court, on
October 18, 1973, awarded each plaintiff compensatory damages along with $25,000 in punitive
damages. The public interest group's claim for lost contributions was denied. Nader, et al, vs.
Allegheny, Inc. (See 365 F. Supp. 128 (D.D.C. 1973)
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit reversed the
district court's decision. Nader, et al, vs. Allegheny Airlines, Inc. (See 512 F.2d 527 (1975) The
award of damages to the public interest group was reversed by the lower court on the ground
that the group was not within the class of persons who could recover. Contained in Nader's
complaint were two causes of action, one of which was a statutory claim under Section 404(b) of
the Federal Aviation Act of Section 404(b), in effect at that time, created a federal cause of
action against an air carrier for unreasonable preferences and unjust discrimination in the boarding of passengers on oversold flights.
With respect to the punitive damages awarded to Nader on the statutory claim, the
Court of Appeals reversed the award. In so doing, it cited the "cardinal rule" that "punitive
damages may be awarded to punish a defendant for the outrageous nature of his conduct and to
deter the defendant or others from engaging in the same or similar acts .... Mere inadvertence or
even gross negligence will not suffice to support an award of punitive damages." The Court of
Appeals concluded that "[t]here is absolutely no evidence that Allegheny refused to board Nader
for his activities against airlines or because of any other nefarious reason, nor was Nader treated
- --- - "discourteously. At most, the ·record reveals-a-very--busy-passenger services agent who faile-d rodo all that he could to discover whether every passenger on flight 864 had a confirmed
reservation."
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With respect to the punitive damages awarded to Nader on the common law claim, the
Court of Appeals remanded the matter to the district court for further findings on Allegheny's
good faith, i.e., whether Allegheny was relying upon the belief that its deliberate overbooking
practices were condoned by the Civil Aeronautics Board.

0

In support of its decision, .the Supreme Court referred to the savings clause of the Act,
Section 1106, 49 USC. §1506 (1970), which provides that no provision in the Act may alter
common law remedies and the Act's provisions are intended to supplement common law
remedies. Savings clauses of other acts have on occasion been construed as altering or
abrogating common law rights. Such a construction, however, has been made only when
necessary to avoid rendering a statutory scheme totally ineffective. Since there was no CAB
(now DOT) requirement that carriers deliberately overbook or that they refrain from disclosing
such practices, the Supreme Court determined that a common law action and the Federal
Aviation Act are not "absolutely inconsistent and may coexist."
In Goranson vs. TWA, (See 18 Avi.L.Rpts. 17,637 (White Plains City Court, New York,
1983) TWA was held liable under a breach of contract theory for bumping a passenger from a
scheduled flight at was part of a vacation tour for which the passenger had contracted. The court
stated that the Federal Aviation Act did not immunize airlines from a state law breach of
contract clause, and the Civil Aeronautics Board mandated denied boarding compensation was
not intended to be the exclusive remedy for damages of a breach of contract suit resulting from
the passenger being bumped from a particular flight. TWA advertised a vacation tour package to
Great Britain and other places in Europe that was scheduled to leave in April 1982. TWA in its
brochure advertised that since the passenger was flying with TWA, there would be:

no charter risks, no stand-by blues or airport gambles. Every
flight is scheduled, carrying with it the TWA reputation of
reliability. You know in advance exactly where you fly from and
when. Maybe you'll pay a few dollars more for peace of mind,
but don't you think it's worth it?
When the passenger arrived at JFK on the evening of the scheduled departure, TWA
wasn't able to provide her with the previously confirmed space due to overbooking. TWA
presented no witnesses, nor did it raise any factual issue. It claimed that the sole remedy
available to the passenger under the MB regulations is exclusive as to the amount of liability. It
claimed that when the carrier was unable to provide previously confirmed space, the carrier was
only required to take those actions provided by CAB regulations.
The court framed the two issues before it as follows:

1. Whether TWA was liable because of overbooking and
subsequent bumping as a breach of contract; and
2. Whether the amount of damages is exclusively governed by
and cannot exceed that allowed by the CAB regulations.
The court went through a recital of the history of the Nader
case and observed that the Federal Aviation Act did not
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expressly create a cause of action. Initially, it was not
clear as to whether the Federal Aviation law created a
federal cause of action and, if it did, to what extent it
interfered with state causes of action. The Federal Aviation
Act contains, in section 1106, a clause that reads that
nothing contained in this chapter shall in any way abridge
or alter the remedies existing at common law or by statute,
but the provisions of this chapter are in addition to such
remedies. (See 49 USCA § 1506 (1984)) The court in
Goranson found liability and calculated plaintiffs actual
damages as consisting of the loss of two days of travel and
vacation in England as well as the round-trip airfare,
transportation, hotel, meals, and additional tour expenses.
The court rejected TWA's claim that the passenger was
restricted to recover only those damages enumerated in the
Economic Regulations as promulgated by the CAB (now
DOT), i.e., limited to the maximum amount of $400.
Instead, the court awarded the passenger the sum of
$1,000. The court noted the Supreme Court decision in the
Nader case and emphasized that passengers are free to
reject the compensation offer in favor of a suit under state
law for damages suffered as a result of bumping.
In Cordero vs. Mexicana, (See 17 Avi.L.Rpts. 17,442 (9th Cir. 1982)) the court held that
punitive damages were not proper because there was no evidence of malicious conduct on the
part of the carrier in refusing to board a passenger who allegedly disrupted the flight in question.
In Lopez vs. Eastern Airlines, (See 677 F. Supp. 181 (S.D.N.Y. 1988)) the plaintiff, an
attorney, was bumped, and, instead of arriving at his destination at around midnight, he arrived
between 3 and 4 in the morning and attended a wedding the next day, having suffered
"humiliation, annoyance and distress." He turned down Eastern's offer for two hundred percent
of his fare pursuant to 14 C.F.R. Part 250 and instead sought his "actual" damages for this
breach of contract. He sued for $25,000, and, after depositions and answers to interrogatories
and a non jury trial, the court found that Eastern had indeed breached its contract. As the court
ruled:
On the findings and conclusions set forth below, he [Lopez]
ruins, but not much.... What happened to Lopez is what he
claims happened.... No evidentiary facts are disputed except as
to Lopez' damages .......inconvenience, delay, and uncertainty
are worth something even in the absence of out-of pocket
costs.... ...such frustration, pain and anxiety are real, and
· -- --- ----·-wmpensabte....
· - - - - -- - - --The judge awarded Lopez $450.
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In Clemente vs. Philippine Airlines, (See 614 F.Supp. 1196 (S.D.N.Y. 1985)) the
plaintiffs sued the carrier for breach of contract because their return reservations from Manila to
New York were not honored until two weeks later. The court held that, according to Philippine
Airlines' tariff filed with the US Civil Aeronautics Board (now the DOT), a passenger's
reservations would be cancelled unless the passenger reconfirmed the reservations at least
seventy-two hours prior to the flight. The court ruled that tariff forms part of the contract of _
carriage between the passenger and the airline. The court found that the passengers had not
reconfirmed their reservations seventy-two hours prior to departure, and, thus, the airline was
not liable to transport them can the particular flight reserved.

O

In Wolgel vs. Mexicans Airlines, (See 21 Avi.L.Rpts. 17,317 (N.D. 111. 1988))
Mexicans had filed a tariff with the US Civil Aeronautics Board (now the DOT), which
provided that the carrier would cancel the confirmed space of any passenger who did not present
himself at least sixty minutes prior to flight time. Those tariffs constitute the contract of carriage
between the passenger and the airline.
The district court found that the plaintiffs had presented themselves fifty-five minutes
prior to departure. Therefore, the plaintiffs had failed to comply with the airline's pre-boarding
conditions, and they were not entitled to overbooking compensation on the grounds of
discrimination under Section 404(b) of the Federal Aviation Act.
The case of Reservations Desk, Inc., to ALWThe Royal Jordanian Airlines (See 21
Avi.L.Rpts. 17,529 (US Dist. Ct., N.D. Texas 1988)) presents the issue ofwhat happens when
an air carrier quotes group fare availability to a travel agent, accepts deposits, then later contends
that the seats are not available. The travel agency won a judgment for $67,324.40 against Royal
Jordanian Airlines for the airline's failure to honor group reservations to Europe. The airline had
confirmed a group rate for two hundred passengers and had received a $200 per passenger
deposit from the travel agency. The travel agency thereafter cancelled prior reservations it had
made on Lufthansa for this trip.
Royal Jordanian later advised that there was a "small problem" and that not all of the
seats could be confirmed. The travel agency had to arrange for transportation of all of the group
members on TWA, but at greater expense.
The US District Court in Dallas ruled that, although the airline had never confirmed the
reservations, Royal Jordanian breached its duty of due care as an ordinary and prudent common
carrier to the travel agency in conducting negotiations for four months, and accepting the
deposits, before advising that the space could not be confirmed. This amounted to negligence,
which was the proximate cause of the damages to the agency in the sum of $67,324.40. These
damages included $50,337.19 additional paid to TWA to transport the passengers and $10,562
for transportation to and from Zurich, Vienna, and Frankfurt, along with $2,248 in Federal
Express charges, $400 in hotel accommodations in Europe, $1,376 for tour conductor's expenses,
anlt$ZWO in ·omer expenses for the tour conductor. ---------These cases demonstrate:
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1. As a general rule, passengers must strictly comply with the
carriers' reservation confirmation and check-in requirements
in order to obtain compensation for failure to board.
2. A bumped passenger's compensation is not limited to that set
forth in the Department of Transportation Regulations, but
instead the passenger may sue the carrier in court for his
damages.
3. The courts appear reluctant to award significant damages, no
doubt in the interest of discouraging individual civil suits.
4. If an air carrier acts negligently in its conduct toward a travel
agency or tour operator regarding the availability of seats,
the agency or operator may be able to recover its (perhaps
significant) damages against the carrier.
For personal injury claims by airline passengers, the key element that must be proven is
that the passenger was under the "control" of the airline. In other words, the injury must have
occurred while either boarding, while onboard, or while disembarking the aircraft. In effect, the
airline must have had control over the physical area where the passenger was injured. Since the
passenger generally has few options regarding while boarding, conditions while onboard, and
while disembarking the aircraft, she must rely upon the airline. Therefore, it is the airlines duty
to ensure the proper maintenance of the aircraft and the boarding facilities.
Certain presumptions are often created which allow the court to apply the doctrine of "res
ipsa loquitur." Following this theory of law, there is a reputable presumption that the defendant
airline was negligent, which arises upon proof that the instrumentality of the airline (such as the
aircraft, boarding stairs, seating, et cetera) that caused injury was under the airline's exclusive
control, and that the accident was one which ordinarily does not happen in the absence of
negligence. (See Black's Law Dictionary, 4th Edition, Henry Campbell Black, M.A., page
1470). Because of this, the airline faces a heavy burden of proof that the passenger or passengers
were somehow negligent and such negligence was responsible for at least some portion of the
resulting accident.

Aside from the well publicized major airline accidents, there are numerous smaller
incidents where the passenger has conducted herself negligently, in conjunction with the airline's
negligence. Examples include baggage falling from overhead luggage bins, hot coffee spills, air
turbulence injuries when the passenger fails to fasten her seatbelt, and slips and falls accidents.
Applicable law in these instances may weigh a variety of factors including, but not necessarily
limited to, the place of the accident, state statutes, common law principles, as well as Department
. _ --·---- ~~Transportation rules a~~ regul~t_i_ons. If the ~arne ~jl?)' _~ccurs during an intern~tion_~~Jli~t, _ · - - then international agreements such as the Warsaw Convention will likely apply. Typical
international aviation cases involve the application of federal statutes such as the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, Death on the High Seas Act, and various Public Charter Regulations.
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Rebating on the Sale ofAirline Tickets
Rebating on international or domestic airline tickets was formerly strictly forbidden prior
to "deregulation" of the airline industry. Prior to deregulation, air carriers were required to file
tariffs for all routes and fares, and rebating on any of those tariffs was prohibited by Section
403(b) of the Federal Aviation Act (the "Act'').
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Section 403(b)(l) of the Act states, in part:
No air carrier or foreign air carrier or any ticket agent shall
charge or demand or collect or receive a greater or less or
different compensation for air transportation, or for any service
in connection therewith, than the rates, fares, and charges
specified in the currently effective tariffs on such air carrier or
foreign air carrier; and no air carrier or foreign air carrier or
ticket agent in any manner or by any device, directly or
indirectly, or through any agent or broker, or otherwise, refund
or remit a portion of the rates, fares, or charges so specified, or
extend to any person any privileges or facilities, with respect to
matters required by the Board to be specified in such tariffs
except those specified therein ....
(See 49 U.S.C. 1373(b)(l).
The Civil Aeronautics Board Sunset Act repealed 403(b) to the extent it applied to
domestic transportation. (See 49 U.S.C. 1551(a))
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Under the current law, no domestic tariffs are required to be filed with the U.S.
Department of Transportation other than a maximum coach fair for a particular route ..
There is no legal prohibition against rebating on U.S. domestic air fares.
Rebating on International Fares Remains Illegal
International fares are filed in tariffs with the U.S. Department of Transportation, and
rebating on international fares remains a violation of the Federal Aviation Act. However, since
January L,1985, when the Department of Transportation assumed responsibility for
_administering laws banning rebating on international fares, enforcement efforts by the DOT have
been virtually nonexistent. (See Scocozza Says DOT Sees No Ill Effects From illegal RebatingWon't Crack Down on Foreign-Fare Discounts Unless Harm Is Shown, Travel Weekly, September 15, 1986, page 1). The DOT's unofficial policy is that it sees no harm in airlines or travel
agents giving customers rebates on international fares. Since international fares are set through
____________ in_!_~m~!9!l~ _bilateral agreement§ _!!!ld~r_!h~- Ex~cutive Brancl:lg_f_!lt~ l] .~. government, fue DQ_'[_ _____
cannot by itself authorize international discounting.
The DOT has taken the position that it wants to see an unregulated agent-airline
relationship. The DOT has further stated that it will not prosecute those who rebate on
international fares, unless it finds a detrimental effect on the public. Since the DOT assumed
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responsibility for enforcing this law, it has yet to bring a single enforcement action alleging
violation of the law, even though numerous travel agents and travel associations have filed
complaints with the DOT.

Penalties
On the other hand, agents are understandably anxious about rebating to customers on
international fares. Violations of the anti-rebating statute is a federal crime as well as a civil
violation. The penalties set forth in the Federal Aviation Act are ominous:
[Criminal Penalty]: Section 902(d)(l): Any air carrier, foreign
air carrier, or ticket agent, or any officer, agent, employee, or
representative thereof, who shall, knowingly and willfully, offer,
grant, or give, or cause to be offered, granted, or given, any
rebate or other concession in violation of the provisions of this
Act, or who, by any device or means, shah knowingly and
willfully, assist, or shall willingly suffer or permit, any person to
obtain transportation or services subject to this Act at less than
the rates, fares, or charges lawfully in effect, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
subject for each offense to a fine of not less than $100 and not
more than $5, 000

(See 49 U.S.C. §1472(d)(l))
[Civil Penalty]: Section 901(a)(l):
Any person who violated [i.e., Section 403(b)] shall be subject
to a civil penalty of not to exceed $1, 000 for each such
violation. ...

The responsibility lies with Congress to change the anti-rebating law, or to minimize the
penalty for any violation.

Possible Violation ofState Unfair Competition Statutes
Since rebating on international airfares is illegal, a case could be made that it constitutes
an unfair business practice under state unfair competition statutes. (See, e.g., California Business
& Professions Code § 17200 et seq.)
·· ---·--- -Many-liDfair-eempetition statutes authorize not-enly-the-gevemment,- but-individual competitors to seek injunctive relief as well as damages and restitution.

Sample Rebating Formulas and Provisions
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Rebating on domestic air fares is currently a widespread practice, particularly with
respect to corporate customers. Where the corporate customer may be a U.S. government
contractor, the travel agency should be particularly careful to avoid even an impression that it is
concealing rebates to the government contractor or participating in any scheme to conceal those
rebates from the government.

-··---
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Certain rebating formulas are frequently seen in corporate rebating contracts. Among
these are arrangements whereby the percentage rebated varies according to the price of the ticket
sold. For example, on low-value tickets, no rebate would be given, yet on high-value tickets,
more than fifty percent of the commission might be rebated.
Another common provision of rebating contracts is that no rebates are given on a certain
increment of initial business. However, rebates increase percentage wise in increments of volume
beyond that threshold amount. Usually, there is some factor for taking into account fees incurred
in processing refunds.
Sometimes, all of the agency's commissions are rebated to the corporate customer, who is
charged a set fee per transaction, including refunds (fee-based pricing).
Normally, override commissions are not included in those commissions rebated to a
corporate customer. Among other reasons, this is because of the difficulty in determining which
commissions are allocable, if any, to the corporate customer's business. Specifying that the
rebates are to be based upon "ARC-Area Settlement Plan Commissions" avoids the problem that
the customer might claim the agency's override commissions were to be included in those
amounts rebated.
The customer will normally insist that the rebates be paid on a regular basis, for example,
by the fifteenth day following the month for which the rebates are to be paid.
Particularly with respect to hotel and car rental commissions, it is normally advisable to
specify that the rebate is computed based upon those commissions actually received by the
agency. Specifying that it is based only upon those commissions "earned" by the agency exposes
the agency to payment for commissions that it may not have actually yet "in hand."
The customer would normally wish to include in rebating agreements such incidental
arrangements as ticket delivery schedules and availability of toll-free telephone numbers and offhours services.
The variations are enormous in rebating agreements for corporate customers. Agreements
should be tailored to satisfy the customer's particular objectives, while maximizing the agency's
- ___!!bQtrom-~-Because written provisions in a-cQntract-calling.-for-intemational rebating could be
considered "illegal" and "unenforceable," care should be taken as to how properly to draw up
such contracts.
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Advertising of Domestic Air Fare Rebates
A travel agency's advertising to the public that it will rebate part of its commission
on domestic air fares may jeopardize the travel agency's relationship with the carriers.
In one well~publicized case, Illinois Corporate Travel d.b.a., McTravel Travel Services
vs. American Airlines. (See 806 F.211 722 (7th Cir. 1986)) American Airlines terminated the
appointments of a travel agency because the agency advertised that it would discount American's
fares. As the court observed:
Both American Mikes and travel agents sell tickets for
American's flights. American apparently wants all agents to
charge the same price it does. A few years ago it abandoned
efforts to enforce this rule, because agents were giving disguised
discounts. They could, for example, sell a package of air travel
and hotel space at a bargain, claiming that they had collected
the full commission on the air travel but rebated the commission
on the hotel room .... American then adopted its no~advertising
rule, which is easily enforceable because advertising of
discounts is observable. McTravel ran afoul of American's
policy by advertising a fixed price for its services. It collects $8
for making a reservation and $7 for issuing a ticket, a total of
$15 # the traveler uses both services McTravel rebates to the
customers the difference between its price and the usual 10%
commission. This will be attractive when the ticket's price
exceeds $150.
(See 806 F.211

728~729

(7th Cir. 1986))

McTravel sued American, alleging that it was violating antitrust laws prohibiting resale
price maintenance ("vertical price fixing"). The U.S. Court of Appeals upheld American's right
to terminate the agent on the grounds that, since McTravel was a bona fide agent of American,
American had the right to specify to the agent the price at which American's product is sold to
the public. The court was persuaded by American's arguments, noting:
American has raised some potential benefits of its practices. It
has expressed concern about free riding by discount agents on
the work of other agents or American itself See GTE Sylvania,
433 US. at 53~57, 97 S. Ct. at 2559-61, and Monsanto, 465 US.
at 762-63, 104 at 1470. Some agents may offer thorough
counselling to travelers, and American offers an information
and reservations service by phone and at offices in large cities.
Travelers might frequent these full-service agencies, make
reservations, anathcfnpTc7c up the ir-tickets at McTravel for 90%
of the price plus . 0 The siphoning of business would prevent fullservice agents, and American itself from recovering the costs of
what may be an expensive process of giving advice and making
the reservation. (McTravel itself believes that the cost to make a
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reservation is $8, and agencies that do more may incur higher
costs.) If McTravel cannot draw attention to its unbundled
prices--or if all agents charge the same price--then agents may
compete for business by offering better service. Customers who
use American's (or a given agent's) reservation service have no
incentive to go elsewhere to pick up their tickets; American and
its agents therefore are compensated far their services and will
provide the level ofservice that travelers prefer. !d. at 728-729
In sum, rebating on international air tickets remains a civil and criminal violation of the
Federal Aviation Act. However, as of this writing, this law is not being enforced by the federal
agency entrusted with the authority for enforcing that law, the U.S. Department ofTransportation.
Rebating on domestic air tickets is perfectly legal. However, this may violate the travel
agent's agreement with the particular carrier. A travel agent should be particularly alert to any
carrier prohibition against the advertising of rebates.

Flight Delays
Frequent aviation travel problems arise within the context of"onetime performance," that
is an unusual activity that lead to a flight not departing or not arriving on schedule. Delays and
cancellations of a flight may be caused by a variety of circumstances, many of which are not
under the control of the airline. As with other forms of transportation, if the delay or
cancellation was not within the control of the airline, then there is little likelihood for recovery
by the injured passenger.

Q

However, the airlines may be responsible for delays that are within their control. Despite
a wide spectrum of disclaimers and liability limitation provisions often found in the domestic
airline ticket, a failure to deliver timely air transportation may constitute a breach of contract. If
the reason for the delay or cancellation was due to aircraft malfunction, over booking,
misinformation, etcetera, then the airline has certain obligations which extend to the passengers.
In the United States of America, the rules and regulations regarding such delays are
governed by the common law as well as consumer protection rules of the Department of
Transportation.
The degree of foreseeability, willfulness of flight delays, along with
implementation of cancellation and mitigation procedure~ by the airline generally govern the
recoverability for loss by the passenger. Loss of business income by the passenger for flight
delays may also be recoverable if the air carrier knew of the significance of the timely departure
and arrival of the passenger and did little or nothing to mitigate the consequences. In other
words, when, the passenger informs the airline upon first hearing of the flight delay that he must
get to a business meeting and requests that the airline take all possible steps to place him on the
----------soonest available flight, even if sai·d-flf~t is on a connecting-earner. If this is possible and -the_______ _
airline fails to comply, but simply awaits the repair of its aircraft causing a significant delay, the
airline could be responsible for the additional loss of business income, which in certain cases
could be quite significant.
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International flight delays are the subject of the Warsaw Convention and this treaty
allows a carrier to escape liability, if it has taken "all necessary measures to avoid the damage
or .. .if it was impossible ... to take such measures." (See Warsaw Convention, Article 20 (1))
Further contributory and comparative negligence by a person other than the carrier may
exonerate and hold harmless the airline wholly or partly from its liability. In regard passengers
denied boarding due to overbooking, on. flights originating in Europe, immediate cash
compensation is to be provided despite how rapidly the offending airline may deliver one to the
intended destination. The rules are based on the length of delay and distance of flight. (See
Travel Rights p53) Finally, the Convention requires that suit be brought within two (2) years
from the date on which the aircraft ought to have arrived or the date on which transportation
stopped. If this provision is not followed by the plaintiff, then the airline may raise it as a
defense and the right to damages shall be extinguished.

V. BAGGAGE LIABILITY FOR AIR CARRIERS

A businessman checked three bags at Los Angeles International and asked whether he
could have one sent to Chicago, one to Dallas, and one to New York.
The response was a flat: "No, that is impossible. "

"Why?" the passenger inquired

"You did it last week."

Lost and Damaged Baggage
As with many of the rules and regulations under aviation law, lost and damaged baggage
is covered by two sets of rules. The liability of an international air carrier for lost or damaged
baggage is governed by provisions of the Warsaw Convention and its progeny, whereas liability
for domestic flights within the USA, lost or damaged baggage is governed by the Department of
Transportation terms of its economic regulations. These regulations pertain to aircraft that carry
more than sixty passenger seats. Furthermore, the regulations cover losses on smaller aircraft if
that flight segment is included on the same ticket as another flight segment that uses large
aircraft.
Aside for these domestic and international laws, the contract of carriage or tariff also
remain an important agreement given by the airlines to the passengers to govern disputes with
the airline. Tariffs are generally available on the airlines' websites, and given to the passenger in
part, with their tickets. Though electronic ticketing is the more popular means of handling
tickets these days, consumers unfortunately receive very little in the way of tariff regulations and
when they are given the rules they are hard to understand.
- -J.tespon·sibility problems issues arise when a passenger-uses the ·services of two or more
different airlines during his trip and the baggage is lost or damaged. However the liability for the
loss has been determined. When more than one airline is involved in the transportation of the
passenger and his luggage, the airline that carried the passenger on his final segment is held as
the responsible party. (See Elsgard Von Thon, "Tariff Clinic," ASTA Travel News, April 15,
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1984.) This rule remains in effect even ifthe passenger changed carriers and the first line caused
the loss, or if the passenger changed his mind in mid-journey and connected to a different line
from the one originally scheduled.

0

Domestic Flights in the USA

Liability for baggage claims or losses during domestic transportation is governed by the
Regulations of the US Department of Transportation, The Federal Aviation Administration (See
Part 254). These provisions apply to any air carrier that provides charter or scheduled passenger
service in domestic interstate travel in the USA or for USA citizens in overseas air transportation.
The provisions establish limits on liability for any flights using "large aircraft" (maximum
passenger capacity more than sixty seats), or any flight segment that is included on the same
ticket as another flight segment that uses large aircraft.
Types of damage include both direct and consequential. Specifically, according to the
regulations of The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidelines a carrier cannot limit its
liability for provable direct or consequential damages resulting from the loss, damage, or delay
of goods or baggage missing over 90 days in an amount less than $2,800 per passenger. (See 14
CFR254)
Normally, the carrier files a tariff with the FAA setting forth $2,800 as its limitation of liability
for lost, stolen, damaged, or delayed baggage. Unfortunately for consumers, these airline tariffs
also exclude coverage for so many items (medicine, cash, jewelry, cameras, recorders, etc.) that
the unsuspecting consumer, writing to the carrier and listing all these items, is sometimes left
with only reimbursement for the suitcase itself.

0

However, a carrier cannot limit its liability for damaged, lost or delayed baggage to an
amount less than $2,800 per passenger for consequential damages. If additional (direct or
inconsequential) damages is limited by the airline, the FAA further requires that any notice of
monetary limitation for baggage liability must be printed conspicuously with or on the airline
ticket itself. Thus, expensive items should either be hand carried or specifically insured.
Also under the FAA rules, the carrier must also compensate the passenger for any
documented expenses as long as reasonable which may have incurred due as a result of the loss
or delayed delivery of his or her baggage. For lost baggage the airline has a six week period
before it must compensate the passenger. The compensation must be equal to the value of the
missing item(s) or an amount which equals the maximum liability should the missing item
exceed said maximum liability.
Unfortunately again for the consumers carriers will often hold your money for a period of
90 days and "float the interesf' for their benefit, and then try to negotiate this amount down,
- - claiming their-tariffs have so many of the traveler's items-excluded. Once they finally get to
items they cannot exclude, like the dress suits or sweaters, they then will attempt to pay half of
the value, claiming depreciation for used items. There is no reason why a consumer should not
have full value of replacement costs rather than the depreciated amount as long as the total does
not exceed the $2,800.
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At the other extreme, under a United Kingdom settlement in April, 2000, Victoria Beckham, a
member of the pop group the Spice Girls, had her luggage stolen at Heathrow Airport, or as
some in the industry call "Thiefrow." Initially, she is reported to have requested free first class
airfare for life for her and her family. The local newspapers reported that she was compensated
with $157,000 USD which was probably a record for speed in handling a case, processing the
luggage report and compensation. A few years later in 2004, pop singer luggage theft happened
again for Natasha Bedingfield after her laptop was stolen from Heathrow. Inside were the music
and lyrics for her next album, that is worth millions to a star, like her with No. 1 hit songs. (See
The Sun, www.thesun.co.uk/article/0 .. 2-2004430429,00.html)
However, USA case law has also allowed passengers to recover damages under general
contract principles. In Lowell Glen Daun vs. Sun Aire Airlines, (See 17 Avi L. Rpts. 17,536 (San
Francisco Municipal Court, 1982), the court determined that an airline is under an affirmative
duty to disclose to its passengers its practice of delaying the transport of passenger baggage so
that it could accommodate additional passengers. The evidence supported a finding that Sun
Aire deliberately failed to transport the plaintiff's baggage with his flight so that it could
accommodate additional passengers, and the airline failed to disclose this practice to the
passengers so that alternate arrangements might be made. The court determined that this failure
to disclose material facts amounted to an unfair and deceptive practice. (See Id) Plaintiff was
allowed to recover his actual and consequential damages.

International Baggage Liability

The rules for baggage set forth back in the 1929 Warsaw Convention remain in place
today. Basically, that a carrier is responsible for either destruction of, or damage to, checked
baggage or goods, if the damage took place during international transportation. It is the
increases on the limits of liability and other international air travel matters, that have regularly
been modified by subsequent protocols: in 1955 at The Hague, in 1975 in Montreal No. 1, in
Guadalajara, in Guatemala and again the Montreal in 1999, No. 2, No. 3. and finally Montreal
Protocol No.4. Of note is that the courts of the USA have held that, at least for some purposes,
the Warsaw Convention is a different instrument from the Warsaw Convention as amended by
the Hague and Montreal Protocol.
The important distinction here is that for purposes of amount paid for lost luggage, one
must first determine if their country has signed and ratified Montreal or remains under the rules
of Warsaw.
•

The Montreal Convention increases the maximum liability of
airlines for lost baggage to a fixed amount 1000 SDRs, or
approximately $1,380 USD.

•

However, the amount in the Warsaw Convention is based on
weight ofthe baggage, liability was limited to the sum of$20 US
per kilogram ($9.07 per pound), unless the consignor has made, at
the time the baggage was handed over to the carrier, a special
declaration of the excess value at delivery and has paid any
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necessary premiums. Under the convention liability limits, "carry
on" baggage liability is limited to a mere $52.75 per passenger,
regardless of the number of carry-on articles.
•

0

In contrast, upder the US Department of Transportation regulations, .
liability for the loss, damage or delay of domestic baggage is
limited to $2,800.

In general, hereinafter, the progeny ofthe Warsaw Convention, as well as the original convention
are referred to as "Warsaw Convention."
Under the terms of the Warsaw Convention, a carrier is responsible for any checked
baggage or goods and is liable for damage sustained in the event of loss, destruction, or damage
to such baggage sustained in the event of loss, destruction, or damage to such baggage or goods
if the damage sustained took place during the period of "transportation by air' during
international transportation. (See Warsaw Convention, Article 18)
For purposes ofthis provision, the period of transportation by air is defmed as "the period
during which the baggage or goods are in charge of the carrier, whether in an airport or on board
an aircraft, or, in the case of a landing outside an airport, in any place whatsoever." Further
provisions expressly exclude transportation by land, sea or river performed outside an airport
from the "period of transportation by air." (See Id. at Article 18(2) and (3)) Therefore, if the
baggage is lost or damaged in a cab ride to or from the airport, or on an independent bus shuttle
or ferry ride to other points outside the airport, the air carrier will not be liable, at least under the
Warsaw Convention.
The Convention further provides that the carrier is liable for damages occasioned by
delay in the transportation by air of baggage or goods. (See Id. at Article 19) Consequently,
disgruntled passengers may be able to recover damages for inconvenience, stress, and the
However, if the carrier proves that it took all necessary
replacement cost of necessities.
measures to avoid the damage, then the carrier is exempt from liability. (See Id. at Article 20)
Liability may be limited in whole or in part under theory of contributory negligence of
the injured party. (See Id. at Article 22(3)) Contributory negligence would mean that the
passenger had contributed to the problem by doing a specific wrongful act or omitting to do
something that caused the problem that the reasonable man in the community would not have
done.
Therefore, the passenger should always double-check to insure that his baggage is
properly tagged and identified and that all locks and fasteners are secured. The burden of
proving contributory negligence rests with the carrier.
In anticipation of the likelihood that carriers might attempt to limit their liability even
further by contract, Article 23 of the Convention expressly provides that "any provision tending
- - - · - -ro- re1ieve the carrier of liability ·or to fix a lower limit than that which is laid doWn in tnrsConvention shall be null and void, but the nullity of any such provision shall not involve the
nullity of the whole contract." Under the terms of the Convention, the air carrier must deliver a
baggage check for all transported baggage (other than small personal items carried aboard and
controlled by the passenger). If a carrier accepts baggage without a baggage check having been
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delivered, or if the baggage check does not contain the number of the passenger ticket, the
number and weight of the packages, or a statement that the transportation is subject to the rules
relating to liability established by the Convention, then the carrier shall not be entitled to avail
itself of the Warsaw provisions relating to liability limitations. (See Id. at Article 21)
However, several courts have ruled that a carrier need only substantially, and not strictly,
comply with the baggage check number and weight requirements set forth at Article 4(3)(t) of
the Convention. For example, the failure of an air carrier to record the weight of baggage on the
baggage tag has been held by some courts not to prevent application of Warsaw Convention
limits on baggage liability. (See Abbaa vs. Pan Am, 673 F.Supp. 991 (D Minnesota 1987);
Exim vs. Pan Am, 754 F2d 106, 108 (2d Cir. 1985); Martin vs. Pan American World Airways,
563 F.Supp. 135 (DDC 1983).
Conversely, there is a substantial body of case law holding that strict failure of the air
carrier to observe all requirements set for at Article 4(3) of the Warsaw Convention, including
recording the weight of the bag on the baggage tag, invalidates the Warsaw limit on liability,
rendering the carrier liable for actual provable damages of the passenger whose bag was lost
"without limit." (See Arkin vs. New York Helicopter Corp. & British Airways (N.Y. Supreme
Court, Appellate Division, 1st Dept., July 27, 1989); Maghsoudi vs. Pan American World
Airways, Inc., 470 F.Supp. 1275, 1278-1279 (D Hawaii 1979); Gill vs. Lufthansa German
Airlines, 620 F.Supp. 1453 (EDNY 1985).
Moreover, a carrier is stopped from limiting its liability if the damage is caused by willful
misconduct or by default that is tantamount to willful misconduct. (See Warsaw Convention at
Article 4(4)) In Perera Co. vs. Varig Airlines, (See 18 Avi.L.Rpts. 18,554 (US Dist. Ct.,
S.D.N.Y., Dec. 6, 1984), the plaintiff had shipped $150,000 worth of gold bullion, and the
carrier had failed to follow its own internal procedures for protecting high-value cargo. The US
District Court held that the Warsaw Convention limitations for damaged cargo did not apply,
because the carrier was guilty of "willful misconduct." The court equated this with a "reckless
disregard" for the probable consequences of the carrier's acts. A similar result was reached in
Westway Metals Corp. vs. Lan-Chile Airlines, (See 18 Avi.L.Rpts. 18,556 (US Dist. Ct.,
S.F.N.Y., Nov. 23, 1986) also by the US District Court in New York.
In Panzer vs. Aerolineas Argentinas, (See 19 Avi.L.Rpts. 18,228 (New York Appellate
Term, Div. 1, March 6, 1986) the plaintiff alleged that two "designer handbags" were missing
from her checked luggage after her flight from Rio de Janeiro to New York. The plaintiff orally
notified the airlines, but had never filed a written claim. The court cited Article 26 of the
Warsaw Convention, requiring a passenger to file a written notice of claim within three days in
case of damage to baggage. Loss of contents was deemed to be equivalent to "damage" to
baggage. Because the plaintiff had failed to file such a written notice of claim with the carrier,
the action was dismissed. Article 29( 1) the Warsaw Convention requires that an action be
brought within two years from the date of arrival at the destination, or be forever barred. (See
- e-.g., FYanklin vs_ royal Air Maroc and L~fthansa, 21 Avi.t:~Rpts:-1 7,667 (E.D. Penn. 1988).)
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Practical Advice for the Traveler
Once an item has been misplaced or lost, to relocate the missing item(s), the traveler would
have to take certain actions. Often, relocation can be accomplished within minutes. However,
in some cases, tracing lost baggage can take days or even weeks. There is very little the
passenger's travel agent can do "on .the spot" since he or she is not physically present. However,
a travel agent can offer advice to the customer on how to file a claim for lost of damaged
baggage with the carrier. If the passenger is insured, the agent can assist in making sure an
insurance claim is filed promptly.
Although the tracing procedures will vary with each
particular situation, the following general steps are suggested:
Report the missing item immediately to the airline representative
and present the passenger's claim check and ticket and a full
description of the missing item. The airline representative should
examine the claim check to make it has the proper destination
listed and to insure that the flight information corresponds with the
information on the ticket. If an incorrect destination is listed, the
representative can contact the receiving station and request that
the baggage be forwarded
Nearly every airline now maintain computerized baggage tracing facilities and
communication networks. These communication networks can be used both to trace losses and
to list unclaimed articles and advise other stations of their status. For example, if an item was
overlooked and accidentally not loaded, the holding station sends a "forward to you" message to
the proper destination, and plans to forward the article to the destination that can then be made.

Q

Assuming that the article cannot be immediately located, what are the consequences? It
is well established that the airline will assume the expense of delivery of delayed baggage.
However, if a passenger obtains a connecting flight other than the one shown on his ticket and
claim check, he will be advised that it is impossible to recheck his baggage, and that he will have
to pay delivery costs. In the event of "voluntary separation" as this is called, the passenger
waives any right to force the airline to pay forwarding costs.
Moreover, tariff regulations dictate that the ''the carrier will compensate the passenger for
all reasonable, documented expenses incurred as a result of loss or delay in delivery." This
requirement is intended to have the flexibility to adjust to the particular needs of each situation.
For example, if it appears that same delivery is impossible or improbable, many carriers will
provide an overnight kit that contains essential toiletries. If the baggage is still missing the next
day, most station agents have authority to compensate the passenger for small necessities such as
underwear, or a shirt or blouse.
Of course, the longer the baggage is missing, the more expensive the daily expenditures
- -may become·. Most carriers require supervisors tcrapprove- any large expenditures, and ample·
documentation will be required. Remember, an injured party is under a duty to mitigate his
damages, and therefore the passenger will be entitled to reimbursements for only reasonable
expenses. After a six-week period of unsuccessful searching, the airline must compensate the
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passenger with either the value of the missing item or the amount equal to the maximum liability,
whichever is less.
Carriers should tell passengers what kind of items they will pay for, but unfortunately
most do not. To obtain the information, a traveler may contact their carrier, by telephone or
through their website, and acquire the information from them. Travelers may also wish to
consult My Travel Rights (www.mytravelrights.com), a website presented by Consumer Travel
Rights Center (CTRC). This organization is attempting to get the government to post such
exclusion notices on the counters and give them out to passengers in advance of packing their
suitcases for the impending flight.
One system for tracking bags utilizes ten-digit bar codes that are internationally
recognized and could, theoretically, could be scanned anywhere there is a database that is
updated on a daily basis. The ten-digit codes are given out internationally, but only state the
name and destination of the traveler. An argument utilized by consumers in small claims courts
to obtain additional compensation on international flights is that the ten-digit bar code label now
utilized by most carriers does not state the exact weight of the piece of luggage, and therefore,
does not technically comply with the Warsaw Convention requirements, and therefore the carrier
should not be able to hide behind this limited liability.
To combat the problem of lost luggage and for increased security precautions some
airports, such as San Francisco's International Airport, use a system called TAGTRAK that
matches the luggage to the boarding pass to alert the carrier, perchance the passenger does not
show up for the flight so that the bag can be tracked to its container and taken off the carrier.
What is new about this bar tag is that it is equipped with an electronic chip for tracking the bag's
location.
In 2000, United Airlines, being the largest airline in the United States also became the worst
carrier for mishandled bags. That year, a whopping 6% of its bags were lost or delayed. (See
USA Today January 8, 2000 "Lessons In Lost Baggage: Don't Expect Too Much," and
December 1, 2000 "When Good Bags Go Wrong")
Many victims of lost luggage are shocked to find out that the carriers usually sell over
30,000 bags a year and over a million items to a store in Scottsboro, Alabama and the carriers
actually make money from items that they will not pay the consumer for if they are lost.
Everything is sold at market prices: from a 41 carat emerald on sale for $29,500 to Palm Pilots
for $125. The 50,000 square foot store with more than a 110 workers has domesticated itself
even with a Starbucks Coffee shop. (See The Marin Independent Journal Business Section,
December 10, 2000, carried an Associated Press article with pictures) For those wishing to
browse online in the hopes of finding your lost items or to buy someone else's lost goods, visit
www. unclaimedbaggage.com.

Pets Lost by Airlines
As sad as it is for their owners, pets are considered checked baggage for the purposes of
remuneration. Perhaps as many as 5,000 animals are lost or injured by the airlines each year.
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That is about 1% of traveling animals. Recently, the airlines have even considered banning
animals on their flights.

0

The Humane Society constantly receives complaints against every major carrier in the
country. There have been reported cases of dogs dying on about every major airline. For
example, 56 puppies died. on a TWA flight; 32 dogs died on Delta flight; 24 dogs passed away
on a United Airlines flight; and five dogs died on American Airlines. However, courts have
continued to hold airlines responsible only to the extent of baggage limitation rules for
lost/damaged baggage despite the fact that numerous pets die from extreme heat or cold while
under the airline's "control". (See Travel Rights p.56) Passengers who arrive late for flights may
be asked to sign a late baggage tag thereby denying any coverage or liability by the airline for
timely arrival of their luggage.
The Law governing lost pets includes:
• U.S. Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
• Animal Welfare Act- which imposes fines for unsafe handling
of animals
• But most importantly, checked pets are luggage under 14 C.P.R.
§ 254.4.
Claims for lost pets have include: requests for the replacement of kennel, negligent
infliction of emotional distress, and intentional infliction of emotional distress in one case where
the dog was lost and no one reported its whereabouts. However, the policy of most airlines is
like that of American Airlines which according to their website holds that, website: $2,500 limit
with insurance up of up to $5,000. The same limitation is regularly printed on the claim ticket
for checked baggage that are pets.

0

Cases on point
Deiro v. American Airlines, Inc., 816 F.2d 1360, 1365 (9th Cir.1987)

In Deiro, an experienced airline passenger sued American Airlines, Inc. (American) for
breach of contract, negligence and willful and wanton behavior alleging damages of
approximately $900,000 for the death of seven greyhound racing dogs and injuries to two others.
Deiro's complaint alleged that his dogs were placed in the shipping cages and exposed unshaded
to the sun in temperatures of approximately 97-99 degrees, without proper ventilation or water.
Deiro also alleged that despite his warnings to American personnel, they never attended to his
dogs and refused him permission to care for them himself. The seven dogs died from heat
exposure.
The Court of Appeals held that: (1) passenger was bound by limitation of liability
provided in ticket, and (2) passenger was provided with full and fair opportunity to declare
higher value for his dogs and receive protection-against destruction in amount greater than $-156.
Although Deiro contended that even if the liability limitation has legal effect, it cannot
shield the airline from its own gross negligence. However, the prior case law is clearly to the
contrary. Under the federal common law, only an appropriation of property by the carrier for its
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own use will vitiate limits on liability. (See, e.g., Gliclifeld v. Howard Van Lines, Inc., 213 F.2d
723,727 (9th Cir.l954); Neal, 605 F.Supp. at 1149 n. 3.)
Consequently, if a liability limitation is valid, a passenger's recovery for damage cannot
exceed the released value regardless of the degree of the carrier's negligence. (See Southeastern
Express Co. v. Pastime Amusement Co., 299 U.S. 28, 29-30, 57 S.Ct. 73, 74, 81 L.Ed. 20 (1936);
Quasar Co. v. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Ry. Co., 632 F.Supp. 1106, 1113
(N.D.Ill.l986))
Klicker v. Northwest Airlines, 563 F.2d 1310 (9th Cir. 1977).
The Klickers brought a suit alleging that the airline ·had negligently caused the death of
their show dog, alleged to be worth $35,000, when it was shipped as excess baggage. The airline
relied on a number of limitations of liability contained in filed tariffs, including one which totally
exculpated the airline for any liability due to the death or sickness of any live animal transported.
However, here note that subsequent to the death of the dog, the Civil Aeronautics Board declared
that particular tariff illegal.
Gluckman v. American Airlines, Inc., 844 F.Supp. 151, S.D.N.Y. ,J994.
Under New York law, airline passenger was not entitled to recover, under negligent
infliction of emotional distress theory, for emotional distress caused by death of his dog, who
had to be destroyed after suffering heat stroke while in cargo hold of airplane.
Gluckman sued the airline for damages arising out of death of his dog after it suffered
heat stroke in cargo hold of airplane. On airline's motions to dismiss and for summary judgment,
the District Court held that: (1) passenger could not recover emotional distress damages based
upon loss of property; (2) there was no independent cause of action for loss of companionship of
pet; (3) there was no cause of action for pain and suffering of animal; and (4) genuine issue of
material fact as to whether liability limitations were reasonably communicated to passenger
precluded summary judgment for airline.
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VI. TERRORISM
(Note the author recognizes that the law and definitions of terrorism is
continuously changing and evolving, especially post 9-11, however, the following
were timely definitions as ofSeptember 2001.)

0

President Bush was careful when he choose the declaration of war on terrorism. It was
not clear what was meant by "war." For a time many wondered if it would be like the "war" on
drugs or the "war" on poverty. The next question is, "what is terrorism?" In the international
community there is a stated definition adopted by the United Nations, thereby making it an
official definition of all of the signatories of the UN Charter, according to international law.
Within the United States and among USA insurance companies, the definition of terrorism
remains somewhat in flux.
This essay gives an overview of some of the legal definitions applicable to the United
States of America. While much of the focus on the travel industry is about individual terrorists
activities, which is discussed in relevant sections throughout this text, at the end of this chapter I
give some examples of state terrorism conducted within the airline industry.

United Nations Definitions
Terrorism is a crime perpetuated in order to instil fear and terror in the mind of the victim.
The goal sought is not always the act itself, but it is to create terror for the living, and to instil
fear in the hearts of those who witness the crime, and to secure some benefit. This may be for
profit or gain but is usually for some political advantage. It is not killing just for fun.
Sometimes it can be terror for blackmail. Terrorism is premeditated primarily to induce and
affect fear.

Q

Terrorism is defmed by the Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism
1937, Art 1 para 2 as "criminal acts directed against a State and intended or calculated to create a
state of terror in the minds of particular persons, or group of persons or the general public." Para
1 states that "the principle of international law in virtue of which it is the duty of every State to
refrain from any act designed to encourage terrorist activities directed against another State and
to prevent the acts in which such activities take shape." The Convention seeks to have its
members collaborate in order to prevent and punish terrorists by adopting legislation and to
arrest, try, and punish terrorists.
Terrorist activities as defined by the United Nations are international and transboundary.
Terrorist acts may be against Heads of States, their successors, wives or husbands, and persons
charged with public functions. It may also be for wilful destruction of public property, an act
that endangers the lives of members of the public, or the manufacture and supplying of arms to
- - -,the--terrorists.- Terrorist activity als<r includes- hi.fcrcking- uf -common carriers, kidnapping,
assassination of heads of state, taking hostages, as well as capturing embassies and consultants.
Terrorist activities are said to "violate the fundamental human rights of the people to have and
enjoy their lives free from terrorism and arbitrary executions."
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Both the actus reas and the mens rea are needed to create fear or terror in the minds of
the general public and another State. The fear or terror is the effect sought to be produced by the
act. The acts must be directed against a State or the population of another State. Terrorist acts,
as held by the United Nations, are a crime against the peace and the security of mankind. It is an
act which involves at least two states, the host state and the target state. While what might be
considered an ordinary crime in a state if the act is committed solely in that state, a terrorist act
does not occur wholly within the boundary of a single state.
According to the International Law Commission Report 1986, terrorism may also cover
toleration of activities organized for the purpose of carrying out terrorist acts in another State.
This can be either an active undertaking, as in conspiracy, or a passive toleration without actual
participation. Knowledge and toleration of such activities is probably a breach of the State's
responsibility to prevent the occurrence of unlawful activity in its territory.
However, as the international community has expressed time and again and as is
illustrated in the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 3103, the legal status of
combatants struggling against colonial and alien domination and racist regimes are usually free
of guilt when seeking national liberation from their oppressors. These are deemed to be
"freedom fighters," seeking to free their homeland.
As he was formally accused of terrorism in the war of Albania against France,
Mohammad BimBella, came to be recognized as a freedom fighter and received a hand clapping
standing ovation form the UN General Assembly upon his victorious arrival to the United
Nations. BimBella got a warm welcome, when only a year before was labelled a terrorist.
However, BimBella was a national terrorist seeking to force the colonial administration of
France to withdraw. There were many UN resolutions that said a person is not an aggressor if
that person supports the national liberation of a country from colonial powers and that colonial
power will be the aggressor if it tries to interfere with the national liberation movement.
Mercenaries, however, are merely criminals for hire, whose only ties to the liberation movement
are financial, so they are not considered to be freedom fighters.
Since there are multiple venues for the crimes of international terrorists, the locus deliciti
commissi, also occurs in multiple states. Similar to pirates that operate on the high seas, outside
of the jurisdiction of any State, terrorists may operate in more than one country.
The following are highlights from the United Nations Resolution following the terrorists'
attacks of September 1 L 2001. Note the emphasis on self-defense.

UN Security Council Resolution 1368 (2001)

• Recognizing the inherent right of individual
defens-e1ft acctirilance Wilnthe Charter, ...
• Calls on all States to work together urgently
the perpetrators, organizers and sponsors
attacks and stresses that those responsible for
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or harbouring the perpetrators, organizers and sponsors of these
acts will be held accountable
• Expresses its readiness to take all necessary steps to respond to
the terrorists' attacks of 11 September 2001, and to combat all
forms of terrorism, in accordance with its responsibilities under
the Charter of the UN

UN Security Council Resolution 1373 (2001)

• Reaffirming the inherent right of individual or collective selfdefense as recognized by the Charter of the UN as stated in 1368
• Every State has the duty to refrain from organizing, instigating,
assisting or participating in terrorists acts in another State or
acquiescing in organized activities within its territory directed
towards the commission of such acts
• (c) Freeze without delay funds and other financial assets or
economic resources of persons who commit, or attempt to
commit, terrorists' acts or participate in or facilitate in the
commission of terrorist acts ...
• (d) Prohibit their nations (or other persons) ...from making any
funds, financial assets or economic resources... directly or
indirectly .. .for the benefit ofpersons who attempt to commit ...
• 2. Decides that all States shall (c) Deny safe haven to those who
finance, plan, support, or commit terrorist acts ... (d) Prevent
those who finance, etc, from using their respective territories for
those purposes against other States or citizens ...
• (f) Afford one the greatest measure of assistance in connection
with criminal investigations or criminal proceedings relating to
the financing or support of terrorist acts ...
• Prevent movement of terrorists or terrorist groups by effective
border controls and controls on issuance of identity papers and
travel documents ... counterfeiting, forgery ...
• (3) Intensifying and accelerating the exchange of operational
information, especially regarding ... possession of weapons of
mass destruction ...
• (c) Cooperate
• (d) become parties as soon as possible to the relevant
international conventions and protocols relating to terrorism
and Security Council resolutions 1269 (1999) and 1368 (2001).
• (6) to monitor and report ... no later than 90 days .. on the
· --- - -adoption of this resolution.--- ----- - ·--·- --
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UN Security Council Resolution 1363 (2001) 30th July 2001

• Determining that the situation in Afghanistan constitutes a threat
to international peace and security in the region .... Afghanistan
under Taliban control.
• Offer assistance to - the States bordering the territory of
Afghanistan under Taliban control.
• Monitoring mechanism should be comprised of a group to
... watch ... arms embargoes, counter-terrorism and related
legislation, money laundering, ... drug trafficking.
• Recognizes that drug trafficking, crime, terrorism, money
laundering, all related RES 1373
• Lets the UN Sec Gen create a trust fund for the monitoring group.

United States Federal Government Definitions
The Department of State holds that terrorism is "premeditated politically motivated
violence perpetrated against non-combatant targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents,
usually intended to influence an audience." (See 22 US. C. Section 2656/(d)) The Department of
State holds "non-combatants" as personnel who at the time of the incident are unarmed or not on
duty so that the 19 airmen killed in the bombing of K.hobar Towers in 1996 were "non
combatants."
The Department of Defense holds terrorism as "the calculated use of violence or threat of
violence to inculcate fear, intended to coerce or to intimidate governments or societies in the
pursuit of goals that are generally political, religious, or ideological." (See DODD 2000.12, DoD
Combating Terrorism Program, Encl.2 (15 Sep 1996))
Although perhaps not a legal definition, the United States Government Interagency
Domestic Terrorism Concept of Operations Plan of January 2001, including the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice, Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Department of Defense, Department of Energy, Department of Health & Human Services, and
the Environmental Protection Agency define terrorism to include ''the unlawful use of force or
violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population,
(See
or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives."
www .fbi. gov/publications/conplan/conplan.pdf, appendix B-5)
The Department of Justice says that terrorism is an act "calculated to influence or affect
the conduct of government by intimidation or coercion, or to retaliate against government
_.. _______co_l!-d'!~.!::..:~~-~~e .! 8 U.S.C. Sec. 3282 an~_ ~-~ "Y~.:g: 32_86_,_)_ _
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Philosophical Analysis

In my personal opinion, judging by the way I have seen the term used, a terrorist act is a
violent act in which at least one of the parties are not government entities or a government
personnel not currently engaged in open hostilities as they are "off duty." Hence, civilian
aggression against military I government is terrorist activity. As well as, military I government
aggression against civilian is also terrorist activity. However, military I government verses
military I government is not terrorist activity (unless the victims are "off duty").
The problem arises when trying to defme which groups are legitimately military I
government organizations and which ones seek purely political gain even though they are not a
legitimate military I government entity.
Ultimately, as recognized by civilized nations, crimes of terrorism are crimes against
humanity. The terrorist acts are designed to instil fear in a particular group and continue to cause
fear in all of humanity to differing degrees. This presupposes that there are laws of humanity
and duties owed to humanity that these terrorists have violated the laws of humanity. These laws
are beyond national laws, and even beyond international laws, as they are the laws of all
mankind. This is evidenced in the case of terrorist attacks against multi-national organizations or
entities, e.g., McDonalds or the WTO. Attacks such as kidnapping or bombing, against these
non-military I government entities must be seen as terrorist acts, especially when their goal is to
create fear in the members of these organizations and those that support them. Suppose there is
an attack on the international space station or on the moon, this too is beyond international law,
and is then a violation of the law of humanity. Therefore, terrorist activities can be struck
against non-military I government organizations and these acts, like all acts are crimes against
humanity. They violate the laws of humanity.
The meaning of terrorism has changed dramatically over time. In its newest guise,
terrorists are defined to include extremely organized groups in both military and governmental
incarnations. In fact whole governments, legitimately recognized by the international
community, are said to commit acts of state terrorism. Two relevant examples pertaining to
travel law follow.

State Terrorism and Protection of Civil Aircraft in Flight

The international community has agreed on rules that regulate the conduct of states in the
·arrest, eXtradition, prosecution, trial, and puriishment of terrorists·involved in terrorists activities.
The Tokyo, Hague, and Montreal Conventions all seek to give the states rights to protect against
terrorists in the skies and the unnecessary loss of life and property.
State terrorism includes state attacks on civil airplanes. It also includes the mining of a
-harbourin·peacetime for any reason. Therefore;-internationat·lawholds that state terrorism· may· - -- -be found when a state deliberately shoots down a civil aircraft. Here the two competing
principles of international law are possible intrusion of national territorial airspace, and the
possible misreading of the path of an aircraft in flight. Unprovoked attacks on civil aircraft
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violate the fundamental human rights of the passengers to have and enjoy their lives free from
terrorism and arbitrary executions by the state and the military.

1983 Korean Airlines 007
In 1983 Two Soviet missiles shot down Korean Airlines Flight 007 over the Sea of Japan

killing all on board. Flight 007 was scheduled form New York to Seoul and was apparently off
course. Soviet ground command ordered the downing of Flight 007, without first signalling a
shot to alert the aircraft that it was off-course.
The Rule, recognized by civilized nations, is that self-defense is justified only if it is
absolutely necessary and if there are no immediately avoidable alternatives. The Soviets could
have warned or at a minimum escorted flight 007 out of Russian territorial airspace. Therefore,
this action was not necessary for self-defense and the Soviets violated international law.
The Soviets also violated the principle of proportionality and exceeded their stated
objective of simply removing the intruding aircraft. League of Nations Covenant, Art 14 states
"Legitimate defense implies the adoption of measures proportionate to the seriousness of the
danger."
The USSR refused to participate in a proceeding before an international court. The UN
Security Council meet and drafted a resolution condemning the act. Unilaterally the US, as a
counter measure, prevented the Aeroflot flights from landing in New York and New Jersey and
even prevented a Soviet Foreign Minister and other delegates from reaching the General
Assembly. Economic sanctions were sought by NATO but not unanimously approved. IFAPA
suspended all flights to the USSR for 60 days.
As a result, the ICAO unanimously adopted an amendment to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation with Regard to Interception of Civil Aircraft in 1984. Art 3 of this
Convention holds that every State must refrain from resorting to the use of weapons against civil
aircraft in flight.
Most importantly, Area Control Centers (ACC) were designated by the US in Alaska,
Japan in Tokyo, and the USSR in Khabarovsk. The agreement meant to coordinate actions
among the air traffic control services of the three countries. It has, in fact, proven effective in
dispelling the suspicion that arises when an unidentified aircraft appears in foreign territory
without prior authorization and thereby the ACC eliminates the need for the use of weapons or
any force to harm human lives.

1987 USS Stark in the Persian Gulf
.

.

~ - - -----

- --
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Like the region of the Korean 007 flight, here too the Persian Gulf region was embraced
in a conflict resulting from Western colonization and decolonization. Japan and the US were
attempting to provide safe passage for the transport of crude oil from Iraq by means of placing a
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strong naval presence in the Persian Gulf. Many Kuwaiti tankers were "reflagged" to sail under
the American flag.

0

The USS Stark was a ship sent to protect these reflagged ships. The Stark was mistaken
by an Iraqi pilot who believed it to be an Iranian ship. The Stark was attacked without warning
from the air or the sea. There were extensive losses in both human lives and property.

1988 Iran Air Flight 655 in the Gulf of Persia
Again the plane, flight 655, was shot down without warning, this time by the USS
Vincennes. Like the Korean Airlines flight 007, here too Iran Air flight 655 was flying from a
dangerous region. The US ship was supposed to protect the safe passage, but it is unfortunate
that the Iran Air deviated from its flight path. There was no red alert status in effect at the time
of the US attack on Iran Air. The USS Vincennes was subject to the law of the US and its
jurisdiction.
Every state must pay for its own mistakes, misadventures, or accidents it causes. For any
mistakes, misadventures or accidents, full compensation is due under any theory of damages,
including damnum emergens and lucrum cessans. International liability is not based on the
wrongfulness of the international act that is attributable to the state, but rather on the injurious
consequences arising out of the acts. That is, there is liability even if there is no wrongfulness.
This is a rule of state responsibility which governs the protection of the rights of victims injured
by an internationally wrongful act. This rule protects the injured state or states, and any third
states in the international community.
Art 51 of the UN Charter allows for self-defense limited to the occasion for invoking the
defense to when an armed attack occurred. However, within international law self-defense has
different meanings and every state is entitled to its own understanding of what constitutes selfdefense. An international crime can consist of deliberate intent to destroy civil aircraft or
negligently or recklessly failing to distinguish between an unarmed civil aircraft and a dangerous
threatening military aircraft.

The rights of the injured states correspond to the duties of the responsible state. This is in
ex nunc - immediate cessation of harmful activities; ex tunc - restitution in integrum or
reparations; and ex ante - apologies, satisfaction, assurance, or pledge and correction of
measures to prevent recurrence of such internationally wrongful acts.
The Chicago Convention of 1944 urges the parties to observe the international rules and
practices concerning the safety of civil aviation to prevent these kinds of military attacks on
civilian aircraft. After this so called "state terrorism" by the United States, Iran filed an
application with the ICJ regarding the attack and arguing that the US violated the Chicago
·- -·---··convention and that the US shount·pay compensation-in-the amount to be determined·bytlre-Ie.r.Here, the US believed it was acting in self-defense, even though it was outside of its territory and
in the Persian Gulf. The US may have been considering the USS Vincennes to be an extension of
its territory and a floating territory as is the British tradition. The US paid the victims by ex
gratia compensation, that is money paid out of grace, graciously, or as a matter of grace without
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admitting liability. This amount was considerably less than the amount paid by the Iraqi
government to the US for the victims on board the USS Stark.
Another example of ex gratia is found by the US paying compensation to the Japanese
fishermen for catching fish that were contaminated by US nuclear testing. Signs were written in
English warning of the US testing in the area, but the Japanese fisherman couldn't read the
English. The US Dept of Defense held that, "Aircraft may be shot down without warning."
However, when the accidents and misadventures of a state lead to loss of life, the question of
responsibility and accountability lead to diplomatic and political remedies. As in the recent case
of this Japanese fishing boat that was negligently sank by the US submarine, the US response
was carefully considered. To say "I regret" means the act may be your fault. To say, "I am sorry''
means it could be your fault. But to say, "I apologize," which is what the Japanese wanted to hear,
is to say, "it was my fault."
In addition to the above mentioned texts, the following were used for this essay and
contain more detailed information on defining terrorism.
I. Smidt, Combating Terrorism, International & Operational Law Department The Judge
Advocate General's School, Charlottesville, Virginia.
http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/army/jaoac-ct.pdf
2. Sucharitkul, Sompong, International Terrorism and the Problem of Jurisdiction, Syracuse
Journal oflnternational Law and Commerce, Volume 14 Winter 1987.
3. Sucharitkul, Terrorism as an International Crime: Questions of Responsibility and
Complicity.

Conclusion
There are many definitions of terrorism, and they seem mostly motivated to bolster a
particular political position. However, some elements are common to most: terrorism is "an act
designed to instil fear." When drafting liability contracts regarding terrorism, and which
countries are at risk for terrorist attacks, those in the insurance and travel industry of the USA
normally consult the Department of State's Travel Advisory Warnings
http://travel.state.gov/travel warnings.html.
When discussing terrorism and travel law, one can see many applications to sustainable
development. But it particular, in the case of state sponsored terrorism, we can see how a lack of
law and procedures lead to the deaths of many travelers during the Cold War era, that should
now be avoided through the creation of ICAO's Area Control Centers. And this is good travel
law seeking safe trips that lead to sustainable development.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This chapter is certainly not all encompassing in regard to the rules and regulations of the
Federal Aviation Act or the limitations of the Warsaw Convention. There are many other
excellent sources of information for the casual reader or the serious scholar interested in a further
in-depth study of aviation law and air travel law. This chapter has hopefully provided an overall
summary of some of the many facets of law concerning the aviation industry and that may be
especially pertinent to those involved in the various aspects of travel industry law. The Office of
Consumer Affairs with the DOT can often be relied upon to provide more specific information,
as is often necessary information during the discovery phase of a lawsuit. Further, the DOT will
frequently follow up on complaints with the offending airline, and generates a monthly report
concerning airline complaints.
Now that we have reviewed the importance of air law to the travel industry and
sustainable development, it may be it useful to review the implications of the Cruise Industry for
international travel law issues. While the Airline industry is dominated by the USA, for nearly
50 years, no USA flag has flown on a cruise ship. Perhaps this is due to so-called "offshore
companies" managing the cruise industry, or other legal and liability issues that just make it too
difficult for USA companies to have a cost effective business model for owing a cruise line. The
return for USA cruise ships came in 2004 when The Pride of Aloha, launched and then
immediately lead to another class action lawsuit, this time with numerous angry African
American Passengers on a "heritage tour" that was plagued by poor service, lack of facilities,
and even racial discrimination, and mass crew walk outs.
Also note that an over abundance of legal "red tape" has compelled the space tourism
industry to operate outside of the United States of America. The lesson to be learned here is that
too much regulation forces the market to develop in jurisdictions favorable to their business.
Global political events and economics favor the USA as a dominate player in the Airline
industry, while the Cruise Line and Space Travel industries are more suitable to legal regimes
outside of the USA.
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NEWS CLIPPINGS

Iranian Women Look Up to Find Ansari
By Ali Akbar Dareini
(See full article
www.space.com/missionlaunches/060926 ap iran ansari.htm/)

"TEHRAN, Iran (AP) --Dozens ofspace travel enthusiasts, most ofthem women, burst into
applause at dawn at an observatory near the capital as the spacecraft carrying the first Iranian
woman to travel into space appeared in the sky. "
"Space tourist Anousheh Ansari, who began her journey into space Monday aboard a Soyuz
TMA-9 capsule from Baikonur, Kazakhstan, has become an inspiration to women in maledominated Iran. "

***
"''Ansari has shown Iranian women the road to progress. We only need to believe in ourselves, "
Dadbeh said, as another woman, Homa Parvaei nodded in agreement. "

Space Tourism Survey Shows Cost, Access Key Selling Points By Leonard David
(See full article www.space.com/news/061003 tourism survey.html)
"Earlier this year, U.S. businessman and former Microsoft software developer Charles Simonyi
signed a contract with Russian space officials to fly toward the ISS in Spring 2007, which would
be on the next Soyuz to fly after Enomoto launches with the ISS Expedition 14 crew. "
"Malaysia is also hoping to launch its first astronaut aboard a Russian spacecraft in 2007, and
any of those plans could be dependent on whether NASA or the European Space Agency will
require Soyuz seats to transfer their astronauts to and from the ISS- a variable that hinges on
the frequency o[space shuttle visits to the orbital platform. "

***
"One good thing is, maybe, I will generate some positive media about the Middle East with
everything going on, " said Ansari, who was born in Iran. "I've gotten so many calls and e-mails
and mail, especially from women in Iran, and other Middle Eastern countries that are excited
that someone from [there] gets to go up ... and a woman!"
.
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SOURCESOFSPACETRAVELLAW
THE FIVE BASIC MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS
Outer Space Treaty
Treaty Governing the Activities ofStates in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including
the Moon and other Celestial Bodies Moscow, London & Washington, January 27, 1967
• Art 1 - "free for exploration and use without discrimination of any kind on the basis of
equality and in accordance with international law"
o benefits and interests of all countries
o free for exploration and use Space Tourism is a right of all states and mankind.
o Outer space is the common heritage of mankind, as such open to all of mankind
for space exploration and tourism development
o without discrimination of any kind
o free access to all areas of celestial bodies
o facilitate and encourage international cooperation
• Art 2- Nothing in OS is subject to national appropriation
• Art 3 -maintain international peace and security I promoting cooperation and
understanding
• Art 5 - Astronauts and space travelers are the envoys of mankind and represent all of
humanity. As envoys of mankind, space travelers are to be rendered all possible
assistance when in distress including astronaut to astronaut
• Art 6 - state responsible for activities in space, therefore liable for national activities
• Art 7 - launches or procures a launch, international liable, airspace or OS by object or
component parts
• Art 8 - ownership I control shall be maintained by state of registry
• Art 9 - appropriate consultations
• Art 12 - all stations open to representation
Rescue Agreement
Agreement on the Rescue ofAstronauts, the Return ofAstronauts and the Return of Objects
Launched into Space Moscow, London & Washington, April22, 1968
• Art 1 distress, notify launching authority
• Art 1 and 3 astronauts are personnel of a spacecraft
• States shall render assistance to astronauts in the event of distress. (Hospitality is part of
rescue.)
Liability Convention
Convention on the International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects Moscow,
- - - - . - -London & Washington, March -2-9,--l-9-72• Art 1 - distress, notify launching authority
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Registration Convention
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space New York, December 12,
1974
• States must register objects they launch into space or that are launched from its territories.

Moon Agreement
Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies New York,
December 12, 1974
• Art 5 - Astronauts and space travelers are the envoys of mankind and represent all of
humanity. As envoys of mankind, space travelers are to be rendered all possible
assistance when in distress including astronaut to astronaut

THE FOUR PRINCIPLES ADOPTED BY THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Space Cooperation Declaration
Declaration on International Cooperation in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space for the
Benefit and in the Interest ofAll states, Taking into Particular Account the Needs of Developing
Countries, G.A. Res. 511122, U.N. Doc. NAC.l05/572/Rev. 1 (1996).
Satellite Declaration
Principles Governing the Use by states ofArtificial Earth Satellites for International Direct
Television Broadcasting, G.A. Res. 37/92, U.N. GAOR, 37th Sess., U.N. Doc. A/Res/37/92
(1982).
Remote Sensing Declaration
Principles Relating to Remote Sensing of the Earth from Outer Space, G.A. Res. 41/65, U.N.
GAOR, 41 51 Sess., Supp. No. 21, at 115, U.N. Doc. A/Res/41/65 (1986).
Nuclear Power Declaration
Principles Relevant to the Use ofNuclear Power Sources in Outer Space, U.N. COPOUS 35th
Sess., Agenda Item 8, U.N. Dec. NAC.l05/L.l98 (1992).

OTHER TREATIES AND INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

Charter of the United Nations
Opened for signature June 26, 1945, 54 stat, 1031, T.S. 993,3 Bevans 1153.
Montreal Agreement
• Additional Protocol No. 1 to Amend Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
-·--------------·-Relating to International Carriage By Azr~Igne-a-ArWarsaw on 12 October 1929,
Signed at Montreal, on 25 September 1975.
• Additional Protocol No. 2 to Amend Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to International Carriage By Air, Signed At Warsaw on 12 October 1929,
Signed at Montreal, on 25 September 1975.
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•

Additional Protocol No. 3 to Amend Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to International Carriage, By Air Signed At Warsaw on 12 October 1929,
Signed at Montreal, on 25 September 1975.

0

Warsaw Convention
Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Air,
Signed at Warsaw on 12 October 1929.
Athens Passenger Convention

Responsibility ofStates for Internationally Wrongful Acts
U.N. GAOR, 56th Sess., Supp. No. 10, art. 1, U.N. Doc. N56/10 (2001).
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
Opened for signature May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, U.N. Doc. NCONF. 39/27.
War Treaty
General Treaty for the Renunciation of War, Aug. 27, 1928, 4 Stat. 2343, 94 L.N.T.S. 57.
Draft Articles on State Responsibility
Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its forty-eighth session,
U .N. GAOR, 51st Sess., Supp. No. 10, Pt. II, art. 1, para. 2, Annex I, U.N. Doc. N51/106 (1996).
U.N. Docs. NAC.105/C.2/SR.94, 95, & 97 (1986).
U.N. General Assembly Resolution 2601 (XXIV) B, 1836th Mtg., para. 5 (Dec. 16, 1969).
U.N. General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIX), Article 4, U.N. Res. 2601 (XXIV) B, 1836th
Mtg., para. 5 (Dec. 16, 1969).
JUDICIAL AND ARBITRAL DECISIONS

Jackson v Horizon Holidays
Ltd [1975] 1 WLR 1468 CA
"loss of enjoyment" was created and damages awarded because of it.
Jarvis v Swan Tours Ltd.,
[1973] 2 QB 233
Not only in England, but all over the world courts took a more consumerist approach to
- · ------·questions related to indemnity rot mishaps 1rrtlle-fu1filtrnenr ofTfavel Agents and Tour ·· · __ .._______ _
Operators obligations towards the traveler.
Chorzow Factory Case
(Ger. v. Pol.), 1928 P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No. 17.
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Coifu Channel Case
-(Alb. v. U.K.) 1949 I.C.J. 244 (1949).
State has obligation to warn others of impending danger.
Lake Lanoux Arbitration
(Fr. v. Spain), 24 I.L.R. 101 (1957).
State is responsible for injurious consequences of acts in its territory which it knows will cause
damage in another state
Nuclear Weapons Opinion
1986 I.C.J. 94 (1986)
Advisory Opinion on Legality of the Threat or Use ofNuclear Weapons, resolution or
declaration of an international organization is binding on states as a factor in determining
customary international law. Refers to principals of customs and practices of intllaw I example
of customary international law
Nicar. v. U.S.
19861.C.J. 14 (June 27).
Military and Paramilitary Activities. Private activities are adopted as state activities.
North Sea Shelf Continental Cases
(F.R.G. v. Den.; F.R.G. v. Neth.), 1969l.C.J. 3.
Schooner Exchange v. McFaddon
11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116, 3 Led. 287 (1812).
The Caroline
(1837), 2 Moore, Digest oflnt'l L. 412 (1906),
Hyde, Int'l L.
239 (1945).
The Case of the S.S. Lotus
(Fr. V. Tur.), 1927 P.C.I.J. (Ser. A) No. 10,2 Hudson, World Ct. Rep. 20.
Trail Smelter Case
(U.S. v. Can.), 3 R.I.A.A. 1905 (1938 & 1941).

TOURISM STATUTES AND LEGISLATIVE MATERIALS

Draft Conventi-orron·tJt-e-lfotelkeeper's-eontract- UNIDROIT
International Convention on Travel Contracts (CCV) opened to signature at Brussels on
23.1V.l970
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Statutes of the World Tourism Organisation
United Nations-World Tourism Organization Co-Operation Agreement
The Osaka Tourism Declaration

Travel Industry Organization Codes of Conduct
Global Code ofEthicsfor Tourism- World Tourism Organization
Professional Code of Ethics - Certified Counselor Program - Institute of Certified Travel
Agents
Principles ofProfessional Conduct and Ethics - American Society of Travel Agents
Tire National Tour Association Code of Ethics and Professional Responsibility.

Regional Treaties and Agreements
Package Travel Directive
European Union Council Directive of 13 June 1990 on Package Travel, Package Holidays and
Package Tours
United States-Argentina Agreement on Tourism

United States Statutes
50 US states
Note the 50 US states each have some type of tourism statutes and regulations
United States National Tourism Organization Act

-
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SECONDARY SOURCES, BOOKS AND LEARNED TREATISES

Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations section 905(a).
Thomas Burgenthal, Public International Law, 329 (2002).
Lori F. Damrosch, Louis Henkin, Richard C. Pugh, Oscar Schachter & Hans Smit, International
Law Cases And Materials 929 (4th Ed. 2001).
Henri A. Wassenbergh, Principles of Outer Space Law In Hindsight 50 (1991).
Paula Berinstein, Making Space Happen: Private Space Ventures And The Visionaries Behind
Them.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of travel for sustainable development, future jobs, and mankind's growth
and progress is greatly felt in the field of space travel. Space travel law includes law regarding
the highest technologies, intellectual property, national security, technology transfers,
international cooperation, exploration, sustainable economic growth, and of course travel tourism,
and hospitality. To understand the social and legal implications of present and developing space
travel law, we can easily look back to our past exploration, travels and tours for a guide to our
current situation. This tradition has developed through centuries of exploration and mass transit,
through means of the highest technology of its day, to travel by way of land, sea, and air vehicles.
Outer space exploration encompasses all of our past desires to better humanity and has
pushed mankind to better itself both technologically and socially through its laws. While many
past legal principles have been transplanted into space travel law, from aviation law, admiralty
law, and hospitality law, many new concepts have also developed, such as the principle that
some things belong to the common heritage of all of mankind. The amount of cooperation
involved between all of the world's states and international organizations has greatly increased
as during mankind's endeavor into outer space. From the outset, the outer space treaties
developed principles of cooperation, consultation, equality, and ownership that were markedly
absent during past explorations of the Earth. The travelers in the outer space age are required to
recognize their new territory as the common heritage of mankind and to ensure that their efforts
are for the sustainable development of all peoples, not just that of their states of corporations.
The endeavor of space travel has up until the success of the X-PRIZE of 2005, required
tremendous expense, energy, and the continuous research and development of new products that
eventually will affect all of humankind. Recent political developments, such as the end of the
Cold War, declassification of security information, the privatization of the telecommunications
industry, satellite and communication systems, the internet, and the rise of globalization, have
brought down the walls that separated humanity from cooperative endeavors into outer space. It
is now even possible for people from all over the world to donate their computers' processing
speed during idle time online to calculate data on outer space projects through organizations such
as at the University of California at Berkeley's "search for extra-terrestrial intelligence" project
called SETI@home. Through grid computing, ''Nearly 5 million people in 226 countries have
downloaded a screensaver that makes their computer available, whenever it is sitting idle, to
process radio signals gathered from outer space." (See The Economist, The next big thing?
January
2004, htt,p://www.economist.com/business/displayStory.cfm?stocy
id=2352183)
.
.
.
.
.
In order to stress that space travel law is an actual body of law with applications that
affect our present space tourism industry, it is necessary to describe how common travel and
tourism terms apply in space tourism legal system and to describe some of the present real life
providers, sellers and users of space travel services. Following these definitions and real life
- examples of travel and touri-sm companies-offering-services in space, is the discussion of-sp-ace-travel and tourism law.
More information about travel law and space travel and tourism is available at:
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• www.spacetravellaw.com
• www.travellaw.com
• www .iftta.org

II. SPACE TRAVEL DEFINITIONS AND SPACE TRAVEL PROVIDERS
The primary players for space travel services fit the same definitions for sellers of
terrestrial travel services: the sellers of travel, providers of travel, and the traveler. These parties
come in a variety of types and their individual liability varies depending on the specifics of their
relationship with the industry, government, and traveler. Passengers and Tourists are those
people on board transported or for leisure. A tourist travels for relaxation, recreation, or
adventure and is distinguished from an astronaut who has professional and official duties to be
conducted on behalf of their state.

Astronauts are the United States crew designated to be in charge of the space craft, and
are professionals that are highly educated, trained and experienced. Traditionally astronaut
positions have been filled from the ranks of the military, and with medical doctors, scientists, and
mathematicians.
• Cosmonauts - Russian astronauts.
• Taikonauts - Chinese astronauts.
Commander of the Ship - In air law the one who controls the aircraft is the pilot. In
maritime law the commander is the captain of the sea-going vessel. The commander has the
highest level or authority and is responsible for ensuring safety, peace and tranquility on the craft.
The commander can give commands to the passengers and crew, perform marriages, sign birth
certificates, and death certificates. The commander may be assisted by a co-pilot, a navigator,
and/or other crew. Of these assistants, the crew helps with beverages, seat belts, evacuation, and
other duties.
Other crew and personnel go into space for a variety of purposes. Scientific Researchers
are professional astronauts that go into to space to perform specific scientific research and
investigation. Communications engineers and ground personnel are the personnel both land
and space based that make possible global communication with craft traveling at a high velocity
and altitude or while in orbit and beyond.

Real T<?.llfists In Space ----------·
• Dennis Tito, a U.S. millionaire, paid about $20 million to be launched into
space in 2001.
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• Mark Shuttleworth, a South African technology entrepreneur, paid nearly $20
million to be launched into space in 2002.

0

• Lance Bass, a United States citizen, sought to be an employee of a Music
Television Corporation (MTV) Reality TV show. He received training to
-familiarize himself with ISS and space travel rumored to have been paid for by
MTV and Pepsi. Bass was to be an employee of the Reality TV show sponsored
by ZTC. Bass would have spent time in space and onboard the ISS while being
filmed would participate in several scientific experiments presumably "at the
discretion of the Commander." As an employee of a USA owned corporation,
Bass would have entered space on behalf of USA interests.
• Cindy Crawford, international supermodel, television, and movie star, has also
been considered as a space tourist candidate.
• Two unnamed Americans tourists have agreed to pay $20 million each for
separate eight- to 10-day trips into orbit. In June 2003, about a dozen people had
medical tests for the two available flights and paid certain fees. One of the space
tourists will launch in the third quarter of 2004, and the other sometime in 2005.
One tourist is a 38-year-old male Manhattan real estate developer.
• Two more seats are available for sale by Space Adventures through 2007under
the current plans to use the Russian Soyuz rockets.

0

*=

At the time of this writing, Soyuz spacecraft and NASA's
shuttle fleet are the only working links to the only habitable
space destination, the International Space Station. Also, the
Soyuz rockets are not reusable. The Russian Space Agency has
completely cooperated and encouraged tourism in space to
those that can afford to travel.

Definitions of Providers of Travel
Providers of Travel - these are the companies that actually provide travel who may_or
may not simultaneously be a seller of travel. Providers of travel includes: hotels, airlines, cruise
lines, tour operators, tour guides, etcetera. The various states may name a provider of travel as:
travel agent, travel broker, tour operator, and a carrier. A common carrier is any person or
company engaged in the business of transporting persons for hire.
·----- ---

Tour Operator- Establishments primarily engaged in arranging and assembling package
tours for sale through travel agents or directly to travelers. Tour operators perform services on
behalf of travel agencies or other tour operators and may work as either independent contractors
or employees. Within the travel industry, tour operator is used interchangeably with tour
wholesaler as a company that creates and/or markets inclusive tours and/or provides services or
270
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supplies for packages sold by the travel agents. A seller of travel services that creates and sells
travel packages, either directly to the public or indirectly to the public through any other seller of
travel services.

Tour Escort and Tour Leader - Person designated as the leader of the group usually for
the entire travel experience, although he or she may be assisted by local guides.
Tour Director - The person or persons that travel with the tour groups from location to
location. The Tour Director is responsible for arranging the tour and ensuring that passengers
reach their destination in a timely and safe manner.
Time-shares - This is a purchased right to use and occupy a unit on a recurrent periodic
basis according to an arrangement allocating this right among various owners of time shares
whether or not there is an additional charge to the owner for occupying the unit.
Hotelier and Innkeeper- the person or company that provides lodging for travelers.
Space Station Hotel International Space Station.

facilities providing lodging in outer space, such as the

Celestial Bodies as objects in the solar system, other than the Earth, are accorded
protection under the Moon Treaty Art I. The term 'celestial bodies' does not apply to
extraterrestrial materials that reach the surface of the Earth through natural means.
Aircraft is "any machine that can derive its support in the atmosphere from reactions of
the air," according to the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation of I944. Aircraft
carry person and cargo from ·one point on Earth to another point on Earth. (See Christol 1991).
An airspace scheduled flight, in international airspace, follows the Warsaw Convention with its
limitation on damages.
Spacecraft is "a man-made vehicle which is intended to go beyond the major portion of
the Earth's atmosphere," according to the World Administrative Radio Conference of I97I.
Spacecraft engage in activities while in orbit and beyond. (See Christo} 1991). A spacecraft is a
space object according to the Liability Convention for injuries occurring in air space. The
Liability Convention mandates that the launching state is absolutely liable for space based
injuries. 1
Space object is an object that is launched into space and has the capacity to enter into
orbit at least once. (See Carl Q. Christo!, International Liability For Damage Caused By Space
Objects, In Space Law: Past, Present And Future (1991))
Outer space is defined by customary international law as beginning at the lowest point at
object can safely enter into·orbirabove-the-Earth'-s-surface. Outer space is then reached------at an altitude of about 100 to 110 kilometers. (See Carl Q. ChristoI, International Liability For
Damage Caused By Space Objects, In Space Law: Past, Present And Future (1991)). Outer

~ whidran

1 Liability Convention
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space generally is not under the sovereignty of any state as demonstrated by Sputnik, the
traditional views of sovereignty above a state's territory disappeared, instantly changing the
customary international law.
Airspace is that area between the surface of the Earth or sea level and outer space. That
is the space under lOO.kilometers. Airspace may exist under the sovereignty of a state or may be
international airspace.

Real Providers of Space Travel

Mir Hotel

The Russians have been sending citizens into space longer than any other nation.
Russian habitats in space were very successful as has been demonstrated in Salyut's in the 1970's
and the Mir Space Stations at the turn of the century. Because of the novel invention and success
of Russia's modular space station, The United States terminated its planned construction of the
station completely in orbit. The Russian model for space habitat has been implemented into The
International Space Station.
In 2000 Walt Anderson, a USA venture capitalist and backer of the Mir Space Station
suggested that the Mir Station be converted into a tourist attraction. He estimated that the first
holiday would cost $40 million, but thereafter the price would fall to "a more reasonable $20-$25
million". Sales of such holidays in the EU would of course be subject to the Package Travel
Directive and in the USA to the laws according to the applicable state jurisdiction.

International Space Station (ISS)

Also know as Space Station Alpha, the International Space Station (ISS) is a joint space
station primarily in use by numerous states today.

British balloonists

Andy Elson and Colin Prescot, two British balloonists are preparing to take an open-air
- trip up to an altitude of 25 miles. If successful, this will be the world record for the highest
crewed balloon flight. Their aircraft, the QinetiQ 1, is powered by a gigantic helium balloon that
when expanded is larger than the Empire State Building. The open air is inhospitable enough to
require additional environmental tools such as modified Russian space suits for the flight. (See
www.space.com/businesstechnology/technology/QinetiOl balloon 020828.html)
---- ----· - - - - - - - - - - - -
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The X PRIZE Foundation
722-A Spirit ofSt. Louis Blvd
St. Louis, Missouri 63005 USA
Tel:+ 1 (636) 519-9449
Fax: + 1 (314) 533-6502
Wl1'W.xprize. org
The X PRIZE is a $10,000,000 space tourism industry prize to
that seeks to encourage world wide private competition in space
industry development. The competitors are to develop spaceships
designed to carry tourists as passengers into outer space. The prize
goes to the first team that:
• Privately finances, builds & launches a spaceship,
able to carry three people to 100 kilometers (62.5
miles)
• Returns safely to Earth
• Repeats the launch with the same ship within 2 weeks
The X PRIZE competition draws on the past success of the
airline industry and development of aircraft from 1905 and 1935 and
to the present. Just as the 1927Charles Lindbergh's trans-Atlantic
flight in The Spirit of St. Louis was sponsored by the Orteig
competition with a $25, 000 prize, the X PRIZE seeks to capture the
public's attention, inspire competition of the most talented
entrepreneurs and rocket experts, and move the technology and
infrastructure of the space industry forward so that numerous tourists
can financially afford to travel into space for recreation. More than
20 teams from 7 countries to compete for the prize since 1996. The X
PRIZE is fully funded through private donations and is underwritten
by $10 million insurance policy for the winner.
The X PRIZE organization believes that "a small professional
team could outperform a large, government-style effort. " The X
PRIZE also states that societal benefits from the X PRIZE
competition by: "creation of a new generation of heroes; inspiring
and educating students; focusing public attention and investment
capital on this new business frontier; challenging explorers and
r..a.cket.scienti~ts ..aroundthe world" Further mo~e. thaC'llehicles-huiJL _______ _. _
for the X PRIZE will eventually serve four different industries: Space
Tourism; Low-cost satellite launching; Same-day package delivery;
Ra id oint-to- oint assen er travel. "
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PmlCameron -- Zero-Gravity Flights
A tourists can experience sustained weightlessness by boarding a spacecraft and
launching into outer space, or by engaging in parabolic maneuvers around the Earth onboard
specially outfitted aircraft that create weightless conditions inside the aircraft. Any object that
reaches the 84-kilometer ceiling will obtain a physical status known as uncontrolled ballistic
flight. Uncontrolled ballistic flight can best be characterized like the flight of a bullet from a
gun; absent other physical forces it will continue in the same path until stopped. This is the zero
gravity position that popular science characterizes as outer space.

0

Two USA companies, ZERO-G and Space Adventures, operate suborbital
aircraft/spacecraft which offer short tourist flights into space. The flights take tourists about 60
miles above ground into suborbit to experience weightlessness.

Zero Gravity Corporation
Los Angles, California USA
Tel: +1 (310) 399-1976
Fax: +1 (775) 942-3544
Email - infO@nogravity.com
Website: www.zerogcorp. com
Website: www.nogravity.com

Zero Gravity Corporation (ZERO-G) will offer sustained
weightlessness onboard parabolic flights in 2004 to private tourists,
commercial companies and government agencies. Created by former
NASA, FAA, aerospace, tourism and education executives and
professionals. ZERO-G conducts weightless tours onboard its Boeing
727-200 cargo aircraft.
Zero Gravity Corporation is now seeking legal status as a
provider of travel/ tour operator and has already received approval
in the form of a Supplemental Type Certificate to perform parabolic
flights from the Federal Aviation Administration.
ZERO-G markets itself as an adventure tour operator that
seryif.§s for corporate. in.c;.ef!tive programs; scien~~L~fili~atlQ.n____ __ ---·
and research; media and entertainment; special events and
promotions; astronaut training; and adventure tourism.
Q/f~rs
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Flights to the Edge o(Space
Space Adventures also offers flights to the edge of the atmosphere aboard Russian MiG25 military jets based at Russia's Zhukovsky Air Force Base. The planes go up to 82,000 feetmore than twice the height of conventional airliners. At that altitude, fliers can see the curvature
of Earth and twinkling stars above. The four-night trip also includes a stint in the .centrifuge at
Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, which simulates a blast-off. Cost: $18,995 per person,
not including airfare to Russia. Information:+ 1 (888) 857-7223; www.spaceadventures.com.

Space Adventures
Arlington, Virginia
lVWW. space adventures. com
Space Adventures private US. firm running the trips with the
Russian Aviation and Space Agency advertises a three stage process
for its tourist products. Steps to Space
Space Adventures has developed a number offun and exciting
"Steps to Space" programs designed to immerse you in the adventure
of space travel and exploration. These programs complement our
spaceflight and training programs by emphasizing the adventure and
lighter side ofspace tourism.
Fly to the "edge of space" at speeds more than twice the
speed of sound on a MiG-25 and see the curvature ofthe Earth up to
80, 000 ft. Experience adrenalin-pumping, top-gun acrobatic
maneuvers like the "tail slide" and the "cobra" aboard Russia's best
supersonic jets such as the Sukoi-30 and the MiG-29 Fulcrum with
the best test pilots in Russia. Or sign up for an out-of-this world
mission as you space walk and perform tasks in an Extra-Vehicular
Activity (EVA) spacesuit inside a neutrally buoyant environment.
These and much more will keep you coming back for more until you
are ready to take that step towards your goal of.flying in space!
Space Adventures of sells flights near Moscow, Russia by
chartering the Russian Space Agency's IL-76, ajumbojet. The IL-76
flies in a suborbital parabola creating weightlessness for brief 30
second periods. Space Adventures began sending tourists into space
in 1997.
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State Sponsored Space Tourism Programs
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Russia Tourism Contest
Russia's TVl television channel, the Russian Aviation and Space Agency
(Rosaviak.osmos), and several Russian space organizations sponsored a competition to send
tourists into space in 2003. The launch was to be broadcast as part of a Russian reality TV show.
(See www.space.com/news/russia contest 021009.html)

Star City Contest
In 2003, SPACE.com offered a Grand Prize Vacation Package to USA resident adults
that visited their website. The winner received processing for a zero-gravity flight including a
trip to Star City, Space Adventures Flight Certificates, two NOMEX astronaut training flight
suits, preflight briefing and reception, medical examinations for zero-gravity flight, and other
benefits with the package valued at $10,790. (See www.space.com/php/promo/spcadv rules.php)

China's Space Tourism
China has extensive plans to develop space and send numerous passengers into space as
has been demonstrated by its first man space flight in 2004, making China one of the only three
nations to send people into space.

Japanese Plans For Tourism In Space
There are numerous plans and organizations in place to develop space tourism for Japan
for both Japanese tourists and tourists from other countries. (See Japanese Space Plane
Concepts)

USA Plans For Tourism In Space
Until recently, the United States has been reluctant to share its outer space resources with
other countries. Competition during the Cold War and more recently, general desires to protect
national interests against threats from terrorists, has lead the USA to developing strict laws
regarding the sharing of space secrets and resources, technology transfers to other states, and
private development of spacecraft and other equipment. These numerous rules and regulations,
that remained in place at the close of the Cold War sent many companies who had private
---- --- ·-- aspirations in outer space, sueh as teleeommunieations companies, to avoid the great-delays, red
tape, and expense of using USA based space services, to seek them in Russia, the European
Union, and now China. Recognizing this movement of capital and investment, the USA is
gradually seeking to loosen its restrictions and decrease the government's monopoly on space
development from its territory.
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Office of Commercial Space Transportation (CST)
Federal Aviation Administration
Newly proposed legislation holds that, the Federal Aviation
Administration's Office ofCommercial Space Transportation (CST) is
in the process of being given regulatory authority over human flight.
The proposed law will make it easier for companies to test new types
of reusable suborbital rockets by giving CST the authority to issue
experimental permits which are will be quicker and easier to obtain
than licenses.
CST will also generate regulations for training and medical
conditions of the crew of private space flight. The launching
company is also required to inform Space tourists of the risks
involved in space travel. Commercial space launch companies
continue to be required to carry $500 million in liability insurance,
while losses above that will be paid for by the USA government.

Terrestrial Space Tourism
The law of tourism in space also addresses the earth bound destination providers of space
travel recreation. Terrestrial Space Tourism

United States Space Tourism Facilities

NASA's Johnson Space Center
NASA's Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
www. spacecenter. org
The visitors center for simulates li e aboard the s ace station.
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U.S. Space and Rocket Center
U.S. Space Camp I Aviation Challenge Reservations

0

PO Box 070015
Huntsville AL 35807-7015
Tel: (256) 721-7150
Another location is in Titusville, Florida
Tel: (800) 533-7281
Website: www.spacecamp. com
Email: infO@sJJacecamp. com
There are two USA affiliated space camps in Alabama and
Florida. The centers have offered elaborate space training programs
and simulated space missions for adults and children. The Mountain
View, California space camp closed in 2003 due to lack of budget and
income from visitors and is awaiting a new buyer to reopen the
facility. Space Camp Florida has sold its US Astronaut Hall of Fame
to Delaware North, the company affiliated with the Kennedy Space
Center.

0
Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Orlando, Florida
(321) 449-4444
www. kennedyspacecenter. com
Kennedy Space Center receives nearly 2 million tourists per
year. Its facilities include exhibits ofspacecraft, rockets, moon rocks.
Kennedy also has an Astronaut Training Experience Program which
is a one day long simulated astronaut preflight preparations
pr.ocedlJ[g_~mulation_Guided b11s tQurs of the launch _pa_
@_.JJr.g__als""-o__
available.

0

USA Space Museums
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Smithsonian's National Air and Space Museum
Washington, D.C.,
www. nasm.si.edu
The original building on the Washington, D.C. Mall was
recently expanded and houses Neil Armstrong's Apollo 11 command
module and the John Glenn 's Mercur ca sule.

Udvar-Hazy Center
Smithsonian's National Air and Space Museum
Chantilly, Virginia
www. nasm. si. edulmuseum!udvarhazy
The center houses sixty large space artifacts including the
S ace Shuttle Enter rise.

The Pacific Science Center
Seattle, Washington
www. space event. com
The Pacific Science Center temporarily offers a NASAsponsored traveling show "Space: A Journey to our Future".

Definition o(Sellers o(Space Travel
Seller of Travel Services is a person, business entity, or other legal entity that sells,
provides, contracts for, represents or arranges travel services. Sellers of travel are referred to in
different states as: travel agents, travel promoters, promoters of travel, travel brokers, travel
___jntermediaries travel consultants, -tour .-pr.omoters,- trallel brokers, travel clubs, ocean cruise-..- companies, charter companies, providers of travel certificates, telemarketing "boiler rooms,
pseudo travel agents, consolidators, independent contractors, outside sales agents, Public Charter
Tour Operators, time share promoters, and informational promoters. Sellers of travel may
include any person, business entity or other legal entity who provides railway service, taxi cab
service, non-charter bus service, non-charter water ferry service, commuter transportation, or
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local sightseeing services; as well as any person or entity that rents, leases or sells transportation
vehicles; and governmental entity.

0

Travel Agent is a person authorized to sell the products or services of a supplier; also a
seller of travel services selling directly to the public, acting with or without any prior agreement
as a formal or informal agent, booking agent, broker, sales representative,. marketer or retailer of
a travel package assembled by any other seller of travel services, or acting as a retailer of
individual travel services.
Travel Agency or Travel Bureau - A company whose primary business is furnishing
travel information, arranging trips and acting as agents for the providers of travel and sellers of
travel for various services including: tours, air, ground, and sea transportation, rental cars, site
seeing excursions, and lodging for travelers. A registered travel agency is an establishment that
has met standards for accreditation by the Airlines Reporting Corporation (ARC) in the USA, or
the International Air Transport Association (lATA) globally, for the sale of airline tickets and
other travel services.

Real Sellers ofSpace Travel

TraveLogia.com
TraveLogia.com, Inc. World Headquarters
2111 Business Center Drive, 1st Floor
Irvine, California 92612 USA

0

Website: www. travelogia. com
TraveLogia. com (travel-o-jdh} is a travel agency authorized
to arrange tours for Space Adventures. TraveLogia.com is a full
service online travel company with unique multiple booking engines
so members can search for maximum savings and discdunts for
airlines, hotels, cars, cruises, vacations, last-minute specials and
business travel. TraveLogia. com 's vision is to become a cutting-edge
global online travel site providing exceptional value and service in an
increasin l connected world.

0
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Space Travel Services
Adventure Tour- such as skydiving, hang-gliding, safari, mountain climbing, and space
travel.

Seller of Travel Registration Program - many USA states and more than twelve other
countries have some form or licensing and registration program for sellers of travel.
Travel services means transportation by carrier; accommodations; rental of motor
vehicles; or any other service related to travel. Depending on the jurisdiction this may or may not
include time shares. Travel services includes transportation by air, sea, or land, or the provision
of other goods or services related to recreational, cultural or educational travel, including but not
limited to lodging, food, guided tours, or instruction.
Travel services agreement is the agreement executed in whole or in part between the
travel club and the purchaser of the membership in such club and does not include arrangements
or agreements for specific travel transportation, accommodation or other specific services.
Travel Package is any combination of travel services offered for sale as a unit, including
ocean cruise services.
Frequent Flyer Programs - American Express offers to redeem points earned from its
credit card services to be redeemed as miles for space tourism. Space travel trips may be
purchased for 20 million Membership Rewards points.
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III. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM OF SPACE TRAVEL
As air law developed from the principles of maritime law, space law and space travel law
are developing from the principles of air law and maritime law. A spacecraft or a space station
in outer space is very much like a ship at sea or an airplane in flight. The safety measures that
must be upheld according to space travel law, although heightened, are of a similar nature to
those that must be upheld under maritime and air law. The rights and duties of the passengers
and crew onboard a sea going vessel or an aero-plane are not so different from the rights and
duties of passengers and crew onboard a spacecraft. Space travel law is therefore derived from
these ancient and evolving principles of travel and transportation law and is supplemented by the
modem Space Treaties and United Nations Declarations. This evolution of travel and
transportation law, the Manfred Lach 's Space, Air, and Sea Principal; it was named in honor of
the jurist that advocated this view and was a founding father of space law?

0

Below I present the argument that space is a territory owned by no one, is the common
heritage of humanity, and exists in an extremely isolated environment, that holds certain unique
challenges for states, providers of travel, potential travelers, and their right of equal access for
tourism and sustainable development.
• The law governing space travel is that of The Outer Space
Treaties, The United Nations Charter, and the principles of
international law;
• The parties of space travel law are States; and
• The court for their disputes is the International Court of Justice.

0

Outer Space Law
Outer space travel law, as a sui generis legal system, consists of five basic multilateral
agreements3 and four Principles adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. 4 The Outer

2

Manfred Lachs, Freedoms of the Air- The Way to Outer Space, in Air And Space Law: De Lege Ferenda 241
(1992).

Treaty on Principl~s Governing the Activities ~/States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Jan. 27, 1967, 18 U.S.T. 2410,610 U.N.T.S. 205 [hereinafter Outer Space Treaty];
Agreement on the Rescue ofAstronauts, the Return ofAstronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer
Space, Apr. 22, 1968, 19 U.S.T. 7570,672 U.N.T.S. 119 [hereinafter Rescue Agreement]; Convention on
International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, Sept. 1, 1972,24 U.S.T. 2389,961 U.N.T.S. 187
[hereinafter Liability Convention]; Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space, Jan. 14, 1975,
28 U.S.T. 693, 1023-UJif.T.S. 13 [heremafter Registration Convention]; AgreeineiifGovermng the ActNltles o_r---States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Dec. 18, 1979, 18 I.L.M. 1434, 1363 U.N.T.S. 3 [hereinafter Moon
Agreement]; collectively hereinafter Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space
3

4

Principles Governing the Use by States ofArtificial Earth Satellites for International Direct Television
Broadcasting; Principles Relating to Remote Sensing of the Earth from Outer Space; Principles Relevant to the Use
ofNuclear Power Sources in Outer Space; Declaration on International Cooperation in the Exploration and Use of

0
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Space Treaty, Art. 3 states that, "activities in the exploration and use of outer space, including
celestial bodies, shall be carried out in accordance with international law, including The Charter
of the United Nations." 5 In addition to international conventions and treaties, sources of
international space law include international custom, general principals of law recognized by
civilized nations, opinions of the highest decision making bodies, and the writings of the most
_
highly qualified publicists. 6

The Parties
Recognizing that the benefits of space activity are inseparable from the risks, this outer
space legal system attempts to both minimize accidents whenever possible and to ensure
compensation when a~cidents inevitably occur. To this end, the outer space legal system has
established that States are the centers of control to regulate, supervise and respond to outer space
activities, and international liability is attached upon those States for the outer space activities
occurring or originating from within its borders. Private companies, citizens, or organizations
are not parties to space travel law disputes; only States are parties.
These rules of international space law encourage safety and guarantee accountability by
limiting the number of participants for space bound adventures and holds their States responsible
for damages caused by their space-faring activities. "States Parties to the [Outer Space] Treaty
shall bear international responsibility [... ] for activities carried on by governmental agencies or
by non-governmental entities, and for assuring that national activities are carried out in
conformity with the provisions set forth in the present Treaty." 7 Consequently, all space
activities are national, and access to outer space is only available through States, which are under
an obligation to authorize, regulate, supervise, and underwrite all space related activities within
their territory.

The Court
According to international law and the principles governing relations between sovereign
states, international disputes concerning ·space exploration, travel and tourism are to be submitted
by states to the United Nations International Court of Justice (ICJ). The ICJ is guided by these
treaties and principles concerning outer space and the sources of international law articulated in
Article 38 of ICJ Charter, 8 furthermore, as an international court that is not bound by precedent,
the ICJ may decide a case ex aequo et bono, "according to what is right and good."9
The Right To Sustainable Space Tourism Development
Outer Space for the Benefit and in the Interest ofAll States, Taking into Particular Account the Needs ofDeveloping
Countries.
-~ O.uter Space Treaty, supra note I, Ar.t. 3 __ ------·------------- __ _
6

Statute ofthe International Court ofJustice, Art. 38.

7

Outer Space Treaty, supra note 1, Art. 6.

8

Numerous States have signed all five multilateral agreements on outer space.

9

Statute of the International Court ofJustice, Art. 38.
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This outer space legal system manages the exploration, use, travel and tourisms related
activities concerning outer space endeavors with the desire to maximize the benefits for all
peoples. 10 A significant part of sustainable development involves the balancing of diverse social
and economic needs of all peoples in the present while respecting the needs of future generations.
There is a great deal of expense and energy tied to space travel and tourism in space, and it is the
goal of tourism and sustainable development to recognize and assist those states bound by
economic constraints and to ensure that their rights, and the rights of future generations, to
explore, develop, and tour outer space are protected.

0

Space exploration, from its inception, was founded on the principles of equality,
openness, and cooperation of all of humanity.n It is from these principles that the Right of
Sustainable Space Tourism Development arises, as outer space is:
•

Mankind's common heritage; and

•

Space law is based on the equality of states; based on

•

Accessibility and reciprocity for all other states; and

•

Activities in outer space must be conducted with due
consultation with other states; and in

•

Full cooperation during scientific investigations.

0

Space Is The Common Heritage ofAll Mankind

Destination Site

Who owns outer space? Outer space, as a territory, is owned
by no man, nor State. There can be no state claims of
ownership of outer space territory, as agreed to in The Moon
Treaty (Article 2). Outer space cannot under the exclusive
control of any national sovereign, and States cannot profess
any type of ownership, are not permitted to mount a flag as a
sign of ownership; nor send in soldiers to defend; nor can
States begin an occupation of space and celestial bodies.
Therefore, as one State cannot exclude another from space
travel, all peoples have a right to utilize outer space for tourism.

10
11

0

Outer Space Treaty, supra note I, pmbl.
Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space
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This concept of outer space territory differs from past notions of territory used in the
name of exploration. Terra nullius was a principle, at least as old as ancient Roman times,
holding that territory that belonging to no one, may be seized by the State or an individual.
Manifest destiny, a more recent version of terra nullius, was the 19th century doctrine that the
United States had the right and duty to expand its state throughout the North American continent.
This meant that undeveloped land was considered to .be uninhabited and therefore could be
rightly occupied by the state that finds and develops the territory first in time. In the New
Worlds of the Americas, Africa, Asia, and the South Pacific, the western colonial powers argued
that vast stretches of these "territories" belonged to no one, and then proceeded to develop them
with ensuing property rights and imposed duties on the peoples already on those lands. The terra
nullius and manifest destiny principles were used by the west to colonize the Earth, however,
these expansionist philosophies became obsolete as we entered the 20th century and the Space
Age.
In the same way that appropriately designated UNESCO World Heritage Sites have been
set aside as destinations for all of mankind to enjoy, outer space, according to the treaties, has
also been set aside. The Outer Space Treaty, Article 1, states that, "Outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for exploration and use by all States without
discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equality and in accordance with international law, and
there shall be free access to all areas of celestial bodies."

The Moon Treaty, Article 4(1) states, that "The exploration and use of the moon shall be
the province of all mankind." Space is open to all peoples and legally is more like the high seas
or Antarctica than any other place on earth. However, outer space, when thought of as a tourist
destination, is a part of mankind's common heritage, and as such is open to all of humanity for
development. According to the Moon Treaty, 12
1. The moon and its natural resources are the common heritage of
mankind. which finds its expression in the provisions of this
Agreement, in particular in paragraph 5 of this article.

***
5. States Parties to this Agreement hereby undertake to establish
an international regime, including appropriate procedures, to
govern the exploitation of the natural resources of the moon as
such exploitation is about to become feasible.

Furthermore, as mandated by The Moon Treaty, Article 3, "The use of any equipment or
facility for peaceful exploration and use of the Moon shall also not be prohibited,"
The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage
(See http:lfwlTc:unes-cn;org/ab--conve:htm#debut) has been;· signed--·by--more-than 175 states
Parties, (See http://whc.unesco.org/wldrat.htm#debut) and was adopted by the General
Conference of UNESCO in 1972. Its primary mission is to define and conserve the world's
12 Outer Space Treaty Art I; Moon Treaty Art ll,(emphasis added)
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heritage, by drawing up a list of sites whose outstanding values should be preserved for all
humanity and to ensure their protection through a closer cooperation among nations, and
includes heritage destinations such as outer space territory.

o

According to this World Heritage Convention, "cultural heritage" is a monument, group
of buiWings or site of historical, aesthetic, archaeological, scientific, ethnological or
anthropological value. ''Natural heritage" designates outstanding physical, biological, and
geological features; habitats of threatened plants or animal species and areas of value on
scientific or aesthetic grounds or from the point of view of conservation. Their disappearance
would be an irreparable loss for each and every one of us, therefore the preservation of this
common heritage concerns us all. The preservation of World Heritage Sites for future
generations then becomes a responsibility shared by the international community as a whole. In
accordance with Article 2 of The World Heritage Convention, the follgwing is considered as
"natural heritage":
natural features consisting of physical and biological formations
or groups of such formations, which are of outstanding universal
value from the aesthetic or scientific point ofview;
geological and physiographical formations and precisely
delineated areas which constitute the habitat of threatened species
of animals and plants of outstanding universal value from the point
ofview of science or conservation;
natural sites or precisely delineated natural areas of outstanding
universal value from the point of view of science, conservation or
natural beauty.

0

A natural heritage property is considered to be of outstanding universal value for the
purposes of The World Heritage Convention. Outer space is arguably such a type of natural
heritage and the Space Treaties collectively treat outer space in a similar manner with
outstanding universal value, to be used, enjoyed, and explored by all mankind.

Activities In Outer Space
Space, as a common heritage of mankind, also includes the principle that activities of
people in outer space affect all of marikind. "That's one small step for man, one giant leap for
mankind .. " as Neil Armstrong declared on his historic first moon excursion in 1969. Everything
discovered, invented, created, destroyed, explored, etcetera in outer space will gradually trickle
down and reach all people everywhere. As such, the activities carried out in outer space, the
right to conduct such activities, and the benefits from those activities are the common heritage of
mankind. -- ---- -- ---------------

0
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Tourism in space is such an activity. In fact, space tourism has been argued by many to
be the newest most economical form of space exploration. 13 However, the space tourism market
remains very much like terrestrial tourism market in many ways: both have common carriers that
provide travel to destinations; and hotels to provide accommodations for tourists once they
arrive; and one state cannot exclude another state from participating in this form of sustainable
development of the terri!ory owned by all of mankind, no more than one state can forbid another
.
state from touring the high seas. 14
Primarily, those States involved in space endeavors are guided by the principle that all
potential scientific discovery and investigation is for the betterment of all people, and as such,
any action undertaken in space affects us all. What happens in space affects all of humanity, and
as no one owns space, any State is permitted to use equipment or other facilities, but only for the
peaceful exploration and shared development of outer space. (See Moon Treaty, Article 3). The
Liability Treaty's Preamble states that the activities of a State acting in outer space affect all
mankind when "Recognizing the common interest of all mankind in furthering the exploration
and use of outer space for peaceful purposes." This concept is further explored in Article 4 of the
Moon Treaty, which states that:

The exploration and use of the moon shall be the province of all
mankind and shall be carried out for the benefit and in the
interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic
or scientific development. Due regard shall be paid to the interests
ofpresent and future generations as well as to the need to promote
higher standards of living and conditions of economic and social
progress and development in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations.

Equality
Space travel law and tourism is based on the equality of states. The capacity for equality
among states is at the forefront international law, as states in their relations with one another, are
required to treat each other equally and fairly, and this includes equal access to space activities
such as tourism.
Once an entity is recognized as a state under The Montevideo Convention of 1933 Article
1, and the state demonstrates a willingness and obligation to follow international law, that state
joins with other civilized states in a capacity of equality. 15 This principle of the equality of
nations holds that states must be treated equally in their relations with other states. Because
equality of states is a fundamental principle of international law and United Nations Law, The
Outer Space Treaty requires each space going state to permit the equal access of other countries
to space activities. 16
- - ----- ---- - - -13

Paula Berinstein, Making Space Happen: Private Space Ventures And The Visionaries Behind Them.
14 Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space
15
Montevideo Convention of 1933, Article 1
16
Outer Space Treaty Art 3
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One of the primary objectives of the Outer Space Treaty is to encourage scientific
discovery and investigation for the benefit and in the interest of all countries, 17 as such space
activities must be shared by all of mankind and this includes cooperation and equality of access
for space tourism. Outer space, according to the Outer Space Treaty, is said to be "free for
exploration and use without discrimination of any kind on the basis of equality and in accordance
with international law" 18 This position is again restated in the Moon Treaty, Article 11, as
"States parties have the right to exploration and use of the moon without discrimination of any
kind, on the basis of equality and in accordance with international law and the terms of this
Agreement." 19
Therefore, according to the outer space treaties, equality, cooperation, and accessibility
must be combined as the basis of space exploration and tourism. Likewise, all travel and
touristic endeavors must be in accordance with the principles of tourism and sustainable
development of a site that belongs to the Common Heritage of Mankind, to be shared and
developed on the basis of equality. (See Moon Treaty, Article 1)

Accessibility

Space exploration follows the principles of accessibility and reciprocity for all other
States. Related outer space facilities, including space stations operated for scientific and touristic
purposes, must be managed as open to approved representatives of States Parties. The Outer
Space Treaty Article 12 holds that:
All stations, installations, equipment and space vehicles on the
Moon and other celestial bodies shall be open to representatives of
other States Parties to the Treaty on a basis of reciprocity. Such
representatives shall give reasonable advance notice of a projected
visit, in order that appropriate consultations may be held and that
maximum precautions may be taken to assure safety and to avoid
interference with normal operations in the facility to be visited

Considering the remote location and dangerous nature of space travel, The Moon Treaty,
Article 12(3) holds that "In the event of an emergency involving a threat to human life, states
parties may use the equipment, vehicles, installations, facilities or supplies of other states parties
on the moon. "20
In keeping the facilities accessible, space exploration is truly open to all people through
their States, not just private sectors, and not just to certain rich States. The owners of the
International Space Station (ISS) are fulfilling their treaty bound obligations by opening the
facility to tourists, as tourists may be the duly appointed representatives of another State Party in
- -··
--- - - - -- ~

17

Outer Space Treaty, Art. 1.
Outer Space Treaty Art 1
19
Moon Treaty, Article II, and the Liability Treaty, Preamble
20
Moon Treaty, Art 12
18
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a treaty. (See Outer Space Treaty, Article 1) However, note the limitation that the signatories of
the Moon Treaty, that is the States, are the interested parties to space, not private industries, and
therefore it is the States and not the providers of travel, nor the travelers, that have a right of
accessibility to outer space territory and property.

Cooperation

The space related treaties facilitate and encourage jntemational cooperation in scientific
investigations of outer space, with emphasis on the duty to ensure that exploration and use of
space is beneficial to interests of all countries and peoples. All participants are encouraged to
assist developing states that have little or no resources to pursue this endeavor on their own, and
this includes the cooperation and opening of space tourism services to all of humanity for
sustainable development. (See Outer Space Treaty, Preamble)
Article 1 of The Outer Space Treaty, imposes a general duty on states that exploration
and use of space be carried out for the benefit and in the interest of all countries. The Outer
Space Treaty also emphasizes the requirement for space going states to help developing states
that have limited or no access to space themselves. Furthermore, "In the exploration and use of
outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, States Parties to the Treaty shall be
guided by the principle of co-operation and mutual assistance and shall conduct all their
activities in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, with due regard to the
corresponding interests of all other States Parties to the Treaty." 21 Finally, the whole of The
Rescue Agreement deals specifically with cooperation and assistance among states in times of
crises related to space travel.

Consultation

When engaging in outer space activity, a state must conduct due consultation with other
states and entities engaged in outer space activity according to Articles 9 and 12 of the Outer
Space Treaty. Failing to do so only endangers and causes harmful interference with another
State's activities in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space. Consulting with one another
allows States to actively pursue a form of cooperative sustainable development which is
beneficial to all.
A State is required to consult with the appropriate agencies of other States before sending
tourists to internationally owned Space Station Hotels, such as the ISS. 22 In order to assure
safety and minimize interference with the normal operations of a Space Station Hotel, The Outer
Space Treaty, Article 12 calls for appropriate consultations between the hosting and visiting
parties. The appropriateness of the consultations refers to both the subject matter discussed and
the parties involved. As space tourism is quite new and rare, the first tourists in outer space and
onboarct ~ space-statinn-=Hutels are not on routine ventures. The ·presence--of·tnurists on space

21

Outer Space Treaty, Art 9

22

Outer Space Treaty Art9
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stations introduce new uncertainties for other State's and their crew and heightens the
requirement for due consultation.
Concerning the activities of tourists in space, a State is required to participate in
consultations to ensure that all possible precautions are taken ''to assure safety and to avoid
interference with normal operations" of space facilities. Sending a person into space who is not
a professional is in itself, very risky. In doing so, the visitor does so without the intent of doing
so, present uncertain variables to the crew and the other participants. As such, when a state
believes that one of its company's or citizen's presence and activities in outer space might have
considerable impact on other states, the originating state must "undertake appropriate
international consultations before proceeding." (See Outer Space Treaty, Article 9)
The Registration Treaty emphasizes this desire for openness and consultation, among
States engaged in space travel, as all participating States are required to register all objects they
launch into outer space. For these reasons, a State wishing to send a tourist into outer space must
consult with other States before doing so, and may need to have the tourist's activities approved
by other interested States prior to the commencement of the tour.

Space Travel Law Association (STELA)

/
/

2107 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 200
San Francisco, California 94109 USA
Phone: +1 (415) 673-3333
Fax: +1 673-3548
Website: www.STELA.com

I

Space Travel Law Association (STELA) promotes the peaceful
development of outer space for travel, tourism, and the free
movement of people, products, and production. The Space Travel
Law Association (STELA) is an organization of international
attorneys, industry experts, and university professors dedicated to the
peaceful development of outer space as resource to be shared by all
of humanity. STELA's members pool their re~ources, talents, and
connections to provide assistance with the space travel goals of
private citizens, as well as corporate and government interests.
STELA 's services are available to peoples from all nations, and they
have dedicated professionals that can assist with Russian, Chinese,
Ja anese, Euro ean, and United States based ventures.
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Conclusion

Advanced technology may only be utilized in this highly particular endeavor, if highly
coordinated plans are created and executed by multiple participating states. Such plans include
the work performed on the ground, and the work performed in outer space. All of these activities
must be carried out in compliance with the outer space treaties, and all states must be consulted
on any known dangers and risks involved in the use of all technology. The endeavors and the
results of space tourism development must be made available to all under the principles of
reciprocity and equality. Finally, all recreational space travel must consider the preservation of
World Heritage Sites in outer space as a responsibility to be shared by the international
community. For these reasons, outer space is be used, enjoyed, and explored by participants
representing all of mankind, and for the benefit all of mankind.

IV. TOURISTS
Everything done in outer space affects all of mankind, therefore those conducting
activities in outer space, such as touristic excursions, are the representatives and envoys of
mankind. (See Outer Space Treaty, Article 5) Like all tourists everywhere, space tourists have
certain duties and rights.

Space Tourists Are Envoys of Mankind
Space Traveler

Space tourists, like terrestrial tourists, cruise passengers,
or airline passengers, have duties and responsibilities while being
a tourist 2 Space tourists also serve a role like ambassadors from
their countries and are recognized by the outer space treaties as
the envoys of mankind, so along with their common touristic
duties, their heightened status as space travelers yields
heightened duties to their state, and to all of mankind.
While space exploration is founded on the principle of cooperation and friendly relations
among States, those that travel into space represent their States, even when traveling on behalf of
a particular corporation, and as envoys are treaty bound to maintain friendly relations and to
cooperate in their ventures. Space travelers represent the interests of all humanity when
venturing into outer space, and are the treaty designated ambassadors and envoys of mankind,
that carry a message of goodwill and cooperation. These space travelers serve the role of
spokesman, representative, mouthpiece, and ambassador ofhumankind. 24
The technology to put people into outer space is extremely costly, time consuming, and is
the result of the pinnacle of mank-imF-s---inteHeet--and utilization of resources. Everything--foootl;--- - -- -- ·
created or accomplished in space will gradually trickle down and reach all peoples of all states.
23

Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space; fnternational common law, customs and practices
u Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space
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The launch and orbit of spacecraft and space stations is above the territory many different states.
The tracking, monitoring, and communication with objects launched into space also requires
resources and locals from all over the globe. Once venturing into outer space, the degree of
isolation the traveler faces is much greater and the degree of interdependence of the crew and
passengers is far greater than that faced when traveling on Earth. Cooperation is needed and
required by treaty to make this type of travel possible. In such multinational or global
cooperative endeavors in outer space, an envoy's actions have pervasive effects on all mankind,
so in addition to serving the interests of their state, envoys are required to act in order to benefit
all ofhumanity.

Q

The drafters and signatories of the outer space treaties recognized that exploration of
outer space is conducted by human beings going into space to serve as the envoys of mankind
and to follow these declared and agreed upon principles of corporation and friendly relations
amongst States. 25 The exploration and development of outer space is conducted by States;
astronauts, cosmonauts, and taikonauts are State designated crew and professionals in charge of
the spacecraft, space station and the mission. Space travelers as passengers and tourists are
those people on board spacecraft and space stations transported or for leisure. While space
tourists travel for relaxation, recreation, or adventure astronauts are distinguished as space
travelers that have professional and official duties to be conducted on behalf of their state.
However, the actions and activities of both astronauts and tourists affect all of humankind, so
that the intent of the outer space treaties seems to apply to both astronauts and tourists, making
both equally the envoys of mankind.
The states parties to the outer space treaties have agreed to assistant and resolve all
situations of endangerment to these envoys of mankind. As such, according to the Outer Space
Treaty, Art 5, astronauts in distress are to be rendered all manner of rescue and assistance on the
high seas, in the air, on land, and in outer space. States are also required to "immediately take all
possible steps to rescue," these envoys of mankind, according to the Rescue Agreement, Art 2.
This level of care when in distress emphasizes the importance of the space traveler's role and this
heightened level of care and recognition is not the same as that accorded to traditional terrestrial
ambassadors. In this respect, the space traveler is in a higher position than a state's ambassador
or diplomat, as the space travelers represents all mankind in their endeavors.
An astronaut that suffers injuries while in space may be forced to return to earth earlier
than the scheduled return date. The premature return of an astronaut may also result in the
postponement, modification, or cancellation of many experiments and can lead to a significant
loss of income for the state and its corporate investors.
.

.

.

When traveling as a common tourist or as an envoy of mankind, all travelers have a duty
to act lawfully, not to endanger the mission, and not harm fellow passengers and crew?6 This
duty is heightened while touring in space, as the hazards are far greater than -any tour that might
occur on earth, air or sea. Any breach of this tourist duty to act lawfully, not harm fellow
travelers, nor endangerthe-missimraffects-the crew, all other passengers, canendangenlreii:felff---- ----all aboard, and have devastating effects for all of mankind. Disruptive and violent behavior by
15

Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space

26

Common law of travel and tourism
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tourists onboard spacecraft and space station hotels causes a disruption to crew and fellow
tourists and can lead to the cancellation of scientific experiments and ultimately the
endangerment of the entire crew, as well as people on the Earth.
Recognizing the importance of their goodwill mission, a state may not arrest, interrogate,
nor detain a space traveler according to the Rescue Agreement. 27 Additionally, states are
required to safely and promptly return personnel to the launching state's representatives. To
share the financial burden, and in the spirit of cooperation and equality in the development of
outer space, the International Space Station (ISS) was assembled in space from component parts
launched by numerous states, and has been shared as a space station hotel for tourists. The ISS is
a space object that is commonly owned by many states and arguably the common heritage of
mankind, in a manner similar to that of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites, as outlined above.
However, there are many contractors and investors that could potentially lose a great deal of
money by the actions of wild and unruly tourists onboard this space station hotel. These investors,
whose fmancial support has greatly contributed to space development and space stations used as
hotels, are reasonably concerned about their investment. As such the space tourism industry and
individual tourists should not interfere with the research paid for by these private investors
whose resources are making space development possible.
On the other hand, one state has no right or authority to prohibit another state from
having its citizens serve as an envoy of mankind, nor to visit the common heritage of mankind.
The Moon Agreement explicitly states that a state must inform the United Nations and other
states of its activities conducted on the moon and allows for the simultaneous occupation of the
same orbit or area of the moon by different states.28 Furthermore, the Moon Agreement, Article
5(1) holds that "information on the time, purposes, locations, orbital parameters and duration" of
the trip must be fully disclosed to the "greatest extent feasible and practicable." This free access
concept is also emphasized in the general principles of cooperation and friendly relations among
states in the development of outer space.

State Responsibility For Its Citizens
States are the parties to the outer space treaties and as such states are responsible to each
other for activities in space, not companies, nor individuals. A space station's nationality derives
from where the company that produced the object is incorporated and the existence of a genuine
and substantial connection between the company and the state. 29 A close and permanent
connection to the owning state is not weakened by a space station's partial ownership by a
different state, or investment from a different state's private companies. 30
A corporation is registered to do business in the state of its registration and its employees
are both citizens of a State, and agents of its company. Just as individuals cannot bring suit nor
27

28

Rescue Agreement, Art 4
Moon Treaty, Art 5

29

Nottebohm (Second Phase) (Liech. v. Guat.), 1955 l.C.J . 4, 23; Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Co. Ltd.
(Belgium v. Spain), 1970 I.C.J. 42.
30

Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Co. Ltd. (Belgium v. Spain), 1970 I.C.J. 42.
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be sued before the International Court of Justice (ICJ) because they must rely on their states to
seek justice for them before the ICJ, tourists can neither sue nor sue before the ICJ and must rely
on states to be responsible for their actions as plaintiffs and defendants. Therefore, states are
responsible for both the tourists and the tourists' actions when they are sent into outer space.

0

_ As a general rule in international law, the private acts of individuals or companies do not
invoke state responsibility unless the conduct can be attributed to the State. 31 The outer space
legal system marks a departure from this general rule. The Outer Space Treaty provides that a
State is internationally responsible for any activity it conducts in outer space, 32 "either for a state
activity conducted by its own agencies or for any private company which may be considered as a
'national activity'; in fact an activity conducted by a company enjoying the nationality of that
state."33 The only limitation placed on a state's international responsibility is that the activities
in questions must be "national" activities. The treaty does not defme "national activities";
however, at the very least, they must be activities carried out by the state itself or its nationals? 4
Furthermore, pursuant to the Moon Treaty, 35 a state bears international responsibility for national
activities in outer space carried on by non-governmental entities and is therefore liable and
responsible for its citizen's actions onboard a spacecraft and a space station hotel especially
when the tourist causes physical injury or fmancialloss to another. 3
The doctrine of respondent superior also holds an employer liable for its employee's
actions including torts committed during the scope of employment. 37 Nearly everything done in
space is within the scope of employment. Space is unlike any other place man has ventured.
Sending a person into space is quite complicated as everything needs to be brought to space with
the traveler: air, food, water, numerous types of equipment, computers, rockets, et cetera. Until
very recently, space exploration, has not happen without contribution, control and supervision of
States. At present, States send people into space, not private companies. States sign treaties on
space exploration, States send objects into space, and States send people into space, it only
follows that States are responsible for the people they send into space and for the actions of those
people.
Lance Bass and Cindy Crawford were both seeking to be a tourist-employees for at least
a ten day stay on the ISS. Are these types of trips a true tourist vacation? Or is the trip more like
employment to be performed by a professional astronaut? What will the duties of these tourist31

Thomas Buergenthal & Sean Murphy, Public International Law 165 (2002); Responsibility ofStates for
Internationally Wrongful Acts, U.N. GAOR, 56th Sess., Supp. No. 10, ch. 2, U.N. Doc. A/56/10 (2001).
32

Outer Space Treaty, Art. 6.

33

Armel Kerrest, Remarks on the Responsibility and Liability for Damages other than Those Caused by the Fall of a
Space Object, 97 IISL 2.09, 4 (1997).
34

See U.N. Doc. A/AC, 105/L2; U.N. Doc. A/5/81, Annex 3; U.N. Doc. A/AC. 105/L5; U.N. Doc. A/5/81, Annex 3,
regarding the conflict between the USSR and the US regarding private sector space activity and the compromising
proposai1>y ffieus that eachCOuiifi)' shouraoear the responsibility for the.acflvtbes oms natlonars.- - - - -- ~35 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities ofStates in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, Jan. 27, 1967, 18 U.S.T. 2410, 610 U.N.T.S. 205 [hereinafter Outer Space Treaty].
36

/d. Art. 6.

37

Black's Law Dictionary 546 (1996).
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employees consist of during their possible trip? If the selection of tourist-employees is based on
academic accomplishments, mental and physical aptitude, and work experience that is passed
through and reviewed in a committee selection processes, in competition with other applicants,
the tourist-employee may be more like an astronaut, and therefore more clearly an agent of the
company and country sending them into space. On the other hand, if the space traveler is merely
a company agent, the company's nationality and that of the launching or procuring State are
liable for the activities of those sent into space.
MTV, as Lance Bass's employer, would be responsible for his actions according to a
theory of respondent superior. If Bass had been hired by MTV to engage in a 10-day stay
onboard the ISS space station hotel which was to be filmed and broadcast by MTV, then Bass
would have been the employee of MTV. As the filming included Bass's activities onboard the
ISS, Bass's activities onboard the space station would have been performed within the scope of
his employment, and as a result, MTV would be responsible for Bass and liable for his actions
while onboard the ISS. Consequently, Bass's actions would be attributable to the USA both
directly as a national and indirectly through the USA incorporated MTV's activities as a
procuring company in outer space. Bass would never enter space if it wasn't for the permission
of and transport by the Russian Space Agency, serving as a State run common carrier, and
therefore Russia would also responsible for Bass's actions in space.
Again, States are responsible for all of their national activities in outer space according to
the Outer Space Treaty, Art 6. Space tourists sometimes undertake "national activities" in outer
space, and perform duties under state authority, training and supervision as part of a team of
State researchers and engineers. As discussed more fully in the following section, according to
the Registration Convention, space station hotels and spacecraft have a State of registry which
has jurisdiction and control over these space objects and their crew. Spacecraft are required to
get licenses and permits prior to being launched from their states. The launching or procuring
State is responsible for activities of the commander and crew on board its spacecraft and space
station hotel.
Therefore, States are responsible for their company's employees as national actors in
space according to the Outer Space Treaty, Art 6, the doctrine of respondent superior, the
Registration Convention and the nature of space exploration as an activity carried out by States.

V. PROVIDERS OF SPACE TRAVEL LAW
The providers of travel services may or may not own the objects used for their travels,
and may or may not own the destinations of travel. Celestial bodies and natural objects, such as
asteroids, the moon, and Mars, are arguably owned by no one, as "no man's land" like the high
seas and Antarctica, and are treated as the Common Heritage of Mankind. Manmade objects
launched into space, on the other hand, fall under a different theory, that of State based
ownership.
Ownership ofSpace Objects
As a principal of State sovereignty, States are responsible for the activities that occur
within their borders, including the use of its territory to send objects into outer space. Spacecraft
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and space station hotels are owned, launched, operated, and controlled by a certain State and that
State is required to register the object with the United Nations, in accordance with the
Registration Convention. This state is the launching state and bears the burden of risk liability
for objects launched from its territory. According to the Rescue Agreement, Art 6, the launching
38
authority is defmed as the State, not a private corporation or individual.
The status of
launching state is derived from the territory from which the object was launched.

0

A procuring state is not necessarily the owner or sovereign of the object launched into
space but gets support from the facilities of the launching state. This applies when a full or
substantial purpose of the launch is used merely to supply the procuring State's item into space;
that is, the launch would not occur otherwise as mandated in the Outer Space Treaty, Art 8.
Every space faring State is required to maintain a registration program, which is
deposited into the United Nations depository. 39 Registration of launch and control of is defined
according to the Registration Convention and according to the Outer Space Treaty, Art 8. 40
Although the owners of objects launched into outer space are not required to register their
objects, the launching State is required to register all objects launched from its territory. 41
Furthermore, many launching States require companies within their territory to receive State
licenses and permits from their government for any activities conducted within their
jurisdiction. 42

An argument can be made that the space station is a manmade object and is not a celestial
body. This distinction holds that a space station is like a sovereign ship floating on the high seas
and under the full jurisdiction of the State. On the Earth, manmade islands have been formed in
countries such as Japan and these became the territory of Japan. A State has full jurisdiction
over its territories. This type of space station hotel sovereignty would permit a prohibition of
tourists of certain classes and if accepted does not violate any principles of the space treaties,
namely that outer space, the moon, and celestial bodies are open to all of man. The only mention
of installations in space in the treaties is in the Outer Space Treaty, Art 12 which refers only to
stations on the moon and other celestial bodies; not to free floating or orbital stations in outer
space.

o

As a matter of state sovereignty, a State is allowed to control the visitors and immigrants
into its territory. 43 An argument can be made that a space station or spacecraft are wholly owned
by one State and is the territory of that State so that, as a sovereign State abiding by the
principles of civilized nations, the owning State has the right to permit and prohibit visitors into
its territory according to its own discretion.44 On the other hand, exclusion of one State's tourists

38

Rescue Agreement Art 6

39

Outer Space Treaty Art 8; Liability Convention Art I

40

Outer Space Treaty Art 8;---riiilillity Convent10iiArrr --

41
42

Moon Treaty Art 7
Numerous NASA and USA Federal Regulations

43

Traditional meaning of sovereignty as practiced by civilized nations

44

Principal of sovereignty and immigration
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to a space station-hotel may be seen as discriminatory and contrary to the principles State
equality and cooperation and freedom in the development of outer space.

Duties of the Owners of Space Objects
The launching State has a duty to ensure that the objects it places into space remain
safe. 45 Spacecraft, satellites, equipment, component parts of space objects, and workman's tools
are all objects launched into space. The Liability Convention covers personal or property
damages caused by objects launched into outer space and absolute liability is held for damage
caused by space objects in any place other than outer space. 46
The launching state is responsible for injury sustained to tourists while in flight. The
Outer Space Treaty, Art 7, states that "each state that procures or launches an object into outer
space is internationally liable." The Liability Convention, Art 1 also holds the launching or
procuring state liable for objects launched into outer space.

0

Lord Denning's judgment in Jarvis v. Swan Tours, Ltd lead the English courts and the rest
of the world toward a more consumer oriented approach for the fulfillment of travel agents and
tour operators obligations towards travelers and tourists. "Loss of enjoyment" became a
category of damages awarded because of a lost tour resulting from the negligence of the travel
agent, provider of travel, or tour operator. (See Jarvis v. Swan Tours, Ltd., 2 QB 233 (1973)).
The decision was confirmed in Jackson v. Horizon Holidays and its progeny. (See 1 WLR 1468
CA(1975)) Such cases carry a new meaning at present when applied to the expenses of space
tours that are sold for $20 million per trip.
"A responsible state is under an obligation to make full reparation for the injury caused
by its internationally wrongful act."47 "Injury includes any damage, whether material or moral,
caused by the internationally wrongful act of a state."48 A state is liable for the hanns caused by
its actors to the extent that it "re-establishes the situation which existed before the wrongful act
was committed"49 and includes "any fmancially assessable damage including loss ofproflts." 50
If the procuring or launching state assisted in the launch, then damages resulting from an
accident would be joint and several. 51 Furthermore, regardless of liability and responsibility, and
in the interests of developing space exploration, tourism, and travel the State's burden should be
minimized due to the inherent risk in space flight, and there would be implied assumption of risk
by the traveler. This assumption of risk is a limitation on possible damage awards to a tourist,
45

46

Five Multilateral Agreements On Outer Space
The Liability Convention, Article 2

47

Responsibility ofStatesfor Internationally Wrongful Acts, U.N. GAOR, 56th Sess., Supp. No. 10, article 31 (1),
U.N.. Doc.. AL5611 0 (2001) [hereinafter ILC Articles on State Responsibilit)ll---------------------- __ __ .

48

!d. at Art. 31 (2).

49

!d. at Art. 35 (1 ).

50

Id. at Art. 36 (1).

51

The Liability Convention
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according to common law legal systems, such as that of the United States, the United Kingdom,
and India, three active participants in space tourism.

0

Duty ofAuthorization and Supervision
Tour Operators

A state is required to authorize and provide continuing supervision
over the activities of companies, its non-governmental entities, and
its citizens.
The Outer Space Treaty, Art 6 requires the
authorization and supervision of outer space activities by the
launching state. The Outer Space Treaty, Art 8 holds that the State
of registry shall retain jurisdiction and control over space objects
and any personnel on board while in outer space. The launching
state is internationally liable for the actions of the objects it sends
into outer space according to the Outer Space Treaty, Art. 6.
The launching or procuring state is the appropriate state party for the authorization and
supervision of its company's outer space activities. States are responsible for undertaking due
diligence in the protection of other states and their nationals and states have the primary
responsibility for the lack of diligence in conducting its activities in space. 52 The lack of
authorization and supervision by the state of a company's outer space activities, and its
employees and tourists, may result in a breach of the Outer Space Treaty, Art 6 by the launching
State. The International Law Commission Articles on State Responsibility (2001) also invokes
State responsibility and requires reparations for injuries that result from state activity. The Outer
Space Treaty, Art 12 requires consultation to ensure safety and minimize interference with
normal operations of space stations.
Therefore, a state is in breach of this duty of care if it negligently selects or allows
travelers or astronauts to be sent into space and these personnel act in a negli~ent manner by not
following proper procedures which results in injury to property or persons. 5 That is, the state
cannot negligently authorize space travel for tourists, and a State is responsible for the acts of
negligent tourists it sends into outer space.
The State must verify the qualifications of the persons it sends into space and the
qualifications of the activity to be conducted in space, even when those persons going into outer
space are merely tourists traveling on board company sponsored common carriers and
destination providers. 54 A corporation has international obligations to ensure the safety of its
activities in outer space and should not negligently send wild unruly tourists into space. This is
because the State is responsible for the negligent selection of tourists by corporations engaging in
space travel originating within its national territories .
.. Likewise,..negligence-m:. carelessness by persons in space ~an-.result-in-pr.operqcdamage,
personal injury, and loss of life. To maximize safety for space exploration, the launching state
52

Liability Convention
Common law of travel and tourism
54
Liability Convention
53
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must set up requirements to be followed by those going into space including that the persons
going are qualified personal, working on a reasonable project, and following stringent measures
and conditions before receiving permission from its state or a license to explore space. 55 By
following these requirements, the launching state is following a duty of care to maintain safety in
space and safety for its tourists. 56
Furthermore, a State whose national has suffered at wrong at the hands of another state
has the right to exercise diplomatic protection of its nationals. 57 Corporations may be nationals
for purposes of diplomatic protection. 58 This means that the party sued for damages resulting
from space travel, is properly the State, and the State can protect its citizens and corporations
from legal action. This also ensures that the State is properly authorizing and supervising its
launches.

Duty to Maintain a Safe Tour, Safe Spacecraft, and Safe Space Station
In the travel, tourism and hospitality industry, providers of travel are required to abide by
certain duties and to maintain the standards of care that have been developed through centuries
of custom and practice, common law, and statutory laws. Providers of travel services include
common carriers that provide transportation; tour operators that offer excursion services; and
hotels that provide lodging. Spacecraft used to transport tourists and space stations used to lodge
tourists act as common carriers, and are therefore subject to these established travel industry's
standards of care, and thereby have certain duties towards their tourists. 59

0

A space station is very much like a ship at sea or an airplane in flight. Likewise,
personnel in space, in most respects, are not so different from the personnel on a cruise ship or
the passen~ers on an airplane. This view is supported by Manfred Lach 's Space, Air, and Sea
Principal.
However, a space station and a spacecraft are separated from civilization, breathable air,
food, water, climate control and other necessities of life. These vehicles are also separated by
such great distances that their crew depend on each other and their equipment for their survival.
The passengers in turn depend on the crew and their equipment for their protection and
livelihood.
The test to determine liability for safety failures is the standard of reasonable care in
negligence. 61 A party is negligent; when he or she carelessly breaches a duty of due care that is

ss The Moon Treaty, Art 6
56

Common law of travel and tourism
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Ian Brownlie, Principles. of-Public Intemationa/..Law-31A.(6th_ ed. 2003).
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ld. at 408-09.
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Manfred Lachs, Freedoms of the Air - The Way to Outer Space, in AIR AND SPACE LAW: DE LEGE FERENDA 241
(1992).
61
Common Jaw oftrave1 and tourism
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owed by one to another under a given set of circumstances. 62 Providers of travel must use
"reasonable care" in keeping their vehicles and premises safe and secure, or that amount of care
used b~ a "reasonable person" in a like or similar condition, that is a reasonable provider of
travel. 3

Safe Crew and Passengers
One of the travel provider's most important duties toward guests is that of ensuring the
safety of their guests. 64 This includes the common carriers, tour conductors and innkeepers
limited duty to protect guests from harm caused by other guests or third parties. 65 The duty to
maintain the safety of all guests derives from the general principles of cooperation,
understanding, and mutual assistance of States under international law; the outer space treaties;
and ancient common law traditions of travel and tourism. Therefore, common carriers, tour
conductors and innkeepers are responsiqle for controlling their own conduct, that of their
employees, and of their tourists. 66
According to the principles of hospitality law, the innkeeper has a duty to protect his
guests and also has a duty to protect his guests from other negligent guests of which he is aware.
According to the principals of air law and maritime law, the commander of the ship has control
of the vessel. 67 The commander serves the role of innkeeper and is therefore the person
primarily charged with the duty to maintain a safe station and a safe tour and to ensure peace and
tranquility on the spacecraft and space station. 68 When the commander knows of or should have
known of negligent behavior, dangerous conduct, or witnesses a distress situation she must take
appropriate action, as demonstrated in the Corfu Channel Case and the Trail Smelter Case and
applied to space law through the Manfred Lach 's Space, Air, and Sea Principal. 69.

0

In order to maintain safety it is sometimes necessary to exclude or remove those that are
not safe. 70 The guest's irresponsible actions may put some of the innkeeper's duties into effect
vis-a-vis the other well behaved guests, forcing the innkeeper to take actions that favor the well
behaved guests over the irresponsible guests. The commander, like the innkeeper, is therefore
empowered with the authority to give orders to passengers and crew and to have passengers and
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crew removed from their seagoing vessel, spacecraft, or space station if they are not acting
safe. 71
If a tourist is injured by an employee actin~ in the course and scope of employment, the
provider of travel is also responsible to the tourist. 2 However, if the employee is clearly acting
outside such scope, then arguably the common carrier, tour conductor, or innkeeper was
negligent in choosing or keeping such an employee. 73
The principal duty a common guest owes to an innkeeper is to conduct herself in a lawful,
courteous, and dignified manner at all times. 74 Negligence or reckless actions on the part of the
guest go a long way toward relieving the innkeeper of responsibility for the general safety of the
premises. Acts of violence on board spacecraft and space station hotels are also a national
security risk and are contrary to the peaceful development of outer space as stressed in the Outer
Space Treaty, Rescue Agreement, Liability Convention, Registration Convention, Moon Treaty.
However, as is true in almost every situation, the State is ultimately responsible for injuries
caused in outer space that are the result of unsafe crew and passengers.

Safe Equipment

0

Providers of travel have the duty to keep their equipment and their establishment as safe
as possible, to avoid actions arising from their own negligence, and will be held liable if they
negligently fail to provide for the safety of the guests. 75 A launching state, likewise, has a duty
to ensure that the objects it places into space remain safe. 76 The Liability Treaty covers all types
of personal or property damages caused by objects launched into outer space. 77 The Liability
Treaty, Art 2, holds absolute liability for damage caused by space objects in any place other than
outer space, such as when objects return to Earth and crash causing damage to people and
property. 78
All variety of objects are encompassed in the Liability Treaty which imputes liability to
the launching State. 79 These objects also include tools and equipment for use in common
activities and experiments conducted in space, as well as the spacecraft, space stations, satellites,
and the component parts of these space objects, equipment and workman's tools. 80
Liability is also found in failing to enact and to follow proper and reasonable safety
procedures for standard equipment and dangerous equipment, and for the use and storage of
equipment, and failing to train personnel to safety use this equipment.
71
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Again any actions of the parties in space is imputed back to the launching state as only
states are liable to other states before the ICJ for actions that take place in outer space.

VI. SPACECRAFT AS COMMON CARRIERS

Aircraft and spacecraft that carry passengers are common carriers and the applicable laws
apply. Spacecraft are a new type of vehicle whose designs are being developed to serve an
increasing number of different functions. The X-Prize is an example of the progressive
development of spacecraft design that will be used to go into orbit, transport space tourists,
terrestrial tourists, and cargo. Many of the X-Prize contestants even plan to have their vehicle
enter orbit, return to airspace, and land on the ground in order to deliver same day shipping to
any destination in the world. This is an example of one spacecraft is being used for: cargo,
passengers, terrestrial travel, and space travel.
There are different sets of laws for terrestrial aircraft as common carriers, and cargo
vessels, as well as different sets of laws for space transport and travel. The spacecraft that
performs all of these functions must have some or all of the laws apply at sometime during its
take-off, journey, descent, and arrival. Is the spacecraft treated as an airplane after it enters the
gravity well? Or is the vehicle treated as a spacecraft throughout its flight? Suppose an injury
occurs during re-entry or descent, is the vehicle in airspace or outer space?
1. First, the ICJ must determine whether the spacecraft is providing
scheduled or chartered service.
2. Next, the ICJ must determine whether the injury occurred while
the spacecraft was in airspace or outer space.
3. Finally, the ICJ must determine whether to apply the spatial or
functional theory of law to the activities of the spacecraft.

0

Depending on the status of the spacecraft, its location at the time the injury, and the legal
theory applied, the ICJ may determine that the damages caused by spacecraft may be limited or
unlimited.

Aircraft or Spacecraft
Aircraft is "any machine that can derive its support in the atmosphere from reactions of
the au," according to the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation of 1944. Aircraft
carry person and cargo from one point on Earth to another point on Earth. (See Christo] 1991 ).
An airspace scheduled flight, in international airspace, follows the Warsaw Convention with its
limitatioiT-on damages:-- - - - ·
Spacecraft is "a man-made vehicle which is intended to go beyond the major portion of
the Earth's atmosphere," according to the World Administrative Radio Conference of 1971.
Spacecraft engage in activities while in orbit and beyond. (See Christo] 1991 ). A spacecraft is a
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space object according to the Liability Convention for injuries occurring in air space. The
Liability Convention mandates that the launching state is absolutely liable for space based
injuries. 81

Space object is an object that is launched into space and has the capacity to enter into
orbit at least once. (See Carl Q. Christo}, International Liability For Damage Caused By Space
Objects, In Space Law: Past, Present And Future (1991))

Scheduled or Chartered Service

Scheduled service transport, according to the U.S. Department of Transportation, 82 are
vehicles operated pursuant to published flight schedules, including extra sections, and related
non-revenue flights. Injuries that occur in international airspace, on a regularly scheduled
spacecraft, for which anyone has right to purchase a seat at $20 million U.S. dollars, would
follow the Warsaw and Montreal regime.8 The Warsaw Convention, as supplemented by the
Montreal Agreement, limits damages on regularly scheduled international flights to $75,000 U.S.
dollars and in some cases limited to $8,290 U.S. dollars. 84
Charter service, on the other hand, is the hiring of a vehicle for exclusive use that does
not operate over a regular route, on a regular schedule, and is not available to the general public.

0

Air Space or Outer Space
Any object that reaches the 84-kilometer ceiling will obtain a physical status known as
uncontrolled ballistic flight. Uncontrolled ballistic flight can best be characterized like the flight
of a bullet from a gun; absent other physical forces it will continue in the same path until stopped.
This is the zero gravity position that popular science characterizes as outer space.
However, outer space is defined by customary international law as beginning at the
lowest point at which an object can safely enter into orbit above the Earth's surface. Outer space
is then reached at an altitude of about 100 to 110 kilometers. (See Carl Q. Christo I, International
Liability For Damage Caused By Space Objects, In Space Law: Past, Present And Future
(1991)). Outer space generally is not under the sovereignty of any State; as demonstrated by
Sputnik, the traditional views of sovereignty above a State's territory disappeared, instantly
changing the customary international law.

81 Liability Convention
U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau of Transportation Statistics, lntennodal Transportation Database
http://www.transtats.bts.gov/glossary.asp

82

83
84

Montreal Agreement Art 1,2
Warsaw Convention Art 22 and Montreal Agreement Art I
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Airspace is that area between the surface of the Earth or sea level and outer space. That
is the space under 100 kilometers. Airspace may exist under the sovereignty of a State or may be
international airspace.

0

Spatial Theory or Functional Theory
Under the spatial theory, there are two separate legal systems that apply depending on
the location of the craft in either airspace or outer space. When the craft crosses the boundary of
one area into the other, a different set of legal rules apply. An injury that occurs in air space, on
a scheduled flight, follows the Warsaw Convention. 8 However, a chartered spacecraft flight,
which is not a scheduled flight, holds no Warsaw Convention liability limits. 86
The functional theory rejects the spatial conceptions of airspace and outer space. It
instead is based on the capability and actual activities of the craft as a vehicle that is able to go
into orbit or that is limited to remaining in airspace. The functional theory holds that if in
airspace performing functions of an aircraft, then craft is considered an aircraft, regardless of
whether it enters orbit to transport passengers or remains entirely within airspace. On the other
hand, a craft that enters space to engage in space based activities, is considered a spacecraft
throughout its mission even when traveling in domestic airspace or in international airspace.
Functional theory craft on outer space missions, never act as aircraft and therefore
automatically taken out of the realm of the Warsaw Convention. 87 Applicable damages may be
However, if the same craft, although capable of
unlimited according to outer space law. 88
entering outer space, actually remained and intended to remain entirely in airspace on an
airspace mission, was in an accident in airspace, the craft would be merely an aircraft and fall
under Warsaw, where damages are limited.

o

Re-entry
Outer space based injures may occur during descent, but before entering air space. What
happens when the craft transitions between airspace and outer space according to the spatial
theory? These injuries may follow the functional or spatial theories of international law.
However, under the functional theory, if the declared and actual mission of the craft is to conduct
space activities, then the descent issue is moot, as the object is a spacecraft with spacecraft
liability throughout its mission. The Liability Convention holds that personal or property damage
caused by space objects in space during descent is fault based damage and the launching state is
absolutely liable. 89 Airspace injuries on the other hand are fault based liabilities. This means
that re-entry issues only apply under the spatial theory oflaw.
85

Carl Q. Christol, International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, in Space Law: Past, Present And
Future 208 ( 1991 ).
86
Warsaw Convention
87
Warsaw Convention
88
The outer space treaties have no mention of a limit on damages
89
The Liab11ity Convention
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'Descent' is commonly defined as movement from a higher to a lower place; come or go
down; or "The act of descending, or passing downward; change of place from higher to lower."90
A return flight to earth would be considered descent, as the spacecraft would be moving form a
higher place to a lower place, leaving orbit, passing through the atmosphere, and entering
airspace.
Unsecured objects floating in the spacecraft as it re-enters the atmosphere that impact
with people or property onboard the spacecraft resulting in injury cause a special problem under
the spatial theory. The spacecraft would have necessarily slowed down due to the friction of the
atmosphere. However, the space objects on board would have tended to stay in motion as
described by Newton's first law of inertia, indicating that the impact of an unsecured object may
occur while the craft is slowing down but its unsecured objects remain in faster motion.
Alternatively, the impact may occur after entrance into the atmosphere when the motion of the
objects has equalized. Either way, the Warsaw Convention is controlling, as the impact occurred
in international airspace, outside of orbit and outside of the zero gravity position.
As soon as the spacecraft hit the outer atmosphere, airspace law should be followed
according to the spatial theory. Performance of a pre-flight check, with no discovery of unsafe
conditions, nor unsecured objects could lead to a finding of fault and no liability, and no
damages for an accident, as only space based injuries carry absolute liability. 91

0

VII. SPACE STATION HOTELS
A space station hotel is a tourist destination. A space station hotel simultaneously acts as
a common carrier and a hotel, in a manner similar to that of a cruise ship on the high seas. As
such, the space station hotel must comply with laws applicable to outer space objects, providers
of travel, innkeepers, and in certain situations, the law of cruise ships. 92

Registration
The Registration Convention, Article 4 requires that objects launched into space be
registered with the United Nations and that such registration include information concerning the
details of the space object's functions. 93 The general functions of a facility such as the
International Space Station (ISS), are to conduct scientific research, communications services,
and most recently to provide for space tourists, as a space station hotel. As such, the ISS, and
facilities like it, are required to be registered as tourist destinations and hotels according to the
Registration Convention.
-

------·-·--------------------···--90

0

-

Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary,© /996, 1998 MICRA, Inc.

91

common law of negligence
Manfred Lachs, Freedoms of the Air - The Way to Outer Space, in AIR AND SPACE LAW: DE LEGE FERENDA 241
(1992).
93
Registration Convention, Art 4
92
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Safety
These duties also include both the ensuring the safety of the physical property, the
equipment of the establishment, and controlling the danferous actions of individuals at the
.establishment, such as crew, hotel employees and guests. 9 To comply with this most basic of
duties, a space station hotel is within its rights to ban violent, disruptive and unsafe people be
they passengers, employees, crew, or tourists from its facilities in order to protect its law-abiding
guests and crew, as discussed above. 95

Hospitality Is Required For Tourists
The first and foremost obligation of an innkeeper is to receive all guests who seek
accommodation, up to the limits of the inn's capacity. 96 This capacity limitation is especially
felt in the confines outer space with its great restriction of the materials necessary for life.
However, when adequate materials are available, traditional hospitality law applies.
One of the earliest English cases on hospitality law Cayle (See 77 Eng. Rep. 520)
mandated that the innkeeper must receive his guest, give him lodging and assistance, and keep
his guest and his goods safe. 97
As codified into many modem statutory laws, an innkeeper has the further duty of
reception so that they may not turn away any traveler on the basis of race, creed, color, or place
of national origin. 98 Courteous treatment toward their guests is also a traditional duty imposed
on innkeepers and their employees as agents. 99

Q

However, there are exceptions to this law as innkeepers may refuse prospective guests
that are not in a sober and orderly condition. 100 If guests misbehave, they may be refused
service. 101 If a guest violates his or her rights and duties toward the innkeeper, the innkeeper has
a right to solve the problem by ejecting the guest. 102 This expulsion is done in the interests of the
hotel and in the interests ofthe other law-abiding guests. 103

94

Common law oftravel and tourism

95

Common law of travel and tourism
Common law of travel and tourism
97
Cayle 77 Eng. Rep. 520
98
Heart ofAtlanta- US Hotel Case; and the Common Law of travel and tourism
99
.CommonJaw...oi.ttavel~ tourism
96
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Common Jaw of travel and tourism
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Common law oftravel and tourism
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CHAPTER6
Comparative Seller of Travel Laws
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INTRODUCTION
This section examines and compares many of the laws, regulations, applicable cases, and
legal theories governing the sale of travel services and remedies for the traveler. Here, for the
purposes of sustainable development, it is very important to note that good law makes (or good
travel. This is good for business and entire economies that, when properly fostered, will thrive
on regular and sustainable income from travel. Predictability, reliability, safety, and a forum to
hear disputes based on the fmancial and legal needs of the traveler go a long way to encouraging
the regular return generations of future tourists. John Downes discusses these issues based on
the necessity of established legal systems that use the rule of law, not the role of law, to solve
disputes for travellers in numerous essays and at Conferences, most recently, Global Trends in
Tourism Law, 18th IFTTA Conference Malta 2006, www.iftta.org)
In the sections that follow, we examine the laws themselves, paying particular attention
to California Travel Law, as California is one ofthe strongest economies in the world, and is the
host to around 24 million tourists each month from throughout the USA, from practically every
country in the world, and receives much business from California tourists travelling within
California. Meanwhile the USA, hosts around 205 million tourists each month. See California
Tourism at the Crossroad http://gocalif.com/state/tourism/ et seq.) Clearly California's travel
industry is very successful, and many argue that is in large part due to its travel laws. (From its
inception, the California Seller of Travel Law has been a model that other jurisdictions in the
USA and I am sure throughout the world as well, have used as a starting point in drafting their
own seller of travel statutes.
Throughout the USA

The Department of Commerce anticipates that in 2006, the country
will host more than 52 million international visitors who will
generate almost $110 billion in exports. The previous record
arrival year was 2000 when over 51 million international travelers
visited the United States. (See U.S. Commerce Department projects
52 million visitors in 2006, www.travelwirenews.com)
And Globally,

The United Nations World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO) Think-Tank ...that tourism
represents 40 percent of all exports of services; revenues have
grown far stronger than international trade, that tourism has spinoff effects ranging from construction over to agriculture or
telecommunications, creating quality employment for developing
countries; and that tourism has to be included in the policy and
development agenda of governments, donors and .financing
- instit-utions.
-· -------- -According to the UNWTO, investing in tourism in_frastructure,
information communications technology (ICT) and education can
create long term employment which bene.fits local communities.
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Governments and development agencies need to become aware of
this added value chain provided by tourism. Only then tourism will
be included as a strategic element in policies targeting job
creation, sustainability and poverty alleviation, UNWI'O said in a
release.

0

On a socio-cultural level, tourism can promote a culture of peace
and understanding thanks to direct contacts between visitors and
host communities "How can we feel enmity towards someone we
know personally; someone whom we have received or who has
received us, " asks UNWTO Secretary General Francesco
Frangialli. (See Tourism is a key resource for sustainable
economic and social development, think-tank finds, By e1N Staff
writer
www. travel wirenews.com/cgiscript/csArticles/articles/000097/009776-p.htm)

Following the detailed description and analysis of California's laws, other jurisdictions
are examined in the USA and throughout the world. Additional country's details are described in
the supplement to this doctorate.

0

0
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CALIFORNIA
Many travel agents, promotional companies, and businesses are surprised to learn that
even though they are not located in California, or sell travel, they are required to register with the
California Seller -of-Travel Program if they have advertised, offered to sell, or have sold certain
types of travel and/or travel related services with air or sea components to a California consumer
since 1995. California's Seller -of-Travel ("CST") law, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17550 et seq.,
applies to all "sellers of travel" that are either located within the State of California, or that sell
travel services into the state. California has enacted a restrictive definition of sellers of travel,
which applies to air or sea travel or travel -related services that are provided in conjunction with
air or sea travel, and most recently, travel over land.
Ultimately California is a state that cares about travel and cares about its consumers.
After learning so much about law with its good and bad points, I was so happy when I had the
chance to work with the California Consumer Remedies Act because it seeks to undo many of the
legal manoeuvres established by powerful and legally savvy corporations to take away the rights
of consumers and travelers.
Today there are so many contracts that travelers and consumers are forced to sign for
nearly every transaction made. These so-called one sided "adhesion contracts" offer little in the
way of negotiation or bargained for exchange between parties that have equal rights, that is the
hallmark of traditional contract law. Instead, these contracts greatly limit the travelers' rights
through forum selection clauses and choice of law clauses in efforts to stifle litigation or at least
force the aggrieved party to file suit in a foreign jurisdiction. A landmark case on point that is
known as stating the law that applies even outside of the travel industry is, Carnival Cruise
Lines, Inc. v. Shute, 499 U.S. 585 (1991) and holds that this type of:
passage contract was purely routine, and doubtless nearly
identical to every commercial passage contract issued by
petitioner and most other cruise lines. See, e. g., Hodes v. S.NC.
Achille Lauro ed Altri-Gestione, 858 F2d 905, 910 (CA3 1988),
cert. dism'd, 490 US. 1001 (1989). In this context, it would be
entirely unreasonable for us to assume that respondents - or any
other cruise passenger - would negotiate with petitioner the terms
ofa forum-selection clause in an ordinary commercial cruise ticket.
Common sense dictates that a ticket of this kind will be a form
contract the terms of which are not subject to negotiation, and that
an individual purchasing the ticket will not have bargaining parity
with the cruise line.
On the one hand, these types of agreements foster industry through allowing big
companies to market their products to many consumers throughout the USA and the world, while
limiting their liability and-.Htigatien C*penses to the forum and venue of their-eheesing;--Afl.cl it is·
believed that these savings to the corporations will be passed on to consumers in the form of
cheaper prices for goods and services. As a result, the traveler is often forced to abandon her
claims or pursue them in a foreign jurisdiction. Judge Thomas Dickerson, also has written an
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excellent
article
entitled
Travel
www.courts.state.ny.us/tandv/tasah.html)

Abroad,

Sue

at

Home,

(See

Small Claims Court
One option for the traveler from California, that costs $75 or less, is for the consumer it
to file suit in local Small Claims Court. California permits lawsuits for individuals for up to
$7,500 in a claim. Corporations, non-profits, governments and other entities cannot ask for more
than $5,000. The rules of Small Claims Courts are simple and easy for the parties to understand.
Furthermore, the defendant is not even allowed to appear with an attorney, so that means
someone from their office must appear in court and miss time from their work. If the business
has only one owner, then she must go to court unless the claim can be proved by evidence of a
business account in which case a regular employee with knowledge of that account may
represent the business. In partnerships, a partner is required to appear in court. For corporations,
an employee, officer, or director goes to small claims court. The corporation is not permitted to
hire a special person for the purpose to represent the corporation in Small Claims Court. The
defendant or the plaintiff may speak with an attorney for verbal assistance in how to present the
case.
This type of case is usually heard a month and a half or so after filing and the court
actually mails the summons to the defendants which means it is a very inexpensive process for
the aggrieved traveler. The traveler does not even have to have the defendant personally served,
since they are certainly doing enough business with the traveler's home state, at least in
California, so the clerk merely marks the summons to the defendant.

Q

(See www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp/smallclaims/scbasics.htm#top)

The Consumer Legal Remedies Act (CLRA)
The Consumer Legal Remedies Act (CLRA) seeks to protect consumers and traveler's for
claims against providers of travel, travel agents, and internet companies that seek to abrogate
their rights as California residents. CLRA is a kind of "Swiss army knife" statute which
contains many broad provisions that declare unlawful almost any unfair or deceptive practice
involving the sale or lease of goods or services to consumers, as well as provided consumers a
remedy against unfair contract terms that would normally limit their right to trial in California
based on forum selection clauses, and enables small claims cases to be consolidated into class
action lawsuits in California provided the claims are like those that could individually be brought
in California small claims court. (Please see California Civil Code Section 1750-1756 and
excell(!_1}J ~~_!_~qle 2-t~i!!_l_:§.:_f~d Jiq_!.f.)r Just Your Average l}qjt ~§_)!!itch: An Overview q[!_he
Consumers Legal Remedies Act, http://www.chavezgertler.com/news/CLRA.htm)
CLARA protects consumers and travelers in civil actions, class actions that would
normally be required by requisite criteria. The remedies available provide for recovery of actual
damages, restitution, injunctive relief, attorney's fees, punitive damages. It even offers special
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relief for conduct against senior citizens or disabled persons through special penalties to the
offender.

Venue

Here contrary to any claims that the drafter of the adhesion contract has forced the
traveler to agree to, the protection that CLRA offers is that an aggrieved passenger is permitted
to file a claim, in the county in which the person against whom it is brought resides, has his or
her principal place of business, or is doing business, or in the county where the transaction or any
substantial portion thereof occurred. (See CLRA §1780(c).)
A "consumer" is "an individual who seeks or acquires, by purchase or lease, any goods
or services for personal, family, or household purposes." § 1761 (d).
A "transaction" is "an agreement between a consumer and any other person, whether or
not the agreement is a contract enforceable by action, and includes the making of, and the
performance pursuant to, that agreement." §1761(e).

"Services" is "work, labor, and services for other than a commercial or business use,
including services furnished in connection with the sale or repair of goods." §1761 (b).

Class Actions

Class actions are permitted and sometimes mandatory under CLRA and do not have as
many restrictions as federally filed class actions, as there is no requirement under CLRA for the
plaintiff to show "substantial benefits" ofhaving her class certificated as opposed to being forced
to bring individual actions; nor is there any requirement that the plaintiff prove that a class action
is the "superior" means ofproceeding as under Code of Civil Procedure §382. (See Kim E. Card
Not For Just Your Average Bait & Switch: An Overview of the Consumers Legal Remedies Act,
http://www.chavezgertler .corn/news/CLRA.htm)

Protected Acts

CLRA offers a remedy in California, no matter where the transaction took place, for the
following unlawful acts:
(1) Passing off goods or services as those of another.

(2) Misrepresenting the source,
certification ofgoods or services.

sponsorship,

approval,

or

(3) Misrepresenting the affiliation, connection, or association with,
or certification by, another.
(4) Using deceptive representations or designations of geographic
origin in connection with goods or services.
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(5) Representing that goods or services have sponsorship,
approval, characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities
which they do not have or that a person has a sponsorship,
approval, status, affiliation, or connection which he or she does
not have.
(6) Representing that goods are original or new if they have
deteriorated unreasonably or are altered, reconditioned, reclaimed,
used, or secondhand.
(7) Representing that goods or services are of a particular
standard, quality, or grade, or that goods are of a particular style
or model, if they are ofanother.

(8) Disparaging the goods, services, or business of another by
false or misleading representation offact.
(9) Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as
advertised.
(1 0) Advertising goods or services with intent not to supply
reasonably expectable demand, unless the advertisement discloses
a limitation of quantity.
(11) Advertising furniture without clearly indicating that it is
unassembled if that is the case.
(12) Advertising the price of unassembled furniture without clearly
indicating the assembled price of that furniture if the same
furniture is available assembled from the seller.
(13) Making false or misleading statements of fact concerning
reasons for, existence of, or amounts ofprice reductions.
(14) Representing that a transaction confers or involves rights,
remedies, or obligations which it does not have or involve, or
which are prohibited by law.
(15) Representing that a part, replacement, or repair service is
needed when it is not.
(16) Representing that the subject of a transaction has been
supplied in accordance with a previous representation when it has
not.
--- (J -'1-) -Re.~nting

that the consumer will receiv.e-a-t:e-hate,di.scount, or other economic benefit, if the earning of the benefit is
contingent on an event to occur subsequent to the consummation of
the transaction.
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(18) Misrepresenting the authority of a salesperson, representative,
or agent to negotiate the .final terms of a transaction with a
consumer.
(19) Inserting an unconscionable provision in the contract.
(20) Advertising that a product is being offered at a specific price
plus a specific percentage of that price unless (1) the total price is
set forth in the advertisement, which may include, but is not limited
to, shelf tags, displays, and media advertising, in a size larger than
any other price in that advertisement, and (2) the specific price
plus a specific percentage of that price represents a markup from
the seller's costs or from the wholesale price of the product. This
subdivision shall not apply to in-store advertising by businesses
which are open only to members or cooperative organizations
organized pursuant to Division 3 (commencing with Section
12000) of Title 1 of the Corporations Code where more than 50
percent ofpurchases are made at the specific price set forth in the
advertisement.
(21) Selling or leasing goods in violation of Chapter 4
(commencing with Section 1797.8) ofTitle 1. 7.
(22)

(A) Disseminating an unsolicited prerecorded message by
telephone without an unrecorded, natural voice first
informing the person answering the telephone of the name
of the caller or the organization being represented, and
either the address or the telephone number of the caller,
and without obtaining the consent of that person to listen to
the prerecorded message.
(B) This subdivision does not apply to a message
disseminated to a business associate, customer, or other
person having an established relationship with the person
or organization making the call, to a call for the purpose of
collecting an existing obligation, or to any call generated
at the request of the recipient.

(23) The home solicitation, as defined in subdivision (h) of Section
1761, of a consumer who is a senior citizen where a loan is made
encumbering the primary residence of that consumer for the
purposes of paying for home improvements and where the
transaction is part of a pattern or practice in violation of either
subsection (h) or (i) qfSection 1639 ofTitle 15 ofthe United States
Code or subsection (eFolSection 226.32 ofTitle 12 of the Code-of- -=----Federal Regulations.
A third party shall not be liable under this subdivision unless (I)
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there was an agency relationship between the party who engaged
in home solicitation and the third party or (2) the third party had
actual knowledge of, or participated in, the unfair or deceptive
transaction. A third party who is a holder in due course under a
home solicitation transaction shall not be liable under this
subdivision.
As Justice Stanley Mosk, noted in a CLRA case "Protection of
unwary consumers from being duped by unscrupulous sellers is an
exigency of the utmost priority in contemporary society." (See
Vasquez v. Superior Court, 4 Ca1.3d at 808)
The CLRA has withstood challenges as to its constitutionality
under the First Amendment claims. (See Bland v. Fessler, 88 F.3d
729 (9th Cir. 1996))

CLRA and Internet Purchases

The CLRA anti-waiver provision was also given important effect in
a much more recent decision. In America OnLine, Inc. v. Superior
Court (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 1, 2001 WL 695166 (June 21, 2001,
as modified July 10, 2001), the First District Court ofAppeal held
that the provision barred enforcement of choice-oflaw and forum
selection clauses in a consumer contract.
The case was filed as a proposed class action on behalf of users of
the America Online (AOL) internet service, and alleged that AOL
had improperly continued to charge consumers monthly service
fees, by automatic credit and debit charges, after the consumers
had terminated their accounts. AOL filed a motion to stay or to
dismiss the action based on provisions in its form contracts that
designated Virginia courts and Virginia law as the proper forum
and governing law, respectively, for any disputes. The trial court
(Judge Sabraw, Alameda County Superior Court) denied the
motion, in part on the grounds that transfer to Virginia would
violate the anti-waiver provision ofthe CLRA.
On a petition for writ of mandate, the Court of Appeal affirmed.
Recognizing that "California courts will refuse to defer to the
selected forum if to do so would substantially diminish the rights of
California residents in a way that violates our state's public
policy, " (id. At 7), and that "the CLRA is a legislative embodiment
· - oT a deszre-tojJrotect California consumers ana furflieraslrong~-
public policy of this state, " id. At 9, the court held that enforcement
of the forum selection clause would necessitate a waiver of the
statutory remedies of the CLRA in violation of both its anti-waiver
provision and California public policy, and therefore the trial
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court had properly denied AOL's motion. (ld. at 9.) Although the
court affirmed on this ground alone, it also noted that Virginia law
provides significantly less protection and fewer remedies to
consumers than are available under California law and the CLRA.
The court took particular note of the fact that Virginia law is
hostile to class actions. In the aggregate, the court concluded that
enforcement of the forum selection and choice of law clauses
would significantly impair the rights of California consumers and
violate important California public policy. (ld at 11.)
(See Kim E. Card Not For Just Your Average Bait & Switch: An
of the
Consumers
Legal Remedies Act,
Overview
http://www .chavezgertler.com/news/CLRA.htm)

The 2007 California Seller of Travel Law, sponsored by the California Coalition of
Travel Organizations (CCTO), was introduced to the legislature in spring 2005, was signed by
Governor Schwarzenegger one day before the deadline, and went into effect January 1, 2007.
The new legislation has increased the number of persons required to register, has more extensive
requirements for travel club memberships (also known as card mills) and has expanded penalties
for violators of the California Seller of Travel Law. (Note that many of the references in this
chapter refer to the relevant sections of the 1994 Seller of Travel Law.)

California's New Seller of Travel Law
(!'he following italicized section on California's new Seller of Travel Law is from an article to
Travel Weekly, January 2007 by Alexander Anolik, Esq. - drafted in part by Phil Cameron - of
Anolik Law Corporation.)
On January 1, 2007, California's New Seller of Travel Law has
expanded the class of persons that must register with the
California Attorney General's office. This revised law again
amounts to an additional bureaucratic layer of ef!forcement
against financially secure travel agents. Furthermore, it fails to
take into account objective travel agency input illustrating how the
law is not applicable to its intended purpose of protecting
consumers.
The original law 1994 Seller of Travel Law, and with significant
revisions in 2003, was promoted by California ASTA agents to try
to have more business directed to them at the expense of agents in
-the other 49 states, and as such I believe razses -new Constitutzonal
issues, in addition to the already existing 6'h Amendment issues in
limiting interstate commerce that still carries over into the 2007
law.
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The new law includes sellers of land or water vessel transportation,
but contrary to the original industry agreement, has now ignored
my original objections, that there should not be exemptions for all
of these numerous charities that are directly competing against our
travel agents. Now if an entity wants to get out of the requirements
of the law, it merely needs to set itself up as a charity and like the
cross to the vampire, the state exempts it from protecting our
consumers. In the words of the statute, a seller of travel is an
exempt charity if it "is both exempt from taxation under Section
5012(a) of the Internal Revenue Code and not a private foundation
as defined in Section 509. "
For 35 years I have promoted outside sales agents, and
independent contractors as a cost efficient means of creating,
promoting and generating travel, according to the principles that
the original lATA requirements demanded Now under this new
2007 law, we have a "seller of travel discount program"
classification, that includes basically any of the travel clubs, and
demands a $100,000 surety bond, that obviously most of our
agents cannot not afford or obtain in today 's litigious market.
Furthermore, by demanding delivery of the ticket or voucher to a
passenger within 72 hours, the new law ignores the custom and
practice of the travel industry in relation to consolidator tickets
and additional secondary sources of tickets.
This new "seller of travel discount program " classification
ignores the trend in the industry to utilize host agencies and
internet sources of distribution that are seeking independent agent
utilization. The amount of disclosures required for all agents, in
my opinion, is unworkable because customers that use travel
agents to obtain tickets quickly, may be putting agents in criminal
peril every time they try to accommodate consumers.
The amusing part of the 2007 law is that lATA can be recognized
under the definition of "travel business discount program" to
probably be the largest card mill operating in the United States. A
"travel business discount program" is defined as a membership,
benefit program, identification card, identification number or
other arrangement that identifies the purchaser of the travel
business discount program as engaged in the travel business, or
otherwise qualified to received discounts or reduce prices made
- - -avattable-- to persons involved in- the - travl!l- i:Jusiness;-- or
transportation or any travel services.
Who ofyou as agents would bother to send the millions of dollars
that lATA has receivedfor the "lATA ID card" credentialing ifir
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was not for recezvmg the discounts?
"identification card"? Of course you are.

Are you buying an

Considering how benevolent it has been in the past towards
agents, I don't think lATA plans to become a 501 (c)(3) charity.
Normally, I would be looking forward to seeing.IATA register as a
seller of travel in Caltfornia, or to see the state prosecute it for
misdemeanors and/or felonies, thereby instilling in lATA the same
fears that our other agents live with everyday. However, since the
law added the "Big Boys" exemption, a $5, 000, 000 net equity
exemption, specifically for companies and organizations like lATA,
it is likely to make lATA the largest "legal" card mill in the world
My advice to Travel Weekly readers is - Don't allow additional
harassment and dangerous state legislation to hinder your duty to
service the consumer through the travel agent - that is providing
the only objective assistance to consumers.

1. The Seller -of -Travel Statute
Under California's seller-of -travel statute, a company would likely be considered a seller
of travel if the company advertises travel in California in conjunction with air or sea travel
services. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550. Under the California Seller-of Trave!Jftw, a
company that advertises, arranges or offers to sell air or sea travel atone or in conjunction with
other travel-related services, is considered to be a seller of travel. If the company handles
acconunodations alone, it would not fall within the purview of the California Seller -of-Travel
statute. However, the language in the statute broadly defines "advertising." For instance, ifthe
company includes any reference to air or sea travel, it would be considered a seller of travel and
must register. Internet sites may trigger the statute, depending on the relationship between the
company and other travel -related services or suppliers. Additionally, any company that offers
any transport that crosses a sea or lake, for example, white-water rafting or ferries, would be
considered a seller of travel.

2. Definitions

)

The term "seller of travef' is statutorily defined to mean "a person who sells, provides,
furnishes, contractSlor, arranges, or advertises that he or she can or may arrange, or has arranged,
wholesale or retail-air -or sea transportation either separately or in conjunction witlrother travel
services." Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.1. The term "travel services" includes an extensive
list of travel services, including, but not limited to, travel certificates, registration fees, and
processing fees. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.9.
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"Seller of travel" does not include airlines or cruise lines; nor does it include hotels,
motels, or similar lodging establishments that engage in the selling, providing, furnishing,
contracting for, or arranging transient lodging accommodations and related services for its
registered guests who are residents of California even if the hotel also arranges for transportation
but does not directly or indirectly receive any money or other valuable consideration for
.arranging or providing that transportation. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.1. "Seller of
travel" also does not include any person or organization certified under Part 5, Division 2 of the
Insurance Code (motor clubs). See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.1.

3. Entities and Individuals Governed by the Statute
It appears that California's definition of the term "seller of travel" is sufficiently broad to
include travel agents, travel agencies, tour operators, travel clubs, and travel certificate and
coupon distributors.

The term "advertise" means "to make any representation in the solicitation of air or sea
transportation, and includes communication with other members of the same partnership,
corporation, joint venture, association, organization, group, or other entity." See Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code § 17550.2.

4. Independent Contractors and Outside Sales Agents

Outside sales agents who meet specific requirements may be exempt from the
requirement to register and to establish trust accounts if they are agents of appointed travel
companies that are approved by the Airlines Reporting Corporation, and if they sell under
contract exclusively for one or more registered sellers, do not advertise under their own company
name, and do not handle client money or receive service fees from consumers. See Cal. Bus. &
Pro£ Code§ 17550.16.

0

5. Land and Water Vessel Transportation

The 2007 CST Law expands the defmition of seller of travel to include sellers of land or
water vessel transportation. A person that sells land or water-based transportation alone or along
with other travel must register. However, an exemption is available for trips costing less than
$300, such as overnight gambling trips from California to Nevada.
·

6. Distributors of Travel Coupons Certificates, and Travel Membership Discount Programs

All- coupons- and -c·ertificates, whether issued by a seller -urtravet-ur- annther business,
require special handling in California. The term "coupon" includes certificates, cards, package
labels, wrappers, can covers, bottle caps or other and similar devices, which entitle the person
holding or delivering or surrendering them to have them exchanged for or redeemed in goods,
wares, merchandise, or services of any kind free of charge or for less than the retail price of such
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goods, wares, merchandise, or services. The name of the person or association from whom the
coupon may be exchanged or redeemed must be listed on the coupon. If the issuer is an
association, (a) the association or organization must have been in existence for at least six
months, and (b) the address by street and number of the principal place of business of the
association must also be specified in or upon the coupon. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17701 (b).

"travel business discount program" means a membership, benefit program,
identification card, identifying number, or other arrangement that identifies the purchaser of the
travel business discount program as engaged in the travel business or otherwise qualified to
receive discounts or reduced prices made available to persons involved in the travel business for
transportation or any travel services. (See 17550.26. (a))
The 2007 CST law also prohibits a person from selling travel discount programs, unless
specified requirements are satisfied.
The basic requirements are that:
•

The discounted or reduced price for any tour package,
including transportation or any travel services must be at
least 5 percent below the price that would have been paid
by a purchaser without participation in the seller of travel
discount program.

•

The annual charge for the seller of travel discount program
does not exceed one hundred fifty dollars ($150) and the
term of the seller of travel discount program does not
exceed one year.

•

The represented discounts or reduced prices offered under
the seller of travel discount program are not made generally
available to the public.

This law is also designed to ensure certain requirements are meet for companies that seek
to sell travel agent Identification Cards that might indicate the "travel agent" has some sort of
special credentials. Thereby, the protection is offered to ALL persons that have some sort of
travel agent identifying number, ID card, or other mark. This greatly limits independent
contractor travel agents I outside sales agents from entering the market as now they are required
to themselves be registered as a seller of travel or have received $5,000 in funds the previous
year from the firm hiring the independent agent. Furthermore, independent agents from 2007
that were paid less than $5,000 cannot be again retained in 2007.
----------{NOte - On the surface, this requirenienfon iaving-1o-work ·for the same firm from that
paid you $5,000 the previous year, seems to interfere with our Constitutional right of Freedom to
form Contracts, and even be a big hindrance to free market, and freedom of association.)
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Exclusions are available for: time-share owners; exchange company Section 11212(k);
motor club; nonprofit organization Section 501 (c )(3) of the Internal Revenue Code; entities that
maintain entity that maintains a tangible net equity exceeding $5,000,000

Q

Because a violation of these provisions would be a crime under the seller of travel
regulatory provisions, the bill would impose a.state-mandated local program.

7. Prior Felony Convictions for CST violations
The law requires the Attorney General to suspend the registration of a person convicted
of a felony violation of the provisions regulating sellers of travel and prohibits the person from
registering as a seller of travel and from participating in the Travel Consumer Restitution Fund
for 7 years.

B. Licensing and Registration
Any business, whether wholesale or retail, which offers to sell air or sea transportation to
residents of California must register with the California Attorney General's Office under the
California Seller of Travel Program ("CST"). See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.20. This
requirement also applies to businesses located outside of California. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§ 17550.20. Additionally, companies whose principal place of business is in the State of
California must register with the Travel Consumer Restitution Fund operated by the Travel
Consumer Restitution Corporation. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.7.

Q

Sellers of travel located outside of California must also register, if they advertise and sell
to residents in California. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.20(a). Advertising includes
websites, emails, billboards, mailings, radio, and TV commercials. See generally, Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code § 17550.2. In addition, and as indicated below, any seller of travel must submit a
security instrument or comply with some other alternative. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §
17550.15.

1. Registration Fees Requirements

a. Annual Fees
California's registration program has two sets of fees and applications.
First, in-state and out-of-state sellers of travel who sell to residents of California must submit a
registration application and pay annual registration fees, per location, to the California Attorney
General's Office under the California Seller -of -Travel Program. Currently the fees are $100
per location. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.20.
Complete applications and all applicable fees must be submitted and paid ten days prior
to the date of any initial offer to sale travel services in California. Included in the registration is
information about the address of every location that will be conducting business in California,
detailed owner's information, statements of any judgments or criminal convictions entered
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against the owner or principal, travel certificates, and any Airlines Reporting Corporation
("ARC") or International Airlines Travel Agent Network ("IATAN") number issued to this seller
of travel. Also required is the account number and bank name of a trust account required to be
created and maintained by this California law, or one of its other alternatives or exemptions. See
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.15.
b. Late Fees
California sellers of travel and out-of-state sellers of travel selling travel services to
California residents or businesses must pay late penalty fees for every day they have not
registered with the California Seller -of-Travel Program, up to a maximum of $500. Sellers of
travel must also pay for past registration fees for every year the company should have been
registered and was not. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.20.
2. Travel Consumer Restitution Fund offers Refunds to Travelers

If a trip is cancelled or an operator goes out of business, the seller of travel must now
make a refund to travelers, unless fmal payment has been sent to the vendor. This change was
made to cover those cases in which vendors had no obligation to refund deposits or partial
payments. If final payment was made, the client has recourse to the Travel Consumer Restitution
Fund.
In-state sellers of travel must pay a one -time fee, also per location, to participate in the
Travel Consumer Restitution Fund, and must submit a separate Travel Consumer Restitution
Application, in addition to the seller of travel application to the California Attorney General's
office. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.43.
The statute defines a "Participant in the Travel Consumer Restitution Fund" as "a
registered seller of travel with its principal place of business in California, who does business
with persons located in California, or is a registered seller of travel that does business in
California, from one or more locations in California." Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.7.
Only in-state and out-of-state sellers of travel or those whose principal place of business is in
California must register with the Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation and pay $275 per
location initially, plus assessments to maintain the level of the fund. Participants in the Travel
Consumer Restitution Fund are liable for late fees in the amount of $5.00 a day for each day the
company has been doing business without being registered late, in addition to any late fees owed
to the California Attorney General's office. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.44.
The 1994 law provided for the Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation that is required
to provide restitution for a claim filed by a person aggrieved for persons that sustained a loss
because a seller of travel failed to refund payments for travel services that were not provided to
the person. Under 1994 law, this restitution was secondary to any other compensation or
reimbursement to which the person aggrieved was entitled.
The 2007 CST Law specifies that the restitution provided by the Travel Consumer
Restitution Corporation is secondary only to specified sources of compensation or relief to which
the person aggrieved may be entitled.
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The California Attorney General has directed that the trust fund be created, in accordance
with the CST law, to give restitution to passengers located in California at the time of travel
purchase who sustain a loss of greater than fifty dollars as a result of any seller of travel that fails
to issue a refund as a "result of bankruptcy, insolvency, cessation of operations, or material
failure to provide the transportation or travel services contracted for by the passenger." See Cal .
. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.37. To qualify for restitution, a consumer must have paid money to a
paid -up participant in the Travel Consumer Restitution Fund. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §
17550.37(a).

0

3. Bond and Trust Account Requirements
Sellers of travel have a range of options in order to comply with the financial security
instrument requirements the California Seller -of-Travel law. The most widely used options are
a trust account or bond.
a. Trust Account

California's CST law requires the seller of travel to establish a trust account in a federally
accredited bank, saving and loan association, or credit union. The seller of travel shall must
deposit directly all sums received from any person or entity, for those payments made in cash,
credit card, or any methods of payment for air or sea travel for any person, or for any travel
services offered by the seller of travel and any refunds made by carriers or providers of travel
services. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.15. Registered out of state companies are also
required to maintain a trust account, for funds collected from California clients. This out-of-state
trust account need not be located in the State of California.

0

b. Bond Account
As an alternative to the trust account, a bond can be issued by an admitted surety insurer
in an amount equal to the amount required to be held in the trust account. See Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code§§ 17550.11, 17550.15(k).

c. Exceptions to Bond and Trust Account Requirements
The CST statute provides several notable exceptions to the requirement to provide a bond
or trust account. A travel seller is exempt from the requirement:
(a) If it's company conduct business from locations in California,
and meets all of the following requirements: it sells travel services
only on a retail basis; it forwards passenger funds without
offsetting the amount forwarded; is a travel agent approved by the
Airlines Reporting Corporation; and it has been in business for at
least three years under the same ownership. See Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code §§17550.16(a)(1-6);
(b) If it has established travel services so that all sales are for
transportation services outside of the United States. The customer
must sign a disclosure indicating that the sale at issue is not
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protected by the CST law.
§ 17550.16(a)(7);

See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code

(c) If it participates in a Consumer Protection Deposit Plan by
providing $1,000,000 in consumer security See Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code § 17550.16(b) .. To date, USTOA is the only established plan.
See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.16(b);
(d) If it deposits all customer payments into a Consumer
Protection Escrow Plan administered by a federally insured bank
as the escrow agent. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §17550.16(c).

C. Other Travel Agency, Tour Operator or Seller-of-Travel Requirements

1. Display of SOT Registration Number

A registration number in the form of "CST#OOOO" is issued to the seller of travel, after it
establishes the trust or bond account. This number is required to be posted in a conspicuous
location at the business site, as well as in all advertising and promotional materials including
billboard advertisements, Internet websites, and email advertisements within and outside of
California. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.24.
The acronym "CST" must NOT be spelled out as "California Seller of Travel." If "California
Seller of Travel" is written out, it must be accompanied by a prominently displayed disclaimer
stating that "registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of
California." See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.24(f).

2. Advertising Restrictions
California's Seller -of Travel law likely applies to Internet travel purchases.
The CST statute is a broad seller -of -travel statute that applies to anyone selling or offering to
sell travel to residents of California and that receives processing or other fees from other sellers
of travel posted on its website. As a company that accepts consideration denominated in the
form of travel certificates, registration fees, and processing fees, a company that offers to sell air
or sea transportation to residents of California via its website is likely to be deemed a seller of
travel. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.1.
Likewise, a website is considered likely to meet the statutory definition of a "seller of
travel" as it is a company that sells, provides, furnishes, contracts for, arranges, or advertises that
he or she can or may arrange, or has arranged, wholesale or retail air or sea transportation either
·- - - -separately-or in conjunction with other travel: -See Cat-Irus~ & -Prof. Code § 17550.1.
A website arguably is also an advertiser under the statute, through its links to other providers or
sellers of travel, under the statute if it makes representation in the solicitation of air or sea
transportation, for profit.
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3. Penalties for Violating the SOT Registration

0

Operating in California as a seller of travel without the required registration, or doing
business in violation of any requirement of the CST statute, is a misdemeanor or felony
punishable by up to three years in prison and/or a fine of up to $25,000 for each violation. See
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.19.

4. Simplified Registration Renewals

Travel agents whose business status has remained the same throughout the year, may now
renew their registration without filling out lengthy forms. Now a seller of travel, in lieu of a
registration renewal, to file an attestation that no change has occurred to the information
provided in its last filed complete registration statement. Because the attestation is made under
penalty of perjury, the law imposes a state-mandated local program by expanding the crime of
perJury.

5. Other Requirements

a. Disclosures
Written disclosure of specific information must be provided to customers. Sellers of
travel must provide specific written disclosure of several items to their customers at or before
receipt of payment. This includes: the name of the travel provider, total amount to be paid for
travel services, the purpose of the payment, an itemized statement of the balance due, if any, and
the cancellation terms. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §17550.13(a).
Registered agencies must also disclose the following in writing: the total trip cost,
payment schedule, names of suppliers, departure details, all terms and conditions including
cancellation conditions, the client's refund rights, information about the agency's trust account,
contributions to the restitution fund or alternatives, and an explanation of the clients' right to
make claims on the Restitution Fund. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §17550.13(a).
The 2007 CST Law also revises the regulatory requirements pertaining to disclosure and
refund obligations of a seller of travel. The time period that travel agents must provide travel
documents to clients has been extended from three days to five days.
b. Delivery of Tickets or Vouchers
The seller of travel must issue and deliver the tickets or vouchers to the passenger or his
or her designated agent within three business days of payment in full. The seller of travel must
make prompt refund to passengers when the transportation is not provided, unless funds have
- been-disburs-ed-to-suppliers per the contract. See Cal. Bus:-&-prof.--eodeg§ 1?550.17, 17550.14.
c. Claim Forms

If there is a default by a registered seller of travel headquartered in the state, California
consumers can make a claim of up to $15,000. Claim forms are provided to the Sellers ofTravel,
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so that consumers can have ready access to the Consumer Restitution Corporation Fund. Claims
must be filed no later than one year from the date on which the travel would have been
completed. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§§ 17550.46, 17550.47.
d. Educational Travel Organizations

California has enacted legislation specifically directed to student travel. See Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code §§ 17552 et seq. The California Legislature believes that student travelers are placed
in a vulnerable position and Seeks to protect the health, safety, and welfare of elementary and
secondary student travelers of California. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17552, Historical &
Statutory note. Therefore, an educational travel organization offering student travelers' services
must comply with the sellers of travel law, as well as additional requirements pertaining to
student travel arrangements. Specifically, the educational travel organization must contract with
the educational institution, and must disclose an itemized statement of services, costs, relevant
insurance coverage for the program, and information about the educational organization, and its
program experience. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17554.
Reimbursement of local agencies and school districts
The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local agencies and school
districts for certain costs mandated by the state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for
making that reimbursement. The 2007 CST Law provides that no reimbursement is required by
this act for a specified reason.

DISCOUNT BUYING ORGANIZATIONS
Separate from the California Seller of Travel Act, there are additional California laws,
that a travel -related organization needs to be aware of. These relate to discount buying
organizations, for which California has specifically enacted legislation. The Attorney General
has indicated that some travel clubs and travel -related service organizations qualify as discount
buying organizations, and, as such as, must be in compliance with the Discount Buying
Organization Act, separate form in addition to any compliance with the California Seller of
Travel Act. While some states like Florida incorporate and apply "travel clubs" under its seller of
travel statute, travel clubs would fall under the purview of the law are considered to be a discount
buying organization. (Conversation with California Attorney General, August 2003); See Civ.
Proc. Section 1812.101-103). Please note that under certain circumstances, an entity may have
to be registered as a California Seller of Travel and comply with requirements of the Discount
Buying Organization Act.

)

Generally speaking, the breadth of an entity's compliance with the Discount Buying
Organization Act is determined by the amount of the fees it charges to the
consumer/client/member, and the physical nature of the business. For example, those
organizations that charge the consumer/client/member only a one -time fee of fifty dollars or any
annual fee oftwenty;;-five dollars to-be paid on a yearly basis would not be c-onsidered a discount
buying organization. Similarly, those organizations who charge the consumer/client/member
only a one -time fee of fifty dollars or any annual fee of twenty-five dollars to be paid on a yearly
basis and the organization provides a majority of the goods and service through purchase by
members who walk in to a fixed location operated by organization would not be considered a
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discount buying organization. Those who go over this amount are generally deemed to be within
the class and must comply with bonding requirements and a fee of $30. There is no registration
program or application.
However, exemptions from being a member of the class as defined by this legislation
exist for those organizations whose fees go above $50 but stay within a one -time or annual fee
of $100. To obtain this exemption, the entity must comply with a host of requirements including
bonding requirements, escrow requirements, and other membership fee cancellation and refund
terms to be approved by the Attorney General. For those entities whose fees go above $100,
they would be defined as a discount buying organization and must comply with bonding
requirements.

Bonding Requirements of Discount Buying Organizations
California required that the travel club entity who meets the defmition of a discount
buying corporation submit a bond in the favor of the State of California for the benefit of any
person who is damaged by violation of this statute, fraud, dishonest, or failure to provide the
serves of the discount buying organization in the performance of the Contract. See Civ. Proc.
Section 1812.103. The principal amount ofthe bond is $20,000 and a copy ofthe bond must be
filed with the Secretary of State, Special Filings Unit.

Definitions & Exemptions
"Contract for discount buying services" means a contract between one party (hereinafter
referred to as the "buyer") who is purchasing the service for personal or family use, and a
discount buying organization, whereby the buyer for a consideration receives the right to obtain
goods or services from the discount buying organization, or to utilize the discount buying
organization services in obtaining goods and services, at discount prices. Cal.Civ.Code §
1812.101 (b)

0

"Discount prices" means prices which are represented to be lower on most or all offered
goods or services than those generally charged for the items in the locality in which the
representation is made. This definition is not intended to affect the degree of savings which must
be offered on an item or selection of items in order to truthfully and without misleading
consumers represent an item, selection of items, or entire store as being "discount" or
"discounted." Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (c)
A (a) "Discount buying organization" means any person or persons, corporation,
unincorporated association, or other organization which, for a consideration, provides or purports
to provide its clients or the clients or members of any other discount buying organization with
the- ability ·to- purchase -goods or services at discount prices·:, exc-epr-that - ·eat.eiv.Code §
1812.101 (a) A discount buying organization does not include any ofthe following:

0
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Any discount buying organization in which the total consideration paid by each client or
member in any manner whatsoever for the purchase of discount buying services from the
organization that either:

(1) Discount Buying Organization with one-time fee of $50 or an
annual fee of $25 Does not exceed a one-time fee of $50 or an annual fee of
$25 to be paid on a yearly basis. Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (1)
(A) OR does not exceed a one-time or annual fee of $50 and the
organization provides a majority of the goods and services through
purchases by members who walk in to a fixed location operated by
the organization. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (1) (B)

(2) Discount Buying Organization with one-time or annualfee of
$100
Any discount buying organization in which the total
consideration paid by each client or member in any manner
whatsoever for the purchase of discount buying services from the
organization does not exceed a one-time or annual fee of $100 and
the organization does all of the following in subparagraphs (A) to
(F), inclusive, and subject to subparagraph (G):
(A) Offers buying services to clients or members through
toll-free telephone access, computer access, or video shopping
terminals. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (A).

(B) (i) During the first year of membership of each member,
upon the request of the member, provides a full refund of
membership fees, not exceeding $1 0, without conditions other than
the surrender or destruction of materials which allow the member
to use the service. Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (B) (i)
These Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) organizations are required
to comply with the Bonding or Escrow provisions described below.

(3) Discount Buying Organization
incidentally

with services offered

Any discount buying organization in which persons receive
discount buying services incidentally as part of a package of
services provided to or available to the individual on account of his
or her membership in the organization, which is not organized for
the profit of any person or organization, and which does not have
as one of its primary purposes or businesses, the provision of
----------- -- · discount buying services.

(4) Third party providers of discount services
Any person, corporation, unincorporated association, or
other organization, which, for a consideration collected from
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another entity, provides or purports to provide the clients of the
other entity with the ability to purchase goods or services at
discount prices, if the clients of the other entity do not order from,
or pay any money to, that person, corporation, unincorporated
association, or other organization; however, the entity, from which
the customer purchases the right to obtain goods or services at
discount prices, shall comply with the requirements of this title.

0

Escrow Account
(ii)(l) The Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) organization shall must establish an escrow
account of$50,000 for the purpose of providing refunds to members, pursuant to clause (i). If the
$50,000 deposited in escrow is depleted during the first year of the existence of the escrow
account, the organization must within three business days of depletion replenish the account to
the amount of $50,000. For each calendar year thereafter, the organization shall deposit in the
account an amount equal to refunds made from the account in the prior calendar year, but not
less than $50,000. The organization must provide proof of the establishment of the escrow
account to the Secretary of State and must maintain records of all member requests for refunds
and refunds made pursuant to this clause. The records must also be made available for review
upon request by the Attorney General, any district attorney, or the Department of Justice. See
Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (B) (ii) (I)
The escrow account shall must be established and maintained at a federally insured bank
or federally insured fmancial institution independent of the organization with escrow instructions
making the bank or financial institution or an officer or employee thereof the escrow trustee. See
Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (B) (ii) (II)

o

Refunds shall be made from the escrow account to any member who provides proof of
membership while a California resident and requests, in writing, a membership refund, and has
not previously been refunded his or her membership fee. The escrow trustee shall issue the
refund within 10 days of the date the written request is received by the escrow trustee. In
addition, requests for refunds may be made directly to and paid directly by the organization. See
Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (B) (ii) (III).
Provides at least 15 toll-free service lines to California consumers devoted exclusively to
customer service questions and complaints. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (C).
Maintains a bond which meets the requirements of Sections 1812.103 and 1812.104,
except that the principal sum ofthe bond need only be $20,000. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a)
(2) (D).
Possesses an unrevoked acknowledgment from the Attorney General that the organization
- -has-- provided - to the- Attorney General, to the-A:ttomey-ueneral~s - reasonable satisfaction,
marketing procedures and documents that clearly explain membership fee cancellation and
refund terms. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (E)(i).

0

Disclosures
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The statute requires organizations to provide these disclosures be provided to every
prospective member. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (F).
Proof of creation of the escrow account, and membership refund information, shall be provided
to the members in the following form:

"The
(organization) has established an escrow
account for the refund of membership fees at
(financial institution). Refunds from the escrow account may, in
addition to other remedies and sources available to you, be
obtained by mailing a written request along with proof of
membership to
(escrow trustee). This refund request
shall not affect or limit any other remedy at law available to you."
See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (B) (ii) (IV).
The amount of the initial membership fee and how and when it will be collected must be
disclosed. If applicable, that a member must be advised, before any charges are applied, that
they need not provide billing information in order to be charged a membership fee, in
circumstances in which the telemarketing firm has prior access to the member's billing
information. In the case of trial membership offers, the duration of the trial period and that if the
member does not cancel within the trial period he or she will automatically be charged the
membership fee. Specifically how the member may cancel membership. The written disclosure,
printed in capital letters with a minimum 14-point boldface type, indicating who to contact for a
refund.
(VI) The written disclosure made at the time of solicitation and at the time an enrolment
package is sent to consumers. See Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (E)(i).
(ii)
When an organization provides documentation that clearly explains the
membership fee, cancellation, and refund terms to the Attorney General's reasonable satisfaction,
which includes the information required by subclauses (I) to (VI), inclusive, of clause (i) of
subparagraph (E), the Attorney General shall issue a revocable acknowledgment to the
organization for it to obtain this exception. The acknowledgment issued by the Attorney General
is not evidence of the adequacy or accuracy of the organization's actual disclosures and
representations provided to consumers. No organization in any marketing to consumers may
make any reference to an acknowledgment issued by the Attorney General under this clause. See
Cal.Civ.Code § 1812.101 (a) (2) (E)(ii).
(F) Provides the disclosures listed in subclauses (i) to (vi), inclusive, of clause (i) of
subparagraph (e) to every prospective member.
(G) The exemption is null and void ifthe organization fails to comply with the conditions
set forth in this-section or if the attorney general's office revokes the-exemption due to a
organization not being in full compliance with all of the provisions of this section.
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Coupons and Certificates Distributors
All coupons and certificates, whether issued by a seller of travel or another business,
require special handling in California. The term "coupon" includes certificates, cards, package
labels, wrappers, can covers, bottle caps or other and similar devices, which entitle the person
holding or delivering or surrendering them to have them exchanged for or redeemed in goods,
wares, merchandise, or services of any kind free of charge or for less than the retail price of such
goods, wares, merchandise, or services. The name of the person or association from whom the
coupon may be exchanged or redeemed must be listed on the coupon. If the issuer is an
association, (a) the association or organization must have been in existence for at least six
months, and (b) the address by street and number of the principal place of business of the
association must also be specified in or upon the coupon. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§1770l(b)).

"Travel certificate" means a writing that represents the holder is entitled to air or sea
transportation or travel services, to a discount or reduced price for that transportation or those
travel services, or to purchase that transportation or t~ose travel services from a specified source,
whether or not the holder is required to pay additional money or fulfill any requirements in order
to utilize the certificate. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.1 0).

Non-refundable Certificates
A seller of travel that offers, sells, provides, or distributes a non-refundable travel
certificate must obtain the written acknowledgment of that limitation from the end user prior to,
or at the time of, receipt of any money or other valuable consideration. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code §17550.13. (11) (b))
An exception may apply to ARC appointed agents. Notwithstanding any other provision
of this section, if money or other valuable consideration is received in payment for air
transportation and (1) the seller of travel is an officially appointed agent in good standing of the
Airlines Reporting Corporation and (2) the seller of travel forwards the amount paid, without
offsetting or reducing the amount forwarded by any amounts due or claimed in connection with
any other transaction, to the airline providing the transportation or to the Airlines Reporting
Corporation, the disclosures with respect to that air transportation, may be made orally. (See Cal.
Bus. & Prof. Code §17550.13. (11) (d))

1. Security Deposit and Alternatives
Security deposits fall under different rules if they are used for incentive travel or nonincentive travel. "Incentive" is any item or service of value, including, but not limited to, any
- prize;-gift;-money,-or otlrer tangible property. (See Cal.Bus. &-Prof:Code §-17'33/.1. (a))
Following our explanation to the Deputy Attorney General (AG) of how some very
upscale certificate providers desire to charge a refundable deposit to cover their risk of loss, the
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AG said he would strictly follow the terms of the California statute such that incentive travel
security deposits must be limited to $50 per certificate. (See Cal.Bus. & Prof. Code § 17537 .2).
If it is possible with your certificate sales and reservations system, we recommend that
you offer a different certificate for each night's stay so that then you may have a $50 deposit
for each separate certificate.
An excerpt from the relevant statute follows:

When, in order to utilize the incentive, the recipient is requested to
pay any money to any person or entity named or referred to in the
offer, or to purchase, rent, or otherwise pay that person or entity
for any product or service including a deposit, whether returnable
or not, whether payment is for an item, a service, shipping,
handling, insurance or payment for anything. (See Cal.Bus. &
ProfCode § 17537.2(a))
Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, when the offered
incentive is a certificate or coupon redeemable for transportation,
accommodations, recreation, vacation, entertainment, or like
services, the offer may place a condition on the use of the incentive
which requires the recipient to pay directly to the transportation
company,
the accommodation, recreation, vacation or
entertainment facility, or similar direct provider of like services, a
refundable deposit, not to exceed fifty dollars ($50), to reserve
space availability or admission, only if the deposit shall be
returned in United States dollars immediately upon the recipient's
arrival at the location of the provider to whom the recipient paid
the deposit. If the incentive is such a certificate or coupon, and if
government-imposed taxes directly related to the service being
provided are not included in the incentive, the offer itself, in close
proximity to the description of the incentive which is evidenced by
the certificate or coupon, shall disclose those government-imposed
taxes which will be the recipient's responsibility and the
approximate dollar amount of those taxes. A deposit from the
recipient may be collected to cover the cost of those governmentimposed taxes. (See Cal.Bus. & Pro.fCode § 17537.2 (a))

2. Registration Fees
----- --Passenger payment that requires-- a ·non~refundable fee must be disclosed and
acknowledged in writing. An exemption applies for certain ARC appointed travel agents.
Generally, provided that both agree to after proper disclosure, parties to a contract may agree to
any terms that are not in violation of the law. With this in mind, the AG stated that registration
fees may be charged provided relevant facts were properly disclosed and the consumer agrees.
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3. Free Travel
Under the seller of travel statute, the term "advertise" is defined by statute as making
"any representation in the solicitation of air or sea transportation, and includes communication
with other members of the same partnership, corporation, joint venture, association, organization,
group, or other entity." (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17550.2).

Disclosures
Any advertisement, including any advertisement over the internet, soliciting the purchase
or lease of a product or service, or any combination thereof, that requires, as a condition of sale,
the purchase or lease of a different product or service, or any combination thereof, must
conspicuously disclose in the advertisement the price of all those products or services. (See §
17509 (a)).
Offers of free or discounted transportation or accommodations require "conspicuous"
disclosure to the consumer of total price to be charged. Offers must set forth in close prox~ty
to each reference to free or discounted transportation or accommodations the total price that must
be paid by the consumer for the combination of transportation and accommodations. If the
advertisement is oral, the total price is required to immediately precede or follow each
description of the free or discounted transportation or accommodations. The font used must be
the same size and prominence as the largest print size on the document. (See Cal.Bus. &
Prof. Code §17538.8)

o

4. Companion Fly Free Certificates
Every office, website, retails store, or other entity that that distributes travel certificates or
coupons, such as "companion fly free certificates" must comply with California advertising,
seller of travel, and coupon statutes.

Two for One Fares
"Buy one get one free" and "two for one" discounts fares for personal, family, or
household purposes are covered under the purview of the "multiple unit sales" statutes of
California law. Retail sellers are required to advertise services at the price of the minimum
multiple unit in which they are offered and to disclose, at least as prominently, the price of the
minimum multiple unit in which they are offered. (See Cal.Bus. & Prof.Code §17504 (a)-(d))
. -----------

If the offer is made orally, the offer must be "immediately proximate to the disclosure."
In addition to "free" telemarketing companies, these disclosure requirements equally apply to
"discount" telemarketers. (Per Conversation with California Attorney General, August 2004).
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Under Federal law if the consumer has to buy something in order to receive the "free"
part, federal law holds that the "free" part is part of a bundled purchase. It is not deceptive if the
bundled price is disclosed, that is all parts of all the purchase including any security deposit,
registration fees, and every other expense the consumer is expected to pay must be disclosed.
The Deputy Attorney-General also stated as an example of illegal activity, if the price of the
product is normally $100, but as part of this "free" offer, the price as bundled increased to $120,
this "free" part was actually an "add on" and this type of marketing is strictly prohibited. On the
other hand, truly free advertising in compliance with the law, is one where "free" does not
increase the price of the product.

5. Non-Profit Distribution of Certificates
Both for-profit and not for profit organizations and businesses that distribute certificates
must register. Only government entities that distribute certificates do not have to register.
Furthermore, non-profit organizations that distribute tickets through raffles or other charities
must comply with additional statues as described below.

Non-Profit Status
If a seller of travel acts as a promoter or facilitator of raffle prizes for travel services, and
does this for profit, the that seller of travel will be subject to the law discussed below. This type
of activity would be such that a seller of travel is performing a number of different roles at
different times by acting as a:
•

California Seller of Travel, See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§§ 17550 et. seq.

•

Advertiser of Travel Services, See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.2

•

Distributor of Raffle Tickets Prizes I Coupons to be redeemed as coupons by
contest winners. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17701.

•

Commercial Coventurer, which is any person who, for profit, is regularly and
primarily engaged in trade or commerce other than in connection with the raising
of funds, assets, or property for charitable organizations or charitable purposes,
and who represents to the public that the purchase or use of any goods, services,
entertainment, or any other thing of value will benefit a charitable organization or
will be used for a charitable purpose. (See Government Code §12599.2).

A seller of travel will likely be offering the coupons to many different types of nonprofit
charities. A seller of travel would then be acting only as the advertiser of travel services during
the coupgn or- :r:aft1~-pmmGtion and sale of raffle tickets, then -as a cmnm~rcial rovtmturer if it
sells raffle tickets to consumers while representing that the sale of the tickets will benefit a
particular charity, and finally as a seller of travel services for those that receive the winning
raffle ticket or coupon.
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A seller of travel, would !!.2.! act as a direct seller of raffles, as that is only permitted only
for California registered nonprofit organizations. As a seller of travel, it should be careful that its
role does not cross into direct selling of raffle tickets, as an additional set of requirements and
restrictions would apply.
A seller of travel also should determine .if it plans to act as a commercial fundraiser for
charitable purposes. A commercial fundraiser for charitable purposes, works for compensation
by soliciting, receiving or controlling funds, assets, or property in California for charitable
purposes or employs, procures, or engages any compensated person to solicit, receive, or control
funds, assets, or property for charitable purposes. A $25,000 bond must be paid to the California
Attorney General's Office for a seller of travel that seeks to act as a commercial fundraiser. (See
Government Code §12599.)

6. Automatic Membership Renewals
With respect to issues related to automatic membership renewals, the permissibility of
this practice depends on whether the seller of travel offers the renewals as negative option
contracts or renewal contracts.
There is a general prohibition against negative option contracts, that is, contracts that
automatically renew unless cancelled by the consumer. An example of a prohibited negative
option contract is receiving a credit card by mail that is active unless the consumer calls to cancel
the card and the consumer is to be charged an annual fee if they do not call to cancel.
However, renewal contracts are permitted. An example of a permissive renewal contract
is a newspaper subscription. In between these two examples fall most other contracts for
automatic renewals and include the contracts offered by various book clubs and music clubs.
These types of renewals are specifically permitted and require well disclosed agreements from
the consumer.
Finally, note that any retail store or distributor of certificates that is only gives out
certificates with a purchase is required to register as a distributor of certificates. Conversely,
stores or distributors that give out coupons for free, requiring no additional purchase, negative
option contracts, nor renewal contracts are not required to register.

Advertisements for Travel Services
The term "travel services" includes an extensive list of travel services, including, but not
limited to, travel certificates, registration fees, and processing fees. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§ 17550.9). California's definition of the term "seller of traver' is sufficiently broad to include
· travet-agentr,Lravel- agendes, tour operators, travel club-s;-and --u-avet certificate and coupon
distributors.
Under the seller of travel statute, the term "advertise" is defmed by statute as making
"any representation in the solicitation of air or sea transportation, and includes communication
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with other members of the same partnership, corporation, joint venture, association, organization,
group, or other entity." (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.2).

"Goods" means tangible chattels, including certificates or coupons exchangeable for
those goods, and including goods which, at the time of the sale or subsequently, are to be so
affixed to real property as to. become a part of that real property, whether or not . severable
therefrom. (See§ 17509(f) (1))
"Services" means work, labor, and services, including services furnished in connection
with the sale or repair of goods. (See 17538(4))

"Vendor" means a person who, as described in subdivision (a), vends, sells, leases,
supplies, or ships goods or services, who conducts sales or leases of goods or services, or who
offers goods or services for sale or lease. "Vendor" does not include a person responding to an
electronic agent in connection with providing goods or services to a buyer if the aggregate
amount of all transactions with the buyer does not exceed $10. (See 17538(5))
Disclosures

0

Any advertisement, including any advertisement over the Internet, soliciting the purchase
or lease of a product or service, or any combination thereof, that requires, as a condition of sale,
the purchase or lease of a different product or service, or any combination thereof, must
conspicuously disclose in the advertisement the price of all those products or services. (See §
17509 (a))

TELEMARKETING AND HOME SOLICITATION
In addition to Federal Requirements (discussed under Section 4 below), a company
which makes telephone sales to a person's residence in the state of California is required to
comply with the following California laws:

•

Telephonic Sellers Law- Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511, et. seq.

•

Home Solicitation Sales Act- Cal.Civ.Code § 1689, et. seq.

•

*There is an additional California act relating to Pre-recorded devices, Diallingannouncing Devices Law- Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 2871, et. seq., which is examined in
Section 4.

- - - - - - -. ---The Consumers Legal Remedies A·cr,-eat Civ. Code-§1750, et seq.
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A. Summary of Registration Requirements for the Telephonic Sales Act
Not less than 10 days prior to doing business in this state, a telephonic seller must register
with the department by filing with the Consumer Law Section of the department the information
required by Section 17511.4 and a filing fee of $50. A seller is deemed to do business in this
state if the seller solicits prospective purchasers from locations in this state or solicits prospective
purchasers who are located in this state. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.3(a))

0

Purchaser" or "prospective purchaser" means a person who is solicited to become or does
become obligated to a telephonic seller. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.2(f))
"Salesperson" means any individual employed, appointed or authorized by a telephonic
seller, whether referred to by the telephonic seller as an agent, representative, or independent
contractor, who attempts to solicit or solicits a sale on behalf of the telephonic seller. The
principals of a seller are themselves salespersons if they solicit sales on behalf of the telephonic
seller. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.2(g)
Registration of a telephonic seller must be valid for one year from the effective date
thereof and may be annually renewed by making the filing required by Section 17511.4 and
paying a filing fee of $50. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.3(b))
Each filing pursuant to Section 17511.3 must contain the following information:
A list of the names, principal residence addresses, the date of birth, and the driver's

license number and state of issuance thereof, of salespersons who solicit on behalf of the
telephonic seller and the names the salespersons use while so soliciting. No salesperson must use
the same name as used by any other salesperson soliciting for the telephonic seller and no
telephonic seller must permit a salesperson to use the same name as used by any other
salesperson soliciting for the telephonic seller. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.3(i))
A description of the items the seller is offering for sale and a copy of all sales scripts the

telephonic seller requires salespersons to use when soliciting prospective purchasers, or if no
sales script is required to be used, a statement to that effect. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §
17511.3(j))
A copy of all $ales information and literature (including, but not limited to, scripts,
outlines, instructions, and information regarding how to conduct telephonic sales, sample
introductions, sample closings, product information, and contest or premium-award information)
provided by the telephonic seller to salespersons or of which the seller informs salespersons, and
a copy of all written materials the seller sends to any prospective or actual purchaser. (See Cal.
Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.3(k))

------ ----------Irthe· telephonic seller represents or implies; or-directs-salespersons to represent or imply,
to purchasers that the purchaser will receive certain specific items (including a certificate of any
type which the purchaser must redeem to obtain the item described in the certificate) or one or
more items from among designated items, whether the items are denominated as gifts, premiums,
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bonuses, prizes, or otherwise, the filing must include the following: (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§ 17511.3(/))
( 1) A list of the items offered.
(2) The value or worth of each item described to prospective
purchasers and the basis for the valuation.
(3) The price paid by the telephonic seller to its supplier for each
of these items and the name, address, and telephone number of
each item's supplier.
(4) If the purchaser is to receive fewer than all of the items
described by the seller, the filing must include the following: (See
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.3)
(A) The manner in which the telephonic seller decides
which item or items a particular prospective purchaser is to
receive.
(B) The odds a single prospective purchaser has of
receiving each described item.
(C) The name and address of each recipient who has,
during the preceding 12 months (or if the seller has not
been in business that long, during the period the telephonic
seller has been in business) received the item having the
greatest value and the item with the smallest odds of being
received.
(5) All rules, regulations, terms, and conditions a prospective
purchaser must meet in order to receive the item. (See Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code§ 17511.3)
Also, the seller must irrevocably consent to appointing the Attorney General to act as the
seller's attorney to receive service of any lawful process in any noncriminal suit, action, or
proceeding against the seller or the seller's successor, executor, or administrator, which may arise
under this article. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.6)

Exemptions
If a person, based on paragraph (19) of subdivision (c) of Section 17511.1, claims an
exemption from having to file the information required by subdivisions (a) to (o), inclusive, the
person must file, on a form provided by the Attorney General, the following information: (See
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.3 (p)) ...
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(5) A statement reflecting the dollar amount of the person's total
retail sales during the 12 months preceding the filing.

0

(6) A statement reflecting the dollar amount of the person's sales
made telephonically during the. 12 months preceding the filing.

Bond requirement
Every telephonic seller must maintain a bond issued by a surety company admitted to do
business in this state. The bond must be in the amount of $100,000 in favor of the State of
California for the benefit of any person suffering pecuniary loss in a transaction commenced
during the period of bond coverage with a telephonic seller who violated this chapter. The bond
must include coverage for the payment of the portion of any judgment, including a judgment
entered pursuant to Section 17203 or 17535, that provides for restitution to any person suffering
pecuniary loss, notwithstanding whether the surety is joined or served in the action or proceeding.
A copy of the bond must be filed with the Consumer Law Section of the Department of Justice.
(See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.12(a))

B. Home Solicitation Sales Act Summary
In addition to the requirements described under The Telephonic Sellers Law, Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code § 17511, et. seq., other requirements covered under The Home Solicitation Sales Act,
Cal.Civ.Code § 1689, et. seq., must also be met. The legislative purpose in enacting The Home
Solicitation Sales Act, which requires that home solicitation contracts contain notice of buyer's
right to cancel, is intended to protect consumers against the type of pressures that typically arise
when salesman appears at buyer's home. The court held that the buyer is confronted with these
pressures regardless of whether buyer invited seller to call at residence. (See Weatherall
Aluminum Products Co. v. Scott (App. 2 Dist. 1977) 139 Cal.Rptr. 329, 71 Cal.App.3d 245.)

o

"Home solicitation contract or offer" means any contract, whether single or multiple, or
any offer which is subject to approval, for the sale, lease, or rental of goods or services or both,
made at other than appropriate trade premises in an amount of $25 or more, including any
interest or service charges. Exceptions apply for contracts for repair services with a duly
licensed contractor. (See Cal.Civ.Code § 1689.5 (a))
Contracts solicited over telephone by business which sold discount coupons were deemed
to be made at buyer's homes, where offers were accepted, and thus, such telephone sales fell
within definition of "home solicitations" governed by The Home Solicitation Sales Act. (See
People v. Toomey (App. 1 Dist. 1984) 203 Cal.Rptr. 642. 157 Cal.App.3d 1.) Cancellation
occurs-when-the buyer gives written notice of cancellation to--tlre-seHer at1he address specified in
the agreement or offer. (See Cal.Civ.Code § 1689.6(d))

0
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C. DISCLOSURES
The following information must be provided each prospective purchaser in compliance
with The Telephonic Sales Act and The Home Solicitation Sales Act:

I. Telephonic Sales Disclosures
ln addition to complying with the requirements of Section 17500.3, as applicable, a
telephonic seller, must, at the time the solicitation is made and prior to consummation of a sales
transaction, provide all of the following information to a prospective purchaser:

If the telephonic seller represents or implies that a prospective purchaser will receive,
without charge therefore, certain specific items or one item from among designated items,
whether the items are denominated as gifts, premiums, bonuses, prizes, or otherwise, the seller
must provide the following: (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.5. (a))
A telephone solicitation or attempted telephone solicitation wherein the telephonic seller
initiates telephonic contact with a prospective purchaser and represents or implies one or more of
the following: (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.1 (a)))

0

That a prospective purchaser who buys one or more items will also receive additional or
other items, whether or not of the same type as purchased, without further cost. For purposes of
this subdivision, "further cost" does not include actual postage or common carrier delivery
charges, if any. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.1 (a) (1 ))
That a prospective purchaser will receive a prize or gift, if the person also encourages the
prospective purchaser to do either of the following: (A) Purchase or rent any goods or services.
(B) Pay any money, including, but not limited to, a delivery or handling charge. (See Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code§ 17511.1(a)(2))
That a prospective purchaser is able to obtain any item or service at a price which the
seller states or implies is below the regular price of the item or service offered. This paragraph
must not apply to retailers who, within the previous 12 months, have sold a majority of their
goods or services through in-person sales at retail stores. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §
17511.1(a) (3))

The information required to be filed by subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (4) of,
and paragraph (5) of, subdivision {1) of Section 17511.4. In addition, each time the telephonic
seller makes reference to an item or items, the telephonic seller must state that no purchase is
necessary, and that the purchase of goods will have no greater chance of receiving the more
valuable item or items than the person who does not purchase. The seller must state, in a manner
---_--·enabling a consumer to copy the -informatiun-;-the" method, including the telephonic seller's address, for obtaining without purchase the item or items or for a chance to obtain the item or
items. The provisions of Section 17537.2 of the Business and Professions Code must apply to all
offers. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.5. (a) (1))
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The complete street address of the location from which the salesperson is calling the
prospective purchaser and, if different, the complete street address of the telephonic seller's
principal location. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.5. (a) (2))

o

The total number of individuals who have actually received from the telephonic seller,
during the preceding 12 months (or if the seller has not been in business that long, during -the
period the telephonic seller has been in business), the item having the greatest value and the item
with the smallest odds ofbeing received. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.5. (a) (3))
II. Horne Solicitation Disclosures
Horne solicitation contracts must contain notice of buyer's right to cancel. In addition to
any other right to revoke an offer, the buyer has the right to cancel a horne solicitation contract or
offer until midnight of the third business day after the day on which the buyer signs an
agreement or offer to purchase. (See Cal.Civ.Code § 1689.6(a)) Notice of cancellation given by
the buyer need not take the particular form as provided with the contract or offer to purchase and,
however expressed, is effective if it indicates the intention of the buyer not to be bound by the
home solicitation contract or offer. (See Cal.Civ.Code § 1689.6 (f))
In a case on point, the court held the mere fact that seller appeared at buyers' horne in
response to phone call from buyers was insufficient to remove contract from ambit of the Home
Solicitation Sales Act requiring that home solicitation contracts contain notice of buyers' right to
cancel and thus contr~ct for installation of wall insulation system, which was signed at buyers'
home and which did not contain required notification, was buyers' "horne solicitation contract"
and retained right to cancel such contract. (See Weatherall Aluminum Products Co. v. Scott (App.
2 Dist. 1977) 139 Cal.Rptr. 329, 71 Cal.App.3d 245.)

0

If the solicitation is a "home solicitation contract or offer" within the meaning of Section
1689.5 ofthe Civil Code, the seller must inform the buyer orally ofthe following: (See Cal. Bus.
& Prof. Code§ 17511.5. (e) (1) (emphasis added))
The buyer has the right to cancel the contract or offer until midnight of the third business
day after the day on which the buyer receives the product or products ordered or the notice of
confirmation of services ordered. This right of cancellation begins to run from the date of the
buyer's receipt of the product or products ordered or, in the case of services ordered, from the
buyer's receipt of the notice of confirmation of services ordered. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §
17511.5. (e) (1) (A))
A written notice of cancellation will be sent with the product or products ordered or, in
the case of services, the notice of cancellation must accompany a notice of confirmation that
must be sent to the purchaser immediately following the telephonic agreement to purchase those
services. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.5. (e) (1) (B))
The telephonic seller must provide the buyer with a written notice of cancellation that
must accompany and be attached to any product or products sent to the purchaser in response to
a telephone solicitation or, in the case of services, must accompany a notice of confirmation of
the agreement to purchase services. The notice of cancellation must be in duplicate, captioned
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"Notice of Buyer's Right of Cancellation," which must be separate from or easily detachable
from any agreement or offer to purchase which accompanies the product or products or notice of
confirmation, and must contain, in type of at least 10-point, the following cancellation statement,
and no other information or statement, written in the same language used in the telephone
solicitation: (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511.5. (e) (2)
"NOTICE OF BUYER'S RIGHT OF CANCELLATION"
You may cancel this transaction, without any penalty or obligation,
within three business days following your receipt of this notice of
cancellation and the receipt of any products, or in the case of
services, within three business days following receipt of the
attached notice of confirmation.

If you

cancel, any payments made by you or authorized by you,
pursuant to any telephonic solicitation and purchase agreement
must be returned to you within 10 days following receipt by the
seller ofyour cancellation notice.

If you

0

cancel, you must make available to the seller at your
residence, in substantially as good condition as when received, any
goods delivered to you under this contract, agreement, or sale, or
you may, if you wish, comply with the instructions of the seller
regarding the return shipment of the goods at the seller's expense
and risk.

Ifyou do make the goods available to the seller and the seller does
not pick them up within 20 days of the date of your notice of
cancellation, you may retain or dispose of the goods without any
further obligation. If you fail to make the goods available to the
seller, or if you agree to return the goods to the seller and fail to
do so, then you remain liable for the performance of all obligations
under the contract.
To cancel this transaction, mail or deliver a signed and dated copy
of this cancellation notice, or any other written notice, or send a
telegram to
(name ofseller), at
(address
of seller's place of business) not later than midnight of the third
business day after receipt of the products and this notice of
cancellation.
I HEREBY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION

DATE
BUYER'S SIGNATURE
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D. THE CONSUMERS LEGAL REMEDIES ACT
Enacted in 1970 and amended in 1990, The Consumers Legal Remedies Act, (See Cal.
Civ. Code §1750, et seq.) (CLRA), is a "Swiss army knife" type of legislation that protects
consumers and specifically offer remedies to consumer claims of false advertising, and high
pressure sales including those over the telephone, as one might experience in the comfort of their
own home.
In 1990, the legislature added a prohibition against the use of unsolicited prerecorded
messages by telephone without the prior consent of the recipient. (See Cal. Civ. Code
§1770(a)(22) and also Bland v. Fessler, (88 F.3d 729 (9th Cir. 1996)) which affirms the
constitutionality of this provision against a First Amendment challenge.

Pre-recorded announcements requirements under both Federal and California statutes
In addition to the California requirements discussed under Section 3, a company which
makes telephone sales to a person's residence is required to comply with the following state and
federal laws:

•

Dialing-announcing Devices Law- Cal. Pub. Util. Code§ 2871, et. seq.

•

Telephone Consumer Protection Act- 47 USC§ 227, et. seq.

A. FEDERAL RESTRICTIONS
Federal restrictions on use of telephone equipment are described under the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act- 47 USC § 227, et. seq. The Act holds that it is be unlawful for any
person within the United States, or any person outside the United States if the recipient is within
the United States to make any call using any automatic telephone dialing system or an artificial
or prerecorded voice to any telephone number assigned to a paging service, cellular telephone
service, specialized mobile radio service, or other radio common carrier service, or any service
for which the called party is charged for the call. (See 47 USC§ 227 (b)(1)(A)(iii)).
It is also unlawful to make such calls to emergency telephone lines and health care
patient rooms. (See 47 USC § 227 (b)(l)(A)(i-ii)) Furthermore, it is unlawful to use an
automatic telephone dialing system in such a way that two or more telephone lines of a multi- line-business are engage,rs1multaneously. (See-4i Usc § 227 (b) (1) (D)) ·----·-- -
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Consent of Buyer
Such calls initiate any telephone call to any residential telephone line using an artificial or
prerecorded voice to deliver a message may be permitted if they are made with the prior express
consent of the called party. (See 47 USC § 227 (b)(1)(A) and (B)) Calls that are not made for a
conunercial purpose may be. exempt. (See 47 USC§ 227 (b) (2) (B) (i)

Messages to a Fax or Computer
It is also unlawful to use any telephone facsimile machine, computer, or other device to

send an unsolicited advertisement to a telephone facsimile machine. (See 47 USC § 227 (b) (1)
(C))

Private parties may file suit against the telemarketer
A person or entity may, if otherwise permitted by the laws or rules of court of a State,
bring in an appropriate court of that State to enjoin such violations and to recover for actual
monetary loss from such a violation, or to receive $500 in damages for each such violation,
whichever is greater. The court may award up 3 times this amount for willful or knowing
violations. (See 47 USC§ 227 (3) (A-C).

B. CALIFORNIA STATE RESTRICTIONS
In the state of California pre-recorded announcements by a seller of travel are covered
under The Dialing-announcing Devices Law (See Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 2871, et. seq.); The
Home Solicitation Sales Act (See Cal.Civ.Code § 1689, et. seq.); and The Telephonic Sellers Law
(See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code§ 17511, et. seq.)
'
An automatic dialing-announcing device (ADD) is any automatic equipment which
incorporates a storage capability of telephone numbers to be called or a random or sequential
number generator capable of producing numbers to be called and the capability, working alone
or in conjunction with other equipment, to disseminate a prerecorded message to the telephone
number called. (See Cal. Pub. Util. Code§ 2871)

Telephonic seller is defined as a person or salespersons or an automatic dialingannouncing device that causes a telephone solicitation or attempted telephone solicitation. (See
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17511.1)
Solicited items include any goods, services and also include coupon books which are to
with businesses other than the- setler's- bus-rne-ss. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. eocte§17511.2(b)

-----ne -used
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Termination of Call
The calling person described in subdivision (a) must disconnect the automatic dialingannouncing device from the telephone line upon the termination of the call by either the person
calling or the person called. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2874(b)

Consent to receive calls
Automatic dialing-announcing devices may be used to place calls over telephone lines
only pursuant to a prior agreement between the persons involved, whereby the person called has
agreed that he or she consents to receive such calls from the person calling, or as specified in
Section 2874. (See Cal.Pub.Util. Code§ 2873)

Time restrictions
No person must operate an automatic dialing-announcing device in this state to place a
call that is received by a telephone in California during the hours between 9 p.m. and 9 a.m.
California time. (See Cal.Pub.Util. Code §2872(c)).
State statutes that regulate telephone automatic dialing and announcing devices (ADAD)
for all purposes subject to certain exemptions are constitutional as permissible time, place, and
manner restrictions on speech. Prohibitory provision prescribes method of communications, not
its content, exemptions do not improperly privilege some relationships over others, state has
significant interest in protecting public from voluminous ADAD calls which threaten residential
privacy and disrupt workplaces, no less restrictive means of accomplishing governmental
objectives was readily apparent, and statute leaves ample channels free to public to disseminate
messages. (See Bland v. Fessler. C.A.9 (Cal.)1996. 88 F.3d 729. certiorari denied 117 S.Ct. 513.
519 U.S. 1009. 136 L.Ed.2d 403 .

Natural voice requirements
Telephone calls placed through the use of an automatic dialing-announcing device,
require "an unrecorded, natural voice announcement" to the person called by the person calling.
The announcement must do all of the following: (1) State the nature of the call and the name,
address, and telephone number of the business or organization being represented, if any and (2)
Inquire as to whether the person called consents to hear the prerecorded message of the person
calling. (See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 2874 (a))

ravet"Agent-or Telemarketer required ·availability~----- - ·
On and after July 1, 2002, no person operating any automatic equipment that incorporates
a storage capability of telephone numbers to be called or a random or sequential number
generator capable of producing numbers to be called may make a telephone connection for which
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no person, acting as an agent or telemarketer, is available for the person called. (See
Cal.Pub.Util.Code § 2875.5 (a)). Acceptable error rates for telephone connections made in
violation of subdivision are also to be determined by the commission. (See Cal.Pub.Util.Code §
2875.5 (b))
The commission may require any person operating equipment as described in subdivision
(a) to maintain records of telephone connections made for which no person, acting as an agent or
telemarketer, is available for the person called. The commission may require copies of those
records to be submitted to the commission. (See Cal.Pub.Util.Code § 2875.5 (c))

Registration and Application Requirements
No person must connect any automatic dialing-announcing device to any telephone line
without first making written application to the telephone corporation within whose service area
telephone calls through the use of such device are proposed to be placed. The information that
must be provided includes: the type of automatic dialing-announcing device proposed to be
connected, the time of day such telephone calls are proposed to be placed using such device, the
anticipated number of calls proposed to be placed during the specified calling period, the average
length of a completed call, and such additional information as the corporation or the commission
may require. Upon receiving such an application for service, the corporation must review the
furnished information and, if it appears that calling patterns would create a traffic overload
condition or the service would be detrimental to the services of other customers of the
corporation, it may deny the application or modify the application and grant the application as so
modified. (See Cal.Pub.Util.Code §2875)

Penalties for violations
Any person violating this article is guilty of a civil offense and is subject to either or both
a fine of not to exceed five hundred $500 for each violation and I or disconnection of telephone
service to the automatic dialing-announcing device for a period of time which must be specified
by the commission. (See Cal.Pub.Util.Code § 2876 (a)-(b))
Section 17536 ofthe Business and Professions Code, a travel company can be assessed a
civil penalty of $2,500 for each and every untrue or misleading representation made by them,
according to proof at the time of trial.
Pursuant to Section 17206 of the Business and Professions Code, a seller of travel can be
assessed a civil penalty of two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) for each act of unfair
competition in violation of section 17200 of the Business and Professions Code, according to
proof at the time of trial.
-----. -··---------------- --Permanent injunctions may be issued pursuant to Business and Professions
Code Sections 17203 and 17535 to principals and agents who misrepresent the services offered
while soliciting either directly or indirectly to consumers.
.
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Trendwest Settlement as an 2003 example of Attorney General Cause of Action for False
Advertising
Settlements pleadings regarding recent violatiOns of Trendwest, a subsidiary of Cendant
were referred to us by the Attorney General. Trendwest was required to pay $795,000 in civil _
penalties- $625,000 to the state and $170,000 to San Mateo County. To cover attorneys' fees
and investigative costs, Trendwest will pay $625,000 to the Attorney General's Office, $55,000
to the San Mateo County District Attorney's Office and $225,000 to Department of Real Estate
(DRE). Finally, over the next four years, the company will fund DRE's audits of Trendwest to
determine its compliance with the settlement. (See Attorney General Lockyer Settles Lawsuit
October 29, 2003 Press Release at http://caag.state.ca.us/newsalerts/2003/03-134.htm)
The DRE has estimated the restitution, penalties and reimbursement for fees and costs
could bring the settlement's total value to about $4.3 million. Prosecutors say, to their knowledge,
this the largest settlement of a consumer protection lawsuit filed by a law enforcement agency
against a timeshare operator. (See Attorney General Lockyer Settles Lawsuit October 29, 2003
Press Release at http://caag.state.ca.us/newsalerts/2003/03-134.htm)
Violations of the Business and Professions Code 17500 Section included, but are not
limited to the following actions:

A. Informing consumers that they were finalists in winning a
certain promotional item or that they had already won a specific
prize when such was not true;

0

B. Misrepresenting to consumers the value ofprizes, incentives, or
promotional items by stating that the incentives have a higher
retail value than the incentives actually have;
C. Misrepresenting to consumers the value and utility of
promotional incentives by offering the incentives without
disclosing at the time of the offer all of the terms, limitations or
conditions which must be followed in order to utilize the incentive;
D. Misrepresenting to consumers the nature of what is necessary
to receive a promotional incentive, gift or prize, by failing to state
· the ·requirement to attend a sales presentation to obtain the
promotional incentive;
E. Misrepresenting to consumers the nature of the vacation credits
to be purchased by failing to adequately disclose that the credits

··--------,---------------------·-expire; - ·

·· - · ·-- -------- ---------------- ·

F Misrepresenting to consumers the nature of the vacation credits
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offered for sale, allowing the purchaser to believe the credits have
a fixed value or exchange rate, when the credits are actually
subject to change in their valuation;
G. Misrepresenting to consumers the nature of a timeshare
purchase as having good value as a financial investment;
H Misrepresenting to consumers the location of resorts or
availability ofservices;
I Misrepresenting to consumers the quantity of vacation credits
needed to stay at a particular resort at a particular time or
misrepresenting the quantity of vacation credits sufficient to obtain
any other benefit or service;
J. Misrepresenting to consumers the ability or ease with which an

owner may check the availability of a property or service, make a
reservation, or exchange vacation credits;
K. Prior to the execution of any contract, misrepresenting to
consumers the period of time that must elapse before a purchaser
may use and/or make a reservation to stay at a resort or other
facility, or use any other goods, service, or benefit;

L. Prior to the execution of any contract, misrepresenting to
consumers the future annual cost ofparticipating in an exchange
program and/or the cost of annual maintenance and association
dues;
M Misrepresenting to the consumer, by failing to adequately
disclose, that part of the timeshare contract involves a negative
option contract;
N Representing that an offered "reduced" price of a timeshare
interest (vacation credits) may only be accepted at the time ofthe
current sales presentation, when such was not true; and
0. Misrepresenting to the consumer that Trendwest was not
responsible for verbal representations made by its agents.

P. Misrepresenting to consumers the estimated length of the sales
presentation they are scheduled to attend.
The court held that Trendwest knew, or by the reasonable exercise of care should have
known, that the statements or omissions of material fact set forth in paragraph 11 above were
untrue or misleading at the time such statements were made.
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The second cause action was brought for unfair competition violations as defmed in
Telephonic Sellers Law Business and Professions Code section 17200:

Q

A Using and offering a gift, prize, or promotional incentive in an
untrue or misleading manner, in violation of Business and
Professions Code sections 17537, 17537.1 and 17537.2;

B. Offering a promotional incentive without disclosing all of the
terms and conditions of the offer, in violation of Business and
Professions Code sections 17537.1 and 17537.2;

C. Offering a promotional incentive without sending the required
written confirmation of the offer, in violation of Business and
Professions Code sections 17537.1;

D. Offering a promotional incentive without disclosing that a
certificate, coupon, or rain-check redeemable for fulfillment for
goods and/or services will be provided as a promotional incentive,
in violation of Business and Professions Code Sections 17537.1(c),
(d), or (e);
E. Failing to disclose prior to the execution of any contract or
offer, in clear and conspicuous language, that accrued vacation
credits are subject to expiration if not used within a stated period
oftime;
F. Failing to disclose prior to the execution of any contract or
offer, that vacation credit valuations and redemption schedules are
subject to adjustment up or down, and that an association decision
could result in a diminution of vacation credit values;

G. Stating that a timeshare purchase constitutes a financial
investment;
H Failing to provide to WorldMark members the easy ability for
an owner to check the availability of a property or service, or
make a reservation or exchange vacation credits, when having
represented such existed;
-

1 Failing to adequately disclose, prior to the execution of any
contract, the period of time that must elapse before a purchaser
may use and/or make a reservation to stay at a resort or other
---facility, or use any othergood~s-ervtrr,-or -15enefit; - -·
J. Failing to adequately disclose, prior to the execution of any
contract, the annual cost ofparticipating in an exchange program
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and/or the cost of annual maintenance and association dues, when
applicable;
K. Failing to adequately disclose to the consumer the expected

costs for initial and renewal terms and to obtain the express
written authorization from the _consumer for any purchase,
subscription or enrollment which Defendant arranges
that results in automatic charging or billing of initial or periodic
amounts to the consumer;

L. Selling products, including a trial program with a rebate,
without the required authorization from the Department of Real
Estate;
M Failing to post the Public Report in a conspicuous and
unobstructed manner where Defendant is selling timeshare
interests, in violation of Section 11018.1 (b) of the Business and
Professions Code;
N Failing to adequately inform prospective purchasers that he or
she can take as much time as he or she requires in order to read
the Public Report and any and all other documents necessary to
consummate a sale before leaving the premises or signing a
contract or not allowing prospective purchasers the time and
opportunity to do so;
0. Attempting to disclaim responsibility for
representations made by its agents;

the

verbal

P. FaiUng to adequately disclose the consumer's right ofrescission,
in violation of Section 11024 of the Business and Professions
Code;

Q. Failing to provide to consumers all of the procedures necessary
to effectively cancel the purchase and failing to fully and promptly
honor the consumer's right of rescission when consumers properly
exercised their right of rescission;
R. Acting as a seller of travel within the definition of Business and
Professions Code Section 17550.1, and receiving money or other
valuable consideration, without being registered under Business
and Professions Code Section 17550 et seq;
S. Acting as a seller of travel within the definition of Business and
Professions Code Section 17550.1, but failing to give the
disclosures required by Business and Professions Code Section
17550 et seq;
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T. Failing to comply with the requirements of any applicable
federal or California law relating to a "do not call list, " including
but not limited to the requirements to forbear from making calls or
failing to comply with a consumer's request to place the
consumer's name and number on the "do not call list;

0

U Using telephonic marketing methods unlawful in California,
such as use of an automatic dialing device without an unrecorded
introduction;
V. Offering as a promotional incentive any travel certificate or
coupon which will not be readily redeemed without the consumer
paying for an upgrade at additional cost to the consumer;

W Misleading consumers as to the estimated length of the sales
presentation they are scheduled to attend, in violation of Business
and Professions Code section 17537.1;
X Having a consumer execute a contract in a language other than
a language in which the consumer appears to be fluent, and other
than the language in which material portions of the sales
presentation was given;
Y. Failing to investigate consumer complaints which allege
unlawful business practices purportedly made during the
solicitation, sales presentation, or at any time within the
applicable cancellation period, and to take appropriate corrective
action;

0

Z. Contacting a consumer in violation of applicable debt collection
laws or any bankruptcy orders;
AA. Allowing sales agents to continue a sales presentation, over
the objections of the consumer, and by allowing sales agents to
follow a consumer outside of the sale presentation building to the
consumer's car or residence; and
BB. Making those misrepresentations in violation of Business and
Professions Code section I 7500 as alleged in paragraph 11 of the
First Cause of Action, which are incorporated herein by this
reference as though fully set forth.
------------

An Argument for the Unconstitutionality of the California Seller of Travel Law
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The provisions § 17509 and § 17538, as applied by the Attorney General to numerous
travel agents since the adoption of the CST law in 1994, concerning sales to California residents
are likely to be unconstitutional according to the Commerce Clause and the Freedom of Contract
provisions of the U.S. Constitution. Again, the CST law holds that:

The term "seller of travef' is statutorily defined to mean "a person
who sells, provides, furnishes, contracts for, arranges, or advertises
that he or she can or may arrange, or has arranged, wholesale or
retail air or sea transportation either separately or in conjunction
with other travel services." Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.1.
The term ''travel services" includes an extensive list of travel
services, including, but not limited to, travel certificates,
registration fees, and processing fees. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code
§ 17550.9.
Any advertisement, including any advertisement over the internet,
soliciting the purchase or lease of a product or service, or any
combination thereof, that requires, as a condition of sale, the
purchase or lease of a different product or service, or any
combination thereof, must conspicuously disclose in the
advertisement the price of all those products or services. (See §
17509 (a)).
Offers of free or discounted transportation or accommodations
require "conspicuous" disclosure to the consumer of total price to
be charged. Offers must set forth in close proximity to each
reference to free or discounted transportation or accommodations
the total price that must be paid by the consumer for the
combination of transportation and accommodations.
If the
advertisement is oral, the total price is required to immediately
precede or follow each description of the free or discounted
transportation or accommodations. The font used must be the same
size and prominence as the largest print size on the document.
(See Cal.Bus. & Prof. Code § 17538.8)
Pursuant to § 17550, the California Attorney General was appointed to enforce the CST
law against sellers of travel who operated in violation of the statute. This became done in an
over zealous manner against many travel agencies, like Trendwest as noted above. It becomes
almost impossible for a business to conduct its activities in California without knowing and
applying these numerous disclosures in every offer it makes. If every state in the USA had these
types of far reaching laws governing offers to contractfor assistance in travel, and each state's
requirements were as demanding···anrt--ctiffered ·"from -one another in their details, the-""traver--·- --- solicitation business would either halt or become Balkanized to each state. Remember the CST
law governs any person that merely "advertises that he or she can or may arrange, or has
arranged" travel and failure to register can lead to millions of dollars in fines and felony
imprisonment.
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These actions of the Attorney General of the State Of California are directly counter to
the Commerce Clause protections granted by the U.S. Constitution Article I which states that
Congress has the power ''to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several
states," as this regulates activities in all 50 states and even outside of the USA.

Q

The actions of the Attorney General are unconstitutional as "no State shall pass any Bill
of Attainder, ex post facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts of its residents
(See U.S. Constitution Article 1, Section 10, Clause 1.) The Constitutional right to engage in
interstate commerce and form contracts on which its business relies is hindered by the necessity
of registering with the state of California prior to selling or offering to sell travel to a resident of
California, and being required to give numerous disclosures.
Furthermore, the California Attorney General seeks to the usurp the power of the Courts
of California, by declaring that he has the discretion to "deem" which travel companies owe
restitution to consumers, without the benefit of a proper court hearing.
For these reasons, the California Attorney General's actions are likely to be an
unconstitutional interference with numerous Sellers of Travel's rights to form contracts in
interstate commerce because the long arm of the CST statute compels those doing business
outside of California to comply with California CST disclosure laws when marketing to
California citizens, even through radio, television, and internet media.

0
General Comments for Raffle Tickets and Contests
There are a number of matters for you to consider when offering travel services prizes for
raffles, which are in addition to the standard seller of travel rules that apply to any company
selling or offering to sell travel services.
First of all, a seller of travel should be sure to list all State Seller of Travel Registration
Numbers on the raffle Tickets. Also note that various states outlaw Raffles, so do not offer
raffles in those states. Because of time and space constraints, I am not discussing the law of
raffles on each of the 50 states.
However, California has one of the strictest statutes for the promotion of raffle contests
and the sale of raffle tickets. California raffles are governed by the following statutes:

•

CA PENAL§ 320.5, et. seq.

•

CA ADC § 410, et. seq.

•

California Constitution Art. 4, § 19
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California Raffle Statutes
Since July 1, 2001, charities and certain other private nonprofit organizations have been
allowed to conduct raffles to raise funds for beneficial or charitable purposes in the state of
California. This is an exception to the general California constitutional prohibition against
lotteries and requires that at least 90 percent. of the gross receipts from these raffles go directly
to beneficial or charitable purposes in the state of California.
A nonprofit organization, unless specifically exempted, must register with the Attorney
General's Registry of Charitable Trusts prior to conducting the raffle and file financial disclosure
reports on each raffle event. I have attached both the Application For Registration form and the
Nonprofit Raffle Report form which must be submitted by the nonprofit organization prior to A
SELLER OF TRAVEL offering travel services for the raffle.

Raffle Prize Plan
If a seller of travel plans to act as a promoter or facilitator of raffles prizes for travel
services, and that a seller of travel would be doing this for profit. Furthermore, as is usually the
case, if the seller of travel is a for profit organization, would not be conducting the raffle, nor
selling raffle tickets, nor receiving any profit from the raffle itself. The seller of travel's profit
would come from the Registered Nonprofit Raffle Conductor's purchase of travel services from
the seller of travel. This type of activity would have the seller of travel performing a number of
different roles by acting as a:

•

California Seller of Travel, See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 17550 et. seq.

•

Advertiser of travel services, See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17550.2

•

Distributor of Raffle Tickets Prizes I Coupons to be redeemed as coupons by
contest winners. See Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17701.

•

Commercial Coventurer is any person who, for profit, is regularly and primarily
engaged in trade or commerce other than in connection with the raising of funds,
assets, or property for charitable organizations or charitable purposes, and who
represents to the public that the purchase or use of any goods, services,
entertainment, or any other thing of value will benefit a charitable organization or
will be used for a charitable purpose. See Government Code §12599.2.

This seller of travel will likely be offering the raffle prizes to many different types of
nonprofit charities. Most importantly, the seller of travel would act only as the advertiser of
- ---- travel-serviGes-during -the raffle promotion and-sale Gf-raftl~ickets-; --then as a commercial
coventurer if it sells raffle tickets to consumers while representing that the sale of the tickets
will benefit a particular charity, and fmally as a seller of travel services for those that receive
the winning raffle ticket or coupon.
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This seller of travel would !!!!! act as a direct seller of raffles, as that is only permitted
only for California registered nonprofit organizations. The seller of travel should be careful that
its role does not cross into the selling of raffle tickets.

o

The seller of travel also should ensure that it does not act as a commercial fundraiser for
charitable purposes. A commercial fundraiser for charitable purposes, works for compensation
by soliciting, receiving or controlling funds, assets, or property in California for charitable
purposes or employs, procures, or engages any compensated person to solicit, receive, or control
funds, assets, or property for charitable purposes. A $25,000 bond must be paid to the California
Attorney General's Office if the seller of travel seeks to act as a commercial fundraiser. See
Government Code §12599.
As discussed in detail below, any group conducting the raffle which the seller of travel
offers travel services prizes to, must be registered with the Attorney General's Registry of
Charitable Trusts.

Entities and Individuals Governed by the California Seller of Travel Statute
It appears that California's definition of the term "seller of travel" is sufficiently broad to
include travel agents, travel agencies, tour operators, travel clubs, and travel certificate and
coupon distributors, and those that promote raffles for travel services.
The term "advertise" means "to make any representation in the solicitation of air or sea
transportation, and includes communication with other members of the same partnership,
corporation, joint venture, association, organization, group, or other entity." See Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code § 17550.2.

Q

Distributors of Travel Coupons and Certificates
It is likely that the registration requirements for coupons would apply to Raffle contests,
as a winning ticket would be redeemed, like a coupon, for the travel services provided by a seller
of travel. All coupons and certificates, whether issued by a seller of travel or another business,
require special handling in California. The term "coupon" includes certificates, cards, package
labels, wrappers, can covers, bottle caps or other and similar devices~ which entitle the person
holding or delivering or surrendering them to have them exchanged for or redeemed in goods,
wares, merchandise, or services of any kind free of charge or for less than the retail price of such
goods, wares, merchandise, or services. The name of the person or association from whom the
coupon may be exchanged or redeemed must be listed on the coupon. If the issuer is an
association, (a) the association or organization must have been in existence for at least six
months, and (b) the address by street and number of the principal place of business of the
- -llssociation-must. also be specified in or- -upon-the-c-OUptm.---See-Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §17701(b).
An excellent frequently asked questions page is available from the California
government's website: http://caag.state.ca. us/charities/fag.htm#raffles:
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Applicable Raffle Definitions
For purposes of this section, "raffle" means a scheme for the distribution of prizes by
chance among persons who have paid money for paper tickets that provide the opportunity to
win these prizes, where all of the following are true: See CA PENAL§ 320.5. (b)
(1) Each ticket is sold with a detachable coupon or stub, and both
the ticket and its associated coupon or stub are marked with a
unique and matching identifier.

(2) Winners of the prizes are determined by draw from among the
coupons or stubs described in paragraph (1) that have been
detached/rom all tickets sold for entry in the draw.

(3) The draw is conducted in California under the supervision of a
natural person who is 18 years of age or older.
(4) (A) At least 90 percent of the gross receipts generated from the
sale of rajjle tickets for any given draw are used by the eligible
organization conducting the rajjle to benefit or provide support
for beneficial or charitable purposes, or it may use those
revenues to benefit another private, nonprofit organization,
provided that an organization receiving these funds is itself an
eligible organization as defined in subdivision (c). As used in
this section, "beneficial purposes" excludes purposes that are
intended to benefit officers, directors, or members, as defined
by Section 5056 of the Corporations Code, of the eligible
organization. In no event shall funds raised by rajjles
conducted pursuant to this section be used to fund any
beneficial, charitable, or other purpose outside of California.
This section does not preclude an eligible organization from
using funds from sources other than the sale of rajjle tickets to
pay for the administration or other costs of conducting a rajjle.

***
Raffle Conductor and the Seller of Travel
Nothing in this chapter applies to any raffle conducted by an eligible organization as
defmed in subdivision (c) for the purpose of directly supporting beneficial or charitable purposes
or financially supporting another private, nonprofit, eligible organization that performs beneficial
or charitable purposes if the raffle-is cunducte·ctin·ac·cnrdance with this section. See CA-PENAt-- - - - - § 320.5. (a)
For purposes of this section, "eligible organization" means a private, nonprofit
organization that has been qualified to conduct business in California for at least one year prior
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to conducting a raffle and is exempt from taxation pursuant to Sections 23 701 ~ 23 701 b, 23 701 d,
23 701e, 23701f, 23701g, 23701k, 237011, 2370lt, or 23701 w of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
See CA PENAL§ 320.5(c)

Q

Any person who receives compensation in connection with the operation of the raffle
shall be an employee of the. eligible organization that is conducting the raffle, and in no event
may compensation be paid from revenues required to be dedicated to beneficial or charitable
purposes. See CA PENAL§ 320.5(d)
Employees selling raffle tickets shall be deemed to be direct sellers as described
in Section 650 of the Unemployment Insurance Code as long as they meet the
requirements ofthat section. See CA PENAL§ 320.5.(b) (4)(C)

Machines and Location of Raffles
No raffle otherwise permitted under this section may be conducted by means of, or
otherwise utilize, any gaming machine, apparatus, or device, whether or not that machine,
apparatus, or device meets the definition of slot machine contained in Section 330a, 330b, or
330.1. See CA PENAL§ 320.5(e)
No raffle otherwise permitted under this section may be conducted, nor may tickets for a
raffle be sold, within an operating satellite wagering facility or racetrack enclosure licensed
pursuant to the Horse Racing Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 19400) of Division 8 of
the Business and Professions Code) or within a gambling establishment licensed pursuant to the
Gambling Control Act (Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 19800) of Division 8 of the
Business and Professions Code). See CA PENAL§ 320.5 (f)

0

Internet Raffles Prohibited
A raffle may not be advertised, operated, or conducted in any manner over the Internet,
nor may raffle tickets be sold, traded, or redeemed over the Internet. For purposes of this section,
advertisement shall not be defined to include the announcement of a raffle on the Web site of the
organization responsible for conducting the raffle. See CA PENAL§ 320.5 (f)

· · Casino-Style Raffles are Prohibited
A charitable organization may not lawfully sponsor or conduct a "casino night" event for
which tickets are sold to the general public where those attending would be given chips with
which to play roulette, twenty-one, and similar types of games, and the chips won by the players
- - - - - - would be ·used at the end ·o f the--everrr-m-acquire-raffle tickets to be drawn for valuable
merchandise or to bid at auction for valuable merchandise. West's Ann.Cal. Const. Art. 4. § 19;
West's Ann.Cal.Penal Code§§ 319,330. 71 Op.Atty.Gen. 139. April20, 1988.

0
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Raffles on Tribal Lands
Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the Legislature may authorize private, nonprofit,
eligible organizations, as defined by the Legislature, to conduct raffles as a funding mechanism
to provide support for their own or another private, nonprofit, eligible organization's' beneficial
and charitable works, provided that (1) at least 90 percent of the gross receipts from the raffle go
directly to beneficial or charitable purposes in California, and (2) any person who receives
compensation in connection with the operation of a raffle is an employee of the private nonprofit
organization that is conducting the raffle. The Legislature, two-thirds of the membership of each
house concurring, may amend the percentage of gross receipts required by this subdivision to be
dedicated to beneficial or charitable purposes by means of a statute that is signed by the
Governor. See CA CONST Art. 4, § 19(f)

Raffle Organization Registration Requirements
An eligible organization may not conduct a raffle authorized under this section, unless it
registers annually with the Department of Justice. The following information shall be submitted
for the authorization application: See CA PENAL§ 320.5 (h)(l).

(A) The name and address of the eligible organization.
(B) The federal tax identification number, the corporate number
issued by the Secretary of State, the organization number
issued by the Franchise Tax Board, or the California charitable
trust identification number of the eligible organization.
(C) The name and title of a responsible fiduciary of the
organization.

General Fund and Registration Fees
The department may require an eligible organization to pay an annual registration fee of
ten dollars ($1 0) to cover the actual costs of the department to administer and enforce this section.
The fee shall be deposited by the department into the General Fund. See CA PENAL § 320.5
(h)(2)-(3 ).

Database, Audit, Annual Report
The department shall maintain an automated data base of all registrants. Each local law
enforcement agency shall notify the department of any arrests or investigation that may result in
- (nnldmintstrative-or criminal action against a registrant-:-i'he department may audit the records
and other documents of a registrant to ensure compliance with this section. See CA PENAL §
320.5
(5).
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Once registered, an eligible organization must file annually thereafter with the
department a report that includes the following: See CA PENAL§ 320.5(6)
(A) The aggregate gross receipts from the operation of raffles.
(B) The aggregate direct costs incurred by the eligible organization
from the operation of raffles.

(C) The charitable or beneficial purposes for which proceeds of the
raffles were used, or identify the eligible recipient organization to
which proceeds were directed, and the amount of those proceeds.

Religious Organization Exemption
The registration and reporting provisions of this section do not apply to any religious
corporation sole or other religious corporation or organization that holds property for religious
purposes, to a cemetery corporation regulated under Chapter 19 of Division 3 of the Business
and Professions Code, or to any committee as defined in Section 82013 that is required to and
does file any statement pursuant to the provisions of Article 2 (commencing with Section 84200)
of Chapter 4 of Title 9, or to a charitable corporation organized and operated primarily as a
religious organization, educational institution, hospital, or a health care service plan licensed
pursuant to Section 1349 of the Health and Safety Code. See CA PENAL § 320.5 (8).

Other Exemptions
A raffle shall be exempt from this section if it satisfies all of the following requirements:
See CA PENAL § 320.5 (m)
(1) It involves a general and indiscriminate distributing of the
tickets.
(2) The tickets are offered on the same terms and conditions as the
tickets for which a donation is given.
(3) The scheme does not require any of the participants to pay for a
·
chance to win.
Should a seller of travel decide to offer these type of raffle services, please ensure
that if complies with the above mentioned regulations.

TIME SHARES
A "time-share project" is one in which a purchaser receives the right in perpetuity, for
life, or for a term of years, to the recurrent, exclusive use or occupancy of a lot, parcel, unit, or
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segment of real property, annually or on some other periodic basis, for a period of time that has
been or will be allotted from the use or occupancy periods into which the project has been
divided. (See B&P § 11003.5(a). and also See 1 Cal. Comm. Int. Dev. L. & Prac. s 7:12 (2001),
and California Common Interest Developments: Law and Practice, John Paul Hanna and David
M. VanAtta Current through the 2001 Supplement.)
Club memberships or vacation licenses are devices used to create time-shares in projects
in which there is no subdivision of units, space or lots involved, no change in fee ownership of
the property subject to time-sharing, and no owners association. Title to the project remains in
the original owner- developer. Purchasers of club memberships or vacation licenses acquire
contractual rights to use rooms or suites during certain periods of each year. Normally, projects
such as this are limited to hotel and motel projects.
If the entity is an existing time-share, then it must amend registration to reflect change in
ownership.

Registration
If term of membership is less than 5 years, then no registration required. If there are less
than 12 memberships are offered in a time-share project, then no registration required. If
registration is required and memberships are sold in California, then the entity must register
property whether located within or without California.

Bonding
There are two bonding requirements which are dependent on size of project; (1) to secure
developer's maintenance obligations, and (2) Fidelity bonding for managing agent.
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SUPPLEMENT
Listed below are some of our current consumer disclosure notices drafted by Anolik Law
Corporation that utilize Preventive Legal Care®.

Contents

General Consumer Disclosure Notice
Consumer Disclosure Notice for Sporting/Adventure Tours
Change of Itinerary Disclosure Notice
Alternative Preventive Legal Care® Provisions
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(SAMPLE)
CONSUMER DISCLOSURE NOTICE
[PART OF CONTRACT OF SERVICE]
PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE. IT CONSTITUTES PART OF YOUR CONTRACT FOR TRAVEL
RELATED SERVICES. PLEASE CHECK YOUR DOCUMENTS WHEN YOU RECEIVE THEM
CALL THE TRAVEL AGENCY IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. MOST DISCOUNT FARES
INVOLVE RESTRICTIONS. CHANGING CARRIERS OR FLIGHTS COULD RESULT IN THE
AIRLINE DEMANDING AN INCREASED FARE. CHECK WITH THE AIRLINE OR THE TRAVEL
AGENCY BEFORE MAKING ANY CHANGES.

[NAME OF TRAVEL AGENCY] (herein "Travel Agency") is acting as a mere agent for
SUPPLIERS (identified on the accompanying documents) in selling travel-related accepting services,
or in accepting reservations or bookings for services that are not directly supplied by this Travel
Agency (such as air and ground transportation, hotel accommodations, meals, tours, cruises, et
cetera). Travel Agency, therefore, shall not be responsible for breach of contract, failure to comply
with any laws such as the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), or any intentional or negligent
actions or omissions on the part of such suppliers, which result in any Joss, damage, delay,
inconvenience or injury to travelers or travelers' companions or group members.
Unless the term "guaranteed" is specifically stated in writing on your tickets, invoice, or reservation
itinerary, Travel Agency does not guarantee any of such supplier's rates, bookings, reservations,
connections, scheduling, or handling of baggage or other personal effects. Travelers have done due
diligence, are aware of the quality of the hotel accommodations chosen, and agree that Travel
Corporation will not be responsible ifthey are not satisfied.
Risks, Cancellations and Insurance
Traveler assumes complete and full responsibility for, and hereby releases [NAME OF TRAVEL
AGENCY] from, any duty of checking and verifying any and all passport, visa, vaccination, or other
entry requirements of each destination, and all safety and security conditions of such destinations,
during the length of the proposed travel. However, we specifically recommend that U. S. Citizens
traveling to Canada, Mexico or the Caribbean, do so with a valid U. S. Passport. For information
concerning possible dangers at international destinations, contact the Travel Advisory Section of the
U. S. State Department, (202) 647-5225, or access the State-Department's on-line travel advisory
service http://travel.state.gov/travel!warnings.html. For medical information, call the U. S. Centers
for Disease Control (CDC), (404) 332-4559 or log on to www.cdc.gov./travel.
[NAME OF TRAVEL AGENCY] shall not be responsible for any injuries, losses or damages in
connection with terrorist activities, social or labor unrest, mechanical or structural integrity of air, sea,
and ground transportation and accommodations, diseases, local laws, terrorists acts, climatic
conditions, Acts of God, delays, changes or cancellation of travel due to weather conditions, hotel
services, accidents or health related problems before or while in-transit to (e.g., an accident on the
way to a tour), during, and after a tour, or any other actions, omissions, or conditions outside of
-- - fNAME-9F--'fRA¥EL AGENCY]'s control. · - - -·
---- --Copyright © 2005Anolik Law Corporation

If travel plans are delayed or cancelled for any reason there will be no refunds issued by [NAME OF
TRAVEL AGENCY]. There will be no refunds for cancellations made 90 days or less before
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departure, including cancellations due to actual or threatened terrorist events. There will be no
refunds due to fear of travel from actual or threatened terrorists events.
It is the traveler's responsibility to protect their purchases and Travel Insurance is strongly
recommended. Traveler is advised to obtain appropriate insurance coverage against these risks;
information is available through this Travel Agency regarding travel insurance. Traveler's retention
of tickets, reservations, or bookings after issuance shall constitute a consent to the above -and an
agreement on his/her part to convey the contents hereto to his/her travel companions or group
members.

0

By embarking upon his/her travel, the traveler voluntarily assumes all risks involved in such travel,
whether expected or unexpected. Traveler is hereby warned of the above risks as well as possible
travel industry bankruptcies and medical and climatic disruptions, and the possibility traveler may be
unable to travel as scheduled because of personal emergency.
[To be printed on invoice, computerized itinerary, or travel documents. This is a sample only, and is
not intended as legal advice. Travel agencies contemplating use of this Disclaimer should tailor it to
their own individual circumstances, and obtain the advice oftheir own travel law counsel.]

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The International Forum of Travel and Tourism Advocate's (IFTTA)
Sample Clause For Travel Agent And Tour Operator Contracts
Mediation and Arbitration
If a dispute arises out of or relates to this contract, or breach thereof, and if the dispute cannot be
settled through negotiation, the parties agree first to try in good faith to settle the dispute by
mediation administered by the World Travel Dispute Center under the applicable guidelines as
established by International Forum for Travel and Tourism (IFTTA) before resorting to arbitration,
litigation, or some other dispute resolution procedure. If mediation is not successful, the parties will
settle by binding arbitration administered by the World Travel Dispute Center under the applicable
guidelines as established by IFTTA. Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator(s), or written
agreements of the parties, may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof or written
agreements of the parties. If litigation is necessary to enforce this agreement, the prevailing party(s)
shall receive costs and attorney's fef?S.

0

It may be consumer friendly in certain circumstances to add a preamble such as:
_ . "Travel Cmporation desires to maintain friendly relations~ips with its clients (agents~ sellers,
buyers, et cetera). In order to provide for a mutually beneficial relationship, Travel Corporation has
established an alternative mediation program in the event of a misunderstanding or dispute between
Travel Corporation and it clients."
Copyright © 2005Anolik Law Corporation
- --· - -- - - - - - - -- - -- --
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Consumer Disclosure Notice for Sporting/Adventure Tours Release and
Assumption of Risk
I understand_ and agree that during the trek, tour, expedition, or other trip in whjch I will participate, under the
arrangements of Luckv Divers (www.luckydivers.com) and its agents, employees, associates, affiliated companies,
or subcontractors, certain risks and dangers may arise, including, but not limited to, acts of God, the hazards of
traveling in unsafe or politically unstable areas or under unsafe conditions, the dangers of civil disturbances and war,
the forces of nature, dangers and risks inherent in sporting activities, the negligent or reckless acts or omissions of
Luckv Divers, its agents, employees, officers, directors, associates, affiliated companies, or subcontractors, travel by
boat, automobile, train, ship, aircraft, or other means of conveyance, and accident or illness in remote places without
access to medical facilities, transportation, or means of rapid evacuation and assistance. Luckv Divers shall not be
responsible for any injuries, damages, or losses caused to any traveler in connection with any of the above and/or
terrorist activities, social or labor unrest, mechanical or construction failures or difficulties, diseases, local laws,
climatic conditions, abnormal conditions or developments, or any other actions, omissions, or conditions outside the
travel agent's control. Traveler assumes complete and full responsibility for, and hereby releases the agent fr_om any
duty of, checking and verifying any and all passport, visa, vaccination, or other entry requirements of each
destination, and all safety or security conditions at such destinations. For information concerning possible dangers at
international destinations, contact the Travel Advisory Section of the U.S. State Department, (202) 647-5335. For
medical information, refer to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC), (404) 332-4559 or use their fax
information service at (404) 332-4565.
In consideration of, and as a part of the payment for, the right to participate in such treks, tours, expeditions,
or other activities and as a part of the payment for, the services arranged for me by Luckv Divers and its agents,
employees, associates, affiliated companies, or subcontractors, I DO HEREBY EXPRESSLY ASSUME ALL OF
THE ABOVE RISKS, including, to the extent permitted by law, the risk of negligent or reckless acts or omissions of
Luckv Divers, its agents, employees, officers, directors, associates, affiliated companies, or subcontractors, and I
DO HEREBY EXPRESSLY AGREE TO FOREVER RELEASE, DISCHARGE AND HOLD Luckv Divers and its
agents, employees, officers, directors, associates, affiliated companies, and subcontractors HARMLESS against any
and all liability, actions, causes of action, debts, suits, claims, and demands of any and every kind and nature
whatsoever which I now have or which may hereafter arise out of or in connection with my trip or participation in
any activities arranged for me by Luckv Divers and its agents, employees, associates, affiliated companies, or
subcontractors. THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL SERVE AS A COMPLETE RELEASE AND
EXPRESS ASSUMPTION OF RISK for myself, my heirs, assignees, administrators, executors, and all members of
my family, including any minors accompanying me. I HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
PROVISIONS AND THE LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF THIS RELEASE AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND
I HEREBY AGREE TO ALL OF ITS CONDITIONS. I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT Luckv Divers HAS
RECOMMENDED THAT I HAVE MY ATTORNEY REVIEW THIS RELEASE PRIOR TO MY SIGNING IT. I
further agree that any legal dispute involving these travel services shall be heard only by the courts of San
Francisco California. USA. (Hometown, State, U.S.A.).
I acknowledge that in calculating the cost of the tour or trip, Luckv Divers has relied on my consent to these
terms and on their enforceability. In the absence of this Release, the tour/trip cost would have been higher, or,
alternatively, Luckv Divers would be unable to offer these services.
DATED: _ _ __

Signature of Participant _ _ _ _ _ __
Witness-----------Phone Number _ _ _ _·_ -_-_-_·_--::::-_- - -Name Printed

------------

DATED: _ _ __

Signature of Participant _ _ _ _ _ __
Witness
-------------- · - Plione Number

----------- - - - - - - - -

Name Printed

[This is a sample only, and is not intended as legal advice. Travel agencies contemplating use of this Disclaimer
should tailor it to their own individual circumstances, and obtain the advice of their own counsel.]
Copyright© 2005Anolik Law Corporation
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(SAMPLE)

CHANGE OF ITINERARY DISCLOSURE NOTICE ·DEALING WITH THE CHANGES
[To prevent or minimize potential legal problems that may originate from the changes in
itineraries initiated by a customer who is a chronic "changer" (changes that require rebooking of
air, hotels, and ground transportation), the following provision should be imprinted on a changed
itinerary.]
Agent does not guarantee, and shall not be responsible for, any bookings or reservations
made or confirmed by agent to the customer in the event that the original itinerary has been
changed pursuant to customer's request. Carriers, suppliers and this agency reserve the right to
add on reasonable "change fees" for any modifications.

SETTLEMENT OF COMPLAINTS
[In the event that the customer has brought up justified or unjustified complaints regarding
services arranged through the agent, and the agent settles such complaints by way of a partial or
a full refund, or by way of making a "compensatory" payment to the customer, the following
measures should be observed.]

0

A. Before any payment is made to the customer, have him/her execute a full release of all past,
present, and future claims occurring out of the trip or transaction in controversy. Any such
release should include the following provision:
In consideration for the payment of
, [name of customer] and each of his/her/its
agents, employees, directors, divisions, and subsidiaries hereby forever releases and discharges
[name of agency] and each of its agents, employees, officers, and directors (hereinafter "the
releasees") from any and all claims, demands, losses, liabilities, and attorney's fees of whatever
character, which are in any way connected with, or related to, or which may stem from, any prior
act, omission, or conduct of any of the releasees, whether or not presently known or alleged by
[name of customer].
B. The following provision should be typed or written on the back of any check, representing
payment in the compromise of claims between the agency and the customer:

_______Th~_9ashing, negotiation~ .9.!:A~posit of this check ~_hall ~Q!.l~t.itute a full
and demands and complete release of all claims against [name of agent].

settlem~I!U>.f.all

claims= --- -

Copyright © 2005Anolik Law Corporation
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NOTICE TO TRAVELERS
[When selling gray area tickets]
(i.e., Back to Back, Hidden City, etcetera)
The enclosed represents the itinerary requested. Some airlines dispute agency tariff
interpretations. If we are debited by the carrier on this requested itinerary the traveler agrees .to
reimburse our agency for costs and expenses imposed by carrier(s) and paid by the agency. All
use of such tickets is done at travelers' risk and agency shall not be responsible for any
consequences that may result.
DATED _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone Number

------------------------------

Signature of Participant ______________ Signature of Witness---------Name Printed

Name Printed

---------------------------

[To be printed on invoice, computerized itinerary, or travel documents. This is a sample only,
and is not intended as legal advice. Travel agencies contemplating use of this Disclaimer should
tailor it to their own individual circumstances, and obtain the advice of their own travel law
counsel.]
Copyright © 2005Anolik Law Corporation

PROTECTIVE POLICY FOR TRAVEL AGENTS' TOUR DEPOSITS
OF OWN AND CONSUMERS' MONIES IN BANK ACCOUNTS
Agents, when depositing monies in bank accounts for tour operations, would better protect their own and their
customers' monies by putting as many details as possible on the checks to be deposited. For example, agents could
FOR [NAME OF TOUR]
write on their checks: "FOR DEPOSIT ONLY IN ESCROW ACCOUNT NO.
AND [NUMBER OF TOUR] DEPARTING [CITY], [DATE]."
Additional agent/consumer protective policy would be to obtain from the bank a copy of the actual depository
agreement made by tour operator, carrier, and the "depository" bank. The same should be done for "chartered tours."
[To be printed on invoice, computerized itinerary, or travel documents. This is a sample only, and is not intended as legal advice.
Travel agencies contemplating use of this Disclaimer should tailor it to their own individual circumstances, and obtain the advice
of their own travel law counsel.]

Copyright © 2005Anolik Law Corporation
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(SAMPLE)
ALTERNATIVE SAMPLE PREVENTIVE LEGAL CARE PROVISIONS
The issuance of any tickets, reservations, or bookings by [NAME OF TRAVEL AGENT) is done on the express
condition that:
1.

[NAME OF TRAVEL AGENT) shall not be responsible for any changes in fares, rates, charges, or prices
initiated by the carrier(s) or supplier(s) of services, and

2.

[NAME OF TRAVEL AGENT] shall not be responsible for any damages resulting from cancellations,
changes, or disruption of any services and/or for refunds of monies already paid or transmitted to any
carrier or supplier of services.

Customer's initial retention of tickets, reservations, or bookings after issuance shall constitute a consent by customer,
on his/her behalf and on behalf of his/her companions, to the above.
Nothing agreed to herein by the customer is meant to interfere with customer's legal rights against any carrier(s) or
of
services.
supplier(s)
[Blanks should contain the legal name of business, i.e., "XYZ TRAVEL, INC." and Trade Name i.e., "d.b.a.,
Around the World Travel." To be printed on invoice, computerized itinerary, or travel documents.]

TRAVEL AGENT/CONSUMER AGREEMENT
CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE
·I do/do not wish to obtain Travel Medical/Accident Insurance.
· I do/do not wish Insurance against default or bankruptcy by carrier/operator.
· I do/do not wish to obtain Lost/Damaged Baggage Insurance.
· I do/do not wish to obtain Trip Cancellation Insurance.
· I do/do not wish Visa and Documentation services.
CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE
·I do/do not wish to obtain Travel Medical/Accident Insurance.
· I do/do not wish Insurance against default or bankruptcy by carrier/operator.
· I do/do not wish to obtain Lost/Damaged Baggage Insurance.
· I do/do not wish to obtain Trip Cancellation Insurance.
· I do/do not wish Visa and Documentation services.
I have read the above paragraphs and agree to be bound by those terms. The benefits of Vacation Protection
Services www.vacationprotectionservices.com have been explained to me and I do not wish to obtain them.
[NOTE: Consumer relations-wise, requesting a signature may be difficult and should be used at Agent's discretion.
The sample paragraphs may be used separately or at least should be printed on the back of invoice. You do not want
to scare the customer away, but you do want to protect yourself, plus sell the possible add-ons. Your invoices MUST
have at least some of the above paragraphs printed on them. The signature is not a requirement, but should be
requested for all problem customers or destinations.]
Sample signature block for all travel contracts:
_ __ __....,[_C_us_to_m
_ e_r_'s _nam_e for himself with powe_~_9_!" ~~OJ:_Il~ for the traveling E~~_up]

Copyright © 2005Anolik Law Corporation
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CANADA

Canada is the second largest country in world and is a British Commonwealth
country. Canada's government is a confederation of ten provinces and three territories:
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador,
Northwest Territories, Nova Scotia, Nunavut, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec,
Saskatchewan, Yukon Territory Canada is governed by a with parliamentary democracy.
In addition to national laws, each of these ten provinces and three territories have their
own distinct travel and tourism statutes, regulations, and common law.
Of these jurisdictions, Ontario is the largest with nearly 11 million citizens out of
Canada's total of nearly 32 million citizens. As such Ontario is the economic engine of
the Canada.
Note that the use of personal information in Canadian commercial activities such
as the sale of travel services is now protected by its federal legislation under the Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA).
What follows is a detailed description of Ontario's Seller of Travel Regulation
Program and a brief overview of British Columbia and Quebec's programs. However,
the notes concerning British Columbia and Quebec were edited from a secondary source
and not verified against the complete statute. (See National Tourism Association Seller of
Travel Manual)
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ONTARIO
Travel Industry Act of 2002
The Ontario provincial legislature passed the Travel Industry Act of 2002 (TIA 2002) to
impose a standard regulatory regime on four industries, including the travel industry. Although
Ontario has had travel specific legislation since 1974, which has been regularly amended, the
new Travel Industry Act is a complete overhaul of the law. As of the time of this writing, the
2002 Act is being supplemented and amended based on input from industry stakeholders.
Ontario's other travel statutes include: Travel Industry Act (See R.S.O. 1990, c. T-19, as
amended) and the Travel Industry Act Regulations (See Ontario Regulation 806/93). At the time
of this research was conducted, (Summer 2004) the regulations for the TIA 2002 had not been
finalized and the TIA 1990 and its regulations continue to be effective, so they are described
below when there are no relevant TIA 2002 regulations.

Definitions
"Travel agent' is a person who sells, to consumers, travel services provided by another
person; ("agent de voyages"). (See TIA 2002 Part I)
"Travel wholesaler" is a person who acquires rights to travel services for the purpose of
resale to a travel agent or who carries on the business of dealing with travel agents or travel
wholesalers for the sale of travel services provided by another person; ("voyagiste"). (See TIA
2002 Part I)

0

"Registranf' means a travel agent or a travel wholesaler who is registered as a travel
agent or a travel wholesaler or as both under the Travel Industry Act 2002. ("personne inscrite")
(See Travel Industry Act, 2002 Part I).
"Travel services" means transportation, sleeping accommodation or other services for
the use of a traveler, tourist or sightseer; ("service de voyages"). (See TIA 2002 Part I)
A travel agent must not sell travel services unless the travel services are sold directly by
the registrant, through an employee of the registrant or through a person with whom the
registrant has a written contract and who operates from the registered premises. (See 0. Reg.
806/93, s. 14).
Despite the repeal of the older Travel Industry Act, any person who was registered as a
travel agent or travel wholesaler under the previous Act immediately before TIA 2002 Act is
deemed to be registered as a travel agent or travel wholesaler, as the case may be, until the
person is required to renew their registration under TIA 2002. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D,

---------s.-·4o):

·------------------ ·

Registration under the Travel Industry Act
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Registration is required. The fee for registration as a travel agent or travel wholesaler is
$2,375 (Canadian$) plus $2,375 for each branch office. The renewal fee is $375 plus $375 for
each branch office. (See Regs 806/93, §§ 3 - 6). Furthermore the person registering must not
have any judgments against her and must be shown to be fmancially responsible. (See Regs
806/93, §§ 9- 10).

Tour Operators - The Travel Industry Act applies to tour operators selling directly to
customers or selling only through registered travel agencies residing in Ontario if it has a
business location in Ontario. (See Regs 806/93§3, § 11 and See Regs 806/93, § 18)

Exemptions
Many exemptions apply that are not available under many travel law registration programs,
particularly California's ofthe U.S.A.
1. A public carrier that sells no other travel services
2. An agent appointed by a public carrier holding a license under the Public Vehicles
Act that sells no other travel services
3. A public carrier who sells one day tours but sells no other travel services
4. A person who sells guide services within Ontario and that sells no other travel
services
5. A person who sells sightseeing services within Ontario and that sells no other
travel services
6. Teachers in elementary or secondary schools, universities, etc. who:
i. arrange one day tours for students, or arrange travel services through
a registered travel agent as part of the curriculum
ii. has the approval of the board of education or principal to make the
arrangements
iii. receives no direct or indirect personal gain or profit from so doing.
7. Not for Profit Corporations, operating as a club that sell or provide overland travel
services to members, and:
i. travel services are sold or provided only to members of the club
ii. the bus or car or similar vehicle remains at the destination and
provides return transportation
-·---------·-m.-tnpdestination is within
kill-of the departu!e"i)omi ____ ...
iv. the corporation exists primarily for educational, cultural or athletic
purposes
v. funds received by the club for the travel services are deposited into a
trust account

fooo"
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other than participating in the travel services.
(See Regs 806/93 §2)
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Offices of travel agents
Travel agents are not permitted to conduct business from a place at which the public is
invited to deal unless the place is named as an office in the travel agent's registration. (See TIA
2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 6 ( 1)) If more than one office is named in the registration, one must be
designated as the main office and the remainder as branch offices. (See TIA 2002, c. 30,
Sched. D, s. 6 (2))
No legal action may be brought against a consumer of travel services for a commission or
other remuneration in relation to the provision of those services unless at the time of rendering
the services the person bringing the action was registered or exempt from registration under this
Act and the court may stay any such action upon motion. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 7.)
A registrant must prominently display the certificate of registration at the office or branch
office for which it is issued. (See 0. Reg. 806/93, s. 15. (1))

Financial Requirements

0

Trust Account
The sellers of travel must deposit customer deposits into a trust account in a bank in
Ontario within two days after receiving funds. Except for the purpose of customer refunds, the
seller of travel may withdraw funds only after paying the suppliers of travel services. Seller of
travel must also maintain at the principal place of business accounting records, banking records,
and written records of all payments to suppliers of travel services. (See Regs 806/93 §36(6))
Furthermore, proof of Initial Financial Security must be provided to the Registrar stating
that $10,000 of financial security is to be held during the first 24 months of its registration. (See
Regs 806/93 §§ 6, 26)

Travel Industry Compensation Fund
The Travel Industry Compensation Fund ("Fund")established under the Travel Industry
Act is continued under the new Act. (See 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 41 (1 ). The Fund is
administered and managed in accordance with the regulations. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D,
--------~4L(2))
- -- ---------- - - - - Every registrant must pay a specified sum to the Compensation Fund twice annually. The
amount is assessed as a tax on sales. (See Regs 806/93 §§ 43 - 48). Customers may file claims
for reimbursement from the Fund based on services not provided, up to $5,000 per passenger,
with a Fund payment cap of $5,000,000 for a major event. (See Regs 806/93 § 57). The Fund

q
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does not cover claims based on failure of an end supplier unless the end supplier is an airline or
cruise line. (See Regs 806/93 § 59)

Financial Reporting Requirements
Registrants must furnish audited financial statements to the.Registrar including sales and
income statement, balance sheet, and trust account reconciliation. Annual statements for sellers
with less than $10,000,000 annual sales, semi-annual statements less than $20,000,000 annual
sales, quarterly statements for sellers with less than $20,000,000 annual sales. (See Regs 806/93
§15, 24)
Registrants must keep Business Records showing customer sales & booking info, and
Banking Records showing all banking transactions for 6 years, and have them available for
inspection by the Registrar at any time. (See Regs 806/93 § 16, § 37)
Working Capital Requirements of $5,000 are required if registrant had annual sales in
Ontario less than $1,500,000; $25,000 for annual sales less than $10,000,000, $50,000 for annual
sales less than $20,000,000, and $100,000 for annual sales less than $20,000,000. (See Regs
806/93 § 25)

Disclosures and Advertising

Truthful advertising and falsifying information
The registrant is prohibited to falsify, assist in falsifying or induce or counsel another
person to falsify or assist in falsifying any information or document relating to the provision of
travel services. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 26) The registrant is also prohibited to
furnish, assist in furnishing or induce or counsel another person to furnish or assist in furnishing
any false or deceptive information or documents relating to the provision of travel services. (See
TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 27)
The registrant is specifically prohibited from making false, misleading or deceptive
statements in any advertisement, circular, pamphlet or material published by any means relating
to the provision of travel services. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 28)

Consumer Disclosures in Advertising
All advertising must include registrant's name, address, and Registration Number. (See
Regs 806/93 §38)
Before reserving travel services, seller must disclose to the customer:
price and terms, limitations on transfer or cancellation, availability of trip cancellation insurance,
documents the customer will need, and a copy ofthe brochure. (See Regs 806/93 §§ 21, 22)
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Upon sale, the seller must provide a statement to the customer detailing payment and
travel details. The wholesaler is required provide a similar statement to travel agent. (See Regs
806/93 §23)

Q

Upon selling travel services to a customer, a travel agent shall promptly provide the
customer with a sta!_ement, invoice or receipt setting out:
(a) the name and address of the customer who purchased the travel services and
the name and address, if known, of each person on whose behalf the payment is
made;
(b) the date of the booking and the date of the ftrst payment;

(c) the amount of the payment, indicating if it is full or partial payment, the
amount of any balance owing, if known, and the date when it is to be paid;
(d) any taxes, fees, levies, charges, service charges, surcharges or other charges;
(e) the business name, registered name, registration number, address and
telephone number of the travel agent;
(f) a brief description of the travel services contracted for, including destination,
date of departure and the name of the person supplying the travel services;
(g) if known, the name of the person providing the travel services to the initial
destination;
(h) whether or not the customer wishes to purchase trip cancellation insurance;
and

0

(i) the serial number of the receipt, invoice or statement or, for computer purposes,
its unique identifier.
(See Regs 806/93 §23 (1))

Every travel wholesaler shall promptly provide to each travel agent through whom it sells
a travel service an invoice respecting the sale and on which the following must be recorded:
(a) the name and address of the travel agent through whom it is selling the travel
service
(b) the terms of payment and the amount prud

(c) the name of each customer and, if known, each person on whose behalf the
travel service is being purchased
(d) the destination of each-trw..eler_.and,.if.relevant, the date of departure;..ancl
(e) the serial number of the invoice or, for computer purposes, its unique identifier.

0

(See Regs 806/93§23(2))
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Post-Sale, Seller must notify customer of change in condition of accommodations, and
offer the customer a choice of a refund or a comparable alternative package. Wholesalers must
notify seller/customer of changes to schedule, ship, accommodations or standard of
accommodations, price increase less than 7%, and any changes in travel document requirements.
(See Regs 806/93, §28) Upon sale & payment less than 21 days before departure, the wholesaler
must forward tickets, vouchers, .itinerary, etc. to agent/customer less than 14 days .before
departure. (See Regs 806/93 §29)
Registrants that sale more than $1.5 million; more than $10 million; and those that sell
more than $20 million have additional requirements. (See Regs 806/93, §23)

Accommodations Quality Changes Disclosures

A registrant who acquires a right to accommodations for the purpose of selling those
accommodations to customers must take reasonable measures to ensure that the accommodations
are, at the time the customer uses the travel services, in the same condition as was described by
the registrant at the time of sale. (See Regs 806/93 §27(1))
The registrant must promptly notify the travel agent or the customer, as the case may be,
to whom the accommodations are sold of that fact and:
(a) if the accommodations are sold as part of a package that includes
transportation to a destination, offer the customer the choice of a full and
immediate refund of the cost of the package or a comparable alternate package
acceptable to the customer; or
(b) if the accommodations are not sold as a part of a package that includes
transportation to a destination, offer the customer the choice of a full and
immediate refund of the cost of the accommodations or comparable alternate
accommodations acceptable to the customer.
(See Regs 806/93 §27(2))

A travel wholesaler who becomes aware that any of the following things have occurred
must promptly notify the travel agent or customer, as the case may be, and offer the customer the
choice of a full, immediate refund or comparable alternate travel services acceptable to the
customer: (emphasis added)
1. The scheduled departure of any transportation that forms part of the travel
services is delayed or advanced by twenty-four hours or more, unless the
reason for the delay is one described in subsection (2).
2. The cruise ship is changed.
3. The accommodations are changed or the standard of the accommodations is
changed.

)

4. The total price of the travel services is increased by more than 7 per cent,
unless the reason for the increase is one described in subsection (3).
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5. The documents needed for the trip are changed because the transportation
routing is changed, and there is not enough time for the person to obtain the
documents before the departure.

(See Regs 806/93 §28(1))
This notification does not apply if the delay results from mechanical problems that relate
to the mode of transportation, safety considerations, the weather, a strike or aforce majeure; Nor
if the increase results from government taxation, or a fuel surcharge allowed by the National
Transportation Agency with respect to charter air travel services. (See Regs 806/93 §28 (2)-(3))

Refunds
When a consumer is entitled to the repayment of any money paid for a travel service, any
travel agent and any travel wholesaler who received such money or any part thereof is jointly and
severally liable, for the repayment of the money received. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 25
(1))
Refund exemptions may apply provided: (a) the travel agent or travel wholesaler has
properly disbursed the money received; (b) the travel agent or travel wholesaler has acted in
good faith and at arm's length with any person with whom he, she or it would, but for this
subsection, be jointly and severally liable; and (c) the person entitled to repayment of money is
entitled to be reimbursed therefore out of the Fund. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 25 (2))

An exemption does not apply if the travel agent or travel wholesaler would be jointly
liable under subsection (1) with a travel agent and travel wholesaler who is not registered under
this Act. (See TIA 2002, c. 30, Sched. D, s. 25 (2))
Penalties
Administrative Powers and Sanctions
The Lieutenant Governor in Council or the Director of the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations may: Issue an order directing the seller of travel to comply with the
provisions of this statute; apply to a judge to appoint a receiver to take possession and control of
a registrant's business; exclude its directors officers, employees and agents from the premises;
manage the business; order a freeze on customer trust accounts; notify the Registrar of Deeds to
register a notice against the land of the seller of travel; initiate criminal proceedings for violating
the Travel Industry Act. (See R.S.O. 1990 Chapter T.l9 §§ 21- 26)

Criminal Penalties
- Each person who violates.TheAct, and every directoi .or· officer of a corporaiioii--who--·--knowingly concurs in furnishing false information, failing to comply with an order, or otherwise
violates the Act, may be punished by a fine up to $25,000 and one year imprisonment.
Corporations that are convicted face a maximum fine of $100,000. (See R.S.O. 1990 Chapter
T.l9 §§ 21-26)
384
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Association of Canadian Travel Agencies G4 CTA)

130 Albert Street Suite #1705
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5G4
CANADA
Phone: +1 (613) 237-3657
Website: www.acta.net
The Association of Canadian Travel Agencies was established
in 1977 to represent the retail travel sector of Canada's tourism
industry. ACTA's members include travel agents, tour operators,
travel wholesalers and suppliers such as, airlines, hotels, destination
marketing organizations, cruise and rail lines, and automobile rental
companies.
According to their website, in 1998, ACTA members sold four
billion dollars of scheduled air service; issued more than seven
million tickets; and booked about eighty percent of all airline
reservations in Canada.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Travel Agents Act
British Columbia has a registration program that applies to sellers of travel and providers
of travel that have a business location in British Columbia and sell travel services to residents of
British Columbia (See Travel Agents Act, RSBC 1996, c. 459, as am)

Exemptions
Tour operators that sell only through registered travel agencies are not required to register.
Annual registration is required with a registration fee paid to the Travel Assurance Fund in
amounts set by the registrar. (See Travel Agents Act, RSBC 1996, c. 459 §§ 4, 16)

Financial Security
Customer deposits are "deemed to be held in trust for the person who paid it" and must
not be used as collateral by the travel agent or wholesaler. (See Regs §7) Sellers must furnish
financial statements to the registrar, and the registrar may periodically inspect the seller's records
to ensure compliance with the provisions of the law. (See Travel Agents Act, RSBC 1996, c. 459
§§ 22, 23) If the register finds it necessary to protect customer deposits, it may order the seller to
refrain from withdrawing trust funds without approval from the registrar. (See Travel Agents Act,
RSBC 1996, c. 459 §27) The seller has joint and several liability with the supplier to refund a
customer who suffers economic loss. (See Travel Agents Act, RSBC 1996, c. 459 §8)

Penalties
Fine up to $5,000 (up to $25,000 for a corporation) and/or imprisonment up to one year.
(See Travel Agents Act, RSBC 1996, c. 459§33)
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QUEBEC
Travel Agents Act
Quebec's seller of travel laws are mandated under the Travel Agents Act ("Act") and the
corresponding Regulations Respecting Travel Agents. (See Travel Agents Act I Loi Sur les
Agents de Voyages L.R.Q, c. A-10, as am.)

Sellers of travel located in Quebec that offer to provide reservations of lodging
accommodations or booking transportation on any means of transport must register under The
Travel Agents Act. Sellers are required to pay filing fees, contribute to a customer security fund,
use customer trust accounts, and maintain financial liquidity in the business.
Tour operators located in Quebec and selling directly to customers residing in Quebec
also must register. Tour operators located in Quebec selling only through registered travel
agencies must also register.
Only registrants that are Canadian citizens or a landed immigrants and not a principals for
a firm that declared bankruptcy, or have been convicted of fraudulent activities, or have
committed an offence against the Travel Agents Act within the past five years are permitted to
sell travel services. (See §6)

Exemptions
Many exemptions apply and these include:

•

Motorcoach carriers providing service to tour operators are exempt.

•

Hotel-Keepers, those that offer lodgings accommodations (See §2)

•

Carriers, those that offer travel services (See §2)

•

Sellers that occasionally make travel arrangements, for travel within Quebec for a
duration not exceeding 72 hours (See §3)

•

An entity that receives no remuneration for performing the operations, and no
expenditure, participation or contribution is made for the performance of such operations
by the person who benefits by them" (See §3)

Fees

-

Sellers must register and pay an annual registration fee, set in 1994 and adjusted annually
per the Consumer Price Index for Canada. 1994 fees were $340 for a retail travel agent, $675 for
a wholesale travel agent, and $1015 for a carrier, plus $150 for each additional location. (See§§
4,.5-}------- .
- --- - -------------

Financial Security Requirements

Trust Account
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The travel agent must deposit all customer funds in a trust account in a bank in Quebec,
and the travel agent must act as trustee. (See §33 and §§ 21 - 27) The travel agent may withdraw
funds from the trust account to pay suppliers, to reimburse himself for expenditures and service
charges incurred on behalf of the customer, to refund the customer, and to collect the gross
income after paying all suppliers. (See Regs, §23) The trust account must never be overdrawn,
and may not be used to pay travel agent's operating expenses. (See Regs,§§ 25, 26)

---..,---·

0

Seller must keep a record of the trust account organized by total sales and by customer
transactions. (See Regs , §17)

Individual Security

Upon initial application, a retail travel agent must furnish $10,000 security, a wholesale
travel agent must furnish $35,000 security, and a carrier must furnish $100,000 security. For
renewal, the amount of security is based on level of sales. (See Regs , §§ 29- 36) The form of
security may be a security contract, check, money order, draft, or bearer-bond guaranteed by the
Government of Canada. (See Regs , §30)

Collective Security

In addition to providing individual security, each travel agent must contribute to the
collective security fund in the following amount: Retail travel agent $750, Wholesale travel
agent $2,500. Supplemental assessments may be necessary to maintain the fund. A travel agent
may apply for refund of its initial contribution 2 years after ceasing operations as a travel agent
without having caused disbursements from the fund. (See Regs,§§ 37- 43)

0

Financial Statements and Liquidity Requirements

Registrants must furnish fmancial statements prepared by an accountant belonging to a
professional corporation recognized by the Professional Code. New applicants must show
surplus working capital. Renewal applications must include an annual fmancial statement, trust
account statement, and a treasury statement showing all surplus working capital. (See Regs , §6)
Advertising and Consumer Disclosures
The seller is required to prominently specify itself as a "Quebec Licensee" and specify
the .total cost to be paid by the consumer. (See Regs, §14) .
.

Prior to accepting deposits the seller must specify terms and conditions for refund of
customer payments and for cancellation or trip interruption. (See Regs , §§ 15, 16)
The seller must provide a receipt showing payments, balance due, description of services
·- - -· ---- -------------

--rc>-6e -rendered, and conditions-of the customer trust account.-(See Regs , §18)

The seller must provide travel documents to the customer at least 7 days prior to
departure. (See Regs , § 19)
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Cancellation by Travel Agent requires seven days notice required to the traveler, unless
the cancellation is a result offorce majeure. (See Regs, §20)

Penalties
Administrative Penalties

The President of the Office de la Protection du Consommateur may confer on a
provisional administrator the temporary administration of the seller's business. (See Regs , §13)

Criminal Penalties

A person that is convicted of doing business without a license or violating trust account
rules is subject to a fine of between $2,000- $10,000 for conviction on a first offense and a fme
of $4,000 - $20,000 for subsequent conviction. (See Regs , §39) For conviction of violating any
other section of the law, a fme of $500 - $2,500 for conviction on a first offense and a fme of
$1,000- $5,000 for each subsequent conviction. (See §40)
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PUERTO RICO

The Puerto Rico Tourism company, (PRTC) the entity charged with regulating tourism
development promotes its country as the island "next door." And indeed, while Puerto Rico is a
Commonwealth of the United States, not a state, our "next door" neighbor has established similar
regulations governing travel activities, including a seller of travel statute with a bond
requirement as well as vacation time share statutes which pertain directly to Company's
activities. The Public Service Commission regulates and authorizes licensing for travel activities,
while many of the duties of the Puerto Rico Tourism Company reassembles that of the Tourism
·Commission boards found in every state.
As an airport of the U.S. Commonwealth, The Luis Munoz International Airport in San
Juan is governed by the same regulations as all other U.S. airports and is covered by the
regulations of the Transportation Safety Administration, Department of Homeland Security, and
Transportation Security Administration regulations.

Puerto Rico Tourism Company

The Puerto Rico Tourism Company (PRTC) was established in 1970 to stimulate,
promote, and regulate tourism development and autonomously works with the Department of
Economic Development and Commerce. In 1993, the PRTC was charged with promoting and
regulating the tourism industry and to meet the Puerto Rican Government's 10-year goal of
doubling tourism's contribution to the Gross Domestic Product of the Commonwealth. The
PRTC's mission is to "form'!llate and facilitate the implementation of public policy that will
make Puerto Rico a world class tourism destination and to maximize the tourism sector's
contribution to Puerto Rico's economy" and created jobs in the tourism industry. See Helping
you Sell, The Puerto Rico Tourism Company www.GoToPuertoRico.com.
In that 10 year span, the tax code, investment laws, timeshare and vacation-club
legislation, labor laws, ground transportation regulations, were all modified to promote tourism.
The PRTC also is responsible for Marketing Puerto Rico as a tourism destination through
advertising, public relations, and promotional activities; promoting domestic tourism among
local residents; providing visitor orientations; technical assistance to investors; evaluating
tourism facilities and establishing standards of quality; regulating gaming operations.
Government owned hotels were also sold and various improvements were made to the
highways and airport as well. In fact, following September 11, 2003 terrorists attacks, The Luis
Munoz International Airport in San Juan was one of the first airports to meet new TSA's security
requirements and allowed to re-open.
The ·P RFG- operates-information-eenters-for agents and consumers- from--four-North- -- ---·
American offices and services include: a comprehensive calendar of Puerto Rican events; general
island facts; brochures; and marriage requirements.
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The PRTC also is responsible for Marketing Puerto Rico as a tourism destination through
advertising, public relations, and promotional activities; promoting domestic tourism among
local residents; providing visitor orientations; technical assistance to investors; evaluating
tourism facilities and establishing standards of quality; regulating gaming operations.
The PRTC operates information centers for agents and consumers from four North
American offices and services include: a comprehensive calendar of Puerto Rican events; general
island facts; brochures; and marriage requirements.

Puerto Rico Tourism Development Act of 1993
Tourism Investment
Has improved investment procedures making it faster and easier to develop the tourism
for more details on investment law.
industry ofthe Commonwealth. See
Tourism Incentives and Permits
A two prong approach is used to receive approval for incentive packages and permits.
Applications must be approved or rejected within 120 days of receipt of a proper filing.
Planning Board's Fast Track Center is made up of six key government agencies that will
evaluate proposals within 5 days and then provide information about the infrastructure and
ecological cultural issues involved in the applicant's tourism development incentive package in
Puerto Rico.
Puerto also has in place the following bodies to assist with travel industry and traveler
needs: Hotel Development Corporation, Tourist Police, and the Puerto Rico Hotel & Tourism
Association

The Tourism Ground Transportation Law
In November 2002, the Puerto Rico Taxi Federation held a demonstration to protest the
Tourism Co.'s plan to assume responsibility for regulating the island's tourism-related ground
transportation. The Tourism Ground Transportation Law, to be introduced in the Legislature,
seeks to stimulate competition between ground transportation providers as well as to improve
existing services and increase transportation options for tourists.

Puerto Rico Travel Experts Educational Programs
Similar to Mississippi's Certification program for travel agents, Puerto Rico offers an
educational program for travel agents that want certification as a Puerto Rico Travel Expert
______ _n>_g:}l~D.: The program consist~ 9.! '¥1-~~~p._g__~~ries ~f se~ip.~s- ~d field trips, and a wo!ksho~ _______ _
that provides travel agents with keen and comprehensive insights into what Puerto Rico has to
offer.
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First the travel agent is required to attend a GoToPuertoRico Seminar, then travel to
Puerto Rico for a 7 day stay while attending trade shows, seminars, and reviewing study
materials, finally a written examination is given and certificate is awarded. Graduates receive
promotional sales materials and support from the Puerto Rico Tourism Company. The program
is valid for 12 Institute of Certified Travel Agents (ICTA) continuing education credits.
Specialty courses are_also offered for travel agent training on Scuba Diving, Golf, Pre & Post
Cruise Stays, Nature and Adventure, and Art & Culture. Currently there is no mandatory
requirement for this program, and Company would not need to be certified at this time.

O

The Seller of Travel Statute
Puerto Rico dos have a seller of travel statute, which applies to air and sea travel as well
as mixed services. All persons authorized by the Commission that offers for sale arid/or reserves
tickets are subject to the precepts of these regulations. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In
Puerto Rico, Chapter III, First Section - Functions of the Travel Agencies, Article 6. Puerto Rico
Public Service Commission is the administrative authority charged with registering and licensing
travel activities.

Definitions
Travel Agency - Includes all persons dedicated to the offer to sell, the sale and/or the
reservation oftravel tickets in Puerto Rico for the transporting of passengers via air, land or sea.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions, Article 5.

0

Authorization- Franchise to operate a travel agency as a public service company. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions, Article 5.
Commission - Means the Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions, Article 5.
License - Document that, at its discretion, will be granted annually by the Commission,
with prior justification on the part of the interested party, to travel agencies and sub-agencies as a
condition to operate the same. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II,
Definitions, Article 5.
Person - Refers to natural and juridical persons. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In
Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions, Article 5:
Sub-Agency- Sub-Agencies must be those whose physical location is separate from the
home office, even if both are owned by the same person. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In
Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions, Article 5.
Carrier - Refers-to tlioseaidme, -cruise ship and hiiicrtransport companies-operating in
Puerto Rico. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions,
Article 5.

0
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Group Travel - Travel organized by a Travel Agency for a group of persons which is sold
to the public by said Agency and/or through other Travel Agencies or sub-Agencies. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions, Article 5.
Individual Travel - When the Travel Agency prepares a trip itinerary for a specific
person or persons. See Regulations For Travel Agenc~_es In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Definitions,
Article 5.
Package Tours- Excursion travel for which the Travel Agency, in addition to the
transportation, provides other arrangements such as transfers, lodging, entertainment, visits,
meals, and others. Similar arrangements can be made for individual and group travel. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter II, Defmitions, Article 5.

The Functions of a Travel Agency
The Travel Agencies are authorized to perform the following functions and activities:
Travel agencies may offer for sale, the sale and/or the reservation of travel tickets for the
transportation of passengers by air, land or sea to places in and outside of Puerto Rico, acting
individually or as an Agent of other Travel Agencies, whether separately or in combination with
the services enumerated in b, c, d, e and f of this Article. It is understood that in acting as Agents
of other Travel Agencies performing the functions mentioned above they assume responsibility
as principals and/or originators of the service and must be subject to the compliance ofthe Public
Service Law of Puerto Rico. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III,
First Section- Functions of the Travel Agencies, Article 7(a).
The performance of additional services, such as mediation in reservations of different
types; for example, lodging, transportation and entertainment, or arrangements related to the
purpose of the trip. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, First
Section- Functions ofthe Travel Agencies, Article 7(b).
Supplying of information and advertising material of its activities, including plans for
financing, to the general public. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III,
First Section - Functions of the Travel Agencies, Article 7 (c).
The sale oftravelers checks, tourist guides and accident insurance policies that cover
risks during the course of the trip, as long as same are duly authorized. See Regulations For
Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, First Section- Functions of the Travel Agencies,
Article 7 (d).
The performance of any other service of tourist interest related to the activities
enumerated above. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, First
Section - Functions of the Travel Agencies, Article 7 (e).
No person must perform any business or activity as a Travel Agency without being duly
authorized by the Commission of Public Service. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto
Rico, Chapter III, First Section- Functions ofthe Travel Agencies, Article 8
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Any person or entity that is not a Travel Agency or sub-Agency that promotes or intends
to carry out any excursion or group tour must carry out these transactions through an authorized
Travel Agency or request special permission for each trip from the Commission. See Regulations
For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, First Section- Functions of the Travel Agencies,
Article 9

Exemptions
Exempted from this Regulation are Carriers that are subject to Federal laws while
performing the activities mentioned in Article 7 at the terminals of the Port Authority of Puerto
Rico. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, First Section- Functions
ofthe Travel Agencies, Article 10.

Records must be kept by Travel Agencies
All Travel Agencies and Sub-Agencies must keep records of tickets issued. These records
must contain the following information:
a. Name of buyer of travel ticket.
b. Price of ticket.
c. Place of travel initiation and destination.
d. Name of carrier. If means of transportation is contracted by Travel Agency or subAgency, name of owner must be supplied.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, Second Section- Reports
and Records, Article 11

The records mentioned in the previous Article must be kept for a period of not less than
three (3) years. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter III, Second Section
- Reports and Records, Article 12
The Travel Agency must keep copies of the reports it renders to airline and cruise ship
companies for a term of not less then three (3) years. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In
Puerto Rico, Chapter III, Second Section - Reports and Records, Article 13
- ··---

·---------

-
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Display of License
The annual license granted by the Commission must be duly displayed in a visible place.

See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and
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Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, First SectionRequirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 28

Disclosures and Cancellations
In the case that a client does not use a trip, the Travel Agency must reimburse the amount
paid, unless a cancellation clause exists that can be used by the Carriers, companies or entities
that have contracted the services related to the purposes of the trip. The cancellation clauses must
be part of any pamphlet or promotional material supplied by the Agency for individual or group
travel. In the case that no publications nor any other promotional material exists, the cancellation
clauses must be given to the traveler in a folder prepared by the Agency for that purpose at the
time the traveler places his original deposit. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico,
Chapter IV- Individual and Group Tours, Article 14.
When the Travel Agency prepares a "package" tour, it must prepare and make available
to the public a detailed description of the tour, including the following: (a) Established itinerary,
determining specific days in the different places; (b) The partial and total payments to be made
by traveler; (c) The places to be visited at each place; (d) The meals included; (e) The hotels at
which the traveler will be lodged; (f) Information on required taxes or fees at different countries
to be visited; (g) Any other pertinent information. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto
Rico, Chapter IV- Individual and Group Tours, Article 15
The Travel Agency must issue receipts whenever the traveler makes any partial or total
payments. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter IV - Individual and
Group Tours, Article 16
In any case where the Agency or sub-Agency fails to perform its obligation to supply
contracted service with the client, it must return the full amount paid without any deductions.
When a cancellation is made without just cause, the Agency of sub-Agency must claim damages
from the client. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter IV- Individual and
Group Tours, Article 17
Just causes for cancellation of individual travel are:
a. Unavoidable extreme circumstances.
b. When the Agency, having acted in good faith and a timely manner, and through no
cause of its own, is unable to comply with all or part of the agreed upon itinerary.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter IV- Individual and Group
Tours, Article 18

Just causes for cancellation of group travel are:
a. Unavoidable extreme circumstances.
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b. When a change in rate or type of monetary exchange necessitates an increase over
3% in the price of the travel and this leads to a numerous amount of cancellations
among the travelers booked for the travel.
c. W!_J.en sufficient bookings for a trip have not been reserved_ and when the travelers
are notified within a minimum of 15 working days prior to travel date, and a full
refund is made of monies paid.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter IV- Individual and Group
Tours, Article 19
The causes for cancellation enumerated in the two previous Articles for group or
individual travel must be informed to traveler before making any payments for the travel. These
causes must be made part of any pamphlets or promotional material or flyers issued by the
Agency for group or individual tours. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico,
Chapter IV - Individual and Group Tours, Article 20

No authorization will be granted to operate a Travel Agency or sub-Agency or special
permission to promote an individual or group tour to any persons convicted of a crime
implicating moral depravation. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VThe Placing, Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And
Sub-Agencies, First Section - Requirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or SubAgency, Article 21.

Q

The Commission will deny any application for authorization to Travel Agency or subAgency or special permission to promote group travel when, to its knowledge, the petitioner does
not have the financial resources to provide adequate service upon engaging in this type business
in Puerto Rico. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V - The Placing,
Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And SubAgencies, First Section- Requirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or Sub-Agency,
Article 22
Location of Travel Agency
All petitioners must possess appropriate business space, preferably in an urban zone,
commercial centers, tourist zones or in hotels. The space must have the endorsement and use
permit from the Planning Board ·inthe applicable cases. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In
Puerto Rico, Chapter V - The Placing, Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses
of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, First Section - Requirements to be Able to Operate A
Travel Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 23
The Commissiou_must.determineJhe__a_ckqua~Y--of the space, facilitie.s _an_d_lo.Qation_based__ _ _
on relevant criteria; for example, the volume of business. See Regulations For Travel Agencies
In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and
Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, First Section - Requirements to be Able to
Operate A Travel Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 24

0
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The space must be maintained in a clean manner, in conditions not hannful to health. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and
Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, First Section Requirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 25
The Commission may authorize the space to b~ shared with another type of business, in
cases where the public interest will, nor performance of service be, adversely affected. In such
case, the Travel Agency must be physically isolated from the other business. See Regulations For
Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and Granting the
Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, First SectionRequirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 26
The space must have proper signs for the public in accordance to the rules and
regulations of the Planning Board. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter
V- The Placing, Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies
And Sub-Agencies, First Section- Requirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or SubAgency, Article 27
No person authorized to operate a Travel Agency or sub-Agency may transfer the same
from the space for which it was originally granted authorization without the previous consent of
the Commission. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing,
Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And SubAgencies, First Section- Requirements to be Able to Operate A Travel Agency or Sub-Agency,
Article 29

License and Application
All petitioners must present before the Commission the following documents:
a. The Application for Authorization form, or Application for Special Permission
form, which are supplied by the Public Service Commission.
b. If it is a corporation copy of Certificate of Incorporation Clauses, or its equivalent.
c. If it is an individual, copy of birth certificates, or its equivalent; if not an
American citizen, passport or visa.
d. If it is an association, name and postal address or home address of the partners
and certified copy of document authenticating partnership.
e. Financial statements; except in the case of an Individual, in which case it will be
at the discretion of the Commission to request same.
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f.

Good conduct certificate issued by Chief of Police of the Puerto Rico Police
Department, or a duly authorized representative. If it is a Corporation or
association, Certificates of Good Conduct must be supplied for each one of the
shareholders or partners.

0

_ See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Ghapter V- The Placing,
Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And SubAgencies, Second Section- Presenting and Negotiating the Applications, Article 30
The Commission may request any additional document that it deems pertinent. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and
Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, Second
Section - Presenting and Negotiating the Applications, Article 31
All applications must be presented to the Office of the Commission duly sworn. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and
Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, Second
Section- Presenting and Negotiating the Applications, Article 32
The Commission may order publications of edicts and public hearings in relation to any
application presented for their consideration, and thus will be able to grant provisional permits.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing, Negotiating and
Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, Second
Section -Presenting and Negotiating the Applications, Article 33

Please note that a corporation which is a foreign corporation and which meets certain criteria
that is determined by the Commission may obtain certain document submission exemptions from
the Commission and be required to simply register as foreign corporation with Puerto Rico's
Secretary of State. (Conversation with Puerto Rico Public Service Commission, November 15,
2003)
The Authorizations
a. All authorizations expire five (5) years from date of issue.
b. The presentation of the authorization renewal must be 90 calendar days prior to
the expiration. .

See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VI- Renewals, Transfers,
Suspensions, Amendments and Revocation of Licenses and Authorizations, First Section Renewals, Article 36.

Duration of the Licenses
a. All licenses are issued for one (l) natural year.
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b. The presentation of the license renewal is 30 days prior to the expiration.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VI- Renewals, Transfers,
Suspensions, Amendments and Revocation of Licenses and Authorizations, First Section Renewals, Article 37

If a corporation, a Travel Agency or sub-Agency cannot be transferred without
authorization from the Commission. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico,
Chapter VI - Renewals, Transfers, Suspensions, Amendments and Revocation of Licenses and
Authorizations, Second Section - Transfers of Authorizations, Article 38
The concessionaire must present a sworn application before the Public Service
Commission requesting the transfer of its authorization to a new petitioner. See Regulations For
Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VI - Renewals, Transfers, Suspensions, Amendments
and Revocation of Licenses and Authorizations, Second Section- Transfers of Authorizations,
Article 39
The new petitioner must comply with the requirements mentioned in Chapter V of these
Regulations. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VI- Renewals,
Transfers, Suspensions, Amendments and Revocation of Licenses and Authorizations, Second
Section - Transfers of Authorizations, Article 40

Bond Requirements

The Travel Agencies and sub-Agencies must place a Bond for $5,000 to guarantee the
fulfillment of its obligations under the Public Service Law. The Commission must increase or
decrease the amount required in this Article. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto
Rico, Chapter V - The Placing, Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of
Travel Agencies And Sub-Agencies, Third Section - The Bond, Article 34
.
Those persons that apply for a special permit to promote group travel must place the bond
determined by the Commission to guarantee the fulfillment of its obligations under the Public
Service Law. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter V- The Placing,
Negotiating and Granting the Authorizations and Licenses of Travel Agencies And SubAgencies, Third Section - The Bond, Article 3 5

Revocation of License

The Commission may, with prior public hearings, suspend, amend, or revoke any
decision, mandate, license m:.authorization.-See...Regulations For Travel Agencies In.:guertg Riwr
Chapter VI - Renewals, Transfers, Suspensions, Amendments and Revocation of Licenses and
Authorizations, Third Section - The Suspension, Amendment or Revocation Of the
Authorization and License to Operate a Travel Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 41
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The Commission may revoke any authorization to operate as a Travel Agency or SubAgency for the fo1lowing reasons:
a. False declarations knowingly made on application.
b.· Voluntary omission of necessary and required information.
c. Violation or incompliance of any Public Service Law or Regulation.
d. Violation or incompliance of any order issued by the Commission.
e. Refuse to serve any person for reason of race, color, sex, birth, origin, social
condition, political or religious ideas.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VI- Renewals, Transfers,
Suspensions, Amendments and Revocation of Licenses and Authorizations, Third Section - The
Suspension, Amendment or Revocation Of the Authorization and License to Operate a Travel
Agency or Sub-Agency, Article 42

Any person or entity may present a grievance before the Commission of any act or
omission of a Travel Agency or sub-Agency that violates the dispositions of the Public Service
Law or of this Regulation, utilizing for this purpose the procedures the Commission has available.
See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VII- Grievances, Article 43
Those grievances presented before the Commission which include claims for damages
and/or in which an order for cease and desist is required must be sworn and in writing. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VII- Grievances, Article 44
When the Commission determines that there is reasonable cause to investigate any
grievance presented for its consideration, it may proceed to do so in the manner it considers
appropriate. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VII- Grievances,
Article 45
·
The Commission may not grant class indemnization of any kind unless the grievance was
presented within the two (2) years from the date the cause of action occurred. See Regulations
For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapt~r Yll- Grievances, Article 46
None of the dispositions contained in the present Relations in no way must be construed
in the sense that there will be restrictions or limitations upon the inherent or general powers of
the Public Service Commission, which will reserve the right to issue any orders it may deem
pertinent for the regulation of the services of the Travel Agencies and sub-Agencies of Puerto
Rico. See Regulations- For'fravel-Agencies-In-Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII-;. <:lenerat-Dispositio'n".,. .,s- Article 47
The Commission must, through the notification it may consider reasonable, initiate any
investigation in the same way as though a grievance had been presented before them in the form
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mentioned in Articles 43 and 44, preceding. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico,
Chapter VIII - General Dispositions, Article 48

Violations and Penalties

Any person whom, at the date this Regulation becomes effective, operates a Travel
Agency or sub-Agency, must have a period of six (6) months to comply with the requirements of
same. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII- General Dispositions,
Article 49
Notwithstanding what is presented in this Regulation, the Commission reserves the right
to exempt any petitioner, through an order to this effect, from the fulfillment of any ofthe
dispositions of same when it believes it justifiable and convenient to the public interest. See
Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII - General Dispositions, Article 50
The Travel Agencies and sub-Agencies must be responsible for the violations to these
Regulations made by its employees. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico,
Chapter VIII - General Dispositions, Article 51
Any person that voluntarily infringes upon this Regulation must be guilty of a
misdemeanor, according to the Public Service Law of Puerto Rico and must be subject to the
applicable penal sanctions. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII General Dispositions, Article 52
The Commission may, in all cases of violation of these Regulations, and prior public
hearing, impose the sanctions it deems pertinent according to the dispositions of the Public
Service Law. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII - General
Dispositions, Article 53
If any disposition of these Regulations are declared illegal or unconstitutional through
final judicial decision from a court, such declaration or sentence must not apply to the other
dispositions of these Regulations, and it is to this end declared through the present that these are
separable and as though they had been adopted independently of any that must be declared
illegal or unconstitutional. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII General Dispositions, Article 54
These Regulations revokes any previous Regulations, dispositions, mandates, resolutions
and agreements adopted previously concerning the same subject. See Regulations For Travel
Agencies In Puerto Rico, Chapter VIII - General Dispositions, Article 55
These Regulations must become effective 30 days after its proclamation by the
-·· flepartmenrof-State-:-Approved by the Public Service Commission-ufPuerto Ricrratits
Executive Session held on February 5, 1974. See Regulations For Travel Agencies In Puerto
Rico, Chapter VIII - General Dispositions, Article 56
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TIMESHARES AND VACATION CLUBS

Puerto Rico Timeshare and Vacation Club Act" established the rules under which the
timeshare industry must operate. Under the Timeshare and Vacation Club Act, it is unlawful for
any developer or seller to offer or dispose of any accommodation, timeshare or vacation club
right to a prospective purchaser in Puerto Rico or to offer or to dispose of any accommodation,
timeshare or vacation club right in any timeshare or vacation club property located in Puerto
Rico to a prospective purchaser located in any other jurisdiction unless a timeshare permit or
vacation club permit, as applicable, has been issued by the Company to such person prior to such
offer or disposition and remains in effect. The Puerto Rico Tourism Company ("Company") is
the entity charged with overseeing these activities. See PR T. 31 § 1252. The act also addresses
sales intermediaries and advertisements, which a seller of travel should be aware of.

Sales Intermediaries
It is unlawful for any person who is not a licensed real estate broker or salesperson under
the laws of Puerto Rico to sell or offer to sell an accommodation, timeshare or vacation club
right in Puerto Rico unless such person is the developer or an employee of the developer. See PR
ST T. 31 § 1252i

0

Advertisments
It is unlawful for any person offering timeshares, vacation club rights or accommodations
within Puerto Rico intentionally to authorize, use, direct, or aid in the dissemination, publication,
distribution, or circulation of any statement, advertisement, broadcast, or telecast concerning the
timeshare plan or vacation club in which such timeshares, vacation club rights or
accommodations are offered, which contains any statement, characterization, or depiction, either
written or graphic which is false or misleading, including, without limitation, showing proposed
improvements or nonexistent scenes without clearly indicating that the improvements are
proposed and the scenes do not exist.
Nothing in this section is construed to hold the publisher of any newspaper, any job
printer, any broadcaster or telecaster, any magazine publisher, or any employee thereof, liable for
any publication, dissemination, distribution, or circulation herein prohibited unless such person
had actual knowledge of the falsity thereof. See PR ST T. 31 § 1257

Formal Requirements and Nature of Timeshare and Vacation Club Rights
The timeshare or vacation club regime must be established by public instrument and
recorded in the Registry of Property in accordance with the provisions of§ § 1262-1268e of this
title and§ § 2001 et seq. ofTitle 30, known as the "Mortgage and Property Registry Act".
The timeshare or vacation club regime may be structured in such manner, at the option of
402
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the declarer, that the timeshares or vacation club rights will be either:
(a) A contractual right to use and occupy the accommodation or
accommodations which are the object thereof, or
(b) a special type of property right with respect to a _particular
accommodation, coupled with the right to use and occupy the same
and/or other accommodations which are the object thereof, which
will be governed by the provisions of this chapter and in a
suppletory manner, by the provisions of§ § 1271-1285 of this title
relating to common ownership of property, except that:
(1) The timeshare regime's or vacation club regulation of the use
and enjoyment of the timeshare or vacation club accommodations
and facilities must be binding on all initial and subsequent
timeshare or vacation club right owners and owners of
accommodations and may only be amended as provided in this
chapter;

(2) the provisions of§ 1279 of this title relating to the division of
the thing held in common and the provisions of§ 1283 of this title
relating to the forced sale of the thing held in common must not be
applicable to timeshare or vacation club property, and
- (3) there must be no right of redemption upon the sale or other
alienation of a timeshare or vacation club right. Only protected
accommodations may be the object of this special property right,
although accommodations which are not protected
accommodations may be made available for supplemental use.
In addition to the timeshares and vacation club rights mentioned before, the timeshare or
vacation club regime may also include, within the timeshare plan or vacation club, the possibility,
subject to the provisions of this chapter, of the contractual grant of the right to use or conveyance
or alienation of the special property right with respect to:

(1) Individual accommodations as a unit and,
(2) individual commercial units, provided, with respect to the latter,
the operation thereof is restricted to the offering of products or
services reasonably of interest to the occupants of the other
accom~o'!_~!ions in the property._ §_ee PR ST T. 31 §1251a

Permit Application
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The timeshare or vacation club permit is prepared by the Company. It is at the
Company's discretion to require certain information and disclosures to application. See PR ST T.
31 § 1252c

Filing Fee§
The fee for filing and application for a timeshare permit or a vacation club permit is five
hundred dollars ($500.00) plus three dollars ($3.00) for each seven (7) days (or portions thereof)
of annual use available to all owners oftimeshares or vacation club rights in the accommodations
located in Puerto Rico with respect to which such permit is sought. If the timeshare plan or
vacation club does not have accommodations in Puerto Rico, the accommodations in the
timeshare plan's or vacation club's largest component site will be used as a basis for the
computation of all filing and application fees. The Company, by regulation, may vary the filing
fee upon calculation of costs and expenses incurred in reviewing applications.
The Company may conduct an inspection of the timeshare or vacation club property or
properties and may engage an independent consultant to review the budget for the timeshare plan
or vacation club. See PR ST T. 31 § 1252d

Taxes
Timeshares are exempt from occupancy tax. See PR ST T 13 Section 9051
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Kingdom of Thailand is embracing the future by developing its tourism and travel
industry. This is a guide through some of the issues involved in international travel law, Internet
purchases, and the law of Thailand. While international travel to Pacific Asia has increased
three-fold, from 25 million visitors a year to over 90 million in the last decade alone, Thailand
and other countries in the region still face numerous challenges that are best addressed using
both legal and business minded solutions. The stated goals of the Thai government are to
promote the "natural beauty, ancient monuments, antiques, history, arts, culture, sport and
technological development" of Thailand. (Travel Agency Business and Guide Act, B.E. 2535
(1992 C.E.)). To ensure these goals, Thailand needs to continuously develop and upgrade its
laws, regulations, and enforcement mechanisms to promote and standardize tourism and the
travel industry within "the land of smiles."
There is no one law governing all aspects of tourism in Thailand. The following are the
primary sources of Thai travel and tourism law:
•

Unified Travel and Tourism Act- Bill Proposal

•

Chamber of Commerce for Tourism of Thailand Act, B.E. 2544
(2001 C.E.)

•

Travel Agency Business and Guide Act, B.E. 2535 (1992 C.E.)
and Supplements Number 2 and Number 4, B.E. 2536 (1993
C.E.)

•

Tourism Authority of Thailand Act, B.E. 2522 (1979 C.E.)

•

Hotel Act, B.E. 2478 (1935 C.E.)

0

Other Acts related to the travel and tourism establishment in Thailand include:
•

Investment Promotion Act, B.E. 2521 (1978 C.E.)

•

Treaty of Amity and Economic Relations between the United
States and the Kingdom ofThailand, B.E. 2501 (1968 C.E.)

•

Electronic Transactions Act, B.E. 2544 (2001 C.E.)

•

National Park Act, B.E. 2504 (1961 C.E.)

Thailand uses_a_Buddhist.Calendar with the beginning of the_BuddhisLEra_(B.E.)_as_the .
year of the Buddha's death. Add 543 year to the Christian Era (C.E. or A.D.) year to get the
present Thai date. For example, 2002 C.E. + 563 = B.E. 2545

0
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All Thai regulations come into force after publication in the Government Gazette. The
law of Thailand is referenced with the title of the Act followed by the B.E. year. Cases are
referenced not by party name (as in the USA) but buy a case number followed by the B.E. year.

Thailand Tourism Statistics 2002

International Tourist Arrivals
JANUARY- NOVEMBER 2002
Month

Arrivals
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Average Length of Stay
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35-44
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51.77
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+0.53
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55 - 64

1,102,283 + 14.70

11.36

437,716 +8.95

4.51

Occupation
Professionals
Admin. & Managerial

1,424,998 +7.88
1,047,302 +9.79

14.69
10.79

Commercial Personnel

1,636,106 +6.51

16.86

Labou rers!Production
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-9.31

16.43

Agricultural Workers
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+3.11

0.24
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6.34
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10.50
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65 and O ver
Travel Arrangement
Group Tour
4,501,724 + 19.06
5,201,324 -0.67
Non Group Tour

46.39
53.(,1

Purpose of Visit
Holiday
Business
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Official
Others

8,642,912 +9.28
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-7.07

7.88

Housewife/Unpaid Workers

99,371 + 17.03

1.02

Students & Children

37,200 - 14.93
158,780 + 1.12

0.38
1.64

Retired & Unemployed
Other
Not Stated

138,559 - 19.12
1,951 ,268 + 3 1.89

(C) 1997 Tourism Authority of Thailand

----··--- ---

(Educational use data and chart taken from TAT's webpage www.tat.or.thlstatlindex.html)
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•
Transoort,
Communications,
Tourism and
Infrastructure Development Division (TCTIDD) of The
United Nations Economic and Social Commission For
Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)
The United Nations Building, Rajdamnern Avenue
Bangkok 10200, THAILAND
Tel. : +66 (02) 288-1426
Fax: +66 (02) 280-6042
Email: tctidd. unescap(ii),un. org
Webpage: www. unescap. org/tctd/index. htm
As a division ESCAP of the United Nations, the Transport,
Communications, Tourism and Infrastructure Development Division
(I'CTIDD) handles all matters related to travel and tourism in the
Asia Pacific region from Turkey to the United States and every
country in between. TCTIDD assists member countries in improving
the development, management, operation, maintenance, and pricing
of environmentally sound, efficient, and safe transport and
communications facilities and services. TCTIDD also assists in:
strengthening national capabilities in tourism policy, planning and
promotion; human resources development in the tourism sector;
facilitation of travel; investment for tourism infrastructure;
measuring the economic impact of tourism; regional and subregional
cooperation in tourism development; technical advisory services
upon request of member and associate member governments; and
data and information on tourism development issues to member and
associate members through various publications, including the
ESCAP Tourism Review and the ESCAP Tourism Newsletter.
The TCTIDD comprises three sections and one unit: the
General Transport, Coordination and Communications Section; the
Land Transport Section; the Water Transport Section; and the
Tourism Unit. The TCTIDD assists countries in the Asian Pacific
region in identifying emerging issues of regional importance, defining
and setting standards for regional land transport linkages,
developing policy options and strengthening national capabilities by:
promoting-regional- ·and-subregional cooperation and approaches-to!--"- -- - - issues of common concern to formal and informal groupings of
countries; preparing studies, publications, electronic issuances,
information systems, databases and software; and providing advisory
services and ou trainin .
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Recent major initiatives of the Tourism Unit in Thailand,
include the establishment of the Working Group on the Greater
Mekong Subregion in the Tourism Sector. In 1997, The Tourism Unit
also established the Network of Asia-Pacific Education and Training
Institutes in Tourism (APETIT) which includes The Hotel and
Tourism Training Institute (supra).

0

The Plan of Action for Sustainable Tourism Development in
the Asian and Pacific Region (PASTA), adopted by ESCAP in 1999,
has 6 theme areas and modalities at the regional and national level
for taking action. PASTA guides the work of ESCAP and provides the
mandate for organizing national seminars and workshops on all
aspects of sustainable tourism development. A wealth of information
and online publications are available at the TCTIDD website.

II. THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF THE KINGDOM OF THAILAND

Attorneys

Thailand has a population of 60 million people. There are 35,000 registered attorneys in
Thailand. Thai law is based on an LLB undergraduate program involving 4 years of legal study.
Each year between 3,000 and 4,000 law school graduates take the Bar Examination, but only
600-700 are admitted to the Bar.

0

Roughly 600,000 people living in Thailand belong to more than 12 hill tribes. These
include the Karen, Hmong, Mien (Yao), Lahu, Akha, Lisu, Padaung (long neck Karen), Lau, and
Mlabri (Phi Tong Luang). Although born in Thailand, and with ancestors from the lands
controlled by Thailand, these people have very few political rights and cannot vote, easily enter
college, nor become attorneys.
Attorneys were in demand before the economic crises of 1997. After the crises attorneys
were in greater rl:emand. There ~s a huge gap between the 100-200 attorneys that deal v0.th
international cases and the rest of the legal profession. Being a very neutral and centrally located
Asian country there is a large demand for international attorneys in Thailand.
There are no contingency fees in Thailand. It is believed that if an attorney concludes
this kind of legal proceedings or deal, then the attorney becomes a party to the dispute making
her inteie"sts-aoovethe interestsorjusiice~- h is against public policyroitlie attorney to InVolve .. .
herself directly in the interests and the outcome of the case by billing on a contingency basis.

0
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Legal Service v. Business Consultation
A foreign attorney cannot provide legal services in Thailand. Offering legal advice for
both non-Thai nationals and non-citizens is illegal. Only Thai citizens are admitted to the Thai
Bar. To have an audience in court the attorney must be a Thai national and citizen. However,
the government and the courts are beginning to tum a blind eye to the nationality requirements as
the World Trade Organization (WTO) forces legal practice to foreign attorneys.
All foreigners who work in Thai law firms act as "business consultants." Although they
are likely to be on the bar of their native countries, in Thailand they act as a mere advisor for
matters involving foreign investment, environment, labor, and the law.

The Judiciary and the Constitution
1932 marked the shift from absolute monarchy to constitutional monarchy in Thailand.
The most recent constitution of Thailand is the 1997 Constitution. This is the 16th Constitution
of Thailand. It has 336 Articles and is the second longest constitution in the world after India's
which has 340 Articles. This Constitution emphasizes Human Rights and draws on the USA and
German Constitution. For example, the Supreme Court to looks to the legislature to determine if
its decision is contrary to the provisions of the Constitution. The Thai Constitution is always in a
transition period and so after 5 years of using the present constitution, it is time for review and
reform. (See www.thaigov.go.th and www.krisadika.go.th)

Of the many cases that are filed against the government, most side with the power that is
in place. This results in extreme distrust of the government which regularly leads to a coup
d'etat. The coup is done by or with the support of the military. Once stabilized, the military
leaders are given prominent positions in the new government. Thai people often complain that
these political rulers are soldiers and not career politicians so they are overly rigid and unable to
create political solutions. 33 of Thailand's 54 Prime Ministers since the 1932 establishment of
the constitutional monarchy have been the military rulers of the coup. Considering this it is not
surprising that with nearly every new regime a new Constitution is drafted and it is not in the
general public's interest. It is such an accepted practice, that law students do not really study the
Thai Constitution and instead focus on comparative constitutional law.
The new constitution is important because it specifically holds the Constitution to be the
Supreme Law of Thailand. The courts are fortunately outside of this political I military conflict
as the judiciary merely applies the law and does not make it. So Thai judges are not routinely
replaced following the coup.

The Court System
There is no small claims court system in Thailand and attorneys must be present at for all
court hearings. Thai law does not allow the choice of forum clauses for court proceedings. The
Thai forum will be used if the civil procedure allows it. So the default choice of forum will be in
Thailand. If one party breaches the contract, and the other wants to go to a foreign court, e.g.,
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New Zealand, they still must have a Thai court trial to have a judgment enforced. Thai court can
entertain the case regardless of the choice of forum clause of the contract. Thailand may be the
only country that has this restriction on the choice of forum. There are 5 courts divisions in
Thailand, including 3 courts which address human rights issues:
1. Court of Justice - handles civil cases and is for lawsuits where
the official was acting outside of its scope of duty and beyond
the power granted to that official so the injured party may sue
the local authority directly under private tort law.

2. Administrative Court - protection of rights against the
government. If the government does something wrong then the
case will go here. This court has held separate proceedings
since 1997 and is for cases where the official was acting within
the scope of duty required by the state, so the injured party
must sue the government directly.
3. Constitutional Court - like Germany and Korea, and South
Africa (not the USA) - to decide cases involving individual
rights. This court is often in opposition to the judges and the
Ministry of Justice.
4. Ombudsman - is also available to try cases involving
individual human rights and reports to parliament to determine
if rights of the individual have been infringed upon. This
means an individual's human rights may be addressed by many
different courts.
5. Human Rights Court- also address issues dealing with human
rights under the national standard for human rights. Human
rights violations enforcement is limited "according to the law."

Thai Administrative Court
State liability is tried under both the Administrative Court and Court of Justice. The
Court of Justice handles disputes involving contracts for the private sector while the
Administrative Court bandies administrative contracts for government projects. A significant
difference between the two courts is that in the Court of Justice uses the adversary system, so
that the plaintiff and defendant must defend their own claims while the Administrative Court
uses the inquisitorial investigative system, so the judge has inquisitorial powers. The
Administrative Court procedure is much newer than the Court of Justice and not fully developed
today:---------------The Administrative Court is used when a government party contracts with a private firm
and for trade and commercial law. The private party is recognized as not having the same power
of capacity to contract as the government. The court proceedings are conducted under a system
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adopted from the French Administrative Contract model. This court considers the parties to be
unequal if one of the contracting parties is the state, however in practice, the administrative
system is usually more friendly to the state.
The USA model, on the other hand, uses civil law of contract for private parties dealing
with the .state, not the administrative law of contract, and the individual is treated quite
differently in their relationship with the government, so that they may expect damages according
to the law of contract.

Government Concessions
The government holds natural resources and public commodities in public trust. Most
resource development projects and public utilities are licensed out to private parties as a
concession from the government. If the nature of the contract is a public utility concession to a
private party, for development of natural resources for tourist activities or the development of a
transportation system, then it is an administrative contract.
In Thailand, if the concession is given to the private party then the government standards
follow to that private party. This includes damages as would be applied to the government, not
to a private party. This system greatly favors the private party who is operating on a concession
from the government as the court will consider its needs the same as the government's needs,
and under the Administrative system, will tend to favor the concession receiving party.
For example, the development of a resort area with large hotels, swimming pools, and
golf courses would first require extensive logging to clear the land. Logging is illegal in
Thailand without a government concession, so the company paid the government a great deal of
money for the right develop the land for the resort. When the logging was found to cause
pollution and floods in the community, the government withdrew its concession as a matter of
public interest. The government then paid damages under the administrative court's authority,
and put the parties injured by the flood in the position they would be in had their injury not
occurred, as under administrative and tort law principles, but the government would not pay the
company receiving the concession for any lost profits.
If the same fact situation occurred in the USA court, the government's withdrawal of the
concession, would be considered a breach of contract by the state. The state would then have to
pay compensation under the law of contract and put the injured party in position they would have
been in if the contract and been performed, which means paying for lost profits and other law of
contract damages.

Commercial and Civil Code
The Civil and Commercial Code deals with all the laws for people from birth until death.
Family law, succession, and inheritance are all included in the code, as is the sale of goods, but
this is normally limited to domestic sales, not international sales. The Civil Commercial Code
contains both civil and commercial law in 6 books, which include the three listed below:
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The Civil and Commercial Code
•
•
•

Law of Juristic Acts -Book 1
Law of Contracts - Book 2; widely used in daily life so the specific rules are
written down to govern the contract.
Law of Specific Contracts - Book 3

Council o(State
The Office of the Council of State, by its Foreign Law
Division, prepares translations of legislation either by its own
initiative or at the request of Government agencies, international
organisations and foreign embassies. The English texts of the
legislation translated by the Council ofState are officially certified as
true and correct translations and recognised by the Council of
Ministers as well as all Government agencies.

0
III. THAI CONTRACTS
Thai contracts are part of the law of obligation, within The Civil and Commercial Code,
and all of the laws related to the source of obligation must be studied and understood
cumulatively to understand and apply Thai contract. So when applying Thai law, the element
that makes a juristic act voidable, also makes a contract voidable, as contract law is a subset of
the law of obligation and therefore all juristic laws apply to contract law.
Overview of Thai Legal System's Law of Obligation
A. Source of Obligation
1. Juristic Act and Contract
2. Tort- unauthorized Agent- Unjust Evidence. Civil wrong.
3. Statutes
B. Consequences of Obligation
- -F-or -example,...aU-Of-the laws in Juristic Act must be applied in-the-law-of.speciftc-contract.
The law governing the tour operator and travel agency's requirement to provide a safe tour is
covered under Book 3 - sale of goods and services.

0
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Doctrine ofSanctity of Contract
This is all parties to the contract must be bound by the terms of the contract. The parties
must follow its terms as agreed to. The following is also considered underlying the doctrine of
Sanctity:
•
•
•

equality of the bargaining parties
freedom of entry into the contract - no duress, nor fraud
negotiation- fair negotiation resulting in an agreement makes the contract fair

So if one party is a government or large international corporation and the other is an
individual consumer, the small consumer may be favored as there was no equality of bargaining,
and probably no freedom to contract and to conduct meaningful negotiations. The tourist's
examples include arrangements for accommodation or to rent a car. There is no real freedom to
enter into this contract, so the court is likely to favor the individual over the corporation when
interrupting the contract terms. The court will consider:
A. Unfair Terms - terms in (1) Consumer Contract which gives (2) unreasonable
/.lw!t-{Wic-t.(YI. uV4. ~cJ-~
advantage to the (3) big business entity.
B. Standard form contracts which give an unreasonable advantage to the big business.

C. Exemption Clause - a party cannot contract out of responsibility with regard to
responsibility for person, but can contract out of responsibility for goods. So the
hotel can contract to not be responsible for stolen luggage left in the hotel - however,
the court will probably consider whether the contract terms were unfair and the
relative bargaining power of the guest.
Examples of activities for which liability cannot be contracted out of include: accidents
involving recreational trains which caught on fire and killed 2 children, broken legs from
dangerous providing sports like parasailing, Temple's golf cart tips over injuring passengers.

Determining Jurisdiction and Venue
Thailand has an extensive long arm jurisdiction statute which allows a party to sue
anyone in Thai court, provided as long as the plaintiff is domiciled in Thailand. However, the
judgment may prove difficult to enforce outside of Thailand.
The Consumer Protection Act established an administrative body to protect consumers,
The Consumer Protection Committee, and grants them the power to survey the business activity
ora company;-tO- identify the business of the confi:act, and 'oeciare the busiriess as one that uses
fair or unfair contract terms. After the company is declared as one that uses unfair contract terms,
it is controlled by the Consumer Protection Act. The contract is then separated into two lists: the
Fair terms list and the Unfair terms list. The contract's unfair terms will be deleted from the
contract by the Committee. (See Consumer Protection Act, B.E. 2541 ( 1998 C.E.)
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International Contracts and Conflict of Laws

There are international and universal elements common to all contracts. However, in
Thailand, if the parties have different nationalities, even though the contract was concluded in
the same jurisdiction, the contract is considered to be an international contract. In international
contracts, the choice of law may be the same, but the choice of forum is often a problem for Thai
nationals, especially when it is abroad, for example, in New York or Hong Kong.
In international business transactions, conflict of law rules are applied when the parties
fail to include a clause for the governing law as part of their contract. In general, if the
governing law clause is included, the law used will be that of the forum where the action is
initiated. This involves domestic courts and Thailand's domestic courts and legislators are
working hard to protect the rights of Thai citizens over foreign interests.
Other elements the court considers are the fairness of the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

j

Choice of forum
Means to settle dispute
Shipment terms
Settlement terms
Arbitration
Conflict of Laws

The law of Siam will apply if the foreign country's law is not proved to the satisfaction of
the Thai Court (Section 8). In Thailand, the applicable law is determined by the intention ofthe
parties. The law agreed upon by the parties at the time of contract formation will apply. If there
is no stated law, then the applicable law is that of the home jurisdiction of the parties contracting.
E.g., ifthe contract is made in New York, and both parties are Thai, then the Thai court is likely
to apply Thai law. If the parties are both domiciled in New York, but one is Thai and the other is
USA, then the law of the place of contract formation is the applicable law. (See Thailand Act On
Conflict ofLaws B.E. 2481 (19! 8~·~Title III, Section 13)

I

The Thai court can enforce California law, if California law is in the contract as the
mt choice of forum. The contract is formed at the place of notice of acceptance provided there is
4110
~
proof where the. contract is formed. An offer and acceptance made through internet, by a person
, ~
of any nationality in Thailand at the time of formation over the internet, is valid in Thai court.
:J- -Gn l- 3 ·(infra)
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_IV. CRIMES, TORT, AND NEGLIGENCE FOR PROVIDERS OF TRAVEL
Crimes
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The Public Prosecutor, on behalf of the plaintiff, must prove guilt in the criminal trial.
The judgment in the criminal trial is binding on the civil court. If criminally liable, then the
defendant is also automatically liable in tort. However, if the defendant is not negligent in the
criminal trial, then the civil court must follow the criminal decision.

Tort
Tort is an activity without the consent of the other party and is covered in The Civil and
Commercial Code sections 420-452. Tort law is not sui generis law, of a unique and different
kind, in Thailand; rather, akin to contracts, it is one piece of the general law of obligation (supra).
Tort is liability, which in turn is part of the source of obligation in the Thai legal system.
Tortious liability under Thai law is divided into 3 categories:
•

Fault Liability - fault or wrongful act

•

Strict Liability - liability without fault.
exceptions to strict liability in Thailand.

•

Vicarious Liability - the person commits no wrong at all, but
the other person committed tortuous liability.

There are always

Under The Civil and Commercial Code, fault liability is the general principle of tort law.
Strict liability and vicarious liability are exceptions to this general principle. All four of the
following factors must be present before tortuous liability can be found:
1. Unlawful Act - If the tortfeasor' s act is lawful, then it is not a tort.
2. Intention or negligence - The tortfeasor must have a bad mens rea I intention or
at least acting with negligence.

3. Damages- The tortfeasor's act must result in loss on the part of the victim- the
result.
4. Causation- The tortfeasor's act must be related to the damages- the cause.

The unlawful act plus intention equals fault. Fault plus loss equals tort.
Tortuous liability for is limited to bodily harm that does not result in death. There is also
a requirement for actual damages under Thai criminal law, (however attempted murder is enough
to be treated as actual damages).
There are no punitive damages or exemplary damages in Thailand. There is no emotional
distress nor pain and suffering. Damages are paid for physical harm only. Tort does not give the
plaintiff the expectancy value, it only puts the victim back in the place they were before the
injury occurred. Damages are granted for injury to in life, limb, body, liberty, frame, and
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reputation, but NOT for emotional suffering. There are some situations where victims may get
damages for loss of future earnings, loss of income, and future medical expenses. So for
example, the damages for the death of an 8 year old girl are very limited in Thailand.

V-icarious Liability
This is the law of Master and Servant; Principal and Agent (section 427). The principle
is liable for the tortuous acts of their agent. This includes the person asking their friend to
borrowing the car and pick up the child from school. The parent of the child remains variously
liable for the friend's driving.

Strict Liability
The following are examples of travel related strict liability injures:

Operators of Motorized Vehicles- Plane, Train, Automobile and Motorcoach
(No description provided)
Car, Plane, Train
A moving vehicle with an engine is a mechanically propelled vehicle. The controller of
the mechanically propelled vehicle is responsible for injuries and damages that occur while
operating the vehicle. The exception is if the injury is caused by pure accident or through the
fault of the victim. However the driver is at least partly responsible, so the driver must pay some
compensation, similar to comparative negligence jurisdictions. There is no duty to prove
wrongness, nor negligence by the victim. It is the burden of the driver to disprove his negligence.
Vehicles are classified into 2 categories under Thai law: mechanically propelled and nonmechanically propelled vehicles. There are also criminal procedures for injury that occurs while
operating a mechanically propelled vehicle. (See The Civil and Commercial Code, section 437,
para 1)

Motorcoach
(Governed by The Civil and Commercial Code section 437 para 1)
It is a common site at the time of a motorcoach accident to see the driver get out of the
motorcoach and run away. If the driver stays at the scene of the accident, it is likely that he will
be arrested and imprisoned. This is well known in the travel and tourism industry of Thailand.
The result is-tllar-drivers-ufttrur-buses are advised by their employers-anrr1lttomeys-to flee from
the scene of any fatal accident. The tour company's attorney, on behalf the fugitive driver, can
negotiate with the police and the families of the injured parties for the driver to "turn himself in."
As the driver is not imprisoned at the time of the negotiation, the tour company and their attorney
have more leverage in negotiating the settlement of the damages for the accident.
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Compulsory Motor Vehicle Insurance
Current Thai compulsory motor vehicle insurance is very limited. The maximum
compensation is limited to approximately 80,000 baht (19,005 USD) for death by motor vehicle.
The premium is also currently very low to encourage the development of the auto industry and
consumer driving in Thailand, with plans to gradually increase insurance coverage as
development increases.

Roast Duck Case
Recently, there was a case where a fire was caused by gas leak that was sparked by a
street vendor's CQ.o king wagon. Many cars were in the adjacent street and many drivers were
injured and killed by the fire. The vendor, as the owner of the gas (dangerous property) and the
cooking wagon (non-mechanically propelled vehicle), was liable for all o(_the daroages. The
owner, here a poor street vendor, did not have enough money to pay, so the court ordered the
victim's auto insurance to carry the burden and p ay the damages.

Animal Attacks and Injuries Caused By Animals

This includes attacks by animals tourists are likely to interact with such as: elephants,
tigers, alligators, monkeys, snakes, horses, and exotic birds. Bangkok is a modem city that also
has elephants walking the streets for the pleasure of tourists. The victim can often claim
damages from the owner or caretaker of the animals, however this is not absolute liability and
the owner is frequently judgment proof. (See The Civil and Commercial Code, section 433)
\

Stray Dogs
There are a large number of stray dogs with no particular master in Thailand, but they are
cared for by local people. Many people give food to the dogs. The policy is for the local
municipalities, e.g. BMA, to sterilize and then release the dogs; NOT to kill them. If the
authorities try to catch the dog, the local people will actually try to help the dog escape. This is a
reflection of the strong Buddhist influence on Thai people. (See The Civil and Commercial Code
section 433)
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Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA)

A local municipality, this is the same organization as the
Bangkok Tourist Bureau. The BMA is the governing body for most of
the problems and issues involving consumers of travel and tourism.
The local municipalities are responsible for maintaining their
districts which includes keeping the footpaths clear. However, this
doesn't stay very clear or safe as there are always many street
venders blocking the sidewalk, forcing the pedestrian to enter the
street and traffic to navigate around the venders. Stray dogs are also
roam the streets and threaten tourists.

Sidewalks, Footpaths, Electric Cables, and Streets

The municipal authorities, e.g., the Bangkok Governor, is responsible for repairing the
side walks, in their district, not the national government, nor the owners of the private land or
dwellings. Recently, a person fell into a manhole because the cover was not maintained and
secure. It is duty of the local municipal authority, for example, the Bangkok Municipal
Authority, to maintain a safe road for pedestrians and tourists. The local authorities have a duty
to keep the footpath safe and clear and this includes the vendors in the street. If they fail to do
this the local authorities are in violation of a lawful act. The official who did not maintain the
street, the head of the municipality, is directly responsible. According to the Tortuous Act of
1996, if the official committed the tortuous act in the course of their duty, then the injured party
must sue the government not the individual in the Administrative Court (supra).

0

Defective buildings or structures (Goverened by section 434)

House, Hotel, or Building (section 436)

If there is an injury resulting from a thing that fell from a house, hotel or building, the
possessor of that structure must be responsible for the damage. This includes a drink bottle
falling from the penthouse balcony and injuring a pedestrian below. However in Thailand, often
the possessor is impoverished and judgment proof.

Dangerous Property (437 para 2)

The possessor of property is responsible for the loss caused by their property including
electric wires, guns, gases, and explosives. Dangerous Property is also covered under The
422
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Dangerous Thing Act B.E. 2534 (1991 C.E.). Again here the possessor may have no money to
pay compensation for the injuries.

V. THAI TRAVEL LAW LEGISLATION

Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution

The Thai arbitration system was introduced in 1938 with the Civil Code, but it was not
regularly used. Then in the 1980s arbitration was often compelled by courts of Thailand. Even
if one party doesn't want to go to arbitration, the Thai court will often orders them to arbitration.

Mediation
The role of the mediator is very passive and proceedings are conducted mostly by the
parties and not the mediator. Mediation and the word 'mediator' are NOT often used in Thailand
nor by Thai people. Although, USA and foreign parties often seek mediation in Thailand, it is
strongly discouraged in favor of conciliation and arbitration.

Conciliation
The role of the conciliator is very active and seeks to facilitate options which enable
clients to settle their disputes. Conciliation is often used in Thailand. The conciliator is a person
that has much respect among Thais and is sought for their wisdom and special abilities to find a
settlement which agreeable to both parties.

Arbitration
Arbitration, in some instances, has been compulsory in Thailand since the 1980s.
Arbitration is favored for international transactions because of its enforcement under the New
York Convention. Even ifajudgment can't be enforced in Thailand, it can be enforced in other
countries that are signatories to the New York Convention. Normally when dispute involves
technical issues, arbitration is more appropriate as the arbitrator is normally chosen because of
his expertise in the area under dispute. In Thailand it is called 'International Arbitration' when
one parties is not Thai.
The Thai citizen entering the contract is often a provider of travel services, an engineer,
or some other non-legal- professi-onal. Today, although there is a great deal- of-arbitration in
Thailand and the world over, the results of international arbitration are often very negative for
Thai citizens. Under both national and international law, Thailand is required to enforce USA
arbitration awards and vice versa. But in fact, there are not many awards granted in Thailand to
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Thai citizens. The remedy almost always comes out in favor of the foreigner and not the Thai
citizen.
The arbitration profession is opened as a practice for foreigners in Thailand. Although
only Thai citizens may work as attorneys in Thailand, foreign companies may bring their own
attorney to Thailand for the arbitration proceedings.
The fees of arbitrators are very expensive, so there is little reason to think they would be
susceptible to bribes. However, there are criminal sanctions for willful or reckless acts by the
arbitrators. This is a crime only in Thailand, Singapore, and Germany. This law came into
effect in June 2002. Judges are may also be criminally liability for fraud. This is oversight by
criminal law and criminal prosecutors; not by the integrity of the arbitrators. For example, if an
arbitrator is found guilty of bribery, she will go to jail. Many people are against criminal liability
for the arbitrator, but the government holds that if the arbitrator is doing nothing wrong, there is
nothing for the arbitrator to fear. The officials of Thailand have frequently and continuously
enacting laws such as this to create a "sense of security" in the business community.

Arbitration Situs
Attending the arbitration outside of Thailand is also difficult for Thai citizens. The
arbitration fees, the situs of the arbitration, the attorneys fees, traveling and bringing witness
abroad all involves a great deal of money and the Thai baht is weak today. Before all Thai
investments were handled under standard form contracts. The USA, Japan, and developed
countries all used the same form when dealing with Thailand. All had an arbitration clause
under the rules of the ICC, AAA, or LCIA rules with the situs in either Paris of New York. If the
plaintiff is a local Thai and the claim is small, the Thai person must bring the claim in Paris or
New York. With such a small claim, the trip to say, New York, the situs of choice for USA based
companies, is prohibitively expensive to majority of Thais. Most Thai attorneys say they don't
bother going abroad so the arbitration is done expatriate without the Thai citizen's participation,
the foreigner wins a judgment and then seeks enforcement in Thailand under the auspicious of
the New York Convention.
Thai courts will enforce arbitration clauses with a foreign situs. However, to their great
disadvantage, many Thais do not realize the importance of Arbitration and the ICC rules, when
New York, Singapore or Hong Kong, are chosen as a venue for arbitration. So for small claims
involving arbitration, the Thai citizen has typically has no redress at all for the foreign
company's breach of contract because the means of settling the dispute, traveling abroad,
bringing witnesses, and hiring local council is prohibitively expensive, especially since the
diminishment of the Thai currency following the economic crisis of 1997. Contracting which
agrees to a court trial abroad also leads to the same prohibitively expensive problems for Thai
citizens. Many argue that these arbitration agreements become a modern form of extraterritoriality as-the-Thai party -has little option of entering into business-with-foreign-companies
without agreeing to their contractual provision for arbitration with situs abroad. Even if the Thai
party attends the arbitration, he often loses, and then the Thai person refuses to pay. This
happened in a famous case in Thailand for highway construction and resulted in an arbitration
agreement of over 50,000,000 baht. Another case was tried in the London Court of International
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Arbitration - and the award granted was only 1OO,OOOUSD. However, the legal defence fees,
which must be paid by the losing party, came to 250,000BP. Although the New York
Convention compels recognition of this award, this type of settlement makes arbitration
extremely unpopular in Thailand.
Thai companies often dupe the foreign companies into a "good compromise". by
contracting to use USA law for the trial in a Thai court. However, in practice, the Thai court will
rarely use USA law or USA damages. It is more likely that the Thai court will ignore this clause
in the contract and simply use Thai law. Perhaps the best solution to the situs trap for Thailand
would be to set up its own arbitration office and institutions that are in line with the Thai court
system. This would likely involve arbitration organizations such AAA or ICC or LCIA to
establish branch offices in Thailand.

Arbitration and Dispute Resolution With the Thai Government
The state agency party to an arbitration procedure will attend many negotiations, but
will rarely settle. Negotiation means compromise; compromise means you gain something and
you lose something. This would mean that the government official may be seen as unscrupulous
when he gains more than he should; or incompetent when he gives up more than should. This
perception affects the career of the officer. As a result, government officials try to avoid
arbitration, and will usually defer payment on any arbitration settlement until a final court
rendered judgment is reached so they don't have to worry about any personal liability and how
the settlement will affect their political career. This makes it extremely difficult to successfully
conclude arbitration with the Thai government including the Tourism Authority of Thailand.
When the arbitration does commence, the government appoints a civic minded arbitrator
from the Public Prosecutor's office and the private party selects a business minded arbitrator
from a private law firm. The third arbitrator is appointed by these two. This "umpire" is rarely a
judge because judges cannot retire until age 70. So the third is often a college professor or a
professional in the industry, e.g., construction manager. The fees are compared with the fees
paid under other international arbitrations associations and the average is paid to the Thai
arbitrators.

Arbitration Awards and the Settlement of Court Disputes
At the enforcement of the award stage of the arbitration, the Thai court will closely
scrutinize the award to be sure it was legally decided, and if it deems that it was not legally
decided, the Thai court will refuse to enforce the award. In law, the courts of Thailand enforce
foreign arbitration awards and vice versa, but in practice, not many arbitration awards are
granted and enforced in Thailand.
The Thai court also makes a distinction betweenforeign and domestic arbitration awards
and it greatly favors domestic awards. If one of the parties is a Thai national then the case is
considered to be a domestic arbitration and under the Thai Law of Arbitration it is subject to
heightened scrutiny. Foreign awards are not as strongly scrutinized as domestic awards.
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Recently, it often appears that the Thai Court seems to find a way out of the arbitration
enforcement obligation of the New York Convention by rendering the settlement illegal, or
holding that illegal acts occurred during the arbitration, or that the procedure was conducted by
improper or illegal means. The Thai court will examine the arbitration award to determine if it is
"based on justice," which is beyond the mandates of the New York Convention. The court also
questions whether the award was given under proper proceedings and tends not to grant
enforcement of awards unless both parties were able to represent their case. If the Thai court
fmds any sort of injustice in the award, it feels there is no need to abide by the New York
Convention and it will not enforce the settlement.

Q

Damages Involving the Thai Government
A frequent matter to be established in arbitration with the Thai government is related to
pre-established damages, commonly set on a per diem basis, if the contract is not finished on
time. The private attorney arbitrator sees this as freedom of contract and in support of free trade.
However, the civic minded public prosecutor selected by the government sees this as a type of
punishment and the person trying the case should strongly consider fairness and justice in terms
of how the settlement may negatively impact the Thai government.
Furthermore, Thai Administrative Courts do not frequently enforce arbitration awards
against the Thai government. The Administrative Court considers the needs of the Thai
government and citizens, and the amount of Thai tax payer's money that must be paid to the
private company by the government of Thailand. If any of this seems unbalanced to the
Administrative Court, it will refuse enforcement of the arbitration award. For this reason, state
agencies and private companies may want to handle the case solely before the Administrative
Court.

0

In Thailand, if the concession for public services is granted to the private individual then
the government's standard follows for damages, that is, the company with the concession for
public services may not need to pay damages. This is contra to the USA adjudication, which
would consider the state's unfulfilled contract obligations, a breach of contract. The state would
then have to pay compensation under the law of contract, put the injured party in position as if
the contract had been performed which results in the state paying a damages award.

Unified Travel and Tourism Act- Bill Proposal
(Based on largely on my interview with a drafter of the proposal.)
The following is a summary of some ofthe changes that will apply when the new Unified
Travel and Tourism Act (the Act) is passed.
-----·---···-·

.

The proposed Unified Travel and Tourism Act seeks to cover all areas of tourism under
the umbrella and authority of the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT). Private business as well
as publicly owned service providers and suppliers of travel, including temples and national parks,
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will be subject to the authority and regulations of the TAT. The proposed Act would give the
TAT authority to monitor and enforce its travel and tourism regulations.
The new legislation seeks to create a member certification system for all venders,
especially jewelry shops. This certification would also include continued monitoring of hotels,
restaurants, gift shops, suppliers of travel, national parks,_ temples, travel agencies, and tour
operators. Vendors and shops would be classified into two categories: certified and non-cerNfied.
Submitting to certification is purely voluntary but membership requires adherence to certain
sales standards in exchange for information useful for increasing sales and advertisements
directed towards tourists.
The current laws have limited application and mainly address restrictions to tour
operators and travel agents. Presently, the TAT has no legal enforcement mechanisms in place.
The TAT can only inform the direct authorities, for example the Consumer Protection Authority,
of any wrongs that may have occurred while providing travel. Also presently, the TAT's role is
limited to acting as a ' complaint trafficking centre and mediator,' as it merely refers angry
tourists and operators to the proper administrative and legal channels to resolve their disputes.
The new structure for the TAT will have the Prime Minister directly supervising the National
Board. The National Board will supervise the TAT and the TAT will supervise all of the
individual departments that are related to travel and tourism.
Today, each department of the government deals with travel and tourism under its own
discretion and without any unifying guiding principles. Cooperation between the various
departments is cumbersome and ineffective. For example, today the National Parks fall under
the exclusive supervision of the Forestry Department which may not necessarily be concerned
with developing and protecting of the Parks for today's tourists and preserving the Parks for
future visitors. The new act will enable the TAT to play a direct role in the supervision of
National Parks for the benefit of all present and future Thai citizens and foreign tourists. Hotels
face a similar dilemma, as they are under the supervision of the local Municipal Authority, in
Bangkok this is the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration, which is not concerned with
continuous development of the entire tourist industry.

1711 Phra-Arthit Road
Phranakhon District, Bangkok 10200
Thailand
Tel: +66 (02) 225-7612-5
Fax: +66 (02) 225-7616

)

This is the organization that operates the tourist Kiosks found
in train stations and si htseein areas.
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Electronic Transactions Act, B.E. 2544 (2001 C.E.)
In Thailand electronic contracts are recognized as enforceable. The offer of travel
_ services on the internet is received at the place of business or the habitual residence of the
tourists. The acceptance of the offer may then be at the same tourist's place of business or
habitual residence, so depending on how the court applies the Thailand Act on Conflict of Laws,
it is likely that the formation of the contract will be in the consumer's jurisdiction (section 24)
and she could then bring suit in either Thailand or her home jurisdiction.

Travel Agency Business and Guide Act._ B.E. 2535 (1992 C.E.)
This Act is for non-USA foreign businesses.

•

Note that the provisions of this Act do NOT apply to the government nor TAT
controlled tourist activities, guides, agencies, and services. The Travel Agency
Business and Guide Act applies to the private sector (Section 4).

•

Note also that the registration system for USA based tourist businesses falls under
the provisions of the Treaty of Amity (infra), and as such, USA based travel agencies
have more rights and privileges in Thailand than do other countries (Section 15).

According to Travel Agency Business and Guide Act, no one is allowed to engage in the
travel agency business nor work as a tour guide without having been granted a license from the
Registrar of the TAT. (Sections 14 and 39) A tourist is defmed quite expansively to include all
persons who accept the provision of service and facility from the travel agent by paying for that
service. Forming a Travel Agency or Tour Operator Company, like other industries of Thailand,
requires foreign owners to be minority partners with Thai nationals and that land ownership be
generally restricted to Thai citizens. (For the latest update visit the Bangkok Tourist Business
Guide Registration Office website http:/1209.128.112.45/benefit e.htm).
This Act also establishes the office of the Governor of the TAT as well as the Provincial
Registrars for the TAT. The Registrar may examine the Travel Agency to ensure compliance
with TAT licenses requirements and has the ability to revoke and suspend licenses. The
Registrar may issue fines up to 100,000 Baht (2,380 USD) and the agent or guide also may face
criminal unprisonment up to 6 months for failing to comply with the TAT licensing guidelines.
The Travel Agency Business and Guide Committee shall be made of a number of
important Thai government officials including the Chairman of the TAT, the Governor of the
TAT, the Director-General of the Public Relations Department, Director-General ofthe Fine Arts
Depa.rthieiit,llie D1recror -General of the Customs Department, Governor offfieBruuCofThailand,
Director-General of the Police Department, and other prominent Thai government officials. This
Committee is charged with prescribing plans and other measures concerning the promotion and
control of the travel and guide business including giving advice on the duties, dress, manners,
and behavior of the guides and agencies. The Committee also addresses appeals for the potential
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the TAT to issue a license to qualified tour operators. To operate a tour business, it is necessary
to have a tour license issued buy the Registrar. Qualified applicants must be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a Thai national
20 years old or older
domiciled in Thailand
not bankrupt
not have been imprisoned for crimes other than negligence or petty offences
not have had a suspended or revoked license in the past 3 years

Juristic Persons including partnerships, corporations, etc., must:
•
•
•
•

be registered under Thai law
have an office in Thailand
have not less than 51% of capital belonging to Thai Nationality
have a Thai National as its managing partner

The application packet further requires the names and nationalities of every shareholder
and the number of shares held by each shareholder. As with most purchases in Thailand, the
registration fees are different for foreign and Thai businesses.

Type
1. Foreign
2. Domestic
3. Specific areas
4. Up to 20 tourists/trip
5. Over 20

Fee
500 baht
300
100
100
100

Guaranty
1OO,OOObaht
50,000
1,000
3,000
10,000

The tourist industry operator must create and maintain a specified security deposit to gain
an agent license. The Committee sets the rules for opening an account for security deposit of
funds in case of injury to consumers. The amount of the security is prescribed in the Ministerial
Regulation. The account deposit, withdrawal, and disbursement of funds from the bank account
can be compelled by the Committee.
In case a tourist who is not a resident of Thailand is injured on a tour, the travel agent
may be responsible to pay_ compensation to this tourist. Should the agent refuse to pay the
compensation for a claim, the Registrar may conduct an investigation, and the Committee has the
authority to withdraw funds from the agent's security deposit. This deposit account is also
available to ·third parties, tourist industry operators, and travel agents injured during the course of
______:the tour and.travel services.
---------------------------·. _ ·- ___ ___

Advertising the tours and the details of the tours are governed by Section 26. The
advertisements must include the name of the travel agent, place of business, license number
issued by the TAT, time, rates for services, types of vehicles used in the tour, the destinations
including all stop-overs and places of interest, the nature and type of accommodations, and
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number of meals provided. Any changes in this information must be notified to the persons
concerned "without delay."
Before working as a tour guide, the guide must receive a license from the TAT certifying
the guide to provide travel services. Guides are prohibited by regulation from being alcoholics
or drug addicts, or persons with communicable diseases. They also must have not been
imprisoned unless the imprisonment was based on negligence or a petty offence (Section 39).
Guides must carry and present their TAT issued ID cards while performing guide services
(Section 12 of Supplement Number 2).

0
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Chamber of Commerce For Tourism of Thailand Act, B.E. 2544 (200 1 C .E.)
This Act deals with the role of the private operator for the private sector in Thailand.

The Treaty of Amity and Economic Relations Between the United States and the Kingdom of
ThailandB.E. 2501 (1968 C.E.)
For USAforeign businesses
The Treaty of Amity provides that USA companies may:
1. Maintain a majority shareholding or own its company 100%, branch office or
representative office located in Thailand.

0

2. American nationals and companies that establish or acquire interest in commercial,
industrial, financial and other business enterprises in Thailand will receive all rights
and privileges afforded to Thai nationals. USA citizens may engage in any business
on the same basis as Thai companies in the USA, and are exempt from restrictions
imposed by the Alien Business Law B.E. 2505 (1972 C.E.).
Under the Treaty, restrictions on American investment continue to include: Land
ownership, inland communications, transportation and communication industries, fiduciary
functions, banking involving depository functions, domestic trade in indigenous agricultural
products, and exploiting land or other natural resources.
Under separate treaty arrangements, citizens of ASEAN states have a special status to
work as tour guides in Thailand.

- - Investml!lft Promotion Act (1978 C.E.)
To acquire land and the majority control of a travel agency or supplier of travel in
Thailand, a USA or foreign citizen may apply for an Investment Promotion Certificate from the
Thailand Board of Investment (BOI) under the Investment Promotion Act of 1978. The BOI has
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the power, to grant fiscals and other promotional incentives to Thai registered companies.
Ownership of land and buildings are normally forbidden by foreign persons, however the BOI
may grant an exemption of the corporate income tax for up to eight years, subject to conditions
which include having paid capital investment of a specified amount. If the foreign company
complies with these requirements, it is then possible, and within the discretion of the BOI, for
that foreign company to own land and a business in Thailand.

Tourism Authority of Thailand Act, B.E. 2522 (1979 C.E.)
This act defines a tourist industry operator as a person who is engaging in the tourist
industry. A tourist is defined as a person who freely travels from his normal place of residence
for a temporary period with the objective other than to carry on his occupation or to earn income.
The TAT is given the responsibility of promoting tourism and making Thailand known
for its "natural beauty, ancient monuments, antiques, history, arts, culture, sport and
technological development." Under Section 9, the TAT is also responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

providing facilities and safety for tourists,
promoting friendship between peoples and nations by means of tourism
developing tourism and infrastructure for tourists
giving advice to government offices, organizations and the private sector
promoting training and technical education courses in order to bring up
personnel of a certain standard and in sufficient number for the tourist
industry (see The Hotel and Tourism Training Institute infra)
surveying and collecting evidence from government offices, organizations,
institutions, juristic persons and tourist industry operators for the purpose of
making available statistics related to the tourist industry.
surveying and designating certain areas and places as tourist sites to be
conserved as State Property under supervision of the TAT
and then implementing the construction, promotion, conservation,
rehabilitation and development of these tourists sites

The TAT is also charged with carrying out the tourists industry to the extent which is
deemed necessary as well as investing solely or jointly with others to initiate the development of
tourism or infrastructure and facilities for tourists. This includes acquiring ownership or
possessory rights of property. Furthermore, TAT property is under a great deal of government
protection and is not subject to execution of judgment if enforcement is sought against the TAT.
-----------

Income for TAT comes from the government subsidies and from its own tourist industry
and joint ventures. The TAT is also charged with extending loans and issuing bonds for the
promotion of tourism.
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The importance of travel and tourism in Thailand is evidenced by the fact that the TAT is
governed by the highest ranking political officials of Thailand. The Prime Minister (or his
Minuet) is the general supervisor of all TAT affairs (Section 15). The Board of Directors of the
TAT includes the Under-Sectary of State for Foreign Affairs, Under-Sectary of State for
Communications, Under-Sectary of State for the Interior, and many other high ranking
government officials (Section 18).

li~~
~ Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT)
Tourism Authority ofThailand
Le Concorde Building
202 Ratchadaphisek Road
Huai Khwang, Bangkok 10310
Thailand
Tel: +66 (02) 694-1222
Fax: +66 (02) 694-1220-1
Email: governor@tat. or. th
Webpage: www.tat.or.th, www.tourismthailand.org

The Tourism Authority of Thailand was established in 1960
and is the first organization in Thailand to be responsible specifically
for the promotion of tourism. The TAT supplies information and data
on tourist sites and hotels to the public, and advertises and publicizes
Thailand to encourage both Thai and foreign travel in the Kingdom.
The TAT also conducts studies to set development plans for tourist
areas, and co-operates with and supports the production and
development ofpersonnel in the field of tourism.
Today, there are 22 TAT branch offices throughout Thailand.
The Tourism Authority of Thailand has also established 15 overseas
offices with major branches in New York, Los Angles, London, Paris,
and Tokyo.

Employer-Employee Labor Law

--------There are no Employment Discrimination, Disabilities Acts, nor Sexual Harassment laws
in Thailand, although there is the Labor Protection Act.
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Labour Protection Act. B.E. 2541 (1998 C.E.)
This act does not address any type of employment discrimination based on age, gender,
race, religion, or nationality it is merely to protect employees from performing types of work that
are not allowed.

Children under 15 years old are not allowed to work. Those under 18 years old are
prohibited from working in gambling houses, dance halls, and establishments where food, liquor,
tea, or other beverages are served, and where the services of prostitutes, sleeping facilities, or
massage are offered (section 50).
Women are not allowed to do engage in dangerous job activity such as underground
mining and construction, work on scaffolding, with explosives, under water work, nor working
with electric cable. Women are not prevented form working as scuba divers, driving instructors,
tour guides, nor operating mechanically propelled vehicles (section 38).
Pregnant women are limited in the types of job activates they may perform, and may not
operate or be required to go along with any mechanically propelled vehicle; nor work on any
water going vessels. Maternity leave is allowed for a maximum of 90 days, and the employer is
prohibited from terminating a female employee because of her pregnancy.

HotelAct,.B.E. 2478 (1935 C.E.)
The Hotel Act has a very limited application and deals only with the safety and
cleanliness of the Hotels. It is not tourist oriented and relies on the local police municipality for
supervision and enforcement. Any complaints about the Public Accommodations, the Duty to
Provide Safe Premises, the Responsibility of Innkeepers, and Overbooking are handled by the
local municipalities, for example, the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration.
There are presently no standards of classification for hotels in Thailand, such as official "4 star"
or other systems. Thailand's hotel operators do not want to set standards. Today, foreign owned
companies cannot own hotels in Thailand. But this will surely change under pressure from the
World Trade Organization and competition from the increased establishment and eventual
ownership of foreign owned and operated hotels in Thailand.

VI. TRAVEL AND TOURISM ORGRANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES OF THAILAND
AND ASIA

Organisations
Bangkok Transit Service. B.E. 2528 (1985 C.E.)
Kumikai Kuzi was a Japanese consortium and a partner in building the Bangkok Transit
Service (BTS) with the Thai government. There was an agreement to have a negotiation if
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problems were to later develop. The negotiations would last for 60 days and were to be
conducted in UN English. If the negotiations fail, either party may submit the claim to
arbitration. This was an example of the standard form ADR and construction contracts all over
the world. This arbitration provision was a midnight clause, decided upon at the end of a long
negotiation. The situs was to be in Bangkok - that was a non-standard situs - not New York,
London or Paris.

0

The Japanese signing of the contract required the signatures of two executives and the
affixation of the company seal. However, the universal I international standard contract
procedure requires merely that the consenting parties received the benefit of the contract; or
acceptance of the agent's act through the company's actions or inaction. The deal fell through.
The Thai state official wanted to enhance his political career (which he did and he later
he became the Prime Minister), so he had to appear tough, macho, and strong against the multinational corporation in order to get support from Thai voters. Kumikai Kuzi had to look good
for the Japanese corporation and its international consortium. The dispute received a great deal
of media coverage. Both the government and the private side relied on their large teams of
lawyers. They were both afraid that anything they said during the negotiations and arbitration
would be held against them in a subsequent court proceeding. Needless to say, the negotiations
failed and the case went to court, but neither side admitted defeat. Furthermore, the two sides
never even acknowledged that there was an actual official negotiation underway. Of course, the
parties could have argued that submitting to arbitration is a waiver to their right to court trail.
Here the arbitration contract stated that the parties "may" submit their claims to arbitration, so
both sides said it is not necessary to go into arbitration. Had the contract used the word "shall"
they would be required to do arbitration. However, "may" means there is a choice and the
choice here was to continue negotiating or go into arbitration; there was no clause that said the
choice was to go to court. "May" is commonly understood this way in the west. But in Thailand
or other countries, the choice is between arbitration and court. The parties wanted to save face
and attorneys wanted to go to court, so negotiation was futile . This was very expensive and
never resolved as the Japanese consortium sold their interests.

O

Since the BTS case, there have been many Arbitrations clauses in contracts with Thai
citizens. The Prime Minister was disappointed by the increasing number of arbitrations which
the Thai government was losing. The Thai government wants people to come Thailand to
practice arbitration as it is good for international business, however it also wants to have the
enforcement in Thailand. Again perhaps the best solution is for the AAA or ICC or LCIA, to
establish branch offices in Thailand.
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The Hotel and Tourism Training Institute (HTTI)
Hotel and Tourism Training Institute
Bang Saen, Chon Buri 20130
Thailand
Tel: +66 (38) 381-029, +66 (38) 382-008
Fax: +66 (38) 381-025
Email: htti-tat@chon. a-net. net. th
The Hotel and Tourism Training Institute was established
under the supervision of the TAT with the assistance of the
International Labor Organization (fLO) and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) to train support staff for the
tourism industry in Thailand HIT! has cooperated with various
educational institutions both in Thailand and abroad in countries
including Australia, Canada and Switzerland, in order to improve
and develop Thailand's hospitality standards through teacher and
student exchanges and continuing professional interaction. The
Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) awarded H1Tlthe 1996 Gold
Award for being the best education and training institution in Asia.
Courses taught at HIT! include a Higher Certificate of Hotel
and Tourism; Two-year courses on Room Division Management,
Food and Beverage Management, Tourism Management and Tour
Guide training; as well as numerous shorter programs.
Participating students are also trained in foreign languages
including English, Japanese, and Mandarin, for use in the service
indus

Restaurants, Clubs, Food, and Alcohol
Restaurants and clubs are under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Public Health. In the
USA, there is the A, B, C grading system for restaurants, but there is no classification system for
Restaurants in Thailand.

)

The _sale_u(alc..ohol is prohibited on election days and Buddhist holidays. In Thailand, all
bars officially close at 2:00am. The sale of Alcohol is also prohibited after 2:00am. Bangkok
is divided into districts where alcohol is allowed and prohibited according to the zoning
ordinances. A bar or shop selling alcohol is required to be a certain distance from all temples
and the bars that are in close proximity to a temple, must close earlier than other bars.
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Agencies

(note for a more complete list of these organizations see the author's text Travel Law. 51h Edition
and website www. travellaw. com.)

IV. RIGHTS OF THE TRAVELLER AND THE DUTY TO PROTECT INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE
There are many reasons to travel. When visiting exotic destinations, the tourists are
bound to have an affect on the individuals, communities, the environment, historic sites, and the
economies they visit. The beauty of travel and tourism is to see and experience things that are
new and unusual. To preserve the tourist sites for future generations, great care must be taken by
the governments of both the host and tourist countries, the tour operators and providers of travel,
the indigenous people and most importantly the tourist. Excellent guidelines for the tourists are
found in:

The PATA Travelers' Code For Sustaining Indigenous
Cultures
Travel is a passage through other people's lives and other people's
places.

0

1. Be Flexible

Are you prepared to accept cultures and practices different from
your own?

1. Choose Responsibly
Have you elected to support businesses that clearly and actively
address the cultural and environmental concerns of the locale you
are visiting?
3. Do Your Homework

Have you done any research about the people and places you plan
to visit so you may avoid what may innocently offend them or harm
their environment?
4. Be Aware
- - - · - - - - - - - · - ..

Are you informed of the holidays, holy days, and general religious
and social customs of the places you visit?

0

5. Support Local Enterprise
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Have you made a commitment to contribute to the local economy
by using businesses that economically support the community you
are visiting, eating in local restaurants and buying locally made
artisan crafts as remembrances ofyour trip?
6. Be Respectful and Observant

Are you willing to respect local laws that may include restrictions
ofyour usage of or access to places and things that may harm or
otherwise erode the environment or. alter or run counter to the
places you visit?
Copyright (c) 2002 by the Pacific Asia Travel Association. This
code may be reproduced freely with full credit to the Pacific Asia
Travel Association.
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Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA)

PATA Asia Division
Unit B1, 28th Floor, Siam Tower
989 Rama I Road, Pathumwan
Bangkok 10330 THAILAND
Tel: +66 (02) 658-2000
Fax: +66 (02) 658-2010
Email: patabkk@pata. th. com
Webpage: www.pata.org
The Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) is a recognised
authority on Pacific Asia travel and tourism. PATA provides
marketing, research and educational opportunities to a membership
of government tourist offices, airlines, hotels, travel agencies, tour
operators and related companies. PATA 's mission is to enhance the
growth, value and quality of Pacific Asia travel and tourism for the
benefit of its membership and PATA has long been an advocate of
balancing growth with responsible conservation measures.
Founded in 1951, PATA provides leadership to the collective
efforts of 41 national government members, 48 state and local
tourism bodies, 66 airlines and cruise lines amounting to nearly
2,000 travel industry companies. PATA 's members also include
companies which provide a wide range of services to the travel
industry.
PATA's Chapter membership includes 17,000 travel
professionals in 80+ PATA Chapters located throughout the world
All facets of the travel industry are represented within PATA 's
partnership including public and private sectors, large and small
organisations, developed and developing nations, and companies that
provide a wide range ofservices to the travel industry.

0

Through targeted marketing and promotional programmes,
high-visibility business networking opportunities, and a wealth of
support and resource services, PATA provides a partnership for its
members' professional and personal growth. PATA provides its
members with an array ofprogrammes and events created to promote
the region as the preforred international destination. These activities
_ _a.l§.g_~_~m to develop a sustaj11_abl£[!!_t!-Jre for the travf!/__[n!lustryand to
assist members with professional development in a number offields.
Originally oriented toward sending visitors to the Pacific Asia
region, PATA has grown to encompass the changing marketplace and
now incor orates intra-regional tourism within the PATA eo a hie
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boundaries. The PATA Annual Conference draws together the top
decision-makers in the region and The PATA Travel Mart focuses on
marketing opportunities by matching the buyers and sellers of
tourism products to help members target new business opportunities
and learn the most successful techniques for development.

Monarchy and Religion
Thai people strongly revere their king and have a deep reverence for the royal family.
The Kings picture is displayed prominently in most offices, hotels, and public places. Visitors
should show respect for the King, the Queen, and the Royal Children. They do not like jokes
about the king and it is extremely bad taste to put your foot on money that someone drops
because the money has a picture of the King on it. Also it is rude to fold money so that a crease
is put on the Kings portrait. In the cinema, a slideshow of the King is played along with the
national anthem and the audience including all foreigners are required to stand and show their
respect.
Thailand is a very religious country. The King is the head of all the religions of Thailand,
particularly Buddhism, Islam, and Christianity. There are a number of laws concerning religious
offences which cover the major religion, Buddhism, and all of the other faiths found in Thailand.
Thailand uses a Buddhist calendar with zero as the date of the Buddha's enlightenment. They do
not like jokes about Buddha or priests. All Buddha images, large and small, ancient and new,
preserved and ruined are sacred objects and should be venerated as such. Touching the priests
by women is forbidden and it is forbidden for a priest to be alone under a structure with a woman.
It is unlawful to commit any damaging act, by any means, to an object of a place of
religious worship of any community in a manner likely to insult their religion. According to the
Tourist Police Division's Tourist's Handbook, "Whoever causes any disturbance at an assemble
lawfully engaged in the performance of religious worship of religious ceremonies" is subject to
punishment, as well as "whoever dresses or uses a symbol showing that he is a priest or novice,
holy man or clergyman of any religion unlawfully in order to make another person believe he is
such a person."

To respect the law and the local customs, as well as to preserve the dignity of the
indigenous Thai people, tourists are required to: dress neatly, by wearing a shirt and long pants,
and closed healed shoes to temples. Also shoes must be removed when entering the temples.
In the Mosques, men should wear hats and women should be well covered with long
pants or a long skirt. Shirts should be buttoned at the neck and a scarf must cover their hair.
Socks should also be removed before entering.
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Karen Neck Stretching Women

The women of the Padaung and Kayan tribes of northern Thailand have
their necks stretched from childhood by wearing brass rings and slowly increasing
them in number, and thereby lengthening their necks over the years. After
prolonged years of using the rings and stretching their necks, the neck muscles and
bone become deformed and unable to naturally support their heads, making these
women severely handicapped and unable to remove the rings for the rest of their lives. This selfmutilation practice was dying out until tourists began visit their communities and pay money to
take their pictures of neck stretching women and children.
In 2001, the Thai government even demonstrated its support for this mutilation as it
ordered the relocation of about 4,000 Karen refugees, who don't practice neck stretching, away
from tourists destinations, but not the refugees who continue to practice the mutilation of Karen
at Huay Sua Thao, Nam Phiang Din, and Nai Soi villages which are frequently visited by tourists.
The reason these villagers were not relocated is believed to be because their neck stretching
women attract nearly 500 cash carrying tourists to there everyday.

Wildlife

Throughout the world many wildlife species are becoming extinct and Thailand is no
exception. There are many cruel practices performed on animals for the entertainment for
tourists and their cash. Many products and souvenirs are made from wild animals including
crocodiles, snakes, noster lizards, turtles, monkeys, and elephants.
Some restaurants even
specialize in serving dishes prepared from illegally poached wild animals. The slaughter of
wildlife is illegal and tourists could face criminal charges for patronizing these establishments.

0

Elephants are a common sight in Bangkok but they often suffer from severe injuries
while walking on the hot asphalt streets of the city. Urban metropolises are not the natural
habitat of the elephants and the regular exposure of the animals to the extreme fumes from auto
exhausts for the entertainment of tourists is a type of animal abuse. To help these animals and
others, the Thailand Wildlife Conservation Division of the Royal Forestry Department is
responsible for protecting Thailand's forests, nature preserves, and wildlife (Tel: +66 (02) 5791565).

Teak Products

Thailand is also facing disastrous deforestation despite its ban on teak logging and export
in- 1989:-'ferurtrees· normally grow as tall as 100 meters and-fur·-centuries-have been used to
make houses and useful products. Export of teak products is limited to ensure the revival of
Thailand' s teak forests. To protect the teak industry for future generations, tourists should buy
only from reputable dealers authorized to sell teak products.
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National Treasures
There are Regulations regarding the export of antiques from Thailand. Buddha images,
Bodhisattva images, or fragments thereof are strictly forbidden to be taken out of Thailand. A
license must be obtained from the Department of Fine Arts before export to protect objects of
antiquity, or objects of art, irrespective of whether they are originals or reproductions before they
may be taken out of the country. For a license application, contact the National Museum (Tel:
+66 (02) 226-1661 , +66 (02) 281-0433).
Throughout the world museums are filled with ancient heads of Buddha statutes. Most
people don't realize that many of Thailand's temples and historic sites are filled with headless
Buddha statutes, whose heads somehow made it to these museums. These statues are the
common heritage of mankind and are important to all ofhumanity and to our future generations.
Despite the illegality of defacing these religious icons in their natural historical locals, as well as
their illegal sale, and export, Bangkok is a notorious major center in South East Asia for the
purchase of these ancient artifacts. The tourists who make these purchases normally have little
idea of what is they are buying, and that the artifact was probably illegally removed from a
temple, nor of the impact this will has on future generations. Greater protection of these national
treasures will nurture the preservation of Thai culture and the continuous growth of the tourism
industry.

Counterfeit Goods
Because of the great production, display, and sale of counterfeit goods in Thailand in
infamous districts like, Sala Daeng and Patpong, it is important to for travel industry
professionals and attorneys to understand some of the aspects of international counterfeit law and
how it relates to the tourist industry. (For a more detailed discussion of International intellectual
property issues, please contact the author or look to www.travellaw.com.) Shopping for
counterfeit good is very much a tourist attraction in Thailand and that is actually part of the lure
of visitors to ''the land of smiles"; its market is based on both demand and supply. Production,
sale, and distribution of counterfeit goods is illegal in Thailand and it is illegal in Thailand, the
USA, Japan, and most of the rest of the world for tourists to purchase counterfeit goods, sneak
them through customs, and return to their home country with them. Customs officers have every
right to seize counterfeit and other unauthorized goods that tourists' possess.
All members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) must abide to TRIPS. All of the
countries that seek membership must modernize their Intellectual Property (IP) laws to be inline
with the major IP treaties: The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Treaty (TRIPS),
Berne, and Paris. Thailand is working hard to establish its IT and IP industries and fulfil the
requirement of the WTO. In fact, in 1993 , Thailand's King Bhurnibol Rama IX was the first
--monarch to successfully register a patent. l=Iis-invention-is a waste water aerator. The reality-is - - - - that much of the IP in the world today, computers technology, movies, music, software are
owned by the USA and Japan.
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Compulsory Licensing
Trademarks serve to indicate ongm of the product and to guarantee its quality.
Trademarks as brand names encourage people to spend more money on products that are more
expensive but equal in value to no name products. Often the only difference in products is the
brand name under which they are sold. Many products are produced by the same engineers and
in the same factories and end up being substantially or entirely the same product, but have
different brand names on the finished product. This is especially important in non-western
developing countries, like Thailand, whose citizens are paying more for foreign products than
they are for products which can be bought for less locally. Furthermore, it is often the case that
the brand name products are produced locally in developing economies under the brand of a
foreign corporation for a price that is prohibitively expensive to the local producers.

0

Producing and distributing counterfeit goods involves copyright infringement as well as
trademark and patent infringement. Counterfeiting boomed in the 1970s alongside the
development of Nike, Levi, and others with their brand names and trademarks. These goods
avoid the licenses and royalties greatly reducing the price of the product. When the goods are
prohibitively expensive on the legitimate market, the populace purchases them illegally.

Passing Off
Passing Off and palming off is the deliberate and unauthorized use of a mark by the
infringer in an attempt to sell goods or services as if they were those of the mark's owner. This
is often used for infringement of trade dress.

I
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Trade Dress
Trade Dress or Composite Marks means that the trademark is the totality of the
packaging not just the words. This includes the labelling, colors, decor, the reuse of the
container, the shape and materials of the container and the overall appearance of a product in the
marketplace. is called a product's trade dress. Trade dress is protects products that are both
distinctive and non-functional. The distinctiveness requirements is satisfied if the product has
secondary meaning or is inherently distinctive. Functionality considers the total combination of
all the elements, rather than each element individually. Passing off of goods or services is also
protected under trademark. (counterfeiting above).
Consumer confusion is the big part of trademark protection and counterfeiting. The
essence of the fraud lies in if the consumer knows she is being deceived. But here the USA
companies are not concerned about the consumer's knowledge of whether the goods are
counterfeit or not. In fact most of the purchasers of the counterfeit goods don't really believe
""tlrat tlre-goods are counterfeit. Then a different set of is-sues-artses when the consumer knows the
goods they are buying are not authentic, because then there is no consumer confusion. The goal
of enforcement becomes to protect the owner of the right and the author of the right. But in fact
most modem counterfeit IP products, such as software, movies, and brand name clothes are not
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owned by their author, but by a corporation. Then protection of the IP is no longer to protect the
author, nor the consumer but the protection of the corporation who owns the IP.
To counter this and other economic problems related to IP, many countries have passed
compulsory licensing laws to ensure that the profits and ownership of the locally produced
goods is partly owned by local business. In Thailand, 51% or more of all businesses must be
owned by a Thai citizen. Another strategy is to require that the foreign name be associated with
a local brand to build up the local brands market as well. TRIPS Article 5c, compulsory licensing
required that the mark be licensed to a local company for use domestically. This creates a
tension between the quality and the source verses the control of the owner of the mark.

Border Control
TRIPS addresses counterfeiting and the trade problems posed by international
trafficking of counterfeit products by offering a mechanism to prohibit the manufacture,
importation, and sale of counterfeit goods. Article 51 of TRIPS requires minimum border
control measures for importing and exporting counterfeited goods.

Tourist Assistance Center
1Oth Floor, Le Concorde Building
202 Ratchadaphisek Road
Huai Khwang, Bangkok 10310
Thailand
Tel: +66 (02) 694-1460
Fax: +66 (02) 649-1461
Email: assist@tat.or.th
The Tourist Assistance Center is frequently the first contract
for tourists with issues regarding safety, security, illegal, and
unethical practices.

Criminal Enforcement of IPR
In many countries, including Thailand, infringement can be treated as a criminal action
and ~nf_Q_rced a~_~f t4~ t4~ft is a violation of a public rigpt. Tl!i~-~~~I?_!lbli~_pQ!ice a~~ tax funds.
Under this system, the company doesn't need large numbers of in house lawyers and the burden
of implementation of TRIPS and enforcement of IPR is on the police. IP owner or the company
need only report and inform the police of infringements. The criminal burden of proof is higher
than the burden of proof under a civil action. Criminal penalties are also higher and if penalty is
too high the police and the judiciary may not feel justified in enforcing IP infringement. Legally,
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there may be serious criminal forms of punishment, but m reality many people are not
imprisoned at all.

0

There are few jobs in Thailand and many other developing countries and many of the
offenders are women in there 20s with young children. Imprisonment doesn't seem like the just
punishment for these impoverished offenders. After China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia,
and Taiwan developed successful protection of IPR, the Asian counterfeiting market moved to
Thailand. Many Thai legislators and judges argue that if Thailand begins to enforce IPR more
then a large number of people who are producing counterfeit goods will go to jail or become unemployed and all of the counterfeiting industry jobs will go to other countries such as Burma,
Laos, and Vietnam. In fact, the rise of the counterfeiting industry in Thailand has corresponded
with its decline in drug trafficking and other criminal activity. In the end criminal enforcement,
and all of its negative implications, are seen by developing countries as protection wealthy
foreign companies.

Tourist Police
Tourist Police Division
26156 TPI Tower Building 23 floor
Chantadmai Road, Tungmahamek Sathorn, Bangkok 10120
Thailand

0

Tel: +66 (02) 678-6800-9
Fax: +66 (02) 678-6829
Email: tourist@police.go.th
Webpage: www.police.go.thltouristpolicelindex.htm
Thailand has established an entire police force whose purpose
is to offer prompt and efficient one stop service for tourists.
Recognizing that the problems of crime, fraud, and manipulation of
tourists has increased with the rise of the tourist industry, the
government has established this Tourist Police force to be specifically
responsible for tourists' needs, safety, and well-being. The Tourist
Police provide service in addition to and concurrent with that
provided by the local police departments. The tourist police are
available 24 hours a day in Thailand by dialing the toll-free 1155
hotline service directly.
The tourist police seek to promote and develop- local
tourism,
- .
protect tourists from being treated unfairly, and to further cooperation between the private and the public sectors. Their webpage
states the goals of the tourist police:
1. To su

ress and to rotect the criminal rob/ems involvin
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international tourists
2. To facilitate and to provide both Thai and international
tourists with the security and protection of their interests
3. To promote the Thai tourism industry
4. To join with or to support any activities of the authorities
concerned .

0

Initially, the private sector in co-operation with the Tourism
Authority ofThailand or the Tourism Organization ofThailand made
a special request to The Royal Thai Police to insure the safety of
tourists. The Royal Thai Police consequently set up the tourist Safety
and Convenience Center (TSCC), under the Crime Suppression
Division. The department was asked to take up the matter seriously
and continuously. The Royal Thai Police and the Tourism Authority
of Thailand subsequently made some adjustments and changed the
TSCC into the Tourist Assistance Center (TAC). The TAC was to
provide services for tourists regarding their complaints about crime
and manipulation. The TAC's area of responsibility was also
expanded to regions with popular tourist attractions, namely,
Chiangmai, Pattaya, Phuket and Hatyai. Later in 1992, realizing the
importance of the organization, the government established a
permanent tourist police organization, Direction Division 8, under
the Crime Suppression Division, according to the Royal Decree on
the division of government organization in the Royal Thai Police, the
Ministry of Interior (the lOth), 2525 B.E. The government then
promoted the tourist police organization to the Tourist Police
Division, under the Central Investigation Bureau, according to the
Royal Decree on the division of government organizations in the
Royal Thai Police, the Ministry of Interior (the 17th), 2534 B. E.

Private Enforcement
When Washington asks for enforcement by threatening trade tariffs it is a matter of
public enforcement, but when a company seeks protection by prosecuting particular infringers it
is a matter of private enforcement. Many developing countries, like Thailand, have set up IPR
departments with a police force, public prosecutors, and specialized courts to address with IP
crimes and infringement of private rights. The question then is who should be asked to pay the
burden of the court proceeding of the civil action. Again TRIPS states that countries are not
required to spend any additional resources beyond what is used for normal legal administration
------ana proceedings.
·-----------··-·---- ···
----

0

Thailand developed the Central IP and International Trade Court ofThailand (CIPITC)
to deal with both international trade and intellectual property. The two are related as seen under
TRIPS because of the problem of parallel importing, piracy, unauthorized production of
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protected goods. The court was created as a reaction to the 1997 economic crises, to encourage
foreign investment, and to instil confidence in foreign companies of Thailand's protection ofiPR,
as well as to meet enforcement standards implementation set forth in TRIPS.

0

Private enforcement proceedings relieve police of the burden choosing which laws to
enforce and against whom to enforce them, as the company's in house legal councillors notify
police of serious infringing activity. Under ex parte or Anton Pillar procedures, as used
effectively to stop counterfeiting in Hong Kong, can aid in the seizure of evidence conducted
with selective public funded police raids. A civil action also has a lighter burden of proof.

Damages

This is arguably one of the primary goals of enforcement and probably the most difficult
to implement. IP is generally considered to be a tort and the measure of tort damages is to put
the injured party in the same position they would be in had the injury not occurred. There are
also no punitive damages in most countries. According to Article 45 of TRIPS, the enforcement
proceedings should be able to grant "damages adequate to compensate the copyright holder for
the injury suffered." However, the amount of the damages could be based on a number of
schemes:
•
•
•
•
•

Owner's lost profits based on the owner's retail sale price
Solely on the Counterfeiter's profits
Owner's lost profits based on the counterfeiter's profits
Owner's lost profits based on the counterfeiter's retail sale price
Statutory damages

0

Jewelry and Other Scams

The Tourism Authority of Thailand receives over 1,000 complaints a year regarding fake
jewelry purchases, with a great deal of fraudulent business practices in the country. The target
tourist/victim is persuaded that the item she buys can be re-sold at double or triple the purchase
price in their home country. This usually occurs at jewelry shops that specialize in gemstones.
Often a tuk-tuk driver, taxi driver, or a person at the monastery offers to take the tourist to a
special store that is offering "once in a lifetime deal." These shops are easy to spot because they
are small and have no credit card machines.
Reputable dealers almost never offer sales and never send touts to lure tourists to their
stores. Despite their sales pitch, there are no promotions, shows or special sales on jeweler
authorized by the government or ay official agencies at any time of the year. The government
does not own, operate, subsidize, or authorize any jeweler stores in Thailand. All claims by
- - - - jewelry safesmim should be verified by the tourist before purchase~ Words, promises, personal-guarantees, unchecked documents, unauthorized verbal or written statements, casual references,
encounters and the like do not constitute verification. In general practice purchased jewelry
cannot be returned. If a refund is allowed, there will be a 25-30% deduction for damages, use,
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and handling. This return is considered a privilege and is rarely granted but when it is, the
jewelry must be returned within 30 days of the time purchased.
Thai embassies, consulates or any delegations abroad are neither bound nor responsible
for refunding goods that are bought in Thailand. For further information contact the Tourist
Assistance Centre ofthe Tourism Authority of Thailand (supra).

Other Laws

Spit (saliva or phlegm), discard cigarette stubs, or litter in public areas, on the streets, or
on the ground may result in a maximum fine of 2,000 baht.

Prostitution
Although sex tours of Thailand have become quite infamous throughout the world, prostitution is
illegal in Thailand and contrary to the precepts of the Buddhist religion. Organizations such as
the Thailand Department of Public Welfare, Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, the End
Child Prostitution, Pornography and Trafficking in Children for Sexual Purposes (ECPAT),
UNICEF, and enlightened governments throughout the world are actively working to end
prostitution as it is a form of slavery and genocide. Despite their efforts many tour operators
advertise and provide sex tours for foreign visitors to Thailand. The Thai government is
apparently unable to affect the sex trade in Thailand. Sex is a big business in Thailand. A
famous French book by Michel Houelleberg, went so far as to say that sex tours are a good idea
for Thailand's economy and financial recovery.
Although the law threatens customers, procurers, brothel owners, those who force
children into prostitution, including parents, with long prison sentences as well as large fmes,
prostitution is a common phenomenon in Thailand. The sex industry is especially prevalent in
Bangkok and Pattaya. Reports say that in the Pattaya metropolitan area with a population of
about a million, employs 250,000 people in the sex industry.
Although there may be limited enforcement of prostitution and child prostitution in its
host country of Thailand, the home states of tourists are increasing the enforcement of offences
that its citizens commit abroad. Associates have told me of prosecutions in Germany and in the
European Union resulting from tourists having sex while abroad in Thailand. A 1999 Japanese
law makes it illegal for Japanese travellers to pay for sex with minors in a foreign country. In
2001, the AFP reported a case where a 38 year old Japanese businessman was sentenced to two
and one half years in prison by an Osaka District Court for having sex with two prostitutes aged
13 and 14 in Phonom Penh in 2000. Other states have similar provisions and are increasing
enforcement in their national courts. The United Nations Human Rights Commission met in
December2fi0rin 'fokyo to plan ways to prevent international -trafficking in women, slavery,
and prostitution.
The Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) unequivocally supports the fight against child
prostitution and states that it is doing everything in its power to prevent it. The TAT has taken a
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firm stance on preventing and discouraging sex-related tourism, and has, over the past years,
cooperated with the Tourist Police on seeking out and prosecuting sex tourism operators. The
TAT's policies on preventing sex tourism, and particularly child prostitution, include working in
conjunction with the Tourist Police to strictly enforce Thailand's anti-prostitution laws, and the
TAT has taken legal action against sex industry operators.

Prostitution Prevention and Suppression Act. B.E. 2539 (1996)
This revised Act seeks to better address the crime of prostitution by:
•

Reducing the penalty for being a prostitute.

•

Customers - Customers of sexual service from child prostitutes under 18 years of
age face imprisonment for up to 6 and fines up to 120,000 baht.

•

Procurers and Venue Owners -Imprisonment up to 20 years jail if prostitutes are
under 15 years old. The law seeks to severely punishing anyone who procures or
detains another person for prostitution. If the child/victim receives grievous bodily
harm or the child dies, the offender will be punished with life imprisonment or with
the death penalty.

•

Parents - Imprisonment for up to 20 years for a parent or guardian of a child not
over 18 years of age will be and a fine. The custodianship of the parent may be
revoked if the parent or guardian colludes with another person for sending his/her
offspring or the child in his/her custody to be a prostitute

•

Public Officials - if the perpetrator, aides or abets the offence of detention or
confmement of another person for prostitution is an administrative official, police
official, or official of a primary shelter or a protection and vocational development
premises, such official will be severely punished.

The Act provides that there shall be one National Committee for Protection and
Vocational Development and a Provincial Committee for Protection and Development for each
province. The Act stipulates that all prostitutes not over 18 year of age shall receive protection
and vocational development for a period not over 2 years. The private sector, a foundation,
institution or association with the objective of prevention and rectification of prostitution
problems can file an application with the authority to establish a primary shelter or a protection
and vocational development premises.
--

- - - - - - -- -··------------Major Providers of Travel and Sellers of Travel In Thailand 2002
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Thai Airways

Building 9, 1st Floor, Head office
89 Vibhavadi-Rangsit Road ,Bangkok 10900
Tel: +(66) 2 545-3321
Fax : +(66) 2 545-3322
Email : public. info@thaiairways. co. th
Webpage: www.thaiairways.com
Reservations
Tel: +(66) 2 280-0060, 628-2000
In operation since 1951, starting as domestic airline carrier
Thai Airways Company, Thai Airways is now a major international
carrier that specializes in customer service and demonstrating a
"Thai look" that is "smooth as silk" for its services.
Thai Airways International Public Company Limited is the
national carrier of the Kingdom of Thailand It operates domestic,
regional and intercontinental flights radiating from its home base in
Bangkok to key destinations around the world and within Thailand
The company's fully paid up share capital amounts to 16,988,765,500
Baht (9 May 2005) and is 53.77% owned by the Ministry of Finance,
the Thai Government. At the end of September 2004, consolidated
total assets o.fthe company amounted to 193,211 million Baht. In its
operations, THAI has achieved profitability every year for the last 40
consecutive years.
Thai Airways International was founded in 1960 as a joint
venture between Thailand's domestic carrier, Thai Airways Company
(TAC) and Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS) with the Scandinavian
carrier initially providing a 30% share capital of two million Baht.
SAS also provided operations, managerial and marketing expertise,
with training assistance aiming at building a fully independent
national airline within the shortest possible time. Thai nationals,
through training and experience, were gradually able to assume full
managerial responsibility and the number of expatriate staff duly
reduced until, in 1987. expatriates accounted for less than one
percent of staff based in Thailand~ On April 1, 1977, after a 17 -year
capital participation partnership with SAS, the Thai Government
bought out SAS remaining 15 % holding and THAI became fully
owned by the Thai people.
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In 1960, flights were inaugurated from Bangkok to 9 overseas
destinations all within the Asian region. Intercontinental services
were launched in 1971, to Australia, followed by flights to Europe in
1972, and to North America in 1980. Thai Airways International
growth was greatly accelerated on April 1, 1988 as a result of its
merger with Thai Airways Company (l'AC), the domestic airline,
which raised the Company's share capita/from 1,400 million to 2,230
million Baht . Under the Cabinet policy, as authorised by General
Prem Tinsulanonda, Prime Minister at the time, Thai Airways
International would be responsible for commercial aviation, both
international and domestic. Thai Airways International can now
rightfully be called Thailand's only national carrier. On June 25,
1991, Thailand Cabinet approved a resolution enabling THAI to list
its shares on the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). The resolution
authorized THAI to convert Baht 10. 77 billion of retained earnings
into capital, and increase its capital by an additional Baht 3 billion
with a first issue of 100 million shares. Of those 100 million shares,
five million shares were reserved for THAI employees at par Baht 10
and 95 million shares were to be offered to the public.
The listing of THAI shares was commenced on July 19, 1991.
By converting retained earnings into capital and increased its share
capital upon the Cabinet approval, THAI registered share capital has
risen from Baht 2,230 million to a total of Baht 14,000 million. This
has made the total amount of THAI share listing to be the largest in
the history of SET. Moreover, THAI public offering of shares is the
single largest one ever undertaken in Thailand.

0

0

The main purposes in listing on the SET and offering shares
to the public are to obtain the additional funds needed in keeping the
airline competitive edge in the international market and to allow
member of the general public and THAI employees to become
shareholders in this national flag carrier of Thailand. On November
20-21, 2003. THAI offered for sale the Company's 442.75 million
ordinary shares, comprising 285 million capital increase ordinary
shares and 157.75 million existing ordinary shares held by the
Ministry of Finance upon the Cabinet approval. Proceeds generated
by the sales will be used as investment in the Suvarnabhumi Airport
project, and for upgrading in-flight services ranging from passenger
seats to other amenities.
During September 27 - October 1, 2004, the company has
- - - - - - - -- ---- offered THAI shares7(Fitsemjiliiyee ffifiiiig1i7Fie- Efifjjloyee Securities
Option Plan (ESOP). 21,362 employees have purchased 7,076,200
shares at 15 Baht per share during the offering.

0
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~The Bangkok Mass Transit System [Sky Train/ (BTS)
Tel : +011 +66 0 2617 7300
Fax: +011 +66 0 2617 7133, +011 +66 0 2617 7155
E-mail : nuduan@bts. co. th
BTS Hotline: 0 2617 6000
BTS Tourist Information Center: 0 2617 7340
Webpage: www.bts.co.th

0

The BTS SkyTrain is an elevated system in Bangkok launched
in 1999 in commemoration of HM the King 's 6th Cycle Birthday.
Today, the SkyTrain serves about 1million passengers per year and
has 30 stations to date with trains that can carry up to 1, 000
passengers. BTS SkyTrain is operated by the Bangkok Mass Transit
System, a Public Company Limited The SkyTrain operates above the
ground, next to many major Bangkok highways and to the benefit of
passengers, retailers, and the BTS, the train stations are designed
with Sky Bridges for convenient access to adjacent department stores
and other buildings.
The company was established in 1992 to help alleviate
Bangkok 's chronic traffic congestion and provide the city's
commuters with a fast, efficient and affordable means of
transportation. Each SkyTrain can carry over 1,000 passengers
while a similar number of people would use 800 cars. The BTS
SkyTrain, therefore, is crucial in helping to ease Bangkok's notorious
traffic jams while providing an environmentally friendly alternative to
Bangkok 's commuters.
In the past 4 years the BTS SkyTrain has operated one of the
safest and most punctual mass transit systems in the region. It has
covered more than 10.5 million km and serviced over 227 million
passengers. It currently carries over 300,000 passengers per day,
with an average passenger trip equalling 6.25 km. BTSC has total
registered capital in the amount of 18,007,419,890 baht, and total
- - -1ssuea capital in the amount of 12, 158, 689,1390-bahr:-- - - -
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

If you have made it this far, it must be because you understand the importance and impact
that good law has on sustainable development, especially in the travel and tourism spheres. It
has always been my hope that the world can be made a better place through successful
implementation of the right laws and the removal of the wrong laws. In the end, the law is only
one part of sustainable development for travel and tourism, but deserves to be recognized
alongside of the environmental, economic and socio-cultural aspects of tourism development.
Thank you for taking a journey through this essay with me. I hope that together we can
make the world a better and more peaceful place through good travel law.
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A chapter on Cruise Law is in the supplement to this doctorate. That chapter is for
publication in the upcoming book, The Law and the Travel Industry, to be published by Pretence
Hall, and was moved to the supplement of this doctorate because it was co-authored by both Phil
Cameron and Larry Gore.
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Cruise Law
Problem: Troubles at Sea

Great World Cruise Line, a family oriented ship, had just launched on its maiden
voyage. As its name implies, Great World is an international company whose owners
span the globe, and each owner created different companies to govern different areas of
the cruise. A separate company is in charge of the dining, another in charge of the spa,
and yet another for the entertainment and so on. All the companies proudly bear the
Great World logo and their employees and independent contractors all wear the same
new beige uniforms.
Being on its maiden voyage, Great World was short on cash, but otherwise ready
to sail. Great World hired Mr. Joemed, a paramedic with 20 years experience working as
an ambulance rescuer, including duty during 9-11 in New York, instead of a licensed
doctor. Mr. Joemed had over a year of medical school and now managed his own
company from his home country in the islands. Great World also had attendants hired to
cater to the needs of stressed out soccer moms and dads, and over worked office
employees and factory workers that needed a get away vacation with their family.
UnderSnork Tours conducted excursions from the ship's port of call offering
training for first time snorkelers. UnderSnork was created by the cousin of one of Great
Brand's owners, and was able to negotiate a deal that provided for an office onboard the
cruise ship, as well as transport onboard the Great Brand's independently chartered
shuttle bus.
Gerry, an older and very experienced world traveler, booked lessons for himself,
his granddaughter and grandson with UnderSnork, along with 20 other passengers.
While snorkeling, Gerry had a heart attack and drowned in 14 inches of water. Because
the ambulance didn't arrive for more than 30 minutes, the shuttle bus drove Gerry to the
hospital. As a result the other passengers were delayed getting back to port, and the
Great World ship was forced to leave port without these passengers. These passengers
were stranded, had to pay for hotels, dinner, and return flights to their 10 different home
countries, or to the next port ofcall for Great World Cruise.
Meanwhile, a 14 year old boy from the USA, bored with his mom and dad's long
relaxing lunch by the pool, wondered from the pools ide into the sauna. There the boy
engaged in consensual sexual intercourse with Chester, a 45 year old male passenger he
met by the pool a few hours earlier that day.
The boy's parents walked in and caught the two in the act. Chester was shocked
and embarrassed, stood up quickly, but then slipped on the wet floor of the sauna, fell
down and cracked his head open. Shortly after being taken to Mr. Joemed 's infirmary,
Chester lapsed into a coma.
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1.

Who can the injured parties sue?

2. What are the duties of the independent contractors working for Great World
Cruises?
3. What could Great World Cruise Lines have done to protect its passengers?
4. How was the conduct of Great World Cruise different from that of other cruise
lines?
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OVERVIEW OF OCEAN LAW

Ocean law, or the law of the sea as it is often known, is a significant body of laws with an
interesting history and by its nature, is an intrinsic law. There are established principles, but like
the ocean itself, stability is not constant. This chapter covers applicable areas if admiralty law
significant to the cruise industry.
A study of ocean law generally looks at three stages in the evolution of the law of the sea.
The first stage is the unrestricted and unregulated freedom of the oceans. As the competition
among European nations for trade access and resources of newly discovered lands increased, a
principle developed that no nation may validly claim any part of the high seas, nor subject any
part thereof to its sovereignty. (See Hugo Grotius' monumental work of international law, In
Mare Liberum - The Free Seas, published 1609). From these early principles of the freedom of
the high seas remains the basis governing its use into our current century.
The concept of reasonable use was the next development of ocean law. Reasonable use
simply means that, although all nations were free to navigate and exploit the oceans of the world,
they must do so with due regard to the interests of other nations. Expression of this concept
became law in The 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea wherein Article 2
specified that freedom of the seas "shall be exercised by all states with reasonable regard to the
interests of the other states in their exercise of the freedom of the high seas."
The current phase in which we now exist is that of regulated use. Regulated use means
nations act together rather than unilaterally in respect to the uses of the high seas. Examples of
these regulations became even more evident in The 1974 Law of the Sea Conference which
attempted to reach global agreements concerning ocean boundaries as well as ocean activities.
This lead to the development of ocean law is that of property rights. The rights to exclusive
economic zones and exclusive high seas fisheries zones as well as potential exclusive access to
areas of the ocean for deep seabed mining continue to develop. As humanity continues to look
for new food and energy resources these proprietor rights will continue to develop.

Early Maritime Law

Throughout early history, many nations attempted to stretch their maritime dominion. In
fact, the majority of leading maritime states claimed sovereignty of the ocean at one time or the
other. "To become lord ofthe sea", "to rule the oceans", even "Rule Britannia" are expressions
of such early day attempts at sovereignty over some part if not all of the world's oceans. Of
course it must be remembered that to many early sailors those seas did not extend much beyond
the Mediterranean. - Tire--Pope,-tlrrougnhis "bulls" and The Treaty of Tordesi/las inthe- t6thCentury divided ownership of all the oceans between Spain and Portugal. These land based
extensions of sovereignty grew within two centuries to be preposterous.
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Grotius in his book Mare Liberum in defending the right of the Dutch to sail and trade in
the East Indies drew two conclusions which still govern the aspects of ocean law today. "The
first is, that which cannot be occupied, or which has never been occupied, cannot be the property
of anyone, because all property has arisen from occupation. The second is, that all that which
has been so constituted by nature that although serving some one person still suffices for the
common use of all other persons, is today and ought in perpetuity to remain in the same
condition as when it was first created by nature ... "
No matter the arguments, treatises or proclamations one thing became clear: a nation
could only lay claim to so much of the sea as its might could allow. Without the warships to
back up their claims, control of the sea could not be guaranteed. Landward a country could only
defend itself to the limits of its maritime defenses. Thus developed what became known as the
"cannon shot rule." By the early 1800s, the farthest coastal batteries could fire was generally
regarded as three miles. Thus territorial waters extended the length of a cannon shot or three
miles. However, the range of a cannon shot into the three mile limit criteria is somewhat obscure
as the early cannons certainly did not have such a range but the "cannon shot rule" still
predominated. Today, twelve miles is the agreed upon boundary according to the latest Law of
the Sea Treaty.
Now that ships were free to sail the open seas and assert claims of territory, seas were
diminished to the three mile limit, certain definitions became clear. In the case of the S.S. Lotus,
(See France v. Turkey, P.C.I.J. Series A, No. 10 (1927)), the Court of International Justice
observed ".. .it is certainly true that ... apart from certain special cases which are defmed by
international law ... vessels on the high seas are subject to no authority except that of the state of
whose flag they fly. In virtue of the principle of freedom of the seas, that is to say, that in the
absence of any territorial sovereignty upon the high seas, no state may exercise any kind of
jurisdiction over foreign vessels upon them."
In the case of Cunard S.S. (See Company v. Melon, 262 US 101 (1923)) it was stated "it
now is settled in the United States and recognized elsewhere that the territory subject to its
jurisdiction includes the land areas under its dominion and control, the ports, harbors, bays and
other enclosed areas of the sea along its coast and a marginal belt of the sea extending from the
coastline outward a marine league or three geographic miles." Of course, while ships of any
nation are free to sail the high seas and subject only to the laws of the state whose flag they fly,
the case went on to state that "a merchant ship of one country voluntarily entering the territorial
limits another subjects herself to the jurisdiction of the latter. The jurisdiction attaches in virtue
of her presence, just as with other objects within those limits. During her stay, she is entitled to
the protection of the laws of that place and correlatively is bound to yield obedience to them. Of
course, the local sovereign may out of considerations of public policy choose to forego the
exertion of its jurisdiction or to exert the same in only a limited way, but this is a matter resting
solely in its discretion.

Modern Maritime Law Additions, Amendments, and New Treaties
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By the opening of The 1958 Geneva Conference On the Law of the Sea, twenty-seven of
seventy-three coastal states claimed a breadth of territorial sea in excess of three miles. States as
diverse as Venezuela and the United Arab Republics claimed territorial seas of twelve miles and,
in fact, Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, North Korea, and Peru claimed zones up to two hundred
miles. However, customary international law derives from the consent of the states by which it
is governed and once established is superseded only by the consent of those states. Since most of
the main users of the sea have constantly invoked the three mile limit, those invoking pretensions
beyond that were not regarded as legal claims in 1958. The legal regime that did develop is
known as special contiguous zones. These are special reaches of jurisdiction beyond the normal
twelve mile territorial limits. They include exclusive fishing zones and economic resource zones
and as such are considered valid extensions of the continental shelf. The United Nations
Convention On the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, 1964, Article 24, defined the
contiguous zone as:
•

•

•

In a zone on the high seas contiguous to its territorial sea the
coastal state may exercise the control necessary to:
• prevent infringement of its customs, fiscal,
immigration or sanitary regulations within its
territory or territorial sea;
• punish infringement of the above regulations
committed within its territory or territorial sea.
The contiguous zone may not extend beyond twelve miles from
the baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea is
measured
Where the coast of two states are opposite or acijacent to each
other neither of the two states is entitled failing agreement
between them to the contrary, to extend its contiguous zone
beyond the median line every point of which is equal distance
from the nearest points on the baselines from the breadth of
the territorial seas ofthe two states is measured

Thus the idea of the contiguous zone was accepted by the international community.
However, the mathematics of defining the contiguous zone, the drafting of base lines and later
the proposed economic resource zones to two hundred miles were constantly the subject of much
debate as was in the case of England vs. Iceland, legal sea battles as late as the 1970s.
The United Nations Convention On the Law of the Sea was signed by 11 7 nations in 1982
and its intent is to establish rules for all parts and uses of the sea. The Convention included a
twelve nautical mile (22.2 kilometers) limit of sovereignty for coastal states. Also, the exclusive
economic zone providing for an individual nation's rights with respect marble life and fish was
permitted to extend to 200 nautical miles (370.6 kilometers). The United States has adopted the
twelve nautical mile limit provided for in the treaty including the right of innocent passage of
- foreign vessels. However, It agairils opposecf"to other matters concerning the establishment-·o-f-=--the international seabed authority and its exploitation of seabed resources.
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The concept of innocent passage developed out of a ship's need to obviously enter and
exit the ports of another country as well as to transpire the territorial waters of another sovereign
for the purposes of more rapid transport from point A to point B. The Convention On the
Territorial Sea and The Contiguous Zone, states:
ARTICLE 14 (1) Subject to the provisions of these Articles, ships
of all states, whether coastal or not, shall enjoy the right of
innocent passage through the territorial sea. (2) Passage
means navigation to the territorial sea for the purpose of either
traversing that sea without entering internal waters or
proceeding to internal waters, or making for the high seas from
internal waters. (3) Passage is innocent so long as it is not
prejudicial to the peace, good order or security of the coastal
state...
ARTICLE 17 " .. .foreign ships exercising the right of innocent
passage shall comply with the laws and regulations enacted by
the coastal state in conformity with these Articles and other
rules of international law, and in particular, with such laws and
regulations relating to transport and navigation. " Further the
concept of a ship's entry, in distress, which allowed entry into
the territorial waters and/or ports of any state if the vessel was
deemed to be in ma emergency, is now considered soundly
within the perimeters of the law of the sea.
The Convention on the High Seas defmed the right of a ship to fly the flag of a state.
ARTICLE 5 "(1) each state shall.fix the conditions for the
grant of its nationality to ships, for the registration of ships in
its territory and for the right to fly its flag. Ships have the
nationality of the state whose flag they are entitled to fly.
There must exist a genuine link between the state and the
ship; in particular the state must effectively exercise its
jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical and
social matters over ships flying its flag. "
ARTICLE 6 "(1) ships shall sail reader the flag of role state
only and, save in exceptional cases expressly provided for in
international treaties or in these articles, shall be subject to
its exclusive jurisdiction on the high seas. A ship may not
change its flag during a voyage or while in a port of call, save
in the case of a real transfer of ownership or change of
registry. ,_The lil5erzy--of a state to fix the conditions for rife ___ _
grant of its nationality has developed into the concept known
as ':flags of convenience. "
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Flags of Convenience and the Hot Pursuit

Certain states such as Panama and Liberia have enacted "liberal" registration laws which
allow for the registration of ships owned and operated by foreign corporations. Ships are
registered in such countries for several reasons; generally taxes are low, wages, if a minimum
wage law exists, are minimal, laws and safety standards for the protection of crews are also
minimum. The Restatement of the Law, Second Foreign Relations Law of the United States
(1965), Section 28, No. 2 stated " ...there must exist a genuine link between the state and the
vessel flying its flag ... " Genuine link theory has been argued time and again and for general
purposes has ceased to exist. Thus many cruise lines now operate their ships under a flag of a
country entirely different from the origin of ownership. As we progress into the legislative areas
of this Chapter, it is interesting to note that the genuine link is now taking on the aspects of a
reversal of fortune, that is from where the ship regularly sails, from where the majority of
passengers hail, from where the fmancial aspects of the company may be controlled, are now
being considered genuine links to the United States regardless of the flag of convenience.
The United States has effectively extended its jurisdiction in recent years using the
doctrine of effect combined with the right of hot pursuit. When the United States determines that
the activity of a foreign vessel will have a deleterious effect upon the citizens of the United
States and that although the vessel may not now be in USA waters its intended destination or that
of its cargo is the United States, then it has the right to intervene in the voyage of said vessel.
This is most often used in the case of drug and refugee intervention. The right of hot pursuit
allows the coast guard of one country to pursue the vessel of a different country outside the
territorial waters of one's state if the chase began within the territorial waters of one state and
was initially justified for the purposes of enforcing the laws of the state of whose vessel is doing
the pursuing. The pursuit must stop, however, when the pursued vessel enters its own territorial
waters or the territorial waters of another state. Traditionally, the USA asks the registered ship's
country for permission to board when the vessel is outside of USA waters.

0

Various laws of the sea treaties and conferences have also evolved concerning pollution
as well as safety standards of vessels. There have been several conventions for the safety of life
at sea in the form of treaties amongst the nations of the world. Unfortunately, many of these
have come about as a result of various tragedies. Subsequent to the sinking of the Titanic, safety
measures were improved so that all passenger vessels must carry life boats sufficient to hold the
entire manifest of passenger and crew. The tragic fire and sinking on board the Yarmouth Castle
was the cause of numerous changes which in effect took away much of the grandfather clauses
which allowed these very old ships to sail. These various conventions for the safety of life at sea
are adhered to by all countries. However, they are considered the minimum standards which a
ship must meet in order to sail.
The United States, like many other countries, has consistently developed its own set of
standards which apply-to·vessets- tlytn:g-rhe-tlag-of the USA. Safety standards in the- t:Jnttea-- --·States had, it was argued, by the late 1960s become so strict that it was another reason many ship
owners were switching to flags of convenience. As long as a vessel meets the minimum
standards of the conventions then she must be allowed to sail from a USA port, or any other for

0
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that matter. In the United States, the Coast Guard is responsible for inspecting those vessels that
regularly sail from USA ports to make sure they maintain such minimum standards. If not, the
vessel will not be permitted to sail. It is interesting to note that the Coast Guard has found
numerous unsafe conditions on cruise ships that were certified safe by the country whose flag
they carry according to a report prepared for Congress by the General Accounting Office (GAO).
For example, in 1990 the Vera Cruz was found to have deteriorating life boats and a
possible leak in its hull less then a week after its recertification by the Bahamas, where the ship
was flagged. The Ocean, another Bahamian registered vessel, had so many fire hazards that a
Miami Coast Guard official submitted a memo stating that "doubts exist as to the adequacy" of
the Bahamian Government's evaluation. The GAO report three instances since 1990 when
cruise ships that had served the USA or that were carrying USA passengers sank or caught fire
while the staff was unprepared to help passengers.

Safety of Life at Sea and Maritime Disasters

More organizations (including government entities) are recognizing the value of maritime
law and the vital role it plays in the economy, from local to national. In 2006, Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger of California (USA) signed an executive order organizing the formation of the
California Maritime Security Council who will identify potential threats, organize training
exercises and develop a statewide maritime security strategy. The Council will also improve
existing relationships and make it easier for local ports to coordinate responses when problems
do occur. This is an important development - the formation of a maritime security council
allows for commerce and travel to continue in an uninterrupted manner, problems can be dealt
quickly, day-to-day activities in ports that handle about half of the total port/maritime trade
activity for the entire country could be kept flowing smoothly, and should any problems arise
(i.e., ship-board disasters), ports can work together to aid the situation.
Despite current Safety of Life At Sea (SOLAS) rules since 1981, merchant vessels have
met with a number of disasters: (See Associated Press, Miami Herald; date of original article is
not known)
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 27, 1981: 580 killed when Indonesian passenger
ship Tamponas II catches fire and sinks in Java Sea.
April 20, 1986: 262 killed as overcrowded ferry sinks in the
Sanhya River in Bangladesh.
March 6, 1987: 189 killed when car ferry of Herald of Free
Enterprise capsizes of Belgian port of Zeebrugge.
December20, 1987: 1,749 confirmed drowned after ferry
Dona Paz collides with tanker MT Victor in the Philippines.
August 8, 1988: Nearly 400 drown when a ferry capsizes in
India's Ganges River. - - - -- December 14, 1991: More than 460 passengers and crew die
after a coral reef tears a hole in a ferry's side near the port of
Safaga, Egypt.
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•
•
•

•

December 2I, I992: More than 380 Haitian refugees drown
when the freighter Vierge Miracle sinks near Cuba.
January 24, I993: 52 People killed in wreck of Polish ferry
Jma Heweliusz in Baltic Sea.
February i7, I993: An unknown number of Haitians,
perhaps as many as I ,500, drowned when the overloaded
coastal ferry Neptune sinks about 50 miles west of Port-auPrince.
March 28, I993: 175 die when a ferry capsizes in the
Telulia River in Bangladesh.

0

One further inspection is routinely carried out by the United States of America for vessels
regularly sailing from USA ports, these are sanitary inspections of international cruise ships.
"All passenger cruise ships arriving at USA ports are subject to unannounced inspection under
the voluntary cooperative inspection program." The purpose of these inspections is to achieve
levels of sanitation that will minimize the potential for gastrointestinal disease outbreaks on these
ships. Such outbreaks are infrequent, but may be serious when they do occur. Ships are rated on
the following items to determine if they meet CDC sanitation standards: (I) water, (2) food
preparation and holding, (3) potential contamination of food, and (4) general cleanliness, storage
and repair.
In the past, a score of 86 or higher was reported as satisfactory and a score of 85 and
below was reported as not satisfactory. Ships unable to achieve a score of at least 86 on a routine
periodic inspection receive are-inspection within a reasonable time frame depending upon ship
schedules and receipt of the "statement of corrective action" from the ship's management. A
score of 86 or higher at the time of inspection indicates the ship is providing an accepted
standard of sanitation. In general, the lower the score the lower the level of sanitation; however,
a low score does not necessarily imply an imminent risk of an outbreak of gastrointestinal
disease.
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) reserves the right to recommend that a ship not
sail when circumstances so dictate (such as, but not restricted to, contamination of the potable
water supply or inadequate treatment of the potable water supply) as stated in The US
Department of Health and Human Services Public Health Service Center for Disease Control
and Prevention, National Center for Environmental Health, and Summary of Sanitation
Inspections of International Cruise Ships. Although the CDC may recommend a ship not sail,
there is in fact, no authority with the CDC to prevent a foreign vessel from leaving port having
failed the sanitation inspection. Generally, however, passenger ships are now welcoming the
CDC reports and working with the government to upgrade or maintain their levels of sanitation.
After the recent outbreak of Legionnaire's disease aboard the Celebrity cruise liner M. B.
Horizon, the CDC has announced that it has now increased its inspection to add testing for the
Legionnaire's disease bacteria, which is believed to have been found to have propagated in the
- - - - - ship'sJacuzzi.
--------------
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THE CRUISE INDUSTRY

Types of Cruises Ships
There are all kinds of cruise lines and differences within the ships of each cruise line.
Within each cruise line there are various departments and within the ship itself a number of
departments. Important to note here from the travel law point of view, is that aside from the
minimum standards of seaworthiness, ports of call, and other issues discussed in this chapter, the
quality of services offered legally needs to be like that offered by other cruise lines in its class, to
avoid falling below the standard of care for similarly situated ships in the cruise industry.
First, cruise lines are generally divided into several different categories. There are
discount cruise lines, though these are rapidly disappearing. The discount cruise lines generally
consist of older ships which the discount cruise line likes to call "classic liners". Economics
have wiped out the majority of the U.S. based discount lines. You will still find a number of
these discount cruise lines operating in Europe. The best way to establish if vessel is an older
ship is to find somewhere in the small print the date that the ship was originally built. This will
occasionally not be possible and instead the vessel is listed refurbished, meaning that the cruise
lined does not want to disclose when the vessel was built.
There are a number of websites available online that trace a vessel's original name and
build date. First try searching the vessels current name and if that fails to produce results there
are additional sites such as Cruise Community at www.seatrade.com, (usually a wealth of
industry information) or the Steamship historical society among many others. Older ships can be
quite satisfactory but they are subject to the problems inherent with age including plumbing and
air conditioning, and lack the large scale atriums and dramatic public rooms as well as the latest
in technical gizmo entertainment.
The brochures that advertise these vessels, like many cruise line brochures in general, are
apt to consist of a lot of puffing, that is, exaggeration of the quality of a product, generally given
by salesmen, that does not amount to outright lies. Puffing, as long as it is not intentionally
deceitful, is allowed by law. Thus brochures use of a lot of adjectives such as glamorous public
spaces, gourmet food, Las Vegas style entertainment, that are subject to one's personal definition
but cannot usually be legally defined to provide the basis of a lawsuit unless the item is missing
altogether. Passengers simply cannot expect to have the same experience that they would find on
a newer and larger ship but for many people that is just the attraction that they are looking for.
Also note that there are discount lines catering to more blue collar workers and people simply on
a budget. Thus, these passengers do not expect to intellectualize with the heads of industry or
the creme of the social set onboard.
The next ring up the cruising ladder is the mass market cruise lines. This is the
classification used by the majority of ships-. - rhe Royal-caribbean, Carnival, and NCL ships
dominate this class of service. The vessels tend to be very modem and growing continually
larger every year. There are a whole host of activities onboard and the loudspeaker is usually not
quite about telling you in detail about every one throughout the day. Onboard are families,
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singles, as well as, old and young passengers. These cruises also generally provide good, but not
great, food and in plenty of abundance. The staterooms run the gamut in size and price. These
passengers do not expect to find as much individual attention as they are "one of the crowd."

Q

Premium cruise lines are for those passengers with a little bit more money and that seek
a bit more class and attention. The ships of Holland America, Princess, and Celebrity will be the
likely choice for the slightly more upscale crowd. Note the word crowd. The ships carry less
passengers on average than the mass market lines, but not a lot less. The decor of the vessels is
usually a bit more subdued and ornate which is very similar to the people that the premium
cruise lines attract. The average age tends to be a bit older but one will still find people of all
ages. These are white collar ships and though you may not fmd truly gourmet food and service it
will certainly be on a scale above the mass market vessels. The entertairunent and onboard
facilities will be a notch above the mass market but not as potentially boisterous.
Next, we come to the deluxe cruise lines. These ships tend to be modem but smaller
than their mass market and premium cousins. The ships of Windstar, Radisson, Diamond and a
small number of others predominate this market. The focus is on luxury and more out of the
norm ports of call. Passengers can expect, and should receive, much more individual attention
and high quality gourmet food. Most of the ships will not be ultra large and they will normally
carry a lot less passengers. The entertairunent will not be as diverse as the mass market and
premium ships. These are far from party ships and depending on the nature some may find them
too staid and potentially dull. Generally onboard are well educated and wealthy passengers, as
well as being older clientele.
The last category in scale is the ultra-deluxe ships. These usually comprise the
Seaborne, Silver Seas, style vessels. They are normally small to at most, medium size vessels.
They carry anywhere from one hundred to five hundred passengers. The entertairunent is fairly
minimal as the concentration is on very individualized service and long meals. Passengers
expect the best in quality and service and anything less should not be tolerated. After all, they
are paying on average, a thousand dollars a day, or often times more for their cruise.

0
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Finally, there are the discovery ships that are few both in number and size and that
specialize in visiting very out of the way places such as the Antarctic. They range from adequate
to almost luxurious in accommodation and food. The entertairunent normally consists of
naturalist style speakers. They are for the people looking for the very less traveled areas of the
world and passengers fmd well-heeled and educated people onboard that are usually not
interested in floor shows, shopping, or glamour.
-

.

The Queen Elizabeth 2 and Queen Mary 2 are ships that cannot be defined in any of the
classes above. Instead they fit into several of the classes depending on the level of
accommodation and the dining room thus assigned. If passengers pay the larger price, they
expect a consequent level of service but if they pay the lower fare then their accommodation and
service will be more on par wltlnhe mass market to premium class shitJs:· These ·ship-s -satl-witna
large number of passengers and have a very diverse level of entertairunent.

q
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The recent discounting over the last several years in the cruise industry has spurned a
number of problems as well as a lot of opportunities. The discount cruise lines with their
typically older ships have all but disappeared from USA shores. The major mass market cruise
lines were able to drop prices to such a level that there became little discemable difference
between mass market and discount lines. Thus, who wanted to go on an older and smaller ship
_ when a big new one was available at the same price?_ Economies of scale and the addition of so
many extra cost options onboard the mass market ships allowed them to depend less on the cost
of the cruise ticket as they were able to make up the money in onboard revenues. The price
difference between the premium cruise lines and the mass market lines also became more and
more blurred. With careful planning, many people found that they were and still are able to
travel on a premium class ship for the same and occasionally less than the cost of the mass
market liners.
This blurring in prices has caused occasional problems with passengers who had
previously cruised premium and deluxe and found that they were paying nearly the same prices,
especially if they were in mass market suites, and expected the same level of service in mass
market as they had been provided in the premium and deluxe categories. The average passenger,
especially without the assistance of a knowledgeable travel agent, can find a typical cruise line
brochure difficult when it comes to ascertaining the differences in a mass market ship and a
premium or deluxe vessel, especially when they may not know that such categories of cruise
lines even exist.

0

We have had a number of would be clients call to file a complaint about service and
expectations not met on mass market ships when they were previously used to upscale cruises.
Unfortunately, for these people hyperbole and puffing in the typical cruise line brochure do not
present a case for legal fraud.

Corporate Structure of the Cruise Industry

The organization onboard the typical cruise ship is much more complicated then the
average passenger realizes and a complaint should be made to the relevant department onboard
or it may not be handled at all. According to their corporate structures, most cruise lines are not a
single entity. Normally, cruise lines are an organized combination of separate corporations. The
parent company itself may own all or part of several cruise lines, especially as the trend toward
consolidation continues. Another company will supply the entertainers, while a different
company caters the food, and yet another company hires the crew, and so on.
The ship is divided into numerous departments with many of the gift shops, spas, and
casinos actually run by individual companies that pay the cruise line a percentage of their
revenue or a flat rate. The cruise line will likely remove themselves from any problems that a
passenger may have with one of their revenue lessees should the event in question prove of more
than a minor annoyance fonhe ship's own crew in dealing or-attempting m deal with it.
Our offices have dealt with passenger problems especially in onboard fitness centers, one,
in particular, wherein the exercise machine's cable broke substantially injuring the passenger,
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and the cruise line denied liability by unsuccessfully trying to pass it off to the separate company
that ran the fitness center.
The cruise line frequently does not even own the ship that the injured party is sailing on.
Many vessels are bare-boat chartered for a year or more by cruise lines from the true owner of
the vessel. In fact, the companies tend to be intertwined for purposes of asset protection. In this
situation, the cruise line is owned by a major corporation, but the cruise line is a separate
corporation. The same corporation that owns the cruise line will own a number of other separate
companies with each of these separate corporations owning a ship. The cruise line then leases or
charters the ships from the various different corporations.

0

In fact each vessel of the cruise line may, in fact, be owned by a separate entity. Some of
these corporations are interrelated and some are not. Much of the purpose for this seeming
confusion is quite well planned and avoids liability as a whole. However, all of the ships are
branded with the name and colors of the cruise line so that the passenger has no concept of the
carefully woven, tangled web of ownership interests.
As a finale to this wall of asset protection, nearly every major cruise line is an offshore
company, meaning not based in the United States, though several are in turn owned by a USA
holding company. The offshore ownership allows the cruise line to fly a flag of convenience,
hire nationals from various countries, pay minimal wages, and generally avoid USA taxes though
the majority of revenue is earned from USA passengers. In all fairness, the crew of foreign
nationals makes much more money from passenger tips then they would as salaried individuals
in their home country and are provided with health care and room and board of a fairly decent
standard. Further, if USA taxes and wage laws were applied to the typical cruise line, the cost of
the passenger ticket would naturally have to take these extra costs into effect. Still, under the
current system, the major cruise lines continue to generate record revenues.
Thus, for example, when suing over an injury caused by faulty equipment in the
gymnasium, the plaintiff must by necessity, name numerous different defendants including the
equipment manufacturer, the company that sold the equipment, the company that maintains the
equipment on board, the company that hires and pays the gym instructors, the company owning
the vessel, the company chartering the vessel, and fmally perhaps the parent cruise line or
consortium. One or all may be partially responsible, but each may be able to limit its liability by
passing some or all of the liability for the accident on to another company. The net effect is that
in a major loss-liability scenario each company may be limited in its liability to the extent of its
assets. If a cruise ship of any major cruise line should be involved in a serious mishap, liability
might effectively be limited to the single company owning no more than that one ship though
chartered to the major cruise line. Of course, this fact may also reduce insurance costs since the
company owning the vessel has no assets beyond its one ship.
In conclusion, the average passenger believes that their total cruise experience is one

- -seamless operation by a single entity being the cruise Hnetnat they-bookea with. The truth of thematter is that from when you book until you leave the ship, your cruise involves a whole host of
related and unrelated companies most of which you will never here of until and unless it
becomes necessary that you file a complaint.
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PASSENGER RIGHTS AND CONSUMER ISSUES
The rights of the passenger on today's cruise ships are primarily controlled by the
contract of passage. A modem consumer's rights are severely limited by old, even ancient legal
doctrines that favor ship-owners over passengers. The contract of passage is governed by
International treaties, Admiralty law principals and Federal Maritime law. However, broad areas
exist outside of these governing principals, for which the cruise line has drafted its contracts in
its favor.
The contract of passage has developed from a simple one page document that concerned
itself with the amount and type of food and space allotted to the passenger and his luggage in the
era of the R.MS. Titanic to the lengthy multi-page document that exists today. Most of the
cruise line contracts are fairly similar in wording. The Athens Convention provides rules and
procedures including minimum insurance requirements which govern cruise ships flying the flag
of a country that is a signatory to the Convention.

0

The United States has yet to become a member of The Athens Convention. The
maximum liability structures for injury and death to a passenger and damage or loss of the
passenger's luggage are set out within the rules of the Convention. Although, these amounts
have been traditionally low, changes to the Convention are underway that will substantially raise
the liability limits in the passengers favor. However, since the United States is not governed by
this international maritime convention, liability limits are set by Congress under 46 App.
U.S.C.A. Sec. 183. and the USA court system, which is jury I judge dependent to the particular
case.

Common Issues

Despite the fact that the contract of passage appears to be a completely one-sided
document in favor of the cruise line, there are several requirements that must be legally met in
order for the contract to have effect. First, the language of the contract must be reasonably
communicative. In other words, the contact must effectively communicate the legal rights of the
cruise line and passenger when read by the reasonable person. Although, virtually never read by
the passenger, most of the standardized. language has been case tested over a period of time and
is valid and enforceable. In general, the cruise line need only provide a vessel suitable for the
intended purpose, accommodations and meals. The ship may visit or cancel any port in any
order and, in fact, does not even need to leave the dock under the requisite circumstances.
Also the test offundamental fairness controls the contract in all circumstances. Thus,
the cruise line could not sell cruise after cruise while the ship sits occupied but dormant due to
me·chanical circumstances. The contract cmmoTvi:nlate1he requirement of constructive notice to the passenger, meaning that the passenger must have been given a reasonable opportunity to read
the information in the contract. An example of this is the case of Carnival Cruise Lines Inc. v
Shute, wherein the U.S. Supreme Court held that the cruise contract is valid if it is sent to the
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passenger in time for review and if the cruise line gives the passenger the option of rejecting the
contract with impunity after reviewing it. Additional case law has held that a contract provided
at the time of boarding or two to three days prior thereto is not sufficient constructive notice.
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All cruise line tickets will contain a forum selection clause which limits the location
where the cruise line can be sued. This forum selection clause must be reasonable, meaning for
example, that a couple in Texas may be required to come to Florida to pursue their claim but a
passenger sailing on a foreign flag vessel out of Miami will not need travel to Greece to file a
lawsuit. Most contracts of passage will also bar a lawsuit after a period of one year from failure
to file a claim against the shipping company. This frequently results in particular cruise lines
using delay tactics in an attempt to string the passenger along until their possible claim is barred.
46 USC Section 183b(c) prohibits this time bar in the case of minors, incompetents, or the
survivors ofthe deceased. In the event of non-personal injuries, the contract ofpassage can limit
to less than one year the requirement to file suit. Normally, the limit cannot be less than six
months.
Cruise lines have certain required duties to the passenger. Among these, surprisingly,
under Admiralty Law, is not a warranty of seaworthiness of the vessel for the passenger, even
though the merchant seaman is always to be guaranteed an implied warranty of seaworthiness.
That and for many of the reasons described previously, is the reason that it is often said that we
sail on 21st century cruise ships with passenger rights dictated by the 19th century. Fortunately
however, contractual standards apply in a seaworthiness case to insure that the vessel is
compatible and appropriate for its intended purpose.
The doctrine of comparative fault is generally implied to injuries onboard ship. This
means that the fault for the injury can be divided in a percentage method between the passenger
and the cruise line. In these cases, both parties had an opportunity to lesson or avoid the severity
of the injury. Thus, for example, if a passenger trips over an obvious wet area of the deck which
could have been avoided, the cruise line will be liable for not posting a notice or roping off the
area, and the passenger will be liable for not using reasonable common sense and care. The
court or jury will decide on the division of the liability (i.e. 50/50 or 60/40) and award damages
accordingly.

Passenger Safety During the Course of the Cruise
There are many areas that the cruise line has been held liable or partially liable for failing
in its duty of care to passengers. Among the most common have been: assaults on passengers by
crewmembers, failing gangways, passenger on passenger assaults, ship tenders, drowning and
pool accidents, flying coconuts, stray golf balls, discharging shotgun shells, defective exercise
equipment, diseases, fires, collisions and striking reefs, gastrointestinal disorders, heart attacks,
death of passengers, bad weather, loss of consortium and society, baggage claims, poorly
designed facilities, spider bites, snapped mooring-lin:e~rand this-is-by no means the limit.
One of the most common claims by passengers against cruise lines in for medical
malpractice. Under Admiralty law, a cruise line is not required to carry a doctor onboard. If the
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cruise line elects to carry medical personal, and they all do fearing an implied contract of care,
then the only liability of the cruise line is that they used reasonable care in selecting the doctor.
The doctor is considered an independent contractor, despite the fact that he wears a ships
uniform and is considered an officer, because he diagnosis and prescribes with no interference
from the cruise line. However, a number of theories have been used to attack this limitation.
_ Some of them include the fact that the cruise line provides the medical facilities and stocks the
medicines, thus limiting the doctor's ability to diagnose and treat. The cruise line will argue that
the ship is not supposed to equate to an onshore hospital and should only be required to provide
temporary emergency care until the patient can be put ashore or airlifted to a hospital. Case law
has usually differentiated the liability based on the length and type of cruise and distance from
rescue regarding the type of medical facility that a ship need carry.

0

Other causes of action for medical malpractice against the cruise line are based the
reasonable care used in the selection to the doctor. Cruise lines vary greatly as to their
methodology of selection for ships physicians. Some lines carry only doctors certified to
practice in the United States or Great Britain, while others use primarily doctors from third world
countries to avoid paying the higher costs. A number of cruise lines attempt to negate the
reasonable care selection liability by using a separate company which is in the business of
selecting and supplying onboard medical staff. These companies are most often located overseas
which make service of process and collection of judgments more difficult. The personal liability
of the ship's doctor is often not worth pursuing when the doctor is chosen from a typical third
world based medical provider company as its assets or medical liability coverage, if any, do not
normally compare with that of a U.S. physician. Additionally, cases are beginning to erode the
theory of independent contractor limitation used by the cruise lines on the basis of an implied
contract of reasonable medical care as evidenced by the ship's brochures and advertising, (See
for example, AA Care Free Vacation At Sea)
There is always a duty to treat injured passengers and crew onboard a cruise ship. Having
a licensed doctor onboard is the best way to care for an injured person's needs. If there is no
doctor onboard, this can be done by a deck officer that has some type of first aid training, or by
contacting through satellite phone radio or some other means to a doctor on call. That doctor can
then divert the vessel to the nearest port or contact the nearest coast guard facility to take the
injured person off ship if needed. Failure to have a procedure in place to care for the injured and
I or failure to implement that procedure and see to the medical needs of the injured onboard a
ship, is almost certainly to be viewed as negligence.

Shore Excursions
Shore excursions have become an immense source of additional revenue for cruise lines
in recent years. The excursions are occasionally run by the cruise line but most often are
contracted out to shore excursion companies or individual suppliers. No matter, the excursion
will be branded or co-branded with the cruise line moniker. The passenger will normally find
that he -c-an- ootain-a-b-etrerptice booking himself onshore but win-not -n-ave the built in comfort of
having the cruise line make all of the arrangements for him and the added comfort and security
of knowing that the ship will not sail until all of its shore excursions have returned.
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Thus, the concept of being on an official ship's tour is a highly 'sailable' point for the
cruise line. Unfortunately, for the passenger who is injured on the ship's tour, it quickly
becomes apparent, from the cruise line's point of view and the touted ship's tour contractual
language and disclaimers and waivers, that it is not an official tour of the cruise line at all and all
liability is shifted to the independent contractor that is running the excursion. This is in spite of
the fact that the cruise line will often keep over fifty percent of the price of the tour for its own
tiller. Additionally, the cruise line will be the sole seller of the tour either on board or prior to
sailing, most usually, via internet sales to booked passengers. The ability to sale the product and
then deny any liability for the safety of its performance is, of course, in the perfect liability free
world ofthe cruise line.
The cruise line will likely not be the solely liable party to the exclusion of the shore
excursion provider, but will probably be the deep pocket. The passenger's reliance on the
security of the service they will most probably believe are the ship's tours is not outweighed by
the fact that the cruise line has furnished, somewhere on the tour document, a waiver of liability
and disclosure of the party actually providing the tour. The realities, should the passenger not
fully agree with the content of the cruise line waivers and disclaimers and pursue his claim, can
be somewhat different.
Accidents on shore can be within reach of maritime law if the accident is found to occur
within the so-called three zones of danger. The cruise line has been held liable not just for
accidents incurred during a shore excursion, but also for failing to warn passengers about
dangers ashore of which it has or should have special knowledge. These have included a number
of areas ranging from the location that the passenger might be expected to traverse ashore, if the
area is known to be at risk for robberies and assaults, to the potential risks of renting motor
scooters or even horse-drawn carriages.
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Protection of Children Onboard Cruises

Cruise Lines are aware the bars, decks, pools, gymnasium, sauna, steam room and spa
area and other areas are dangerous to children. The risks present are obvious. In the gymnasium,
unsupervised children could sustain injury from improper use of the equipment resulting in
serious injury. In the steam room and sauna a number of dangers exist including the fact that
partly clothed children would be in very close proximity to partly clothed or entirely unclothed
strange adults. And of course unsupervised children running wild on the decks might injury
other passengers or even fall overboard.
In the cruise line industry, the cruise line expects and is well aware that unsupervised
children will be exploring all parts of the ship and will venture into all areas where they can gain
entry even in those areas where the cruise ship intends to keep children out. Thus, a cruise
operator must have stringent and well implemented measures and procedures to see that its
- metlmdsan:ct-pto~dure-s are followed by cruise personnel- and thaCtlre metlrods selected for
securing the safety of children are in fact effective.
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For example, crew members must follow established procedure to keep unsupervised
children out of the sauna. In a particular case that I know of, a young boy was sexually molested
in the sauna of a well known cruise line. The cruise line merely provided a placard advising that
children under the age of 16 were not permitted to use the spa area and this sign proved to be
completely inadequate and ineffective. There were several alternative methods available to warn
the parents of this rule. Instructions could have been prominently printed in the brochures,
tickets, and the daily newsletter and the crew should have made a point to verbally inform the
passengers traveling with minors while boarding, of the restricted access to the spa and
continued to repeat the warnings throughout the voyage. The guardian was unaware of those
warnings, which included that her grandson, the child, should not be in the spa unsupervised.
The spa area even had a reception desk at the very entrance to the spa area. The cruise line
should have enforced a policy that included that the person assigned to the restricted section(s)
(in this case, the spa area) be charged with the responsibility to check and make sure that all
person(s) entering said area had some form of authorization to be present in that area (that is,
appropriate age, authorized passenger, etcetera)
Furthermore, the sea-faring vessel's own crew members failed to follow their own
internal policies and procedures regarding a situation such as this one. Later in the course of
legal action following this incident, the minor reported that other individuals in the same age
group as himself (unknown whether individual in question is male or female) were permitted to
enter the restricted spa on multiple occasions. The security officer onboard the vessel would
later confirm the minor's statement by saying that " ... prior to the child's attack, unsupervised
children were frequently seen in the spa area, and that he himself frequently saw unsupervised
children in the spa area ... " The officer continued on in the testimony by including that several
times minors were seen to be in the spa and were never asked to leave.
Posted near the entrance of the spa was a placard that did have a number of warnings and
instruction about who was permitted to enter the area and who was not allowed. However, the
placard alone was ineffective - it is unclear whether the placard could not be seen well or was
simply ignored by the passengers. The minor continued on by saying he did not know where the
placard was even located. Law enforcement personnel investigating the incident indicated that
the sexual assault may have been preventable, had an attendant been present at the reception desk
(to monitor for unauthorized activity).
The spa area receptionist, from her declaration, told the police that she has seen the
minor( s) present around the sauna for several days before Plaintiffs sexual assault. Her
testimony continued to state that the cruise line did have a policy that requires its own crew to
report any activity believed to be suspicious. The receptionist admitted she did not report the
suspicious behavior, no sufficient steps to make an inquiry herself about the suspicious behavior
and no investigation concerning the suspicious behavior.
With all factors considered, the cruise line failed to simply inform the in-coming
p-assengers that certain areas were off-limirs- u;-everyone- witn the exception of authorized staff
members. While the cruise line may not have been able to prevent the assault, there were still
measures they could have undertaken that could have helped the situation.
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Cruise Line did not provide any specific warning, if warning was intended, it did not
reach to the guardian of The child, a minor concerning the potential danger to
unsupervised children under the age of 16 being in the spa area.

0

Cruise Line Defense Strategies

The cruise line's legal strategies, if properly followed can drastically reduce or even
virtually negate the liability of the cruise line. These disclosures, waivers, and disclaimers must
be provided to the passenger within a reasonable time for the passenger to read and accept, either
by signing or by participating, before the departure of the tour. Furthermore, the passenger must
understand the language of the waiver or disclaimer. The passenger must be capable of
understanding the danger of the activity, such as the shore excursion, that she wishes to
participate in. For example, a passenger who has never had a scuba diving certification course
could not possibly understand the risks of scuba without being provided some additional
information and training. Finally, the passenger cannot be left in a circumstance that his failure
to read the waiver and understand the risk comes too late for her, for practical matters, to cancel
her participation in the tour. This has occurred in a number of circumstances especially when the
tour bus has dropped off the participants or they have already left a dock on a tour or dive boat,
and then the waiver and disclosure is handed out to the passenger without the passenger having
any practical resort of not participating and returning to the ship in a timely fashion.
There is also the offensive legal maneuver available, as used in attempts to defeat most
independent contractor (tour operator) defense claims by the cruise line that the cruise line was
negligent in its selection of the tour operator or in some method in the cruise line's co-planning
of the tour with the tour operator. Despite the frequent use of independent contractor tour
companies, which may be no more than a shell company of the cruise line, cruise lines
increasingly attempt to depict the difficulty of their tours in their tour brochures. There is
usually some description such as moderate walking along with a graphic sign. These are used by
the cruise company, from a legal standpoint, to demonstrate that the tour participant had more
than adequate warning before even contemplating the purchase of the tour. However, these
descriptive warnings can also serve to show the cruise line's participation in the design and
creation of tour, in the event of an injury, helping to negate the complete independent contractor
defense of the cruise line. Further, it is possible that the warning fails to adequately describe the
difficulty or knowledge needed (i.e. scuba diving, rock climbing) to participate in the tour.

Q.

As the cruise lines continue to expand their tour offerings, especially in what is often
referred to ·as the adventure tour arena, in looking to ·appeal to a wider and more diverse
passenger mix, the greater care that must be taken in fully evaluating a tour's risks prior to
offering it to passengers. Therefore, we can also expect to see an even greater use of waivers,
consents to liability, disclaimers, and all manner of liability shifting techniques by the cruise
companies. These are often effective in court but their greatest effect may be in convincing the
- passenger-not to pursue any course of legat·-action.--againscthe cruise line in the first place,
because once the average consumer reads this waiver, they believe they have contracted away all
of their legal rights.
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The contract of passage will also contain the no liability limitation for acts of God, war,
weather, strikes and just about any other circumstance that the cruise line may consider outside
of its control. These limitations often include mechanical malfunctions of the ship. However,
the ship is under the control of the cruise line and the cruise line is obligated to maintain the
vessel so that it is suitable for its intended purpose pursuant to the contract. A court would be
very unlikely to side with a cruise line and allow the line to avoid its contractual obligation to the
passenger in the event of a mechanical breakdown of the ship.
Terrorism will likely be considered also outside the control of the cruise line. However,
The Athens Convention does not denote terrorism in the same definitional context as war and
thus does not provide for its exclusion in the requirements for mandatory insurance. The current
theory is that the cruise line should only be liable for negligent lapses in its security procedures
which could be wholly or partially responsible for the success of the terrorism attack.
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Again, the contract of passage defmes the scope and limitations of a cruise line's liability
to the passenger but it is not presumptively the law in all matters of the relationship between the
passenger and the cruise line. In most cases, the language and provisions will be upheld but it
should be read with care by the passenger and her attorney. Cruise lines are normally loath to
provide monetary recompense unless there is complete non-performance but more likely to
attempt to satisfy the passenger with future discounts, but even this is offered only when the
cruise line deems it necessary. The statute of limitations providing the time frame during which
an action must be brought, is found in all contracts of passage and is adhered to strictly by the
cruise lines and courts. It is extremely important that the aggrieved or injured passenger consult
with knowledgeable counsel in the maritime field to truly sort through the realities and
complexities of their rights and remedies in the cruise industry arena.

JURISDICTION AND LEGAL PROCEDURES
Most seafaring governments to this day jealously guard tacit coastal waters and ports
against outside competition. Conditions at sea versus being on land can vary a great deal. The
differences amongst these two areas of law must be determined and respected so as to arrive at
the just conclusion of any legal action. As such, should a matter needed to be presented before a
court for a legal decision in the United States, federal law presides. This is the case in most
countries because it is often seen that maritime law serves the national interest on a grander scale
than local interests.
Under the Jones Act the United States allows only domestic ships the right to carry
passengers and cargo between ports within the USA. The policy is known as cabotage, derived
from the French, "caboter" meaning to sail coastwise or by the capes. Only a few countries,
among them Great Britain, Cyprus, Israel, Kenya, Holland, Singapore and South Africa have
eliminated the restrictions on most foreign vessels sailing between ports in said countries.

o

The majority of foreign and domestic based companies have found it much more cost
effective to register their ships overseas under flags of convenience. A "flag of convenience"
consists of vessel registration in a country which bears little relationship to the ownership or
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typical sailing schedule of the ship or the nationality of the crew but offers the owners of the
vessel few restrictions on labor or safety standards outside of those imposed by international
convention. There are often additional tax benefits for the ship's owners offered by the flag of
convenience country.
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The flag state of the ship prescribes .the regulations and rules for the legal operation of
said vessel. However, under the effect doctrine the USA has a rational for extension of its
jurisdiction when the effect of the activity bears a relationship on the health, security and
national policies of the United States. Further, the trend of courts in the USA is to find
jurisdiction both subject matter and in personam in admiralty cases where none would previously
have existed. Foreign crewmen on foreign registered ships have been able to come under the
radar of admiralty jurisdiction of the USA when only minimal contact has been found. For
example, any office of the shipping being maintained in the USA may be sufficient contact.
Thus, foreign cruise lines whose vessels regularly sail out of a USA port and maintain offices in
the USA, employ numerous USA individuals shore side, and purchase most of the ships food and
stores in the USA, can be said to not only "effect" the USA, (even if it is because of the claimed
loss of thousands of USA, merchant marine jobs) but courts will also find jurisdiction due to the
numerous contacts within this country.

The United States House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure controls the
US Coast Guard and all recreational boating issues. The Coast Guard and Maritime
(See
Transportation subcommittee oversees the 40,000 member Coast Guard.
www.house.gov/transportationl) All fisheries matters and many maritime environmental laws
are now reader the control of The House Committee on Public Lands and Resources. The
remainder of the USA Merchant Marine fleet is under the auspices of The House National
Security Committee, (previously known as The Armed Services Committee).
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Most cruise tickets include specific contract provisions on the back of the ticket
restricting litigation to a particular state or country. For example, most specify Greece as the
proper jurisdiction. These provisions have proven disappointing to many a plaintiff's counsel
bringing local actions for disrupted activities, slip-and-falls, and various torts. The restrictions
on many of the cruise lines' contracts of carriage have also frustrated many of the potential classaction or strict-liability food-poisoning cases. These cases likely would have otherwise yielded
adequate compensation for the injured passengers in local jurisdictions.

NCL 's Pride ofAloha
To update the many agents suffering problems from NCL's sinking of the Pride of
America and replacing it with the Pride of Aloha, problems seem to be intensifying rather than
clearing up:
Here-a travel-agent charted the Pride ofAmerica-for-her-2-1-80-passengers.- Following the
sinking of the Pride of America, this travel agent had to re-arrange cabins, and deny boarding to
passenger to accommodate the new Pride of Aloha ship. The she started to receive reports from
her clients, the passengers onboard the Pride of Aloha, that the staff was so young,
inexperienced, and understaffed that temporary workers had to be hired. The workers began
24
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walking off due to being overworked because the ship lacked adequate staffing. Customers
endured one bartender and one worker for a 1000 person function and 3 hour waits for room
service due to no late buffet service, let alone, no "chocoholic buffets." Customers began
complaining in groves.
The ship's response was that NCL Pride ofAloha is an "inferior product to standard NCL
Brand." Their stated reason for not providing enough food was that passengers had been eating
too much. Customarily, if a cruise line wants to have passengers for future voyages, it seeks to
resolve all service, food, and logistical problems while at sea to please its passengers, often by
providing them with at minimum, a large onboard credit to compensate for the inferior service
they have endured.
Instead here, the crew of the Pride of Aloha with a number of racial slurs and insults.
Stating things such as, "your people eat too much." And began serving barbeque ribs every night
to the passengers on paper plates. Their sheets were not washed, nor were their towels changed,
ashtrays emptied, and so on. Lines for the restaurants were routinely more than two hours long,
and many passengers went ashore to purchase fast food, and to buy clean towels and sheets.
Although the travel agent and the majority the agent's passengers were from California,
the case was eventually moved to Florida because of the strength of the forum selection clause.
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National Association of Cruise Onlv Agents
fNACOA)

7600 Red Road, Suite 228
Miami, Florida 33143
Tel: + 1 (305) 663-5626
Fax: + 1 (703) 739-6861
Website: www.nacoaonline.com

The National Association of Cruise Only Agents
(NA COA) is a cruise focused trade association which address the
needs and concerns of cruise lines, as well as agents who
specialize in the sale of cruises. NA COA is designed to promote
cruise oriented travel retailers, cruise vacations, cruise unit
retailers, and the needs of the cruise industry as a whole.
NACOA provides industry expertise in the form of training at
various programs andforums.
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Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA)
80 Broad Street, Suite 1800
New York, New York 10004
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Tel: +1 (212) 921-0066
Fax: +1 (212) 921-0549
Website: www.cruising.org

The Official trade organization of the cruise industry,
Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), also works in
partnership with over 16, 000 affiliated travel agencies
throughout North America to ensure the highest caliber of cruise
sales expertise and service for cruise vacationers.
CLIA was formed in 1975 under the name Transatlantic
Passenger Steam Ship Conference.

Filing a Complaint
Although the aggrieved passenger's rights might best be protected through hiring a travel
attorney, the Federal Maritime Commission also offers to assist with complaints. Their website
www.fmc.gov/bureaus/secretary/DisputesinvolvingaCruiseLine.asp contains the following
information that is useful for any resolution to a cruise dispute:
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Note: The Federal Maritime Commission has very limited
jurisdiction over cruise lines. Where a cruise line fails to provide a
scheduled cruise for which it has collected passenger deposits, the
FMC requires cruise lines to have a bond or other financial surety
from which passenger deposits may be refunded. Those financial
instruments are issued by companies specializing in such
instruments. The FMC does not make refunds. . .

..

Complaints involving safety issues should be submitted to the US.
Coast Guard, while those pertaining to sanitation can be submitted
to the Vessel Sanitation Program, National Center for
Environmental Health.
Although the Commission does not have jurisdiction over such
matters as cruise satisfaction, billing issues, itinerary changes, and
other disputes arising between cruise operators and their customers,
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CADRS will often refer such complaints to the cruise lines for their
consideration. In some instances, we have been able to assist in
reaching voluntary resolutions of problems. However, the
Commission does not process complaints directed against travel
agents.

Information Requested to Assist in the Processing of Complaints
While our dispute resolution specialists will do what they can with
the information available, the provision of complete information
concerning complaints will enable them to work faster and more
efficiently.
Ticket I Passenger Invoice
Date ofSailing:
Length and Nature of Cruise (e.g. 14-day trans-Atlantic, 7 day
Caribbean)
Port of Origin (may be the same as Origin):
Port of Destination (may be the same as Destination):
Did you purchase transportation from your home to the Port of
Origin from the Cruise Line?
Did you purchase transportation from the Port of Destination to
your home from the Cruise Line?

0

People and Companies Involved:
Passenger Name(s) or Contact Person(s):
Passenger Company Name (if applicable):
Passenger phone and address:
Cruise Line Contact Person(s):
Cruise Line Company or Trade Name(s):
Cruise Line phone and address:
Travel Agent Name or Contact Person(s):
Travel Agent phone and address:

Description of Issue (include as much information as possible to
enable us to describe the issue to the cruise line on your behalf).
Description of Solution (explain what you hope to obtain
ensuring a safer or better future cruise, negotiating a monetary
solution, etc.).
Please send the above information to complaints@.fmc. gov
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Federal Maritime Commission (FMC)

800 North Capitol Street, N W.
Washington, DC 20573
Tel: +1 (202) 523-5807Fax: +I (202) 275-0059
Website: wwwfmc.gov

0

The Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) regulates the
shipping and foreign trades of the United Statessince its formation in
1961 Prior to 1961, the FMC was part of US. Department of
Commerce, and called the Federal Maritime Board. In 1961, it
became . The FMC seeks to Protect shippers, carriers and others
engaged in commerce outside of the US. from restrictive rules and
regulations of foreign governments and from the practices of ships
and carriers that have an adverse effect on US. shipping. This
includes discriminatory, unfair, or unreasonable rates, tariffs,
charges, classifications, and practices of ocean common carriers,
terminal operators, and freight forwarders operating in the foreign
commerce ofthe US.
Pursuant to the Shipping Act of 1984, the FMC Receives
agreements among ocean common carriers or marine terminal
operators and monitors them to assure that they are not substantially
anticompetitive or in violation of the Act.
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The FMC also licenses US. based international ocean
transportation intermediaries (OTI) and requires bonds for US. &
foreign based OTis as well as requires and issues passenger vessel
certificates showing evidence of financial responsibility of vessel
owners or charterers to pay judgments for personal injury or death or
to repay ares or the non erformance o a vo a e or cruise.

TERRORISM AND THE CRUISE INDUSTRY

The history of terrorism is most often related to acts of violence designed to alter the
actions of others by inducing fear and terror. In more modern times the goal of the terrorist,
while revolving around the act of violence and fear, is often achieved by the creation of
--economic- loss. -The- public fear of the terrorist can"often-create far more damage, both economic
and political, than the physical destruction caused by the act itself. The American Heritage
Dictionary defines terrorism as "The unlawful use or threatened use of force or violence by a
person or an organized group against people or property with the intention of intimidating or
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coercing societies or governments, often for ideological or political reasons." Terrorism is
defined by The Convention/or the Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism 1937, Art 1 para 2
as "criminal acts directed against a State and intended or calculated to create a state of terror in
the minds of particular persons, or group of persons or the general public."
Thus, the repercussions of the terrorist act must be considered in its own light aside from
the destruction or damage caused or threatened. The goal of the terrorist may have been
achieved even if the violent act is negated. Any terrorist activity which leads to economic fears
and thus greater costs and expenses, even in an industry which is unrelated to the terrorist
activity, could be considered a successful achievement of the goals of the terrorist. The very
thought of a terrorist attack against a cruise ship can be an expensive proposition for the cruise
and travel industry even without any attack having occurred. The destruction of the public
perception of the safety of their cruise vacation can be the actual goal of the terrorist and in that
he achieves political and economic success. While many may not consider tourism to be an
essential industry, this is only a casual opinion. When looked at in regard to size of employees
and investment of capital, tourism is consistently ranked at or near the largest industry in the
world.

Terrorism At Sea

0

Terrorism in the maritime arena is as old as war itself. Terrorism is often confused and
sometimes difficult to dissimilate from piracy. Piracy is defmed as "any illegal acts of violence,
detention or any act of depredation, committed for private ends by the crew or passengers of a
private ship or a private aircraft, and directed: (a) On the high seas, against another ship or
aircraft, or against persons or property on board such ship or aircraft ... " (See 1958 Geneva
Convention on the High Seas, Art. 15 (1)) Piracy was often encouraged and official letters of
Mark were granted by governments to individuals to engage in piracy against an enemy in
wartime.
Piracy certainly contains a large element of terrorism, often to increase its effectiveness.
However, piracy distinguishes itself from terrorism in that it lacks a political or ideological
intent. In regard to passenger ships, piracy and terrorism have been nearly nonexistent since
World War II. In 1961 the Portuguese liner Santa Maria en route from Florida to Europe was
hijacked by Portuguese political fanatics. No other terrorism event on a major passenger vessel
occurred until the takeover by terrorists of the Achille Lauro in 1985. Most recently, the attack
by small boats against the Sea bourn Spirit off the coast of Somalia was generally considered an
act of piracy. However, there is also strong argument that the attack was not piracy but
terrorism. This is due to the improbability that several men in two small boats could board and
subdue a several hundred passenger cruise ship.
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The infrequency of terrorist attacks on passenger ships can be related to several factors.
-First;- none of the aforementioned attacks-couldo-e-c-onsiderea·to-be ·historically successful. They all briefly brought the world's attention to the action but otherwise failed to achieve a political
goal. Second, cruise ships are not normally considered to be of items of national significance. In
the case of the United States, the majority of passenger liners serving USA ports do not belong to
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USA companies nor fly the flag of the United States. An attack against such a cruise ship may
be considered an attack against USA citizens but not an attack against the United States.
Thirdly, enhanced security in USA ports and onboard cruise ships visiting and based in the USA
has greatly increased since 9-11. A terrorist attack is plausible but would be simpler to
accomplish outside of USA territorial waters, especially in foreign harbors where security may
be much more lax. However, such an attack would lack the value to terrorists of being on or
near the "home soil" of the United States.
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The Athens Convention and Terrorism Insurance

Considering the frequency of terrorist attacks on passenger liners, it must be said that the
historical threat does not equal the apparent risk. This is to assume the argument and definition
of the insurance carriers as to "apparent risk". Historically, a cruise ship does not appear to be an
apparent risk for terrorist attack. It has not been a prime target of terrorist activity and may never
be.
There have been, and continue to be, numerous instances of piracy against commercial
shipping in regard to non-passenger liners. Pirate attacks have doubled over the past ten years,
with 335 reported in 2004. However, when it comes to cruise ships, the traditional pirate zones
are visited by less than one-tenth of today's cruise traffic. While piracy has cost the shipping
insurance industry an estimated 16 billion dollars USD, this figure is not relative to terrorism as
long as terrorism is not in the same definitional context as piracy. The value of ships, other than
passenger liners, to a terrorist organization would appear to be limited to liquefied natural gas
carriers (LNGs) and vessels ofthis type carrying hazardous cargo. This type ofvessel certainly
qualifies as a potential target of the terrorist, not for its intrinsic value but for its use as a
potential weapon, certainly one of mass destruction.
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The rationale of the insurance and shipping industry, regarding the high cost or
unavailability of terrorism insurance, cannot rely on historical reference, most certainly that of
the cruise or passenger liner. The sole argument remaining is the extreme cost of a potential
terrorism incident to the industry should such an event occur. There can be little disagreement to
the contrary in the event of a significant attack.
However, would such a terrorist attack against a cruise ship destroy the cruise industry, as
a whole? It is quite possible that a terrorist attack would be thwarted completely or only
marginally successful (i.e. Santa Maria, Achille Lauro). The cruise industry felt only slight
economic effects by the prior two terrorist attacks. Certainly, if either event were to repeat, there
would be some cost in passenger refunds and possibly to potential luggage or personal effects of
the passengers and or minor structural damage to the cruise vessel, such as in the Seabourn Spirit
incident. Therefore, the only method by which the cruise industry could suffer a major setback
would be in the event of the sinking or destruction of a large portion of the cruise ship itself and
-- - nrus resulting-in a significant number of injuries or deams-arn.ong-tlre passengers.
- - - What is the probability of such an event? Based on history, it would appear to be much
more likely that a cruise ship and its passengers would be held as ransom and would be a serious
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event for the passengers but not one which should cause a lasting major economic problem for
the cruise and insurance industry.
What is the possibility of such a major terrorist destruction of a passenger vessel? That is
an answer best left to terrorism experts. From a passenger perspective, one might think of
.several potential scenarios during their cruise including the possibility of a missile attack from
any of the numerous buildings lining the major harbor inlets. Certainly, the concept of flying an
aircraft into a ship must be considered, especially a small private aircraft. Additionally, a
number of non-USA ports and anchorages appear to lack any protection from a seaward attack
on a cruise ship by even a small boat heavily loaded with explosives.
The basic issues regarding The Athens's Convention for the signatories in regard to a
terrorism exemption from insurance appear to be, whether to ratify the Convention or whether to
ratify with or without an exemption for terrorism coverage for cruise ships. Simply failing to
ratify the Convention without addressing a unified position on the cruise/terrorism issue would
appear contrary to the strong anti-terrorism stance taken in all other policy areas by governments,
especially that of the United States.

0

The average passenger never reads the contract of passage as provided by the various
cruise lines and the standard contract of passage appears to vary little from cruise line to cruise
line. They are primarily adhesion contracts which provide few rights for the passenger.
However, USA citizens sailing on cruises, especially cruises based out of USA ports, expect a
high level of protection and security despite the contrary language of the contract of passage.
The USA and most of western European countries are constantly rationalizing the billions of
dollars spent on the so-called War on Terrorism to the public. It could be politically disastrous if
a citizen I cruise passenger were to discover that their governments did not allocate the same
concerns or protections to them. In 2005, The United States government was strongly criticized
for failing to assist and protect in a timely fashion those citizens that were so severely affected by
hurricane Katrina. A cruise ship terrorist disaster, in which it was learned that the government
had neglected to insist on every precaution and assistance for its citizens, would be similarly
deleterious.
The requirement to provide terrorism coverage for cruise ships should not be opted out in
any form. A position limiting the ship's terrorism liability because of only minor lapses in its
preventative measures could be supplanted by some form of error and omissions policy even if it
is necessary that the government issue or guarantee such insurance. The possibility of a major
terrorist attack is historically slim. Cruise ships are not targets of national importance and
terrorism prevention has been and still can be greatly improved. Once mandated, the Protection
and Indemnity (P&I) clubs and the commercial market will likely find ways to accommodate.
Further, there are various formulas, some already in existence, in which the USA government or
any government can assist.

0

The currenTthinking; as-of this writing, is to leave the tlecisiort to opt out of or increase
the amount ofterrorism insurance up to the individual member state. However, this format could
be completely unworkable in the event that a major cruise homeport country like the United
States, France, or England mandates the insurance for its flag state vessels but foreign flag
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vessels calling at or home porting even seasonally, in a terrorism insurance mandated country are
permitted to escape these requirements. The reality that flags of convenience are the norm for
most cruise ship operators, may neutralize the requirement by the host country for terrorism
insurance and serve to economically penalize the host country's own vessels. In the event of a
terrorism incident on a foreign flag vessel, whose member state opted out of a terrorism
insurance requirement but was carrying large -numbers of passengers of an opt in state and home
ported in said state, the political ramifications to the home ported country could be significant. It
is likely, then, that the member states requiring terrorism insurance would likely also mandate
that the operator of any foreign flag vessel calling in a member state's port be required to
individually carry terrorism insurance.
The result of such a non-uniform application of terrorism insurance would likely mean
those countries in this scenario, like the United States, opting to extend and make permanent the
Terrorism Risk Insurance Guarantee program to cruise lines that comply with a set of standards
for anti-terrorism security developed by the U.S. Coast Guard. This would necessitate
amendment of the guarantee program to provide for offshore companies. The basis for such
extension/amendment could be for purposes of guaranteeing the well-being of USA citizens
cruising from USA ports on any foreign flag cruise line and for protection of USA economic
interests associated with all aspects of the cruise industry that would suffer severe losses as an
indirect result of a terrorism attack. Actual insurance could be through a specific self insured
group or individual cruise company or insurance agency solely for the purposes of providing
anti-terrorist insurance as necessitated to comply with The Athens Convention as a result of antiterrorism insurance being unavailable through normal and standard risk policies. A vail ability
could be provided or limited, as necessary, to any cruise line that has a majority of its business
based in the United States.

0
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Similar programs could be mandated by other countries aligned in the fight against
terrorism. The cruise line may be permitted to incorporate the additional costs in the ticket price
but only if the contract of passage did not contain a limitation for terrorism. The actual dollar
limits as proposed by The Athens Convention are certainly the subject for another strong debate
especially in a countries like the USA, that, in reality, impose no limits on liability for personal
injury and death. However, a blanket maximum liability which could be increased only by the
individual action of a member state for ships flying its flag or for passenger ships based in the
member country could be a viable solution. This would not be dissimilar to the methodology
used by the European Union Travel Law Directives. Further, a non-uniform approach, which
permits a country to opt out of terrorism insurance, could simply instigate an opt out approach to
any number of requirements not only of The Athens Convention but of SOLAS or pollution
standards as well. The concept of The Athens Convention and most international treaties is to
provide for some level of uniformity on an international scale. Opt-out provisions simply work
to the contrary.

--pQt;LliTI~o~NJ---

Laws governing pollution have become a major emphasis in the international community.
Various laws of the sea treaties and other strict international laws currently govern cruise ship
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discharges at sea. Oil and plastic waste are considered a major cause of death to marine animals
and federal and international laws strictly govern the discharge of these items overboard. In the
past four vears? 2000-2004?, there have been 102 pollution violation cases initiated by the
Coast Guard against passenger vessels; 62 for oil spills and 40 for illegal garbage dumping. (See
Travel Agent Magazine.) The cruise industry, despite these incidents, says it is addressing the
pollution issue. (See Brooke Dorman) _
The Coast Guard has instituted a program of using "stealth aircraft" during the evening
equipped with infrared sensors to record pollution by ocean going passenger ships that are totally
unaware of the presence of these aircraft. The Coast Guard has also set up a toll free hotline to
make reports of environmental violations at sea. The Coast Guard recently came under fire
during a House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Navigation wherein the witness videotape
depicted the Regal crew members throwing out twenty or so plastic bags of garbage into the
waters off the Florida keys on October 25, 1991. It took eighteen months plus the combined
efforts of other federal agencies and environmental groups before the Coast Guard took Regal to
court over the alleged incident. The Coast Guard has promised that these delays will no longer
occur and have stepped up enforcement in these areas. Much of the cruise line trash which
makes it to shore may also be the result of the negligence of passengers. In fact, of the 2.8
million pounds of trash picked up during a national beach clean-up event recently, at least fifteen
cruise lines were represented among the numerous labeled items. (See Ibid, Page 64) With a
greater emphasis on ecotourism and ecology these incidents should become less frequent with
the passing of time. In fact, many cruise lines have taken advantage of the opportunity to
advertise themselves with environmental pitches. Cruise lines now speak of onboard waste
processing facilities and state of the art waste disposal systems and "save the waves" programs.
United States federal and state statutes affecting pollution in the cruise ship industry
include the following:

•

The Water Pollution and Prevention and Control Act, 33
USC., Section 1251 to 1376. This Act applies to all
navigable waters of the United States and non-navigable
waters that would flow into said navigable waters. It covers
authorizations for grants and a wide variety of programs in
the hopes to prevent pollution in the waterways of the
nation.
• The Ocean Dumping Act, 33 USC. 1401 et seq. This is a
prohibitory law that outlines specifics with regard to ocean
dumping, permanent specified dumping, research programs
and the penalties and enforcement for ocean dumping.
• The Prevention of Pollution From Ships, 33 USC. 1901 et
seq.
This Act was adopted from the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
·----------- M.A.R.P.O.L. 73/78.
.. - -- ·-- - -- .. - ~ ----
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Additional regulations enumerated in 33 CFR Part 151, state the specifics in regard to
what can and cannot be dumped from vessels at sea. The restrictions are broken down by zones
are as follows:

0

• Up to 3 miles from shore; no dumping of sewage unless treated by a
marine sanitation device, no dumping of plastic, paper, rags, glass,
food, metal, crockery, drainage.
• 3 to 12 miles from shore; no dumping of plastic, dunnage, lining and
packing; materials that float, also if not ground to less than 1 inch;
paper, rags, glass, crockery, metal, food.
• 12 to 25 miles from shore; no dumping of plastic, dunnage, lining and
packing materials that float.
• Outside 25 miles from shore; no dumping of plastic.

The Oil Pollution Act is a statute comprehensively covering the discharge and spillage of
oil into navigable waters of the United States. This Act applies throughout the exclusive
economic zone (up to 200 miles) of the United States. (See 33 USC. Section 2701-2761)

State Regulations within the United States ofAmerica

Various states have provided additional regulation and prohibitions of dumping in their
own coastal waters. One example of this is Florida's Pollution, Discharge and Prevention
Control Act, (F.S. Section 376.011 et seq.). This Act specifies the prohibitions on discharges of
oils of any form, pesticides, ammonia, gasoline, chlorine, and derivatives thereof. Being a state
regulation, this statute extends only to three nautical miles. (See Cruising in the 1990's, the
Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education Committee, the Trial Lawyers Section and the
Admiralty Law Committee, Seminar, February 4, 1994; pages 2.8, 2.9)
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NOTE ON SOURCES

I consider myself quite fortunate to have worked as a law clerk for perhaps the largest
most experienced travel law offices in the world. Thorough my work as Anolik Law
Corporation's webmaster and law clerk and as The International Forum of Travel and Tourism
Advocates' (IFTTA) webmaster, Board Member, and Membership Chairman, I have been in
contact with and organized a treasure trove of travel law materials.
My employer, Alexander Anolik, the senior attorney at Anolik Law Corporation, has
been a travel attorney for over 35 years, and is a co-founder of IFTT A. For professional legal
research purposes and as an official depository of IFTTA materials, Anolik Law Corporation has
amassed a lifetime of articles, journals, newspaper clippings, industry manuals, conference
papers, audio and video recordings. These archives are recognized by individual IFTTA
members the world over as an important collection for travel law research.
The IFTTA San Francisco Depository consists of hardbound books and journals with the
majority of items found in more than two thousand travel law files and several thousand client
files organized by topic and numbered by their creation date.
A second official IFTTA Depository, originally managed by John Downes in Scotland,
the most recent IFTTA president, has been transferred to the United Nations World Tourism
Organization headquarters in Madrid, Spain.
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Through my participation in the Association of Retail Travel Agency (ARTA)
Conferences in Washington, D.C. and my duties as an officer of IFTTA, I have befriended so
many travel law university professors, scholars, and practicing attorneys throughout the world
and in the United States. (See IFTTA's webpage www.iftta.org/attorneys) Not only do I
regularly communicate with them on various topics, I have read and utilized their textbooks and
articles, as well as listened to comments from other travel attorneys at the various conferences I
have attended since becoming a member in 2001.
Given this vast collection of sources to pull from, I have divided my bibliography into
separate parts. While I have studied many of the articles by two of the industry's leading writers,
Judge Thomas Dickerson and Alexander Anolik, for individual topics of my S.J.D. Thesis, I
have not re-organized them for this bibliography and have instead attached portions of their
published works as supplements. Also attached is a more complete Air and Maritime Treaties
supplement.
It took quite a while to put this list together and I plan to develop it further.
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Travel Agent, January 26, 1978, pp. 26-30)
"Agency Operations: Collecting Unpaid Debts" (The Travel
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Agent. January 19. 1978. pp. 20 and 45).
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"Agency Operations: Wages and Hours. What You Should
Know" (The Travel Agent, December 19. 1977. pp. 24-26).
"Agency Operations: Benefits of Corporate Ownership" (The
Travel Agent. August 11. 1977. pp. 51-52. 71-72).
"Agency Operations: Corporations or Partnership-Which is
Best?" (The Travel Agent. August 08.1977. pp. 16-20).
"Agency Operations: What Type of Ownership Is Best?" (The
Travel Agent. August 02. 1977. pp. 33-34).
"Agency Operations: Who Decides the Agent's Liability?" (The
Travel Agent. April14. 1977. pp. 30-31. 34-36).
"Agency Operations: How to Avoid Those Legal Actions" (The
Travel Agent. April11. 1977. pp. 44-46).
"Agency Operations: How to Fight Conference
Suspension" IThe Travel Agent. November 18. 1976. pp. 1823).
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DECISIONS, ARTICLES, PAPERS & BOOKS
JUDGE THOMAS A. DICKERSON
WESTCHESTER COUNTY COURT
NEW YORK STATE
E MAIL: judgetad@aol.com
Biography
Judge Thomas A. Dickerson is a Member ofThe New York State Bar Association and Chairman of the Class
Action Committee of the Torts, Insurance & Compensation Law Section; Member of The Association of Trial
Lawyers of America; Member of The Westchester County Bar Association; Member of The Westchester Womens
Bar Association; Member of The Consumer Affairs Committee, 1986-1989, 1997-2000, and Aeronautics
Committee, 1994-1997, of The Association of the Bar of the City ofNew York; Member of Board of Directors of
The International Forum ofTravel & Tourism Advocates, Member ofthe Editorial Boards of Class Action Reports
and The International Travel Law Journal; Education, B.A., Colgate Univer!illy, 1969; M.B.A., Johnson Graduate
School of Management, Cornell University. 1973; J.D., Cornell Law School. Cornell University, 1973; Military:
U.S. Army Special Forces, Green Berets, Paratrooper, Service in Vietnam, 1965-1966, Presently A Captain ln the
New York Guard.
EXPERIENCE AS A JUDGE
Thomas A. Dickerson served six years, 1994-1999, as a City Court Judge in Yonkers, New York and was then
elected to the Westchester County Court, 2000-2009. Judge Dickerson was selected to serve on the Westchester
County Family Court for the year 2000. Judge Dickerson has written and published over 64 Decisions, many of
which are described below. Judge Dickerson is also the author of two legal treatises, JRA VEL LAW and CLASS
ACTlONS: THE LAW OF 50 STATES, and over 170 articles on Consumer Law Issues.
EXPERIENCE AS AN ATTORNEY
Thomas A. Dickerson practiced law in New York City from 1975 to 1993 at which time he became a Judge.
During his years as a practicing attorney he specialized in litigation, travel law, class actions and consumer law.
He was admitted to practice in New York State, First Department, 1975, and before several Federal Courts
including the U.S. Suprem-e Coort, 1983; U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit; 1982; Southern District ofNew
York, 1975; Eastern District ofNew York, 1975; and the Northern District ofNew York, 1992.
SOME RECENT LECTURES
Made A Presentation At Consumer Law 2000. A Forum For Small Claims Court Arbitrators, New York City Civil
Court, March 22,2000. Topic: Current Developments In The Use OfNew YQik State General Business Law 349.
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Made A Presentation At The<. .Third Annual Travel & Tourism Law c_onference, Newcastle Upon Tyne, England,
May 7-9, 2000. Paper: Should Coupons And Credits For The Purchase Of Travel Services Be Used To Settle
Travel Class Actions?
Made A Presentation Before The New York City Department Of Consumer Affairs, July 15, 1999; Topic: The
Reluctance Of Some New York State Appellate Courts To Follow The Legislative History And Enforce Some
Consumer Protection Statutes Including CPLR Article 9 Class Actions And General Business Law 349. Deceptive
And Misleading Business Practices.
Made A Presentation At The 1999 New York State Judicial Seminar Program, July 14 & 21, 1999, Rye Brook,
N.Y.; Panel On Civil, Commercial and Small Claims ln Local Courts; Topic & Paper: Applying Consumer
Protection Statutes In New York State Small Claims Courts.
Made A Presentation At Consumer Law 1999: A Forum for New York City Civil Court Judges held on March 18,
1999; Topics: General Business Law 349, deceptive business practices, door-to-door sales. pyramid schemes, cash
refund policies and the warr.anty of merchantability.
Made A Presentation At The Second Annual Conference On International Travel & Tourism: Law, Management
& Regulation, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, April 11-13, 1999. Topic: Travel Consumer Problems, Rights &
Remedies.

SELECTED ARTICLES AND PAPERS
FOR JUDGE DICKERSON'S MOST RECENTLY PUBLISHED ARTICLES AND PAPERS SEE
BffiLIOGRAPHY OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

TOPIC: NEW YORK STATE CLASS ACTIONS
Dickerson, Settling Consumer Class Actions With Coupons, submitted for publication to The New York
Law Journal, April 4, 2000
Dickerson & Manning, NEW YORK STATE CLASS ACTIONS IN 1999, New York Law Journal, January
7, 2000, p.1.
Dickerson & Manning, NEW YORK STATE CLASS ACTIONS IN 1998, New York Law Journal,
February 11, 1999, p. 1.
Dickerson & Manning, NEW YORK STATE CLASS ACTIONS IN 1997. New York Law Journal, January
12, 1998, p. 1.
Dickerson & Manning, NEW YORK STATE CLASS ACTIONS IN 1996, New York Law Journal,
February 4, 1997, p. 1.
Dickerson & Manning, NEW YORK STATE CLASS ACTIONS IN 1995, New York Law Journal, January
30, 1996, p. 1.
TOPIC : CONSUMER PROTECTION
Dickerson, Consumer Law 2000, Recent Developments In The Use Of New York State General Business
Law- 342,. The Journal Of The New York State Bar Association, Summer 2000.
Dickerson, The Internet And Its Impact Upon Personal Jurisdiction, Journal Of The Torts, Insurance And
Compensation Law Section Of The New York State Bar Association, Summer 2000.
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Paper Presented At The 1999 New York State Judicial Seminar Program, July 14 & 21, 1999, Rye Brook,
N.Y: APPLYING CONSUMER PROTECTION STATUTES IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT5,

0

Dickerson, CONSUMER PROTECTION STATUTES IN SMALL CLAIMS COURTS. Westchester Bar
Journal, Fall1999, Vol. 3, 4.
Dickerson, APPLYING CONSUMER PROTECTION STA:TUTES_lli__s_MALL CLA_lMS CQURTS New York
Law Journal, November 21, 1998, p. 1.
Dickerson, TRAVEL CONSUMER REMEDIES: SMALL CLAIMS COURTS & CLASS ACTIONS. Travel Law
Joumal, Issue One, 1995.
TOPIC: TRAVEL LAW
Dickerson, Should Coupons And Credits For The Purchase Of Travel Services Be Used To Settle Travel
Class Actions, International Travel Law Journal, Fall 2000.
Dickerson, Taking Your Travel Agent On A Trip To The Court House, I.F.T.T.A. Journal of Tourism And
Travel Law, Spring 2000.
Dickerson, The Cruise Passenger's Rights & Remedies. International Travel Law Journal, Summer 2000.
Dickerson, Flight Delays, Rights, Remedies & Class Actions, International Travel Law Journal, Summer
2000.
Dickerson, The Licensing And Regulation Of Travel Sellers In The United States, The Aviation Quarterly,
January 1998
Dickerson, The Internet, The 11 Solicitation Plus 11 Doctrine And Jurisdiction Over Foreign Hotels And
Other Travel Suppliers, The International Travel Law Journal1999.
Dickerson, New York State Needs A Modern Travel Seller Statute, I.F.T.T.A. Journal of Tourism and
Travel Law 1999.
Dickerson, Sponsoring Group Travel: A Discussion Of Liability Issues-1999. Paper Presented To The
Nonprofits In Travel Conference, March 1999.
Dickerson, What Tort Lawyers Should Know About Travel Law, Trial Lawyers Quarterly, Vol. 29, No.1,
1999, p. 21. Presented as a Paper at The First Annual National Travel Law Symposium, January 11, 1999,
Washington, D.C.
Dickerson, How Safe Are Student Tours?, Travel Law Journal, Issue Three, 1996.
Dickerson, Travel Abroad, Sue At Home, International Travel Law Journal, Issue Three, 1997.
Dickerson, Instant Travel Agents. The Aviation Quarterly, April1997.
Dickerson, Tour Operators & Air Carriers: Modern Theories Of Liability. The Aviation Quarterly,
October 1996.
Dickerson, Hotel & Restaurant Liability For Lost Overcoats, International Travel Law Journal, Issue Four
1997.
FOR JUDGE DICKERSON'S PUBLISHED ARTICLES IN TRAVEL TRADE AND CONSUMER
PUBLICATIONS SEE BIBLIOGRAPHY II.
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BOOKS
Thomas A. Dickerson is the author ofTRAVEL LAW, Law Journal Press, 105 Madison Avenue, New York,
New York, 10012, 1981-2000, updated and revised every six months, approx. 700 pages. You may order a
copy of TRAVEL LAW at Law Journal Press.
Thomas A. Dickerson is also the author of .CLASS ACTIONS: THE LAW OF 50 STATES, Law Journal
Press, 105 Madison Avenue, New York, New York, 10012, 1988-2000, updated and revised every year,
approx. 450 pages. You may order a copy of CLASS ACTIONS: THE LAW OF 50 STATES at Law
Journal Press.

SOME CONSUMER LAW DECISIONS
FOR JUDGE DICKERSON'S MOST RECENTLY PUBLISHED DECISIONS SEE
DECISIONS II.
CO-OP APARTMENTS
WINNING BIDDER ON CO-OP APARTMENT GETS REFUND OF DOWNPAYMENT AFTER BEING
INFORMED OF NO-PET POLICY. See Bank v. LaCosta Apartment Corp., New York Law Journal,
March 31, 1999, p. 38, col. 5.

*
TENANT RECOVERS DAMAGES AFTER EVICTION FROM ILLEGAL SUBLET. See Yochim v.
McGrath, 165 Misc. 2d 10, 626 N.Y.S. 2d 685, 1995.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED PRODUCTS; CARS & PARTS
NEW CAR DEALER GETS OPPORTUNITY TO REPAINT UNDER NEW CAR LEMON LAW. See
Borys v. Scarsdale Ford Ltd., Inc., New York Law Journal, June 15, 1998, p. 34, col. 4.

*

PURCHASER OF VIBRATING CAR MUST GIVE DEALER CHANCE TO CURE UNDER USED CAR
LEMON LAW. See Millan v. Yonkers Avenue Dodge, Inc., New York Law Journal, September 17,1996, p.
26, col. 5.

*

MIDAS LIABLE FOR FAILING TO HONOR BRAKE PAD WARRANTY. See Giarrantano v. Midas
Muffler, 166 Misc. 2d 390, 630 N.Y.S. 2d 656, 1995.

*

USED CAR DEALER LIABLE FOR CAR THAT BURNS UP BECAUSE OF DEFECTIVE IGNITION
SWITCH. See Ritchie v. Empire Ford Sales, Inc., New York Law Journal, November 7, 1996, p. 30, col. 2.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED PRODUCTS; CLOTHING
DISCOUNT STORE LIABLE FOR DEFECTIVE FAKE FUR; NO CASH REFUND POLICY VOID. See
Baker v. Burlington Coat Factory, 175 Misc. 2d 951, 673 N.Y.S. 2d 281, 1998. Cited as authority by the New
York Court Of Appeals in Karlin v. IVF America, Inc., 93 N.Y. 2d 282,690 N.Y.S. 2d 495,498, 1999 WL
262448, May 5, 1999.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRF$ENTED_P_RQDUCTS; FURNITURE
FURNITURE STORE MISREPRESENTS SOFA AS COVERED WITH ULTRASUEDE HP. See Petrello
v. Winks Furniture, New York Law Journal, May 21, 1998, p. 32, col. 1.

*
FURNITURE CONTRACT RESCINDED FOR FAlLURE TO DELIVER WITHIN PROMISED ONE
WEEK. See Walker v. Winks Furniture, 168 Misc. 2d 265, 640 N.Y.S. 2d 428, 1996.
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FURNITURE SALE CANCELED FOR FAILING TO ADVISE CONSUMERS IN SPANISH OF RIGHT
TO CANCEL TRANSACTION WITHIN THREE DAYS. See Filpo v. Credit Express Furniture, Inc., New
York Law Journal, August 26, 1997, p. 26, col. 4.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED PRODUCTS; POTS & PANS
DOOR-TO-DOOR SALES CONTRACT FOR OVER-PRICED AND MISREPRESENTED POTS AND
PANS RESCINDED. See Rossi v. 21st Century Concepts, Inc., 162 Misc. 2d 932,618 N.Y.S. 2d 182,1994.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; AUPAIRS
REPRESENTATIVE OF UTAH BASED AUPAIR AGENCY LIABLE FOR AUPAIR'S
MISREPRESENTATIONS OF HER EXPERIENCE WITH llANDICAPPED CHILDREN. See Oxman v.
Amoroso, 172 Misc. 2d 773, 659 N.Y.S. 2d 963, 1997.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; AUTO MECHANIC
AUTO MECHANIC LIABLE FOR FAILING TO PUT OIL IN ENGINE THAT BURNED UP. See
Djordjevic v. King Bear Auto Service Center, New York Law Journal, November 14, 1994, p. 32, col. 1.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; CAR WASH
CAR WASH LIABLE FOR DAMAGE TO ROOF RACK AND BIKE RACK; DISCLAIMER NOT
ENFORCED. See Goodman v. Central Park Auto Wash, Inc., New York Law Journal, April12, 1999, p. 31,
col. 1.

*

" CALIFORNIA STYLE " CAR WASH VIOLATED CITY CODES PROHIBITING ILLEGAL SIGNS.
See People v. McLean Car Wash, Inc., New York Law Journal, February 20, 1996, p. 30, col. 6.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; CEMETERY PLOT CARE
CEMETERY LIABLE FOR FAILING TO MAINTAIN AND CARE FOR GRA VESITE. See Yochim v.
Mount Hope Cemetery Association, 163 Misc. 2d 1054,623 N.Y.S. 2d 80, 1994.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; EDUCATION
COMPUTER STUDENTS HAVE NO CLAIM FOR EDUCATIONAL MALPRACTICE. See Andre v. Pace
University, 161 Misc. 2d 613,618 N.Y.S. 2d 975, 1994, rev'd 170 Misc. 2d 893,655 N.Y.S. 2d 777, N.Y. App.
Term.1996.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; EXHIBITIONS.
CONFERENCE EXHffiJTOR MISREPRESENTED NUMBER OF ATTENDEES AND LENGTH OF
EXHIBITION. See Skarknet, Inc. v. Techmarketing NY, Inc., New York Law Journal, April22, 1997, p. 32,
col. 3, aff'd N.Y. App. Term., December 7, 1998.

DEFE<;:TJY¥ OR _MJSREPRESENTED SERVICES;

PRO]:?E~~lO~~

NETWORKING

PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING ORGANIZATION'S MEMBERSIDP FEE INSTALLMENT NOTE
UNENFORCEABLE. See BNI v. DeSanto, 177 Misc. 2d 9, 675 N.Y.S. 2d 755, 1998.

DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERS
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REAL ESTATE BROKER LIABLE FOR MISREPRESENTING THAT HOUSE WITH SEPTIC TANK
WAS CONNECTED TO SEWER SYSTEM. See Gutterman v. Romano Real Estate, New York Law
Journal, October 28, 1998, p. 36, col. 3.
DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; TRAVEL AGENTS

0

TRAVEL AGENT LIABLE FOR MISREPRESENTING THE REFUNDABILITY OF TOUR OPERATOR
VOUCHERS; TRAVEL AGENT MALPRACTICE. See Pelligrini v. Landmark Travel Group, 165 Misc.
2d 589, 628 N.Y.S. 2d 1003, 1995. For more on the liability of Travel Agents see TRAVEL LAW.

*

TRAVEL AGENT TRAINING PROGRAM MISREPRESENTED. See Brown v. Hambric, 168 Misc. 2d
502, 628 N.Y.S. 2d 873, 1995.
DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; WEDDING SINGERS
ORCHESTRA LIABLE FOR FAILING TO DELIVER PROMISED WEDDING SINGER. See
Bridget Griffin-Amiel v. Frank Terris Orchestra, 178 Misc. 2d 71,677 N.Y.S. 2d 908, 1998. Cited as
authority by the New York Court Of Appeals in Karlin v. IVF America, Inc., 93 N.Y. 2d 282,690 N.Y.S. 2d
495, 498, 1999 WL 262448, May 5, 1999.
DEFECTIVE OR MISREPRESENTED SERVICES; WINDOW INSTALLATIONS
SEARS LIABLE FOR FAULTY WINDOW INSTALLATION AND DAMAGE TO FLOOR. See Kozlowski
v. Sears, New York Law Journal, November 6, 1998, p. 27, col. 3.
EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYEE ENTITLED TO PROMISED $1000 SCHOLARSHIP. See Cambridge v. Telemarketing
Concepts, Inc., 171 Misc. 2d 796,655 N.Y.S. 2d 795, 1997.

0

*

QUITTING SALESPERSON CAN KEEP DRAW DESPITE LACK OF EARNED COMMISSIONS. See
Hansen v. American Infusion Services, Inc., New York Law Journal, June 12, 1995, p. 37, col. 3.

*

INTERFERENCE WITH AT-WILL CONTRACT NEEDS WRONGFUL MEANS TO BE TORT. See TriCounty Audiology P.C. v. Applied Behavior Analysis Corp., New York Law Journal, January 23, 1996, p.
31, col. 4.

*

EMPLOYEE WINS VACATION DISPUTE GIVEN AMBIGUITY OF WRITTEN POLICY. See DiCesare
v. Fern cliff Manor For The Retarded, New York Law Journal, February 2, 1996, p. 34, col. 5.

*

INTERIOR DECORATORS RECOVER DESIGN FEES BASED UPON UNSIGNED QUASI
CONTRACT. See McBride & McCabe Interiors v. Kantro, New York Law Journal, February 19,1998, p.
32, col. 3.
FAMILY LAW
IN CUSTODY DISPUTE NEW YORK FAMILY COURT HAS JURISDICTION BASED UPON
APPLICATION OF THE FEDERAL PARENTAL KIDNAPPING PREVENTION ACT. See D.S. v. C.S.,
New York Law Journal~- -Apri120, 2000,-p. 34, col. 2.
---- -- - - ------

*

FATHER SUES DAUGHTER FOR RETURN OF $10,000 GIVEN TO PAY FOR HIS BURIAL. See Buono
v. Giaimis, New York Law Journal, July 2, 1997, p. 33, col. 4.

*

EX-WIFE MAY NOT SEEK ALlMONY PAYMENTS IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT. See Celona v.
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Celona, New York Law Journal, March 25, 1994, p. 36, col. 2.

0

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY LIABLE FOR FAILING TO TIMELY PROVIDE INSURED WITH
DEFENSE. See Rubinoffv. U.S. Capitol Insurance Co., New York Law Journal, May 10, 1996, p. 31, col. 3.

*

CHIROPRACTOR LIMITED TO AUTO NO-FAULT PAYMENT AND MAY NOT SUE PATIENT FOR
UNPAID BALANCE OF BILL. See Posillico v. Freeman, New York Law Journal, June 18, 1996, p. 33, col.

6.

*

EMPLOYEE HEALTH PLAN MUST REIMBURSE INSURED FOR OUTSIDE MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES. See Diament v. Kaiser Health Plan Foundation, Inc., New York Law Journal, September 25,
1997, p. 34, col. 1.

*

BROKER WHO DELAYS IN FILING INSURANCE POLICY LIABLE FOR VALUE OF STOLEN CAR.
See Watson v. R&L Brokerage, Inc., New York Law Journal, January 23, 1997, p. 33, col. 3.

LANDLORD-TENANT
TENANT CAN NOT OBTAIN A RENT REDUCTION FROM DIVISION OF HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND THEN OBTAIN A RENT ABATEMENT BASED UPON A
BREACH OF WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY. See J)eMgro v. Hofstede, New York Law Journal,
March 18, 1999, p. 33, col. 4.

*

LANDLORD MAY NOT SUE TENANT MORE THAN ONCE IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT. See Jerome
v. Famby, New York Law Journal, June 3, 1998, p. 30, col. 3.

*

LANDLORD MAY NOT COLLECT RENT FROM TENANT IN ILLEGAL APARTMENT. See
Bartolomeo v. Runco, 162 Misc. 2d 485,616 N.Y.S. 2d 695, 1994 and Anilesh v. Williams, New York Law
Journal, November 15, 1995, p. 38, col. 2.

*

TENANTS RECOVER FOR WATER DAMAGE TO APARTMENTS. See Spatz v. Axelrod Management
Co., 165 Misc. 2d 759, 630 N.Y.S. 2d 461, 1995 and Benitez v. Restifo, 167 Misc. 2d 967, 641 N.Y.S. 2d 523,
1996.

LEGAL SERVICES; LEGAL FEES & RETAINERS; NEGLIGENCE & ATTORNEY
MALPRACTICE
ATTORNEY NEGLIGENT IN SENDING $100,000 CHECK BY REGULAR MAIL; ATTORNEY
MALPRACTICE. See Dellagalla v. Brown, 679 N.Y.S. 2d 526,1998 WL 762360.

*

LAWYER MUST GIVE MATRIMONIAL CLIENT OPTION OF ARBITRATION OF FEE DISPUTE
BEFORE COMMENCING LAWSUIT. See Miller v. Corbe.tt, 671 N.Y.S. 2d 630, mod'd 177 Misc. 2d 266,
676 N.Y.S. 2d 770, 1998.

*
LAWYER MUST RETURN BALANCE OF RETAINER FEE DUE TO AMBIGUITY IN RETAINER
AGREEMENTS. See ~ard v. Pirrotti, New York Law Journal, August 4,1998, p. 26, col. 1.

*

HOME BUYER UNABLE TO RECOVER LEGAL FEES WHEN SELLER RENEGS ON SALE. See
Gellerman v. Oleet, 164 Misc. 2d 715,625 N.Y.S. 2d 831, 1995.

*

LAWFIRM NOT LIABLE FOR LEGAL MALPRACTICE AND COLLECTS FEES. See Farranto,
Berman, Fontana & Selznick v. Keowongwan, 166 Misc. 2d 804,614 N.Y.S. 2d 346, 1995.
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MORTGAGES; MISREPRESENTED INTEREST RATE
HOMEOWNERS CANCEL MORTGAGE AGREEMENT BASED UPON MISREPRESENTED
INTEREST RATE; ARBITRATION CLAUSE NOT ENFORCED. See Mizra v. National Standard
Mortgage Corp., New York Law Journal, April28, 1999, p. 31, col. 1.

MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING; PYRAMID SCHEMES
TRAVEL AGENT TRAINING PROGRAM IS A PYRAMID SCHEME. See Brown v. Hambric, 168 Misc.
2d 502,628 N.Y.S. 2d 873, 1995.

*

SALE OF BEAT THE SYSTEM PROGRAM IS A PYRAMID SCHEME. See C.T.V. v. Curlen, New York
Law Journal, December 2, 1997, p. 35, col. 1.

PET ANIMALS; NEGLIGENCE; POSSESSION
PET OWNER RECOVERS FOR LOSS OF BABY AFRICAN GREY PARROT; NEGLIGENT CLIPPING
OF WINGS.
See O'Brien v. Exotic Pet Warehouse, Inc., New York Law Journal, October 5, 1999.

*

VETERINARIANS LIABLE FOR DEATH OF DOG NAMED COOKIE WHO CHOCKED ON
CHICKEN BONE; VETERINARIAN MALPRACTICE. See Mathew v. Klinger, New York Law Journal,
October 7, 1998, p. 29, col. 3, afrd and mod'd, 179 Misc. 2d 609, N.Y. App. Term. 1998, reducing damages
from $1,500.00 to $528.25.

*

DOG OWNER RECOVERS DAMAGES AFTER NEIGHBOR'S DOG BITES HIS DOG. See Nardi v.
Gonzalez, 165 Misc. 2d 336, 639 N.Y.S. 2d 215, 1995.

*

BIRD LOVER RECOVERS POSSESSION OF PET COCKATOO NAMED PEACHES. See Mongelli v.
Cabral, 166 Misc. 2d 240, 632 N.Y.S. 2d 927, 1995.

PROPERTY DAMAGE TO CARS; MUNICIPAL LIABILITY
AUTOMOBILE OWNER RECOVERS FROM CITY FOR DAMAGES CAUSED BY GIANT POTHOLE.
See Weisz v. City ofYonkers, 168 Misc. 2d 901,622 N.Y.S. 2d 950, 1996.

*

RESTAURANTS & HOTELS
RESTAURANT LIABLE FOR LOST OVERCOAT.
See DiMarzo v. Terrace View._ New York Law Journal, June 9, 1997, p. 34, col. 3, afrd and remanded on
damages, N.Y. App. Term., Oct. 27,1998.

RENTAL VEIDCLES
HOTEL AND FOOD EXPENSES RECOVERED WAITING FOR REPAIR OF RYDER TRUCK.
See Anderson v. Ryder Truck Rental, New York Law Journal, March 23, 1998, p. 34, col. 1.
FOR A COMPLETE LISTING OF JUDGE DICKERSON'S PUBLISHED DECISIONS SEE DECISIQNS.
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JUDGE THOMAS A. DICKERSON

0

PUBLISHED DECISIONS
UPDATED JANUARY 10, 2001
1994:YONKERS CITY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
Celona v. Celona
New York Law Journal, March 25, 1994, p. 36, col. 2, Yks.
City Ct., former wife seeks unpaid alimony; history of Small
Claims Courts.
Andre v. Pace University
161 Misc. 2d 613, 618 N.Y.S. 2d 975, 1994, students seek
tuition refund; breach of contract; rescission; breach of
fiduciary duty; educational malpractice; consumer protection
statute, General Business Law 349, rev'd 170 Misc. 2d 893,
655 N.Y.S. 2d 777, N.Y.A.T. 1996.
Bartolomeo v. Runco
162 Misc. 2d 485, 616 N.Y.S. 2d 695, 1994, tenant seeks
damages for eviction from illegal apartment; breach of
contract; breach of covenant of quiet enjoyment; fraudulent
misrepresentation; consumer protection statute, General
Business Law 349.
DiPasquasio v. City of Yonkers
New York Law Journal, September 16, 1994, p. 31, col. 1, Yks.
City Ct., taxpayer seeks damages for tire blow out caused by
pothole; negligence.
Nationwide Exterminating & Deodorizing Inc. V. B. Wanda
New York Law Journal, August 19, 1994, p. 24, col. 4, Yks.
Ci ty - Ct -;- , - ex-t er minator seeks to recover--m0-ney for services
rendered; motion to vacate default denied.
Rossi v. 21st Century Concepts, Inc.
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162 Misc. 2d 932, 618 N.Y.S. 2d 182, 1994, consumer returns
pots and pans and seeks refund; consumer protection statutes,
Door-To-Door Sales Protection Act and General Business Law
349; rescission.
Ricciardi v. Frank d/b/a InspectAmerica Engineering, P.C.
163 Misc. 2d 337, 620 N.Y.S. 2d 918, 1994, mod'd 170 Misc. 2d
777, 655 N.Y.S. 2d 242, N.Y.A.T. 1996, homeowners sue
professional engineer for inspection malpractice; negligent
inspection; negligent misrepresentation; consumer protection
statute, General Business Law 349.
Yoch~

v. Mount Hope Cemetery Association

163 Misc. 2d 1054, 623 N.Y.S. 2d 80, 1994, consumers sue
cemetery for failing to maintain grave sites; breach of
contract; rescission; breach of fiduciary duty.
Friedland Realty, Inc. V. East Main, Inc.
New York Law Journal, November 9, 1994, p. 26, col. 4, Yks.
City Ct., real estate broker seeks commission; breach of
contract.
Djordjevic v. Kinq Bear Auto Service Center
New York Law Journal, November 14, 1994, p. 32, col. 1, Yks.
City Ct., consumer seeks damages from mechanic after engine
burns up;
negligence.
1995:YONKERS CITY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
Eagel v. Yonkers Racing Corporation
165 Misc. 2d 944, 630 N.Y.S. 2d 662, 1995, New York State
Racing and Waging Board seeks to intervene in gambler's
dispute.
Gellerman v. Oleet
164 Misc. 2d 715, 625 N.Y.S. 2d 831, 1995, buyers seek to
recover attorneys fees from sellers of house; promissory
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estoppel.

c=)

Yochim v. McGrath
165 Misc. 2d 10, 626 N.Y.S. 2d 685, 1995, tenant seeks
damages after eviction from illegal sublet; breach of
contract; breach of covenant of quiet enjoyment; consumer
protection statute, General Business Law 349; fraudulent
misrepresentation.

Hansen v. American Infusion Services, Inc.
New York Law Journal, June 12, 1995, p. 37, col. 3, Yks. City
Ct., quitting salesperson seeks recovery of sales commission
draw; breach of employment contract.

Pellegrini v. Landmark Travel Group
165 Misc. 2d 589, 628 N.Y.S. 2d 1003, 1995, consumer seeks
refund of cost of vacation package; breach of contract;
negligence; negligent misrepresentation; breach of fiduciary
duty; consumer protection statute, General Business Law 349.

c=)

Spatz v. Axelrod Management Co., Inc.
164 Misc. 2d 759, 630 N.Y.S. 2d 461, 1995, tenants seek
damages for water damage to apartments; strict liability;
breach of warranty of habitability, Real Property Law 235-b.

Nardi v. Gonzalez
165 Misc. 2d 336, 630 N.Y.S. 2d 215, 1995, dog owner seeks
damages for dog bite; strict liability-vicious dog.

Farrauto, Berman, Fontana & Selznick v. Keowonqwan
166 Misc. 2d 804, 634 N.Y.S. 2d 346, 1995, lawfirm seeking
fees is charged with malpractice; legal malpractice.

Giarrantano v. Midas Muffler
166 Misc. 2d 390, 630 N.Y.S. 2d 656, 1995, consumer seeks
damages for breach of warranty on defective brake shoes; UCC
2-316(1); UCC 2-719(2); consumer protection statutes, General
Business Law 617 (2) (a) and General Business Law 349; breach
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of warranty.
Anilesh v. Williams

0

New York Law Journal, November 15, 1995, p. 38, col. 2, Yks.
City Ct., landlord can not recover unpaid rent for illegal
apartment; breach of lease agreement.
Mon~elli

v. Cabral

166 Misc. 2d 240, 632 N.Y.S. 2d 927, 1995, bird owners seek
recovery of pet cockatoo named Peaches; action to recover a
chattel.
Brown v. Hambric
168 Misc. 2d 502, 638 N.Y.S. 2d 873, 1995, instant travel
agents, educational fraud and pyramid schemes; breach of
contract; consumer protection statutes, General Business Law
359-fff and General Business Law 349; rescission. Web Page
http://www.directsaleslaw.com/library/cases/mlm/state/n
ybrown.htm

0

1996: YONKERS CITY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
Tri-County Audiology P.C. v. Applied Behavior Analysis Corp.
New York Law Journal, January 23, 1996, p. 31, col. 4, Yks.
City Ct., tortious interference of an ' at will ' contract
requlres a higher level of malice than contracts of a fixed
duration.
DiCesare v. Ferncliff Manor for the Retarded, Inc.
New York Law Journal, February 2, 1996, p. 34, col. 5, Yks.
City Ct., employee wins dispute over accrued vacation pay
because an ambiguous written vacation policy allows admission
of extrinsic evidence supporting employee's position; breach
of employment contract.
People v. McLean

cai: -- wash~

Inc.

New York Law Journal, February 20, 1996, p. 30, col. 6, Yks.
City Ct., car wash placed illegal signs on sidewalks and
telephone polls for 50 years; found in violation of sign
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ordinance and fined; City had " abysmal record of enforcing
its statutes ".

Walker v. Winks Furniture
168 Misc. 2d 265, 640 N.Y.S. 2d 428, 1996, furniture store
falsely promises a delivery date of one week; disclaimers
void; rescission; consumer protection statutes, Merchandize
Delivery Act and General Business Law 349.

Benitez v. Restifo
167 Misc. 2d 967, 641 N.Y.S. 2d 523, 1996, landlord allows
third floor tenant to intentionally cause flood to another
tenant's basement apartment; breach of covenants of quiet
enjoyment and warranty of habitability, Real Property Law
235-b.

Weisz v. City of Yonkers

0

168 Misc. 2d 901, 644 N.Y.S. 2d 950, 1996, State and City
liable for damages to vehicle caused by pothole; State
Highway Law 58 does not preempt local common law duties;
negligence.

Rubinoff v. U.S. Capitol Insurance Co.
New York Law Journal, May 10, 1996, p. 31, col. 3, Yks. City
Ct., insurance company fails to provide defense; breach of
insurance contract; negligent misrepresentation; consumer
protection statute, General Business Law 349.

Posillico v. Freeman
New York Law Journal, June 18, 1996, p. 33, col. 6, Yks. City
Ct., chiropractor limited to no-fault insurance payments;
contract in which patient agreed to pay all unpaid fees
deemed void.

Williams v. Carson
New York Law Journal, July 15, 1996, p. 26, col. 6, Yks. Cty.
Ct., owner of vehicle unable to rebut presumption of
permissive use by brother who stole vehicle and caused
accident; negligence.
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~llan

v. Yonkers Avenue Dodge, Inc.

New York Law Journal, September 17, 1996, p. 26, col. 5, Yks.
Cty. Ct., 72 hour " cooling off " rescission rights period
does not apply to sale of used cars; New York's Used Car
Lemon Law preempts " cooling off " concept and requires
opportunity to cure defects; consumer protection statutes,
Personal Property Law Section 428; General Business Law
Section 198-b.

0

Buell v. Cablevision
New York Law Journal, September 27, 1996, p. 32, col. 2, Yks.
Cty. Ct., witness fee dispute arising from trial subpoenas
served by television personality Glendora dismissed and
referred to United States District Court.
~tchie

v. Empire Ford Sales, Inc.

New York Law Journal, November 7, 1996, p. 30, col. 3, Yks.
Cty. Ct., used car burns up 4 ~years after purchase because
of defective ignition switch, the subject of a subsequent
recall notice; dealer liable under consumer protection
statutes, Vehicle and Traffic Law Section 417 and General
Business Law Section 349 and strict products liability
doctrine.

0

1997:YONKERS CITY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
People v. Ziad Alqhzai
New York Law Journal, January 21, 1997, p. 32, col. 6, Yks.
Cty. Ct., failure to produce case file meant that
prosecutor's declaration of readiness was illusory and had
not stopped the running of the speedy trial clock; indictment
dismissed.
Watson v. R & L Brokerage Inc.
New York _ ~~~ _gourz:!~~ L January 23, 1997, p~ -~-l~ - ~o.:l~--~' Yks.
Cty. Ct., insurance broker waited three days to mail
application during which insured's car was stolen; broker
negligent in failing to timely mail or fax application and
liable for value of car.
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Cambridge v. Telemarketing Concepts, Inc.

0

171 Misc. 2d 796, 655 N.Y. ·S. 2d 795, 1997, corporation fails
to honor agreement to provide scholarship to employee; breach
of contract and violation of consumer protection statute,
General Business Law Section 349.

Sharknet Inc. v. Techmarketing, NY Inc.
New York Law Journal, April 22, 1997, p. 32, col. 3, Yks.
Cty. Ct., Internet conference and exhibition promoter
misrepresented number of attendees and length of Internet
exhibition to developer of commercial Web sites; breach of
contract and violation of consumer protection statute,
General Business Law Section 349, aff'd N.Y. App. Term,
December 7, 1999.

Oxman v. Amoroso

0

172 Misc. 2d 773, 659 N.Y.S. 2d 963, 1997, couple fires
abusive aupair and seeks refund of contract price; consumer
contract containing forum selection clause, Utah, choice of
law clause, Utah, and damages limitations clause held
unenforceable; breach of contract, negligent
misrepresentation and violation of consumer protection
statute, General Business Law Section 349.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/050297d2.htm
D~rzo

v. Terrace View

New York Law Journal, June 9, 1997, p. 34, col. 3, Yks. Cty.
Ct., restaurant patron loses expensive cashmere coat;
restaurant liable for replacement cost on theories of
bailment and negligence; General Business Law Section 201 not
apply, aff'd & remanded for new trial on damages, App. Term.,
October 27, 1998.
Web Page ht ~p: L_ /W\i.W_.!_]jx.__c;:om/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/060997d6.htm

Buono v. Giaimis
New York Law Journal, July 2, 1997, p. 33, col. 4, Yks. Cty.
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Ct., father demands return of $10,000 given to daughter to
pay his funeral expenses and burial costs; no anticipatory
breach of contract; contract violates Statute of Frauds;
conditional gift.

0

Darden v. Yonkers Motor Corp.
New York Law Journal, August 1, 1997, p. 28, col. 2, Yks.
Cty. Ct., Connecticut attorneys admitted to practice in but
without an office in New York State file complaint; complaint
dismissed because of failure to comply with Judiciary Law §
470.

Fi1po v. Credit Express Furniture Inc.
New York Law Journal, August 26, 1997, p. 26, col. 4, Yks.
Cty. Ct., furniture company violates consumer protection
statutes, Personal Property Law §§ 428, 429, Door-To-Door
Sales Act, and General Business Law § 349, in failing to
inform Spanish speaking consumers of three day cancellation
period and failing to refund monies after they canceled;
overreaching contract clauses found null and void. Web Page
http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/082697d6.htm

0

Diament v. Kaiser Foundation Health Plan Inc.
New York Law Journal, September 25, 1997, p. 34, col. 1, Yks.
Cty. Ct., employees received therapy sessions from health
care plan which were terminated because problems deemed not
responsive to short-term management; plan must reimburse
employees for cost of non-plan therapy health care.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/092597d3.htm

Mathew v. K1inger
New York J;.-~~__go~-~~C3:__l_£ _ qctober 7, 1997, p. ~~r s:;_ol. __ ~ ~- - x~s.
Cty. Ct., pet dog swallows chicken bone and dies seven days
later; two veterinarians committed malpractice and are held
responsible for dog's death; damages of $1,500.00 awarded;
aff'd and mod'd, 179 Misc. 2d 609, 686 N.Y.S. 2d 549, App.
Term. 1998, reducing damages from $1,500.00 to $528.25.
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Kozlowski v. Sears
New York Law Journal, November 6, 1997, p. 27, col. 3, Yks.
Cty. Ct., homeowner purchases defective vinyl windows;
consumer protection statute; contract rescinded for failure
to comply with Personal Property Law §§ 428, 429, Door-ToDoor Sales Act; contract clause disclaiming liability for
premises damage void.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/110697d3.htm
C.T.V., Inc. v. Curlen
New York Law Journal, December 3, 1997, p. 35, col. 1, Yks.
Cty. Ct., consumer purchases " Beat The System Program" of
$25,000 worth of certificates and the opportunity to sell the
program to other consumers and receives neither certificates
nor a refund; violation of General Business Law §§ 359-fff,
prohibition of pyramid schemes, and 349, prohibition of
misleading and deceptive business practices, and negligent
misrepresentation.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/120397d2.htm
1998:YONKERS CITY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
McBride & McCabe Interiors v. Kantro
New York Law Journal, February 19, 1998, p. 32, col. 3, Yks.
Cty. Ct., interior decorators rendered design services
without a signed contract; homeowner liable for fees based
upon quasi contract, quantum meruit, unjust enrichment and
promissory estoppel.
Baker v. Burlington Coat Factory
175 Misc. 2d 951, 673 N. Y.S. 2d 281, 1998, consumer purchases
_-- ~a ~~ -~ur and returns it t: wo day~_J: ~ te_~ _because it is sheddi_ng
and defective; retail store's " no cash refund " policy null
and void, U.C.C. §§ 2-314, 2-714 preempt General Business Law
§ 218-a which allows " no cash refund " policies if notice
proper; failure to inform consumers of availability of cash
refund for defective goods violates General Business Law §
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349, deceptive business practices. Cited as authority by the
New York Court of Appeals in Karlin v. IVF America, Inc., 93
N.Y. 2d 282, 712 N.E. 2d 662, 690 N.Y.S. 2d 495, 498, 1998.

c=)

Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/030298d3.htm
Andersen v. Ryder Truck Rental, New York Law Journal, March
23, 1998, p. 34, col. 1, Yks. Cty. Ct., consumer who waits
thirty days for rental truck to be repaired recovers cost of
motels and food for thirty days; breach of contract and
promissory estoppel found. Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgibin/f_cat?pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/032398d3.htm
M1ller v. Corbett
1998 WL 185059, Yks. Cty. Ct. 1998, attorney seeking inquest
on damages violated Judiciary Law § 470, failing to maintain
office in New York State, and Part 136 of Rules of Chief
Administrator requiring arbitration of fee disputes in
matrimonial actions; sanctions of $250 imposed , mod'd 177
Misc. 2d 266, 676 N.Y.S. 770, 1998, reargument granted;
finding of a violation of Judicia~y Law § 470 and imposition
of sanctions vacated. Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgibin/f_cat?pr ... /http/nyljcontent/040298d6.htm

Q

BNI New York Ltd. v. DeSanto
177 Misc. 2d 9, 675 N.Y.S. 2d 752, 1998, BNI, a business and
professional networking organization, seeks to enforce a
membership fees note; complaint dismissed and note rescinded
on grounds of failure of consideration, misrepresentations
and unconscionability; violation of General Business Law §
349.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/051298d3.htm
Petrello v. Winks Furniture
New York Law Journal, May 21, 1998, p. 32, col. 3, Yks. Cty.
Ct., furniture store misrepresents sofa as covered in
Ultrasuede HP and protected by 5 year warranty when sofa
actually covered in an inferior fabric; order form altered
after purchase; fraudulent misrepresentation; rescission;
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breach of implied warranty of merchantability; violation of
General Business Law § 349.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/052198d3.htm

Jerome v. Famby
New York Law Journal, June 3, 1998, p. 30, col. 3, Yks. Cty.
Ct., landlord sued tenant three times over same transaction
in two different Small Claims Courts; landlord falsely
certified that he had not previously sued the tenant; third
lawsuit found to be frivolous and brought to harass,
intimidate, oppress and annoy tenant; landlord barred from
filing any new lawsuits for one year unless receives
permission from Judge sitting in small claims court. Web Page
http://ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
prod/1 ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/060398d6.htm

Borys v. Scarsdale Ford Inc.
New York Law Journal, June 15, 1998, p. 34, col. 4, Yks. Cty.
Ct., consumer demands new car after discovering it was
repainted before delivery; dealer must have opportunity to
repaint under new car lemon law, General Business Law § 198a, and express warranty; dealer may be liable under General
Business Law§ 396-p(S), new car contract disclosure rules,
but Small Claims Court has neither equitable nor monetary
jurisdiction to enforce G.B.L. § 396-p(S). Web Page
http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr ... /http/nylj/nyljcontent/061598d3.htm

Heyward v. Pirrotti
New York Law Journal, August 4, 1998, p. 26, col. 1, Yks.
Cty. Ct., consumer hires attorney to pursue wrongful
discharge claim; first retainer requires $2000 minimum fee
for payment of hourly time charges and expenses; second
retainer provides for contingency fee and expenses; two
retainers __ambi.g_uous and attorney must refund ___balance_ o£
minimum fee after second retainer entered into. Web Page
http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
pr/http/nylj/nyljcontent/080498d3.htm

Bridget Griffin-Amiel v. Frank Terris Orchestras
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178 Misc. 2d 71, 677 N.Y.S. 2d 908, 1998, bride to be hires
orchestra and wedding singer Paul Rich to perform at wedding
reception; without prior notice a different wedding singer is
substituted; breach of contract; disclaimer void; negligent
misrepresentation; violation of General Business Law § 349,
deceptive and misleading business practices; damages included
one half of contract price and $500.00 for embarrassment,
humiliation and annoyance. Cited as authority by the New York
Court of Appeals in Karlin v. IVF America, Inc., 93 N.Y. 2d
282, 712 N.E. 2d 662, 690 N.Y.S. 2d 495, 498, 1998.

0

De1lagala v. Brown

178 Misc. 2d 445, 679 N.Y.S. 2d 526, 1998, attorney receives
$100,000 certified check from debtor and in3tead of
delivering it to his client-creditor he mails it my regular
mail; the check is lost and replaced five months later;
attorney liable in malpractice and ordered to pay client five
months' worth of lost interest. Web Page
http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
te ... /ny.archive.html/98/10/100898d3.htm
Gutterman v. Romano Rea1 Estate

New York Law Journal, October 28, 1998, p. 36, col. 3, Yks.
Cty. Ct., real estate broker misrepresents that house with
septic tank was connected to sewer system; one year later
buyer discovers septic tank when toilet backs up causing in
excess of $3,000 in damages; fraudulent and negligent
misrepresentation; violation of General Business Law § 349.
Web Page http://www.ljx.com/cgi- bin/f_cat?
te ... /ny.archive.html/98/10/102898d6.htm

0

1999:YONKERS CITY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
Brown v. Marra

New York Law Journal, March 8, 1999, p. 32, col. 4, Yks. Cty.
Ct., motion to (1) transfer Small Claims Court case to Civil
Court _.ba.s ed__upon. _assertion of counterclaim__in __ __excess of
$3,000 jurisdictional limit or (2) stay prosecution pending
fee dispute arbitration denied as frivolous and not well
founded in the law.
Demuro v. Hofstede
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Boy

New York Law Journal, March 18, 1999, p. 33, col. 4, Yks.
Cty. Ct., tenants obtained a decision from Division of
Housing and Community Renewal, DHCR, reducing rent; instead
of appealing DHCR decision tenant withheld rent and in
response to non-payment action sought an additional abatement
by claiming a breach of warranty of habitability; Court
dismissed defense as tenants were collaterally estopped from
raising habitability issues previously adjudicated.
Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/99/03/031899b6.htm

Bank v. La Costa Apartment Corp.
New York Law Journal, March 31, 1999, p. 38, col. 5, Yks.
Cty. Ct., winning bidder for co-op obtains refund of deposit
after learning of no-pet policy; unjust enrichment;
incorporation by reference doctrine; failure to give adequate
notice of no-pet policy.
Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/99/03/033199b6.htm

Goodman v. Central Park Auto Wash Inc.
New York Law Journal, April 12, 1999, p. 31, col. 4, Yks.
Cty. Ct., cash wash damages bike and roof rack; bailments and
negligence; disclaimer not enforced.
Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/99/04/041299b6.htm
~zra

v. National Standard Mortqaqe Corp.

New York Law Journal, April 28, 1999, p. 31, col. 1, Yks.
Cty. Ct., mortgage agreement canceled based upon
misrepresentations; motion seeking to stay proceedings and
enforce arbitration clause denied; arbitration clause not
enforced.
Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/99/04/042899b5.htm

O'Brien v. Exotic Pet Warehouse,
Inc., New York Law Journal,
-- -. -·- --··-- -October 5, 1999, p. 35, col. 2, Yks. Cty. Ct., pet owner
recovers for loss of baby African Grey Parrot; negligent
clipping of wings; negligent misrepresentation and violation
of General Business Law Section 349.
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Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/99/10/100599b6.htm
2000:WESTCHESTER COUNTY FAMILY COURT, NEW YORK STATE
D.S.

v.

0

C~

New York Law Journal, April 20, 2000, p. 34, col. 2,
Westchester Family Court. The petitioner mother, having moved
from Virginia two months ago, sought sole custody of the
parties' two children. The father challenged the court's
jurisdiction, claiming that the custody petition should be
brought in Virginia since Virginia was the 11 home state 11 •
The court held that although Virginia was the home state, the
federal Parental Kidnaping Prevention Act pre-empted state
law considerations by requiring that one of the contestants
reside in Virginia at the time of the filing. Jurisdiction in
New York was upheld since neither mother nor father resided
in Virginia and the 11 location of substantial evidence 11 and
'' significant contacts 11 supported accepting jurisdiction for
the best interests of the children.
Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/00/04/042000b6.htm

0

B.L. v. M.L.
New York Law Journal, June 23, 2000, p. 33, col. 5,
Westchester Family Court. The Petitioner filed a family
offense petition claiming that respondent, her ex- husband,
committed second-degree assault and first- degree harassment.
Respondent moved to dismiss the petition for failure to state
a cause of action. Reviewing the alleged conduct of
respondent, the court agreed that neither cause of action was
sustainable. However, the court sought to encourage a 11 user
friendly 11 Family Court. It said that the pleadings must be
liberally construed and that the standard was whether the
allegations sustained any recognized family offense.
Petitioner alleged that respondent repeatedly made anonymous
phone calls to her home and office and had sent a copy of the
divorce papers to a friend. The court found that these
a.l-l..ega-ti-ons supported causes o-f ---acti-On -for aggravated
harassment in the second degree and harassment in the second
degree.
Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/00/06/062300b5.htm
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F.H. v. M.L.
New York Law Journal, September 14, 2000, p. 25. col. 4,
Westchester County Family Court. For six years, the Court was
involved in the contentious and abusive relationship between
the petitioner father and respondent mother. After the mother
moved to Connecticut, she was charged with neglecting their
two children. Connecticut's Department of Children and
Families removed the children for six and a half months to
its care and custody. Consequently, the father filed a
petition in Westchester seeking sole custody. Mother moved to
dismiss on the ground of lack of jurisdiction or to transfer
the petition to the Connecticut court before which a neglect
petition was pending. The Court reviewed New York's Uniform
Child Custody Jurisdiction Act, Connecticut's Uniform Child
Custody Jurisdiction And Enforcement Act and the Parental
Kidnaping Prevention Act. In deciding to retain jurisdiction,
the Court stressed: the Court's nine prior visitation orders,
the six-year relationship between the law guardian and
children, that the children lived most of their lives in New
York, and that the father had continuously resided in New
York.
Web Page: http://www.nylj.com/decisions/00/09/091400b6.htm
Matter of J.M.
New York Law Journal, October 3, 2000, p. 31, col. 2,
Westchester County Family Court. In a juvenile delinquency
petition, it was alleged that the 12-year-old respondent had
sexual intercourse with his 11-year-old cousin. The petition
charged respondent with rape (later withdrawn), sexual abuse
and consensual sodomy, all of which were denied. The alleged
act occurred in July 1999. The matter was referred by the
Probation Department to the Westchester County Attorney's
Office in October 1999. Nine months later, the county
attorney filed this petition. Respondent moved to dismiss the
petition on the ground of due process and violation of his
right to a speedy trial. The court found that preincl-:iet:-meflt:.-/p-re-peti tion delays are- subj eet- -·t-e--·due process and
speedy trial analysis but that the 9-month delay did not
prejudice respondent in any way. Also, the delay was
reasonable, given obstacles in obtaining the victim's needed
statement.
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Web Page http://www.nylj.com/decisions/00/10/100300b6.htm
P.I. v. C.D.
New York Law Journal, November 22, 2000, p. 32, col. 1
Westchester County Family Court. The Petitioner telephoned
the Respondent wanting to know the whereabouts of their child
in common. The Respondent threatened to kill the Petitioner
if she tried to " get ( their ) 2 year old daughter back from
him". He also stated that " if I won custody of ( their )
daughter on
(their) upcoming court date ... that he would kill both me
and our daughter". On a motion to dismiss the Petition for a
failure to state a Family Offense, the Court dismissed the
Petition finding, among other things, that no cause of action
was stated for Aggravated Harassment in the Second Degree, PL
§ 240- 30(1), because the Respondent did not initiate the
telephone call.
Web Page:
http://www.courts.state.ny.us/PivCD.HTM
A.M. v. M.I.

New York Law Journal, December 28, 2000, p. 28, col. 4,
Westchester County Family Court. The Respondent paged the
Petitioner who then telephoned the Respondent during which
the Respondent threatened the Petitioner by stating that " if
he had to get rid of me to see his kids, he will do what he
has to do ". After a hearing the Court found that the
Respondent had committed the Family Offense of Aggravated
Harassment in the Second Degree by using a pager to
precipitate the initiation of the telephone call by the
Petitioner. In addition, the Court called upon the State
Legislature and the Courts to expand the application of the
PL § 240.30(1) to all telephone communications involving
threats of physical violence or death within the context of
domestic Yi.olence.
_ ___ __ -·-----·- ·- __
Web Page:
http://www.courts.state.ny.us/AMvMI.HTM
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Introduction
This page is an index of all NCLC links to other websites that may be of interest. NCLC does
not endorse any products or listed web sites.
These links of interest have been gathered and indexed by Chris Langone (The Langone Law
Firm, 25 East Washington Street, Suite 1805, Chicago, IL 60602, Tel: 312/782-2000), and
modified by the National Consumer Law Center.

General Legal
Broad range of legal and governmental resources, including listings of attorneys and law
firms, and federal and state resources.
Searchable index of legal materials on the Web.
• State Legislatures Internet Links
• Resident Agent Information and Links
(Attorney Terry Berger has updated his page of Resident Agent for service of process
information. His list includes Washington, D.C., all fifty states, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands)
• Management Information Exchange
• The Tenants Union
• COUNSEL QUEST: Business and Consumer Law
• Cornell University Legal Information Institute
• Find.law
• Villanova Center for Information Law and Policy
• American Bar Association
• John Marshall Law School..hyberlaw Site
• Ethics Ooinions

• Prof. Mark Budnitz's Student Materials
•

Ihe_ lotero_~U_gw

Ljbra_ry

• The Federal Judicial Center

http://www.consumerlaw .org/links/content/index content.html
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• Westlaw
• The Nation's Cou_rts Qire.,qQIY

0

• US Federal Judici.QlY
• Tobacco Bulletin Board System

General Consumer
General Consumer Information for public interest organizations, consumer advocacy and
education groups and the general public.
• National Association of Consumer Advocates
• National Association of Consumer

Bankrt.!Q..~Y-

Attorneys_

• Consumers Union
• State Consumer Agencies
• Bankrate
• Class Actions
• Class Actions
• Consumer Law Page
• Consumer World

0

• FTC Credit Information
• National Consumer Law Center
• ConsumerNet
• Consumer Information Center Links

• .t!1JD Aggroved Housing

Counse!l.o.g_P.genci~s

• Tenant Net Home Page (Netscape)

• u.s.

~ndlor:d.::Temmt

l-aw

• Nolo Law B _Coo~_wmer_Sec;.tiQD
• U.S. Consumer:_Creqlt__Lg_w
• U.C.C. -ARTICLES 1-9
• Consumer Actio.n . _

• Tb.e

Lcp.~'-Y.s!I__l>.Q9g~

• Consumers for Auto Reliability and Safety

0

• IbeJ:Lo~gi<;~ .Pf!Jients. AU@ru;~

http://www .consumer! aw. org/links/content/index_content.html
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• FAMSA
• Elder Law Answers
• The National Association of Consumer

Ag_~.D£Y-_Ad_ministrators

• Federal Information Resources for Consumers
• TCPALaw.com (research and support of Telephone Consumer Protection Act litigation)
• NY Consumer Protection Law Guide, Justice Thomas A. Dickerson

Legal Services Back-Up and Resource Centers
Non-profit organizations devoting all of its resources to advocating equal access to justice
for all Americans.
• LawHeiQ
• LSC Resource Library
• Consumer Law Decisions
• Lawdisks
• National Senior Citizens Law Center

0

• Equal Justice Network
• National Center on Poverty Law
• National Veteran Legal Services Program
• Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
• The Center for Law and Social Policy
• National Legal Aid and Defender Association
• Palmetto _Legal Services (South CarolinJti
• Western New York Legal Center
• Bat.:elon Center
• Native American Rights Fund (NARF)
• National Health Law Program
• Practicing Law Institute

- ----

- ~--- - ----

----

-

~

~

- - --

·-----·-- -- -

• Pine Tree Legal Assistance: Links to Other·Legal Services Organizations

•

Irlr,:~l_La_wy..§rs.for P_lJ_QlJ~J_u_stL~e

(TLPJ)

• National EmQioyment Law Proiect (NELP), see also NELP's information about
unemployment httg_;_LLwww , u nem Qloyedworker~&t:9L

1 /')')/')(1(17

• California Advocates for_Nursing Home Reform
,.. _ _ .. _,c _ _ _ _ ... : _ _
'-'CII .LIIIUIIIIaLIUII

Good collection of resources regarding cars, car pricing and safety information, lemon law
summaries.

0

• AutoSite
• CarFax

• Kelly's Blue Book
• National Highway Traffic Safety Administr_g__tion
• Auto Finance Law
• Don't Get Taken Every Time

T ravel Law Articles on t he Web
• Take Your Travel Agent on a Trip to the Courthouse
• The Cruise Passenger's Rights and Remedies
• Flight

Delgys.,_Rlg_h.t~

Remedies, Damages & Class

Action ~

0

• What Tort Lawyers Shpuld Know About Travel Law
• The Licensing and Regulation of Travel Sellers in the United States
• New York State Needs a Modern Travel Seller Statute
• The Internet. the "Solicitation Plus" Doctrine and Jurisdiction Over Foreign Travel
Suppliers
• Sponsoring Group Travel: A Discussion of Liability Issues-1999
• Travel Abroad, Sue at Home
• Instant Travel Agents

• I our OperatQrs

anQ_.AJLC~rrlers_; __IY!Q__d_ernTh~Qrie_s._of _LiabiiJ.ty_

• How Safe Are Student Tours
• Hotel Restaurant Liability For Lost Overcoats
- ----• Sporting Event Tours: Liability For--Defaults, Pelfc>r:.f1!a.l1ce

Fail~res

and Physical -Injuries- - --

• J_yQ.ge Dickerson's _Consume_r_Law Decisions, Articles. Papers & ~QQ_Is__~
• Travel Law

http://www. consumerlaw .org/links/content/index_content.html
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Retailer & Trade

0 •

Co.rnmen;;_ial

Law___b.~agu§

• Arm~_ric~_n__<:;;_Ql!~ctqr~As~oJ;.l_gtion
• American Recovery Association Inc.
• APR Systems
• National Credit Information Systems
• Netbanker

Government Web Sites
• D_§J:;!artment of JustLc;_e.
• Federal Case Law
• Federal Laws
• Federal Trade Commission
• FedStats
• Library of Congress

0 •

Medline

• Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
• Thomas (Jefferson)
• US Federal Courts
• US Government Accounting Office (GAO)
• US House of Representatives
• US Senate
• Washington Post Federal Internet Guide
• The Wh[t§. __House

US Government Agencies
Extensive links to all US Government Agencies.
--- · _

_______!__

•

Central Intelligence Agency
[2§.p_g_r_trn~nt

o•

of A_gricult!Jre

Department of Commerce

• Department of Defense

1 /') ') /') (\(\ 7

• _D epartment of ..Edl,g;;ation
• Deoartment of Eneroy

0

• Department of Health & Human Services
• Department of Housing & Urban Development
• Department of the Interior
• Department of Justice
• Department of Labor
• Department of State
• Department of Transportation
• Department of the Treasury
• Department of Veterans Affairs
• Environmental Protection Agency
• Federal Reserve System
• Federal Bureau of Investigation
• Federal Trade Commission

0

• Securities and Exchange Commission
• Small Business Administration
• Social Security_Administration
• United States Postal Service
• Federal Communications Commission

Finding a Lawyer
Search for a lawyer near you.
• National Association of Consumer Advocates
• National Associ~tiQ!l _Qf ..C.Q.1'1?..\JID~I 6..!3nkruQ.~....8tto.r_r:l_gy~
• Elder Law Answers

• Other Legal Services Programs

Helpful Tools

0

General Financial and mortgage calculators.

http://wv.rw .consumerlaw. org/1 inks/content/index_content.html
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• f_l_nanc_jal Calculator:~
• Mortgage Calculators

0

0
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Successful
Experienced &
Ethical Free
Evaluation of Your
Case
Millslawfirm.com

St~!l.t C l ~!:>.§
~J:JiQO

Injured By A Drug
Coated Stent?
Large Firm.Millions
in Settlements
www .AshcraftAndGerel.c!

MaJp_r_act_i~;_E~..J•.iiYI

f.i~rn

0

You Have a Right
To Seek Justice!
Experienced
Lawyers Across the
USA
TheLitlgatorslnc.com

CJ~l:>~.:..;G_ti QI]

GJ~.im~-- ~ c.:l. mJo

We have the
resources to
manage your case!
www.dmavalue.com

Advertise on this site

Links are provided to Class Action articles by Timothy E. Eble, P.A. and Consumer Law
articles by Judge Thomas A. Dickerson! Additional off si~e links include, but are not limited
to, articles dealing with class action, complex litigation, and asbestos settlements. A link to the
Federal Judicial Center's articles is also provided.
~-

~

- .

Articles by Timothy E.

0

Ebl~

• Smith (arolina Class Action Litigation: A Review
Historical perspective, Standards for Maintaining Class Action, an examination of
S.C.R.C.P.Rule 23, Due Process, Opt ins, Costs of Notice

http://www.classactionlitigation.com/library/ca_ articles.html
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•

~~~ts~ t\~_tiQ11 L_itig~tjc:mjJ1 _Qregon: ~ Concif;~

SJ.nnmcgy
Class Action Litigation in Oregon: A Concise Summary
Discussion of the essential elements of ORCP 32, which governs procedures and
elements required for class certification.

o

• QhtQ__Cl~s.~A~.tiQ~ _Litiga:tjQ:n,_: A C9n£is..~ . S.M.IDIDCJJ;Y.
Ohio Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a) contains five explicit and two additional implied
prerequisites for class certification.

•

Jhi.~f.Qp_pQ~in.g_C~.rtific.~ti-9.Ili~J .S.«:>.:t:~,!.h. C.~Qlin.~ _<::;_as~

Memorandum of American Federal BAnk, FSB, in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to
Amend Complaint and to proceed as a Class action (August 1999)

These Articles are republished herein with permission of the Author, Judge Thomas
A. Dickerson. We express our appreciation for the opportunity to republish them at
classactionlitigation.com. For further information about Judge Dickerson visit
:p:t~;mf:,_~:t;~._aQl!<:Qm/j:gd.g~t_a<i/ or ~cQ~rt;s..~J.al~·-11Y·Ms/r,Q~rtfJL
Recent Articles

• Thg __C:.rni!i.~ . P..a~s.~.I.l g~:r;~$ .Rigl_lts_§s, __R~m-~4i ~s.; . ZQQfi
History of Modern Cruising, Downside of rapid expansion, Safety, Cancellations,
Increased security, Accidents, Standard of Care, Misrepresentations, Protection rules,
lost, damaged or stolen baggage, litigation roadblocks, Specific case citations and
footnotes. Four important developments in cruise passenger rights 2003-2006 discussed.
• CONSVMEF._1Al'Y ZQQfi PPQATE
Table of N.Y.S. and Federal Consumer Protection Statutes, Recent NY Consumer Law
Articles, Deceptive and misleading business practices, False advertising, Automobiles,
Homes, Insurance, Loans & Credit, Overcoats lost in restaurants, Pyramid schemes,
Property, Apartments & Coops, Retail Sales & Leases, Telemarketing, Litigation Issues,
specific case citations and footnotes.

0

• CQNS:UM.EJ1 LAW..ZOQ.~_Qf:QAIE
Discusses consumer protection statutes most frequently used in New York State courts.
• A SUMMARY OF ARTICLE 9 CLASS ACTIONS IN 2005
Annual premium, Risk free insurance, and a decisions by the Appellate Divisions and
trial Courts on a variety of 2005 class actions.
• A SUMMA~Y OF ARTIC:LE 9 CLASS ACTIONS IN 2()04
The Scope of G.B.Ii §349;-Appellate Divisions and trial courts rulings on-a-variety-of-·-·class actions.
• CONSUMER CLASS ACTIONS IN NEW YO_RK STATE COURTS 2004
Discusses how some consumer claims may be aggregated and prosecuted as consumer
class actions.

http://www.classactionlitigation.com/library/ca_ articles.html
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• NEW YQR!< STATE_SUPREM_E ~0. RT J'UBLISHED DE~IS ON:S 1994-20.0~

0

0

Cases cited with date and abstract included.
Archived Articles

• THOMAS A.I)ICKERSON BIBLIOGRAPHY: LEGAL ARTICLES [ 1977-2004]
Articles from Syracuse Law Review, New York Law Journal, The Practical Lawyer,
Travel Law, Air Law, National Law Journal, Cornell H.R.A. Quarterly, Trial Magazine,
I.N.C.L. Journal, Report of Consumer Affairs Committee, The Aviation Quarterly, The
International Travel Law Journal, IFTTA Journal, et.al.
• j\. S!JMMA_R)' OF AR11CLE 9 CLASS ACTIO ~ S IN 2003
Rights of school children, cable television subscribers, professional banquet waiters,
appellate divisions and Supreme Courts rulings on a variety of 2003 class actions.
• Summ,ary Qf Article ~ Cl~ss A.ctiorts in New Yo.r k State_ Courts
In 2000 the Court of Appeals addressed the viability of three consumer class actions
brought under CPLR Article 9.
• SUMMARY OF ARTICLE 9 CLASS ACTIONS IN 1999
In 1999 the New York Court of Appeals addressed class certification under CPLR Article
9 and the viability of claims brought under General Business Law 349 [ GBL 349 ].
• SUMMA Y OF ARTICLE 9 CL;\SS. A.CTIONSIN 1998
In 1998, New York Courts dealt with a record number of class actions brought under
C.P.L.R. Article 9.
• Sl.JMMARX Q~ -~B.TICLE_ 9 CLASS ACTIONS IN.J,996
The adequacy of class representation was an issue that several New York courts
analyzed in 1996.
• S1JMMAl{Y _QF. A..:RTLCJ-,~ .9 .CLASS__~_C1JQN SJ. __ 19~~
Class actions brought against automobile salesmen, baby makers, soft drink
manufacturers and distributors, State and New York City welfare agencies, class action
attorneys, rental car companies, the Chief Administrator of the Courts of New York
State, brokerage firms, hospitals, medical insurance companies and State and local taxing
authorities.
• APPLYING CO NSUMER PROTECTION STAT TES IN EW YORK STAT£ SMAL
CLAIMSJ;:::OURTS
Discusses New York State's consumer protection statutes in a 1999 Judicial Seminar
Program. GBL § 349 and a variety of consumer protection statutes are examined using
specific cases.
• A .TJCLES Pl.JBLI_SHED L__ TRAVEL Tl\AQf. JQ . RNl\LS AN'Q CONSUMER
PUBliCATIONS [ 1976;.1985 ] - Judge Dickerson's articles published in Travel Agent Magazine, Diversion Magazine,
Balloon Magazine, and Frequent Flyer Magazine from 1976-1985 are listed.
• ARTICLES ,N LAW REVIEWS A,ND LEGAL Pl[BI)CA TIO_N S [ 1977-2001]
Dickerson's Law Review and Legal Publication articles from 1977-2001 are listed. Some

http://www.classactionlitigation.com/library/ca_articles.html
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of these articles are printed in The Practical Lawyer, New York Law Journal, Air Law,
and National Law Joumal.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

~~-~~~~~~ ~~~T~~~~~~:!;~;i~DGE'S GUIDE TO NEW YORK STATE
This paper discusses federal and state consumer protection statutes mos commonly used
in New York State Courts.
CONS.lJM.ER .LAW 2000 UPDATE: The Consum e:r.'s_ ~uid~ tp SmaU ~l~i.J;n s Cp-q.rt
There are many consumer protection statutes available to consumers, attorneys,
arbitrators, and judges in New York State's Small Claims Courts.
C(msumer Law 2001
The Consumers Guide to Small Claims Court and How to Use Fed and State Consumer
Protection Statutes
c;pns"l.lll1,er <;:Ja,~~ Actions and Coupon Settlem ents: Are Consumers Being
Shortchanged?
The use of coupons in consumer class action settlements can be good for the defendants'
business and good for the consumer class but the settlement must be carefully designed
to ensure the consumers receive something of value.
JJ:l~ C~UISE. PASS~NGER'S R,lG_:tiTS~ R:E:rytEDIE_S (2000)
Accidents aboard modem cruise ships are governed by ancient legal doctrines which
favor shipowners over passengers. Accidents aboard, other common issues, and forum
selection are discussed.
C;rnis~ .Pa,~sertge:t_:'~ Rigl:tt~ a,rtq Rem~Q._i~ 20Ql Up~_~ed
Th~ Cru.j~e f-"''!5Se!1g~~:·~R!ght$__~d ~~~e9ie~: ~Q®
This revision has added information about cruise passenger safety post 9/11 as well as
updates in recent cruise litigation and expanded general information.
C.ONSTJME~ L-t\W .:. lli.E JNTERNET_ANQ ITS IM:fACT QJ.>.ONPERSQNAL
flJJUSI?JCI!QN
The Internet has dramatically changed the way in which the Courts decide what types of
business contacts justify the assertion of personal jurisdiction.
f.<M~e'-. ~j~lg~qi_ng~. O~.~-ep.Hv~ A_Q.v~rtis.i:ng i.tt.th.~ Tt:i:l,Y~1J.nc:J,~~try; Th.~<:::Pn.~lJm~r~s

Righ_ts a,ttd Remegi~s ~00:3
Deceptive and misleading travel advertising, Consumer Protection Statutes, and selling
travel over the internet are examined. The need for New York State to adopt a modem
travel seller statute is explained.
• FLIGHT
DELAYS:
ACTIONS
. ...
.
.'
.... ... ..RIGHTS
. . ... . ... .. .. .... t. REMEDIES
. ... ... ..
. ... . , DAMAGES
- . .. .... .... &
.. .. ....CLASS
.. .... . . ...... .........
. .. ...... . ..... .. . ..
..
Flight delays in 2000 were the worst since 1995. An airline passenger's rights are
discussed and possible remedies for flight delays and concellations, including class
--- - - - actions and smaii"cfaims- courts~-are exa:rllinea.
• Hotel Restaurant Liabi ity For Lost Ov ~ rcoats
Proximity, warning signs, bailment theory, negligence theory, statutory disclaimers, and
recoverable damages are considered in the examination of restaurant/hotel liability
regarding lost or stolen coats.

http://www .classactionlitigation.com/library/ca_ articles.html
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0

I!QT~LS.._RESQRT$

A_N.P <:ASJ_NQS : TH:E; CONSVMER'SJUGff'TS . ~ 1\~_M-gDIE S

(pdf)
This 2001 paper examines hotels, resorts and casinos looking closely at consumer
problems that have been reported and the ensuing court action that has taken place.
• HQW .S.l\ff:_ t..RE S.]],.[DENJ'.. TQQRS
Student tours require special attention to supervision and safety. Failure to provide
appropriate supervision and properly trained tour escorts can lead to tour operator
liability.
• INSTANT TRAVEL AGENTS

Dickerson's 1997 article looks at the travel agent who purchases their professional
credentials, their affect on the travel industry, and the need for both regulatory action
and prosecution for deceptive business practices.
• THE INTERNET, THE" SOLICIT1\TION P.L S "DOCTRINE AND JURISDICTION
OVER FOREIGN HOTELS AND OTHER TRAVEL SUPPLIERS

Dickerson's 2000 revision discusses the use of the internet in travel planning. Concerns
about reliability of information, and the threat of destabilization to existing retail
distribution are analyzed.
•

0

Judg~ Dic):<~:r~on' ~_ FCl!l1ilY .L~:w D ec;isiop__
s 200() :-.2001

Judge Dickerson's Family Law Decisions, books, papers, articles, brief biography, and
recent presentations are listed in this 2000-2001 personal update along with an overview
of New York State Family Courts.
• TH~ LICENSJ~ G 1\NP EG . LATIO OF TRAVEL SELLERS IN THE
STATESJ ~~~J~~AP_t\, .A1JSJ'~~-Ll~,. GREAT BroTA _N,JM_~ AND .Tli~ MEMI3.~RS
OF TiiE EUROPEAN CQMMl[NITY.

This 2000 article discusses the necessary components for uniform licensing of Travel
Sellers: annual registration, proficiency testing, advertising standards, insurance, surety
bonding, restitution funds, and penalties.
• Puplish~d Decision~ Of Judge Thom.as A. Pick erson [ 1994-2001
• RE.SORT 1JM.E:S.HARJ;NG: TIH~; CQNSUMEI\'.S RIGiiTS ~ REMJ;DI;ES 20iJ1

The Timeshare product is examined and types of common consumer problems, Federal
& State Securities Laws, timeshare statutes, and other consumer protection statutes are
discussed.
• SHOULD COlJPO S & CREOITS BE {)SED TO SE1JLE TRAVEL CLASS
ACTIONS_?

This paper discusses the need for the settlement of travel class actions using coupons or
credits to be carefully designed to insure the consumer actually receives something of
value for releasing their claims against the defendants.
• -Spo_rting-E-y~ntTour. : Liakility fQ! Defaults, Pe.ilor.riianci Fafures And Physical
I jui ies
Common sports fan problems are discussed (e.g. canceled tours, team relocation, sports
fan injuries ... ) and the liability of the sports teams, tour operators, and ticket sellers is
examined.

http://www .classactionlitigation.com/library/ca_ articles.html
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• SPONSORING. GROpP TRAVE"l,: A Pll)CUSSIO NOF l,.l_~J,HL~TY I SSU~S--20()Q
The liability of travel sponsors who promote group travel but rely upon travel agents
and tour operators to make the travel arrangements is examined in this August 2000
article by Judge Dkkerson.
• Sum.ma.cy ot N e}'V Y.ofk__ (Jas~ Ag i_Q:p_s i ~ 200::\
In 2001 the Court of Appeals addressed the viability of three class actions brought under
CPLR Article 9 involving the rights of insureds, lesbian medical students and aliens
seeking Medicaid benefits.
• TAKIN G YOUR TRAVEL AGENT ON A TRIP TO THE COURT HOUSE
The damages which a consumer may recover from a travel agent for breach of contract,
negligence, fraud or violation of a Consumer Protection Statute will depend upon the
nature of the injuries sustained.
• Theme Parks and ThrjJl_Rides: The Consumer's Rights & Remedies
Accidents occurring on thrill rides are examined and the assumption of the risk doctrine
is discussed. Some Courts have found that injured patrons assumed the risk while others
have not.
• TQUR OPERATQ~S ANOAJ.R C:A~RJ:ERS. ; MODERN THEORIES QF LIABILITY
Judge Dickerson discusses the liability of tour operators and air carriers for the tour
participant's injuries sustained in foreign locales.
• TRAVE~_ CONS_~RREMEQfES.: SMALL CLAJMS COURTS AND CON Sl)MER
CLASS ACTION S
Typical damages awarded, small claims courts option, successful Travel law cases,
Travel consumer class actions and class action requirements.
• T~VEL ABROAQr. S.t,JJ;:ATROM_E
Safety standards, medical care, consumer protection laws and user friendly legal systems
in the US are not the standard encountered by many US travelers in foreign countries.

•

Ih!~-~t~pjpg I~l~P.hQ!1_~C~U~ -~ Ag~~Y~!~Q.H_"'x:~~sment 4.1 fu~_Sec_9:n_~ Q_~e~: Il:l~
N~eg Jgr_L~g~~latio.J.:1

Family Offense of Aggravated Harassment in the Second Degree needs to have its scope
broadened in order to make it clearly applicable to all respondents who harass and
threaten their victims.
• Travel Agents 2001 : The Consumer's Rights & Remedies For Performance Failure>
The responsibilities of travel agents regarding their clients and the legal standards that
may be applied to their position are examined.
• WHAT TORT LAWYERS. SlfQUJ-D :KNQW ABOUT TRAVEL LAW
Judge Dickerson's 2000 Revision provides a sampling of Travel Law topics including the
concept of shifting liability between suppliers and sellers of travel.
Back to Top

Other Articles
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Download Through the Federal Judicial Center
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• aJ!~tio.11illg t!t~J.~-91 ~ ol .Cla~§ C.9t;~ll§el fr9m Fed. J\!d_. _c~.r:tf.~ !:
• Awarding Atto:r;ney Fees and Managi11g Fee Litigation(PDF)
• Class Action Chaos? The Theory of the Core and an Analysis of opt-out Rights in Mass
Tort Class Actions
Currently unavailable online.
• Class A tio Dismissed-Grist Magazine
• Cl~s~ Action fairn_ess A~ tl Fa.i.rpe$S FQ:t: Whgm.?
• C~~ss_!\,~fiQll W:.~t.~h from. the F~gera i.~tS9c ~~cy
• Cl'!SS Actions in FoUI Di~ trict Courts: FJC: _ eport
• Class Actions Protect Investors and Co sumers from A use: An Ov rview of the
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